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REFACE.

In presenting these volumes to the pubhc I should have felt, I own,

considerable diffidence, from a sincere distnist m my o\vn powers of

doing justice to such a task, were I not well convmced that there is

in the subject itself, and in the rich variety of materials here brought

to illustrate it, a degree of attraction and mterest which it would be

difficidt, even for hands the most unskilful, to extmguish. However

lamentable were the circumstances under which Lord Byron became

estranged fi-ora his country, to his long absence from England, durino-

the most brdliant period of his powers, we are indebted for all those

interestmg letters which compose the greater part of the second

Aolume of this work, and whicli will be foimd equal, if not superior,

in point of vigoiu-, variety and liveliness, to any that have yet

adorned this branch of our literatm-e.

What has been said of Petrarch, that " his correspondence and

verses together afford the progressive interest of a narrative in which

the poet is always identified with the man," will be found apphcablc,

in a far greater degree, to Lord Byron, in whom the literary and the

personal character were so closely interwoven, that to have left his

works without the instructive commentary winch his Life and Cor-

respondence afford, would have been equally an injustice both to

himself and to ilie world.





JVOTICES

lilFE OF JLORD BYRON,

It has been said of Lord Byron, that " he w us prouder ol' beiiig^ ;i

descendant of those Byrons of Normandy who accompanied WiUiani
the Conqueror into England, than of having- been the author of Childo
Harold and Manfred." This remark is not altogether unfounded in
truth. In the character of the noble poet the pride of ancestiy was
undoubtedly one of the most decided features ; and, as far as antiquity

alone gives lustre to descent, he had every reason to boast of the

claims of his race. In Doomsday-book, the name of Ralph de Burun
ranks high among the tenants of land in Nottinghamshire ; and in the

succeeding reigns, under the title of Lords of Horestan Castle,* wc
find his descendants holding considerable possessions in Derbyshire,
to which afterward, in the time of Edward I., were added the lands of
Rochdale in Lancashire. So extensive, indeed, in those early times
Avas the landed wealth of the family, that the partition of their pro-
perty, in Nottinghamshire alone, has been sufficient to establish some
of the first families of the county.

Its antiquity, however, was not the only distinction by which the

name of Byron came recommended to its inheritor ; those personal
merits and accomplishments which form the best ornament of a
genealogy, seem to have been displayed in no ordinary degi-ee by some
of his ancestors. In one of his own early poems, alluding to the

achievements of his race, he commemorates, with much satisfaction,

those " mail-cover'd barons" among them,

" who proudly to battle

Led their vassals from Europe to Palestine's plain.''

Adding,
" Near Askalon's towers John of Horiston slumbers,
Unnerved is the hand of his minstrel by death."

As there is no record, however, as far as I can discover, of any of

Jiis ancestors having been engaged in the Holy Wars, it is possible

that he may have had no other authority for this notion than the tra-

dition which he found connected with certain strange groupes of heads,

which are represented on the old panel-work in some of the chambers
at Newstead. In one of these groupes, consisting- of three heads,

strongly carved and projecting from the panel, the centre figure

* " In the park of Ilorsclcy (yays Thoroton) there was a castle, pome of

the ruins whereof arc yet visible, called Horestan Castle, whicii was tho

chief mansion of his ''Rahjli de Burun's) succcesofp,

yoL. T.—

B
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evidently represents a Saracen or Moor, with a European female on
one side of him, and a Christian soldier on the other. In a second
groupe, which is one of the bedrooms, the female occupies the centre,
while on each side is the head of a Saracen, with the eyes fixed
earnestly upon her. Of the exact meaning- of these figures there is

nothing certain known ; but the tradition is, I understand, that they
refer to some love adventure, in which one of those crusaders, of
whom the young poet speaks, was engaged.
Of the more certain, or, at least, better known exploits of the family,

it is sufficient, perhaps, to say, that at the siege of Calais under
Edward 111., and on the fields, memorable in their respective eras, of
Cressy, Bosworth, and Marston Moor, the name of the Byrons reaped
honours both of rank and fame, of which their young descendant has,
in the verses just cited, shown himself proudly conscious.

It was in the reign of Henry VIII. , on the dissolution of the monaste-
ries, that, by a royal grant, the church and priory of Newstead, with
the lands adjoining, were added to the other possessions of the Byron
family.* The favourite, upon whom these spoils of the ancient
religion were conferred, was the grand-nephew of the gallant soldier
Avho fought by the side of Richmond at Bosworth, and is distinguished
from the other knights of the same Christian name, in the family, by
the title of " Sir John Byron the Little with the great beard." A por-
trait of this personage was one of the few family pictures with which
the walls of the abbey, while in possession of the noble poet, were
decorated.

At the coronation of James I. we find another representative of the
family selected as an object of royal favour,—the grandson of Sir
John Byron the Little, being, on this occasion, made a Knight of the
Bath. There is a letter to this personage, preserved in Lodge's Illus-

trations, from whit^Ii it appears that, notwithstanding all these apparent
indications of prosperity, the inroads of pecuniary embarrassment had
already begun to be experienced by this ancient house. After
counselling the new heir as to the best mode of getting free of his
debts, "I do therefore advise you," continues the writer,! "that

* The priory of Newstead had been foimded and dedicated to God and
ihe Virgin, by Henry II.:—and its monks, who were canons regular of the
Order of St. Augustine, appear to have been pecuharly tlie objects of royal
favour, no less in spiritual than in temporal concerns. During the lifetime
of the fifth Lord Byron, there was found in the lake at Newstead,—where it

is supposed to have been thrown for concealment by the monks,— a large
brass eagle, in the body of which, on its being sent to be cleaned, was dis-

covered a secret aperture, concealing within it a number of old legal papers
connected with the rights and privileges of the foundation. At the sale of
lire old lord's effects in 1776-7, tliis eagle, together with three candelabra,
found at the same time, was purchased by a watchmaker of Nottingham (by
whom the concealed manuscripts were discovered), and liaving from his
liands passed into those of Sir Richard Kaye, a prebendary of Southwell,
iorms at present a very remarkable ornament of the cathedral of that place.
A curious document, said to have been among those found in the eagle, is

now in the possession of Colonel Wildmau, containing a grant of full pardon
Ironi Henry V., of,'every possible crime (and there is a tolerably long cata-
logue enumerated) which the monks might have committed previous to the
yth of December preceding :

—

murdris per ipsos post decimum nomnn dinn
Novembris ultimo priEterituni perpolnUis, :<i (iiiu> fMorint. ewrrplif."

' Tiio Rarl or ?-'lireu'si)nrv.
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so soon as you have, in sucli sort as sliall ho fit, finisliL-d \uur luther's

funerals, to dispose ami disperse that great liouschold, reducing them
to the number of forty or fifty, at tlie most, of all sorts ; and, in my
opinion, it will be far better for you to live for a time in Lancashire
rather than in Notts for many good reasons that I can te,ll you when
we meet, fitter for words than writing."

From the following reign (Charles L) the nobility of the family
dates its origin. In the year 1643, Sir John Byron, great-grandson of
him who succeeded to the rich domains of Newstead, Avas created
Baron Byron of Rochdale in the county of Lancaster; and seldom has
H title been bestowed for such high and honourable services as those
by which this nobleman deserved the gratitude of his royal master.
Through almost every page of the History of the Civil Wars, we ti-acc

his name in connexion with the varying fortunes of the king, and find

him faithful, persevering, and disinterested to tlie last. "Sir John
Biron (says the writer of Colonel Hutchinson's Memoirs), afterward
Lord Biron, and all his brothers, bred up in arms and valiant men in

their own persons, were all passionatelj'- the king's." There is also,

in the answer which Colonel Hutchinson, when governor of Notting-
liam, returned, on one occasion, to his cousin-german. Sir Richard
Biron, a noble tribute to the valour and fidelity of the faniil3\ Sir
Richard, having sent to prevail on his relative to surrender the castle,

received for answer, that, " except he found his own heart prone to

such treachery, he might consider there was, if nothing else, so much
of a Biron's lalood in him, that he should very much scorn to betraj"

or quit a trust he had undertaken."
Such are a few of the gallant and distinguished persouagi;.?, tlirougli

Avhom the name and honours of this noble house have been transmitted.
By the maternal side also Lord Byron had to pride himself on a line

of ancestry as illustrious as any that Scotland can boast,—his mother,
who was one of the Gordons of Gight, having liren a descendant of
that Sir William Gordon, who was the third son ol the Earl of Huntley
by the daughter of James L

After the eventful period of the Civil Wars, when so many individuals
of the house of Byron distinguished themselves—there having been
no less than seven brothers of that family on the field at Edgehill

—

the celebrity of the name appears to have died away for near a century.
It was about the year 1750, that the shipwreck and sufferings of Mr.
Byron* (the grandfather of the illustrious subject of these pages),
awakened in no small degree the attention and sympathy of the pub-
lic. Not long after, a less innocent sort of notoriety attached itself to
two other members of the family,—one, the grand-uncle of the poet,
and the other, his father. The former, in the year 1765, stood his
trial before the House of Peers for killing, in a duel, or rather scuffle,

his relation and neighbour Mr. Chawortli ; and the latter, ha\ing car-

ried off to the continent the wife of Lord Carmarthen, on the nobh'
marquis obtaining a divorce from tlie lady, married her. Of this short
union one daughter only was the issue, tlie honourable Augusta Byron,
now the wife of Colonel Leigh.

In reviewing thus cursorily the ancestors, both near and remote, of
Lord Byron, it cannot fail to be remarked how strikingly he combined
in his own nature some of the best and, perhaps, worst qualities that

lie scattered through the various characters of his prodecessur-. —'J"

AHerward ,\(Irnira'.

I? ?
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generosit}-, the love of enterprise, the high-mindediicss of some of
the better spirits of his race, with the irregular passions, the eccen-
tricity, and daring recklessness of the world's opinion, that so much
characterized others.

The first wife of the father of the poet having died in 1784, he, in

the following year, married Miss Catharine Gordon, only child and
heiress of George Gordon, Esq. of Gight. In addition to the estate

of Gight, which had, however, in former times, been much more
extensive, this lady possessed, in ready money, bank shares, &c.
no inconsiderable property ; and it was known to be solely with a
view of relieving himself from his debts that Mr. Byron paid his

addresses to her. A circumstance, related as having taken place
before the marriage of this lady, not only shows the extreme quick-
ness and vehemence of her feelings, but, if it be true that she had
never at the time seen Captain Byron, is not a little striking. Being
at the Edinburgh Theatre one night when the character of Isabella

was performed by Mrs. Siddons, so affected was she by the powers of
this great actress, that, towards the conclusion of the play, she fell

into violent fits, and was carried out of the theatre, screaming loudly,
" Oh my Biron, my Biron."
On the occasion of her marriage there appeared a ballad by some

Scotch rhymer, which has been lately reprinted in a collection of the
" Ancient Ballads and Songs of the North of Scotland ;" and as it

bears testimony both to the reputation of the lady for wealth, and
that of her husband for rakery and extravagance, it ma}^ be worth
extracting :

—

MISS GORDON OF GIGHT. ^

O whare are ye gaen, bonny Miss Gordon 1

O whare are ye gaen, sae bonny an' braw?
Ye 've married, ye 've married wi' Johnny Byron,
To squander the lands o' Gight awa'.

This youth is a rake, frae England he 's come ;

The Scots dinna ken his extraction ava

;

He keeps up his misses, his landlord he duns,
That 's fast drawen' the lands o' Gight awa'.

O whare are ye gaen, &c.

The shooten' o' guns, an' raltlin' o' drums,
The bugle in woods, the pipes i' the ha'.

The beagles a howlin', the hounds a growlin'

;

These soundings will soon gar Gight gang awa".

O whare are ye gaen, &c.

Soon after the marriage, which took place, I believe, at Bath, Mr.
Byron and his lady removed to their estate in Scotland ; and it was not
long before the prognostics of this ballad-maker began to be realized.

The extent of that chasm of debt, in which her fortune was to be
swallowed up, now opened upon the eyes of the ill-fated heiress. Tiio
creditors of Mr. Byron lost no time in pressing their demands, and
not only was the whole of her ready money, bank shares, fisheries.

&c. sacrificed to satisfy them, but a large sum raised by mortgage on
the estate for the same purpose. In the .=;ummcr of I78(i. she and hi i
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Jiusband left Scotland, to proceed to France; and in ilie loUowinfj

year the estate of Gight itself was sold, and the whole of the pur-

chase-money applied to tlie further payment of debts,—with thi'

exception of a small sum vested in trustees (or the use of Mrs. Byron,
who thus found herself, within the short space of two years, reduced
from competence to a pittance of £150 per annum.*
From France Mrs. Byron returned to England at the close of the

year 1787, and on the 2-2d of January, 1788, gave birth, in Holies-

street, London, to her first and oidy child, George Gordon Byron.
The name of Gordon was aclded in compliance with a condition im-

posed by will on whoever should become husband of the heiress of

(tight $ and at the baptism of the child, the Duke of Gordon, and
Colonel Duff of Fetteresso, stood godfatliers.

In reference to the circumstance of his being an only child, Lord
Byron, in one of his journals, mentions some curious coincidences in

his family, which to a mind disposed as his was to regard eveiy thing

connected with himself as out of the ordinary course of events.

Mould naturally appear even more strange and singular than they
are. " I have been thinking," he says, " of an odd circumstance.
My daughter, (1) my wife, (2) my half-sister, (3) my mother, (4) my
sister's mother, (5) my natural daughter, (6) and myself, (7) are, or
were, all only children. My sister's mother (Lady Conyers) had only

* The following particulars respecting the amount of Mrs, Byron's for-

tune before marriage, and its rapid disappearance afterward, are, I have
every reason to think, from tlic authentic source to which 1 am indebted for

them, strictly correct:
" At the time of the marriage, Miss Gordon was possessed of about 3000/.

in money, two shares of the Aberdeen Banking Company, the estates of
Gight and Monkshill, and the Superiority of two Salmon Fishings on Dee.
Soon after the arrival of Mr. and Mrs. Byron Gordon in Scotland, it appeared
that Mr. Byron had involved liimself very deeplj' in debt, and his creditors

commenced legal proceedings for the recovery of tlieir money. The cash in

liand was soon paid away,— the Bank shares were disposed of at 600/. (now
worth 3000/.)—timber on tlie estate was cut down and sold to the amount
uf 1500/.—the farm of Monkshill and Superiority of the Fishings, affording

a freehold qualification, were disposed of at 480/. ; and, in addition to these

sales, within a year after the marriage, 8000/. was borrowed on a mortgage
upon the estate, granted by Mrs. Byron Gordon to the person who lent the

money.
" In March 1786 a contract of marriage in the Scotch form was drawn up

and signed by the parties. In the course of the summer of that year Mr. and
Mrs. Byron left Giglit, and never returned to it ; the estate being, in tlie fol-

lowing year, sold to Lord Haddo for the sum of 17,850/. tiie wliole of which
was applied to tlie payment of Mr. Byron's debts, with the exception of

1 122/., which remained as a burden on tlie estate (tiio interest to be applied

to paying a jointure of 55/. lis. Id. to Mrs. Byron's grandmotlier, the prin-

cipal reverting, at her death, to Mrs. Byron), and 3000/., vested in Trustees

for Mrs. Byron's separate use, which was lent to Mr. Carsewcll of Ratharllet

in Fifeshire."
" A strange occurrence" (says another of my informants) " took place pre-

vious to the sale of the lands. All the doves left the house of Gight and
came to Lord Haddo's, and so did a number of Jierons, which had built their

nests for many years in a wood on the banks of a large locli, called Hagberry
Pot, When this was told to Lord Haddo, he pertinently replied, ' Let the

birds come, and do them no harm, for the land will soon follow :' wliich it

actually did."
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]ny half-sister by that second marriage (herself, too, an only child),

and my fatlier had only me, an only child, by his second marriage
Avith my mother, an only child too. Such a complication of only
chiluren, all tending to one family, is singular enough, and looks like

fatality almost." He then adds, characteristically, " But the fiercest

animals have the fewest numbers in their litters, as lions, tigers, and
even elepliants, which are mild in comparison."
From London Mrs. Byron proceeded with her infant to Scotland,

and, in the year 1790, took up her residence in Aberdeen, where she
Avas soon after joined by Captain Byron. Here for a short time they
lived together in lodgings at the house of a person named Anderson,
in Queen-street. But their union being by no means happy, a separa-

tion took place between them, and Mrs. Byron removed to lodgings

at the other end of the street.* Notwithstanding this schism, they

for some time continued to visit, and even to drink tea with each
other ; but the elements of discord were strong on both sides, and
their separation was, at last, complete and final. He would frequentl)-,

Jiowever, accost the nurse and his son in their walks, and expressed
a strong wish to have the child for a day or two, on a visit with him.

To this request Mrs. Bj^ron was, at first, not very willing to accede,

but, on the representation of the nurse, that " if he kept the boy one
night, he Avould not do so another," she consented. The event proved
as the nurse had predicted ; on inquiring next morning after the child,

she Avas told by Captain Byron that he had had quite enough of his

young visiter, and she might take him home again.

It should be observed, hoAvever, that Mrs. Byron, at this period, Avas

miable to keep more than one servant, and that, sent as the boy Avas

on this occasion to encounter the trial of a visit, Avithout tlie accus-

tomed superintendence of his nurse, it is not so Avonderful that he
should have been found, mider such circumstances, rather an un-

manageable guest. That, as a child, his temper Avas violent, or rather

sullenly passionate, is certain. Even Avhen in petticoats, he shoAved

the same uncontrollable spirit Avith his nurse, Avhich he afterward ex-

hibited, when an author, Avith his critics. Being angrily reprimanded

by her, one day, for having soiled or torn a new frock in which he had
been just dressed, he got into one of his " silent rages" (as he him-

self has described them), seized the frock Avith both his hands, rent it

from top to l30ttom, and stood in sullen stillness, setting his censurer

and her Avrath at defiance.

But, notwithstanding this, and other such unruly outbreaks—in

Avhich he was but too much encouraged by the example of his mother,

who frequently, it is said, proceeded to the same extremities with her

caps, gOAvns, &c.—there Avas in his disposition, as appears from the

concurrent testimony of nurses, tutors, and all Avho Avere employed
about him, a mixture of affectionate sweetness and playfulness, by
Avhich it Avas impossible not to be attached ; and Avhich rendered him
then, as in his riper years, easily manageable, by those Avho loved and
understood him sufficiently to be at once gentle and firm enough for

the task. The female attendant of whom we have spoken, as Aveil as

licr sister, May Gay, Avho succeeded her, gained an influence over

* It appears that she several times changed her residence during her slay

at Aberdeen, as there are two other houses pointed out, where she lodged for

some lime ; one, situated in Virginia-si reet, ;ind the other, the house of a Mr.

I,cs!if. I Ihink. in Brond-streel.
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his mind against whic-li lie very rarely rebelled; while his inotlier.

whose capricious excesses, both of aiiffer and of fondness, left her
little hold on either his respect or affection, was indebted solely to his

sense of filial duty for any small portion of authority she was ever
able to acquire over him.
By an accident which, it is sc-id, occurred at the time of his birth,

one of his feet was twisted out of its natural position, and this defect

(chiefly from the contrivances employed to remedy it) was a sourct;

of much pain and inconvenience to him during his early years. The
expedients used at this period to restore the limb to shape were
adopted by the advice, and under the direction, of the celebrated .lohu

Hunter, with whom Doctor Livingstone of Aberdeen corresponded on
the subject; and his nurse, to whom fell the task of putting on these

machines or bandages, at bedtime, would often, as she herself told my
informant, sing him to sleep, or tell him stories and legends, in which,
like most other children, he took great delight. She also taught him,
while yet an infant, to repeat a great number of the Psalms ; and the

first and twenty-third Psalms were among the earliest that he com-
mitted to memory. It is a remarkable fact, indeed, that through the;

care of this respectable woman, who was herself of a very religious

disposition, he attained a far earlier and more intimate acquaintance;

with the Sacred Writings than falls to the lot of most young people.

In a letter which he wrote to Mr. Murray, from Italy, in 1821, after

lequesthig of that gentleman to send him, by the first opportunity,

:'. Bible, he adds—" Don't forget this, for i am a great reader and ad>

inirer of those books, and had read them through and through before

I was eight years old,—that is to say, the Old Testament, for the New
struck me as a task, but the other as a pleasure. I speak, as a boy.

from the recollected impression of that period at Aberdeen, in 1796."

The malformation of his foot was, even at this childish age, a sub-

ject on which he showed peculiar sensitiveness. I have been told by
a genileman of Glasgow, that the person who nursed his M'ife, and
who still lives in his family, used often to join the nurse of Byron
when they were out with their respective charges, and one day said

to her as they walked together, " What a pretty boy Byron is ! what
a pity he has such a leg !" On hearing this allusion to his infirmity,

the child's eyes flashed with anger, and striking at her with a little

whip which he held in his hand, he exclaimed, impatiently, " Dinna
speak of it !" Sometimes, however, as in after-life, he could talk in-

differently, and even jestingly, of this lameness ; and there being an-
other little boy in the neighbourhood, who had a similar defect in one
of his feet, Byron would say, laughingl}-, " Come and see the twa
laddies with the twa club feet going up the Broad-street."
Among many instances of his quickness and energy at this age,

his nurse mentioned a little incident that one night occurred, on her

taking him to the theatre to see the Taming of the Slirew. He had
attended to the performance, for some time, with silent interest ; but,

in the scene between Catherine and Petruchio, where the following

dialogue takes place,

—

" Cath. I know it is the moon.
Pet. Nay, then, you lie,—it is the blessed sun,"

—

little Geordie (as they called the child), starting from his seat, cried

out boldlv, " T^i'.t J «ay it is the moon, sir."
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The short visit of Captain Byron to Aberdeen has already been men-
tioned, and he again passed two or three months in that citj', before
his last departure for France. On both occasions, his chief object
Avas to extract still more money, if possible, from the unfortunate
"woman whom he had beggared ; and so far was he successful, that,

during- his last visit, narrow as were her means, she contrived to fur-

nish him with the money necessary for his journey to Valenciennes,*
where, in the following year, 1791, he died. Though latterly Mrs.
Byron would not see her husband, she entertained, it is said, a strong
affection for him to the last, and on those occasions, when the nurse
used to meet him in her walks, would inquire of her with the tender-
est anxiety as to his health and looks. When the intelligence of his

death, too, arrived, her grief, according to the account of this same
attendant, bordered on distraction, and her shrieks were so loud as to

be heard in the street. She was, indeed, a woman full of the most
passionate extremes, and her grief and affection were bursts as
much of temper as of feeling. To mourn at all, however, for such a
husband was, it must be allowed, a most gratuitous stretch of gene-
rosity. Having married her, as he openly avowed, for her fortune
alone, he soon dissipated this, the solitarj^ charm she possessed for

liim, and was then unmanful enough to taunt her with the incon-
veniences of that penury which his own extravagance had occasioned.
When not quite five years old, young Byron was sent to a day-school

at Aberdeen, taught by Mr. Bowers,! and remained there, with some
interruptions, during a twelvemonth, as appears by the following ex-
tract from the daj'-book of the school

:

" George Gordon Byron. , ,

19th November, 1792.

19th November, 1793—paid one guinea."

The terms of this school for reading were only five shillings a quar-
ter, and it was evidently less with a view to the boy's advance in
learning than as a cheap mode of keeping him quiet, that his mother
had sent him to it. Of the progress of his infantine studies at Aber-
deen, as well under Mr. Bowers as under the various other persons
that instructed him, we have the following interesting particulars
communicated by himself, in a sort of journal which he once began,
under the title of " My Dictionary," and which is preserved in one of
his manuscript books.

" For several years of my earliest childhood, I was in that city, but
have never revisited it since I was ten years old. I was sent, at five

years old or earlier, to a school kept by a Mr. Bowers, who was called

* By her advances of money to Mr. Byron (says an authority I have
already cited) on the two occasions wlien he visited Aberdeen, as well as by
the expenses incurred in furnishing the floor occupied by her, after his death,
in Broad-street, she got in debt to tlie amount of 300/ , by paying the interest
on which, her income was reduced to 135/. On this, however, she contrived
to hve witliout increasing her debt, and on the death of her grandmother,
when she received the 1122/., set apart for that lady's annuity, discharged
the whole.

t In Long Acre. The present master of this school is Mr. David Grant,
the ingenious editor of a collection of " Rattles and War-Pieces," and of a
work of rnnch utility pntitlrrl " 01;iss Rook of Morjorn Poetrv."
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'Bodsy Bowers,' by reason of his dappenioss. It was a school for

both sexes. I learned little tliere except to repeat by rote the first

lesson of Monosyllables (' God made man'—' Let us love him') by
hearing' it often repeated, without acquiring a letter. Whenever proof
was made of my progress at home, I repeated these words witli the

most rapid fluency ; but on turning over a new leaf, I continued to

repeat them, so that the narrow boundaries of my first year's accom-
plislnnents were detected, my ears boxed (whicli they did not deserve,

seeing it was by ear only that I luid acquired my letters), and my
intellects consigned to a new preceptor. He was a very devout,
clever little clergyman, named Ross, afterward minister of one of

the kirks {East, I think). Under him I made astonishing progress,

and I recollect to this day his mild manners and good-natured pains-

taking. The moment I could read, my grand passion was history, and,
why I know not, but I was particularly taken with the battle near the

Lake Regillus in the Roman History, put into my hands the first.

Four years ago, when standing on the heights of Tusculum, and look-

ing down upon the little round lake that was once Regillus, and which
dots the immense expanse below, I remembered my young enthusiasm
and my old instructer. Afterward I had a very serious, saturnine,

nut kind young man, named Paterson, for a tutor. He was the son
of my shoemakei-, but a good scholar, as is common with the Scotch.

He was a rigid Presbyterian also. With him I began Latin in Rud-
(liman's grammar, and continued till I went to the ' Grammar School'

(Scotice, ' Schule ;' Aberdonice, ' Squeel'), where I threaded all the

classes to the fourth, when I was recalled to England (where I had
been hatched) by the demise of my uncle. I acquired this hand-
Avriting, which I can hardly read myself, under the fair copies of Mr.
Duncan of the same city: I don't think he would plume himself much
upon my progress. However, I wrote much better then than I have
ever done since. Haste and agitation of one kind or another have
quite spoiled as pretty a scrawl as ever scratched over a frank. The
grammar school might consist of a hundred and fifty of all ages
under age. It was divided into five classes taught by four masters,
the chief teaching the fourth and fifth himself. As in England, the
fifth, sixth forms, and monitors, are heard by the head masters."
Of his class fellows at the grammar school tliere are many, of

course, still alive, by whom he is well remembered;* and the general
impression they retam of him is, tliat he was a lively, warm-hearted,
and high-spirited boy—passionate and resentful, but affectionate and
companionable with his schoolfellows—to a remarkable degree ven-
turous and fearless, and (as one of them significantly expressed it)

" always more ready to give a blow than take one." iVmong many
anecdotes illustrative of this spirit, it is related that once, in returning
home from school, he fell in with a boy who had on some former
occasion insulted him, but had then got off unpunished—little Byron,

, however, at the time, promising to " pay him ofl'" whenever they
should meet again. Accordingly, on this second encounter, though
there were some other boys to take his opponent's part, lie succeeded
in inflicting upon him a hearty beating. On his return home, breath-
less, the servant inquired what he had been about, and was answered

* The old Porter, too, at the College, " minds weel" the little boy, witli

the red jacket and nankeen trowsf^rs. whom he has so often turned out of the
College court-yard.
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by him, with a mixture of rage and humour, that he had been paying
a debt, by beating a boy according to promise ; for that he was a
Byron, and would never belie his motto, " Trust Byron."
He was, indeed, much more anxious to distinguish himself among

his schoolfellows by prowess in all sports* and exercises, than by
advancement in learning. Though quick, when he could be persuaded
to attend, or had any study that pleased him, he was in general verj'

low in the class, nor seemed ambitious of being promoted any higher.

It is the custom, it seems, in this seminary, to invert, now and then,

the order of the class, so as to make the highest and lowest boys
change places,— with a view, no doubt, of piquing the ambition of
both. On these occasions, and only these, Byron was sometimes at

the head, and the master, to banter him would say, " Now, George,
man, let me see how soon you '11 be at the foot again.

f"

During this period, his mother and he made, occasionally, visits

among their friends, passing some time at Fetteresso, the seat of his

godfather. Colonel Duff (where the child's delight with a humorous
old butler, named Ernest Fidlei', is still remembered), and al^o at

Banff, where some near connexions of Mrs. Byron resided.

In the summer of the year 1796, after an attack of scarlet-fever,

he was removed by his mother for change of air into the Highlands

;

and it was either at this time, or in the following year, that they took
up their residence at a farm-house in the neighbourhood of Ballater,

a favourite simimer resort for health and gayety, about forty miles uj

the Dee from Aberdeen. Though this house, where they still show
with much pride the bed in which young Byron slept, has become
naturally a place of pilgrimage for the worshippers of genius, neither
its own appearance, nor that of the small, bleak valley, in which it

stands, is at all worthy of behig associated with the memory of a
poet. Within a short distance of it, however, all those features of
wildness and beauty, which mark the course of the Dee through the
Highlands, may be commanded. Here the dark summit of Lachin-y-
gair stood towering before the eyes of the future bard ; and the verses
in which, not many years afterward, he commemorated this sublime
object, show that, young as he was at the time, its " frowning glories"

were not unnoticed by him.J

" Ah, there my young footsteps in infancy wander'd.
My cap was the bonnet, my cloak was the plaid

;

On chieftains long perish'd my memory ponder'd,
As daily I strode through the pine-cover'd glade.

* " He was," says one of my informants, " a good liand at marbles, and
could drive one farther than most boys. He also excelled at ' Bases,' a game
which requires considerable swiftness of foot."

t On examining the quarterly lists kept at the grammar school of Aber-
deen, in which the names of the boys are set down according to the station

each holds in his class, it appears that in April of the year 1794, the name of
Byron, then in the second class, statids twenty-third in a list of thirty-eight

boys. In the April of 179!!, however, he had risen to be fifth in the fourth
class, consisting of twenty-seven boys, and had got ahead of several of his

contemporaries, who had, previously, always stood before him.

If Notwithstanding the lively recollections expressed in this poem, it is

pretty certain, from the testimony of his nurse, that he never was at the
mountain itself, which stood some miles distant from his residence, more
than twic(>.
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I soug-lit not iny home till the day's dying glory

Gave pkicc to the rays of the briglU polar star;

For Fancy was cheer'd by traditional glory,

DisclosM by the natives of dark Loch-na-gar."

To the wildness and grandeur of the scenes, among whicli his child-

hood was passed, it is not nmisual to trace the first awakening of his

poetic talent. But it may be questioned wliether this faculty was ever

so produced. That the charm of scenery, which derives ils chief

power from liincy and association, should be jnuch felt at an age when
fancy is yet hardly awake, and associations but few, can with diffi-

culty, even making every allowance for the prematurity of genius, be
conceived. The light which the poet sees around the forms of nature
is not so much in the objects themselves as in the eye that contemplates
them; and Imagination must first be able to lend a glory to such
scenes, before she can derive inspiration from them. As materials,

indeed, for the poetic faculty, when developed, to work upon, these

impressions of the new and wonderful, retained from childhood, and
retained with all the vividness of recollection which belongs to genius,

may form, it is true, the purest and jnost precious part of that aliment,

with which the memory of the poet feeds his imagination. But still,

it is the newly awakened power within him that is the source of the

charm ;—it is the force of fancy alone that, acting upon his recol-

lections, impregnates, as it were, all the past with poesy. In this

respect, such impressions of natural scenery as Lord Byron received
in his childhood, must be classed with the various other remembrances
Avhich that period leaves behind—of its innocence, its sports, its first

hopes and affections—all of them reminiscences which the poet after-

ward converts to his use, but wliich no more make tlie poet than—to

apply an illustration of Byron's own—the honey can be said to make
the bee that treasures it.

When it happens—as was the case with Lord Byron in Greece

—

that the same peculiar features of nature, over which Memoiy has
shed this reflective charm, are reproduced before the eyes under new
and inspiring circumstances, and with all the accessories which an
imagination, in its full vigour and wealth, can lend them, then, indeed,
do both the past and present combine to make the enchantment com-
plete ; and never was there a heart more borne away by this confluence
of feelings than that of Byron. In a poem, written about a year or
two before his death,* he traces all his enjoyment of mountain scenerj"
to the impressions received during his i-esidence in the Highlands

;

and even attributes the pleasure which he experienced in gazing upon
Ida and Parnassus, far less to classic remembrances, than to those
fond and deep-felt associations by which they brought back the me-
mory of his boyhood and Lachin-y-gair.

" He who first met the Highland's swelling blue,

Will love each peak that shows a kindred hue,
Hail in each crag a friend's familiar face,

And clasp the mountain in his mind's embrace.
Long have I roam'd tlirough lands which are not mine,
Ador'd the Alp, and lov'd the Apennine,

* The Island.
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Rever'd Parnassus, and beheld the steep

Jove's Ida and Olympus crown the deep

:

But 't was not all long ages' lore, nor all

Their nature held me in their thrilling thrall

;

The infant rapture still sunived the boy,
And Loch-na-gar with Ida look'd o'er Troy,
Mix'd Celtic memories with the Phrygian momit,
And Highland linns with Castalie's clear fount.

In a note appended to this passage, we find him falling into that

sort of anachronism in the histoiy of his own feelings, which I have
above adverted to as not uncommon, and referring to childhood itself

that love of mountain prospects, which was but the after-result of his

imaginative recollections of that period.
" From this period" (the time of his residence in tlie Highlands) " I

date my love of mountainous countries. I can never forget the effect,

a few years afterward in England, of the only thing I had long seen,
even in miniature, of a mountain, in the Malvern Hills. After I

returned to Cheltenham, 1 used to watch them every afternoon at sun-
set, with a sensation which I cannot describe."

His love of solitary rambles, and his taste for exploring in all

directions, led him not unfrequently so far as to excite serious appre-
hensions for his safety. While at Aberdeen, he used often to steal

from home unperceived ;—sometimes he would find his way to the

seaside ; and once, after a long and anxious search, they found the

adventurous little rover struggling in a sort of morass or "larsh, from
which he was unable to extricate himself.

In the course of one of his summer excursions up Dee-side, he had
an opportunity of seeing still more of the wild beauties of the High-
lands than even the neighbourhood of their residence at Ballatrech
afforded,— having been taken by his mother through the romantic
passes that lead to Invercauld, and as far up as the small waterfall,

called the Linn of Dee. Here his love of adventure had nearly cost

him his life. As he was scrambling along a declivity that overhung
the fall, some heather caught his lame foot and he fell. Already he
was rolling downward when the attendant luckily caught hold of him,
and was but just in time to save him from being killed.

It was about tliis period, when he was not quite eight years old, that

a feeling, partaking more of the nature of love than it is easy to

beliere possible in so young a child, took, according to his own
account, entire possession of his thoughts, and showed how early, m
this passion, as in most others, the sensibilities of his nature were
awakened.* The name of the object of this attachment was Mary
Duff; and the following passage from a Journal, kept by him in J813,
will show how freshly, after an interval of seventeen years, all the

circumstances of this early love still lived in his memory.

* Dante, we know, was but nine years old, when, at a May-day festival,

he saw and fell in love with Beatrice; and Alfieri, who was himself a preco-

cious lover, considers such early sensibility to be an unerring sign of a soul

formed for the fine arts :—" Effetti" (he says, in describing the feelings of
his own first love) " che poche persone intendono, e pochissime provano : ma
a quei soli pochissimi e concesso Tuscir dalla folia volgare in tutte le umanc
arti." Canova used to say, that he perfectly well remembered having been
in love when but five vears old.
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" I have been thinkin"^ lately a g^ood deal of Mary Duft". How very-

odd that I should have been so utterly, devotedly fond of that frirl, at

an age when I could neither feel passion, nor know the meaning of

the word. And the effect !—My mother used always to rally me
about this childish amour ; and, at last, many years after, when I was
sixteen, she told me one day, ' Oh, Byron, I have had a letter from
Edinburgh, from Miss Abercromby, and your old sweetheart Mary
Duff is married to a Mr. Co'.' And what was my answer? I really

cannot explain or account for my feelings at that moment ; but they

nearly threw me into convulsions, and alarmed my mother so much^
that, after I grew better, she generally avoided the subject—to me—and
contented herself with telling it to all her acquaintance. Now, what
could this be ? I had never seen her since her mothei''s faux-pas at

Aberdeen had been the cause of her removal to her grandmother's at

Banff; we were both the merest children. I had and have been
attached fifty times since that period ; yet I recollect all we said to

each other, all our caresses, her features, my restlessness, sleepless-

ness, my toniienting my mother's maid to write for me to her, which
she at last did, to quiet me. Poor Nancy thought I was wild, and, as

I could not write for myself, became my secretary. I remember, too,

our walks, and the happiness of sitting by Mary, in the children's

apartment, at their house not far from the Plainstones at Aberdeen,
while her less sister Helen played with the doll, and we sat gravely

making love, in our way.
" How the deuce did all this occur so early 1 where could it origi-

nate? I certainly had no sexual ideas for years afterward; and yet

ray miseiy, ray love for that girl were so violent, that I sometimes
doubt if I have ever been really attached since. Be that as it may,
hearing of her marriage several years after was like a thunder-stroke
—it nearly choked rae—to the horror of ray mother and the astonish-

ment and almost incredulity of every body. And it is a phenomenon
in my existence (for I was not eight years old) which has puzzled, and
will puzzle me to the latest hour of it ; and lately, I know not why,
the recollection (not the attachment) has recurred as forcibly as ever.

I wonder if she can have the least remerabrance of it or rae ? or re-

meraber her pitying sister Helen for not having an admirer too 1 How-
very pretty is the perfect iraage of her in ray raeraory—her brown,
dark hair, and hazel eyes ; her veiy dress ! I should be quite grieved
to see her now ; the reality, however beautiful, would destroy, or at

least confuse, the features of the lovely Peri which then existed in

her, and still lives in my imagination, at the distance of more than
sixteen years. I am now twenty-five and odd raonths

" I think ray mother told the circumstances (on my hearing of her
marriage) to the Parkynsies, and certainly to the Pigot family, and pro-

bably mentioned it in her answer to Miss A., who was well acquamted
Avith my childish penchant, and had sent the news on purpose for me,
—and, thanks to her !

" Next to the beginning, the conclusion has often occupied my re-

flections, in the way of investigation. That the facts are thus, others
know as well as I, and my memoi-y yet tells rae so, in raore than a
whisper. But, the more I reflect, the more I am bewildered to assign
any cause for this precocity of affection."

Though the chance of his succession to the title of his ancestors
was for some time altogether uncertain—there being, so late as the year
1794. a grandson of the fifth lord still alive—his mother had. from his
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very birth, cherished a strong persuasion that he was destined not only
to be a lord, but " a great man." One of the circumstances on which
she founded this belief was, singularly enough, his lameness ;—for

what reason it is difficult to conceive, except that, possibly (having a
mind of the most superstitious cast), she had consulted on the subject

some village fortune-teller, who, to ennoble this infirmity in her eyes,

had linked the future destiny of the cliild with it.

By the death of the grandson of the old lord at Corsica in 1794, the

only claimant, that had hitherto stood between little George and the

immediate succession to the peerage, was removed ; and the increased
importance which this event conferred upon them was felt, not only by
Mrs. Byron, but by the young future Baron of Newstead himself. In
the winter of 1797, his mother having chanced, one day, to read part,

of a speech spoken in the House of Commons, a friend who was pre-

sent said to the boy, " We shall have the pleasure, some time or other,

of reading your speeches in the House of Commons." " 1 hope not,"

was his answer ;
" if you read any speeches of mine, it will be in the

House of Lords."
The title, of which he thus early anticipated the enjoyment, devolved

to him but too soon. Had he been left to struggle on for ten years
longer, as plain George Byron, there can be little doubt that his cha-
racter would have been, in many respects, the better for it. In the

following year his grand-uncle, the fifth Lord Byron, died at Newstead
Abbey, having passed the latter years of his strange life in a state of

austere and almost savage seclusion. It is said, that the day after

little Byron's accession to the title, he ran up to his mother and asked
her, " whether she perceived any difference in him since he had been
inade a lord, as he perceived none himself :"—a quick and natural

thought ; but the child little knew what a total and talismanic change
had been wrought in all his future relations with society, by the simple
addition of that word before his name. That the event, as a crisis in

his life, affected him, even at that time, may be collected from the agi-

tation which he is said to have manifested on the important morning,
when his name was first called out in school with the title of " Domi-
nus" prefixed to it. Unable to give utterance to the usual answer
" adsum," he stood silent amid the general stare of his schoolfellows,

and, at last, burst into tears.

The cloud, which to a certain degree, undeservedly, his unfortunate

affray with Mr. Chaworth had thrown upon the character of the late

Lord Byron, was deepened and confirmed by what it, in a great

measure, produced,—the eccentric and unsocial course of life to which
he afterward betook himself. Of his cruelty to Lady Byron, before

her separation from hun, the most exaggerated stories are still

current in the neighbourhood ; and it is even believed that, in one of

his fits of fury, he flung her into the pond at Newstead. On another

occasion, it is said, having shot his coachman for some disobedience

of orders, he threw the corpse into tlie carriage to his lady, and.

mounting the box, drove off himself. These stories are, no doubt, as

gross fictions as some of those which his illustrious successor was
afterward made the victim of; and a female servant of the old lord,

still alive, in contradicting both tales as scandalous fabrications, sup-

poses the first to have had its origin in the following circumstance. A
young lady, of the name of Booth, wlio was on a visit at Newstead,
being one evening with a party who were diverting themselves in front

'if the abbey. Lord Rymn. by acridoMt, piislied her inlo the bnsin which
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receives the cascades ; and out of this little incideiil, as my iiilormant

very plausibly conjectures, tlie tale of his idtonipUng to drown Lady
Byron may have been fabricated.

After his lady had separated fiom him, the entire seclusion in whi(^h

he lived, gave full scope to the inventive faculties of his neighbours.

There was no deed, however dark or desperate, that tlie village gossips

were not ready to impute to him ; and two grim images of satyrs, whicli

stood in his gloomy garden, were, by the fears of those who had cauglil

a glimpse of them, dignified with the name of "the old lord's devils."

He was known always to go armed; and it is related that, on somr
particular occasion, when his neighbour, the late Sir John Warren, was
admitted to dine with him, there was a case of pistols placed, as if

forming a customary part of the dinner service, on the table.

During his latter years, the only companions of his solitude—besides

that colony of crickets, which he is said to have amused himself with
reai'ing and feeding*—were old Murray, afterward the favourite servant

of his successor, and the female domestic whose authority I have just

quoted, and who, from the station slie was suspected of being promoted
to by her noble master, received generally through the neighbourhood
the appellation of " Lady Betty."

Though living in this sordid and solitary style, he was frequently, as

it appears, much distressed for money ; and one of the most serious

of the injuries inflicted by him upon the property, was his sale of the

family estat-e of Rochdale in Lancashire, of which the mineral produce
was accounted very valuable. He well knew, it is said, at the time of

the sale, his inability to make out a legal title ; nor is it supposed that

the purchasers themselves were unacquainted with the defect of the

conveyance. But they contemplated, and, it seems, actually did real-

ize, an indemnity from any pecuniary loss, before they could, in the

ordinary course of events, be dispossessed of the property. During
the young lord's minority, proceedings were instituted for the recovery
of this estate, and, as the reader will learn hereafter, with success.

At Newstead, both the mansion and the grounds around it were
suffered to fall helplessly into decay; and among the few monuments
of either care or expenditure which their lord left behind, were some
masses of rockwork, on which much cost had been thrown away, and
a few castellated buildings on the banks of the lake and in the woods.
The forts upon the lake were designed to give a naval appearance to

its waters, and frequently, in his more social days, he used to amuse
himself with sham fights,—his vessels attacking the forts, and being
cannonaded by them in return. The largest of these vessels had been
built for him at some seaport on the eastern coast, and, being conveyed
on wheels over the Forest to Newstead,*was supposed to have fulfilled

one of the prophecies of Mother Shipton, which declared that " when
a ship laden with ling should cross over Sherwood Forest, the New-
stead Estate would pass from the Byron family." In Nottinghamshire,
" ling" is the term used for heather ; and, in order to bear out Mother
Shipton and spite the old lord, the countiy people, it is said, ran along
by the side of the vessel, heaping it with heather all the way.

This eccentric peer, it is evident, cared but little about the fate of

* To this Lord Byrou used to add, on tlic autliority of old servants of llie

family, that on the day of their patron's death, tliese crickets all left the

house simultaneously, and in such numbers that it was impossible to cro?s

tljc hall Tvithout treadine on Ihciii.
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his descendants. With his young heir in Scotland he held no com-
munication whatever; and if at any time he happened to mention him,
which but rarely occurred, it was never under any other designation
than that of " the little boy who lives at Aberdeen."
On the death of his grand-uncle. Lord Byron having become a ward

of chancery, the Earl of Carlisle, who was in some degree connected
with the family, being the son of the deceased lord's sister, was ap-

pointed his guardian ; and in the autumn of 1798, Mrs. Byron and her
son, attended by their faithful May Gray, left Aberdeen for Newstead.
Previously to their departure, the furniture of the humble lodgings
which they had occupied was—with the exception of the plate and
linen, which Mrs. Byron took with her—sold, and the whole sum,
that the effects of the mother of the Lord of Newstead yielded,

was £74 17s. Id.

From the early age at which Byron Avas taken to Scotland, as well
as from the circumstance of his mother being a native of that country
he had every reason to consider himself—as, indeed, he boasts in Don
Juan—"half a Scot by birth and bred a whole one." We have already
seen how warmly he preserved through life his recollection of the
mountain scenery in which he was brought up; and in the passage of
Don Juan to which I have just referred, his allusion to the romantic
bridge of Don, and to other localities of Aberdeen, shows an equal
fidelity and fondness of retrospect :

" As Auld Lang Syne brings Scotland, one and ah,

Scotch plaids, Scotch snoods, the blue hills and clear streams,
The Dee, the Don, Balgounie's brig's black wall.

All my boy feelings, all my gentler dreams
Of what I then dreamt, clothed in their own pall.

Like Banquo's offspring ;—floating past me seems
My childhood in this childishness of mine ;

—

I care not—'t is a glimpse of 'Auld Lang Sync.* "

He adds in a note, " The Brig of Don, near the ' auld town' of
Aberdeen, with its one arch and its black deep salmon stream, is in

my memory as yesterday. I still remember, though perhaps I maj^
misquote the awful proverb which made me pause to cross it, and yet
lean over it with a childish delight, being an only son, at least by the
mother's side. The saying, as recollected by me, was this, but I have
never heard or seen it since I was nine years of age

:

" Brig of Balgounie, black 's your wa',
Wi' a wife's ae son, and a mear's ae foal,

Down ye shall fa'."*

To meet with an Aberdonian was, at all times, a delight to him; and
when the late Mr. Scott, who was a native of Aberdeen, paid him a visit

at Venice in the year 1819, in talking of the haunts of his childhood,
one of the places he particularly mentioned was Wallace-nook, a spot
where there is a rude statue of the Scottish chief still standing. From

" The correct reading of tills legend is, I undcrBtand, as follows:

" Brig o' Balgounie, wigid (strong) is thy wa",

Wi' a wife's ae son on a mare's ae foal.

Hown shall thou fa*."'
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first to last, indeed, these reiiollcctions of the couatiy of his youth
never forsook him. In liis early voyage into (ireecc, not only the
shapes of the mountains, but the kilts and liardy forms of the Alba-
nese,—all, as lie says, " carried him back to INIorven ;" and, in his last

fatal expedition, tlie dress which he himself chiefly wore at Cephalonia
Mas a tartan jacket.

Cordial, however, and deep as were the impressions which he re-

tained of Scotland, he would sometimes in this, as in all his otlicr

amiable feelings, endeavour perversely to belie his own better nature

;

and, when under the excitement of anger or ridicule, persuade not
only others, but even himself, that the whole current of his feelings
ran directly otherwise. The abuse with which, in his anger against
the Edinburgh Review, he overwhelmed every thing Scotch, is an in-

stance of this temporary triumph of wilfulness ; and at any time, the
least association of ridicule with the country or its inhabitants was
sufficient, for the moment, to put all his sentiment to flight. A friend
of his once described to me the half playful rage into whicli she saw
him thrown, one day, by a heedless girl, who remarked that she
thought he had a little of the Scotch accent. " Good God, I liope not !"

he exclaimed. " 1 am sure I have n't. I would rather the whole d—

d

country was sunk in the sea.—I, the Scotch accent !"

To such sallies, however, whether in writing or conversation, but
little weight is to be allowed—particularly in comparison with tliose

strong testimonies which he has left on record of his fondness for his

early home ; and while, on his side, this feeling so indelibly existed,
there is, on the part of the people of Aberdeen, who consider him as
almost their fellow-townsman, a correspondent warmth of affection

for his memory and name. The various houses where he resided in

liis youth are pointed out to the traveller; to liave seen him but once
is a recollection boasted of with pride ; and the Brig of Don, beautifid.

in itself, is invested, by his mere mention of it, with an additional

charm. Two or three years since, the sum of five pounds was oflfered

to a person in Aberdeen for a letter which he had in his possession,
written by Captain Byron a few days before his death ; and, among
tlie memorials of the young poet, which are treasured up by individuals

of that place, there is one which it woidd have not a little amused
himself to hear of, being no less characteristic a relic than an old china
saucer, out of which he had bitten a large piece, in a fit of passion,
when a child.

It was in the summer of 1798, as I have already said, that Lord Byron,
then in his eleventh year, left Scotland with his mother and nurse, to

lake possession of the ancient seat of his ancestors. In one of his

latest letters, referring to this journey, he says, " I recollect Loch Leven
:is it were but yesterday—I saw it in my way to England in 1798."

They had already arrived at the Newstead toll-bar, and saw the woods
of the Abbey stretching out to receive them, when Mrs. Byron, aflfecting

to be ignorant of the place, asked the woman of the toll-house—to

whom that seat belonged 1 She was told that the owner of it, Lord
Byron, had been some montlis dead. " And who is the »t3Xt heir 1"

usked the proud and happy mother. " They say," answered the wo-
man, " it is a little boy who lives at Aberdeen." " And this is he, bless

him !" exclaimed the nurse, no longer able to contain herself, and
turning to kiss with delight the young lord who was seated on her lap.

Even under the most favourable circunistantes, such an early eleva-

lion to rank would be but too likclv to liavc a dangerous influence on
Vol,. L—

C
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(he character ; and the guidance under which young Byron entered
upon his new station was, of all others, the least likely to lead him
safely through its perils and temptations. His mother, without judg-
ment or self-command, alternately spoiled him by indulgence, and
irritated, or—what was still worse—amused him by her violence.

That strong sense of the ridiculous, for which he was afterward so
remarkable, and which showed itself thus early, got the better even
of his fear of her ; and when Mrs. Byron, who was a short and cor-

pulent person, and rolled considerably in her ga't, would, in a rage,

endeavour to catch him, for the purpose of inflicting punishment, the

young urchin, proud of being able to outstrip her, notwithstanding his

lameness, would run round the room, laughing like a little Puck, and
mocking at all her menaces. In the few anecdotes of his early life

Avhich he related in his " Memoranda," though the name of his mother
was never mentioned but with respect, it was not difficult to perceive
that the recollections she had left behind—at least, those that had
Jiiade the deepest impression—were of a painful nature. One of the
most striking passages, indeed, in the few pages of that Memoir which
related to his early days, was where, in speaking of his own sensitive-

ness, on the subject of his deformed foot, he described the feeling of
horror and humiliation that came over him, when his mother, in one
of her fits of passion, called him " a lame brat." As all that he had
felt strongly thi'ough life was, in some shape or other, reproduced m
his poetry, it was not likely that an expression such as this should fail

of being recorded. Accordingly, we find, in the opening of his

drama, " The Deformed Transformed,"
,

- ' - ,

" Berlha. Out, hunchback

!

v. • -
' '

,

Arnold. I was born so, mother !"

\t may be questioned, indeed, whether that whole drama was not ui-

debted for its origin to this single recollection.

While such was the character of the person under whose imme-
diate eye his youth was passed, the counteraction which a kind and
watchful guardian might have opposed to such example and influence
Avas almost wholly lost to him. Connected but remotely with the
family, and never having had any opportunity of knoMdng the boy, it

was with much reluctance that Lord Carlisle originally undertook tlie

trust ; nor can we wonder that, when his duties as a guardian brought
him acquainted with Mrs. Byron, he should be deterred from inter-

fering more than was absolutely necessary for the child by his fear of
fO)ning into collision with the violence and caprice of the mother.
Had even the character which the last lord left behind been suffi-

ciently popular to pique his young successor into an emulation of his

good name, such a salutary rivalry of the dead would have supplied
the place of living examples; and there is no mind in which such an
ambition would have been more likely to spring up than that of Byron.
But unlnckily, as we have seen, this was not the case ; and not only
was so faiv a stimulus to good conduct wantuig, but a rivalry of a
very different nature substituted in its place. The strange anecdotes
told of the lasi lord by the country people, among whom his fierce
and solitary habits had procured for him a sort of fearful jcnown,
were of a nature livQlily to arrest the fancy of tlie young poet, and
<;yen to waken in his niind a sort of boyish admiration for singulari-
ties which he found thus (-l<>vated into matters of wonder and record.
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By some it has been even supposed that in these stories of liis eccen-
tric relative his imagination foimd the first dark outlines of that ideal

character, which he afterward embodied in so many different shapes,

and ennobled by his genius. But however this may be, it is at least

far from improbable that, destitute as he was of other and better

models, the peculiarities of his immediate predecessor should, in a

'

considerable degree, have influenced his fancy and tastes. One habit,

which he seems early to have derived from this spirit of imitation, and
which he retained through life, was that of constantly having arms of
some description about or near him—it being his practice, when quite

a boy, to carry, at all times, small loaded pistols in his waistcoat
pockets. The affray, indeed, of the late lord with Mr. Chaworth had,

at a very early age, by connecting duelling in his mind with the name
of his race, led him to turn his attention to this mode of arbitra-

ment ; and the mortification which he had, for some time, to endure
at school, from insults, as he imagined, hazarded on the presumption
of his physical inferiority, found consolation in the thought that a day
would yet arrive when the law of the pistol woiUd place him on a level

with the strongest.

On their arrival from Scotland, Mrs. Byron, with the hope of having
his lameness removed, placed her son under the care of a person, who
})rofessed the cui'e of such cases, at Nottingham. The name of this

man, who appears to have been a mere empirical pretender, was
Lavender ; and the manner in which he is said to have proceeded was
by first rubbing the foot over, for a considerable time, with handfuls
of oil, and then twisting the limb forcibly round, and screwing it up
in a wooden machine. That the boy might not lose ground in his

education during this interval, he received lessons in Latin from a
respectable schoolmaster, Mr. Rogers, who read parts of Virgil and
Cicero with him, and represents his proficiency to have been, for his

age, considerable. He was often, during his lessons, in violent pain,

from the torturing position in which his foot Avas kept ; and Mr.
Rogers one day said to him, " It makes me imcomfortable, my lord,

to see you sitting there in such pain, as I know you must be suffering."
'* Never mind, Mr. Rogers," answered the boy ; " you shall not see any
signs of it in me."
This gentleman, who speaks with the most affectionate remem-

brance of his pupil, mentions several instances of the gayety of spirit

with which he used to take revenge on his tormentor, Lavender, by
exposing and laughing at his pompous ignorance. Among other
tricks, he one day scribbled down on a sheet of paper all the letters of
the alphabet, put together at random, but in the form of words and
sentences, and, placing them before this all-pretendmg person, asked
him gravely what language it was. Tiie quack, unwilling to own his

ignorance, answered confidently, " Italian,"—to the mfinite delight, as
it may be supposed, of the little satirist in embryo, who burst into a
loud, triumphant laugh at the success of the trap which he had thus
laid for imposture.
With that mindfulness towards all who had been about him in his

youth, which was so distinguishing a trait in his character, he, many
years after, when in the neighbourhood of Nottingham, sent a mes-
sage, full of kindness, to his old instructer, and bid the bearer of it

teU him, that, begirming from a certain line in Virgil which he men-
tioned, he could recite twenty verses on. which he well remembered

C2
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liaving read witli this rrentleman, when suffering all the time the most
dreadful pain.

It Avas about this period, according to his nurse, May Gray, that the
first symptom of any tendency towards rhyming showed itself in

^im ; and the occasion which she represented as having given rise to

this childish effort was as follows. An elderly lady, who was in the

habit of visiting his mother, had made use of some expression that

very much affronted him, and these slights, his nurse said, he gene-
rally resented violently and implacably. The old lady had some
curious notions respecting the soul, which, she imagined, took its

fliglit to the moon after death, as a preliminaiy essay before it pro-
ceeded further. One day, after a repetition, it is supposed, of her
original insult to the boy, he appeared before his nurse in a violent

rage. " Well, my little hero," she asked, "what's the matter with
you now V Upon which the child answered, that " this old woman
had put him in a most ten-ible passion—that he could not bear the sight
of her," &c. &c.—and then broke out into the following doggerel,
which he repeated over and over, as if delighted with the vent he had
found for his rage :

—

" In Nottingham county there lives at Swan Green,
'•' As curst an old lady as ever was seen;

And when she does die, which I hope will be soon,

She firmly believes she will go to the moon."

It is possible that these rhymes may have been caught up at second-
hand ; and he himself, as will presently be seen, dated his " first dash
into poetrjs" as he calls it, a year later:—but the anecdote altogether,

as containing some early dawhings of character, appeared to me
worth preserving.

The small income of Mrs. Byron received at this time the addi-

tion,—most seasonable, no doubt, though on what grounds accorded,

I know not—of a pension, on the Civil List, of £300 a year. The
following is a copy of the King's warrant for the grant :

—

(Signed)
"GEORGE R.

" Whereas we are graciously pleased to grant unto Catharine
Gordon Byron, widow, an annuity of £300, to commence from 5th

.Tuly, 1799, and to continue during pleasure: our will and pleasure is.

that, by virtue of our general letters of Privy Seal, bearing date 5th

November, 1760, you do issue and pay out of our treasure, or revenue
in the receipt of the Exchequer, applicable to the uses of our civil

government, unto the said Catharine Gordon Byron, widow, or her

assignees, the said annuity, to conmience from 5th July, 1799, and to

be paid quarterly, or otherwise, as the same sliall become due, and to

continue during our pleasure ; and for so doing this shall be your
warrant. Given at our Court of St. James, 2d October, 1799, 39th

year of our reign.
" By His Majesty's command. ->-

(Signed) " W. Pitt. .:

" S. Douglas.
" Edw*. Roberts, Dep. Cler"'. Pellium."

Finding but little benefit from the Nottingham practitioner, Mr'
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Byron, in the summer of the year 1799, thouj^^fht it rio:hi to remove her
boy to London, where, at the suo^ijestion of Lord Carlisle, he was pxit

mider the care of Dr. Baillie. It being an object, too, to place him at

some quiet school, where the means adopted for the cure of his hi-

firmity might be more easily attended to, the establishment of the late

Dr. Glennie, at Dulwich, was chosen for that purpose ; and, as it was
thought advisable that he should have a separate apartment to sleep'

in, Doctor Glennie had a bed put up for him in his own study. Mrs.

Byron, who had remained a short tiuu; beliind him at Newstead, on
her arrival in town took a house upon Sloaue Terrace; and, under
the direction of Dr. Baillie, one of the Messrs. Sheldrake* M'as em-
ploj'ed to construct an instrument for the purpose of straightening tlic

Innl) of the child. Moderation in all athletic exercises was, of course,
prescribed; but Dr. Glennie found it by no means easy to enforce
compliance with this rule, as, tliough sufficiently quiet when alon^
with him in his study, no sooner was the boy released for play, than
he showed as much ambition to excel in all exercises as the most
robust youth of the school ;—'• an ambition," adds Dr. Glennie, in the

communication with which he favouied me a short time before his

death, " which I have remarked to prevail in general in young persons
labouring under similar defects of nature. "'f

Having been instructed in the elements of Latin gi'ammar according
10 the mode of teaching adopted at Aberdeen, the yovuig student had
now unluckily to retrace his steps, and was, as is too often the case,
retarded in his studies and perplexed in his recollections, by the ne-
cessity of toiling through the rudiments again in one of the forms
prescribed by the English schools. " I found hhn enter upon his

tasks," says Dr. Glennie, " with alacrity and success. He was play-
ful, good-humoured, and beloved by his companions. His reading in

history and poetiy was far beyond the usual standard of his age, and
in my study he found many books open to him, both to please his taste

and gratify his curiosity ; among others, a set of our poets, from
Chaucer to Churchill, which I am almost tempted to say he had more
than once perused from beginning to end. He showed at this age an
intimate acquaintance with the historical parts of the Holy Scriptures,

upon which he seemed delighted to converse with me, especially
after our religious exercises of a Sunday evening ; when he would
reason upon the facts contained in the Sacred Volume, M'ith every
appearance of belief in the divine truths which they unfold. That
the impressions," adds the writer, " thus imbibed in his boyhood, had,
notwithstanding the irregularities of his after-life, sunk deep into his

* In a letter, addressed lately by Mr. Sheldrake to the Editor of a Medical
Journal, it is stated that the person of the same name who attended Lord
Byron at Dulwich owed the honour of being' called in to a mistake, and
effected nothing towards the remedy of the limb. The writer of llie letter

adds that he was himself consulted by Lord Byron four or five years after-

ward, and though unable to undertake the cure of the defect, from the
unwillingness of his noble patient to submit to restraint or confinement, was
successful in constructing a sort of slioe for the foot, which, in some degree,
alleviated the inconvenience under which he laboured.

+ " Quoique," says Alfieri, speaking of hi.s school-days, " je fusse le plus
petit de tous les grands qui se trouvaient an second apparteraent ou j'<5tais

descendu, c'etait precisement mon inferiorite do taille, d'age, et de force, qui
me donnait plus de courage, et m'cngageait a me distinguer."
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mind, will appear, I think, to every impartial reader of his works in

general ; and I never have been able to divest myself of the persuasion .

that, in the strange aberrations which so unfortunately marked his

subsequent career, he must have found it difficult to violate the better

principles early instilled into him."

It should have been mentioned, among the traits which I have
recorded of his still earlier years, that, according to the character

given of him by his first nurse's husband, he was, when a mere child,

*' particularly inquisitive and puzzling about religion."

It was not long before Dr. Glemiie began to discover—what in-

structers of youth must too often experience—that the parent was a
much more difficult subject to deal with than the child. Though pro-

fessing entire acquiescence in the representations of this gentleman,

as to the propriety of leaving her son to pursue his studies without

interruption, Mrs. Byron had neither sense nor self-denial enough to

act up to these professions ; but, in spite of the remonstrances of Dr.

Glennie, and the injunctions of Lord Carlisle, continued to interfere

with and thwart the progress of the boy's education in eveiy way that

a fond, wrong-headed, and self-willed mother could devise. In vain

was it stated to her that, in all the elemental parts of learning which
are requisite for a youth destined to a great public school, young Byron
Avas much behind other youths of his age, and that, to retrieve this

deficiency, the undivided application of his whole time would be
necessary. Though appearing to be sensible of the truth of these

suggestions, she not the less embarrassed and obstructed the teacher

in his task. Not content with the interval between Saturday and
Monday, which, contrary to Dr. Glennie's wish, the boy generally

passed at Sloane Terrace, she would frequently keep him at home a

week beyond this time, and, still farther to add to the distraction of

such interruptions, collected around him a numerous circle of young
acquaiiiiauces, without exercising, us may be supposed, much discri-

mination in her choice. " How indeed could she 1" asked Dr. Gleimie—" Mrs. Byron was a total stranger to English society and Englisli

manners ; with an exterior far from prepossessing, an understanding
where nature had not been more bountiful, a mind almost wholly
without cultivation, and the peculiarities of northern opinions, northern
habits, and northern accent, I trust I do no great prejudice to the

memory of my countrywoman, if I say Mrs. Byron was not a Madame
de Lambert, endowed with powers to retrieve tlie fortune, and form
the character and manners of a young nobleman, her son."

The interposition of Lord Carlisle, to whose authority it was found
necessaiy to appeal, had more than once given a check to these dis-

turbing indulgences. Sanctioned by such support, Dr. Glennie even
ventured to oppose himself to the privilege, so often abused, of the

usual visits on a Saturday ; and the scenes which he had to encounter
on each new case of refusal were such as would have wearied out tlie

Salience of any less zealous and conscientious schoolmaster. Mrs.
lyron, whose paroxysms of passion were not, like tliose of her son,

" silent rages," would, on all these occasions, break out into such
audible fits of temper as it was impossible to keep from reacliing the

ears of tlie scholars and the servants ; and Dr. Glennie had, one day,
th(> ]jain of overhearing a schoolfellow of his noI)le pupil say to him,
" Byron, your mother is a fool ;" to which the other answered, gloomily,
'

I know it." In consetiuence of all (his violence and impracticability

of lenqter, Lord Carlisle at leiuTlh ceaijed lo have any intercourse
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with the mother of his ward, and on a farther apphcation from tlic

• iiistructer, for the exertion of his influence, said, " I can liavr

nothing more to do with Mrs. Byron,—you must now manage her as
you can."
Among the books that hxy accessible to the boys in Dr. Gk^nuie's

study, was a pamphlet written by the brotlier of one of his most
intimate friends, entitled "Narrative of the Shipwreck of the Juno on
the Coast of Arracan, in the year 1795." The Avriter had been tlu-

second officer of the ship, and the account whicli he had sent home to

his friends of the sufferings of himself and his f(;llow-passengcr3 had
appeared to them so touching and strange, that they determined to

publish it. The pamphlet attracted but little, it seems, of public
attention, but among the young students of Dulwich Grove it was a

favourite study; and the impression which it left on the retentive mind
of Byron may have had some share, perhaps, in suggesting that curious
research, through all the various Accounts of Shipwrecks upoji record,

bj'' whicli he prepared himself to depi(;t with sucVi power a scene of
the same description in Don Juan. Tlie following affecting incident,

mentioned by the author of this pamphlet, has been adopted, it will

be seen, with but little change either of phrase or circumstance, by
the-poet :

—

" Of those who were not immediately near me I knew little, unless

by their cries. Some struggled hard, and died in great agony ; but it

was not always those whose strength was most impaired that died the

easiest, though, in some cases, it might have been so. I particularly

remember the following instances. Mr. Wade's servant, a stout and
healthy boy, died early and almost without a groan ; while another of

the same age, but of a less promising appearance, held out much
longer. The fate of these unfortunate boys differed also in another
respect highly deserving of notice. Their fathers were both in the

fore-top when the lads were taken ill. The father of Mr. Wade's boy,

hearing of his son's illness, answered with indifference, ' that he could
do nothing for him,' and left him to his fate. The other, when the

accounts reached him, hurried down, and watching for a favourable

moment, crawled on all fours along the weather gunwale to his son,

who was in the mizen rigging. By that time, only three or four

planks of the quarter-deck remained, just over the weather-quarter

gallery ; and to this spot the unhappy man led his son, making him
fast to the rail to prevent his being washed away. Whenever the

boy was seized with a fit of retching, the father lifted him up and
wiped the foam from his hps ; and, if a shower came, he made him
open his mouth to receive the drops, or gently squeezed tliem into it

from a rag. In this affecting situation both remained four or five days,

till the boy expired. The unfortunate parent, as if unwilling to

believe the fact, then raised the body, gazed wistfuUv ^t it, and, when
he could no longer entertain any doubt, watched -'t in silence till it

was carried off by the sea; then, wrapping himself in a piece of can-

vass, sunk down and rose no more ; though Ae must have lived two
days longer, as we judged from the quivering of his limbs, when a

wave broke over him."*

* Tho following is Lord Byron's version of this touching narrative, and
it will be felt, I think, by every reader, that this is one of the instances in

which poetry must be content to yield the palm to prose. There is a pathos

in the last sentences of the seaman's recital, which the artifices of metre and
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It was probably during one of the vacations of this year, that the
boyisli love for his young cousin. Miss Parker, to which he attributes
1 he glorj-^ of having first inspired him with poetry, took possession of
his fancy. " My first dash into poetry (he says) was as early as 1800.
It was the ebullition of a passion for my first cousni, Margaret Parker
(daughter and granddaughter of the two Admirals Parker), one of the
most beautiful of evanescent beings. I have long forgotten the verses,
but it would be difficult for me to forget her—her dark eyes—her long
eyelashes—her completely Greek cast of face and figure! I was then
about twelve—she rather older, perhaps a year. She died about a year
or two afterward, in consequence of a fall, which injured her spine,
and induced consumption. Her sister Augusta (by some thought still

more beautiful) died of the same malady ; and it was, indeed, in attend-

rliyrne were sure to disturb, and which, indeed, no verses, however beautiful,
could half so naturally and powerfully express.

" There were two fathers in this ghastly crew.
And with them their two sons, of whom the one '

Was more robust and hardy to the view,
But he died early; and when he was gone,

~

His nearest messmate told his sire, who threw
One glance on him, and said, ' Heaven's will be done

I can do nothing,' and he saw him thrown
Into the deep without a tear or groan.

The other father had a weaklier child, ,

Of a soft cheek and aspect delicate ;

But the boy bore up long, and with a mild ~ -

And patient spirit held aloof his fate ;

Little he said, and noTv and then he smiled, « - .

As if to win a part from ctY the weight
He saw increasing on his father's heart,

- .^i With the deep, deadly thought, that they must part.

" And o'er him bent his sire, and never raised
' His eyes from off his face, but wiped the foam

From his pale lips, and ever on him gazed.
And when the wish'd-for shower at length was come,

^ And the boy's eyes, which the dull film half glazed,

Brighten'd, and for a moment seem'd to roam,
, He squeezed from out a rag some drops of rain -.

•

^ Into his dying child's mouth—but in vain.

'' The boy expired—the father held the clay,

And look'd upon it long, and when at last .
'

.

Deatk left no doubt, and the dead burthen lay
Stiff o« his heart, and pulse and hope were past,

He watch'd It wistfully, until away
'Twas borne by the rude wave wherein 'twas cast; ...

Then he himself sank down all dumb and phivoring.
And gave no sign of lifi;, save his limbs quivering."

Don Juan, Canto 11.

In the collection of " Shipwrecks and Disasters at Sea," to which Lord
Byron so skilfully had recourse for the technical knowledge and facts out of
which he has composed his own powerful description, the reader will find the
Account of the Loss of (he Juno here referred to.
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ing her, that Margaret met with the aecideut which occasioned
her own death. My sister told me, that wiieu she went to see her,

shortly before her death, upon accidentally mentioning my name,
Margaret coloured through the paleness of mortality to the eyes, to

the great astonishment of my sister, who (residing with her grand-
mother. Lady Holderness, and seeing but little of me, for family
reasons) knew nothing of our attachment, nor could conceive why my
name should affect her at such a time. I knew nothing of her ilhiess,

being at Harrow and in the country, till she was gone. Some years
after, I made an attempt at an elegy—a very dull one.*

" I do not recollect scarcely any thmg equal to the transparent beauty
of my cousin, or to the sweetness of her temper, during the short

period of our intimacy. She looked as if she had been made out of a
rainbow—all beauty and peace.

" My passion had its usual effects upon me—I could not sleep—

I

could not eat—I could not rest ; and although I had reason to know
that she loved me, it was the texture of 'my life to think of the time
which must elapse before we could meet again—being usually about
twelve hours of separation ! But I was a fool then, and am not much
wiser now."
He had been nearly two years under the tuition of Doctor Glennic,

when his mother, discontented at the slowness of his progress—though
being, herself, as we have seen, the principal cause of it—entreated so

urgently of Lord Carlisle to have him removed to a public school, that

her wish was at length acceded to ; and " accordingly," says Doctor
Glennie, " to Harrow he went, as little prepared as it is natural to

suppose from two years of elementary instruction, thwarted by every
art that could estrange the mind of youth from preceptor, from school,

and from all serious study."

This gentleman saw but little of Lord Byron after he left his care,

but, from the maimer in which both he and Mrs. Glennie spoke of their

early charge, it was evident that his subsequent career had been
watched by them with interest ; that they had seen even his errors

through the softening medium of their first feeling towards him, and
had never, in his most irregular aberrations, lost tlie traces of those
fine qualities which they had loved and admired in him when a child.

Of the constancy, too, of this feeling, Doctor Glennie had to stand
no ordinary trial, having visited Geneva in 1817, soon after Lord
Byron had left it, when the private character of the poet was in the

very crisis of its unpopularity, and when, among those friends who
knew that Doctor Glennie had once been his tutor, it was made a

frequent subject of banter with this gentleman that he had not more
strictly disciplined his pupil, or, to use their own words, " made a better

boy of him."
About the time when young Byron was removed, for his education,

to London, his nurse May Gray left the service of Mrs. Byron, and
returned to her native country, where she died about three years since.

She had married respectably, and, in one of her last illnesses, was
attended professionally by Dr. Ewing of Aberdeen, who, having been
always an enthusiastic admirer of Lord Byron, was no less surprised

than delighted to fuid that the person under his care had, for so many
years, been an attendant on his favourite poet. With avidity, as may
be supposed, he noted down from the lips of his patient all the

* This elegy is in his first (unpublished) volume.
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particulars she could remember of his lordship's early days ; and it

is to the communications with which this gentleman has favoured me,

that I am indebted for many of the anecdotes of that period which I

have related.

As a mark of gratitude for her attention to him, Byron had, in

parting with May Gray, presented her with his watch—the first of

which he had ever been possessor. This watch the faithful nurse

preserved fondly through life, and, when she died, it was given, by her

husband, to Doctor Ewing, by whom, as a relic of genius, it is equally

valued. The affectionate boy had also presented her with a full-length

miniature of himself, which was painted by Kay of Edinburgh, in the

year 1795, and which represents him standing with a bow and arrows

in his hand, and a profusion of hair failing over his shoulders. This

curious little drawing has likewise passed into tne possession of

Dr. Ewing.
The same thoughtful gratitude was evinced by Byron towards the

sister of this woman, his first nurse, to whom lie wrote some years

after he left Scotland, in the most cordial terms, making inquiries of

her welfare, and informing her, with much joy, that he had at last got

his foot so far restored as to be able to put on a common boot,—" an
event, for Avhich he had long anxiously wished, and which he was
sure would give her great pleasure."

In the summer of the year 1801, he accompanied his mother to Chel-

tenham, and the account which he himself gives of his sensations at

that period* shows at what an early age tiiose feelings that lead to

poetry had unfolded themselves in his heart. A boy, gazing with

emotion on the hills at sunset, because they remind him of the moun-
tains among which he passed his childhood, is already, in heart and
imagination, a poet. It was during their stay at Cheltenham that a

fortune-teller, whom his mother consulted, pronounced a prediction

concerning him which, for some time, left a strong impression on his

mind. Mrs. Byron had, it seems, in her first visit to this person (who,
if I mistake not, was the celebrated fortune-teller, Mrs. Williams)
endeavoured to pass herself off as a maiden lady. The Sibyl, however,
was not so easily deceived ;—she pronounced her wise consulter to be

not only a married woman, but the mother of a son who was lame,

and to whom, among other events which she read in the stars, it was
predestmed that his life should be in danger from poison before he

was of age, and that he should be twice married,—the second time,

to a foreign lady. About two years afterward he liimself mentioned
these particulars to the person from whom I heard the stofy, and said

that the thought of the first part of the prophecy very often occurred

to him. The latter part, however, seems to have been the nearer

guess of the two.

To a shy disposition, such as Byron's was in his youth—and such

as, to a certain degree, it continued all his life—the transition from a

quiet establishment, like that of Dulwich Grove, to the bustle of a

great public school, Avas sufficiently trying. Accordingly, we fiaid

from his own account, that, for the first year and a half, he " hated

Harrow." The activity, however, and sociableness of his nature soon

conquered this repugnance ; and, from being, as he himself says, " a

most unpopular boy," he rose at length to be a leader in all the sports,

ficliemes, and mischief of the school.

* See page 28. ^ : *
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For a general notion of liis disposition and capacities at this poriod,

we could not have recourse to a more trustworthy or valuabh; aullio-

rity than that of the Rev. Dr. Drury, who was at tliis time head master
of the school, and to wliom Lord Byron has left on record a triljute of
affection and respect, which, like the reverential regard of Drydenfov
Dr. Busby, will long associate together lionourably the names of the
poet and the master. J^rom this venerable scholar I have received
the following brief, but important, statement of the impressions which
his early intercourse with the young noble left upon him :

—

" Mr. Hanson, Lord Byron's sohcitor, consigned him to my care at

the age of 13i, with remarks, that his education had been neglected

;

that he was ill prepared for a public school, but that he thought there
was a cleverness about him. After his departure I took my young dis-

ciple into my study, and endeavoured to bring hnn forvvard by inqui-

ries as to his former amusements, employ>nents, and associates, but
with little or no etfect ;—and I soon found tliat a wild mountain colt

had been submitted to my management. But there was mind in his

eye. In the first place, it was necessary to attach him to an elder
boy, in order to familiarize him with the objects before him, and with
some parts of the system in which he was to move. But the infonna-
tion he received from his conductor gave him no pleasure, wheu he
heard of the advances of some in the school, much younger than him-
self, and conceived by his own deficiency that he should be degraded,
and humbled, by being placed below them. This 1 discovered, and
having committed him to the care of one of the masters, as his tutor,

I assured him he should not be placed till, by diligence, he might rank
with those of his own age. He was pleased with this assurance, and
felt himself on easier terms with his associates ;—for a degree of shy-
ness hung about him for some time. His manner and temper soon
convinced me, that he might be led by a silken strnig to a point, rather
than by a cable ;—on that principle I acted. After some continuance
at Harrow, and when the powers of his mind had begun to expand,
the late Lord Carlisle, his relation, desired to see me in town;—

I

waited on his lordship. His object was to inform me of Lord Byron's
expectations of property when he came of age, which he represented

as contracted, and to inquire respecting his abilities. On the former
circumstance I made no remark ; as to the latter, I replied, ' He has
talents, my lord, which will add lustre to his rank.'' ' Indeed ! !

!' said

his lordship, with a degree of suiprise, that, according to my feeling,

did not express m it all the satisfaction I expected.
" The circumstance to which you allude, as to his declamatory

powers, was as follows. The upper part of the school composed
declamations, which, after a revisal by the tutors, were submitted to

the master : to him the authors repeated them, that tliey might be

improved in manner and action, before their public delivery. I cer-

tainly was much pleased with Lord Byron's attitude, gesture, and
delivery, as well as with his composition. All who spoke on that day
adhered, as usual, to the letter of their composition, as, in the earlier

part of his delivery, did Lord Byron. But to my surprise he suddenh'
diverged from the written composition, with a boldness and rapidity

sufficient to alarm me, lest he should fail in memory as to the conclu-
sion. There was no failure;—he came round to the close of his com-
position without discovering any impediment and irregularity on the

whole. I questioned him, why he had altered his declamation ? He
declared he had made no alteration, and did not know, in speaking.
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that he had deviated from it one letter.' I believed him, and from a

knowledge of his temperament am convinced, that fully impressed

with the sense and substance of the subject, he was hurried on to

expressions and colourmgs more striking than what his pen had

expressed."

In communicating to me these recollections of his illustrious pupil,

Dr. Dniry has added a circumstance which shows how strongly, even

in all the pride of his fame, that awe with which he had once regarded

the opinions of his old master still hung around the poet's sensitive

mind :

—

" After my retreat from Harrow, I received from him two very

affectionate letters. In my occasional visits subsequently to London,

whea he had fascinated the public with his productions, I demanded
of him, why, as in duty bound, he had sent none to me 1 ' Because,'

said he, ' you are the only man I never wish to read them:'—but, m a

few moments, he added—' What do you think of the Corsair 1'
"

I shall now lay before the reader such notices of his school life as

I find scattered through the various notebooks he has left behind.

Coming, as they do, from his ow^n pen, it is needless to add, that they

afford the liveliest and best records of this period that can be furnished.
" Till I was eighteen years old (odd as it may seem) I had never

read a Review. But while at Harrow, my general information was
so great on modern topics as to induce a suspicion that I could only

collect so much information from Reviews, because I was never seen

reading, but always idle, and in mischief, or at play. The truth is,

that I read eating, read in bed, read when no one else read, and had
read all sorts of reading since I was five years old, and yet never met
with a Review, which is the only reason I know of why I should not

have read them. But it is true ; for I remember when Hunter and
Curzon, in 1804, told me this opinion at Harrow, I made them laugh

by my ludicrous astonishment in asking them, ' What is a Review V
To be sure, they were then less common. In three years more, I

was better acquainted with that same ; but the first I ever read was
in 1806-7.

" At school I was (as I have said) remarked for the extent and
readiness of my general information ; but in all other respects idle,

capable of great sudden exertions (such as tliirty or forty Greek
hexameters, of course with such prosody as it pleased God), but of

few continuous drudgeries. My qualities were much more oratorical

and martial than poetical, and Dr. Drury, my grand patron (our head
master), had a great notion that I should turn out an orator, from my
fluency, my turbulence, my voice, my copiousness of declamation,

and my action.* I remember that my first declamation astonished

him into some unwonted (for he was economical of such) and sudden
compliments, before the declaimers at our first rehearsal. My first

Harrow verses (that is, English, as exercises), a translation of a

chorus from the Prometheus of ^schylus, were received by him but

* For the display of his declamatory powers, on the speech-days, he

selected always the most vehement passages,—such as the speech of Zanga
over the body of Alonzo, and Lear's address to the storm. On one of these

public occasions, when it was arranged that he should take the part of

Dranccs, and young Feel that of Turnus, Lord Byron suddenly changed his

mind, and preferred the speech of Latinut=, Tearing, it was supposed, some
ridicule from the inappropriate taunt of Turnus, " Ventosii in lingui, perfi-

hiisque fugacibus istis."
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coolly. No one had tho least notion that I should subside into
poesy.

" Peel, the oratoi- and statesman (* that was, or is, or is to be'), was
my form-fellow, and we were both at the top of our remove (a public-
school phrase). We were on good terms, but his brother was my
intimate friend. There were always srreat hopes of Peel, among' us
all, masters and scholars—and he has not disappointed them. As a
scholar he was greatly my superior; as a declaimer and actor, I was
reckoned at least his equal; as a schoolboy, out of school, 1 was always
in scrapes, and he never ; and in school, he always knew his lesson, and
I rarely,—but when I knew it, 1 knew it nearly as well. In general
information, history, &c. &c. I think I was his superior, as well as of
most boys of my standing.

" The prodigy of our school-days was George Sinclair (son of Sir
.Tolm) ; he made exercises for half the school (literally), verses at will,

and themes without it. * * * He was a friend of mme, and in the same
remove, and used at times to beg me to let him do my exercise,—

a

request always most readily accorded upon a pinch, or when I wanted
to do something else, which was usually once an hour. On the other
land, he was pacific and I savage ; so I fought for him, or thrashed
others for him, or thrashed himself to make him thrash others, when
it was necessary, as a point of honour and stature, that he should so
chastise; or we talked politics, for he was a great politician, and were
very good friends. I have some of his letters, written to me from
school, still.*

" Clayton was another school-monster of learning, and talent, and
liope ; but what has become of hinr I do not know. He was certainly
a genius.

" My school-friendships were with me passions^ (for I was always
violent), but I do not know that there is one which has endured (to be
sure some have been cut short by death) till now. That with Lord
Clare began one of the earliest and lasted longest—being only inter-

rupted by distance—that I know of. I never hear the word ' Clare'

without a beating of the heart even tiom, and 1 write it with the feel-

ings of 1803-4-5 ad infinitum."

The following extract is from another of his manuscript journals.
" At Harrow I fought my way very fairly.| I think I lost but one

iiattle out of seven; and that was to H ;—and the rascal did not

* His letters to Mr. Sinclair, in return, are unluckily lost—one o*" them,
as this gentleman tells me, having been highly characteristic of the jealous
sensitiveness of his noble schoolfellow, being written under the impression
of some ideal slight, and beginning, angrily, " Sir."

t On a loaf of one of his notebooks, dated 1808, I find the following pas-
sage from Marmontel, which no doubt struck him as applicable to the enthu-
siasm of his own youthful friendships :

—"L'amitie, qui dans le monde est a

peine un sentiment, est une passion dans les Cloitres."

—

Conies Moraux.
t Mr. D'Israeli, in his ingenious work '• on the Literary Character," lias

fjiven it as his opinion, that a disinclination to athletic sports and exercises

will be, in general, found among the peculiarities which mark a youth of
genius. In support of this notion he quotes Beattie, who thus describes his

ideal minstrel :

—

" Concourse, and noise, and toil, ho ever tied,

Nor cared to mingle in the clamorous fray

Of squabblinti unps, but to tlv; forest sped."
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win it, but by the unfair treatment of his own boarding-house, where
Ave boxed—I had not even a second. I never forgave him, and I

should be sorry to meet him now, as I am sure we should quarrel.

My most memorable combats were with Morgan, Rice, Rainsford, and
Lord Jocelyn,—but we were always friendly afterward. I was a

most unpopular boy, but led latterly, and have retained many of my
school friendships, and all my dislikes—except to Doctor Butler,

whom I treated rebelliously, and have been sorry ever since. Doctor

Drury, whom 1 plagued sufficiently too, was the best, the kindest (and
yet strict, too) friend I ever had—and I look upon him still as a father.

" P. Hunter, Curzon, Long, and Tatersall, were my principal friends.

Clare, Dorset, C^. Gordon, De Bath, Claridge, and J"". Wingfield, were
my juniors and favourites, whom I spoiled by indulgence. Of all

human beings, I was, perhaps, at one time, the most attached to poor
Wingfield, who died at Coimbra, 1811, before I returned to England."
One of the most striking results of the English system of educa-

tion is, that while in no country are there so many instances of manly
friendships early formed and steadily maintained, so in no other
country, perhaps, are the feelings towards the parental home so early

estranged, or, at the best, feebly cherished. Transplanted as boys
are from the domestic circle, at a time of life when the affections are

most disposed to cling, it is but natural that they should seek a sub-
stitute for the ties of home* in those boyish friendships which they
form at school, and which, connected as they are with the scenes and
events over which youth threw its charm, retain ever after the

strongest hold upon their hearts. In Ireland and, I believe, also in

France, where the system of education is more domestic, a different

result is accordingly observable :—the paternal home comes in for its

due and natural share of affection, and the growth of friendships, out
of this domestic circle, is proportionably diminished.

To a youth like Byron, abounding with the most passionate feel-

ings, and finding sympathy with only the ruder parts of his nature at

home, the little world of school afforded a vent for his affections,

His highest authority, however, is Milton, who says of himself,

" When I was yet a child, no childish play

To me was pleasing."

Such general rules, however, are as little applicable to tlie dispositions of
men of genius as to their powers. If, in the instances which Mr. D'lsraeli

adduces, an indisposition to bodily exertion was manifested, as many others
may be cited in which the directly opposite propensity was remarkable. In

war, the most turbulent of exercises, ^schylus, Dante, Camoens, and a long
list of other poets distinguished themselves; and, tliough it may be granted
that Horace was a bad rider, and Virgil no tennis player, yet, on the other

liand, Dante was, we know, a falconer as well as swordsman ; Tasso, expert

both as swordsman and dancer; Alfieri, a great rider ; Klopstock, a skaiter ;

Cowper, famous, in his youth, at cricket and football; and Lord Byron pre-

eminent in all sorts of exercises.

* At eight or nine years of age the boj' goes to school. From that

moment he becomes a stranger in his father's house. The course of parental
Itindness is interrupted. TJie smiles of his mother, those tender admonitions,
and the solicitous care of both his parents, are no longer before his eyes

—

year afU'r year ho feels liimsolf more detached from them, till at last lie is so
rlTectually weaned from the connexion, as to find himself liappier any where
1hnn in flinir (om]>any."

—

Co"'J'ff, Leffir^
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which was sure to call them fortli in their most ardent form. Ac-
cordingly, the friendships which he contracted both at school and
college were little less than what he himself describes them,
' 'passions." The want he felt at home of those kindred dispositions,

which greeted him among " Ida's social band," is thus strongly

described in one of his early poems :*

—

" Is there no cause beyond the common claim,

Endear'd to all in childhood's very name ?

Ah ! sure some stronger impulse vibrates here.

Which whispers, friendship will be doubly dear ,

To one who thus for kindred hearts must roam,
And seek abroad the love denied at home

:

-
.

Those hearts, dear Ida, have I found in thee,

A home, a world, a paradise to me." ^,

This early volume, indeed, abounds with the most affectionate

tributes to his sclioolfellows. Even his expostulations to one of
them, who had given some cause for complaint, are thus tenderly

conveyed :

—

" You knew that my soul, that my heart, my existence,

If danger demanded, were wholly your own

;

You knew me imalter'd by years or by distance.

Devoted to love and to friendship alone.

' You knew—but away with the vain retrospection,

The bond of affection no longer endures.

Too late you may droop o'er the fond recollection.

And sigh for the friend who was formerly yours."

The following description of what he felt after leaving HaiTOW
when he encountered in the world any of his old schoolfellows, falls

far short of the scene which actually occurred but a few years before

his death, in Italy,—when, on meeting with his friend. Lord Clare,

* Even previously to any of these school-friendships, he had formed the

same sort of romantic attachment to a boy of his own age, the son of one of
his tenants at Newstead ; and there are two or three of his most juvenile

poems, ill which he dwells no less upon the inequality than the warmth of
this friendship. Thus :

—

, -
•

, -
, .

" Let Folly smile, to view the names
Of thee and me in friendship twined

;

. • '
,

Yet Virtue will have greater claims

To love, than rank with vice combined,

" And though une(4ual is thy fate.

Since title deck'd my higher birth,
.

: ^

Yet envy not this gaudy state,

Thine is the pride of modest worth.

•' Our souls at least congenial meet,
Nor can thy lot my rank disgrace

;

Our intercourse is not less sweet
Since worth of rank supplies the place.

November, 1820."
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after a long separation, he was aflfected almost to tears by the recol-

lections which rushed on him.

" If chance some well remeraber'd face,

Some old companion of my early race,

Advance to claim his friend with honest joy,

My eyes, my heart proclaim'd me still a boy

;

The glittering scene, the fluttering groupes around,

Were all forgotten when my friend was found."

it will be seen, by the extracts from his memorandum-book which
I have given, that Mr. Peel was one of his contemporaries at Harrow;
and the following interesting anecdote of an occurrence in which
both were concerned, has been related to me by a friend of the latter

gentleman, in whose words I shall endeavour as nearly as possible

to give it.

While Lord Byron and Mr. Peel were at Harrow together, a tyrant
some few years older, whose name was ******, claimed a right to
fag little Peel, which claim (whether rightly or wrongly, I know not)
Peel resisted. His resistance, however, was in vain :—* ***** j^qj.

only subdued him, but determined also to punish the refractory slave

;

and proceeded forthwith to put this determination in practice, by in-

flicting a kind of bastinado on the inner fleshy side of the boy's arm.
which, during the operation, was twisted round with some degree of
technical skill, to render the pain more acute. Wliile the stripes were
succeeding each other, and poor Peel writhing under thein, Byron
saw and felt for the misery of his friend ; and, although he knew that
he was not strong enough to fight ****** ^vith any hope of suc-
cess, and that it was dangerous even to approach him, he advanced
to the scene of action, and with a blush of rage, tears in his eyes,
and a voice trembling between terror and indignation, asked very
humbly if ***** * would be pleased to tell him, " how many stripes

he meant to inflict ]"—" Why," returned the executioner, " you little

rascal, what is that to youV—" Because, if you please," said Byron,
holding out his ann, " I would take half !"

There is a mixture of simplicity and magnanimity in this little trait

which is truly heroic ; and, however Ave may smile at the friendships

of boys, it is but rarely that the friendship of manhood is capable of
any thing half so generous.
Among his school-favourites a great number, it may be observed,

were nobles or of noble family—Lords Clare and Delaware, the Duko
of Dorset and young Wingfield—and that their rank may have liad

some share in first attracting his regard to them, might appear from a
circumstance mentioned to me by one of his schoolfellows, wlio, being
monitor one day, had put Lord Delaware on his list for punishment.
Byron, hearing of this, came up to him, and said, " Wildman, I find

you've got Delaware on your list—pray don't lick him."—"Why
not ?"—" Why, I don't know—except that he is a brother peer. But
pray don't." It is almost needless to add, that his interference, on
such grounds, was any thing but successful. One of the few merits,

indeed, of public schools is, that tliey level, in some degree, these
artificial distinctions, and that, however tlie peer may have liis

revenge, in the world, afterward, the young plebeian is, for once, at

least, on something like an equality with him.
It is true tbnt Lord I'.vron's liiuh notions of r;ink were, in his bovish
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(lays, so little disguised or softened down, as to draw upon liim, at

times, the ridicule of his companions ; and it was at Dulwic-li, 1 think,

that from his frequent boast of tlie superiority of an old EngHsh
barony over all the later creations of the peerage, he got the nick-

name, among the boys, of " the Old Knglisli Baron." But it is a mis-

take to suppose that, either at school or afterward, he was at all guided

in the selection of liis friends by aristocratic sympathies. On the

contrary, like most very proud persons, he chose his intimates in

general from a rank beneath iiis own, and those boys whom he ranked

as friends at school were mostly of this description ; while the chief

charm that recommended to him his younger favourites was their in-

feriority to hhnself in age and strength, which enabled him to indulge

his generous pride by taking upon himself, when necessary, the office

of their protector.

Among those whom he attached to himself by this latter tie, one of

the earliest (though he has omitted to mention his name) was William
Harness, who at the time of his entering Harrow was ten years of

age, while Byron was fourteen. Young Harness, still lame from an
accident of his childhood, and but just recovered from a severe illness,

Avas ill fitted to struggle with the difficulties of a public school; and
Byron, one day, seeing him bullied by a boy much older and stronger

than himself, interfered and took his part. The next day, as the little

fellow was standing alone, Byron came to him and said, " Harness,

if any one bullies you, tell me, and I '11 thrash him, if I can." The
young champion kept his word, and they were from this time, not-

withstanding the difference of their ages, inseparable friends. A
coolness, however, subsequently arose between them, to which and
to the juvenile friendship it interrupted. Lord Eyron, in a letter

addressed to Harness six years afterward, alludes with so much
kindly feeling, so much delicacy and frankness, that I am tempted
to anticipate the date of the letter and give an extract from it here.

" We both seem perfectly to recollect, with a mixture of pleasure

and regret, the hours we once passed together, and I assure you most
sincerely they are numbered among the happiest of my brief chronicle

of enjoyment. I am now getting into years, that is to say, I was twenty

a month ago, and another year will send me into the world to run my
career of folly with the rest. I was then just fourteen,—you were
almost the first of my Harrow friends, certainly the first hi my
esteem, if not in date; but an absence from Harrow for some time,

shortly after, and new connexions on your side, and the difference in

our conduct (an advantage decidedly in your favour) from that tur-

bulent and riotous disposition of mine, which impelled me into every
species of mischief,—all these circumstances combined to destroy an
intimacy, which Affection urged me to continue, and Memory compels
me to regret. But there is not a circumstance attending that period,

hardly a sentence we exchanged, which is not impressed on my mind
at this moment. I need not say more,—this assurance alone must
convince you, had I considered them as trivial, they would have been
less indelible. How well I recollect the perusal of your ' first flights

!'

There is another circumstance you do not know;

—

\\\efirst linesl ever

attempted at Harrow were addressed to you. You were to have seen
them ; but Sinclair had the copy in his possession when we went
home ;—and, on our return, we were strangers. They were destroyed,

and certainly no great loss ; but you will perceive from this circum-
stance my opinions at an age when wo cannot be hypocrites.

Vol. L—

D
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" I huve dvveit lunger on this theme than I intended, and I shall now
conclude with what I ought to have begun. We were once friends,

—nay, we liave always been so, for our separation was the effect of
chance, not of dissension. I do not know how far our destinations in

life may throw us together, but if opportunity and inclination allow
you to waste a tliought on such a harebrained being as myself, you
will find me at least sincere, and not so bigoted to my faults as to

involve others in the consequences. Will you sometimes write to

me ? I do not ask it often, and, if we meet, let us be what we should
be and what we were."
Of tlie tenaciousness with which, as we see in this letter, he clung

to all the impressions of his youth, there can be no stronger proof than
the very interesting fact, that, while so little of his own boyish cor-
respondence has been preserved, there were found among his papers
almost all the notes and letters which his principal school favourites,

even the youngest, had ever addressed to him ; and, in some cases,
where the youthful writers had omitted to date their scrawls, his faith-

ful memory had, at an interval of years after, supplied the deficiency.
Among these memorials, so fondly treasured by him, there is one
which it would be unjust not to cite, as well on accomit of the manly
spirit that dawns through its own childish language, as for the sake
of the tender and amiable feeling which, it will be seen, the reperusal
of it, in other days, awakened in Byron :

—

"TO THE LORD BYRON, &c. &c.
" Ilanow on the Hill, July 28tli, 180o.

'" Since you have been so unusually unkind to me, in calling me
names whenever you meet me, of late, I must beg an explanation,
wishing to know whether you choose to be as good friends with me
as ever. 1 must own that, for this last month, you have entirely cut
me,—for, I suppose, your new cronies. But think not that I will

(because you choose to take into your head some whim or other) be
always going up to you, nor do, as I observe certain other fellows
doing, to regain your friendship; nor think that I am your friend either
through interest, or because you are bigger and older than I am. No,
—it never was so, nor ever shall be so. I was only your friend, and
am so still,—unless you go on in this way, calling me names when-
ever you see me. I am sure you may easily perceive I do not like it

;

therefore, why should you do it, unless you wish that I should no
longer be your friend? And why should I be so, if you treat me un-
kindly 1 I have no interest in being so. Though you do not let the boys
bully me, yet if you treat me unkindly, that is to me a great deal worse.

" I am no hypocrite, Byron, nor will I, for your pleasure, ever suffer

you to call me names, if you wish me to be your friend. If not, I can-
not help it. I am sure no one can say tliat I will cringe to regain a
friendship that you have rejected. Why should I do so? Am I not
your equal ? Therefore, what interest can I have in doing so ? When
Ave meet again in the world (that is, if you choose it), you cannot
advance or promote me, nor I you. Therefore I beg and entreat of
you, if you value my friendship,—which, by your conduct, I am sure
I cannot think you do,—not to call me the names you do, nor abuse
me. Till that time, it will be out of my power to call you friend. I

shall be obliged for an answer as soon as it is convenient ; till then,
" T remain yours,

'^' *
*' I cannot say your friend."
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Endorsed on this letter, in the handwriting of Lord Byron, is the
following

:

" This and another letter were written, at Harrow, by my the7i and,

I hope, ever beloved friend. Lord * *, when we were both s<;hoolboyp,

and sent to my study in consequence of some childish misunderstand-
ing-,—the only one which ever arose between us. It was of short

duration, and I retain this note solely for the purpose of submitting it

to his perusal, that we may smile over tiie recollection of the insigni-

ficance of our first and last quarrel. " Byron."

In a letter, dated two years afterward, from the same boy,* tliere

occurs the following characteristic trait :—" I think by your last letter

that you are very much piqued with most of your friends ; and, if I

am not much mistaken, you are a little piqued with me. In one part

you say, ' There is little or no doubt a few years, or months, will

render us as politely indifferent to each other as if we had never passed
a portion of our time together.' Indeed, Byron, you wrong me, and
I have no doubt—at least, I hope—you wrong yourseJf."
As that propensity to self-delineation which so strongly pervades

his maturer works is, to tlie full, as predominant in his early pro-

ductions, there needs no better recoi-d of his mode of life, as a school-
boy, than what these fondly circumstantial effusions supply. Thus
the sports he delighted and excelled in are enumerated :

—

" Yet when confinement's lingering hour was done,
Our sports, our studies, and our souls were one :

Together we impell'd the flying ball,

Together join'd in cricket's manly toil,

Or shared the produce of the river's spoil

;

Or, plunging from the green, declinmg shore.

Our pliant hmbs the buoyant waters bore

;

In every element, unchanged, the same,
All, all that brothers should be, but the name."

•- There are, in other letters of the same writer, some curious proof's of the
passionate and jealous sensibility of Byron. From one of them, for instance,

we collect that he had taken offence at his young friend's addressing him,
" my dear Byron," instead of " my dearest ;" and from another, that his

jealousy had been awakened by some expressions of regret which his corres-

pondent had expressed at the departure of Lord John Russel for Spain :

—

" You tell me," says the young letter-writer, " that you never know me in

such an agitation as I was when I wrote my last letter; and do you not think

I had reason to be so-* I received a letter from you on Saturday, telling me
you were going abroad for six years in March ; and on Sunday, John Russel
set off for Spain. Was not that sufHcient to make me rather melancholy?
But how can you possibly imagine that I was more agitated on John Russell's

account, who is gone for a few months, and from whom I shall hear con-
stantly, than at your going for six years to travel over most part of the world,

when I shall hardly ever hear from you, and perhaps may never see you again?
" It has very much hurt me, youj telling me that you might be excused if

you felt rather jealous at my expressing more sorrow for the departure of the

friend who was with me than of that one who was absent. It is quite impos-
sible you can think I am more sorry for John's absence than I shall be for

vours:—I shall therefore finish the subject."'

D3
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Tlie danger wliicli he incurred in a fight with some of the neigh-
bouring fanners—an event well remembered by some of his school-

fellows—is thus commemorated :

—

" Still I remember, in the factious strife,

The rustic's musket aim'd against my life

;

High poised in air the massy weapon hung,

A ciy of horror burst from every tongue :

While I, in combat with another foe.

Fought on, unconscious of the impending blow
Your arm, brave boy, arrested his career

—

Forward you sprang, insensible to fear;

Disarm'd and baffled by your conquering hand,

The grovelling savage roU'd upon the sand."

Some feud, it appears, had arisen on the subject of the cricket-

ground, between tliese " clods" (as in school-language they are called)

and the boys, and one or two skirmishes haii previously taken place.

Hut the engagement here recorded was accidentally brought on by the

breaking up of school and the dismissal of the volunteers from drill,

both happening, on that occasion, at the same hour. This circum-

stance accounts for the use of the musket, the butt-end of which was
aimed at Byron's head, and would have felled him to the ground but

for the interposition of his friend Tatersali, a lively, high-spirited boy,

Avhom lie addresses here under the name of Davus.
Notwithstanding these general habits of play and idleness, which

might seem to indicate a certain absence of reflection and feeling,

there were moments when the youthful poet would retire thoughtfully

within himself, and give way to moods of musing uncongenial with

the usual cheerfulness of his age. They show a tomb in the church-

yard at Harrow, commanding a view over Windsor, which was so

well known to be his favourite resting-place, that the boys called it

" Byron's tomb ;"* and here, they say, he used to sit for hours, wrapped
up in thought,—^brooding lonelily over the first stirrings of passion

and genius in his soul, and occasionally perhaps indulging in those

bright forethoughts of fame, under the influence of which, when little

more than fifteen years of age, he wrote these remarkable lines ;

—

" My epitaph shall be my name alone

;

If that with honour fail to croAvn my clay, ,

" ;

Oh may no other fame my deeds repay

;

That, only that, shall single out the spot.

By that remember'd, or with that forgot."

In the autumn of 1802, he passed a short time with his mother at

Bath, and entered, rather prematurely, hito some of the gayeties ot

the place. At a masquerade given by Lady Riddel, he appeared in the

(•haracter of a Turkish boy,—a sort of anticipation, both in beauty and

costume, of his own young Selim in " the Bride." On his entering

* To this tomb ho thus refers in the " Cliildish Recollections," as printed

io hie first unpublished volume :

" Oft when, oppressed with sad, foreboding gloom.

1 sat reclined upon our favourite tomb."
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into the house, some person in the crowd attempted 10 siiutch the

diamond crescent from his turban, but was prevented by the promjit

interposition of one of the party. The lady who mentioned to me
this circumstance, and who was well acquainted with Mrs, Byron at

that period, adds the foUowiufr remark in the communication with

Avhich she has favoured me :
" At Bath I saw a good deal of Lord

Byron,—his mother frequently sent for me to take tea with her. He
was always very pleasant and droll, and, when conversing about

absent friends, showed a slight turn for satire, which after-years, as is

well known, gave a finer edge lo."

We come now to an event in his life which, according to his own
deliberate persuasion, exercised a lasting and paramount influence

over the whole of his subsequent character and career.

It was in the year 1803 that his heart, already twice, as we have
seen, possessed with the childish notion that it loved, conceived an
attachment, which—young as he was, even then, for such a feeling

—

sunk so deep into his mind as to give a colour to all his future life.

That unsuccessful loves are generally the most lasting is a truth,

however sad, which unluckily did not require this instance to confirm
it. To the same cause, I fear, must be traced the perfect innocence
and romance, which distinguish this very early attachment to Miss
Chaworth from the many others that succeeded, without effacing, it

in his heart;—making it the only one whose details can be entered
into with safety, or whose results, hoAvever darkening their influence

on himself, can be dwelt upon with a pleasurable interest by others

On leaving Bath, Mrs. Byron took up her abode, in lodgings, at

Nottingham,—Newstead Abbey being at that time let to Lord Giey
de Ruthen,—and duriiig the Harrow vacations of this year she was
joined there by her son. So attached was he to Newstead that even
to be in its neighbourhood was a delight to him ; and before he became
acquainted with Lord Grey, he used sometimes to sleep, for a night,

at the small house near the gate which is still known by the name of
" the Hut."* An intimacy, however, soon sprung up between him
and his noble tenant, and an apartment in the Abbey was from thence-
forth always at his service. To the family of Miss Chaworth, who
resided at Annesley, in the immediate neighbourhood of Newstead,
he had been made known, some time before, in London, and now
renewed his acquaintance with them. The young heiress herself

combined with the many worldly advantages that encircled her, much
personal beauty, and a disposition the most amiable and attaching.
Though already fully alive to her charms, it was at the period of which
we are speaking that the young poet, who was then in his sixteenth
year, while the object of his adoration was about two years older,

seems to have drunk deepest of that fascination whose effects were
to be so lasting ;—six short summer weeks which he now passed in

her company being sufficient to lay the foundation of a feeling for all

life.

He used, at first, though offered a bed at Annesley, to return every
night to Newstead, to sleep; alleging as a reason that he was afraid

of the family pictures of the Chaworths,—that he fancied "they had
taken a grudge to him on account of the duel, and would come down

* I find this circumstance, of his having occasionally slept at the Hut,
though asserted by one of the old servants, mncli doubted by others.
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from their iiaines at night to haunt him."* At length, one evening,
he said gravely to Miss Chaworth and her cousin, " In going home
last night I saw a Bogle ;"—which Scotch temi being wholly unintel-
ligible to the young ladies, lie explained that he had seen a ghost, and
would not therefore return to Newstead that evening. From this

time, he always slept at Annesley during the remainder of his visit,

which was interrupted only by a short excursion to Matlock and Cas-
tleton, in which he had the happiness of accompanying Miss Cha-
worth and her party, and of which the following interesting notice
appears in one of his memoranduni-books :

—

" When I was fifteen years of age, it happened that, in a cavern in

Derbyshire, I had to cross in a boat (in which two people only could
lie down,) a stream which flows under a rock, with the rock so close
upon the water as to admit the boat only to be pushed on by a ferry-

man (a sort of Charon) who wades at the stern, stooping all the time.
The companion of my transit was M. A. C, with whom I had been
long in love and never told it, though she had discovered it without.
I recollect my sensations, but cannot describe them, and it is as well.

We were a party, a Mr. W., two Miss W.'s, Mr. and Mrs. CI—ke. Miss
R., and my M. A. C. Alas ! why do 1 say my ] Our union would have
healed feuds in which blood had been shed by our fathers, it would
have joined lands broad and rich, it would have joined at least one
heart, and two persons not ill matched in years (she is two years my
elder), and—and—and

—

what has been the result V
In the dances of the evening at Matlock, Miss Chaworth, of course,

joined, while her lover sat looking on, solitary and mortified. It is

not impossible, indeed, that the dislike which he always expressed for

this amusement may have originated in some bitter pang, felt in his

youth, on seeing "the lady of his love" led out by others to the gay
dance from which he was himself excluded. On the present occasion,
the young heiress of Annesley having had for her partner (as often

happens at Matlock) some person with whom she was wholly unac-
quainted, on her resuming her seat, Byron said to her, pettishly, " I

hope you like your friend." The words were scarce out of his lips

when he was accosted by an ungainly-looking Scotch lady, who rather

boisterously claimed him as " cousin," and was putting his pride to

the torture with her vulgarity, when he heard the voice of his fair

companion retorting archly in his ear, " I hope you like your friend."

His time at Annesley was mostly passed in riding with Miss Cha-
worth and her cousin,—sitting in idle reverie, as was his custom,
pulhng at his handkerchief, or in firing at a door which opens upon
the terrace, and which still, I believe, bears the marks oi his shots.

But his chief delight was in sitting to hear Miss Chaworth play ; and
the pretty Welch air, " Mary Anne," was (partly, of course, on
account of the name) his especial favourite. During all this time

* It may possibly have been the recollection of these pictures that sug-

gested to liim the following lines in the siege of Corinth:

—

" Like tlie figures on arras that gloomily glare,

Stirr'd by tiie breatli of the wintry air,

So seen by the dying lamp's titfnl light.

Lifeless, but life-like, and awful to sight

;

As they seem, through the dimness, about to come down
Frpm the shadowy wall where their images frown."
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lie had the pain of knowing that the heart of lier he ^oved was oc<ni.

pied by another ;—that, as he himself expresses it,

" Her sighs were not for him ; to her he was
Even as a brother—but no more.''

Neither is it, indeed, probable, had even lier affections been disen-

gaged, that Lord Byron would, at this time, have been selected as the

object of them. A seniority of two years gives to a girl, "on the eve
of womanhood," an advance into life, with which the boy keeps no
proportionate pace. Miss Chaworth looked upon Byron as a mere
schoolboy. He was in his manners, too, at that pcnf)d, rough and
odd, and (as 1 have heard from more than one quarter) by no means
popular among girls of his own age. If, at any moment, however, ho
had flattered himself with the hope of being loved by her, a circum-
stance mentioned in his "Memoranda," as one of the most painful of
those humiliations to which the defect in his foot had exposed him,
must have let the truth in, with dreadful certainty, upon his heart.

He either was told of, or overheard, Miss Chaworth saying to her
maid, " Do you think 1 could care any thing for that lame boy "?" This
speech, as he himself described it, was like a shot through his hearl.

Though late at night when he heard it, he instantly darted out of the

house, and scarcely knowing whither he ran, never stopped till he
found himself at Newstead.
The picture wliich he has drawn of this youthful love, in one of

the most interesting of his poems, " The Dream," shows how genius
and feeling can elevate the realities of this life, and give to the com-
monest events and objects an undying lustre. The old hall at Amies-
ley, under the name of " the antique oratory," will long call up to

fancy the "maiden and the youth" who once stood in it; while the

image of the " lover's steed," though suggested by the unromantic
race-ground of Nottingham, will not the less conduce to the general
charm of the scene, and share a portion of that light which only Genius
coidd shed over it.

He appears already, at this boyish age, to have been so far a pro-

ficient in gallantry as to know the use that may be made of the tro-

phies of former triumphs in achieving new ones ; for he used to boast,

with much pride, to Miss Chaworth, of a locket which some fair

favourite had given him, and which probably may have been a present
from that pretty cousin, of whom he speaks with such warmth in one
of the notices already quoted. He was also, it appears, not a little

aware of his own beauty, which, notwithstanding the tendency to cor-

pulence derived from his mother, gave promise, at (his time, of that

peculiar expression into which his features refined and kindled after-

ward.
With the summer holydays ended this dream of his youth. He

saw Miss Chaworth once more in the succeeding year, and took his

last farewell of her (as he himself used to relate) on that hill near
Annesley* which, in his poem of " the Dream," he describes so hap-
pily as "crowned with a peculiar diadem." No one, he declared,

* Among the unpublished verses of his in my possession I find the follov.- •

nig fraement written not long after this period :

" Hills of Annesley, bleak and barren,

Where my thoughtless childhood stray'd.
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could have told how much he felt—for his countenance was calm and
his feelings restrained. " The next time I see you," said he, in part-
ing with her, " I suppose you will be Mrs. Chaworth ;"*—and her
answer was, " I hope so." It was before this interview that he wrote,
with a pencil, in a volume of Madame de Maintenon's letters belonging
to her, the following verses, which have never, I believe, before been
published

:

" Oh Memory, torture me no more, ^
The present 's all o'ercast

;

.;. ,

My hopes of future bliss are o'er, . ,.

,

In mercy veil the past.

Why bring those images to view
I henceforth must resign ]

Ah ! why those happy hours renew,
That never can be mine ?

Past pleasure doubles present pain,

To sorrow adds regret,
,

Regret and hope are both in vain,

I ask but to—forget."

In the following year, 1805, Miss Chaworth was married to his suc^
cessful rival, Mr. John Musters ; and a person who was present when
the first intelligence of the event was commmiicated to him, thus
describes the manner in which he received it.

—" I was present when
he first heard of the marriage. His mother said, 'Byron, I have
some news for you.'—' Well, what is it V—' Take out your handker-
chief first, for you will want it.'

—
' Nonsense !'—

' Take out your hand-
kerchief, I say." He did so, to humour her. ' Miss Chaworth is

married.' An expression, very peculiar, impossible to describe, passed
over his pale face, and he hurried his handkerchief into his pocket,
saying, with an affected air of coldness and nonchalance, ' Is that

all?'—'Why, I expected you would have been plunged in grief!'—He
made no reply, and soon began to talk about something else."

His pursuits at Harrow continued to be of the same truant descrip-
tion during the whole of his stay there ;—" always," as he says him-
self, " cricketing, rebelling,! rowing, and in all manner of mischiefs."
The " rebelling," of which he here speaks (though it never, I believe,

proceeded to any act of violence), took place on the retirement of Dr.
Drury from his situation as head master, when three candidates for

the vacant chair presented themselves, Mark Drury, Evans, and But-
ler. On the first movement to which this contest gave rise in the

How the northern tempests warring,

Howl above thy tufted shade

!

" Now no more, the hours beguiling,

Former favourite haunts I see; '
s

Now no more my Mary smiling

Makes ye seem a Heaven to nie."

* Tlie lady's husband, for some time, took her family name.
t Gibbon, in speaking of public schools, says —" the mimic scene of a

lebollion has displayed, m their true colours, the ministers and patriots of

the rising generation." Such prognostics, however, are not always to be
relip<i upon ;—the mild, peaceful Addison was, when at school, the successful

leader of n hnrrins-oiit.
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school, young Wildman was at the head of the party for Mark Drury,

while Byron at first held himself aloof from any. Anxious, however,

to have him as an ally, one of the Drury faction said to Wildman

—

"Byron, I know, will not join, because he doesn't choose to act

second to any one, but, by givino^ up the leadership to him, you may
at once secure him." This Wildman accordingly did, and Byron took
the command of the party.

The violence with which he opposed the election of Doctor Butler

on this occasion (chiefly from the warm affection wliich he had felt

towards the last master) continued to imbitter his relations with that

gentleman during the remainder of his stay at Harrow. Unluckily,

their opportunities of collision were tlie more frequent from Byron
being a resident in Dr. Butler's house. One day the young rebel, in a
fit of defiance, tore down all the gratings from the window in the hall

;

and when called upon by his host to say why he had committed this

violence, answered, with stern coolness, " because they darkened the

hall." On another occasion he explicitly, and so far manfully, avowed
to this gentleman's face the pique he entertained against him. It has
long been customary, at the end of a term, for the master to invite

the upper boys to dine with him ; and these invitations are generally

considered as, like royal ones, a sort of command. Lord Byron,
however, when asked, sent back a refusal, which rather surprising

Doctor Butler, he, on the first opportunity that occurred, inquired of
him, in the presence of the other boys, his motive for this step :

—

" Have you any other engagement ?"—" No, sir."
—" But you must

have soTiie reason. Lord Byron."—" I have."—" Wlrat is it ?"—" Why,
Dr. Butler," replied the young peer, with proud composure, " 'f you
should happen to come into my neighbourhood when I was staying at

Newstead, I certainly should not ask you to dine with me, and there-

fore feel that / ought not to dine with yo«."
The general character which he bore among the masters at Harrow

was that of an idle boy, who would never learn any thing ; and, as

far as regarded his tasks in school, this reputation was, by his own
avowal, not ill-founded. It is impossible, indeed, to look through the

books which he had then in use, and which are scribbled over with
clumsily interlined translations, without being struck with the narrow
extent of his classical attainments. The most ordinary Greek words
have their English signification scrawled under them,—showing too
plainly that he was not sufficiently familiarized with their meaning to

trust hhnself without this aid. Thus, in his Xenophon we find viot,

young—crofAxa-n, bodies—iv^garncn: -rote itya^oK. good men, &c. &;c.—and
even in the volumes of Greek Plays, which he presented to the library

on his departure, we observe, among other instances, the common
word ;te''^«f provided with its English representative in the margin.

But, notwithstanding his backwardness in the mere verbal scholar-

ship, on which so large and precious a portion of life is wasted,* in all

that general and miscellaneous knowledge, which is alone useful m

* " It is deplorable to consider the loss which children make of their time
at most schools, employing, or rather casting away, six or seven years in the
learning of words only, and that very imperfectly."

—

Cowley, Essays.

"Would not a Chinese, who took notice of our way of breeding, be apt to

imagine that all our young gentlemen were designed to be teachers and pro-
fessors of the dead languages of foreign countries, and not to be men of busi-

ness in their own ?"

—

Locke on Eduration.
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the world, he was making rapid and even wonderful progress. With
a mind too inquisitive and excursive to be imprisoned within statutable
limits, he flew to subjects that interested his already manly tastes,
with a zest wJiich it is in vain to expect that the mere pedantries of
school could inspire ; and the irregular, but ardent, snatches of study
which he caught in this way gave to a mind like his an impulse
forwards, which left more disciplined and plodding competitors far

behind. The list, indeed, which he has left on record of the works,
in all departments of literature, which he thus hastily and greedily
devoured before he was fifteen years of age, is such as almost to
startle belief,— comprising, as it does, a range and variety of study,
which might make much older " helluones librorum" hide their heads.
Not to argue, however, from the powers and movements of a mind

like Byron's, which might well be allowed to take a privileged direction
of its own, there is little doubt, that to any youth of talent and ambi-
tion the plan of instruction piu-sued in the great schools and universi-
ties of England, wholly inadequate as it is to the intellectual wants of
the age,* presents an alternative of evils not a little embarrassing.
Difficult, nay, utterly impossible, as he will find it, to combine a
competent acquisition of useful knowledge with that round of anti-

quated studies which a pursuit of scholastic honours requires, he must
either, by devoting the whole of his attention and ambition to the
latter object, remain ignorant on most of those subjects upon which
mind grapples with mind in life, or by adopting, as Lord Byron and
other distinguished persons have done, the contrary system, consent
to pass for a dunce or idler in the schools, in order to afford himself
even a chance of attaining eminence in the world.
From the memorandums scribbled by the young poet in his school-

books we might almost fancy that, even at so early an age, he had a
sort of vague presentiment that every thing relating to him would
one day be an object of curiosity and interest. The date of his
entrance at Harrow,! the names of the boys who were, at that time,
monitors, the list of his fellow-pupils under Doctor Drury,|—all are
noted down with a fond minuteness, as if to form points of retrospect
in his after-life ; and that he sometimes referred to them with this

feeling will appear from one touching instance. On the first leaf of
his " Scriptores Graeci" we find, in his schoolboy hand, the following
memorial :—" George Gordon Byron, Wednesday, June 26th, a. d.

1805, 3 quarters of an hour past 3 o'clock in the afternoon, 3d school,
— Calvert, monitor, Tom Wildman on my left hand, and Long on my
right. Harrow on the Hill." On the same leaf, written five years
after, appears this comment

:

" Eheu fugaces, Posthnme ! Posthume

!

Labuntur anni.

* " A finished scholar may emerge from the head of Westminster or Eton
in total ignorance of the business and conversation of EngUsh gentlemen in

the latter end of the eighteenth century."

—

Gibbon.
+ "Byron, Harrow on the Hill, Middlesex, Alumnus Scholse Lyoncnsis

primus in anno Domini IfJOl, Ellison Duce."
" Monitors, 1801.—EUison, Royston, Hunxman, Rashleigh, Rokoby,

Leigh."

, % " Drury's Pupils, 1804.—Byron, Drury, Sinclair, Hoare, Bolder, Annos-
ley, Calvert, Strong, Acland, Gordon, Drummond.
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' B. January 9th, 1809.—Of the four persons whose names are here

nientioned, one is dead, another in a distant (•liinate,a// separated, and
not five years have elapsed since they sat together in school, and none
are yet twenty-one years of age."

The vacation of 1804* he passed with his mother at Southwell, to

which place she had removed from Nottingham, in the summer of this

year, having taken the house on the Green, called Burgage Manor.
There is a Southwell play-bill extant, dated August 8th, 1804, in which
the play is announced as bespoke " by Mrs. and Lord Byron." The
gentleman, from whom the house where they resided was rented,

possesses a library of some extent, which the young poet, he says,

ransacked with much eagerness on his first coming to Southwell;
and one of the books that most particularly engaged and inter-

ested him was, as may be easily believed, the life of Lord Herbert of

Cherbury.
In the month of October, 1805, he was removed to Trinity College,

Cambridge, and his feelings on the change from his beloved Ida to

this new scene of life are thus described by himself:

—

" When I first went up to college, it was a new and a heavy-hearted

scene for me : firstly, I so much disliked leaving Harrow, that though
it was time (I being seventeen), it broke my very rest for the last

quarter with counting the days that remained. I always hated Har-

row till the last year and a half, but then 1 liked it. Secondly, I wished
to go to Oxford and not to Cambridge. Thirdly, I was so completely

alone in this new world, that it half broke my spirits. My companions
were not imsocial, but the contrary—lively, hospitable, of rank and
fortune, and gay far beyond my gayety. I mingled with, and dined

and supped, &c. with them ; but, I know not how, it was one of the

deadliest and heaviest feelings of my life to feel that I was no longer

a boy."
But though, for a time, he may have felt this sort of estrangement

at Cambridge, to remain long without attaching himself was not in his

nature ; and the friendship which he now formed with a youth named
Eddleston, who was two years younger than himself, even exceeded
in warmth and romance all his schoolboy attachments. This boy,

whose musical talents first drew them together, was, at the commence-
ment of their acquaintance, one of the choir at Cambridge, though he
afterward, it appears, entered into a mercantile line of life ; and this

disparity in their stations was by no means without its charm for

Byron, as gratifying at once both his pride and good nature, and
founding the tie between them on the mutually dependent relations of
protection on the one side, and gratitude and devotion on the other ;

—

the only relations,! according to Lord Bacon, in which the little friend-

ship that still remains in the world is to be found. It was upon a gift

presented to him by Eddleston that he wrote those verses entitled
" The Cornelian," which were printed in his first unpublished volume,
and of which the following is a stanza :

—

* During one of the Harrow vacations he passed some time in the house
,of the Abbe tie Rouffigny, in Took's-court, for the purpose of studying the

'Trench language ; but he was, according to the Abba's account, very little

given to study, and spent most of his time in boxing, fencing, &c., to the

no small disturbance of the reverend teacher and his establishment.

t Between superior and inferior, "whose fortunes (as lie expresses it)

comprehend the one the other."
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" Some, who can sneer at friendship's ties,

Have for my weakness oft reproved me

;

Yet still the simple gift I prize,

For I am sure the giver loved me."

A.nother friendship, of a less unequal kind, which had been begun
at Harrow, and which he continued to cultivate during his first year at

Cambridge, is thus interestingly dwelt upon in one of his journals :

—

" How strange are my thoughts !—The reading of the song of Milton,
' Sabrina fair,' has brought back upon me— I know not how or why

—

the happiest, perhaps, days of my life (always excepting, here and
there, a Harrow holyday in the two latter summers of my stay there)

when living at Cambridge with Edward Noel Long, afterward of the

Guards,—who, after having served honourably in the expedition to

Copenhagen (of which two or three thousand scoundrels yet survive
in plight and pay) was drowned early in 1809, on his passage to Lisbon
with his regiment in the St. George transport, which was run foul of,

in the night, by another transport. We were rival swimmers—fond
of riding—reading—and of conviviality. We had been at Harrow
together; but

—

there, at least—his was a less boisterous spirit than
mine. I was always cricketing—rebelling—fighting

—

rowing (from
row, not fcoa^rowing, a different practice), and in all manner of mis-
chiefs ; while he was more sedate and polished. At Cambridge—both
of Trinity—my spirit rather softened, or his roughened, for we became
very great friends. The description of Sabrina's seat reminds me of
our rival feats in diving. Though Cam's is not a very ' translucent
wave,' it was fourteen feet deep, where we used to dive for, and pick
up—having thrown them in on purpose—plates, eggs, and even shillings.

I remember, in particular, there was the stump of a tree (at least ten
or twelve feet deep) in the bed of the river, in a spot where we bathed
most commonly, round which I used to cling, and ' wonder how the
devil I came there.'

" Our evenings we passed in music (he was musical, and played on
more than one instrument, flute and violoncello), in which I was
audience ; and I think that our chief beverage was soda-water. In
the day we rode, bathed, and lounged, reading occasionally. I remem-
ber our buying, with vast ala(;rity, Moore's new quarto (in 1806), and
reading it together in the evenings.
"We only passed the summer together;—Long ad gone into t'^e

Guards during the year I passed m Notts, away from c liege. His
friendship and a violent, though pun; love and passion—which held
me at the same period—were the then romance of the most romantic
period of my life.******

" I remember that, in the spring of 1809, H * * laughed at my being-

distressed at Long's death, and amused himself with making epigrams
upon his name, which was susceptible of a pun

—

Long, short, &c.
But three years after he had ample leisure to repent it, when our
mutual friend, and his, H * *'s, particular friend, Charles Matthews,
was drowned also, and he, himself, was as much affected by a similar

calamity. But / did not pay him back in puns and epigrams, for I

valued Matthews too much, myself, to do so ; and, even if I had not,

I should have respected his griefs.
" Long's father wrote to me to write his son's epitaph. I promised,—^but I had not the heart to complete it. He was such a good.
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amiable being as rarely remains long in this world ; with talent and
accomplishments, too, to make him the more regretted. Yet, although

a cheerful companion, he had strange melancholy thoughts sometimes.
I remember once that we were going to his uncle's, I think,—I went
to accompany him to the door merely, in some Upper or Lower Gros-
venor or Brook street, I forget which, but it was in a street leading out

of some square,—he told me that, the night before, he ' had taken up
a pistol—not knowing or examining whether it was loaded or no—and
had snapped it at his head, leaving it to chance whether it might, or

might not, be charged.' The letter too, which he wrote me, on leaving

college, to join the Guards, was as melancholy in its tenour as it could

well be on such an occasion. But he showed nothing of this in his

deportment, being mild and gentle ;—and yet with much turn for the

ludicrous in his disposition. We were both much attached to Harrow,
and sometimes made excursions there together from London, to revive

our schoolboy recollections."

These affecting remembrances are contained in a Journal, which he
kept during his residence at Ravenna, in 1821, and they are rendered

still more touching and remarkable by the circumstances under which
they were noted down. Domesticated in a foreign land, and even
connected with foreign conspirators, whose arms, at the moment he
Avas writing, were in his house, he could yet thus wholly disengage
himself from the scene around him, and, borne away by the current

of memoi-y hito other times, live over the lost friendships of his boy-

hood again. An English gentleman (Mr. Wathen) who called upon
him, at one of his residences in Italy, having happened to mention in

conversation that he had been acquainted with Long, the noble poet,

from that moment, treated him with the most marked kindness, and
talked with him of Long and of his amiable qualities, till (as this

gentleman says) the tears could not be concealed in his eyes.

In the summer of this year (1806) he, as usual, joined his mother at

Southwell,—among the small, but select society of which place he
had, during his visits, formed some intimacies and friendships, the

memory of which is still cherished there fondly and proudly. With
the exception, indeed, of the brief and bewildering interval which he
passed, as we have seen, in the company of Miss Chaworth, it was at

Southwell alone that an opportunity was ever afforded him of profiting

by the bland influence of female society, or of seeing what woman is

in the true sphere of her virtues, home. The amiable and intelligent

family of the Pigots received him within their circle, as one of them-
selves ; and in the Rev. John Becher* the youthful poet found not only

an acute and judicious critic, but a sincere friend. There were also

one or two other families—as the Leacrofts, the Housons—among
whom his talents and vivacity made him always welcome ; and the

proud shyness with which, through the whole of his minority, he kept

aloof from all intercourse with the neighbouring gentlemen, seems to

have been entirely familiarized away by the small, cheerful society of

Southwell. One of the most intimate and valued of his friends, at

this period, has given me the following account of her first acquaint-'

ance with him :—" The first time I was introduced to him was at a

party at his mother's, when he was so shy that she was forced to send

* A gentleman, who has since honourably distinguished himself by his

piiilanthropic plans and suggestions for that most important object, thr

nmelioration of thn condition of thf* Poor,
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for him three times before she could persuade him to come into the
drawing-room, to play with the young people at a roimd game. He
was then a fat, bashful boy, with his liair combed straight over his

forehead, and extremely like a miniature picture that his mother had
painted by M. de Chambruland. The next morning, Mrs. Byron
brought him to call at our house, when he still continued shy and
formal in his manner. The conversation turned upon Cheltenham,
where we had been staying, the amusements there, the plays, &c.

;

and I mentioned that I had seen the character of Gabriel Lackbrain
very well performed. His mother getting up to go, he accompanied
her, making a formal bow, and I, in allusion to the play, said, ' Good
by, Gaby.' His countenance lighted up, his handsome mouth displayed

a broad grin, all his shyness vanished, never to return, and upon his

mother's saying, ' Come, Byron, are you ready V—no, she might go
by herself, he would stay and talk a little longer ; and, from that

moment, he used to come in and go out at all hours, as it pleased him,
and in our house considered himself perfectly at home."
To this lady was addressed the earliest letter from his pen that has

fallen into my hands. He corresponded with many of his Harrow
friends,—with Lord Clare, Lord Powerscourt, Mr. William Peel, Mr.
William Bankes, and others. But it was then little foreseen what
general interest would one day attach to these schoolboy letters, and
accordingly, as I have already had occasion to lament, there are but
few of them now in existence. The letter, of which I have spoken,
to his Southwell friend, though containing nothing remarkable, is per-

haps for that very reason worth insertion, as serving to show, on
comparing it with most of its successors, how rapidly his mind
acquired confidence in its powers. There is, indeed, one charm for

the eye of curiosity in his juvenile manuscripts which they necessarily

want in their printed form ; and that is, the strong evidence of an
irregular education which they exhibit,—the unformed and childish

handwriting, and, now and then, even defective spelling of him who,
in a very few years after, was to start up one of the giants of English
literature.

LETTER L

" Burgage Manor, August 29th, I8O4.
" I received the arms, my dear Miss , and am very mucli

obliged to you for the trouble you have taken. It is impossible I

should have any fault to find with them. The sight of the drawings
gives me great pleasure for a double reason,—in the first place, they

will ornament my books, in the next, they convince me that you have
not entirely forgot me. I am, however, sorry you do not return

sooner, you have already been gone an age. I perhaps may have
taken my departure for London before you come back ; but, however,
1 will hope not. Do not overlook my watch-ribbon and purse, as I

wish to carry them with mc. Your note was given me by Harry, at

the play, whither I attended Miss L and Doctor S ; and
now I have set down to answer it before I go to bed. If I am at

Southwell when you return,—and I sincerely hope you will soon, for

T very much regret your absence,—I shall be happy to hear you sing
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my favourite, ' The Maid of Lodi.' My mother, together with myself,
desires to be affectionately remembered to Mrs. Pigot, and believe me,
my dear Miss , 1 remain your aflfectionate friend,

"Byron.

" P.S. If you think proper to send me any answer to this, I shall be
extremely happy to receive it. Adieu.

" P.S. 2d. As you say you are a novice in the art of knitting, I hope
it don't give you too mucli trouble. Go on slowly, but surely. Once
more, adieu."

We shall often have occasion to remark the fidehty to early habits

and tastes by which Lord Byron, though in other respects so versatile,

was distinguished. In the juvenile letter just cited, there are two
characteristics of this kind which he preserved unaltered during the

remainder of his life ;—namely, liis punctuality in immediately
answering letters, and his love of the simplest ballad music. Among
the chief favourites to whicli this latter taste led him at this time were
the songs of the Duenna, which he had the good taste to delight in ;

and some of his.Harrow contemporaries still remember the joyousness
with which, when dining with his friends at the memorable mother
Barnard's, he used to roar out, " This bottle 's the sun of our table."

His visit to Southwell this summer was interrupted about the be-

ginning of August, by one of those explosions of temper on the part ot

Mrs. Byron, to which, from his earliest childhood, he had been but

too well accustomed, and in producing which his own rebel spirit was
not always, it may be supposed, entirely blameless. In all his por-

traits of himself, so dark is the pencil which he employs, that the fol-

lowing account of his owni temper, from one of his journals, must be
taken with a due portion of that allowance for exaggeration, which
his style of self-portraiture, " overshadowing even the shade," re-

quires.
" In all other respects" (he says, after mentioning his infant passion

for Mary Duff,) " I differed not at all from other children, being neither

tall nor short, dull nor witty, of my age, but rather lively—except in

my sullen moods, and then I was always a devil. They once (in one
of my silent rages) wrenched a knife from me, which I had snatched
from table at Mrs. B.'s dinner (I always dined earlier), and applied to

my breast ;—but this was three or four years after, just before the late

Lord B.'s decease.
" My ostensible temper has certainly improved in later years ; but I

shudder, and must, to my latest hour, regret the consequence of it

and my passions combined. One event—but no matter—there are

others not much better to think of also—and to them I give the pre-

ference
" But I hate dwelling upon incidents. My temper is now under

management—rarely loud, and, when loud, never deadly. It is when
silent, and I feel my forehead and my cheeV. paling, that I cannot con-
trol it ; and then but unless there is a woman (and not any or
every woman) in the way, I have sunk into tolerable apathy."
Between a temper, at all resembling this, and tlie loud hurricane

bursts of Mrs. Byron, the collision, it may be supposed, Avas not a
little formidable; and the age at which the young poet was now
arrived, when,—as most parents feel,—the impatience of youth begins
to champ the bit, would but render the occasions for such shocks moiT
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frequent. It is told, as a curious proof of their opinion of each other's

violence, that, after parting one evening in a tempest of this kind, they

were known each to go privately that night to the apothecary's,

inquiring anxiously whether the other had been to purchase poison,

and cautioning the vender of drugs not to attend to such an application,

if made.
rt was but rarely, however, that the young lord allowed himself to

be provoked into more than a passive share in these scenes. To the

boisterousness of his mother he would oppose a civil and, no doubt,

provoking silence,—^bowing to her but the more profoundly the higher

her voice rose in the scale. In general, however, when he perceived

that a storm was at hand, in flight lay his only safe resource. To this

summary expedient he was driven, at the period of which we are

speaking ; but not till after a scene had taken place between him and
Mrs. Byron, in which the violence of her temper had proceeded to

lengths, that, however outrageous they might be deemed, were not, it

appears, unusual with her. The poet. Young, in describing a temper
of this sort, says

—

" The cups and saucers, in a whirlwind sent.

Just intimate the lady's discontent."

But poker and tongs were, it seems, the missiles which Mrs. Byron
preferred, and which she, more than once, sent resounding after her
fugitive son. In the present instance, he was but just in time to avoid

a blow aimed at him with the former of these weapons, and to make a

hasty escape to the house of a friend in the neighbourhood; where,
concerting the best means of baffling pursuit, he decided upon an
instant flight to London. The letters, which I am about to give, were
written, immediately on his arrival in town, to some friends at South-

well, from whose kind interference in his belialf it may fairly be con-

cluded that the blame of the quarrel, whatever it may have been, did

not rest with him. The first is to Mr. Pigot, a young gentleman about

the same age as himself, who had just returned, for the vacation,

from Edinburgh, where he was, at that time, pursuing his medical
studies.

,
> LETTER II.

TO MR. FIGOT.

" 16 Piccadilly, August 9th, 1806.

'"MY DEAR PIGOT,
" Many thanks for your amusing narrative of the last proceedings

Of my amiable Mecto, who now begins to feel the effiects of her folly.

I have just received a penitential epistle, to which, apprehensive of

pursuit, 1 have despatched a moderate answer, with a kind of promise

to return in a fortnight;—this, however {entre nous), I never mean to

fulfil. Her soft warblings must have delighted her auditors, her higher

notes being particularly musical, and on a calm moonlight evening

would be heard to great advantage. Had I been present as a spectator,

nothing would have pleased me more ; but to have come forward as

one of°the ' dramatis person*,'—St. Dominic defend me from such a

scene ! Scriouslv, vour niotlicr lins laid me under great obligations.
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and you, \viih the rest of your family, merit my Munnetei. liiiuiks for

your kind connivance at my escape from ' Mrs. Byron furiosa.''

" Oh ! for tlie pen of Ariosto to rcliearse, in epic, the scolding of that

momentous eve,—or rather, let me invoke the sliade of Dante to inspire

me, for none but the author of tlie ' Inferno^ could properly preside

over such an attempt. But, perhaps, where the pen might fail, the

pencil would succeed. What a groupe I—Mrs. B. the principal figure

;

you cramming your ears with cotton, as the only antidote to total

deafness ; Mrs. in vain endeavouring to mitigate the wrath of
the lioness robbed of her whelp ; and last, though not least, Elizabeth

" and Wousky,—wonderful to relate'.—both deprived of their parts of
speech, and bringing up the rear in mute astonishment. How did S.

B. receive the intelligence ? How many puns did he utter on so
facetigus an event ? In your next inform me on this point, and what
excuse you ^nade to A. You are probably by this time tired of deci-

phering this hierogljTjhical letter;—like Tony Lumpkin, yon will pro-
nounce mine to be a d d up and down hand. All Southwell, with-

out doubt, is involved in amazement. Apropos, how does my blue-

eyed nun, the fair * *1 is she ' rohed in sable garb of wo ?''

" Here I remain at least a week or ten days ; previous to my dc-

])arture you shall receive my address, but what it will be I have not
determined. My lodgings must be kept secret from Mrs. B. ; you
may present my compliments to her, and say any attempt to pursue
me will fail, as I have taken measures to retreat immediately to

Portsmouth, on the first intimation of her removal from Southwell.
You may add, I have now proceeded to a friend's house in the countiy.
there to remain a fortnight.

" I have now blotted (I must not say written) a complete double
letter, and in return shall expect a monstrous budget. Without doubt,

the dames of Southwell reprobate the pernicious example I have shown,
and tremble lest their babes should disolpey their mandates, and quit in

dudgeon their mammas on any grievance. Adieu. When you begin
your next, drop the 'lordsliip,' and put 'Byron' in its place. Believe

me yours, &,c. " Byron."

From the succeeding letters, it will be seen that the " lioness" was
not behindhand, in energy and decision, with her offspring, but, imme-
diately on discovering his flight, set off after him.

LETTER HL

•'London, August lOth, 180C.
" MY DEAR BKIDGKT,

"As I have already troubled your brother with more than he will

find pleasure in deciphering, you are the next to whom I shall assign

the difficult employment of perusing this 2d epistle. You will perceive

from my 1st, that no idea of Mrs. B.'s an-ival had disturbed me at the

time it was written ; not so the present, since the appearance of a note

from the illustrious cause of my sudden decampment has driven the

'natural ruby from my cheeks,' and completely blanched my wo-begone
countenance. This gunpowder intimation of her arrival (confound her
activity!) breathes less of terror and dismav than vou will probably

E
"
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imagine I'roiii ilie volcanic temperament of her ladyship, and concludes
with the comfortable assurance of all present motion being prevented
by the fatigue of her journey, for which my blessings are due to the

rough roads and restive quadrupeds of his majesty's highways. A.s I

have not the smallest inclination to be chased round the country, I

shall e'en make a merit of necessity, and since, like Macbeth, ' They 've

tied me to the stake, I cannot fly,' I shall imitate that valorous tyrant,

and ' bear-like fight the course,' all escape being precluded. 1 can now
engage with less disadvantage, having drawn the enemy from her in-

trenchments, though, like the prototype to whom I have compared my-
self, with an excellent chance of being knocked on the head. How-
ever, 'lay on, Macduff, and d d be he who first cries, hold,

enough.'
" I shall remain in town for, at least, a week, and expect to hear

from you before its expiration. I presume the printer has brought you
the offspring of my poetic mania. Remember, in the first line, to read
' loud the winds whistle,' instead of ' round,' which that blockhead Ridge
has inserted by mistake, and makes nonsense of the whole stanza.

Addio I—Now to encounter my Hydra. Yours ever."

LETTER IV.

'

. TO MR. PIGOT.

" London, Sunday, midnight, August lOlii, 1806.
" DEAR PIGCT,

" This astonishing packet will, doubtless, amaze you, but having an
idle hour this evening, I wrote the enclosed stanzas, which I request

you to deliver to Ridge, to be printed separate from my other compo-
sitions, as you will perceive them to be improper for the perusal of

ladies ; of course, none of the females of your family must see them.
I offer 1000 apologies for the trouble I have given you in this and other

instances. Yours truly."

LETTER V.

TO MR. PIGOT.

" Piccadilly, August 16th, 1806.
" 1 cannot exactly say with Cajsar, ' Veni, vidi, vici :' however, the

most important part of his laconic account of success applies to mj'
present situation ; for, though Mrs. Byron took the trouble of ' coming''

and ^seeing,'' yet your humble servant proved the victor. After an ob-

stinate engagement of some hours, in which we suffered considerable

damage, from the quickness of the enemy's fire, they at length retired

m confusion, leaving behind the artiller)^ field equipage, and some
prisoners : their defeat is decisive of the present campaign. To speak
more intelligibly, Mrs. B. returns inunediately, but 1 proceed, with all

my lavnels, to Worthing, on the Sussex coast ; to which place you will

address (to be left at the post-office) your next epistle. By the enclo-
sure of a -^dgingle of rhyme, you will probably conceive my muse to

be vastly prolific ; her inserted production was brought forth a few
years ago, un<l found by accideni on Thursdny among some old papers.
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I have roropit'd it, aiul, liddiiif^- the propor date, requeyt ii may bo
printed with the rest of the family. 1 thoufrht your sentiments on the
last bantling would eoincide witli mine, but it was impossible to jrivo

it any other j2:arb, being- founded on facts. My stay at Worthing will

not exceed three weeks, and you may possibly behold me again at

Southwell the middle of September.*****
" Will you desire Ridge to suspend the printing of my poems till ho

hears further from me, as I have determined to give them a new form
entirely. This prohibition does not extend to the last two pieces I

have sent with my letters to you. You will excuse the dull vanity of
this epistle, as my brain is a chaos of absurd images, and full of busi-

ness, preparations, and projects.
" I shall expect an answer with impatience ;—believe me, there iss

nothing at this moment could give me greater delight than yoijr letter."'

LETTER VL

TO MR. PIGOT.

" London, Aiigu.si laiii, 180U.

••I am jusi on the point of setting off for Worthing, and write
merely to request you will send that idle scoundrel Charles with my
Jiorses immediately; tell him I am excessively provoked he has not
)nade his appearance before, or written to inform me of the cause of
his delay, particularly as I supplied him with money for his jourrfey.

On no pretext is he to postpone his inarch one day longer, and if, in

obedience to the caprices of Mrs. B. (who, I presume, is again spread-
ing desolation through her little monarchy), he thinks proper to dis-

regard my positive orders, I shall not, in future, consider him as my
servant. He must bring the surgeon's bill with him, which I will dis-

charge immediately on receiving it. Nor can I conceive the reason
of his not acquainting Frank with the state of my unfortunate quad-
rupeds. Dear Pigot, forgive this petulant effusion, and attribute it to

the idle conduct of that precious rascal, who, instead of obeying my
injunctions, is sauntering through the streets of that political Pande-
monium, Nottingham. Present my remembrances to your family and
the Leacrofls, and believe me, &c.

" P.S. I delegate to you the unpleasant task of despatching him on
Ills journey—Mrs. B.'s orders to the contrary are not to be attended to;

he is to proceed drsX to London, and then to Worthing, without delay.

Eveiy thing I have left must be sent to London. My Poetics you will

2^ack up for the same place, and not even reserve a copy for yourself

and sister, as I am about to give them an entire nezvform : when they
are complete, you shall have ihefirstfruits. Mrs. B. on no account is

10 sec or touch them. Adieu."
E 2
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LETTER VII.

TO MR. PIGOT.

" Little Hampton, August 26lh, 1806.

"I this inoming' received your epistle, which I was obliged to send

for to Worthing, whence I have removed to this place, on the same
coast, about eight miles distant from the former. You will probably

not be displeased with this letter, when it informs you that I am
£30,000 richer than I was at our parting, having just received intelli-

gence from my lawyer that a cause has been gained at Lancaster

assizes*, which will be worth that sum by the time I come of age.

Mrs. B. is doubtless acquainted of this acquisition, though not apprized

of its exact value, of which she had better be ignorant ; for her beha-

viour on any sudden piece of favourable intelligence is, if possible,

more ridiculous than her detestable conduct on the most trifling cir-

cumstance of an unpleasant nature. You may give my compliments
to her, and say that her detaining my servant's things shall only
lengthen my absence ; for unless they are immediately despatched to

16, Piccadilly, together with those which have been so long delayed
belonging to myself, she sliall never again behold my radiant counte-

nance illuminating her gloomy mansion. If they are sent, I may pro-

bably appear in less than tAvo years from the date ofmy present epistle.

" Metrical compliment is an ample reward for my strains ; you are

one' of the few votaries of Apollo who unite the sciences over which
that deity presides. I wish you to send my poems to my lodgings in

London immediately, as I have several alterations and some additions

to make ; every copy must be sent, as I am about to amend them, and
you shall soon behold them in all their glory. I hope you have kept
them from that Upas tree, that ar.tidote to the arts, Mrs. B. Entrenous,

—you may expect to see me soon. Adieu. Yours ever."

From these letters it will be perceived that Lord Byron was already
engaged in preparing a collection of his Poems for the press. The idea

of printing them first occurred to him in the parlour of that cottage,

which, during his visits to Southwell, had become his adopted home.
Miss Pigot, who was not before aware of his turn for versifying, had
been reading aloud the Poems of Burns, when young Byron said that
" he, too, was a poet sometimes, and would write down for her some
verses of his own which he remembered." He then, with a pencil,

wrote those lines, beginning, " In thee I fondly hoped to clasp,"t

which were printed in his first unpublished volume, but are not con-

tained in the editions that followed. He also repeated to her the

verses I have already referred to, " When in the hall my father's voice,"

so remarkable for the anticipations of his future fame that glimmer
through them.
From this moment the desire of appearing in print took entire pos-

session of him ;—thougli, for the present, his ambition did not extend
its views beyond a small volume for i)riv ate circulation. Tlie person
to whom fell the honour of receiving his first manuscripts was Ridge,

•'' In a suit, undertaken for the recovery of the Roclidalo property

+ Tliis precivus penoillinw i? still, of ronrse. preserved.
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the bookseller, ;U Newark ; and, while the work was printing-, the
young author continued to pour fresh materials into his hands, with
the same eagerness and rapidity that marked the progress of all his
maturer works.

His return to Southwell, which he announced in the last letter we
have given, was but for a very sliort time. In a week or two after he
again left that place, and, accompanied by his young friend Mr. Pigot,
set out for Harrowgate. The following extracts are from a letter

\vritten by the latter gentleman, at the time, to his sister.

" Harrowgate is still extremely full ; Wednesday (to-day) is our ball-

night, and I meditate going into the room for an hour, although I am
by no means fond of strange faces. Lord B., you know, is even more
shy than myself; but for an hour this evening I will shake it off. * * *

How do our theatricals proceed ] Lord Byron can say all his part, and
I most of mine. He certainly acts it inimitably. Ijord B. is now
jjoetising, and, since he has been here, has Avritten some very pretty
verses*. He is very good in trying to amuse me as much as possible,
but it is not in my nature to be happy without either female society or
study. * * * There are many pleasant rides about hero, which
I have taken in company with Bo'swain, who, with Brighton,! is uni-
versally admired. You must read this to Mrs. B., as it is a little Totiy
Lumpkinish. Lord B. desires some space left ; therefore, with respect
to all tlie comedians elect, believe me to be, &c. &c."
To this letter the following note from Lord Byron was appended.

" MY DEAR BRIDOKT,
" I have only just dismounted fromjiiy Pegasus, whicli has prevented

me from descending to plain prose in an epistle of greater length to
yourfair self. You regretted in a former letter, tliat my poems were
not more extensive ; I now for your satisfaction announce that I have
nearly doubled them, partly by the discovery of some I conceived to
be lost, and partly by some new productions. We shall meet on
Wednesday next; till then, believe me }^ours affectionately,

" BVRON.

" P.S. Your brother John is seized with a poetic mania, and is now
rhyming away at the rate of three lines 2^cf hour—so much for inspi-

ration! Adieu!"

By the gentleman who was thus early the companion and mtimate
of Lord Byron, and who is now pursuing his profession with the suc-
cess which his eminent talents deserve, I have been favoured with
some further recollections of their visit together to Harrowgate, whicl:
I shall take the liberty of giving in his own words :

—

" You ask me to recall some anecdotes of the time we spent together
at Harrowgate in the summer of 1806, on our return from college,—he
from Cambridge, and I from Edinburgh ; but so inany years have
elapsed since then that I really feel myself as if recalling a distant
dream. We, I remember, went in Lord Byron's own carriage, Avith

post-horses ; and he sent his groom with two saddle horses, and a

* The verses " To a beautiful Quaker," in his first volume, were writtcu

at Harrowgate.
t A horse of Lord Byron's :—llio other iiorse tli.nt Iio hnd with him at this

Ijmc was called f^ullan
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beautilully I'oiuied, very ferocious, bull-mastiff, called Nelson, to meet
us there. Boatswain* went, by the side of his valet Frank, on the
box, with us.
" The bull-dog-, Nelson, always wore a muzzle, and was occasionally

sent for into our private room, when the muzzle was taken off, much
to my annoyance, and he and his master amused themselves with
throwing the room into disorder. There was always a jealous feud
between this Nelson and Boatswain ; and whenever the latter came
into the room while the former was there, they instantly seized each
other; and then, Byron, myself, Frank, and all the waiters that could
be found, were vigorously engaged in parting them,—which was in

general only effected by thrusting poker and tongs into the mouths of
each. But, one day, Nelson unfortunately escaped out of the room
without his muzzle, and going into the stable-yard fastened upon the

throat of a horse, from which he could not be disengaged. The sta-

ble-boys ran in alarm to find Frank, who, taking one of his lord's

Wogdon's pistols, always kept loaded in his room, shot poor Nelson
through the head to the great regret of Byron.
"We were at the Crown Inn at Low Harrowgate. We always

dined in the public room, but retired very soon after dinner to our pri-

vate one ; for Byron was no more a friend to drinking than myself.
We lived retired, and made few acquaintance ; for he was naturallj-

shy, very shy, which people who did not know him mistook for pride.

While at Harrowgate he accidentally met with professor Hailstone
from Cambridge, and appeared much delighted to see him. The pro-

fessor was at Upper Harrowgate ; we called upon him one evening to

take him to the theatre, I tliink,—and Lord Byron sent his carriage for

him, another time, to a ball at the Granby. This desire to show atten-

tion to one of the professors of his college is a proof that, though he
might choose to satirize the mode of education in the university, and
to abuse the antiquated regulations and restrictions to which under-
graduates are subjected, he had yet a due discrimination in his respect
for the individuals who belonged to it. I have always indeed heard
him speak in high terms of praise of Hailstone, as well as of his

master, Bishop Mansel, of Trinity College, and of others whose names
I have now forgotten.

" Few people understood Byron, but / know that he had naturally a
kind and feeling heart, and that there w^as not a single spark of malice
in his composition."!
The private theatricals alluded to in the letters from Harrowgate

were, both in prospect and performance, a source of infinite delight to

him, and took place soon after his return to Southwell. How anxiously
he w^as expected back by all parties may be judged from the following-

fragment of a letter which was received by his companion during their

absence from home :

—

"Tell Lord Byron that, if any accident should retard his return, his

mother desires he will write to her, as she shall be miserable if he does
not arrive the day he fixes. Mr. W. B. has written a card to Mrs. H. to

offer for the character of ' Henry Woodville,'—Mr. and Mrs. * * * not
approving of their son's taking a part in the play : but 1 believe he

* The favourite dog, on which Lord Byron afterward wrote the well
known epitaph.

t Lord Byron and Dr. Pigot continued to be correspondents for snnic f imo,
but after tlieir pnrtincr this nntnnin. Ihev never met accain.
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Avill persist in it. j\Ir. 0. W. says that, sooiirr tliaii tlic party should
he disappointed, he will take; any part,—sing;—dance—in short, do any
things to oblige. Till Lord Byron returns nothing can be done; and
positively he must not be later than Tuesday or Wednesday."
We have already seen that, at Harrow, his talent for declamation

Avas the only one by which Lord Byron was particularly distinguished,

and in one of his notebooks he adverts, with evident satisfaction, botlt

to his school displays and to the share whicli he took in these rejire-

sentations at Southwell :

—

" When I was a youth, I was reckoned a good actor. Besides
' Harrow Speeches' (in which I shone), I enacted Penruddock, in the
' Wheel of Fortune,' and Tristram Fickle in Allingham's farce of the
' Weathercock,' for three nights (the duration of our compact), in some
private theatricals at Southwell, in 1806, with great applause. The
occasional prologue for our volunteer play was also of my composition.

The other performers were young ladies and gentlemen of the neigh-
bourhood, and the whole went off with great effect upon our good-
]iatured audience."

It may, perhaps, not be altogether trifling to observe, that, in thus

personating with such success two heroes so different, the young poet

displayed both that love and power of versatility by which he was
afterward impelled, on a grander scale, to present himself under such
opposite aspects to the world ; the gloom of Penruddock, and the

whim of Tristram, being types, as it were, of the two extremes, be-

tween which his own character, in after-life, so singularly vibrated.

These representations, which form a memorable era at Southwell,

took place, about the latter end of September, in the house of Mr.
Leacroft, whose drawing-room was converted into a neat theatre on
the occasion, and whose f^amily contributed some of the fair ornaments
of its boards. The prologue, which Lord Byron furnished, and whicli

may be seen in his " Hours of Idleness," was written by him, between
stages, on his way from Harrowgate. On getting into the carriage at

Chesterfield, he said to his companion, " Now, Pigot, I '11 spin a pro-

logue for our play;" and before they reached Mansfield, he had com-
pleted his task,—interrupting, only once, his rhyming reverie, to ask

the proper pronunciation of tlie French word ^dehut,'' and, on being

told it, exclaiming, in the true spirit of Byshe, "Aye, that will do for

rhyme to ' new.''
"

The epilogue on the occasion was from the pen of Mr. Becher; and
for the purpose of affording to Lord Byron, who was to speak it, an
opportunity of displaying his powers of mimicry, consisted of good-
humoured portraits of all the persons concerned in the representation.

Some intimation of this design having got among the actors, an alami
was felt instantly at the ridicule thus in store for them ; and to quiet

their apprehensions, the author was obliged to assure them that, if after

having heard his epilogue at rehearsal, they did not of themselves pro-

nounce it harmless, and even request that it should be preserved, he
would most willingly withdraw it. In the mean time, it was concerted

between this gentleman and Lord Byron that the latter should, on the

morning of rehearsal, deliver the verses in a tone as innocent and as

free from all point as possible,—reserving his mimicry, in which the

whole sling of the pleasantry lay, for the evening of representation.

The desired effect was produced ;—all the personages of the green-

room were satisfied, and even wondered how a suspicion of waggery
could have attached itself 1o so well-bred a production. Their wonder
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however, was of a different nature a night or two after, when, on
liearing- the audience convulsed with laugliter at this same composition,
they discovered, at last, the trick which the unsuspected mimic had
played on them, and had no other resource than that of joining in the
laugh which his playful imitation of the whole dramatis personne
excited.

The small volume of poems, which he had now, for some time,
been preparing, was, in the month of November, ready for delivery to

the select few among whom it was intended to circulate ; and to Mr.
Becher the first copy of the work was presented.* The influence
which this gentleman had, by his love of poetry, his sociability, and
good sense, acquired at this period over the mind of Lord Byron, was
frequently employed by him in guiding the taste of his young friend,

no less in matters of conduct than of literature; and the ductility with
which this influence was yielded to, in an instance I shall have to
mention, will show hoAV far from untractable was the natural disposi-
tion of Byron, had he more frequently been lucky enough to fall into
hands, that " knew the stops" of the instrument, and could draw out
its sweetness as well as its strength.

In the wild range which his taste was now allowed to take through
the light and miscellaneous literature of the day, it was but natural
that he should settle with most pleasure on those works, from which
the feelings of his age and temperament could extract their most con-
genial food ; and, accordingly. Lord Strangford's Camoens and Little's

Poems are said to nave been, at this period, his favourite study. To
the indulgence of such a taste his reverend friend very laudably opposed
liimself,—representing with truth (as far, at least, as the latter author
is concerned), how much more worthy models, both in style and thought,
he might find among the established names of English literature.

Instead of wasting his time on the ephemeral productions of his con-
temporaries, he should devote himself, his adviser said, to the pages
of Milton and of Shakspeare, and, above all, seek to elevate his fancy
and taste by the contemplation of the sublimer beauties of the Bible.

In the latter study, this gentleman acknowledges that his advice had
been, to a great extent, anticipated, and that with the poetical parts of
the Scripture he found Lord Byron deeply conversant ;—a circumstance
which corroborates the account given by his early master. Doctor
Glennie, of his great proficiency in scriptural knowledge, while j-ct

but a child, under his care.

To Mr. Becher, as I have said, the first copy of his little work was
presented ; and this gentleman, in looking over its pages, among many
things to commend and admire, as well as some almost too boyish to

criticise, found one poem in which, as it appeared to him, the imagina-
tion of the young bard hud indulged itself in a luxuriousness of co-
louring beyond what even youth could excuse. Immediately, as the

most gentle mode of conveymg his opinion, he sat down and addressed
to Lord Byron some expostulatory verses on the subject, to which an
answer, also in verse, was returned by the noble poet as promptly,

—

with, at the same time, a note, in plain prose, to say, that he felt fuUj-

the justice of his reverend friend's censure, and that, rather than allow
the poem in question to be circulated, he would instantly recall all the

copies that had been sent out, and cancel the whole impression. On

* Of this edition, whicli was in quarto, and consisted but of a few sheets,

thnre are but two, or. at the titmost, three copies in existence.
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the very same evening tliis prompt sacrifice was carried into efi'ect ;

—

Mr. Becher saw every copy of the edition burned, with the exception
of that Avhich he retained in his own possession, and another which
had been despatched to Edinburgh, and couUl not be recalled.

This trait of the young poet speaks sufficiently for itself;—the sen-
sibility, the temper, the ingenuous pliableness which it exhibits, show
a disposition capable, by nature, of every thing we most respect and
love.

Of a no less amiable character were the feelings that, about this time,
dictated the following letter ;—a letter which it is impossible to peruse
Avithout acknowledging the noble candour and conscientiousness of
the \ATiter :

—

LETTER VIII.

TO THE EARL OF CLARE

" Southwell, Notts, Februaiy 6th, 1807.
'"MY DEAREST CLARE,

"Were I to make all the apologies necessary to atone for my late

negligence, you Avould justly say you had received a petition instead
of a letter, as it would be fdled with prayers for forgiveness ; but instead
of this, I wUl acknowledge my sins at once, and I trust to your friend-

ship and generosity rather than to my own excuses. Though my
health is not perfectly re-established, I am out of all danger, and have
recovered every thing but my spirits, which are subject to depression.
You will be astonished to hear I have lately written to Delawarre, for
the purpose of explaining (as far as possible, without involving some
old friends of mine in the business) the cause of my behaviour to him
during my last residence at Harrow (nearly two years ago), which
you will recollect was rather ' en cavalier.'' Since that period I have
discovered he was treated with injustice, both by those who misrepre-
sented his conduct, and by me in consequence of their suggestions. I

have therefore made all the reparation in my power, by apologizing for

my mistake, though with very faint hopes of success ; indeed I never
expected any answer, but desired one for form's sake ; (hat. has not yet
an-ived, and most probably never will. However, I have eased my own
cojiscicnce by the atonement, which is humiliating enough to one of my
disposition ; yet I could not have slept satisfied with the reflection of
having, even unintentionally, injured any individual. I have done all

that could be done to repair the injur>% and there the affair must end.
Whether we renew our intimacy or not is of very trivial consequence.

" My time has lately been much occupied with ver>' different pur-
suits. I have been transporting a servant,* who cheated me,—rather
a disagreeable event : performing in private theatricals

; publishing a
volume of poems (at the request of my friends, for their perusal)

;

making love, and taking physic. The last two amusements have not
had the best effect in the -world; for my attentions have been divided
among so many fair damsels, and tlie drugs I swallow are of such
variety in their composition, that between Venus and ^Esculapius I

am harassed to death. However, I have still leisure to devote some
hours to the recollections of past, regretted friendships, and in the

* I lis valet, Frank.
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interval to take the advantage of the moment, to assure youliow mucli
I am, and ever will be, my dearest Clare,

" Your truly attached and sincere
" Byron."

Considering himself bound to replace the copies of his work which
he had witiidrawn, as well as to rescue the general character of the

volume from the stigma this one offender might bring upon it, he set

instantly about preparing a second edition for the press, and, during

the ensuing six weeks, continued busily occupied with his task. In
the beginning of January we find him forwarding a copy to his friend,

Dr. Pigot, in Edinburgh :

—

LETTER IX.

TO JIR. PIGOT.

" Southwell, Jan. 13, 1807.
'• I ought to begin with sundry apologies, for my own negligence,

but the variety of my avocations in prose and verse must plead my
excuse. With this epistle you will receive a volume of all my Juve-

tidlia published since your departure : it is of considerably greater size

than tlie copy in 3^our possession, which I beg you will destroy, as the

present is much more complete. That unlucky poem to my poor
Mary* has been the cause of some animadversion from ladies in years.

I have not printed it in this collection, in consequence of my being
pronounced a most profligate sinner, in short, a '•young Moore,'' by

, your * * * friend. I believe in general they have
been favourably received, and surely the age of their author will pre-

clude severe criticism. The adventures of my life from sixteen to

nineteen, and the dissipation into which I have been thrown in

London, have given a voluptuous tint to my ideas ; but the occasions

which called fortli my muse could hardly admit any other colouring.

This volume is vastly correct and miraculously chaste. Apropos,

talking of love, **********
"If you can find leisure to answer this farrago of unconnected

nonsense, you need not doubt what gratification will accrue from your
reply to yours ever, &c."

To his schoolfellow Mr. William Bankes, who had met casualty witli

a copy of the work, and wrote him a letter, conveying his opinion of

it, he returned the following answer

:

* Of this " Mary," who is not to be confounded with the heiress of

Annesley, or " Mary" of Aberdeen, all I can record is, that she was of an
liumble, if not equivocal, station in life,—that she had long, light golden hair,

of which he used to show a lock, as well as her picture, among his friends

;

and that the verses in his " Hours of Idleness," entitled " To Mary, on
receiving her Fictiire," wore addressed to her.
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LETTER X.

TO Mil. WHJ.IAM BANKES.

" Southwell, March 6, 1807.

"DEAR BANKES,
" Your critique is valuable for many reasons : in the first place, it is

the only one in which tl;ittery has borne so slight a part ; in the next, I

:im cloyed with insipid compliments. I have a better opinion of your
judgment and ability than your feeliiigs. Accept my most smcerc
thanks for your kind decision, not less welcome, because totally unox-

])ected. With regard to a more exact estimate, I need not remind you
liow few of the best poems, in our language, will stand the test of

minute or verbal criticism : it can therefore hardly be expected the

effusions of a boy (and most of these pieces have been produced at an
early period) can derive much merit either from the subject or compo-
sition. Many of them were v/ritten under great depression of spirits,

and during severe indisposition ; hence the gloomy turn of the ideas.

AVe coincide in opinion that the 'poesies Pratiques'' are the most excep-

tionable ; they were, however, grateful to the deities, on whose altars

they were offered—more I seek not.
" The portrait of Pomposus was drawn at Harrow, after a long sit-

ting ; this accounts for the resemblance, or rather the caricatura. He
is your friend, he never was mine—for both our sakes I shall be silent

on this head. The collegiate rhymes are not personal; one of the

notes may appear so, but could not be omitted. I have little doubt

they will be deservedly abused ; a just punishment for my unfilial treat-

ment of so excellent an Alma Mater. I sent you no copy, lest we
should be placed in the situation of Gil Bias and the Archbishop of

Grenada: though running some hazard from the experiment, I wished
your verdict to be unbiassed. Had my ' Libellus'' been presented pre-

vious to your letter, it would have appeared a species of bribe to pur-

chase compliment. I feel no hesitation in saying, I was more anxious

to hear your critique, however severe, than the praises of the million.

On the same day 1 was honoured with the encomiums of Mackenzie,

the celebrated author of the ' Man of Feeling.' Whether his approba-

tion or yours elated me most, I cannot decide. ,

" You will receive my Juvenilia, at least all yet published. *• I have
a large volume in manuscript, which may in part appear hereafter ; at

present 1 have neither time nor inclination to prepare it for the press.

In the spring I shall return to Trinity, to dismantle my rooms, and bid

you a final adieu. The Cam will not be much increased by my tears

on the occasion. Your farther remarks, however caustic or bitter to a

palate vitiated with the siaeets of adulation, will be of service. .Johnson

lias shown us that no poetry is perfect ; but to correct mine would be

an Herculean labour. In fact I never looked beyond the moment of

composition, and published merely at the request of my friends. Not-

withstanding so much has been said concerning the ' Genus irritabile

vatura,' we shall never quarrel on the subject. Poetic fame is by no
means the ' acme' of my wishes. Adieu

Yours ever,
" Byron."

This letter was followed by another, on the same subject, to Mr.

Bankes, of which, unluckily, only the annexed fragment remaiur:

:
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" For my own part, I have suffered severely in the decease of my
two greatest friends, the only beings I ever loved (females excepted)

;

I am therefore a solitary animal, miserable enough, and so perfectly a
citizen of the world, that whether I pass my days in Great Britain or
Kamschatka is to me a matter of perfect indifference. I cannot evince
greater respect for your alteration than by immediately adopting it

—

this shall be done in the next edition. I am sorry your remarks are

not more frequent, as I am certain they would be equally beneficial.

Since my last, I have received two critical opinions from Edinburgh,
both too flattering for me to detail. One is from Lord Woodhouslee,
at the head of the Scotch literati, and a most voluminous writer (his

last work is a life of Lord Kaimes) ; the other from Mackenzie,
who sent his decision a second time, more at length. I am not per-
sonally acquainted with either of these gentlemen, nor ever requested
their sentiments on the subject : their praise is voluntary, and trans-
mitted through the medium of a friend, at whose house they read the
productions.

" Contrary to my former intention, I am now preparing a volume
for the public at large : my amatory pieces will be exchanged, and
others substituted in their place. The whole will be considerably
enlarged, and appear the latter end of May. This is a hazardous ex-
periment ; but want of better employment, the encouragement I have
met with, and my own vanity, induce me to stand the test, though not
without sundry palpitations. The book will circulate fast enough in

this country, from mere curiosity, what I prin "*

The following modest letter accompanied a copy which he presented
to Mr. Falkner. his mother's landlord :

—

LETTER XL

TO MR. FALKNER.

" SIR,

" The volume of little pieces which accompanies this, would have
oeen presented before, had I not been apprehensive that Miss Falkner's
indisposition might render such trifles unwelcome. There are some
terrors of the printer which I have not had time to correct in the col-

lection : you have it thus, with ' all its imperfections on its head,' a
lieavy weight, when joined with the faults of its author. Such 'Juve-
nilia,' as they can claim no great degree of approbation, 1 may venture
to hope, will also escape the severity of uncalled for, though perhaps
not undeserved, criticism.

" They were written on many and various occasions, and are now
published merely for the perusal of a friendly circle. Believe me,
sir, if they afford the slightest amusement to yourself and the rest

of my social readers, I shall have gathered all the bays 1 ever wish to

adorn the head of
" yours, very truly,

" BVRON.
" V.S, I hope IMiss F. is in a state of recovery."

* Hore the imperfect sheet ends.
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Notwithstanding this luianibilious (lechiration of the young author,
he had tliat within wiiicli wouUl not sutler him to rest so easily ; and
the fame he had now reaped within a linnted circle made him but
more eager to try liis chance on a wider field. The huiidred copies of
which this edition consisted were hardly out of his hands, when with
fresh activity he went to press again, and his first published volume,
" The Hours of Idleness," made its appearance. Some new pieces

which he had written in the interim were added, und no less than
twenty of those contained in the former volume omitted ; for what
reason does not very clearly appear, as they are, most of them, equal,

if not superior, to those retained.

In one of the pieces, reprinted in the " Hours of Idleness," there arc

some alterations and additions, which, as far as they may be supposed
to spring from the known feelings of the poet respecting birth, are

curious. This poem, which is entitled " Epitaph on a Friend,"

appears, from the lines I am about to give, to have been, in its original

state, intended to commemorate the death of the same lowly-born
youth, to whom some affectionate verses, cited in a preceding page,
were addressed:

—

" Though low thy lot, since in a cottage born
No titles did thy humble name adorn

;

To me, far dearer was thy artless love

Than all the joys wealth, fame, and friends could prove."

But, in the altered form of the epitaph, not only this passage, but

every other containing an allusion to the low rank of his young com-
panion, is omitted ; while, in the added parts, the introduction of such
language as,

" What, though thy sire lament his failing line,"

seems calculated to give an idea of the youth's station in life, wholly
different from that which the whole tenor of the original epitaph

warrants. The other poem, too, which I have mentioned, addressed
evidently to the same boy, and speaking in similar terms, of the

" lowness" of his "lot," is, in the "Hours of Idleness," altogether

omitted. That he grew more conscious of his high station, as he
approached to manhood, is not improbable, and this wish to sink his

early friendship with the young cottager may hava been a result of
that feehng.

As his visits to Southwell were, after this period, but few and tran-

sient, I shall take the present opportunity of mentioning such miscel-

laneous particulars respecting his habits and mode of life, while there,

as I have been able to collect.

Though so remarkably shy, when he first went to Southwell, tliis

reserve, as he grew more acquainted with the young people of the

place, wore off; till, at length, he became a frequenter of their assem-
blies and dinner-parties, and even felt mortified if he heard of a rout

to which he was not invited. His horror, however, at new faces still

continued; and if, while at Mrs. Pigot's, he saw strangers approach-

ing the house, he would instantly jump out of tlie window to avoid

them. This natural shyness concurred with no small degree of pride

to keep him aloof from tlie acquaintance of the gentlemen in the

neighbourhood, whose visits, in more than one instance, he left unre-
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turned ;—some, under the plea that their ladies had not visited his mo-
ther, others, because they had neglected to pay him this compliment
sooner. The true reason, however, of the haughty distance, at which,
both now and afterward, he stood apart from his more opulent

neighbours, is to be found in his mortifying consciousness of the

inadequacy of his own means to his rank, and the proud dread of

being made to feel this inferiority by persons to whom, in every other

respect, he knew himself superior. His friend Mr. Becher frequently

expostulated with him on this unsociableness ; and to his- remon-
strances, on one occasion, Lord Byron returned a poetical answer, so
remarkably prefiguring the splendid burst, with which his own volcanic

genius opened upon the world, that, as the voluma» containuig the

verses is in very few hands, I cannot resist the temptation of giving

a few extracts here :

—

' " Dear Becher, you tell me to mix with mankind,

—

I cannot deny such a precept is wise ;

But retirement accords with the tone of my mind.
And I will not descend to a world I despise.

" Did the Senate or Camp my exertions require.

Ambition might prompt me at once to go forth

;

And, when Infancy's years of pi-obation expire.

Perchance, I may strive to distinguish my birth.

" Thefire, in the cavern of JEtna concealed.

Still mantles unseen, in its secret recess ;
—

At length, in a volume terrific revealed,

Ko torrent can quench it, no bounds can repress.

" Oh thus, the desire in my bosomfijrfitme
Bids me live but to hopefor Posterity/s praise

;

Could I soar, with the Phanix, on pinions offiame,
With him I would wish to expire in the blaze.

"For the life of a Fox, of a Chatham the death,

What censure, what danger, what wo would I brave ?

Their lives did not end when they yielded their breath,

—

Their glory illumines the gloom of the grave !"

in his hours of rising and retiring to rest he was, like his mother,

always very late ; and this habit he never altered during the remainder
of his life. The night, too, was at this period, as it continued after-

ward, his favourite time for composition ; and his first visit in the

morning was generally paid to the fair friend who acted as his ama-
nuensis, and to whom he then gave whatever new products of his

brain the preceding night might have inspired. His next visit was
usually to his friend Mr. Becher's, and from thence to one or two other

houses on the Green, after which the rest of the day was devoted to

liis favourite exercises. The evenings he usually passed with the

same family among whom he began his morning, eitlier in conversa-

lion, or in hearing Miss Pigot play upon the piano-forte, and singing

over with her a certain set of songs wliich he admired,*—among whicli

' 'I'lioiior], ahvnyo i'on<\ nf rmisip. ho hn^l verv litflo skill in the pfrformariT
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the " Maid of Lodr' (with the words, " My licart M'ith love is beatino"^,

and " When Time who steals our years away," were, it seems, liis

particular favourites. He appears, indeed, to have, even thus early,

shown a decided taste for that sort of regular routine of life,—brin<Tinf>-

round the same occupations at the sanie stated periods,—which formed
so much the system of his existence during the greater part of his

residence abroad.
Those exercises, to which he flew for distraction in less happy days,

formed his enjoyment now ; and between swimming, sparring, firing

at a mark, and riding,* the greater part of his time was passed. In
the last of these accomplishments he was by no means very expert.

As an instance of his little knowledge of horses, it is told, that, seeing
a pair one day pass his window, he exclaimed, " What beautiful

horses ! I should like to buy them."—" Why, they are your own, my
lord," said his servant. Those who knew^ him, indeed, at that period,

were rather surprised, in after-life, to hear so much of his riding ;

—

and the truth is, I am inclined to think, that he was at no time a very
adroit horseman.

In swimming and diving, we have already seen by his own accounts,
he excelled ; and a lady in Southwell, among other precious relics of
him, possesses a thimble which he borrowed of her one morning, when
on his way to bathe in the Greet, and which, as was testified by her
brother who accompanied him, he brought up three times successively
from the bottom of the river. His practice of firing at a mark was
the occasion, once, of some alarm to a very beautiful young person.
]\Iiss H.,—one of that numerous list of fair ones, by whom his imagina-
tion was dazzled while at Southwell. A poem relating to this occurrence,
which may be found in his unpublished volume, is thus introduced :

—

"As the author was discharging his pistols in a garden, two ladies,

passing near the spot, were alarmed by the sound of a bullet hissing
near them, to one of whom the following stanzas were addressed the
next morning."
Such a passion, indeed, had he for arms of every description, that

there generally lay a small sword by the side of his bed, with which
he used to amuse himself, as he lay awake in the moi-ning, by thrusting

it through his bed-hangings. The person who purchased this bed, at

the sale of Mrs. Byron's furniture, on her removal to Newstead, gave
out—with the view of attaching a stronger interest to the holes in the
curtains—that they were pierced by the same sword with which the
old lord had killed Mr. Chaworth, and Avhich his descendant always
kept as a memorial by his bedside. Such is the ready process by
which fiction is often engrafted upon fact ;—the sword in question
lieing a most innocent and bloodless weapon, which Lord Byron, during
his visits at Southwell, used to borrow of one of his neighbours.

His fondness for dogs—another fancy which accompanied him

of it. " It is very odd," he said, one day, to this lady,—" I sing much better

to your playing than to any one else's."—" That is," she answered, " because
I play to your singing."—In which few words, by the way, ihe whole secret

of a skilful accompanier lies.

* Cricketing, too, was one of his most favourite sports, and it was won-
derful, considering his lameness, with what speed he could run. " Lord
Byron" (says Miss , in a letter, to her brother, from Southwell) "is
just gone past the window with !iis hat on his shoulder to cricket, which lip

is as fond of as ever.''
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through life—may be judged from the anecdotes ah'eady given, in the
account of his expedition to Harrovvgate. Of his favourite dog,
Boatswain, whom he has immortalized in verse, and by whose side it

was once his solemn purpose to be buried, some traits are told indica-
tive, not only of intelligence, but of a generosity of spirit, which might
well win for him the affections of such a master as Byron. One of
these I shall endeavour to relate as nearly as possible as it was told

to me. Mrs. Byron had a fox-terrier, called Gilpm, with whom her
son's dog, Boatswain, was perpetually at war,* taking eveiy opportu-
nity of attacking and worrying him so violently, that it was very much
apprehended he would kill the animal. Mrs. Byron, therefore, sent
off her terrier to a tenant at Newstead, and on the departure of Lord
Byron for Cambridge, his " friend," Boatswain, with two other dogs,
was intrusted to the care of a servant till his return. One morning
the servant was much alarmed by the disappearance of Boatswain,
and throughout the whole of the day he could hear no tidings of him.
At last, towards evening, the stray dog arrived, accompanied by Gilpin,
whom he led immediately to the kitchen fire, licking him and lavishing
upon him eveiy possible demonstration of joy. The fact was, he had
been all the way to Newstead to fetch him, and having now established
his former foe under the roof once more, agreed so perfectly well with
him ever after, that he even protected him against the insults of other
dogs (a task which the quarrelsomeness of the little terrier rendered
no sinecure), and, if he but heard Gilpin's voice in distress, would fly

instantly to his rescue.

In addition to the natural tendency to superstition, which is usually
found connected with the poetical temperament. Lord Byron had also
the example and influence of his mother, acting upon him from infancy,

to give his mind this tinge. Her implicit belief in the wonders of
second sight, and the strange tales she told of this mysterious facultj%

used to astonish not a little her sober Englisli friends ; and it will be
seen that, at so late a period as the death of his friend Shelley, the

idea of fetches and forewarnings, impressed upon him by his mother,
had not wholly lost possession of the poet's mind. As an instance of
a more playful sort of superstition, I may be allowed to mention a slight

circumstance told me of liim by one of his Southwell friends. This
lady had a large agate bead, with a wire through it, which had been
taken out of a barrow, and lay always in her workbox. Lord Byron
asking, one day, what it was, she told him that it had been given her
as an amulet, and tlie charm was, that as long as she had this bead in

her possession, she should never be in love. " Then give it to me,"
he cried, eagerly, " for that 's just the thing I want." The young ladj'

refused ;—but it was not long before the bead disappeared. She taxed
him with the theft, and he owned it; but said, she never should see

her amulet again.

Of his charity and kind-heartedness he left behind him at Southwell
—as, indeed, at every place, throughout life, where he resided any time
—the most cordial recollections. " He never," says a person, who
knew him intimately at this period, "met with objects of distress,

* In one of Miss 's letters, tho following notice of these canine

leuds occurs; " Boatswain has had another hattlc with Tippo at tho House of

Correction, and came off conqueror. Lord B. brought Bo'sen to our window
this inorniiifr, when Gilpin, who is almost always here, got into an amazing
fury with him,"''
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without affordintr them succour." Among manj'^ litilu (laiia ul' this

nature which his friends delight to tell, 1 select the following,—less

as a proof of his generosity, than from the interest which the simple
incident itself, as connected with the name of Byron, presents. While
yet a schoolboy lie happened to be in a bookseller's shop at South-
well, when a poor woman came in to purchase a Bible. The price,

she was told, by the shopman, was eight shillings. " All, dear sir,"

she exclaimed, " I cannot pay such a price ;—1 did not think it would
cost half the money." The woman was then, with a look of disap-

pointment, going away,—when young Byron called her back and made
her a present of the Bible.

In his attention to his person and dress, to the becoming arraugr-
ment of his hair, and to whatever might best show off the beauty
with which nature had gifted him, he manifested, even thus early, his

p.nxicty to make himself pleasing to that sex, who Avere, from first to

last, the ruling stars of his destiny. The fear of becoming, what he
M'as naturally inclined to be, enormously fat, had induced him, from
Iiis first entrance at Cambridge, to adopt, for the purjwsc of reducing
iiimself, a system of violent exercise and abstinence, together with
ihe frequent use of warm-baths. But the imbittering circumstance of
his life,—that which haunted him, like a curse, amid the buovancy of
youth, and the anticipations of fame and pleasure,—was, strange to say.
the trifling deformity of his foot. By that one slight blemish (as in

Jiis moments of melancholy he persuaded himself) all the bless-

ings that nature had showered upon him Avere counterbalanced. His
reverend friend, Mr. Becher, finding him one day unusually dejected,
endeavoured to cheer and rouse him by representing, in their brightest,

<'olours, all the various advantages with which Providence had endowed
]hm,~and, among the greatest, that of "a mind which placed him
above the rest of mankind." " Ah, my dear friend," said Byron,
mournfully,—" if this (laying his hand on his forehead) places mo
above the rest of mankind, that (pointing to his foot) places rae far,

far below them."
It sometimes, indeed, seemed as if his sensitiveness on this point

led him to fancy that he was the only person in the world afflicted willi

such an infirmity. When that accomplished scholar and traveller,

]Mr. D. Bailey, who was at the same school with him at Aberdeen,
met him afterward at Cambridge, the young peer had then grown so
fat that, though accosted by him familiarly as his schoolfellow, it was
not till he mentioned his name that Mr. Bailey could recognise him.
" It is odd enough, too, that you should n't know me," said Byron

—

•' I thought nature had set such a mark upon me, that I could never bo
forgot."

But, while this defect was such a source of mortification to his

spirit, it was also, and in an equal degree, perhaps, a stimulus :—and
jnore especially in whatever depended upon personal prowess or
attractiveness, he seemed to feel himself piqued by this stigma, which
nature, as he thought, had set upon him, to distinguish himself above
those whom she had endowed with her more " fair proportion." In
pursuits of gallantry he was, I have no doubt, a good deal actuated by
ilhs incentive; and the hope of astonishing the world, at some future

period, as a chieftain and hero, mingled little less witli his 5'oung
dreams than the prospect of a poet's glor3^ '•! v.ill, some day or
otlier," he used to say, when a boy, " raise a iroop,—the men of whicli
sliall be dressed in bluck. and ride on black horses. 'I'iiPv shall he

Vr.r.. I.—-F
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called • Byrou'ri Blacks,' and you "vviil hear of their performing prodi-
gies of valour."

I have already adverted to the exceeding eagerness with which,
while at Harrow, he devoured all sorts of learning,—excepting oidj'

that which, by the regimen of the school, was prescribed for him.
The same rapid and multifarious course of study he pursued during
the holydays ; and, in order to deduct as little as possible from his
hours of exercise, he had given himself the habit, while at home, of
reading all dinner-time.* In a mind so versatile as his, every novelty,
whether serious or light, whether lofty or ludicrous, found a welcome
and an echo ; and I can easily conceive the glee—as a friend of his

once described it to me—with which he brought to her, one evening, a
copy of IMother Goose's Tales, which he had bought from a hawker
that morning and read, for the first time, while he dined.

I shall now give, from a memorandum-book begun by him this year,
the account, as I find it hastily and promiscuously scribbled out, of all

the books in various departments of knowledge, which he had already
perused, at a period of life when few of his schoolfellows had yet
travelled beyond their longs and shorts. The list is, unquestionably, a
remarkable one ;—and when we recollect that the reader of all these
volumes was, at the same time, the possessor of a most retentive
memory, it may be doubted whether, among what are called the regu-
larly educated, the contenders for scholastic honours and prizes, there
could be found a single one who, at the same age, has possessed any
thing like the same stock of useful knowledge.

" LIST OF HISTORICAL WRITERS WHOSE WORKS I HAVE PERUSED IN

DIFFERENT LANGUAGES.

"History of England.—Hume, Rapin, Henry, Smollet, Tinda!,

Belsham, Bisset, Adolphus, Holingshed, Froissart's Chronicles (belong-

ing properly to France).
" Scotland.—Buchanan, Hector Boethius, both in the Latin.
" Ireland.—Gordon.
"Rome.—Hooke, Decline and Fall by Gibbon, Ancient History by

Rollin (including an account of the Carthaginians, &c.), besides Livy,
Tacitus, Eutropius, Cornelius Nepos, Julius Caesar, Arrian, Sallust.

"Greece.—Mitford's Greece, Leland's Philip, Plutarch, Potter's
Antiquities, Xenophon, Thucydides, Herodotus.

" France.—Mezeray, Voltaire.
" Spain.—I chiefly derived my knowledge of old Spanish History

from a book called the Atlas, now obsolete. The modern history,

from the intrigues of Alberoni down to the Prince of Peace, I learned
from its connexion with European politics.

"Portugal.—From Vertot; as also his account of the Siege of
Rhodes,—though the last is his own invention, the real facts being
totally different.—So much for his Knights of Malta.

•' Turkey.—I have read Knolles, Sir Paul Rycaut, and Prince Can-
temir, besides a more modern histoiy, anonymous. Of the Ottoman
History I know every event, from Tangralopi, and afterward Othmanl.
to the peace of Passarowitz, in 1718,—the battle of Cutzka, in 1731',

and the treaty between Russia and Turkey in 1790

* " It was the custom of Burns," savs Mr. Lockhart, in liis Life of that

porU" to read at taMo."
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"Russia.—Tooke's Life of Catherine IL, Voltaire's Czar Peter.
" Sweden.—Voltaire's Charles XI L, also Norberg's Charles XII

in my opinion the best of the two.—A translation of Schiller's Thirty-

Years' War, which contains tlie exploits of Gustavus Adolphus, besides
Harte's Life of the same Prince. I have somewhere, too, read an
account of Gustavus Vasa, the deliverer of Sweden, but do not remem-
ber the author's name.

" Prussia.—I have seen, at least, twenty Lives of Frederick XL, the
only prince worth recording in Prussian annals. Gillies, His own
Works, and Thiebault,—none very amusing. The last is paltry, but
circumstantial.

" Denmark I know little of. Of Xornsoy I understand the natural
history, but not the chronological.

"Germa7iy.—I have read long histories of the house of Suabia,
Wenceslaus, and, at length, Rodolph of Hapsburgh and his thick-

h'pped Austrian descendants.

" Szeitzerla7id.—Ah! William Tell, and the battle of Morgarten,
where Burgundy was slain.

"Italy.—Daviia, Guicciardini, the Gnelphs and Ghibellines, the
battle of Pavia, Massaniello, the revolutions of Naples, &c. &c.

" Hindostan.—Orme and Cambridge.
"America.—Robertson, Andrews' American War.
•' Africa.—IMercly from travels, as Mungo Park, Bruce.

" BIOGRAPHY.

'• Robertson's Charles V.—Caesar, Sallust (Catiline and Jugurtha),
Lives of Marlborough and Eugene, Tekeli, Bonnard, Buonaparte, all

the British Poets, both by Johnson and Anderson, Rousseau's Con-
fessions, Life of Cromwell, British Plutarch, British Nepos, Camp-
bell's Lives of the Admirals, Charles XII., Czar Peter, Catherine II.,

Heniy Lord Kaimes, Marmontel, Teignuiouth's Sir William Jones,
Life of Newton, Belisaire, with thousands not to be detailed.

" LAW.
•' Blackstone, Montesquieu.

" PIHLOSOPHY.

" Paley, Locke, Bacon, Hume, Berkeley, Drmnmond, Beatne, and
Bolingbroke. Hobbes I detest.

" GEOGRAPHY.
" Strabo, Cellarius, Adams, Pinkerton, and Guthrie.

'• All the British Classics, as before detailed, with most of ilie living

poets, Scott, Southey, &c.—Some French, in the original, of which the
Cid is my favourite.—Little Italian.—Greek and Latin without mrni-
ber ;—these last I shall give up in future.—I have translated a good
deal from both languages, verse as well as prose.

"eloquence.

" Demosthenes, Cicero, Quintilian, Sheridan, Austin's Cliironomia,
and Parliamentarv Debates, from the Revolution to the vear 1742.

F2
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" DIVINITY.

'•Blair, Portuiis, 'I'lUotson, Hooker,—all very tiresome. I abhor
books of religion, thougli I reverence and love my God, without the
blasphemous notions of sectaries, or belief in their absurd and damn-
able heresies, mysteries, and Thirty-nine Articles.

" MISCELLANIES.

" Spectator, Rambler, World, &c. &c.—Novels by the thousand.

" All the books here enumerated I have taken down from memory.
I recollect reading them, and can quote passages from any mentioned.
I have, of course, omitted several in my catalogue ; but the greater
part of the above I perused before the age of fifteen. Since I left

Harrow I have become idle and conceited, from scribbling rhyme and
making love to women. " B.—Nov. 30, 1807.

" I have also read (to my regret at present) above four thousand
novels, including the works of Cervantes, Fielding, Smollet, Richard-
son, Mackenzie, Sterne, Rabelais, and Rousseau, &c. &c. The book,
in my opinion, most useful to a man who wishes to acquire the reputa-
tion of being well read, with the least trouble, is, ' Burton's Anatomy
of Melancholy,' the most amusing and instructive medley of quota-
tions and classical anecdotes I ever perused. But a superficial reader
must take care, or his intricacies will bewilder him. If, however, he
has patience to go through his volumes, he will be more improved for

literary conversation than by the perusal of any twenty other works
with which I am acquainted,—at least, in the English language."

To this early and extensive study of English writers may be attri-

buted that mastery over the resources of his own language, witli which
Lord Byron came furnished into the field of literature, and which
enabled him, as fast as his youthful fancies sprung up, to clothe them
with a diction worthy of their beauty. In general, the difficulty of
young writers, at their commencement, lies far less in any lack of
thoughts or images, than in that want of a fitting organ to give these
conceptions vent, to which their unacquaintance with the great instru-

ment of the man of genius, his native language, dooms them. It will

be found, indeed, that the three most remarkable examples of early
authorship, which in their respective lines, the history of literature

affords—Pope, Congreve, and Chatterton—were all of them persons
self-educated,* according to their own intellectual wants and tastes.

and left, undistracted by the Avorse than useless pedantries of the

schools, to seek, in the pure " well of English undefiled," those trea-

sures of which they accordingly so very early and intimately possessed

* " 1 took to reading by myself," says Pope, " for which I had a very great

eagerness and enthusiasm ; I followed evi.'ry where, as my fancy led

me, and was like a boy gathering flowers in the fields and woods, just as they
fell in his way. These five or six years I still look upon as the happiest part
of my life." It appears, too, that he was himself aware of the advantages
which this free course of study brought with it:—" Mr. Pope," says Spence,
*• thought himself the better, in some respects, for not having had a regulaf

education. He (as he observed in particular) read originally for tho sens*",

v.'hercas we- nre 1an£rlit. ff)r so manv rear?, to reod onlv for words
'"
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iheniselvcs.* To tlicse tlirec instances may now be added, virtually,

tliat of Lord JJyron, who, though a disciple of the schools, was, intel-

lectually speaking, in them, not of them, and who, while his comrades
were prying curiously into the graves of dead languages, betook him-
self to the fresh, living sources of his own,t and from thence drew
those rich, varied stores of diction, which have placed his works,
from the age of two-and-twenty upwards, among the most precious

depositories of the strength and sweetness of the English language
that our whole literature supplies.

In the same book that contains the above record of his studies, he
has written out, also from memory, a " List of the different poets,

dramatic or otherwise, who have distinguished their respective lan-

guages by their productions." After enumerating the various poets,

both ancient and modern, of Europe, he thus proceeds with his cata-

logue through other quarters of the world :

—

" Arabia.—Mahomet, whose Koran contains most sublime poetical
passages, far surpassing European poetry.

" Persia.—Ferdousi, author of the Shah Nameh, the Persian Iliad,

—Sadi, and Hafiz, the immortal Hafiz, the oriental Anacreon. The
last is reverenced beyond any bard of ancient or modern times by the
Persians, who resort to his tomb near Shiraz, to celebrate his memory.
A splendid copy of his works is chained to his monument.

" America.—An epic poet has already appeared in that hemisphere.
IJarlow, author of the Columbiad,—not to be compared with the works
of more polished nations.

" Iceland, Denmark, Norway, were famous for their Skalds. Among
these Lodburg was one of the most distinguished. His Death-Song
breathes ferocious sentiments, but a glorious and impassioned strain

of poetiy.
" Hindostan is undistinguished by any great bard,—at least, the

Sanscrit is so imperfectly known to Europeans, we know not what
poetical relics may exist.

" The Birman Empire.—Here the natives are passionately fond of
poetry, but their bards are unknown.

" China.—I never heard of any Chinese poet but the Emperor Kien
Long, and his ode to Tea. What a pity their philosopher Confucius
did not write poetry, with his precepts of morality!

^^Jlfrica.—In Afiica some of the native melodies are plaintive, and
the words simple and affecting; but whether their rude strains of
nature can be classed with poetry, as the songs of the bards, the Skalds
of Europe, &c. &c. I know not.

" This brief list of poets I have written down from memory, with-
out any l)ook of reference ; consequently some errors may occur, but
I think, if any, very trivial. The works of the European, and some
of the Asiatic, I have perused, either in the original or translations.

* Before Chatterton was twelve years old, he wrote a catalogue, in the
same manner as Lord Byron, of the books lie had already read, to the num-
ber of seventy. Of these the chief subjects were history and divinity.

t The perfect purity with which the Greeks wrote their own language
was, with justice perhaps, attributed by themselves to their entire abstinence

from the study of any other. " If they became learned," says Ferpruson. " if

was only by studying what tliev theinsplvos had produced."
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In my lisl of Eiigli-sli, I have merely mentioned the greatest ;—to enu-
merate the niiuor poets would be useless, as well as tedious. Perhaps
Gray, Goldsmith, and Collins, might have been added, as worthy of
mention, in a cosmopolite account. But as for the others, from Chau-
cer down to Churchill, they are ' voces et praeterea nihil ;'—sometimes
spoken of, rarely read, and never M'ith advantage. Chaucer, notwith-

standing the praises bestowed on him, I think obscene and con-

temptible :—he owes his celebrity merely to his antiquity, which he
does not deserve so well as Pierce Plowman, or Thomas of Ercil-

doune. English living poets I have avoided mentioning;—we have
none who M'ill not survive their productions. Taste is over with us

;

;ind another century will sweep our empire, our literature, and our
iianic, from all but a place in the annals of mankind.

" November 30, 1807. " Bvron."

Among the papers of his in my possession are several detached
Poems (in all nearly six hundred lines), which he wrote about this

period, but never printed—having produced most of them after the

publication of his " Hours of Idleness." The greater number of these
have little, besides his name, to recommend them ; but there are a few
that, from the feelings and circumstances that gave rise to them, will,

I have no doubt, be interesting to the reader.
When he first went to Newstead, on his arrival from Aberdeen, he

planted, it seems, a young oak in some part of the grounds, and had
an idea that as it flourished so should he. Some six or seven years
after, on revisiting the spot, he found his oak choked up by weeds,
and almost destroyed. In this circumstance, which happened soon
after Lord Grey de Ruthen left Newstead, originated one of these
poems, which consists of five stanzas, but of which the few opening
lines will be a sufficient specimen :

—

" Young Oak, when I planted thee deep in the ground,
I hoped that thy days would be longer than mine

;

That thy dark-waving branches would flourish around.
And ivy thy trunk with its mantle entwine.

" Such, such was my hope, when in infancy's years,

On the land of my fathers I rear'd thee with pride

;

They are past, and I water thy stem with my tears,

Thy decay not the weeds, that surround thee, can hide.

" I left thee, my Oak, and, since that fatal hour,
A stranger has dwelt in the Hall of my Sire," &c. &c.

The subject of the verses that follow is sufficiently explained by the

notice which he has prefixed to them; and, as illustrative of the

romantic and almost love-like feeling which he threw into his school
friendships, they appeared to mc, though rather quaint and elaborate,
to be worth preserving.

" Some years ago, when at H , a friend of the author engraved
on a particular spot the names of both, with a few additional words
as a memorial. Afterward, on receiving some real or imagined injury,
the author destroyed the frail record, before he left H . On re-

visiting the place in 1^07, he M'rote under it the following stanzas;-
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1.

" Here once engaged the stranger's view 4

Young Friendship's record simply traced

;

Few were her words,—^but yet though few,

Resentment's hand the line defaced.

" Deeply she cut—hut, not erased,

The characters were still so plain,

That Friendship once return'd and gazed,-

Till Memory hail'd the words again.

" Repentance placed them as before

;

Forgiveness join'd her gentle name

;

So fair the inscription seem'd once more,
That Friendship thought it still the same.

4.

" Thus might the record now have been

;

But, ah, in spite of hope's endeavour,

Or Friendship's tears. Pride rusli'd between.

And blotted out the line for ever !"

The same romantic feeling of friendship breathes throughout an-

other of these poems, in which he has taken for his subject the in-

genious thought " I'Amitie est I'Amour sans ailes," and concludes

every stanza with the words " Friendship is love without his wings."

Of the nine stanzas of which this poem consists, the three foUoAving

appear the most worthy of selection

:

" Why should my anxious breast repine,

Because my youth is fled?

Days of delight may still be mine,
Affection is not dead.

» In tracing back the years of youth,
'.^ One firm record, one lasting truth

Celestial consolation brings;
~ Bear it, ye breezes, to the seat,

"Where first my heart responsive beat,

—

' Friendship is Love without his wings 1'

" Seat of my youth ! thy distant spire

Recalls each scene of joy;

My bosom glows with former fire,

—

In mind again a boy.

Thy grove of elms, thy verdant hill,

Thy every path delights me still,

Each flower a double fragrance flings

;

Again, as once, in converse gay,
Each dear associate seems to say,

'Friendship is Love without his wings'.'
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'•]\ly Lyciis ! wherefore dost thou weep?
Thy fallhig tears restrain;

Affection for a time may sleep,

But, oh, 't will wake again.

Tliink, think, my friend, when next we meet,
Our long-wish'd intercourse, how sweet

!

From this my hope of rapture springs,

While youthful hearts thus fondly swell,

Absence, my friend, can only tell,

' Friendship is Love without h>3 wings !'

"

Wlietlicr the verses I am now about to give are, in any degree,

founded on fact, I have no accurate means of determining. Fond as

he was of recording every particular of his youth, such an event, or

rather era, as is here commemorated, would have been, of all others.

The least likely to pass unmentioned by him ;—and yet neither in con-
versation nor in aiiy of his writings do I remember even an allusion

to it.* On the other hand, so entirely was all that he wrote,—making
allowance for the embellishments of fancy,—the transcript of his

actual life and feelings, that it is not easy to suppose a poem, so full

of natural tenderness, to have been indebted for its origin to imagi-

nation alone.

"TO MY SON'. '

1

'• Those flaxen locks, those eyes of blue,

Bright as thy mother's in their hue ;

Those rosy lips, whose dimples play
And smile to steal the heart away,
Recall a scene of former joy.

And touch thy father's heart, my Boy I

" And thou canst lisp a father's name

—

Ah, William, were thine own the same,

* The only circumstance I know, that bears even remotely on the subject

of this poem, is the following. About a year or two before the date affixed

to it, he wrote to his mother, from Harrow (as I have been told by a person,

to whom Mrs. Byron herself communicated the circumstance), to say, that

he had lately had a good deal of uneasiness on account of a young woman,
whom he knew to have been a favourite of his late friend, Curzon, and who,
finding herself after his death in a state of progress towards maternity, had
declared Lord Byron was the father of her child. This, he positively assured

his mother, was not the case; but, believing, as he did firmly, that the child

belonged to Curzon, it was his wish that it should be brought up with all pos-

sible caro, and he therefore entreated that his mother would have the kind-

ness to take charge of it. Though such a request might well (as my inform-

ant expresses it) have discomposed a temper more mild than Mrs. Byron's,

she notwithstanding answered her son in the kindest terms, saying that she

would willingly receive the child as soon as it was born, and bring it up in

whatever manner he desired. Happily, however, the infant died almost

immedialely, and was thus spared the bein? a tax on the good nature of any
bod v.
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No self-reproach—but, let me cease

—

My care for thee shall purchase peace

;

Thy mother's shade shall smile in joy, >

And pardon all the past, my Boy

!

3.

" Her lowly ^-ave the turf has prest,

And thou hast known a stranger's breast.

Derision sneers upon thy birth,

And yields thee scarce a name on earth

;

Yet shall not these one hope destroy,

—

A Father's heart is thine, my Boy

!

4.

" Why let the world unfeeling frown,
Must I fond Nature's claim disown I

Ah, no—though moralists reprove,

I hail thee, dearest child of love.

Fair cherub, pledge of youth and joy—
A Father guards thy birth, my Boy!

5.

" Oh, 't will be sweet in thee to trace,

Ere age has wrinkled o'er my face.

Ere half my glass of life is run,

At once a brother and a son

;

And all my wane of years eiiiploy

In justice done to thee, my Boy'."

6.

" Although so young thy heedless sire.

Youth will not damp parental fire

;

And wert thou still less dear to me,
While Helen's form revives in thee,

The breast, which beat to former joy,

Will ne'er desert its pledge, my Boy!
" B ,

1807."*

But the most remarkable of these poems is one of a date prior to
any I have given, being written in December, 1806, when he was not

* In this practice of dating his juvenile poems he followed the example of
Milton, who (says Johnson), " by affixing the dates to his first compositions,
a boast of wliich the learned Politian had given him an example, seems to
commend the earliness of his own compositions to the notice of posterity."

The following trifle, written also by him in 1807, has never, as far as I

know, appeared in print :

—

"epitaph on JOHN ADAMS, OF SOUTHWELL, A CARRIER, WHO DIED OF DRUNKENNESS.
" John Adams lies here, of the parish of Southwell,
A Carrier, who carried his can to his mouth well

;

He carried so much, and he carried so fast,

He could carry no more—so was carried at last;

For, the hquor he drank being too much for one,
He could not ram/ off,—so ho 's now carri-onJ'^

" R . Sept. 1807.'-
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yet nineteen years old. It contains, as will be seen, his religious

creed at that period, and shows how early the struggle between natu-

ral piety and doubt began in his mind.

"THE PRAYER OF NATURE.

• Father of Light ! great God of Heaven

!

Hear'st thou the accents of despair ?

Can guilt like man's be e'er forgiven 1

Can vice atone for crimes by prayer 1

Father of Light, on thee I call

!

Thou seest my soul is dark within

;

Thou who canst mark the sparrow's fall,

Avert from me the death of sin.

No shrine I seek, to sects unknown,
Oh point to me the path of truth

!

Thy dread omnipotence I own.
Spare, yet amend, the faults of youth.

Let bigots rear a gloomy fane,

Let superstition hail the pile,

Let priests, to spread their sable reign,

With tales of mystic rites beguile.

Shall man confine his Maker's sway
To Gothic domes of mouldering stone ?

Thy temple is the face of day

;

Earth, ocean, heaven, thy boundless throne.

Shall man condemn his race to hell

Unless they bend in pompous form

;

Tell us that all, for one who fell,

Must perish in the mingling storm 1

Shall each pretend to reach the skies,

Yet doom his brother to expire.

Whose soul a different hope supplies,

Or doctrines less severe inspire 1

Shall these by creeds they can't expound,
Prepare a fancied bliss or wo 1

Shall reptiles, grovelling on the ground.
Their great Creator's purpose know ?

Shall those, who live for self alone,

Whose years float on in daily crime

—

Shall they by Faith for guilt atone.

And live beyond the bounds of Time 1

Father ! no prophet's laws I seek,

—

Thy laws in Nature's works appear;

—

I own myself corrupt and weak,
Yet will I pray, for thou wilt hear

!

Thou, who canst guide the wandering star

Through trackless realms of ^Ether's space

;

Who calm'st the elemental war,
Whose hand from pole to pole I trace :

—

Thou, who in wisdom placed me here.

Who, when thou wilt, can take me hence.
Ah ! while I tread this earthly sphere,

FiXtend to me thy wide defence.
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To Thee, my God, to Thee I call

!

Whatever weal or wo betide,

By thy command I rise or fall,

In thy protection I confide.

If, when this dust to dust restored,

l\Iy soul shall float on airy wing,
How shall thy glorious name adored

Inspire her feeble voice to sing

!

But if this fleeting spirit share
With clay the grave's eternal bed,

While life yet throbs I raise my prayer.

Though doom'd no more to quit the dead.

To Thee I breathe my humble strain,

Grateful for all thy mercies past,

And hope, my God, to thee again
This erring life may fly at last.

" 29th Dec. 1806.
'

"Byron."

In another of these poems, which extends to about a hundred lines,

and which he wrote under the melancholy impression that he should
soon die, we find him concluding with a prayer in somewhat the same
spirit. After bidding adieu to all the favourite scenes of his youth.*

he thus continues,

—

" Forget this world, my restless sprite.

Turn, turn thy thoughts to Heav'n :

There must thou soon direct thy flight,

If errors are forgiven.

To bigots and to sects unknown,
Bow down beneath th' Almighty's Throne ;

—

To him address thy trembling prayer;
He, who is merciful and just.

Will not reject a child of dust.

Although his meanest care.

Father of Light ! to thee I call,

My soul is dark within

;

Thou, who canst mark the sparrow fall,

Avert the death of sin.

Thou, who canst guide the wandering star,

Who calm'st the elemental war,
Whose mantle is yon boundless sky,

My thoughts, my words, my crimes forgive

;

And, since I soon must cease to live,

Listruct me how to die. " 1807."

We have seen, by a former letter, that the law proceedings for the

recovery of his Rochdale property had been attended with success

* Annesley is, of course, not forgotten among the number :

" And shall I here forget the scene,

Still nearest to my breast ?

Rocks rise and rivers roll between
The rural spot which passion blest

Yet, Mary, all thy beauties seem
Fresh as in Lovp's bewitchin? dream." &c. fzc.
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in some trial of the case at Lancaster. The following note to one
of his Southwell friends, announcing a second triumph of the cause,
shows how sanguinely and, as it turned out, erroneously he calcu-

lated on the results.

" Feb. 9th, 1807.

" I have the pleasure to inform you, we have gained the Rochdale
cause a second time, by which I am £60,000 plus.

" Yours ever,
" Byron."

In the month of April we find him still at Southwell, and addressing
f his friend Dr. Pigot, who was at Edmburgh, the following note :—

*

" Southwell, April, 1807.
" MY DEAR P160T,

" Allow me to congratulate you on the success of your first exa-
mination—' Courage, mon ami.' The title of Dr. will do wonders
with the damsels. I shall most probably be in Essex or London
when you arrive at this d—d place, where I am detained by the

publication of my rhymes.
" Adieu.—Believe me yours very truly,

" Byron.

" P. S. Since we met, I have i-educed myself by violent exercise,

much physic, and hot bathing, from 14 stone 6 lb. to 12 stone 71b. In
all I have lost 27 pounds. Bravo !—what say you ?"

His movements and occupations for the remainder of this j^ear will

be best collected from a series of his own letters, which I am enabled,
by the kindness of the lady to whom they were addressed, to give.

Though these letters are boyishlyf written, and a good deal of their

pleasantry is of that conventional kind which depends more upon
phrase than thought, they will yet, I think, be found curious and
interesting, not only as enabling us to track him through this period
of his life, but as throwing light upon various little traits of character,

and laying open to us the first working of his hopes and fears while
waiting, in suspense, the opinions that were to decide, as he thought,
his future fame. The first of the series, which is without date,

* It appears from a passage in one of Miss 's letters to her brother,

that Lord Byron sent, through this gentleman, a copy of his Poems to Mr.
Mackenzie, the author of the Man of Feeling :

—" I am glad you mentioned
Mr. Mackenzie's having got a copy of Lord B.'s Poems, and what he thought
of them—Lord B. was so much pleased !"

In another letter, the fair writer says :
—" Lord Byron desired me to tell

you that the reason you did not hear from him was because his publication

was not so forward as he had flattered himself it would have been. I told

him, ' he was no more to be depended on than a woman,' which instantly

brought the softness of that sex into his countenance, for he blushed
exceedingly."

t He was, indeed, a thorough boy, at this period, in every respect:—" Next
Monday" (says Miss ) " is our great fair. Lord Byron talks of it

with as much jjleasure as little Henry, and declares he will ride in the Round-
about.—but I think hn will change iiis mind."
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appears to have been MTitteji before he had left Southwell. The
other letters, it will be seen, are dated from Cambridge and from
London.

LETTER XIL

TO MISS
"June 11th, 1807.

" DEAR QUEEN BESS,

'* Savage ought to he immortal:—though not s. thorough-bred bull-

dog, he is the finest puppy I ever saw, and will answer much better ; in

liis great and manifold kindness he has already bitten my fingers, and
disturbed the gravity of old Boatswain, who is grievously discomposed.

I wish to be informed what he costs, his expenses, &c. &c., that I may
indemnify Mr. G . My thanks are all I can give for the trouble

he has taken, make a long speech, and conclude it with 12 3 4 5 6 7.*

I am out of practice, so deputize you as Legate,

—

arnbassador would
not do in a matter concerning the Pope, which I presume this must,

as the vahole turns upon a Bull. " Yours,
" Byron.

" P. S. I write in bed."

LETTER XIII.

TO MISS

" Cambridge, June 30lli, 1807.
" ' Better late than never, Pal,' is a saying of which you know the

origin, and as it is apphcable on the present occasion, you will excuse
its conspicuous place in the front of my epistle. I am almost super-

annuated here. My old friends (with the exception of a very few)

aU departed, and I am preparing to follow them, but remain till Monday
to be present at three Oratorios, two Concerts, a Fair, and a Ball. I find

I am not only thinner but taller by an inch since my last visit. I was
obhged to tell every body my name, nobody having the least recol-

lection of my visage or person. Even the hero of my Cornelian (who
is now sitting vis-d-vis, reading a volume of my Poetics) passed me in

Trinity walks without recognising me in the least, and was thunder-

struck at the alteration which had taken place in my countenance,

&c. &c. Some say I look better, others worse, but all agree I am
thinner—more I do not require. I have lost 2 lb. in my weight since

I left your cursed, detestable, and abhorred abode of scandal,^ where,

* He here alludes to an odd fancy or trick of his own , wJienevor lie waa
at a loss for something to say, he used to gabble over "12 3 4 5 6 7."

t Notwithstanding the abuse which, evidently more in sport than serious-

ness, he lavishes, in the course of these letters, upon Southwell, he was, in

after-days, taught to feel that the hours which he had passed in this place

were far more happy than any he had known afterward. In a letter written

not long since to his servant Fletcher, by a lady who had been intimate with

him, in his young days, at Southwell, there are the following words:—" Your
poor, good master always called me 'Old Piety,' when 1 preached to him.

When he paid me l»is last visit, he said, ' Weil, good friend, I shall never hf-
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excepting yourself and John Becher, I care not if the whole race

were consigned to the Pit of Acheron, which I would visit in person

rather than contaminate my sandals with the polluted dust of South-

well. Seriously, unless obliged by the emptiness of my purse to revisit

Mrs. B., you will see me no more.
" On Monday I depart for London. I quit Cambridge with little

regret, because our set are vanished, and my musical protege before

mentioned has left the choir, and is stationed in a mercantile house

of considerable eminence in the metropolis. You may have heard

me observe he is exactly, to an hour, two years younger than myself.

I found him grown considerably, and, as you will suppose, very glad

to see his former Patron. He is nearly my height, veiy thin, ver>-

fair complexion, dark eyes, and light locks. My opinion of his mind
you already know ;—I hope I shall never have occasion to change it.

Every body here conceives me to be an invalid. The university at

present is very gay, from the fetes of divers kinds. I supped out last

night, but eat (or ate) nothing, sipped a bottle of claret, went to bed

at 2 and rose at 8. I have commenced early rising, and find it agrees

with me. The Masters and the Fellows all very polite, but look a little

askance—don't much admire lampoons—truth always disagreeable.
" Write, and tell me how the inhabitants of your menagerie go on,

and if my publication goes ojf well : do the quadrupeds growl ?

Apropos, my bull-dog is deceased—' Flesh both of cur and man is

grass.' Address your answer to Cambridge. If I am gone, it will be

forwarded. Sad news just arrived— Russians beat—a bad set, eat

nothing but oil, consequently must melt before a hard fire. I get

awkward in my academic habiliments for Avant of practice. Got up
in a window to hear the oratorio at St. Mary's, popped down in the

middle of the Messiah, tore a woful rent in the back of my best black

silk gown, and damaged an egregious pair of breeches. Mem—never

tumble from a church window during service. Adieu, dear * * * *

'

do not remember me to any body :—to forget and be forgotten by the

people of Southwell is all I aspire to."

LETTER XIV

" Trin. Coll. Camb. July 5th, 18u7.
'• Since my last letter I have determined to reside another year at

Granta, as my rooms, &c. &c. are finished in great style, several old

friends come up again, and many new acquaintances made ; conse-

quently, my inclination leads me forward, and I shall return to college

in October, if still alive. My life here has been one continued routine

of dissipation—out at different places every day, engaged to more
dinners, &c. &c. than my stay would permit me to fulfil. At this mo-
ment I write with a bottle of claret in my head, and tears in my eyes

:

for I have just parted with my ' Corrielian,^ who spent the evening with

me. As it was our last interview, I postponed my engagement to

60 happy again as I was in old Southwell,' " His real opinion of the

advantages of this town, as a place of residence, will be seen in a subsequent
letter, where he most strenuously recommends it, in that point of view, to

Mr. Dallas.
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devote the hours of the Sabbath to friendship :—Edlestou and I have
separated for the present, and uiy mind is a chaos of hope and sorrow.
To-morrow I set out for London : you will address your answer to
' Gordon's Hotel, Aibemarle-street,' where I sojourii during ray visit to

the metropolis.
" I rejoice to hear you are interested in my protege : he has been

my almost constant associate since October, 1805, when I entered Tri-
nity college. His voice first attracted my attention, his countenance
fixed it, and his manners attacthed me to him for ever. He departs for

a mercantile house in tou-n in October, and we shall probably not meet
till the expiration of my minority, when I shall leave to his decision
either entering as a partner through my interest, or residing with me
altogether. Of course he would in his present frame of mind prefer
the latter, but he may alter his opinion previous to that period ;—how-
ever, he shall have his choice. I certamly love him more than any
liuman being, and neither time nor distance have had the least effect on
my (in general) changeable disposition. In short, we shall put Lady
E. Butler and Miss Ponsonby to the blush, Pylades and Orestes out of
countenance, and want nothing but a catastrophe like J^fisus and Eu-
ryalus, to give Jonathan and David the ' go by.' He certainly is per-
haps more attached to me than even I am in return. During the whole
of my residence at Cambridge we met every day, summer and winter,
without passing one tiresome moment, and separated each time with
increasing reluctance. I hope you will one day see us together, he is

the only being I esteem, though I like many.*
" The Marquis of Tavistock was down the other day; I supped with

liim at his tutor's—entirely a whig party. The opposition muster

* It may be as well to mention here the sequel of this enthusiastic

attachment. In the year 1811, young Edleston died of a consumption, and
the following letter, addressed by Lord Byron to the mother of his fair South-
well correspondent, will show with what melancholy faithfulness, among the
many his heart had then to mourn for, he still dwelt on the memory of his

young college friend.
"Cambridge, October 28th, 1811.

" DEAR MADAM,
" I am about to write to you on a silly subject, and yet I cannot well do

otherwise. You may remember a cornelian, which some years ago I con-

signed to Miss * * * *, indeed gave to her, and now I am going to make the

most selfish and rude of requests. The person who gave it to me, when I

was very young, is dead, and though a long time has elapsed since we met, as

it was the only memorial I possessed of that person (in whom I was very
much interested), it has acquired a value by this event I could have wished
it never to have borne in my eyes. If, therefore. Miss * * * * should have
preserved it, I must, under these circumstances, beg lier to excuse my
requesting it to be transmitted to me at No. 8, St. James's-street ".ondon,

and I will replace it by something she may remember m equally well.

As she was always so kind as to feel interested in the fate of him that formed
the subject of our conversation, you may telJ her tliat the giver of that corne-

lian died in May last of a consumption, at tlie age of twenty-one, making
the sixth, within four months, of friends and relatives that I have lost

between May and the end of August.
" Believe me, dear Madam, yours very sincerely,

" Byron.
" P.S. I go to London to-morrow."
The cornelian heart was^q^

c

ourse, returned, and Lord Byron, at the same
time, reminded that he had'flp^ it with Miss * *_* * as a deposite. not a gift.
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strong here now, and Lord Huntingdon, the duke of Leinster, &c. &c.
are to join us in October, so every thing will be splendid. The music
is all over at present. Met with another ' accidency'—upset a butter-

boat in the lap of a lady—look'd very blue—spectators grinned—' curse

'em I" Apropos, sorry to say, been drunk every day, and not quite

sober yet—however, touch no meat, nothing but fish, soup, and vege-

tables, consequently it does me no harm—sad dogs all the Cantabs.

Mem

—

"we mean to reform next January. This place is a monotony of
endless variety—like it—hate Southwell. Has Ridge sold well ? or do
the ancients demur % What ladies have bought?****

" Saw a girl at St. Mary's the image of Anne * * *, thought it was
her—all in the wrong—the lady stared, so did I—I blushed, so did not

the lady—sad thing—wish women had more modesty. Talking of wo-
men, puts me in mind of my terrier Fanny—how is she ] Got a head-
ache, must go to bed, up early in the morning to travel. My protege
breakfasts with me ; parting spoils my appetite—excepting from South-
well. Mem

—

I hate Southwell. Yours, &c."

LETTER XV

" Gordon's Hotel, July 13th, 1807.
" Vou write most excellent epistles—a fig for other correspondents

with their nonsensical apologies for ' knowing nought about it,''—you
send me a delightful budget. I am here in a perpetual vortex of dis-

sipation (very pleasant for all that), and, strange to tell, 1 get thinner,

being now below eleven stone considerably. Stay in town a month,
perhaps six weeks, trip into Essex, and then, as a favour, irradiate

Southwell for three days with the light of my countenance ; but nothing
shall ever make me reside there again. I positively return to Cam-
bridge in October; we are to be uncommonly gay, or in truth I should
cut the University. An extraordinary circumstance occurred to me at

Cambridge, a girl so very like * * * made her appearance, that nothing
but the most minute inspection could have undeceived me. I wish I

had asked if she had ever been at H * * *.

" What the devil would Ridge have ? is not fifty in a fortnight, be-

fore the advertisements, a sufficient sale ? I hear many of the London
booksellers have them, and Crosby has sent copies to the principal

watering-places. Are they liked or not in Southwell?*****!
wish Boatswain had swallowed Damon ! How is Bran 1 by the im-
mortal gods. Bran ought to be a Count of tlie Holy Roman Empire. * * *

" The intelligence of London cannot be interesting to you, who
liave rusticated all your life—tlie annals of routs, riots, balls, and
boxing-matches, cards and crim. cons., parliamentary discussion, po-

litical details, masquerades, mechanics, Argyle-street Institution and
aquatic races, love and lotteries, Brooks's and Buonaparte, opera-singers
and oratorios, wine, women, wax-works, and weathercocks, can't

accord with your insulated ideas of decorum and other silly expressions

not inserted in our vocabtdary.
" Oh ! Soutluvcll, Southwell, how I rejoice to ha\ e left thee, and

iiow I curse the heavy hours I dragged alomr, for so mSny months,
among the Mohawks who inhabit your kij|[^—However, one tiling I

rli) not regret, which is having pared o/TWPiiniciciit quantity of flesh
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to enable me to slip into 'an eel skin,' and vio with the aliiu beaux of
modern times; though, I am sorry to say, it seems to be the mode
among- gentlemen to grow fat, and I am told I am at least Mlb. below
the fashion. However, I decrease instead of enlarging-, which is extra-
ordinary, as violent exercise in London is impracticable ; but I attribute
the phenomenon to our evening squeezes at public and private parties. 1

lieard from Ridge this morning (the 14th, my letter was begun yester-
day) : he says the Poems go on as well as can be wished, the seventy-
five sent to town are circulated, and a demand for fifty more complied
Avith, the day he dated his epistle, though the advertisements are not
yet half published. Adieu.

" P.S. Lord Carlisle, on receiving my Poems, sent, before he opened
the book, a tolerably handsome letter:—I have not heard from him
since. His opmions I neither know nor care about ; if he is the least
insolent, I shall enroll him with Butler* and the other worthies. He
IS in Yorkshire, poor man ! and very ill ! He said he had not time to
read the contents, but thouglit it necessary to acknowledge the receipt
of the volume immediately. Perhaps the earl ^ bears no brother near
the throne,''—if so, I will make his sceptre totter in his hands.—Adieu!"

LETTER XVL

" August L>d, ISOT.
• Loudon begins to disgorge its content*—town is empty—conse

ijuently I can scribble at leisure, as occupations are less numerous.
1 n a fortnight I shall depart to fulfil a country engagement ; but expect
I wo epistles from you previous to that periorl. Ridge docs not proceed
rapidly in Notts—very possible. In town things wear a more pro-
mising aspect, and a man whose works are praised by reviewers, ad-
mired by dutchesses, and sold by every bookseller of the metropolis,
does not dedicate much consideration to rustic readers. I have now a
review before me, entitled 'Literary Recreations,' where my bardship
is applauded far beyond my deserts. I know nothing of the critic,

but think him a very discerning gentleman, and myself a devilish clever
fellow. His critique pleases me particularly because it is of great
length, and a proper quantum of censure is administered, just to give
an agreeable relish to the praise. You know I hate insipid, unqualified,
commonplace compliment. If you would Avish to see it, order the
13th number of 'Literary Recreations' for the last month. I assure
you I have not the most distant idea of the writer of the article—it is

printed in a periodical publication—and though I have written a paper
(a review of Wordsworth),f which appears in the same work, I am

* In the Collection of his Poems printed for private circulation, he had
inserted some severe verses on Dr. Butler, which he omitted in the subsequent
publication,—at the same time explaining why he did so in a note little

less severe than the verses.

t This first attempt of Lord Byron at reviewing (for it will be seen that
he, once or twice afterward, tried his hand at this least poetical of employ-
ments) is remarkable only as showing how plausibly he could assume the
estabhshed tone and phraseolpgy of these minor judgment-seats of criticism.

Vol. L~G
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iguoraiii ol" e\ ery oilier person concerned in it—even the editor, whose
name I have not heard. My cousin, Lord Alexander Gordon, who
resided in the same hotel, told me his mother, her Grace of Gordon,

requested he would introduce my poetical Lordship to her Highness, as

she had bought my volume, admired it exceedingly in common with

the rest of the fashionable world, and wished to claim her relationship

with the author. I was unluckily engaged on an excursion for some
days afterward, and as the dutchess was on the eve of departing for

Scotland, I have postponed my introduction till the winter, when I

shall favour the lady, -whose taste I shall not dispute, with my most

sublime and edifying conversation. She is now in the Highlands, and

Alexander took his departure a few days ago, for the same blessed seat

of ' da.rk rolling winds.''
" Crosby, my London publisher, has disposed of his second impor-

tation, and has sent to Ridge for a third—at least so he says. In every

bookseller's window I see my arson name and say nothing, but enjoy my
fame in secret. My last reviewer kindly requests me to alter my de-

termination of writing no more, and ' a Friend to the Cause of Litera-

ture' begs 1 will gratify the public with some new work 'at no very

distant period.' Who would not be a bard?—that is to say, if ail

critics would be so polite. However, the others will pay me off, I

doubt not, for this gentle encouragement. If so, have at 'em ! By-the-

by, I have written at my intervals of leisure, after two in the morning,

three hundred and eighty lines in blank verse, of Bosworth Field. I

have luckily got Hutton's account. I shall extend the Poem to eight

or ten books, and shall have finished it in a year. Whether it will be

published or not must depend on circumstances. So much for egotism I

My laurels have turned my brain, but the cooling acids of forthcoming

criticisms will probably restore me to modesty.
" Southwell is a damned place—I have done with it—at least in all

probability: excepting yourself, I esteem no one within its precincts.

You were my only rational companion ; and in plain truth, I had more
respect for you than the whole bevy, with whose foibles I amused my-
self in compliance with their prevailing propensities. You gave your-

self more trouble with me and my manuscripts than a thousand dolls

would have done. Believe me, I have not forgotten your good-nature

in this circle of sin, and one day I trust I shaU be able to evince my
gratitude. Adieu, yours, &c

" P.S. Remember me to Dr. P."

Foriuslance :
— " The volumes before us are by the Author of Lyrical Ballads.

a collection which has not undeaervedly met with a considerable share oi'

public applause. 'I'he characteristics of Mr. VVordsworth's muse are simple

and flowing, though occasionally inharmonious, verse,—strong and some-
times irresistible appeals to the feelings, with unexceptionable sentiments.

Though the present work may not equal his former efforts, many of the

jioems possess a native elegance," &c. k.c. If Mr. Wordsworth ever chanced

to cast his eye over this article, how little could he have suspected that

under that dull prosaic mask lurked one who, in live sliort years from thence,

would rival even him in poetry.
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LETTER XVIT.

"London, Au^st lull, IHOT.
•* On Sunday next 1 set off for the Highlands.* A friend of mine

accompanies me in my carriage to Edinburgh. There Ave shall leave

it, and proceed in a tandem (a species of open carriage") through the

western passes to Inverary, where we shall purchase sheliies, to enable

us to view places inaccessible to vehicular conveyances. On the coast

we shall hire a vessel and visit the most remarkable of the Hebrides,
and, if we have time and favourable Aveather, mean to sail as far as

Iceland, only three hundred miles from the northern extremity of Cale-

donia, to peep at Hecla. This last intention you will keep a secret, as

my nice mamma would imagine I was on a Voyage of Discovery, and
raise the accustomed maternal warwhoop.

" Last week I swam in the Thames from Lambeth through tlie tu'o

bridges, Westminster and Blackfriars, a distance, including the differ-

ent turns and tacks made on the way, of three miles ! You see I am in

excellent training in case of a squall at sea. I mean to collect all the

Erse traditions, poems, &c. &c., and translate, or expand the subject

lo fill a volume, which may appear next spring under the denomina-
tion of ' T7ie //i^Wa?if? Harp,'' or some title equally picturesque. Of
Bosvvorth Field, one book is finished, another just begun. It will be
a work of tliree or four years, and most probably never conclude. What
would you say to some stanzas on Mount Hecla'? they would be
Avritten at least with^re. How is the immortal Bran ] and the Phoe-
nix of canine quadrupeds. Boatswain? I have lately purchased a

thorough-bred bull-dog, Avorthy to be the coadjutor of the aforesaid

celestials—his name is Smut

!

—
' bear it, ye breezes, on your balmy

Avings.'
" Write to me before I set off, I conjure you by the fifth rib of your

grandfather. Ridge goes on Avell Avith the books—I thought that

Avorthy had not done much in the country. In town they hai'e been
very successful ; Carpenter (Moore's publisher) told m.e a feAv days
ago they sold all theirs immediately, and had several inquiries made
since, Avhich, from the books being gone, they could not supply. The
Duke of York, the Marchioness of Headfort, the Dutchess of Gordon,
kc. &c. Avere among the purchasers, and Crosby saj's the circulation

Avill be still more extensive in the Avinter; the summer season being
A ery bad for a sale, as most people are absent from London. How-
ever, they have gone off extremely Avell altogether. I shall pass veiy
near you on my journey through NeAvark, but cannot approacli. Don't

tell this to Mrs. B., Avho supposes I travel a different road. If you
have a letter, order it to be left at Ridge's shop, Avhere I shall call, or
the post-office, Newark, about 6 or 8 in the evening. If your brother

Avould ride over, I should be devilish glad to see him—he can return
the same night, or sup Avith us, and go home the next morning—the

Kingston Arms is my inn. " Adieu, yours ever,
" Byro.n."

* This plan (which he never put in practice) had been talked of by him
before he left SouthAvell, and is thus noticed in a letter of his fair corres-

G2
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LETTER XVIII.

"' Trinity College, Cambridge, October 26tli, 18&T.
" 31Y UliAR ELIZABETH,

" Fatigued with sitting up till four in the morning for the last two
days at hazard,* I take up my pen to inquire how your highness and
the rest of my female acquaintance at the seat of archiepiscopal gran-
deur go on. I know I deserve a scolding for my negligence in not
writing more frequently; but racing up and down tlie country for these
last three months, how was it possible to fulfil the duties of a corres-
pondent 1 Fixed at last for six weeks, I write, as tJmi as ever (not
having gained an ounce since my reduction), and rather in better
humour ;—but, after all, Southwell was a detestable residence. Thank
St. Dominica, I have done with it : I have been twice within eight
miles of it, but could not prevail on myself to suffocate in its heavy
atmosphere. This place is wretched enough—a villanous chaos of din
and drunkenness, nothing but hazard and Burgundy, hunting, mathe-
matics and Newmarket, riot and racing. Yet it is a paradise com
pared with the eternal dulness of Southwell. Oh! the misery o/

doing nothing but make love, enemies, and verses.
" Next January (but this is eiitre nous only, and pray let it be so, or

my maternal persecutor will be throwing her tomahawk at any of my
curious projects) I am going to sea, for four or five months, with my
cousin, Capt. Bettesworth, who commands the Tartar, the finest fri-

gate in the navy. I have seen most scenes, and wish to look at a
naval life. We are going probably to the Mediterranean, or to the
West Indies, or—to the d 1 ; and if there is a possibility of taking
me to the latter, Bettesworth will do it ; for he has received four-and-
twenly wounds in different places, and at this moment possesses a
letter from the late Lord Nelson, stating Bettesworth as the only ofli-

cer in the navy who had more wounds than himself.
" I have got a new friend, the finest in the world, a tame bear. Wlien

I brought him here, they asked me what I meant to do with him, and
my reply was, 'he should sit for a fellowship.'' Sherard will explain
the meaning of the sentence, if it is ambiguous. This answer de-
lighted them not. AVe have several parties here, and this evening a
large assortment of jockeys, gamblers, boxers, authors, parsons, and
poets, sup with me,—a precious mixture, but they go on well together

;

poiidont to her brother :—" How can you ask if Lord B. is going to visit the
Highlands in the summer? Why, don't you know that he never knows his

own mind for ten minutes together ? I tell him he is as fickle as the winds,
and as uncertain as the waves."

* We observe here, as in other parts of his early letters, that soat of dis-

;(lay and boast of rakishness whicli is but too common a folly at this period of
life, when the young aspirant to manhood persuades himself that to be profli-

gate is to be manly. Unluckily, this boyish desire of being thought worse
than ho really was remained with Lord Byron, as did some other feelings and
loibles of his boyhood, long after the period when, with others, they arc past
and forgotten ; and his mind, indeed, was but beginning to outgrow them,
wlien he was snatched awav.
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and for nie, I am a spice of eveiy tiling except a jockey; bj'-the-by, I

was dismounted again the otlicr day.
" Thank your brother in my name for his treatise. I have writton

214 pages of a novel,—one poem of 380 lines,* to be published (with-

out my name) in a few weeks, with notes,—5G0 lines of Bosworth
Field, and 250 lines of another poem in rhjnne, besides half a dozen
smaller pieces. The poem to be published is a Satire. Apropos, I

have been praised to the skies in the Critical Review,! and abused
greatly in another publication.^ So much the better, they tell me, for

the sale of the book ; it keeps up controversy, and prevents it being
forgotten. Besides, the first men of all ages have had their share, nor
do the humblest escape ;—so I bear it like a philosopher. It is odd two
opposite critiques came out on the same day, and out of five pages of
abuse my censor only quotes two lines from different poems, in sup-
port of his opinion. Now the proper way to cut up is to quote long
passages, and make them appear absurd, because simple allegation is

no proof. On the other hand, there are seven pages of praise, and
more than my modesty will allow said on the subject. Adieu.

" P.S. Write, write, write ! !

!

It was at the beginnmg of the following year that an acquaintance
commenced between Lord Byron and a gentleman, related to liis family
by marriage, Mr. Dallas,—the author of some novels, popular, I believe,

in their day, and also of a sort of Memoir of the noble Poet published
soon after his death, which, from being founded chiefl}^ on original

correspondence, is the most authentic and trustworthy of any that

have yet appeared. In the letters addressed by Lord Byron to this

gentleman, among many details, curious in a literaiy point of view.
Me find, what is much more important for our present purpose, some
])articulars illustrative of the opinions which he had formed, at this

time of his life, on the two subjects most connected with the early
formation of character—morals and religion.

It is but rarely that infidelity or skepticism finds an entrance into

youthful minds. That readiness to take the future upon trust, which
is the charm of this period of life, would naturally, indeed, make it the

season of belief as w,."' as of hope. There are also then, still fresh
in the mind, the impressions of early religious culture, which, even in

those who begin soonest to question their faith, give way but slowly
to the encroachments of doubt, and, in the mean time, extend the

benefit of their moral restraint over a portion of life when it is acknow-
ledged such restraints are most necessary. If exemption from the

* The Poem afterward enlarged and published under the title of " Eng-
lish Bards and Scotch Reviewers." It appears from this that the ground-
work of that satire had been laid some time before the appearance of the

article in the Edinburgh Review.
t Sept. 1807. This Review, in pronouncing upon the young author's

future career, showed itself somewhat more " prophet-like" than the groat

oracle of the north. In noticing the Elegy on Newstead Abbey, the writer

says, " We could not but hail with something of prophetic rapture, the hope
conveyed in the closing stanza :

" Haply thy sun, emerging, yet may shine.

Thee to irradiate with meridian ray," &c. &c.

:j: The first number of a monthly publication called " The Satirist," in

which there appeared afterward some low and personal attacjis upon him.
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checks of religion be, as infidels themselves allow,* a state of freedom
from responsibility dangerous at all times, it must be peculiarly so in

that season of temptation, youth, when the passions are sufficiently

disposed to usui-p a latitude for themselves, without taking a license

also from infidelity to enlarge their range. It is, therefore, fortunate

that, for the causes just stated, the inroads of skepticism and disbelief

should be seldom felt in the mind till a period of life, when the cha-
racter, already formed, is out of the reach of their disturbing influence,

—M'hen, being the result, however erroneous, of thought and reason-
ing, they are likely to partake of the sobriety of the process by which
they were acquired, and, being considered but as matters of pure spe-

culation, to have as little share in determining tlie mind towards evil

as, too often, the most orthodox creed has, at the same age, in influ-

encing it towards good.
While, in this manner, the moral qualities of the unbeliever himself

are guarded from some of the mischiefs that might, at an earlier age,
attend such doctrines, the danger also of his communicating the infec-

tion to others is, for reasons of a similar nature, considerably dimi-

nished. The same vanity or daring which may have prompted the

youthful skeptic's opinions, will lead him likewise, it is probable,

rashly and irreverently to avow them, without regard either to the

effect of his example on those around him, or to the odium which, by
such an avowal, he entails irreparably on himself. But, at a riper age,

these consequences are, in genera], moi"e cautiously weighed. The
infidel, if at all considerate of the happiness of others, will naturally

pause before he chases from their hearts a hope of which his own feels

the want so desolately. If regardful only of himself, he will no less

naturally shrink from the promulgation of opinions which, in no age,

have men uttered with impunity. In either case there is a tolera-

bly good security for his silence ;—for, should benevolence not restrain

]iim from making converts of others, prudence may, at least, prevent
him from making a martyr of himself.

Unfortunately, Lord Byron was an exception to the usual course of
such lapses. With him, the canker showed itself " in the morn and
dew of youth," when the effect of such " blastments" is, for every
reason, most fatal,—and, in addition to the real misfortune of being
an unbeliever at any age, he exhibited the rare and melancholy spec-

tacle of an unbelieving schoolboy. The same prematurity of deve-
lopement which brought his passions and genius so early into action,

enabled him also to anticipate this worst, dreariest result of reason ;

and at the very time of life when a spirit and temperament like his

most required control, those checks, which religious prepossessions
best supply, were almost wholly wanting.

We have seen, in those two Addresses to the Deity which I have
selected from among his unpublished Poems, and still more stronglj-

in a passage of the Catalogue of his studies, at what a boyish age the

authority of all systems and sects was avowedly shaken oflF by his

inquiring spirit. Yet, even in these there is a fervour of adoration

* " Look out for c people entirely destitute of religion : if you find them at

all, be assured that they are but few degrees removed from brutes."

—

Hume.
The reader will find this avowal of Hume turned eloquently to tlie advan-

tage of religion in a Collection of Sermons, entitled " Th6 Connexion of

Christianity with Human Happiness," written by one of Lord Byron's earliest

and most vahied friends, the Rev. William Harness. .•
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mingled Avilh his defiance of creeds, tliroug-h which the piety implanted
in his nature (as it is deeply in all poetic natures) unequivocally shows
itself; and had he tlien fallen within the reach of such guidance and
example as would have seconded and fostered these natural disposi-
tions, tlie license of opinion, into which he afterward broke loose,
might have been averted. His skepti(usm, if iiot wholly removed,
juiglit have been softened down into that humble doubt, which, so far
from being inconsistent with a religious spirit, is, perhaps, its best
guard against presumption and uncharitableness ; and, at all events,
even if his own views of religion had not been brightened or elevated,
lie would have learned not wantonly to cloud or disturb those of otliers.

But there was no such monitor near him. After his departure from
Southwell, he had not a single friend or relative to whom he could
look up with respect ; but Avas thrown alone on the world, with his
passions and his pride, to revel in the fatal discovery which he ima-
gined himself to have made of the nothingness of the future, and the
all-paramount claims of tlie present. By singular ill-fortune, too, the
individual who, among all his college friends, had taken the strongest
hold on his admiration and affection, and whose loss he afterward
lamented with brotherly tenderness, was to the same extent as him-
self, if not more strongly, a skeptic. Of this remarkable young man,
Matthews, who was so early snatched away, and whose career in after-

life, had it been at all answerable to the extraordinary promise of his

youtli, must have placed him upon a level with the first men of his day,
a jMemoir was, at one time, intended to be published by his relatives

;

and to Lord Byron, among others of his college friends, application,

for assistance in the task, was addressed. The letter which this cir-

«;umstance drew forth from the noble poet, besides containing many
amusing traits of his friend, affords such an insight into his own habits
of life at this period, that, though infringing upon the chronological
order of his correspondence, I shall insert it here.

LETTER XIX.

'
. TO SIR. JIURRAY.

'
"Ravenna, 9bre 12, 1820.

'* What you said of the late Charles Skinner Matthews has set me
to my recollections ; but I have not been able to turn up any thing

which would do for the purposed Memoir of his brother, even if he
had previously done enough during his life to sanction the introduction

of anecdotes so merely personal. He was, however, a very extraor-

dinary man, and would have been a great one. No one ever succeeded
in a more surpassing degree than he did, as far as he went. He was
indolent too ; but whenever he stripped, he overthrew all antagonists.

His conquests will be found registered at Cambridge, particularly his

Downing one, which was hotly and highly contested and yet easily

won. Hobhouse was his most intimate friend, and can tell you more
of him than any man. William Bankes also a great deal. I myself
recollect more of his oddities than of his academical quahties, for we
lived most together at a very idle period of my life. When I went up
to Trinity in 1805, at the age of seventeen and a half, I was miserable

and untoward to a degree. I was wretched at leaving Harrow, to

which I had become attached during the last two years of my stay
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there ; wietclied at going to Cambridge instead of Oxford (there were
no rooms vacant at Christchurch), wretched from some private domes-
tic circumstances of different kinds, and consequently about as unsocial

as a wolf taken from the troop. So that, although I knew Matthews,
and met him often then at Bankes's (who was my collegiate pastor, and
master, and patron), and at Rhode's, Milnes's, Price's, Dick's, Macna-
mara's, Farrell's, Galley Knight's, and others of thai set of contempo-
raries, yet I Avas neither intimate with him nor with any else, except

my old schoolfellow Edward Long (with whom I used to pass the day
in riding and swimming), and William Bankes, who was good-naturedly

tolerant of my ferocities.
" It was not till 1807, after I had been upwards of a year away from .

Cambridge, to which I had returned again to reside for my degree, that

I became one of IMatthews's familiars, by means of H * *, who, after

hating me for two years, because I ' wore a -white hat and a gray coat

and rode a gray horse' (as he says himself), took me into his good
graces because I had written some poetry. I had always lived a good
deal, and got drunk occasionally, in their company; but now we
became really friends in a morning. Matthews, however, was not at

this period resident in college. I met him chiefly in London, and at

uncertain periods at Cambridge. H * *, in the mean time, did great

things : he founded the Cambridge ' Whig Club' (which he seems to

have forgotten), and the 'Amicable Society,' which was dissolved in

consequence of the members constantly quarrelling, and made himself
very popular with ' us youth,' and no less formidable to all tutors,

pi'ofessors, and heads of colleges. William B * * was gone ; while he
staid, he ruled the roast, or ratlier the roasting, and was father of all

mischiefs.
" Matthews and I, meeting in London, and elsewhere, became great

cronies. He was not good-tempered—nor am I—but with a little tact

his temper was manageable, and I thought him so superior a man, that

I was willing to sacrifice something to his humours, which were often,

at the same time, amusing and provoking. W'hat became of his

papers (and he certainly had many), at the time of his death, was
never known. I mention this by the way, fearing to skip it over, and ^

as he wrote remarkably well, both in Latin and English. We went
*

down to Newstead together, where I had got a famous cellar, and
monks^ dresses from a masquerade warehouse. We Avere a company
of some seven or eight, Avith an occasional neighbour or so for visiters,

and used to sit up late in our friars' dresses, drinking Burgundy, claret, ^<V(^

champagne, and what not, out of the skull-cup, and all sorts of glasses,

and buffooning all round the house, in our conventual garments.
*'

Matthews always denominated me ' the Abbot,' an-d never called me
by any other name in liis good humours, to the day of his death. The
harmony of these our symposia was somewhat interrupted, a few days ...

* '

after our assembling, by Matthews's threatening to throw '6o/rf W * *'

(as he was called, from winning a foot-match, and a horse-match, the

first from Ipswich to London, and the second from Brighthelmstone)
by threatening to throw ' bold W * *' out of a raindozv, in consequence
of I know not what commerce of jokes ending in this epigram. W * *

came to me and said, that ' his respect and regard for me as host would
not permit hinr to call out any of my guests, and that he should go to

town next morning.' He did. It was in vain that I represented to

him that the window was not high, and that th(^ turf under it m'hs par-

licnlnrlv soft. Awav lie went.
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" Matthews and myself had travelled down from London together,

talking all the way incessantly upon one single topic. When we got
to Loughborough, I know not what chasm had made us diverge for a
moment to some other subject, at wlii(-h he was indignant. ' Come,'
said he, ' don't let us break through— let us go on as we began, to our
journey's end ;' and so he continued, and was entertaining as ever to

the very end. He had previously oc(;upied, during my year's absence
from Cambridge, my rooms in Trinity, with the furniture ; and Jones
the tutor, in his odd way, had said on putting him in, ' Mr. Matthews,
I recommend to your attention not to damage any of the moveables,
for Lord Byron, sir^ is a young man of tumultuous passions.'' Matthews
was delighted with this; and whenever any body came to visit him,
begged them to handle the very door with caution ; and used to

repeat Jones's admonition, in his tone and manner. There was a
large mirror in the room, on which he remarked, ' that he tliought his

friends were grown uncommonly assiduous in coming to see kim, but
he soon discovered that they only came to see themselves.'' Jones's
phrase of ' tumultuous passions,'' and the whole scene, had put him hito

such good humour, that I verily believe, that I owed to it a portion of
liis good graces.

" When at Newstead, somebody by accident rubbed against one of
liis white silk stockings, one day before dinner ; of course the gentle-

man apologized. ' Sir,' answered Matthews, ' it may be all very well
for you, who liave a great many silk stockings, to dirty other people's

;

but to me, who have only this one pair, which I have put on in honour
of the Abbot here, no apology can compensate for such carelessness

;

besides the expense of washing.' He had the same sort of droll sar-

donic way about every thing. A wild Irshman, named F * *, one
evening beginning to say something at a large supper at Cambridg^e,
Matthews roared out ' Silence !' and then, pointing to F * *, cried out,

in the words of the oracle, ' Orson is endowed with reason.'' You may
easil}?^ suppose that Orson lost what reason he had acquired, on hearing
this compliment. When H * * pubhshed his volume of poems, the

I^Iiscellany (which Matthews would call the 'Miss-sell-any'), all that

could be drawn from him was, that the preface was ' extremely like

Walsh.'' H * * thought this at first a compliment ; but we never could
make out what it was, for all we know of Walsh is his Ode to King Wil-
liam, and Pope's epithet of ' knowing Walsh.'' When the Newstead
party broke up for London, H * * and Matthews, who were the greatest
friends possible, agreed, for a whim, to walk together to town. They
quarrelled by the way, and actually walked the latter half of their

journey, occasionally passing and repassing, without speaking. When
Matthews had got to Highgate, he had spent all his money but three-

pence halfpenny, and determined to spend that also hi a pint of beer,

which I believe he was drinking before a public house, as H * * passed
him (still without speaking) for the last time on their route. They
were reconciled in London again.

" One of Matthews's passions was ' the Fancy ;' and he sparred
uncommonly well. But he always got beaten in rows, or combats
Avith the bare fist. In swimming too, he swam well ; but with effort

and labour, and too high out of the water ; so that Scrope Davies and
myself, of whom he was therein somewhat emulous, always told him
that he would be d.-owned if ever he came to a difficult pass in the

water. He was so; but surely Scrope and myself would have been

most heartily glad that
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• The Dean had lived,

.xnd our prediction proved a lie.'

'• His head was uncommonly handsome, very like what Pope's was
in his youth.

" His voice, and laugh, and features, are strongly resembled by his

brother Henry's, if Henry be he of King''s College. His passion for

boxing was so great, that he actually wanted me to match him with
Dogherty (whom I had backed and made the match for agauist Tom
Belcher), and I saw them spar together at my own lodgings with the

gloves on. As he was bent upon it, I would have backed Dogherty to

please him, but the match went off. It was of course to have been a
private fight in a private room.

" On one occasion, being too late to go home and dress, he was
equipped by a friend (Mr. Bailey, I believe), in a magnificently fashion-

able and somewhat exaggerated shirt and neckcloth. He proceeded
to the Opera, and took his station in Fop's Alley. During the interval

between the opera and the ballet, an acquaintance took his station by
him, and saluted him :

' Come round,' said Matthews, ' come round.'

'Why should I come round]' said the other; 'you have only to turn

your head—I am close by you.' ' That is exactly what I cannot do,'

answered Matthews :
' don't you see the state I am in ]' pointing to his

buckram shirt collar, and inflexible cravat ; and there he stood with

his head always in the same perpendicular position during the whole
spectacle.

" One evening, after dining together, as we were going to the Opera,

I happened to have a spare Opera ticket (as subscriber to a box), and
presented it to Matthews. * Now, sir,' said he to Hobhouse afterward,
' this 1 call courteous in the Abbot—another man would never have
thought that I might do better with half a guinea than throw it to a
doorkeeper; but here is a man not only asks me to dinner, but gives

me a ticket for the theatre.' These were only his oddities, for no
man was more liberal, or more honourable in all his doings and
dealings than Matthews. He gave Hobhouse and me, before we set

out for Constantinople, a most splendid entertainment, to which we
did ample justice. One of his fancies was dining at all sorts of out

of the way places. Somebody popped upon him, in I know not what
coffee-house in the Strand—and what do you think was the attraction]

Wliy, that he paid a shilling (I think) to dine witk his hat on. This he
called his 'hat house,' and used to boast of the comfort of being
covered at meal-times.

" When Sir Henry Smith was expelled from Cambridge for a row
with a tradesman named ' Hiron,' Matthews solaced himself with
shouting under Hiron's windows every evening,

' Ah me ! What perils do environ

The man who meddles with hot Hiron.''

"He was also of that band of profane scoffers, who, under the aus-

pices of * * * *, used to rouse Lort Mansel (late bisliop of Bristol) from
his slumbers in tlie lodge of Trinity, and when he appeared at the

window foaming with wrath, and crying out, ' I know you, gentlemen, I

know you !' were wont to reply, ' We beseech thee to hear us, good
Lort—good Lort, deliver us !' (Lort was his Christian name.) As he
n-as very free in his speculations upon all kinds of subjects, although
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by no means either dissolute or intemperate in his conduct, and as I

was no less independent, our conversation and correspondence used to

alarm our friend Hobhouse to a considerable degree.*****
" You must be almost tired of my packets, which will have cost a

mint of postage.
" Salute Gifford and all my friends.

" Yours, &c.

As already, before his acquaintance with Mr. Matthews commenced,
Lord BjTon had begun to bewilder himself in the mazes of skepticism,
it would be unjust to impute to this gentleman any farther share in the

formation of his noble friend's opinions than what arose from the

natural influence of example and sympathy ; an influence whicli, as it

was felt perhaps equally on both sides, rendered the contagion of their

doctrines, in a great measure, reciprocal. In addition, too, to this

community of sentiment on such subjects, they were both, in no
ordinary degree, possessed by that dangerous spirit of ridicule, whose
impulses even the pious cannot always restrain, and whicli draws the

mind on, by a sort of irresistible fascination, to disport itself most
wantonly on the brink of all that is most solemn and awful. It is not
wonderful, therefore, that, in such society, the opinions of the noble
poet should have been, at least, accelerated in that direction to which
tlieir bias already leaned ; and though he cannot be said to have become
thus confirmed in these doctrines—as neither now, nor at any time of
his life, was he a confirmed unbeliever ; he had undoubtedly learned to

feel less uneasy under his skepticism, and even to mingle somewhat of
boast and of levity with his expression of it. At the very first onset
of his correspondence with Mr. Dallas, we find him proclaiming his

sentiments on all such subjects with a flippancy and confidence, far

different from the tone in which he had first ventured on his doubts ;

from that fervid sadness, as of a heart loath to part with its illusions,

v.'hich breathes through every line of those prayers, that, but a year
before, his pen had traced.

Here again, however, we should re'coUect, there must be a consi-

derable share of allowance for his usual tendency to make the most
and the worst of his own obliquities. There occurs, indeed, in his

first letter to Mr. Dallas an instance of this strange ambition,—the

very reverse, it must be allowed, of hypocrisy,—which led him to

court, rather than avoid, the reputation of profligacy, and to put, at all

limes, the worst face on his own character and conduct. His new
correspondent having, in introducing himself to his acquaintance,
passed some compliments on the tone of moral and charitable feeling

which breathed through one of his poems, had added, that "it brought
to his mind another noble author, who was not only a fine poet, orator,

and historian, but one of the closest reasoners we have on the truth

of that religion of which forgiveness is a prominent principle,—the

great and the good Lord Lyttleton, whose fame will never die. His
son," adds Mr. Dallas, " to whom he had transmitted genius, but not
virtue, sparkled for a moment and went out like a star,—and with him
the title became extinct." To this I-ord Byron answers in the fol-

lowing letter.
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LETTER XX.

TO MR. DALLAS.

" Dorant's Hotel, Albemarle-street, Jan. 20th, 1808.
" Sir,

" Your letter was not received till this morning-, I presume from
being addressed to me in Notts, where I have not resided since last

June, and as the date is the 6th, you will excuse the delay of my
answer.

" If the little volume you mention has given pleasure to the author
of Percival and Aubrey, I am sufficiently repaid by his praise. Though
our periodical censors have been uncommonly lenient, I confess a
tribute from a man of acknowledged genius is still more flattering.

But I am afraid 1 should forfeit all claim to candour, if 1 did not de-
cline such praise as I do not deserve ; and this is, I am sorry to say,
the case in the present instance.

" My compositions speak for themselves, and must stand or fall by
their own worth or demerit : thus far I feel highly gratified by your
favourable opinion. But my pretensions to virtue are unluckily so
few, that though I should be happy to merit, I cannot accept, your
applause in that respect. One passage in your letter struck me forci-

bly : you mention the two Lords Lyttleton in a manner they respect-
ively deserve, and will be surprised to hear the person who is now
addressing you has been frequently compared to the latter. I know
I am injuring myself in your esteem by this avowal, but the circum-
stance was so remarkable from your observation, that I cannot help
relating the fact. The events of my short life have been of so sin-

gular a nature, that, though the pride commonly called honour has,

and I trust ever will, prevent me from disgracing my name by a mean
or cowardly action, I have been already held up as the votary of licen-

tiousness, and the disciple of infidelity. How far justice may have
dictated this accusation I cannot pretend to say, but, like the gentle-

man to whom my religious friends, in the warmth of their charity,

have already devoted me, I am made worse than I really am. How-
ever, to quit myself (the worst theme I could pitch upon) and return
to my Poems, I cannot sufficiently express my thanks, and I hope I

shall some day have an opportunity of rendering them in person. A
second edition is now in the press, with some additions and consider-
able omissions ; you will allow me to present you witli a copy. The
Critical, Monthly, and Anti-Jacobin Reviews have been very indulgent

;

but the Eclectic has pronounced a furious Philippic, not against the

hook but the author, where you will find all I have mentioned asserted
by a reverend divine Avho wrote the critique.

" Your name and connexion with our family have been long known
to me, and I hope your person will be not less so

;
you will find me an

excellent compound of a ' Brainless' and a ' Stanhope.'* I am afraid
'^ you will hardly be able to read this, for my hand is almost as bad as

my character, but you will find me, as legibly as possible,

^
" Your obliged and obedient servant,

" Byron."

* Characters in the novel called PercivnI.
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There is here, evidently, a dcn^rcc of pride in being lliought to re-

semble the wicked Lord Lyttletou ; and, lest his known irregularities

should not bear him out in the pretension, lie refers mysteriously, as

was his habit, to certain untold events of his life, to warrant the

parallel.* Mr. Dallas, who seems to have been but little prepared for

such a reception of his compliments, escapes out of the difficulty by
transferring to the young lord's " candour" the praise he had so thank-

lessly bestowed on his morals in general; adding, that from the design
Lord Byron had expressed hi his preface of resigning the service of
the Muses for a different vocation, he had " conceived him bent on
pursuits which lead to the character of a legislator and statesman ;

—

had imagined him at one of the universities, training himself to habits

of reasoning and eloquence, and storing up a large fund of history

and law." It is in reply to this letter that the exposition of the noble
poet's opinions to which I have above alluded is contained.

: . LETTER XXL

r TO MR. DALLAS.

"Dorant's, January 21st, 1806.
" SIR,

"Whenever leisure and inclination permit me the pleasure of a
visit, I shall feel truly gratified in a personal acquaintance with one
whose mind has been long known to me in his writings.

" You are so far correct in your conjecture, that I am a member of
the University of Cambridge, where I shall take my degree of A.M.
this term ; but were reasoning, eloquence, or virtue the objects of my
search, Granta is not their metropolis, nor is the place of her situatioix

an ' El Dorado,' far less a Utopia. The intellects of her children

are as stagnant as her Cam, and their pursuits limited to the church

—

not of Christ, but of the nearest benefice.
" As to my reading, I believe I may aver, Mithout hyperbole, it has

been tolerably extensive in the historical^ so that few nations exist,

or have existed, with whose records I am not in some degree ac-

quainted, from Herodotus down to Gibbon. Of the classics, I know
about as much as most schoolboys after a discipline of thirteen years

;

of the law of the land as much as enables me to keep ' within the

statute'—to use the poacher's vocabulary. I did study the ' Spirit of

Laws' and the Law of Nations ; but when I saw the latter violated

every month, I gave up my attempts at so useless an accomplish-
ment ;—of geography, I have seen more land on maps than I should
wish to traverse on foot ;—of mathematics, enouo^h to give me the

headache without clearing the part affected ;—of philosophy, astro-

nomy, and metaphysics, more than I can comprehend ;* and of common
sense so little, that I mean to leave a Byronian prize at each of our

* This appeal to the imagination of his correspondent was not altogether

without effect.—" I considered," says Mr. Dallas, " these letters, though cvi-

dently grounded on some occurrences iti the still earlier part of his life., rather as

jeux d'esprit than as a true portrait."

t He appears to have had in his memory Voltaire's lively account of
Zadig's learning :

—" II savait de la mfctaphysique ce qu'on en a su dans tons

Ics ages,—c'est <\ dire, fort pen de chose," &c.
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' Alma3 Matres' for the first discovery,—though I rather fear that of
the Longitude will precede it.

" I once thought myself a phil-osophcr, and talked nonsense with
great decorum : I defied pain, and preached up equanimity. For
soane time this did very well, for no one was in pain for me but my
friends, and none lost their patience but my hearers. At last, a fall

from my horse convinced me bodily suffering was an evil ; and the

worst of an argument overset my maxims and my temper at the same
moment, so I quitted Zeno for Aristippus, and conceive that pleasure

constitutes the i-o Ka\ov. In morality, I prefer Confucius to the Ten
Commandments, and Socrates to St. Paul, though the latter two agree
in their opinion of marriage. In religion, I favour the Catholic eman-
cipation, but do not acknowledge the Pope ; and I have refused to

take the Sacrament, because I do not think eating bread or drinking

wine from the hand of an earthly vicar will make me an inheritor of

heaven. I hold virtue in general, or the virtues severally, to be only
in the disposition, each a feeling, not a principle.* I believe truth

the prime attribute of the Deity ; and death an eternal sleep, at least

of the body. You have here a brief compendium of the sentiments
of the wicked George Lord Byron ; and, till I get a new suit, you will

perceive I am badly clothed. I remain," &c.

Though such Avas, doubtless, the general cast of his opinions at this

time, it must be recollected, before we attach any particular import-

ance to the details of his creed, that, in addition to the temptation,
never easily resisted by him, of displaying his wit at the expense of
his character, he was here addressing a person who, though, no doubt,

well-meaning, was evidently one of those officious, self-satisfied

advisers, whom it was the delight of Lord Byron at all times to

astonish and mystify. The tricks vvhich, when a boy, he played upon
the Nottingham quack, Lavender, were but the first of a long series

with which, through life, he amused himself, at the expense of all

the numerous quacks, whom his celebrity and sociability drew
around him.
The terms in Avhich he speaks of the university in this letter agree

in spirit with many passages both in the " Hours of Idleness," and his

early Satire, and prove that, while Harrow was remembered by him
with more affection, perhaps, than respect, Cambridge had not been
able to inspire him with either. This feeling of distaste to his
" nursing mother" he entertained in common with some of the most
illustrious names of English literature. So great was IMilton's hatred
to Cambridge, that he had even conceived, says Warton, a dislike to

the face of the country,—to the fields in its neighbourhood. The poet

Gray thus speaks of the same university:—" Surely, it was of this

place, now Cambridge, but formerly known by the name of Babylon,
that the prophet spoke when he said, ' the wild beasts of the desert

shall dwell there, and their houses shall be full of doleful creatures,

and owls shall build there, and satyrs shall dance there,'" &c. &c.
The bitter recollections which Gibbon retained of Oxford, his own
pen has recorded ; and the cool contempt by which Locke avenged
himself on the bigotry of the same seat of learning is even still more
memorable.f

* The doctrine of Hume, who resolves all virtue into scnliiuent.—See liis

• Inquiry eoncenung the Principles of Morals."
! S"e liis Letter (o Anthony Collins, 1703-i. wlierc iio fpcaks of " those
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111 poets, such distasteful recollections of their coUeijfiute life may
well be thought to have their origin ia that antipathy to the trammel
of discipline, wliich is not unusually observable among the character-

istics of genius, and which might be regarded, indeed, as a sort of

instinct, implanted in it for its own preservation, if there be any truth

in the opinion that a coarse of learned education is hurthd to the

freshness and elasticity of the imaginative faculty. A right reverend
writer,* but little to be suspected of any desire to depreciate acade-
mical studies, not only puts the question, "whether the usual forms of
learning be not rather injurious to the true poet, than really assisting

to him ?" but appears strongly disposed to answer it in the affirmative,

—giving, as an instance, in favour of tiiis conclusion, the classic

Addison, who, " as appears," he saj^s, " from some original efforts in

the subhme, allegorical way, had no want of natural talents for the

greater poetry,—which yet were so restrained and disabled by his

constant and superstitious study of the old classics, that he was, in

fact, but a very ordinary poet."

It was, no doubt, under some such impression of tjie malign
influence of a collegiate atmosphere upon genius that Milton, hi

speaking of Cambridge, gave vent to the exclamation, that it was " a
place quite incompatiljle with the votaries of Phoebus," and that Lord
Byron, versifying a thought of his own, in the letter to Mr. Dallas just

given, declares,

"Her Heliicoii is duller than her Cam."

The poet Dryden, too, who, like Milton, had incurred some mark of
disgrace at Cambridge, seems to have entertained but little more
veneration for his Alma Mater ; and the verses in which he has praised
Oxford at the expense of his own university! M'ere, it is probable,
dictated much less by admiration of the one than by a desire to spite

and depreciate the other.

Nor is it Genius only that thus rebels against the discipline of the
schools. Even the tamer quality of Taste, which it is the professed
object of classical studies to cultivate, is sometimes found to turn
restive mider the pedantic manege to which it is subjected. It was
not till released -from the duty of reading Virgil as a task, that Gray
could feel himself capable of enjoying the beauties of that poet ; and
Lord Byron was, to the last, unable to vanquish a similar prepossession,
with which the same sort of school association had inocculated him,
agamst Horace.

" Though Time had taught
My mind to meditate what then it learii'd,

*

Yet such the fixed inveteracy wrought
By the impatience of my early thought.

That, with the freshness wearing out before "

My mind could relish what it might have sought,
If free to choose, I cannot now restore

Its health; but what it then detested, still abhor.

sharp heads," which were for damning his books, because of its discouraging
the staple commodity of the place, which in his time was called hogs^

shearing.''''

* Hurd, " Discourses on Poetical Imitation."

t Prologue to the University of Oxford.
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Then farewell, Horace ; whom I hated so,

Not for thy faults, but mine ; it is a curse
To understand, not feel thy lyric flow,

To comprehend, but never love, thy verse."

CHILDE HAROLD, CANTO IV.

To the list of eminent poets, who have thus left on record their

dislike and disapproval of the English system of education, are to be
added, the distinguished names of Cowley, Addison, and Cowper

;

while, among the cases which, like those of Milton and Dryden,
practically demonstrate the sort of inverse ratio that may exist

between college honours and genius, must not be forgotten those of

Swift, Goldsmith, and Churchill, to every one of whom some mark of

incompetency was affixed by the respective universities, whose annals

they adorn. When, in addition, too, to this rather ample catalogue of

poets, whom the universities have sent forth either disloyal or dis-

honoured, we come to number over such names as those of Shaks-
peare and of Pope, followed by Gay, Thomson, Burns, Chatterton,

&c., all of whom have attained their respective stations of eminence,
without instruction or sanction from any college whatever, it forms
altogether, it must be owned, a large portion of the poetical world,

that must be subducted from the sphere of that nursing influence which
the universities are supposed to exercise over the genius of the

country.
The following letters, written at this time, contain some particulars

which will not be found uninteresting.

LETTER XXH.

TO MR. HENRY DRURV.

" Dorant's Hotel, January 13th, 1808.

"my dear sir,
" Though the stupidity of my servants, or the porter of the house, in

not showing you up stairs (where I should have joined you directly)

prevented me the pleasure of seeing you yesterday, I hoped to meet
you at some public place in the evening. However, my stars decreed

otherwise, as they generally do, when 1 have any favour to request of

them. I think you would have been surprised at my figure, for, since

our last meeting, 1 am reduced fovn* stone in weight. I then weighed
fourteen stone seven pound, and now only ten stone and a half. I

have disposed of my superfluities by means of hard exercise and
abstinence. * * *

" Should your Harrow engagements allow you to visit town between
this and February, I shall be most happy to see you in Albermarle-

street. If I am not so fortunate, 1 shall endeavour to join you for an
afternoon at Harrow, though, I fear, your cellar will by no means
contribute to my cure. As for my worthy preceptor. Dr. B., our

encounter would by no means prevent the mutual endearments he and
I were wont to lavish on each other. We have only spoken once
since my departure from Harrow in 1805, and then he politely told

Tatersall 1 was not a proper associate for his pupils. This was long
before my strictures in verse : but, in plain 2}'>'osc, had I been some
vears older, 1 should have held my tongue on his perfections. But
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being laid on my back, when that schoolboy thing Avas wiiltea—or
rather dictated— expecting to rise no more, my physician having taken
his sixteenth fee, and I his prescription, I could not quit tliis earth
without leaving a memento of my constant attachment to Butler in

gratitude for his manifold good offices.

" I meant to have been down in July ; but thinking my appearance,
immediately after the publication, would be construed into an insult,

I directed my steps elsewhere. Besides, I heard that some of the boys
had got hold of my Libellus, contrary to my wishes certainly, for 1

never transmitted a single copy till October, when 1 gave one to a boj

.

since gone, after repeated importunities. You will, I trust, pardon
this egotism. As you had touched on the subject, I thought some
explanation necessary. Defence I shall not attempt, ' Hie nmrus
aheneus esto, nil conscire sibi'—and ' so on' (as Lord Baltimore said,

on his trial for a rape)—I have been so long at Trinity as to forget thr

conclusion of the line ; but, though I cannot finish my quotation, i

will my letter, and entreat you to believe me, gratefully and affection-

ately, &c.

" P.S. I will not lay a tax on your time by requiring an answer, lest

you say, as Butler said to Tatersall (when I had written his reverence
an impudent epistle on the expression before mentioned), viz. ' that I

wanted to draw him into a coiTespondence.' " ^

LETTER XXin.

TO MB. HARNESS.

"Dorani's Hotel, Albemarle-street, Feb. 11, 1806
''my dear harness,

'• As I had no opportunity of returning my verbal thanks, I trust you
will accept my written acknowledgments for the compliment you
were pleased to pay some production of my unlucky muse last

November—I am induced to do this not less from the pleasure I feel

in the praise of an old schoolfellow, than from justice to you, for I

had heard the story with some slight variations. Indeed, when we
met this morning, Wingfield had not undeceived me, but he will tell

you that I displayed no resentment in mentioning what I had lieard,

though I was not sorry to discover the tnith. Perhaps you hardly
recollect some years ago a short, though, for tlie time, a warm friend-

ship between us ? Why it was not of longer duration, I know not. I

have still a gift of yours in my possession, that must always prevent
me from forgetting it. I also remember being favoured with the

perusal of many of your compositions and several other circumstances
very pleasant in their daj^ which I will not force upon your memory,
but entreat you to believe me, with much regret at their short con-
tinuance, and a hope they are not irrevocable, yours very sincerely, &c.

" BVRON."

I have already mentioned tlie early friendship that subsisted between
this gentleman and Lord Byron, as well as the coolness that succeeded
it. The following extract from a letter with which Mr. Harness
favoured me, in placing at my disposal those of his noble corres-

j)ondent, will explain the circumstances that led, at this time, to their

reconcilement ; and the candid tribute, in the concluding sentences!, to

Vol. I.—H
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Lord Byroa, will be found not less honourable to the reverend writer

himself than to his friend.

" A coolness afterward arose which Byron alludes to in the first of

the accompanying letters, and we never spoke during the last year of

his remaining at school, nor till after the publication of his ' Hours of

Idleness.' Lord Byron was then at Cambridge ; 1, in one of the

upper forms at Harrow. In an English theme I happened to quote

from the volume, and mention it with praise. It was reported to

Byron that I had, on the contraiy, spoken slightingly of his work and
of himself, for the purpose of conciliating the favour of Dr. Butler,

the master, who had been severely satirized in one of the poems.
Wingfield, who was afterward Lord Powerseburt, a mutual friend of

Byron and myself, disabused him of the error into which he had been
led, and this was the occasion of the first letter of the collection. Our
conversation was renewed and continued from that time till his going

abroad. Whatever faults Lord Byron might have had towards others,

to myself he was always uniformly affectionate. I have many slights

and neglects towards him to reproach myself with ; but I cannot call

to mind a single instance of caprice or unkindness, in the whole course
of our intimacy, to allege against him."

In the spring of this year (1808) appeared the memorable critique

upon the " Hours of Idleness" in the Edinburgh Review. That he
had some notice of what was to be expected from that quarter appears

by the following letter to his friend Mr. Becher.

LETTER XXIV.

. TO MR. BECHER.

" Dorant's Hotel, Feb. 26, 1808.
" MY DEAR BECHER,

" * * * * Now for Apollo. I am happy that you still

retain your predilection, and that the public allow me some share of

praise. I am of so much importance that a most violent attack is

preparing for me in the next number of the Edinburgh Review. This
I had from the authority of a friend who has seen the proof and manu-
script of the critique. You know the system of the Edinburgh gentle-

men is universal attack. They praise none ; and neither the public

iwr the author expects praise from them. It is, however, something
to be noticed, as Ihey profess to pass judgment only on works requiring

the public attention. You will see this, when it comes out ;—it is, I

understand, of the most unmerciful description; but I am aware of it,

and hope you will not be hurt by its severity.
" Tell Mrs. Byron not to be out of humour with them, and to pre-

pare her mind for the greatest hostility on their part. It will do no
injury whatever, and I trust her mind will not be ruffled. They defeat

their object by indiscriminate abuse, and they never praise, except the

partizans of Lord Holland and Co. It is nothing to be abused when
Southey, Moore, Lauderdale, Strangford, and Payne Knight share the

same fate.

" I am sorry—but ' Childish Recollections' must be suppressed during
this edition. I have altered, at your suggestion, the obnoxious allusio7is

in the sixth stanza of my last ode.

•'And now, my dear Becher, I must returnmy best acknowledgments
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for the interest you have taken in me and my poetical banllinos, and I

shall ever be proud to show how much 1 esteem the advice and the

adviser. Believe me most truly," &c.

Soon after this letter appeared the dreaded article,—an arlit-le whieli.

if not " witty in itself," deserves eminently the credit of causing "wit.

in others." Seldom, indeed, has it fallen to the lot of the justest criti-

cism to attain celebrity such as injustice has procured for this; nor

as long as the short, but glorious race of Byron's genius is remem-
bered, can the critic, whoever he may be, that so unintentionally

ministered to its first st^art, be forgotten.

It is but justice, however, to remark,—without at the same time

intending any excuse for the contemptuous tone of criticism assumed
hy the reviewer,—that the early verses of Lord Byron, however dis-

tinguished by tenderness and grace, give but little promise of those

dazzling miracles of poesy, with which he afterward astonished and
enchanted the world ; and that, if his youthful verses now have a

peculiar charm in our eyes, it is because we read them, as it were, by
the light of his subsequent glory.

There is, indeed, one point of view in which these productions are

deeply and intrinsically interesting. As faithful reflections of his

character at that period of life, they enable us to judge of what he
was in his yet unadulterated state,—before disappointment had begiui

to imbitter his ardent spirit, or the stirring up the energies of his

nature had brought into activity also its defects. Tracing him thus

through these natural effusions of his young genius, we find him pic-

tured exactly such, in all the features of his character, as every anec-

dote of his boyish days proves hmi really to have been,—proud, daring,

and passionate,—resentful of slight or injustice, but still more so in

the cause of others than in his own ; and yet, with all his vehemence,
docile and placable, at the least touch of a hand authorized by love

to guide him. The affectionateness, indeed, of his disposition, trace-

able as it is through every page of this volume, is yet but faintly don<^

justice to, even by himself;—his whole youth being, from earliej^t

childhood, a series of the most passionate attachments,—of those

overflowings of the soul, both in friendship and love, which are still

more rarely responded to than felt, and which, when checked or sent

back upon the heart, are sure to turn into bitterness.

We have seen also, in some of his early unpublished poems, how
apparent, even through the doubts that already clouded them, are

those feelings of piety which a soul like his could not but possess,

and which, when afterward diverted out of their legitimate channel,

found a vent in the poetical worship of nature, and in that shadowy
substitute for religion which superstition offers. When, in addition,

too, to these traits of early character, we find scattered through his

youthful poems sueh anticipations of the glory tliat awaited him

—

such, alternately, proud and saddened glimpses into the future, as if

he already felt the elements of something great within him, but,

doubted whether his destiny would allow him to bring it forth,— it is

not wonderful that, with the whole of his career present to our ima-

ginations, we should see a lustre round these first puerile attempts,

not really their own, but shed back upon them from the bright emi-

nence which he afterward attained; and that, in our indignation

against the fastidious blindness of the critic, we should forget that he

had not then the aid of this reflected chaim with which the sub-

H2
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sequent acliieveaients of the poet now irradiate ail tliat bears his

name.
The effect this criticism produced upon him can only be con-

ceived by those, who, besides having an adequate notion of what
most poets would feel under sucli an attack, can understand aU that
there was in the temper and disposition of Lord Byron to make him
feel it M'ith tenfold more acuteness than others. We have seen with
what feverish anxiety he awaited the verdicts of all the minor Re-
views, and, from his sensibility to the praise of the meanest of these
censors, may guess how painfully he must have writhed under the
sneers of the highest. A friend, who found him in the first moments
of excitement after reading the article, inquired anxiously, whether
he had just received a challenge'?—not knowing how else to account
for the fierce defiance of his looks. It would, indeed, be difficult for

sculptor or painter to imagine a subject of more fearful beauty, than
the fine countenance of the young poet must have exhibited in the col-
lected energy of that crisis. His pride had been wounded to the
quick, and This ambition humbled :—but this feeling of humiliation
lasted but for a moment. The very reaction of his spirit against
aggression roused him to a full consciousness of his own powers ;*

and the pain and the shame of tlie injury were forgotten in the proud
certainty of revenge.
Among the less sentimental effects of this Review upon liis mind,

he used to mention that, on the day he read it, he drank three bottles
of claret, to his own share, after dinner;—that nothing, however, re-
lieved him, till he had given vent to his indignation in rhyme, and
that " after the first twenty lines, he felt himself considerably better."
His chief care, indeed, afterward, was amiably devoted,—as we have
seen it was, in like manner, before the criticism,—to allaying, as far
as he could, the sensitiveness of his mother ; who, not having tlie

same motive or power to summon up a spirit of resistance, was, of
course, more helplessly alive to this attack upon his fame, and felt it

far more than, after the first burst of indignation, he did himself.
But the state of his mind upon the subject will be best understood
from the followingr letter.

"

LETTER XXV.

TO MR. BECKER.

"Doranfs, Marcli 28, 1808.
" I have lately received a copy of the new edition from Ridge, and

it is high time for me to return my best thanks to you for the trouble
you have taken in the superintendence. This I do most sincerely,

and only regret that Ridge has not seconded you as I could wish,—at

least, in the bindings, paper, &c. of the copy he sent to me. Perhaps
those for the public may be more respectable in such articles.

"You have seen the Edinburgh Review, of course. I regret that

* "'T is a quality very observable in human nature, that any opposition
which does not entirely discourage and intimidate us, has rather a contrary
effect, and inspires us with a more than ordinary grandeur and magnanimity.
In collecting our force to overcome the opposition, we invigorate the soul,
and give it an elevation with which otherwise it would never have lifpn

acquainted."—JfiWK, Treat ic; of IJuman J^aUm.
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Mrs. Byron is so much annoyecl. For my own pari, iliese ' paper
IniUets of the brain' have only taught me to stand fire ; and, as 1 Jiave

been lucky enougli upon the whole, my repose and appetite are not
discomposed. Pi-att, the gleaner, autlior, poet, &c. &c., addressed a
long rhyming epistle to me on the subject, by way of consolation

;

but it was not well done, so I do not send it, though the name of the

man might make it go down. The E. R\ have not performed their

task well ;—at least the literati tell me this, and I think / could write
a more sarcastic critique on myself than any yet published. For in-

stance, instead of the remark,—ill-natured enough, but not keen,

—

about Mac Pherson, I (quoad reviewers) could have said, ' Alas, this

imitation only proves the assertion of Doctor Johnson, that many
men, women, and children could write such poetry as Ossian's.'

" I am ikin and in exercise. During the spring or summer I trust

we shall meet. I hear Lord Ruthyn leaves Newstead in April. * * *

As soon as he quits it for ever, I wish much you would take a ride

over, survey the mansion, and give me your candid opinion on the
most advisable mode of proceeding with regard to the house. Entre
nous, I am cursedly dipped; my debts, every thing inclusive, will be
nine or ten thousand before I am twenty-one. But 1 have reason to

think my property will turn out better than general expectation may
conceive. Of Newstead I have little hope or care ; but Hanson, my
agent, intimated my Lancashire property was worth tlirce Newsteads.
I believe we have it hollow ; though the defendants are protracting
the surrender, if possible, till after my majorit}", for the purpose of
forming some arrangement with me, thinking I shall probably prefer

a sum in hand to a reversion. Newstead I may sell;—perhaps I

will not,—though of that more anon. I will come down in May or
June. * # * * a Yours most truly, &c."

The sort of life which he led at this period, between the dissipations
of London and of Cambridge, without a home to welcome, or even
the roof of a single relative to receive him, was but little calculated
to render him safisfied either with himself or the world. Unrestricted
as he was by deference to any will but his own,* even the pleasures
to which he was naturally most inclined prematurely palled upon him,
for want of those best zests of all enjoyn^ent, rarity and restraint. I

have already quoted, from one of his notebooks, a passage descriptive

of his feelings on first going to Cambridge, in which he says that
" one of the deadliest and heaviest feelings of his life was to feel that
he was no longer a boy."—" From that moment" (he adds) " I began to

grow old in my own esteem, and in my esteem age is not estimable.

1 took my gradations in the vices with great promptitude, but they
were not to my taste ; for my early passions, though violent in the

extreme, were concentrated, and hated division or spreading abroad.
I could liave left or lost the whole world with, or for, that which I

loved ; but, though my temperament was naturally burning, I could
not share in the commonplace libertinism of the place and time with-
out disgust. And yet this very disgust, and my heart thrown back
upon itself, threw me into excesses perhaps more fatal than those
from which I shrunk, as fixing upon one (at a time) the passions'
which spread among many would have hurt only myself."

* " Tho colour of our whole life is generally such as the first three or four
years in which we are our own masters make it."

—

Corvpn.
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Though, from the causes here alleged, the irregularities he, at this

period, gave way to, were of a nature far less gross and miscellaneous

than those, perhaps, of any of his associates
;
yet, partly from the

vehemence which this concentration caused, and, still more, from that

strange pride in his own errors, which led him always to bring them
forth in the most conspicuous light, it so happened that one single

indiscretion, in his hands, was made to gofarther, if I may so express

it, than a thousand in those of others. An instance of this, that oc-

curred about the time of which we are speaking, was, I am inclined

to think, the sole foundation of the mysterious allusion just cited. An
amour (if it may be dignified with such a name) of that sort of casual

description which less attachable natures would have forgotten, and
more prudent ones at least concealed, was by him converted, at this

period, and with circumstances of most unnecessary display, into a

connexion of some continuance,—the object of it not only becoming
domesticated with him in lodgings at Brompton, but accompanying
him afterward disguised in boy's clothes, to Brighton. He introduced
this young person, who used to ride about with him in her male attire,

as his younger brother ; and the late Lady P * *, who was at Brighton
at the time, and had some suspicion of the real nature of the relation-

ship, said one day to the poet's companion, " What a pretty horse

that is you are riding !"—" Yes," answered the pretended cavalier, "it

was gave me by my brother !"

Beatty tells us, of his ideal poet,—

' \
.

" The exploits of strength, dexterity, or speed.

To him nor vanity nor joy could bring."

But far different were the tastes of the real poet, Byron;—and,

among the least romantic, perhaps, of the exercises in which he took

delight was that of boxing, or sparring. This taste it was that, at a
very early period, brought him acquainted with the distinguished pro-

fessor of that art, Mr. Jackson, for whom he continued through life to

entertain the sincerest regard,—one of his latest works containing a

most cordial tribute not only to the professional, but social qualities

of this sole prop and ornament of pugilism.* During his stay at

Brighton this year, Jackson was one of his most constant visiters,

—

the expense of the professor's chaise thither and back being always
defrayed by his noble patron. He also honoured with his notice, at

this time, D'Egville, the ballet-master, and Grimaldi, to the latter of
whom he sent, as I understand, on one of his benefit-nights, a present

of five guineas.
Having been favoured by Mr. Jackson with copies of the few notes

and letters which he has preserved out of the many addressed to him
by Lord Byron, I shall here lay before the reader one or two, whicJi

bear the date of the present year, and which, though referring to

matters of no interest in themselves, give, perhaps, a better notion of

the actual life and habits of the yoUtig poet, at this time, than could

be afforded by the most elaborate and, in other respects, important

correspondence. They will show, at least, how very little akin to

* " I refer to my old friend and corporeal pastor and master, Jolin Jack-

son, Esq. Professor of Pugilism, who I trust still retains the strength and
symmetry of his model of a form, togetherwith his good-humour and athletic,

as well aa mental, accomplishments,"

—

Kote on Don Juan, Canto II.
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romance were the early pursuits and associates of the author of
Childe Harold, and, combined with what we know of the still less ro-

mantic youth of Shakspeare, prove how unhurt the vital principle of

genius can preserve itself even in atmospheres apparently the most
ungenial and noxious to it.

,

' LETTER XXVL •
'

TO MR. JACKSON.
/

" N. A. Notts. September 18, 1808.

"DEAR JACK,
" I wish you would inform me what has been done by Jekyll, at

No. 40, Sloane-square, concerning the pony I returned as unsound.
" I have also to request you will call on Louch at Brompton, and

inquire what the devil he meant by sending such an insolent letter to

me at Brighton ; and at the same time tell him I by no means can
comply with the charge he has made for things pretended to be
damaged.

" Ambrose behaved most scandalously about the pony. You may
lell Jekyll if he does not refund the money, I shall put tlie affair into

my lawyer's hands. Five-and-twenty guineas is a sound price for a
})ony, and by , if it cost me five hundred pounds, I will make an
example of Mr. Jekyll, and that immediately, unless the cash is

returned. " Believe me, dear Jack, &c."

LETTER XXVIL

.
'.

. , .^ TO MR. JACKSOX.

" N. A. Notts. October 4, 1808.
" You will make as good a bargain as possible with this Master

Jekyll, if he is not a gentleman. If he is a gentleman, inform me, for

I shall take very different steps. If he is not, you must get what you
can of th-e money, for I have too much business on hand at present to

commence an action. Besides, Ambrose is the man who ought to

refund,—but I have done with him. You can settle with L. out of the

balance, and dispose of the bidets, &c. as you best can.
" I should be very glad to see you here ; but the house is filled with

workmen and undergoing a thorough repair. I hope, however, to be
more fortunate before many months have elapsed.

" If you see Bold Webster, remember me to him. and tell him I have
to regret Sydney, who has perished, I fear, in my rabbit warren, for

we have seen nothing of him for the last fortnight.

"Adieu.—Believe me, &c."

LETTER XXVIII.

TO MR. JACKSON.

" N. A. Notts. December 12, 1808.
" MY DKAR JACK,

" You will get the greyhound from the owner at any price, and as

many more of the same breed (male or female) as von can collect.
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" Tell D'Egvillc his dress shall be returned—I am obliged to him
for the pattern. I am sorry you should have so much trouble, but I

was not aware of the difficulty of procuring the animals in question.

I shall have finished part of my mansion in a few weeks, and, if you
can pay me a visit at Christmas, I shall be very glad to see you.

.
" Believe me, &c."

The dress alluded to here was, no doubt, wanted for a private play,

which he, at this time, got up at Newstead, and of which there are

some further particulars in the annexed letter to Mr. Becher.

.'
. > . . LETTER XXIX. - .

, . .

,

TO MR. BECHER.
"

/ J

,

" Newstead Abbey, Notts, Sept. 14th, 1808.
" MY DEAR BECHER,

-' I am much obliged to you for your inquiries, and shall profit by
them accordingly. I am going to get up a play here ; the hall will

constitute a most admirable theatre. I have settled the dram, pers.,

and can do without ladies, as I have some young friends who will

make tolerable substitutes for females, and we only want three male
characters, beside Mr. Hobhouse and myself, for the play we have
fixed on, which will be the Revenge. Pray direct Nicholson the car-

penter to come over to me immediately, and inform me what day you
Avill dine and pass the night here. " Believe me, &c."

It was in the autumn of this year, as the letters I have just given
indicate, that he, for the first time, took up his residence at Newstead
Abbey. Having received the place in a most ruinous condition from
the hands of its last occupant. Lord Grey de Ruthyn, he proceeded
immediately to repair and fit up some of the apartments, so as to ren-

der them—more with a view to his mother's accommodation than his

own—comfortably habitable. In one of his letters to Mrs. Byron,
published by Mr. Dallas, he thus explains his views and intentions on
this subject.

LETTER XXX. -
,

.-.. , TO THE HONOURABLE* MRS. BVRON.

- •
" Newstead Abbey, Notts, October 7th, 180b.

"dear madam,
" I have no beds for the II * * s, or any body else at present. The

II**s sleep at Mansfield. I do not know that I resemble Jean
Jacques Rousseau. I have no ambition to be like so illustrious a

madman—but this I know, that I shall live in my own manner, and as

much alone as possible. When my rooms are ready I shall be glad

lo see you ; at present it would be improper, and uncomfortable to

both parties. You can hardly object to my rendering my mansion

* Tbus addrossod ahvays by Lord Byron, but without any rijjlit to thn

distinction.

-M-
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habitable, notwithstanding my departure for Persia in March (or May
at ferthest), since you will be tenant till my return ; and in case of any
accident (for I have already arranged my will to be drawn up the

moment I am twenty-one), I have taken care you shall have the house

and manor for life, besides a sufficient income. So you see my
improvements are not entirely selfish. As I have a friend here, we
will g-o to the Infirmary Ball on the I2th; we will drink tea with

Mrs. Byron at eight o'clock, and expect to see you at the ball. If that

lady will allow us a couple of rooms to dress in, we shall be highly

obliged :—if we are at the ball by ten or eleven it will be time enough,

and we shall return to Newstead about three or four.
" Adieu. Believe me,

^ •
. • .

" Yours very truly,
:'

. ..

"

" BVRON."

The idea, entertained by Mrs. Byron, of a resemblance between her
son and Rousseau was founded chiefly, we may suppose, on those

habits of solitariness, in which he had even already shown a dispo-

sition to follow that self-contemplative philosopher, and which, mani-
festing themselves thus early, gained strength as he advanced in life.

In one of his Journals, to which I frequently have occasion to refer,*

he thus, in questioning the justice of this comparison between himself
;nid Rousseau, gives,—as usual, vividly,—some touches of his own
disposition and habitudes:—^

" My mother, before I was twenty, would have it that I was like

Rousseau, and Madame de Stael used to say so too in 1813, and th<;

Edinburgh Review has something of the sort in its critique on the

fourth Canto of Childe Harold. I can't see any point of resemblance

:

—he wrote prose ; I verse : he was of the people ; I of the aristo-

cracy if he was a philosopher; I am none : he published his first work
at forty; I mine at eighteen: his first essay brought him universal

applause; mine the contrary: he married his housekeeper; I could

not keep house with my wife : he thought all the world in a plot

against him; my little world seems to think me in a plot against it, if

I may judge by their abuse in print and coterie: he liked botany; I

like flowers, herbs, and trees, but know nothing of their pedigrees : he
wrote music; I limit my knowledge of it to what I catch by ear—

I

never could learn any thing by study, not even a language—it was all

by rote, and ear, and memory : he had a bad memory ; I had, at least,

an excellent one (ask Hodgson, the poet—a good judge, for he has an
astonishing one) : he wrote with hesitation and care ; I with rapidity,

and rarely with pains : he could never ride, nor swim, nor ' was cun-

ning of fence;' /am an excellent swimmer, a decent, thougli not at

all a dashing, rider (having staved in a rib at eighteen in the course of

scampering), and was sufficient of fence, particularly of tiie Highland
broadsword,—not a bad boxer, when I could keep my temper, which
Avas difficult, but which I strove to do ever since I knocked down
Mr. Purling, and put his knee-pan out (with the gloves on), in Angeio's

and Jackson's rooms, in 1806, during the sparring,—and I was besides

a very fair cricketer—one of the Harrow eleven, when we played

* The Journal, entitled by himself, " Detached Thoughts."'

t Few philosophers, however, have been so indulgent to the prido of birth

as Rousseau.—" S'il est un orgueil pardonnable (he says) apres celui qui se

lire Hn mc^rite pprsonne). <^'pst orlui (\u\ se tire do la naissanne."

—

Cnnffss.
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against Eton in 1805. Besides, Rousseau's way of life, his country,

his manners, his whole character, were so very difTerent, that I am at

a loss to conceive how such a comparison could have arisen, as it has

done three several times, and all in rather a remarkable manner. I

forgot to say thai he was also short-sighted, and that hitherto my eyes

have been the contrary, to such a degree, that in the largest theatre of

Bologna I distinguished and read some busts and inscriptions painted

near the stage from a box so distant and so darkly lighted, that none

of the company (composed of young and very bright-eyed people,

some of tliem in the same box) could make out a letter, and thought

it was a trick, though I had never been in that theatre before.

" Altogether, I think myself justified in thinking the comparison not

well founded. I don't say this out of pique, for Rousseau was a great

man, and the thing, if tnie, were flattering enough ;—but I have no idea

of being pleased with a chimera."

In another letter to his mother, dated some weeks after the pre-

ceding one, he explains further his plans both with respect to New-
stead and his projected travels :

—

LETTER XXXI ^

TO MRS. BYRON. . :
' ^

.
'

" Newstead Abbey, November 2d, 1808.

" DEAR MOTHER,
" If you please, we will forget the things you mention. I have no

desire to remember them. When my rooms are finished, I shall be

happy to see you ; as I tell but the truth, you will not suspect me of

evasion. I am furnishing the house more for you than myself, and I

shall establish you in it before I sail for India, which I expect to do in

March, if nothing particularly obstructive occurs. I am now fitting

up the green drawing-room ; the red for a bed-room, and the rooms

over as sleeping-rooms. Thejy will be soon completed ;—at least, I

hope so.
" I wish you would inquire of Major Watson (who is an old Indian)

what things will be necessary to provide for my voyage. I have

already procured a friend to write to the Arabic professor at Cam-
Ijridge for some information I am anxious to procure. I can easily get

letters from government to the ambassadors, consuls, &c. and also to

the governors at Calcutta and Madras. I shall place my property and

my will in the liands of trustees till my return, and I mean to appoint

you one. From H * * I have heard nothing—when I do, you shall

have the particulars.
" After all, you must own my project is not a bad one. If I do not

travel now, I never shall, and all jnen should one day or other. I

have at present no connexions to keep me at home ; no wife, or unpro-

vided sisters, brothers, &c. I shall take care of you, and when I

return I may possibly become a politician. A few years' knowledge

of other countries than our own will not incapacitate me for that part.

If we see no nation but our own, we do not give mankind a fair

chance—it is from expsrience, not hooks, we ought to judge ot them.

There is noihing like inspection, and trusting to our own senses.
" Yours. &c."
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In the November of this year he lost his favourite dog, Boatswain,
—the poor animal having been seized Avith a fit of madness, at the

commencement of which so little aware was Lord Byron of the nature

of the malady, that he, more than once, with his bare hand wiped away
the slaver from the dog's lips during the paroxysms. In a letter to

his friend, Mr. Hodgson,* he thus announces this event :
" Boatswain

is dead I—he expired in a state of madness on the 18th, after suffering

much, yet retaining all the gentleness of his nature to the last, never

attempting to do the least injury to any one near him. I have now
lost every thing except old Murray."
The monument raised by him to this dog,—the most memorable

tribute of the kind, since the Dog's Grave, of old, at Salamis,—is still

a conspicuous ornament of the gardens of Newstead. The misan-
thropic verses engraved upon it may be found among his poems, and
the following is the inscription by which they are introduced :

" Near this spot

Are deposited the Remains of one
Who possessed Beauty without Vanity, ^

Strength without Insolence,

Courage without Ferocity,

And all the Virtues of Man without his Vices.

This Praise, which would be unmeaning Flattery
If inscribed over human ashes.

Is but a just tribute to the Memory of

Boatswain, a Dog,
' Who was born at Newfoundland, May, 1803,

And died at Newstead Abbey, Nov. 18, 1808."

The poet Pope, when about the same age as the writer of this

inscription, passed a similar eulogy on his dogf at the expense of

* The Reverend Francis Hodgson, author of a spirited translation of Juve-

nal, and of other works of distinguished merit. To tliis gentleman, who was
long in correspondence with Lord Byron, I am indebted for some interesting

letters of his noble friend, which shall be given in the course of the following

pages.

t He had also, at one time, as appears from an anecdote preserved by
Spence, some thoughts of burying this dog in his garden, and placing a
monument over him, with the inscription, "Oh, rare Bounce!"

In speaking of the members of Rousseau's domestic establishment, Hume
says, " She (Therese) governs him as absolutely as a nurse does a child. In

her absence, his dog has acquired that ascendant. His aliection for that

creature is beyond all expression or conception."

—

Private Correspondence.

Sec an instance which be gives of this dog's influence over the philosopher,

p. 143.

In Burns's elegy on the death of his favourite Mailie, we find the friendship

even of a sheep set on a level with that of man :

—

" Wi' kindly bleat, when she did spy him,

She ran wi' speed :

A friend mair faithful ne'er came nigh him,

Than Mailio dead."

In speakiD|r of the favourite dogs of great poets, we must not forget Cow-
pet'a little spaniel " Beau ;" nor will posterity fail to add to 'ho list the namo
of Sir Walter Scott's » Maida."
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Imman nature, adding, that " Histories are more full of examples of the

fidelity of dogs than of friends." In a still sadder and bitterer spirit,

Lord Byron writes of his favourite,

" To mark a friend's remains these stones arise ;

I never knew but one and here he lies."*

Melancholy, indeed, seems to have been gaining fast upon his mind
at this period. In another letter to Mr. Hodgson he says—" You
know laughing is the sign of a rational animal—so says Dr. Smollet.

I think so too, but unluckily my spirits do n't always keep pace with
my opinions."
Old Murray, the sei-vant whom he mentions in a preceding extract,

as the only faithful follower now remaining to him, had long been in

the service of the former lord, and was regarded by the young poet

v/ith a fondness of affection which it has seldom been the lot of age
and dependence to inspire. " I have more than once," says a gentle-

man who was, at this time, a constant visiter at Newstead, " seen Lord
Byron at the dinner-table fill out a tumbler of Madeira, and hand it over
his shoulder to Joe Murray, who stood behind his chair, saying, with

a cordiality that brightened his whole countenance, 'Here, my old

fellow.'

"

The unconcern with which he could sometimes allude to the defect

in his foot is manifest from another passage in one of these letters to

Mr. Hodgson. That gentleman having said jestingly that some of the

verses in the " Hours of Idleness" were calculated to make schoolboys
rebellious, Lord Byron ansAvers—" If my songs have produced the

glorious effects you mention, I shall be a complete Tyrtzeus ;—though
I am sorrj' to say I resemble that interesting harper more in his person
than in his poesy." Sometimes, too, even an allusion to this infirmity

by others, when he could perceive that it was not offensively intended,

was borne by him with the most perfect good-humour. " I was once
present," says the friend I have just mentioned, " in a large and mixed
company, when a vulgar person asked him aloud—' Pray, my lord,

how is that foot of yours V—' Thank you, sir,' answered Lord Byron,
with the utmost mildness—' much the same as usual.' "

The following extract, relating to a reverend friend of his lordship,

is from another of his letters to Mr. Hodgson, this year :

—

" A few weeks ago I wrote to * * *, to request he would receive the

son of a citizen of London, well known to me, as a pupil; the family

having been particularly polite during the short time I was with them
induced me to this application. Now, mark what follows,—as some-
body sublimely saith. On this day arrives an epistle, signed * * *, con-

taining not the smallest reference to tuition, orwituition, but a petition

for Robert Gregson, of pugilistic notoriety, now in bondage for certain

paltry pounds sterling, and liable to take up his everlasting abode in

Banco Regis. Had the letter been from any of my lay acquaintance, or,

in short, from any person but the gentleman whose signature it bears, I

should have marvelled not. If * * * is serious, I congratulate pugi-

lism on the acquisition of such a patron, and shall be most happy to

* In the epitaph, as first printed in his friend's Miscellany, this line runs
thus :—

" I knew but one unchang'd—and here he lien."
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advance any sum necessary for the liberation of the captive Gregson.
But I certainly hope to be certified from you, or some respectable

housekeeper, of the fact, before I write to * * * on the subject. When
I say the fact, I mean of the letter being written by * * *, not having
any doubt as to the authenticity of the statement. The letter is now
before me, and I keep it for your perusal."

His time at Newstead during this autumn was principally occupied
in enlarging and preparing his Satire for the press ; and with the view,
perhaps, of mellowing his own judgment of its merits, by keeping it

some time before his eyes in a printed form,* he had proofs taken ofl'

from the manuscript by his former publisher at Newark. It is

somewhat remarkable, that, excited as he was by the attack of the

Reviewers, and possessing, at all times, such rapid powers of compo-
sition, he should have allowed so long an interval to elapse between
the aggression and the revenge. But the importance of his next move
in literature seems to have been fully appreciated by him. He saw
that his chances of future eminence now depended upon the effort he
was about to make, and therefore deliberately collected all his energies
for the spring. Among the preparatives by which he disciphned his

talent to the task was a deep study of the writings of Pope ; and I

have no doubt that from this period may be dated the enthusiastic ad-

miration which he ever after cherished for this great poet,—an admi-
ration which at last extinguished in him, after one or two trials, all

hope of pre-eminence in the same track, and drove him thenceforth
to seek renown in fields more open to competition.
The misanthropic mood of mind into which he had fallen at this

time, from disappointed affections and thwarted hopes, made the office

of satirist but too congenial and welcome to his spirit. Yet it is evi-

dent that this bitterness existed far more in his fancy than in his heart

;

and that the sort of relief he now found in making war upon the world
arose much less from the indiscriminate w^ounds he dealt around, than
from the new sense of power he became conscious of in dealing them,
and by which he more than recovered his former station in his own
esteem. In truth, the versatility and ease with which, as shall pre-

sently be showqi, he could, on the briefest consideration, shift from
praise to censure, and sometimes, almost as rapidly, from censure to

praise, shows how fanciful and transient were the impressions under
which he, in many instances, pronounced his judgments ; and, though
it may in some degree deduct from the weight of his eulogy, absolves
him also from any great depth of malice in his Satire.

His coming of age in 1809 was celebrated at Newstead by such fes-

tivities as his narrow means and society could furnish. Besides the

ritual' roasting of an ox, there was a ball, it seems, given on the occa-

sion,—of which the only particular I could collect, from the old do-

mestic who mentioned it, was, that Mr. Hanson, the agent of her lord,

was among the dancers. Of Lord Byron's own method of commemo-
rating the day, I find the following curious record in a letter written

from Genoa in 1822 :—" Did I ever tell you that the day 1 came of age
1 dined on eggs and bacon and a bottle of ale 1—For once in a way
they are my favourite dish and drinkable ; but, as neither of them
agree with me, I never use them but on great jubilees,—once m four

* We are told that Wieland used to have his works printed thus I'or the

purpose of Correction, and said that he found great advantage in it. Thi?
practice is, it appears, not unusual in Germany.
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or five years oi- so." The pecuniary supplies necessary towards his

outset, at this epoch, were procured from money-lenders at an enor-
mously usurious interest, the payment of which for a long time con-
tinued to be a burden to him.

It was not till the beginning of this year that he took his Satire,

—

in a state ready, as he thought, for publication,—to London. Before,

however, he had put the work to press, new food was unluckily fur-

nished to his spleen by the neglect with which he conceived himself
to have been treated by his guardian. Lord Carlisle. The relations

between this nobleman and his ward had, at no time, been of such a
nature as to afford opportunities for the cultivation of much friendli-

ness on either side ; and to the temper and influence of Mrs. Byron
must mainly be attributed the blame of widening, if not of producing,
this estrangement between them. The coldness with which Lord
Carlisle had received the dedication of the young poet's first volume
was, as we have seen from one of the letters of the latter, felt by him
most deeply. He, however, allowed himself to be so far governed
by prudential considerations as not only to stifle this displeasure, but

even to introduce into his Satire, as originally intended for the press,

the following compliment to his guardian :

—

" On one alone Apollo deigns to smile, - . .

And crowns a new Roscommon in Carlisle."

The crown, however, thus generously awarded, did not long remain
where it had been placed. In the interval between the inditing of this

couplet and the delivery of the manuscript to the press. Lord Byron,
with the natural liope that his guardian would, of himself, make an
offer to introduce liim to the House of Lords on his first taking his

seat, wrote to remind his lordship that he should be of age at the

commencement of the session. Instead, however, of the courtesy

which he had thus, not unreasonably, counted upon, a mere formal
reply, acquainting him with the technical mode of proceeding on such
occasions, was all that, it appears, in return to this application, he re-

ceived. It is not wonderful therefore that, disposed as he had been,
by preceding circumstances, to suspect his noble guardian of no
very friendly inclinations towards him, such backwardness, at a mo-
ment when the countenance of so near a connexion might have been
of service to him, should have roused in his sensitive mind a strong
feeling of resentment. The indignation thus excited found a vent,

but too temptingly, at hand ;—the laudatory couplet I have just cited

was instantly expunged, and his Satire went forth charged with those

vituperative verses against Lord Carlisle, of which, gratifying as they
)nust have been to his revenge at tlie moment, he, not long after, with
the placability so inherent in his generous nature, repented.*

During the progress of liis Poem through the press, he increased

its length by more than a hundred lines ; and made several alterations,

* See Ills lines on Major Howard, the son of Lord Carlisle, vvlio was killed

at Waterloo :

—

" Their praise is hyrnu'd by loftier harps than mine ;

Yet one I would select from that proud throng, >

Tartly because they blend me with his hne,

And partly that I did Ids sire some wrong.
• Childe Harold, Canlo III.
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one or two of which may be mentioned, as illustrative of that prompt
susceptibility of new impressions and influences which rendered both

his judgment and feelmgs so variable. In the Satire, as it originally

stood, was the following couplet :

—

" Though printers condescend the press to soil

With odes by Sniythe and epic songs by Hoyle."

Of the injustice of these lines (unjust, it is but fair to say, to both the

writers mentioned) he, on the brink of publication, repented ; and,-

as far, at least, as regarded one of the mtended victnns,—adopted a tone

directly opposite in his printed Satire, where the name of Professor

Smythe is mentioned honourably, as it deserved, in conjunction with
that of Mr. Hodgson, one of the poet's most valued friends :

—

" Oh dark asylum of a Vandal race !

At once the boast of learning and disgrace ;
. ..

,_ . So sunk in dulness and so lost in shame.
That Smythe and Hodgson scarce redeem thy fame."

In another instance, we find him " changing his hand'' with equal
facility and suddenness. The original manuscript of the Satire con-

tained this line,

—

" I leave topography to coxcomb Gell ;''

but having, while the work was printing, become acquainted with Sir

William Gell, he, without difficulty, by the change of a single epithet,

converted Satire into eulogy, and the line now descends to posterity

thus :

—

" 1 leave topography to classic Gell ;"*

Among the passages added to the poem during its progress through
the press were those lines, denouncing the licentiousness of the Opera,
" Then let Ausonia, &c." which the young satirist wrote one night,

after returning, brimful of morality, from the Opera, and sent them
early next morning to Mr. Dallas for insertion. The just and animated
tribute to Mr. Crabbe was also among the after-thoughts with which

* In the fifth edition of the Satire (suppressed by him in 1812,) he again

changed his mind respecting this gentleman, and altered the line to

" I leave topography to rapid Gell,"

explaining his reasons for the change in the following note .
—" ' Rapid,'

indeed ;—he topographized and typographized King Priam's dominions in

three days. 1 called him ' classic,' before 1 saw the Troad, but since have
learned better than to tack to his name what don't belong to it."

He IS not, liowevcr, the only satirist who has been thus capricious and
changeable in his judgments. The variations of this nature in Pope's Dun-
ciad are well known ; and the Abbe Cotin, it is said, owed the " painful pre-

eminence" of his station in Boileau's Satires to the unlucky convenience of
his name as a rhyme. Of the generous change from censure to praise, the

poet Dante had already set an example, having, in his " Convito," lauded
some of those persons whom in his Comnjedia ho had most severely lashed.
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his Poem was adorned ; nor can we doubt that both tliis, and the equally

merited eulogy on Mr. Rogers, were the disinterested and deliberate

result of the young poet's judgment, as he had never at that period seen

either of these distinguished persons, and the opinion he then ex-

pressed of their genius remained unchanged through life. With the

author of the Pleasures of Memory he afterward became intimate, but

with him, whom he has so well designated as " Nature's sternest painter,

yet the best," he was never lucky enough to form any acquaintance
;

though, as my venerated friend and neighbour, Mr. Crabbe himself,

tells me, they were once, without being aware of it, in the same inn

together for a day or two, and must have frequently met, as they went
in and out of the house during the time.

Almost every second day, while the Satire was printing, Mr. Dallas,

Avho had undertaken to superintend it through the press, received fresh

matter for the enrichment of its pages, from the author, whose mind,

once excited on any subject, knew no end to the outpourings of its

wealth. In one of his short notes to Mr. Dallas, he says, " Print soon,

or I shall overflow with rhyme ;" and it was, in the same manner, in

all his subsequent publications,—as long, at least, as he remained
within reach of the printer,—that he continued thus to feed the press, to

the very last moment, with new and " thick-coming fancies," which
the reperusal of what he had already written suggested to him. It

would almost seem, indeed, from the extreme facility and rapidity with

which he produced some of his brightest passages during the progress

of his works through the press, that there Avas in the very act of print-

ing an excitement to his fancy, and that the rush of his thoughts

towards this outlet gave increased hfe and freshness to their flow.

Among the passing events from which he now caught illustrations

for his Poem was the melancholy death of Lord Falkland,—a gallant,

but dissipated naval officer, with whom the habits of his town life had

brought him acquainted, and who, about the beginning of March, was
killed in a duel by Mr. Powell. That this event affected Lord Byron
very deeply, the few touching sentences devoted to it in his Satire

prove. " On Sunday night (he says) I beheld Lord Falkland presiding

at his own table in all the honest pride of hospitality ; on Wednesday
morning at three o'clock I saw stretched before me all that remained

of courage, feeling, and a host of passions." But it was not by words
only that he gave proof of sympathy on this occasion. The family of

the unfortunate nobleman were left behind, in circumstances which

needed something more than the mere expression of compassion to

alleviate them ; and Lord Byron, notwithstanding the pressure of his

own difficulties at the time, found means, seasonably and delicately, to

assist the widow and children of his friend. In the following letter to

Mrs. Byron, he mentions this, among other mattci-s of interest,—and

in a tone of unostentatious sensibdity, highly honourable to him:

LETTER XXXII.

TO MRS. BVRON

" 8, St. James's-street, March 6th, ISO'J.

" DEAR MOTHER, r
"My last letter was written under great depression of spuits Iroia

[looc Fall^l•,nl(^s c^'ath, Avho has left without a shilling four childrfii
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and his wife. I have been endeavouring to assist thorn, which, God
knows, I cannot do as I could wish, from my own embarrassments and
the many claims upon me from other quarters.

" What you say is ail very true : come what may, Kewstead and I

stand or fall together. I have now lived on the spot, I have fixed my
heart upon it, and no pressure, present or future, shall induce me to

barter the last vestige of our inheritance. I have tliat pride within me
Avhich will enableme to support difficulties. I can endure privations ;

but could 1 obtain in exchange for Newstead Abbey the first fortune in

the country, 1 would reject the proposition. Set your mind at ease on
that score ; Mr. H * * talks like a man of business on the subject, I

feel like a man of honour, and I will not sell Newstead.
"I shall get my seat on the return of the affidavits from Carhais, in

Cornwall, and will do something in the House soon : I must dash, or

It is all over. My Satire must be kept secret for a month ; after that

you may say what you please on the subject. Lord C. has used me
infamously, and refused to state any particulars of my family to the

Chancellor. 1 have lashed him m my rhymes, and perhaps his Lordship

may regret not being more conciliatory. They tell me it will have a

sale ; 1 hope so, for the bookseller has behaved well, as far as publish-

ing well goes. "Believe me, &c.

"P.S. You shall have a mortgage on one of the farms."

The affidavits which he here mentions as expected from Cornwall,

were those required in proof of the marriage of Admiral Byron with

]Miss Trevanion, the solemnization of which having taken place, as it

appears, in a private chapel at Carhais, no regular certificate of the

ceremony could be produced. The delay in procuring other evidence,

coupled with the rather ungracious refusal of Lord Carlisle to afford

any explanations respecting his family, interposed those difficulties

which he alludes to in the way of his taking his seat. At length, all

the necessary proofs having been obtained, he, on the 13th of March,

presented himself in the House of Lords, in a state more lone and un-

friended, perhaps, than any youth of his high station had ever before

been reduced to on such an occasion,—not having a single individual

of his own class either to introduce him as friend or receive him as

acquaintance. To chance alone was he even indebted for being ac-

companied as far as the bar of the House by a verj' distant relative,

who had been, little more thaii a year before, an utter stranger to him.

This relative was Mr. Dallas, and" the account which he has given of

the whole scene is too striking, m all its details, to be related in any

other words than his own :

—

" The Satire was published about the middle of March, previous to

wliich he took his seat in the House of Lords, on the 13th of the same
month. On that day, passing down St. James's-street, but with no
intention of calling, I saw his chariot at his door, and went in. His

countenance, paler than usual, showed that his mind was agitated, and

Ihat he was thinking of the nobleman to whom he had once looked for

a hand and countenance in his introduction to the House. He said to

me—' I am glad you happened to come in ; I am going to take my seat,

perhaps you will go with me.' I expressed my readiness to attend

him ; while at the same time, I concealed the shock I felt on thinking

that this young man, who, by birth, fortune, and talent, stood high in

life, should have lived so unconnected and neglected bv persons of his

. Vol. L—I
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own rank, that there was not a sing-le member of the senate to which
he belonged, to whom he could or would apply to introduce him in a

manner becoming- his birth. I saw that he felt the situation, and I fully

partook his indignation. * * *
" After some talk about the Satire, the last sheets of which were in

the press, I accompanied Lord Byron to the House. He was received

in one of the antechambers by some of the officers in attendance, with

whom he settled respecting the fees he had to pay. One of them went
to apprize the Lord Chancellor of his being there, and soon returned,

for him. There were very few persons in the House. Lord Eldon
was going through some ordinary business. When Lord Byron en-

tered, I thought he looked still paler than before ; and he certainly

wore a countenance in which mortification was mingled with, but sub-

dued by, indignation. He passed the woolsack without looking round,

and advanced to the table where the proper officer was attending to

administer the oaths. When he had gone through them, the Chan-
cellor quitted his seat, and went towards him with a smile, putting out

liis hand vvamtily to welcome him ; and though I did not catch his

words, I saw that he paid him some compliment. This was all thrown
away upon Lord Byron, who made a stiff bow, and put the tips of his

fingers into the Chancellor's hand. * * * * The Chancellor did

not press a welcome so received, but resumed his seat ; while Lord
Byron carelessly seated himself for a few minutes on one of the empty
benches to the left of the throne, usually occupied by the Lords in oppo-
sition. When, on his joining me, I expressed what I had felt, he said

:

' If I had shaken hands heartily, he would have set me down for one
of his party—but I will have nothing to do with any of them, on either

side ; I have taken my seat, and now I will go abroad.' We returned
to St. James's-street, but he did not recover his spirits."

To this accoimt of a ceremonial so trying to the proud spirit engaged
in it, and so little likely to abate the bitter feeling of misanthropy now
growing upon him, I am enabled to add, from his own report in one of
his notebooks, the particulars of the short conversation which he held
with the Lord Chancellor on the occasion :

—

" When I came of age, some delays, on account of some birth and
marriage certificates from Cornwall, occasioned me not to take my
seat for several weeks. When these were over and I had taken the
oaths, the Chancellor apologized to me for the delay, observing, ' that
these forms were a part of his duty.'' I begged him to make no apo-
logy, and added (as he certainly had shown no violent hurry), ' Your
Lordship was exactly like Tom Thumb' (which was then being acted)—

' You did your duty, and you did no luore.'' "

In a few days after, the Satire made its appearance, and one of the
first copies was sent, with the following letter, to his friend Mr. Harness.

•^ - LETTER XXXIII.

TO MR. HARNESS. '
-

" 8, St. James's-street, March 18th, 1809.
" Tliere was no necessity for your excuses : if you have time and

inclination to write, ' for what we receive, the Lord make us thankful.'

—if I do not hear from you, I console myself with the idea that you
are much more agreeably employed.

" 1 scud down to you by tills post a certain Satire lately published.
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and in return for the three and sixpence expenditure upon it, only beg
that if you should guess the author, you will keep his name secret ; at

ieast, for the present. London is full of the Duke's business. The
Commons have been at it these last three niglits, and are not yet come
to a decision. I do not know if the affair will be brought before our
House, unless in the shape of an impeachment. If it makes its ap-

pearance in a debatable form, I believe I shall be tempted to say some-
thing on the subject.—I am glad to hear you like Cambridge : firstly,

because to know that you are happy is pleasant to one who wishes
you all possible sublunary enjoyment ; and, secondly, I admire the

morality of the sentiment. Alma Mater was to me injusta noverca

:

and the old Beldam only gave me my M.A. degree because she could
not avoid it.*—You know what a farce a noble Cantab, must perform.

" I am going abroad, if possible, in the spring, and before I depart
I am collecting the pictures of my most intimate schoolfellows ; I

have already a few, and shall want yours, or my cabinet will be in-

complete. I have employed one of the first miniature-painters of the
day to take them, of course at my own expense, as I never allow my
acquaintance to incur the least expenditure to gratify a whim of mine.
To mention this may seem indelicate ; but when I tell you a friend of
ours first refused to sit, under the idea that he was to disburse on the

occasion, you will see that it is necessary to state these preliminaries

to prevent the recurrence of any similar mistake. I shall see you in

time, and will carry you to the limner. It will be a tax on your pa-

tience for a week, but pray excuse it, as it is possible the resemblance
may be the sole trace I shall be able to preserve of our past friendship

and present acquaintance. Just now it seems foolish enough, but in a
few years, when some of us are dead, and others are separated by
inevitable circumstances, it will be a kind of satisfaction to retain in

these images of the living the idea of our fonner selves, and to con-
template in the resemblance of the dead, all that remains of judgment,
feeling, and a host of passions. But all this would be dull enough for

you, and so good night, and to end my chapter, or rather my homily,
believe me, dear H., yours most affectionately."

In this romantic design of collecting together the portraits of his

school friends, we see the natural working of an ardent and disap-

pointed heart, which, as the future began to darken upon it, clung with
fondness to the recollections of the past, and in despair of finding new
and true friends saw no happiness but in preserving all it could of the

old. But even here, his sensibility had to encomiter one of those

freezing checks, to which feelings, so much above the ordinary tem-

perature of the world, are but too constantly exposed ;—it being from
one of the very friends thus fondly valued by him, that he experienced

on leaving England, that mark of neglect of which he so indignantly

complains in a note on the second I'anto of Childe Harold,—contrast-
ing with this conduct the fidelity and devotedness he had just found in

his Turkish servant. Dervish. Mr. Dallas, who witnessed the imme-
diate effect of this slight upon him, thus describes his emotion :—

* In another letter to Mr. Harness, dated February, 1809, he says, " I do

not know how you and Alma Mater agree. I was but an untoward child

myself, and I believe the good lady and her brat were equally rejoiced when
I was weaned; and, if .1 obtained her benediction at parting, it wa's, at best,

equivocal."

X -^
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"I found him bursting- with indignation. 'Will you believe it?'

said he, ' I have just met * * *, and asked him to come and sit an hour
with me : he excused himself; and what do you think was his excuse ?

He was engaged with his mother and some ladies to go shopping

!

And he knows I set out to-morrow, to be absent for years, perhaps
never to return !—Friendship ! I do not believe I shall leave behind
me, yourself and family excepted, and perhaps my mother, a single

being who will care what becomes of me.' "

From his expressions in a letter to Mrs. Byron, already cited, that

he must " do something in the House soon," as well as from a more
definite intimcition of the same intention to Mr. Harness, it would
appear that he had, at this time, serious thoughts of at once entering
on the high political path, which his station as an hereditary legislator

opened to him. But, whatever may have been the first movements of
his ambition in this direction, they were soon relinquished. Had he
been connected with any distinguished political families, his love of
eminence, seconded by such example and sympathy, would have im-
pelled him, no doubt, to seek renown in the fields of party warfare,
where it might have been his fate to afford a signal instance of that

transmuting process by which, as Pope says, the corruption of a poet
sometimes leads to the generation of a statesman. Luckily, however,
for the world (though, whether luckily for himself may be questioned),

the brighter empire of poesy was destined to claim him all its own.
The loneliness, indeed, of his position in society at this period, left

destitute, as he was, of all those sanctions and sympathies by which
youth, at its first start, is usually surrounded, was, of itself, enough to

discourage him from embarking in a pursuit, where it is chiefly on
such extrinsic advantages that any chance of success must depend.
So far from taking an active part in the proceedings of his noble
brethren, he appears to have regarded even the ceremony of his attend-

ance among them as irksome and mortifying; and, in a few days
after his admission to his seat, he withdrew himself in disgust to the

seclusion of his own Abbey, there to brood over the bitterness of pre-

mature experience, or meditate, in the scenes and adventures of other
lands, a freer outlet for his impatient spirit than it could command at

home.
It was not long, however, before he was summoned back to town

by the success of his Satire,—the quick sale of which already ren-

dered the preparation of a new edition necessary. His zealous agent,-

Mr. Dallas, had taken care to transmit to him, in his retirement, all

the favourable opinions of the work he could collect; and it is not
unamusing, as showing the sort of steps by which Fame at first

mounts, to find the approbation of such authorities as Pratt and the
magazine-writers put forward among the first rewards and encourage-
ments of a Byron.

" You are already (he says) pretty generally known to be the autlior.

So Cawthoni tells me, and a proof occurred to myself at Hatchard's,
the Queen's bookseller. On inquiring for the Satire, he told me that

he had sold a great many, and liad none left, and was going to send
for more, which I afterward found he did. I asked who was the

author? He said it was believed to be Lord Byron's. Did he believe

it ? Yes, he did. On asking the ground of his belief, he told me that

a lady of distinction had, without hesitation, asked for it as Lord
Byron's Satire, He likewise informed me that he had inquired of Mr.
QiiTord, wlio frequents his shop, if it was yours. Mr. Gifford denied
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any knowledge of the author, but spoke very highly of it, and said a
copy had been sent to him. Hatchard assured me that all who came
to his reading-room admired it. Cawthorn tells me it is universally

Avell spoken of, not only among his own customers, but generally at

all the booksellers'. I beard it highly praised at my own publisher's,

where I have lately called several times. At Phillip's it was read aloud
by Pratt to a circle of literaiy guests, who were unanimous in their

applause :—the Antijacobin, as well as the GentlemaiCs Magazine, has
already blown the trump of fame for you. We shall see it in the
other Reviews next month, and probably in some severely handled,
according to the connexion of tlie proprietors and editors with those
Avhom it lashes."

On his arrival in London, towards the end of April, he foimd the
first edition of his Poem nearly exhausted ; and set immediately about
preparing another, to which he determined to prefix his name. The
additions he now made to the work were considerable,—near a hundred
new lines being introduced at the very opening,*—and it was not till

about the middle of the ensuing month that the new edition was ready
to go to press. He had, during his absence from town, fixed defini

tively with his friend Mr. Hobhouse that they should leave England
together early in the following June, and it was his wish to see the last

proofs of the volume corrected before his departure.

Among the new features of this edition was a Postscript to the
Satire, in prose, which Mr. Dallas, much to the credit of his discretion

and taste, most earnestly entreated the poet to suppress. It is to be
regretted that the adviser did not succeed in his efforts, as there runs
a tone of bravado through this ill-judged effusion, which it is, at all

times, painful to see a really brave man assume. For instance :—"It
may be said," he observes, " that I quit England because I have cen=
sured these ' persons of honour and wit about town ;' but I am coming
back again, and their vengeance will keep hot till my return. Those
who know me can testify that my motives for leaving England are
very different from fears literary or personal ; those who do not, may
one day be convinced. Since the publication of this thing, my name
has not been concealed ; I have been mostly in London, ready to

answer for my transgressions, and in daily expectation of sundry
cartels ; but, alas, ' the age of chivalry is over,' or, in the vulgar tongue,
there is no spirit now-a-days."

But, whatever may have been the faults or indiscretions of this

Satire, there are few who would now sit in judgment upon it so se-
verely as did the author himself, on reading it over nine years after,

when he had quitted England, never to return. The copy which he
then perused is now in the possession of Mr. Murray, and the remarks
which he has left scribbled over its pages are well worth transcribing.

On the first leaf we find

—

" The binding of this volume is considerably too \^uable for its

contents.
" Nothing but the consideration of its being the property of another

prevents me from consigning this miserable record of misplaced
anger and indiscrimiiiate acrimony to the flames. " B."

* The Poem, in the first edition, began at the line,

" Time was ere yet, in these degenerate days."
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Opposite the passage,

" to be misled

By Jeffrey's heart, or Lamb's Boeotian head,"

is written, " This was not just. Neither the heart nor the head of

these gentlemen are, at all, what is here represented." Along the

whole of the severe verses against Mr. Wordsworth he has scrawled,

'* Unjust,"—and the same verdict is affixed to those against Mr. Cole-

ridge. On his unmeasured attack upon Mr. Bowles, the comment is,

—" Too savage all this on Bowles ;" and down the margin of the page

containing the lines, " Health to immortal Jeffrey," &c. he writes,

—

" Too ferocious—this is mere insanity,"—adding, on tlie verses that

follow, (" Can none remember that eventful day?" &c.) "All this is

bad, because personal."

Sometimes, however, he shows a disposition to stand by his original

decisions. Thus, on the passage relating to a writer of certain obscure

Epics (v. 379), he says,—" All right ;" adding, of the same person, " I

saw some letters of this fellow to an unfortunate poetess, whose pro-

ductions (which the poor woman by no means thought vainly of ) he

attacked so roughly and bitterly, that I could hardly regret assailing

him;—even were it unjust, which it is not; for verily, he is an ass."

On the strong lines, too (v. 593), upon Clarke (a writer in a magazine

called the Satirist), he remarks,—" Right enough,—this was well de-

served, and well laid on."

To the whole paragraph, beginning " Illustrious Holland," are affixed

the words "Bad enough;—and on mistaken grounds, besides." The
bitter verses against Lord Carlisle he pronounces " Wrong also—the
provocation was not sufficient to justify such acerbity;"—and of a

subsequent note respecting the same nobleman he says, " Much too

savage, whatever the foundation may be." Of Rosa Matilda (v. 738)

he tells us, " She has since married the Morning Post,—an exceeding

good match." To the verses " When some brisk youth, the tenant of

a stall," &c. he has appended the following interesting note :
" This

was meant at poor Blackett, who was then patronized by A. L B. ;*

but tliat 1 did not know, or this would not have been written; at least,

I think not."

Farther on, where Mr. Campbell and other poets are mentioned, the

following gingle on the names of their respective poems is scribbled

:

., .

- '." " Pretty Miss Jacqueline
.

• -- >, "

-'• •
' ^ '/•'

' Had a nose aquiline;

. r And would assert rude
"^ Things of Miss Gertrude

;

-
: , ,

While Mr. Marmion

^ •.
^k Led a great army on,

• ^^ Making Kehama look -

Like a fierce Maraaluke."

Opposite the paragraph in praise of Mr. Crabbe he has written, " I

consider Crabbe and Coleridge as the first of these times in point

of power and genius." On his own line in a subsequent paragraph,
" Ajjd glory, like the Phoenix raid her fires," he says, comically, " The

* Lady Byrorij, tlien Miss Milbani.
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devil take that Phcpnix—how came it there 1" and his concludiug re-

mark on the whole Poem is as follows

:

" The greater part of this Satire, I most sincerely wish had never
been written; not only on account of the injustice of much of the

critical and some of the personal part of it, but the tone and tempt- 1'

are such as I cannot approve. " Byron."
"Diodati, Geneva, July 14, 181G. -

While engaged in preparing his new edition tor the press, he was
also gayly dispensing the hospitalities of Newstead to a party of young
college friends, whom, with the prospect of so long an absence from
England, he had assembled round him at the Abbey, for a sort of fes-

tive farewell. The following letter from one of the party, Charles
Skinner Matthews, though containing much less of the noble host
himself than we could have wished, yet, as a picture, taken freslily

and at the moment, of a scene so pregnant with character, will, I have
little doubt, be highly acceptable to the reader.

LETTER FROM CHARLES SKINNER MATTHEWS, ESQ.
TO MISS I. M.

" London, 22d May, 1809.

" I must begin Avith giving you a few particulars of the singular

place which I have lately quitted.
" Newstead Abbey is situate one hundred and thirty-six miles from

London ; four on this side Mansfield. It is so fine a piece of antiquity

that I should think there must be a description, and perhaps a picture,

of it in Grose. The ancestors of its present owner came into pos-

session of it at the time of the dissolution of the monasteries ; but
the building itself is of a much earlier date. Though sadly fallen to

decay, it is still completely an Abbey, and most part of it is still standing

in the same state as when it was first built. There are two tiers of
cloisters, with a variety of cells and rooms about them, which, though
not inhabited, nor in an inhabitable state, might easily be made so

;

and many of the original rooms, among which is a fine stone hall,

are still in use. Of the Abbey Church only one end remains ; and
the old kitchen, with a long range of apartments, is reduced to a heap
of rubbish. Leading from the Abbey to the modern part of the habi-

tation is a noble room, seventy feet in length and twenty-three in

breadth : but every part of the house displays neg-lect and decay, save

those which the present Lord has lately fitted up.
' The house and gardens are entirely surrounded by a wall with

battlements. In front is a large lake, bordered here and there with

castellated buildings, the chief of which stands on an eminence at the

farther extremity of it. Fancy all this surrounded with bleak and

barren hills, with scarce a tree to be seen for miles, except a solitary

clump or two, and you will have some idea of Newstead. For the

late Lord being at enmity with his son, to whom the estate was se-

cured by entail, resolved, out of spite to the same, that the estate

should descend to hiui in as miserable a plight as he could possibly

reduce it to ; for which cause he took no care of the mansion, and fell

to lopping of every tree he could lay his hands on so furiously, that
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he reduced immense tracts of woodland comitry to the desolate state

I have just described. However, his son died before liim, so that all

his rage was thrown away.
" So much for the place, concerning which I have thrown together

these few particulars, meaning my account to be, like the place itself,

without any order or connexion. But if the place itself appear rather

strange to you, the ways of the inhabitants will not appear much less

so. Ascend, then, with me the hall steps, that I may introduce you to

my Lord and his visitants. But have a care how you proceed ; be
mindful to go tliere in broad daylight, and with your eyes about you.
For, should you make any blunder,—should you go to the right of the

hall steps, you are laid hold of by a bear; and, should you go to the
left, your case is still worse, for you run full against a wolf!—Nor,
when you have attained the door, is your danger over ; for the hall

being decayed, and therefore standing in need of repair, a bevy of
inmates are very probably banging at one end of it with their pistols

;

so that if you enter without giving loud notice of your approach, you
have only escaped the Avolf and the bear to expire by the pistol-shots

of the meiTy monks of Newstead.
" Our party consisted of Lord Byron and four others ; and was, now

and then, increased by the presence of a neighbouring parson. As
for our way of living, the order of the day was generally this :—For
breakfast we had no set hour, but each suited his own convenience,—

•

every thing remaining on the table till the whole party had done

;

though had one wished to breakfast at the early hour of ten, one would
have been rather lucky to find anj'^ of the servants up. Our average
hour of rising was one. I, who generally got up between eleven and
twelve, was always,—even when an invalid,—the first of the party,

and was esteemed a prodigy of early rising. It was frequently past
two before the breakfast party broke up. Then, for the amusements
of the morning, there was reading, fencing, single-stick, or shuttle-

cock, in the great room
; practising with pistols in the hall ; walking

—riding—cricket—sailing on the lake, playing with the bear, or
teazing the wolf. Between seven and eight we dined, and our evening
lasted from that time till one, two, or three in the morning. The
evening diversions may be easily conceived.

" I must not omit the custom of handing round, after dinner, on the
removal of the cloth, a human skull filled with Burgundy. After
revelling on choice viands, and the finest wines of France, we
adjourned to tea, where we amused ourselves with reading or improving
conversation,—each according to his fancy,—and, after sandwiches,
&c. retired to rest. A set of monkish dresses, which had been pro-
vided, with all the proper apparatus of crosses, beads, tonsures, &c.
often gave a variety to our appearance, and to our pursuits.

" You may easily imagine how chagrined I was at being ill nearly
the first half of the time I was there. But I was led into a very
different reflection from that of Dr. Swift, who left Pope's house without
ceremony, and afterward informed him, by letter, that it was impos-
sible for two sick friends to live together ; for I found my shivering
and invalid frame so perpetually annoyed by the thoughtless and
tumultuous health of every one about me, that I heartily wished every
soul in the house to be as ill as myself,

" The journey back I performed on foot, together with another of
the guests. We walked about 25 miles a day ; but were a week on
the road, from being detained by the rain.

* * »• * * * *
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" So here I close my account of an expedition which has somewhat

extended my knowledge of this country. And where do you think 1

am going next 1 To Constantinople !—at least, such an excursion

has been proposed to me. Lord B. and another friend of mine are

going thither next month, and have asked me to join the party ; but it

seems to be but a wild scheme, and requires twice thuiking upon. * *

"Addio, my dear L, yours very aflfectionately,
" C. S. Matthews."

Having put the finishing- hand to his new edition, he, without waiting

for the fresh honours that were in store for him, took leave of London

(whither he had returned) on the 1 1th of June, and, in about a fortnight

after, sailed for Lisbon.

Great as was the advance which his powers had made, under the

influence of that resentment from which he now drew his inspiration,

they were yet, even in his Satire, at an immeasurable distance from

the point to which they afterward so triumphantly rose. It is, indeed,

remarkable that, essentially as his genius seemed connected with, and,

as it were, springing out of his character, the developement of the one

should so long have preceded the full maturity of the resources of the

other. By her very early and rapid expansion of his sensibilities,

Nature had given him notice of what she destined him for, long before

he understood the call ; and those materials of poetry with which his

own fervid temperament abounded were bui by slow degrees, and after

much self-meditation, revealed to him. In his Satire, though vigorous

there is but little foretaste of the wonders that followed it. His spirit

was stirred, but he had not yet looked down into its depths, nor does

even his bitterness taste of the bottom of the heart, like those sar-

casms which he afterward flung in the face of mankind. Still less

had the other countless feelings and passions, with which his soul had

been long labouring, found an organ worthy of them ;—the gloom, the

grandeur, the tenderness of his nature, all were left without a voice,

till his mighty genius, at last, awakened in its strength.

In stooping, as he did, to write after established models, as well in

the Satire as in his still earlier poems, he showed how little he had yet

explored his own original resources, or found out those distinctive

marks by which he was to be known through all time. But, bold and

energetic as was his general character, he was, in a remarkable degree,

difiident m his intellectual powers. The consciousness of what he

could achieve was but by degrees forced upon him, and the discovery

of so rich a mine of genius in his soul came with no less surprise on

himself than on the world. It was from the same slowness of self-

appreciation that, afterward, in the full flow of his fame, he long

doubted, as we shall see, his own aptitude for works of wit and

humour,—till the happy experiment of " Beppo" at once dissipated

this distrust, and opened a new region of triumph to his versatile and

boundless powers.
But, however far short of himself his first writings must be consi-

dered, there is in his Satire a liveliness of thought, and, still more, a

vigour and courage, which, concurring with the justice of his cause

and the sympathies of the public on his side, could not fail to attach

instant celebrity to his name. Notwithstanding, too, the general

boldness and recklessness of his tone, there were occasionally mingled

with this defiance some allusions to his own fate and character, whose
affecting earnestness seemed to answer for their tTuth, and which
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were of a nature strongly to awaken curiosity as well as interest.

One or two of these passages, as illustrative of the state of his mind
at this period, I shall here extract. The loose and unfenced state in

which his youth was left to grow wild upon the world is thus touch-

ingly alluded to :

—

" Ev'n I—least thinking of a thoughtless throng,

Just skill'd to know the right and choose the wrong,
Freed at that age when Reason's shield is lost

To fight my course through Passion's countless host,

Whom every path of Pleasure's flowery M^ay

Has lured in turn, and all have led astray—

*

Ev'n I must raise my voice, ev'n I must feel

Such scenes, such men destroy the public weal

:

Although some kind, censorious friend will say,
' What art thou better, meddling fool,t than they V \ '

And every brother Rake will smile to see ,-
' <

That miracle, a Moralist, in me."

But the passage in which, hastily thrown off as it is, we find the

strongest trace of that wounded feeling, which bleeds, as it were,
through all his subsequent writings, is the following :

—

" The time hath been, when no harsh sound would fall

From lips that now may seem imbued with gall,

Nor fools nor follies tempt me to despise

The meanest thing that crawl'd beneath my eyes.

But now so callous grown, so changed from youth," &c. .

Some of the causes that worked this change in his character have
been intimated in the course of the preceding pages. That there was
no tinge of bitterness in his natural disposition we have abundant
testimony, besides his own, to prove. Though, as a child, occasion-
ally passionate and headstrong, his docility and kindness, towards
those who were themselves kind, is acknowledged by all; and
" playful" and " affectionate" are invariably the epithets by which
those who knew him in his childhood convey their impression of his
character.

Of all the qualities, indeed, of his nature, affectionateness seems to

have been the most ardent and most deep. A dieposition, on his own
side, to form strong attachments, and a yearning desire after affection

in return, were the feeling and the want that formed the dream and
torment of his existence. We have seen with what passionate en-
thusiasm he threw himself into his boyish friendships. The all-

absorbing and unsuccessful love that followed was, if I may so say,

the agony, without being the death, of this unsated desire, which
lived on through his life, filled his poetry with the very soul of ten-

derness, lent the colouring of its light to even those unworthy ties

%vhich vanity or passion led him afterward to form, and was the last

aspiration of his fervid spirit in those stanzas written but a few
months before his death:

—

* In the MS. remarks on his Satire, to which I have already referred, he
eajB, on this passage—" Yea, and a pretty dance they have led me."

t " Fool then, and but little wiser now."--.¥5. ibid.
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" 'T is time this heart should be unmoved,
Since others it lias ceased to move

;

Yet, though 1 cannot be beloved,
"V '

Still let me love!"

It is much, I own, to be questioned, whether, even under the most
favourable cuTumstances, a disposition such as I have here described
could have escaped ultimate disappointment, or found anywhere a
resting-place for its imaginings and desires. But, in the case of Lord
Byron, disappointment met him on the very threshold of life. His
mother, to whom his affections first, naturally and with ardour,

turned, either repelled them rudely or capriciously trifled with them.
In speaking of his early days to a friend at Genoa, a short time before
his departure for Greece, he traced the first feelings of pain and humi-
liation he had ever known to the coldness with which his mother had
received his caresses in infancy, and the frequent taunts on his per-

sonal deformity with which she had wounded him.
The sympathy of a sister's love, of all inl.uences on the mind of a

youth the most softening, was also, in his early days, denied to him,
—his sister Augusta and he having seen but little of each other while
young. A vent through the calm channel of domestic affections might
have brought down the high current of his feelings to a level nearer
that of the world he had to traverse, and thus saved them from the

tumultuous rapids and falls to which this early elevation, in their after-

course, exposed them. In the dearth of all home endearments, his

heart had no other resource but in those boyish friendships which he
formed at school ; and when these were interrupted by his removal to

Cambridge, he was again thrown back, isolated, on his own restless

desires. Then followed his ill-fated attachment to Miss Chaworth, to

which, more than to any other cause, he himself attributed the deso-

lating change then wrought in his disposition.
" I doubt sometimes" (he says, in his " Detached Thoughts")

" whether, after all, a quiet and unagitated life would have suited me

;

j'et I sometimes long for it. My earliest dreams (as most boys'

dreams are) were martial ; but a little later they were all for love and
retirement, till the hopeless attachment toM***C*** began and
continued (though sedulously concealed) very early in my teens ; and
so upwards for a time. This threw me out again ' alone on a wide,

wide sea.' In the year 1804, 1 recollect meeting ray sister at General
JIarcourt's in Portland Place. I was then one thing, and as she had
always till then found me. When we met again in 1805, (she told

me since) my temper and dispo^tion were so completely altered

that I was hardly to be recognised. I was not then sensible of the

change ; but I can believe it, and account for it."

I have already described his parting with Miss Chaworth previously

to her marriage. Once again, after that event, he saw her, and for the

last time,—being invited by Mr. Chaworth to dine at Annesley not long

before his departure from England. The few years that had elapsed

since their last meeting had made a considerable change in the ap-

pearance and manners of the young poet. The fat, unformed school-

boy was now a slender and graceful young man. Those emotions
and passions, which at first heighten, and then destroy, beauty, had
as yet produced only their favourable effects on his features ; and,

though with but little aid from the example of refined society, his

manners had subsided into that tone of gentleness and self-possessiou
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which more than any thing marks the well-bred gentleman. Once
only was the latter of these qualities put to the trial, when the little

daughter of his fair hostess was brought into the room. At the sight

of the child, he started involuntarily,—it was with the utmost diffi-

culty he could conceal his emotion ; and to the sensations of that

moment we are indebted for those touching stanzas, " Well—thou art

happy," &c.* which appeared afterward in a Miscellany published by
one of his friends, and are now to be found in the general collection

of his works. Under the influence of the same despondent passion
he wrote two other poems at this period, from which, as they exist

only in the Miscellany I have just alluded to, and that collection has
for some time been out of print, a few stanzas may, not iraproperlyj

he extracted here.

"THE FAREWELL—TO A LADY.f ^ - :. m

" When man, expeU'd from Eden's bowers,
; ,

A moment ^inger'd near the gate, - - "

V ,. Each scene recall'd the vanish'd hours, ' ... .. ^ •

'
' And bade him curse his future fate. "

;
^ r ',

J,

" But, wandering on through distant climes, '
• .'

He learned to bear his load of grief; v

Just gave a sigh to other times, - ., ; ,•

And found in busier scenes relief. - . •

'
.

" Thus, lady,J must it be with me,
And I must view thy charms no more

;

For, while I linger near to thee, _ ' , .

I sigh for all I knew before," &c. &c.

The other poem is, throughout, full of tenderness ; but 1 shall give

only what appear to me the most striking stanzas.

"STANZAS TO * * * ON LEAVING ENGLAND.

'"T is done— and shivering in the gale ,

The bark unfurls her snowy sail

;

*

And whistling o'er the bending mast,
Loud sings on high the fresh'ning blast;

And I must from this land be gone, .T

Because I cannot lo^ but one.
.,;,/- * * * *

" As some lone bird, without a mate,
My weary heart is desolate

;

I look around, and cannot trace

One friendly smile or welcome face,

And ev'n in crowds am still alone,

Because I cannot love but one.

* Dated, in his original copy, Nov. 2, 1 808.

+ Entitled, in his original manuscript, " To Mrs. , on being asked
my reason for quitting England in the spring." The date subjobied is Dec.
3, 1808.

X in his first copy, " Thus, Mary."
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" Aiid I will cross the whitening foam,
And I will seek a foreign honre ;

Till I forget a false fair face,

I ne'er shall find a resting-place

;

My own dark thoughts I cannot shun,
. . But ever love, and love but one.

* * « #

"I go—but wheresoe'er I flee -,

-' ' There 's not an eye will weep for me

;

There 's not a kind congenial heart,

Where I can claim the meanest part;..

Nor thou, who hast my hopes undone,
"Wilt sigh, although I love but one. '- '

V- "To think of every early scene,
'

, Of what we are, and what we 've been,
.•

. Would whelm some softer hearts with wo—
.

••
. But mine, alas ! has stood the bloAV

;

• '
,

.M- Yet still beats on as it begun,
- 1 Aud never truly loves but one.

, " And who that dear loved one may be
Is not for vulgar eyes to see, •,,

And why that early love was cross'd,

. . Thou know'st the best, I feel the most; ' -.

/ But few that dwell beneath the sun "
'

'
.
''

^ Have loved so long, and loved but one.

'. . ', " I 've tried another's fetters too,
"

With charms, perchance, as fair to view
; .

•

And I would fain have loved as well, -'•' y
'

But some unconquerable spell . -

'*>
' Forbade my bleeding breast to own

' '
. A kindred care for aught but one.

V
.

" 'T would sooth to take one lingering view,
-

, And bless thee in my last adieu

;

Yet wish I not those eyes to weep
For him that wanders o'er the deep

;

His home, his hope, his youth are gone,
Yet still he loves, and loves but one."*

While thus, in all the relations of the heart, his thirst after aftectioii

was thwarted, in another instinct of his nature, not less strong—the
desire of eminence and distinction—he was, in an equal degree,
checked in his aspirings, and mortified. The inadequacy of his
means to his station was early a source of embarrassment and humi-
liation to him ; and those high, patrician notions of birth in which he
indulged but made the disparity between his fortune and his rank the
more galling. Ambition, however, soon whispered to him that there
were other and nobler ways to distinction. The eminence which

* Thus corrected by himself in a copy of the Miscellany now in my pos-

session; the last two lines bein^, originally, as follows :

" Though wheresoe'er rny bark may run,

I love but thee, I love but one."
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talent builds for itself might, one day, he proudly felt, be his own

;

nor was it too sanguine to hope that, under the favour accorded
usually to youth, he might with impunity venture on his first steps to
fame. But here, as in every other object of his heart, disappoint-
ment and mortification awaited him. Instead of experiencing the
ordinary forbearance, if not indulgence, with which young aspirants
for fame are received by their critics, he found himself instantly the
victim of such unmeasured severity as is not often dealt out even to

veteran offenders in literature ; and, with a heart fresh from the trials

of disappointed love, saw those resources and consolations which he
had sought in the exercise ol his intellectual strength also invaded.
While thus prematurely broken into the pains of life, a no less

darkening effect was produced upon him by too early an initiation into

its pleasures. That charm with which the fancy of youth invests an
untried world was, in his case, soon dissipated. His passions had,
at the very onset of their career, forestalled the future ; and the blank
void that followed was by himself considered as one of the causes of
that melancholy, which now settled so deeply into his character.

" My passions" (he says, in his " Detached Thoughts,") " were
developed very early—so early that few would believe me if I were
to state the period and the facts which accompanied it. Perhaps this

was one of the reasons which caused the anticipated melancholy of
my thoughts,—having anticipated life. My earlier poems are the
thoughts of one at least ten years older than the age at which they
Avere written,—I don't mean for their solidity, but their experience.
The first two Cantos of Cliilde Harold were completed at twenty-two ;

and they are written as if by a man older than I shall probably ever be."
Though the allusions in the first sentence of this extract have

reference to a much earlier period, they afford an opportunity of
remarking, that however dissipated may have been the life which he
led during the two or three years previous to his departure on his

travels, yet tlie notion caught up by many, from his own allusions, in

Childe Harold, to irregularities and orgies of which Newstead had
been the scene, is, like most other imputations against him founded
on his own testimony, greatly exaggerated. He describes, it is well
known, the home of his poetical representative as a " monastic dome,
condemned to uses vile," and then adds,

—

"Where Superstition once had made her den.

Now Paphian girls were known to sing and smile."

Mr. Dallas, too, giving in to the same strain of exaggeration, says,

in speaking of the poet's preparations for his departure, " already
satiated with pleasure, and disgusted with those companions who have
no other resource, he had resolved on mastering his appetites ;—he
l)roke up his harems." The truth, however, is, that the narrowness of

Lord Byron's means would alone have prevented such oriental luxu-

ries. The mode of his life at Newstead was simple and unexpensive.

His companions, though not averse to convivial indulgences, were of

habits and tastes too intellectual for mere vulgar debauchery; and,

with respect to the alleged " Harems," it appears certain that one or
two suspected " SubintrodvdcB''^ (as the ancient monks of the Abbey
Avould have styled them), and those, too, among the ordinary menials
of the establishment, were all that even scandal itself could ever fix

upon to warrant such an assumption.
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That gaming was among his follies at this period, he himself tells us
in the Journal I have just cited :

—

"I have a notion (he says) that gamblers are as happy as many
people, being always excited. Women, wine, fame, the table,—even
ambition, sate now and then ; but eveiy turn of the card and cast of the

dice keeps the gamester alive : besides, one can game ten times longer

than one can do any thing else. I was very fond of it when young,
that is to say, of hazard, for I hate all card games,—even faro. When
macco (or whatever they spell it) was introduced, I gave up the whole
thing, for I loved and missed the rattle and dash of the box and dice,

and the glorious uncertainty, not only of good luck or bad luck, but of
any tuck at all, as one had sometimes to throw often to decide at all.

I have thrown as many as fourteen mains running, and carried off all

the cash upon the table occasionally ; but I had no coolness, or judg-
ment, or calculation. It was the delight of the thing that pleased me.
Upon the whole, I left off in time, without being much a winner or
loser. Since one-and-twenty years of age I have played but little, and
then never above a hundred, or two, or three."

To this, and other follies of the same period, he alludes in the fol-

lowing note :

—

'
' TO MR. WILLIAM BANKES.

" Twelve o'clock, Friday night.

"my dear BANKES,

"I have just received your note; believe me, I regret most sincerely

that I was not fortunate enough to see it before, as I need not repeat

to you, that your conversation for half an hour would have been much
more agreeable to me than gambling or drinking, or any other fashion-

able mode of passing an evening abroad or at home. I really am
very sorry that I went out previous to the arrival of your despatch

;

in future, pray let me hear from you before six, and whatever my
engagements may be, I will always postpone them. Believe me, with
that deference which I have always from my childhood paid to your
talents, and with somewhat a better opinion of your heart than 1 have
hitherto entertained, -

- - ' " Yours ever, &c."

Among the causes—if not rather among the results—of that dispo-

sition to melancholy, which, after all, perhaps, naturally belonged to

his temperament, must not be forgotten those skeptical views of reli-

gion, which clouded, as has been shown, his boyish thoughts, and, at

the time of which I am speaking, gathered still more darkly over his

mind. In general, we find the young too ardently occupied with the

enjoyments which this life gives or promises, to afford either leisure

or inclination for much inquiry into the mysteries of the next. But
Avith him it was unluckily otherwise ; and to have, at once, antici-

pated the worst experience both of the voluptuary and the reasoner,

—

to have reached, as he supposed, the boundary of this world's plea-

sures, and see nothing but " clouds and darkness" beyond, was the

doom, the anomalous doom, which a nature, premature in all its pas-

sions and powers, inflicted on Lord Byron.
When Pope, at the age of five-and-twenty, complained of being

"weary of the world, he M'as told by Swift that he "had not yet acted
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or suffered enough in the world to have become weary of it."* But
far different was the youth of Pope and of Byron ;—what the former
but anticipated in thought, the latter had drunk deep of in reality ;

—

at an age when the one was but looking forth on the sea of life, the
other had plunged in, and tried its depths. Swift himself, in whom
early disappointments and wrongs had opened a vein of bitterness that

never again closed, affords a far closer parallel to the fate of our noble
poet,f as well in the untimeliness of the trials he had been doomed to

encounter, as in the traces of their havoc which they left in his cha-
racter.

That the romantic fancy of youth, which courts melancholy as an
indulgence, and loves to assixme a sadness it has not had time to earn,
may have had some share in, at least, fostering the gloom by which
the mind of the young poet was overcast, I am not disposed to deny.
The circumstance, indeed, of his having, at this time, among the orna-
ments of his study, a number of skulls highly polished, and placed on
light stands round the room, would seem to indicate that he rather
courted than shunned such gloomy associations.^ Being a sort of
boyish mimickry, too, of the use to which the poet Young is said to

have applied a skull, such a display might well induce some suspicion
of the sincerity of his gloom, did we not, through the whole course of
his subsequent life and writings, track visibly the deep vein of melan-
choly which nature had imbedded in his character.
Such was the state of mind and heart,—as, from his own testimony

and that of others, I have collected it,—in which Lord Byron now set

out on his indefinite pilgrimage ; and never was there a change wrought
in disposition and character to which Shakspeare's fancy of " sweet
bells jangled out of tune" more truly applied. The unwillingness of
Lord Cai'lisle to countenance him, and his humiliating position in con-
sequence, completed the full measure of that mortification towards
which so many other causes had concurred. Baflled, as he had been,

in liis own ardent pursuit of affection and friendship, his sole revenge
and consolation lay in doubting that any such feelings really existed.

The various crosses he had met with,—in themselves sufficiently irri-

tating and wounding,—were rendered still more so by the high, impa-
tient temper with which he encountered them. What others would
have bowed to, as misfortunes, his proud spirit rose against, as wrongs;
and the vehemence of this reaction produced, at once, a revolution
throughout his whole character,^ in which, as in revolutions of the

* I give the words as Johnson has reported them :—in Swift's own letter

they are, if I recollect right, rather different.

t There is, at least, one striking point of similarity between their charac-

ters in the disposition which Johnson has thus attributed to Swift :—" The
suspicions of Swift's irreligion," he says, " proceeded, in a great measure,

from his dread of hypocrisy ; instead of wishing to seem belter, he delighted in

seeming worse than he was."

X Another use to which he appropriated one of the skulls found in digging

at Newstead was the having it mounted in silver, and converted into a

drinking cup. This whim has been commemorated in some well-known
verses of his own ; and the cup itself, which, apart from any revolting ideas

it may excite, forms by no means an inelegant object to the eye, is, with

many other interesting relics of Lord Byfon, in the possession of the present

proprietor of Newstead Abbey, Colonel Wildman.
1) Rousseau appears to have been conscious of a similar sort of change in

his own nature :
—" They have laboured without intermission," ho says, in a
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political world, all that was bad and irregular in his naiiirc burst fortli

with all that was most energt'tic and grand. The very virtues and
excellencies of his disposition ministered to the violence of this change.

The same ardour that had burned through his friendships and loves

now fed the fierce explosions of his indignation and scorn. His natu-

ral vivacity and humour but lent a fresher flow to his bitterness,* till

he, at last, revelled in it as an indulgence; and that hatred of hypo-
crisy, which had hitherto only shown itself in a too shadowy colour-

ing of his own youthful frailties, now hurried him, from his horror of
all false pretensions to virtue, into the still more dangerous boast and
ostentation of vice.

The following letter to his mother, written a few days before he
sailed, gives some particulars respectmg the persons who composed
his suite. Robert Rushton, whom he mentions so feelingly in the

Postscript, was the boy introduced, as his Page, in the First Canto of
Childe Harold.

LETTER XXXIV.

'
• TO MRS. BYRON.

" Falmouth, June 22d, 1809.
" DEAR MOTHER,

" I am about to sail in a few days
; probably before this reaches you.

Fletcher begged so hard, that I have continued him in my service. If

he does not behave well abroad, I will send him back in a transport.

I have a German servant (who has been with Mr. Wilbraham in Persia
before, and was strongly recommended to me by Dr. Butler of Har-
row), Robert, and William ; they constitute my whole suite. I have
letters in plenty—you shall hear from me at the different ports I touch
upon ; but you must not be alarmed if my letters miscarry. The
continent is in a fine state—an insurrection has broken out at Paris,
and the Austrians are beating Buonaparte—the Tyrolese have risen.

" There is a picture of me in oil, to be sent down to Newstead soon.
—I wish the Miss P * * s had sonietlimg better to do than carry my
miniatures to Nottingham to copy. Now they have done it, you may
ask them to copy the others, which are greater favourites than my
own. As to money matters, I am ruined—at least till Rochdale is

sold ; and if that does not turn out well, I shall enter into the Austrian
or Russian sciiice—perhaps the Turkish, if I like their manners. The
world is all before me, and I leave England without regret, and with-
out a wish to revisit any thing it contains, except yourself, and your
present residence.

" P.S.—Pray tell Mr. Rushton his son is well, and doing well ; so is

Murray, indeed better than I ever saAV him ; he will be back in about
a month. I ought to add the leaving Murray to my few regrets, as
liis age perhaps will prevent my seeing him again. Robert I take

letter to Madame de Boufflers, " to give to my heart, and, periiaps, at the
same time to my genius, a spring and stimulus of action, which they have
not inherited from nature. I was born weak,—ill treatment has made me
strong."

—

Hume's Private Correspondence.
* "It was bitterness that they mistook for frolic."—Johnson's account of

liimself at the university, ia BosweU.
V^L. I.—

K
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with me; I like liim, because, like myself, he seems a friendless

animal."

To tliose who have in their remembrance his poetical description of
the state of mind in which he now took leave of England, the gayety
and levity of the letters I am about to give will appear, it is not impro-

bable, strange and startling. But, in a temperament like that of Lord
Byron, such bursts of vivacity on the surface are by no means incom-
patible with a wounded spirit underneath ;* and the light, laughing

tone that pervades these letters, but makes the feeling of solitariness

that breaks out in them the more striking and affecting.

, LETTER XXXV.

TO MR. HENRY DRURY.

" Falmouth, June 25th, 1809.

"my DEAR DRURY,
" We sail to-morrow in the Lisbon packet, having been detained till

now by the lack of wind, and other necessaries. These being at last

procured, by this time to-morrow evening we shall be embarked on
the t;ide world of ijaters, ror all the world like Robinson Crusoe. The
Malta vessel not sailing for some weeks, we have determined to go

by way of Lisbon, and, as my servants term it, to see ' that there Por-

tingale ;' thence to Cadiz and Gibraltar, and so on our old route to

Malta and Constantinople, if so be that Captain Kidd, our gallant com-
mander, understands plain sailing and Mercator, and takes us on our

voyage all according to the chart.
" Will you tell Dr. Butlerf that I have taken the treasure of a ser-

* The poet Cowper, it is well known, produced that masterpiece of

humour, John Gilpin, during one of his fits of morbid dejection, and he him-
self says, " Strange as it may oeem, the most ludicrous lines I ever wrote have
been written in the saddest mood, ai.cl but for that saddest mood, perhaps, had
never been written at all."

t The reconciliation which took place betwt^n him and Dr. Butler, before

his departure, is one of those instances of placability and pliableness with

which his life abounded. We have seen, too, from the manner in which he

mentions the circumstance in one of his notebooks, that the reconcilement

was of that generously retrospective kind, in which not only the feeling of

hostility is renounced in future, but a strong regret expressed that it had been

ever entertained.

Not content with this private atonement to Dr. Butler, it was his intention,

liad lie published another edition of the Hours of Idleness, to substitute for

the offensive verses against that gentleman, a frank avowal of the wrong lie

had been guilty of in giving vent to tliem. This fact, so creditable to the

candour of his nature, I learn from a loose sheet in his handwriting, con-

taining the following corrections. In place of the passage beginning, " Or if'

my muse a pedanfs portrait drew," he meant to insert

—

" If once my muse a harsher portrait drew,

AVarm with her wrongs, and dcem'd the likeness true.

By cooler judgment taught, her fault she owns,

—

AVith noble miiitls a fiiult coiif*'ss"d atones."
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vant, Friese, the native of Prussia Proper, into my service from liis

recommendation. He lias been all among the Worshippers of Fire in

Persia, and has seen Persepolis and all that.

" H * * has made vvoundy preparations for a book on his return ;

—

100 pens, two gallons of japan ink, and several volumes of best blank,

is no bad provision for a discerning public. I have laid down my pen,

but have promised to contribute a chapter on the state of morale, &c. &c.

' The cock is crowing,
I must be going,
And can no more.'

—

ghost of gapfek thumh.

" Adieu.—Believe me, &c. &g.'^

LETTER XXXVI.

TO MB. HODGSON.

" Falmouth, June aoth, 1809.
• 5IY DEAR HODGSON,

*' Before this reaches you, Hobhouse, two officers' wives, three

children, two waiting-maids, ditto subalterns for the troops, three

Portuguese esquires and domestics, in all nineteen souls, will have
sailed in the Lisbon packet, with tlie noble Captain Kidd, a gallant

commander as ever smuggled an anchor of right Nantz.
" We are going to Lisbon first, because the Malta packet has sailed,

d' ye see 1—from Lisbon to Gibraltar, Malta, Constantinople, and ' all

that,' as Orator Henley said, when he put the Church, and ' all that,'

in danger.
This town of Falmouth, as you will partly conjecture, is no great

ways from the sea. It is defended on the sea-side by tway castles,

St. Maws and Pendennis, extremely well calculated for annoying every
body except an enemy. St. Maws is garrisoned by an able-bodied

person of fourscore, a widower. He has the whole command and
sole management of six most unmanageable pieces of ordnance, admira-
bly adapted for the destruction of Pendennis, a like tower of strength

on the opposite side of the Channel. We have seen St. Maws, but Pen-
dennis they will not let us behold, save at a distance, because Hob-
liouse and 1 are suspected of having already taken St. Maws by a

coup de main.
" The town contains many quakers and salt-fish—the oysters have a

taste of copper, owing to the soil of a mining country—the women
(blessed be the Corporation therefor '.) are flogged at the cart's tail

when they pick and steal, as happened to one of the fair sex yesterday

noon. She was pertinacious in her behaviour, and damned the

mayor. * *

And to the passage immediately succeeding his.warm praise of Dr. Drury«
—" Pomposus fills his magisterial chair," it was his intention to give the

fjUowing turn :

—

" Another fills his magisterial chair ;

Reluctant (da owns a stranger's care ;

Oh muy liiie honours crown his future name,

—

If such his %'irtues, such shall be his fajne.
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" Hodgson ! remember me to the Drury, and remember me to

—

yourself, when drunk :—I am not worth a sober thought. Look to my
Satire at Cawthorne's, Cockspur-street. * * *

" I don't know when I can write again, because it depends on that

experienced navigator. Captain Kidd, and the ' stormy winds that

(don't) blow, at this season. I leave England without regret—1 shall

return to it without pleasure. I am like Adam, the first convict,

sentenced to transportation, but I have no Eve, and have eaten no
apple but what was sour as a crab ;—and thus ends my first chapter

Adieu. Yours, &c."

In this letter the foUoAving lively verses were enclosed :

—

" Falmouth Roads, June 30th, 1809.

1.

" Huzza ! Hodgson, we are going,

Our embargo 's off at last

;

,

Favourable breezes blowing ,

Bend the canvass o'er the mast.

From aloft the signal 's streaming.

Hark ! the farewell gun is fired,

-- " Women screeching, tars blaspheming,

s Tell us that our time 's expired.

Here 's a rascal

,
Come to task all, ;

,
Prying from the Custom-house

;

" *
.

'_

Trunks unpacking, .

.

Cases cracking, ^. ,
• "

.

'

'

Not a corner for a mouse
(

.

^'"

'Scapes imsearch'd amid the racket,
'

• - Ere we sail on board the Packet.

'
-

'

' 2.

" Now our boatmen quit their mooring.

And all hands must ply the oar

;

Baggage from the quay is lowering, -

• We 're impatient—push from shore.
' '

'

' Have a care ! that case holds liquor

—

'Stop the boat—I 'm sick—oh Lord 1'

' Sick, ma'am, damme, you '11 be sicker
' Ere you 've been an hour on board.'

Thus are screaming
Men and women,

Gemmen, ladies, servants, Jacks

;

,

- - - Here entangling, •,.

All are wrangling, ~
.

-

Stuck together close as wax.

—

Such the general noise and racket, .
,

Ere we reach the Lisbon Packet.

3.

" Now we 've reach'd hei-, lo ! the captahi,

Gallant Kidd, commands the crew

;

Passengers their births are clapped in..

,*Nnn)e to •rnimblc some to sppv
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' Hey day ! call you that a cabin ?

Why 't is hardly three feet square

;

Not enough to stow Queen Mab in

—

Who the deuce can harbour there V
' Who, sir ? plenty

—

, ; Nobles twenty
Did at once my vessel fill'

—

' Did they ? Jesus, •

How you squeeze us

!

Would to God they did so still:
-

•

Then I 'd 'scape the heat and racket
Of the good ship Lisbon Packet.'

4. • ., .

" Fletcher ! Murray ! Bob ! where are you ?

Stretch'd along the deck like logs

—

Bear a hand, you jolly tar, you

!

Here 's a rope's end for the dogs.
• H ** muttering fearful curses,

• - As the hatchway down he rolls

;

Now his breakfast, now his verses,

Vomits forth—and damns our souls.
' Here 's a stanza . _

'

On Braganza

—

Help!'—'A couplet?'—'No, a cup
Of warm water—

'

' Wliat 's the matter ?' •

'

' Zoimds ! my liver 's coming up

;

,

,

'
I shall not survive the racket

Of this brutal Lisbon Packet.'

5. • '
,

'

" Now at length we 're off for Turkey,
Lord knows when we shall come back

!

Breezes foul and tempests murky
. . May unship us in a crack.

But since life at most a jest is, , .

As philosophers allow,

Still to laugh by far the best is, ,
' , -

Then laugh on—as I do now.
Laugh at all tilings,

Great and small things,

Sick or well, at sea or shore

;

' '

While we 're quaffing, ,
.

•

Let 's have laughing— .
" '

Who the devil cares for more 1^

—

Some good wine '. and who would lack it,

Ev'n on board the Lisbon Packet?
"Byron."

On the 2d of July the packet sailed from Falmouth, and, after a
favourable passage of four days and a half, the voyagers reached

Lisbon, and took up their abode in that city.*

* Lord Byron used sometimes to mention a strange story, which the com-
mander nf the packet, Captain Kidd, related to him on the passage. This
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The followiri','^ letters from Lord Byron to his friend Mr. Hodgson,
though written in his most light and schoolboy strain, will give some
idea of the first impressions that his residence in Lisbon made upon
him. Such letters, too, contrasted with the noble stanzas on Por-
tugal in " Childe Harold," will show how various were the moods of
his versatile mind, and what different aspects it could take when in
repose or on the wing.

LETTER XXXVII.
' -

.

I

TO MR. HODGSON.

" Lisbon, July 16th, 1809.
" Thus far have we pursued our route, and seen all sorts of marvel-

lous sights, palaces, convents, &c.— which, being to be heard in my
friend Hobhouse's forthcoming Book of Travels, I shall not anticipate
by smuggling any account whatsoever to you in a private and clandes-
tine manner. I must just observe that the village of Cintra in Estre-
madura is the most beautiful, perhaps, in the world. * * *

" I am very happy here, because I loves oranges, and talk bad Latin to
the monks, who understand it, as it is like their own,—and I goes into
society (with my pocket pistols), and I swims in the Tagus all across
at once, and I rides on an ass or a mule, and swears Portuguese,
and have got a diarrhcea and bites from the musquitoes. But what
of that ? Comfort must not be expected by folks that go a plea-
suring. * * *

" When the Portuguese are pertinacious, I say, ' Carracho !'—the
^reat oath of the grandees, that very well supplies the place of
'Damme,'—and, when dissatisfied with my neighbour, I pronounce
liim ' Ambra di merdo.' With these two phrases, and a third, ' Avra
Eouro,' which signifieth ' Get an ass,' I am universally understood
to be a person of degree and a master of languages. How merrily
we lives that travellers be !— if we had food and raiment. But, in

sober sadness, any thing is better than England, and 1 am infinitely

amused with my pilgrimage as far as it has gone.
" To-morrow we start to ride post near 400 miles as far as Gibraltar,

where we embark for Melita and Byzantium. A letter to Malta will

find me, or to be forwarded, if I am absent. Pray embrace the Drury
aiid Dwyer and all the Ephesians you encounter. I am writing with

officer stated tliat, being asleep, one night, in his birth, he was awakened by
the pressure of something heavy on his hmbs, and, there being a faint light in

the room, could see, as he thought, distinctly, the figure of his brother, who
was, at that time, in the naval service in the East Indies, dressed in his uni-

form and stretched across the bed. Concluding it to be an illusion of the

senses, he shut his eyes and made an effort to sleep. But still the same pres-

sure continued, and still, as often as he ventured to take another look, he

saw the figure lying across him in the same position. To add to the wonder,

on putting his hand fortii to touch this form, he found the uniform, in which
it appeared to be dressed, dripping wet. On the entrance of one of his

brother officers, to whom he called out in alarm, the apparition vanished;

but in a lew months after, he received the startling intelligence that on that

night his brother had been drowned in the Indian seas. Of the supernatural

character of this appearance. Cnpfain Kidd himself did not appear ts> have
the sliglitcst doubt.
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Butler's donative pencil, which makes my bad hand worse. Excuse
illegibility. * * *

" Hodgson ! send me the news, and the deaths, and defeats, and
capital crimes, and the misfortunes of one's friends ; and let us hear ol

literary matters, and the controversies and the criticisms. All this

will be pleasant—' Suave mari magno,' &c. Talking of that, I have
been seasick, and sick of the sea. Adieu. Yours faithfully, &c."

LETTER XXXVin.

TO MR. HODGSON.

" Gibraltar, August 6, 1809.
" I have just arrived at this place after a journey through Portugal,

and a part of Spain, of nearly 500 miles. We left Lisbon and tra-

velled on horseback* to Seville and Cadiz, and thence in the Hyperion
frigate to Gibraltar. The horses are excellent—we rode seventy miles
a day. Eggs and wine and hard beds are all the accommodation we
found, and, in such torrid weather, quite enough. My health is better
than in England. * * *

" Seville is a fine town, and the Sierra Morena, part of which we
crossed, a very sufficient momitain,—but damn description, it is always
disgusting. Cadiz, sweet Cadiz !—it is the first spot in the creation.
* * * The beauty of its streets and mansions is only excelled by
the lovelmess of its inhabitants. For, with all national prejudice, I

must confess the women of Cadiz are as far superior to the English
women in beauty as the Spaniards are inferior to the English in every
quality that dignifies the name of man. * * * Just as I began to

know the principal persons of the city, I was obliged to sail.

" You will not expect a long letter after my riding so far ' on hollow
pampered jades of Asia.' Talking of Asia puts me in mind of Africa,

which is within five miles of my present residence. I am going over
before I go on to Constantinople.
"* * * Cadiz is a complete Cythera. Many of the grandees

who have left Madrid during the troubles reside there, and I do believe

it is the prettiest and cleanest town in Europe. London is filthy in

the comparison. * * * The Spanish women are all alike, their

education the same. The wife of a duke is, in information, as the

wife of a peasant,—the wife of a peasant, in manner, equal to a dutchess.

Certainly, they are fascinating ; but their minds have only one idea,

and the business of their lives is intrigue. * * *

" I have seen Sir John Carr at Seville and Cadiz, and like Swift's

barber, have been down on my knees to beg he would not put me into

black and white. Pray remember me to the Drurys and the Davies,

and all of that stamp who are yet extant.f Send me a letter and

* The baggage and part of the servants were sent by sea to Gibraltar.

t " This sort of passage," says Mr. Hodgson, in a note on his copy of this

letter, " constantly occurs in his correspondence. Nor was his interest con-

fined to mere remembrances and inquiries after health. Were it possible to

state all he has done for numerous friends, he would appear amiable indeed.

For myself, I am bound to acknowledge, in the fullest and warmest manner,

liis most generous and well-timed aid ; and, were my poor friend Bland alive,

he would as gladly bear the like testimony ; though I have most reason, of

all men. to do so."
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news to Malta. My next epistle shall be from Mount Caucasus or

Mount Sion. I shall return to Spain before I see England, for I am
enamoured of the country. Adieu, and believe me, &c."

In a letter to Mrs. Byron, dated a few days later, from Gibraltar, he
recapitulates the same account of his progress, only dwellmg rather

more diffusely on some of the details. Thus, of Cintra and Mafra,

—

" To make amends for this,* the village of Cintra, about fifteen miles

from the capital, is, perhaps in every respect, the most dehghtful in

Europe ; it contains beauties of every description, natural and artificial.

Palaces and gardens rising in the midst of rocks, cataracts, and pre-

cipices ; convents on stupendous heights—a distant view of the sea

and the Tagus ; and, besides (though that is a secondarj- considera-

tion), is remarkable as the scene of Sir H. D's Convention.f It unites

in itself all the wildness of the western highlands, with the verdure

of the South of France. Near this place, about ten miles to the right,

is the palace of Mafra, the boast of Portugal, as it might be of any
country, in point of magnificence without elegance. There is a con-

vent annexed ; the monks, who possess large revenues, are courteous

enough, and understand Latin, so that we had a long conversation

:

they have a large library, and asked me if the English had any books

in their country."

An adventure which he met with at Seville, characteristic both of

the countiy and of himself, is thus described in the same letter to

Mrs. Byron:

—

We lodged in the house of two Spanish unmarried ladies, who
possess six houses in Seville, and gave me a curious specimen of

Spanish manners. They are women of character, and the eldest a

fine woman, the youngest pretty, but not so good a figure as Donna'
Josepha. The freedom of manner, which is general here, astonished

me not a little ; and in the course of ftirther observation I find that

reserve is not the characteristic of the Spanish belles, who are, in

general, very handsome, with large black eyes, and very fine forms.

The eldest honoured your unworthy son with very particular atten-

tion, embracing him with great tenderness at parting (I was there but

lliree days), after cutting ofl" a lock of his hair, and presenting him
with one of her own, about three feet in length, which I send, and beg
you will retain till my return. Her last words were, ' Adios, tu her-

jnoso! me gusto mucho.'—'Adieu, you pretty fellow, you please me
much.' She offered a share of her apartment, which my virtue

induced me to decline ; she laughed, and said I had some English
' amante' (lover), and added that she was going to be married to an
officer in the Spanish army."
Among the beauties of Cadiz, his imagination, dazzled by the

attractions of the many, was on the point, it would appear fiiom the

following, of being fixed by one

:

—
" Cadiz, sweet Cadiz, is the most delightful town I ever beheld, very

different from our English cities in every respect, except cleanliness

* The filthinoss of Fjisbon and its inhabitants.

+ (Jolonel Napier, in a nolo in his able History of the Peninsular War,
notices the mistake into which Lord Byron and others were led on this sub-

ject ;—the si<i'nature of the Convention, as well as all the other proceedings

connected with il. having- tnken place at a distanoe of thirty miles from
Cintru.
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(and it is as clean as London), but still beautiful and lull of the finest

women in Spain, the Cadiz belles being the Lancashire witches of

their land. Just as I was introduced and began to like the grandees,

I was forced to leave it for this cursed place ; but before I return to

England I will visit it again.

"The night before I left it, I sat in the box at the Opera with
Admiral * * *'s family, an aged wife and a fine daughter, Sennorita
* * *. The girl is very pretty, in the Spanish style ; in my opinion, by
no means inferior to the English in charms, and certainly superior in

fascination. Long black hair, dark languishing eyes, clear olive

complexions, and forms more graceful in motion than can be conceived
by an Englishman used to the drowsy, listless air of his country-
Avomen, added to the most becoming dress, and, at the same time, the

most decent in the world, render a Spanish beauty irresistible.
" Miss * * * and her little brother understood a little French, and,

after regretting my ignorance of the Spanish, she proposed to become
my preceptress in that language. I could only reply by a low bow,
and express my regret that I quitted Cadiz too soon to permit me to

make the progress which would doubtless attend my studies under so
charming a directress. I was standing at the back of the box, which
resembles our Opera boxes (the theatre is large, and finely decorated,

the music admirable), in the manner in which Englishmeii generally
adopt, for fear of incommoding the ladies in front, when this fair

Spaniard dispossessed an old woman (an aunt or a duenna) of her
chair, and commanded me to be seated next herself, at a tolerable

distance from her mamma. At the close of the performance I with-

drew, and was lounging with a party of men in the passage, when,
en passant, the lady turned round and called me, and I had the honour
of attending her to the admiral's mansion. I have an invitation on my
return to Cadiz, which I shall accept, if I repass through the comitry
on my return from Asia."
To these adventures, or rather glimpses of adventures, which he

met with in his hasty passage through Spain, he adverted, I recollect,

briefly, in the early part of his " Memoranda ;" and it was the younger,
I think, of . his fair hostesses at Seville, whom he there described
himself as having made earnest love to, with the help of a dictionary.
" For some time," he said, '* I went on prospei'ously both as a linguist

and a lover,* till, at length, the lady took a fancy to a ring which I

wore, and set her heart on my giving it to her, as a pledge of my
sincerity. This, however, could not be ;—any thing but the ring, I

declared, was at her service, and much more than its value,—but the

ring itself I had made a vow never to give away." The young
Spaniard grew angry as the contention went on, and it was not long
before the lover became angry also ; till, at length, the affair ended by
their separating unsuccessful on both sides. " Soon after this," said

he, " 1 sailed for Malta, and there parted with both my heart and ring."

In the letter from Gibraltar, just cited, he adds—" I am going over
to Africa to-morrow ; it is only six miles from this fortress. My next
stage is Cagliari in Sardinia, where I shall be presented to his majesty.

* We find an allusion to this incident in Don Juan :

" 'T is pleasing to be school'd in a strange tongue
By female lips and eyes—tliat is, I mean,

When both the teacher and the taught are young.
As was the case, at least, wiiere I h^ve been," &c. &c.
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I have a most superb uniform as a court-dress, indispensable hi
travelling." His plan of visiting Africa was, however, relinquished.
After a short stay at Gibraltar, during which he dined one day with
Lady Westmoreland, and another with General Castanos, he, on the
19th of August, took his departure for Malta in the packet, having first

sent Joe Murray and young Rushton back to England,—the latter being
unable, from ill health, to accompany him any further. " Pray," he
says to his mother, " show the lad every kindness, as he is my great
favourite."*

He also wrote a letter to the father of the boy, which gives so
favourable an impression of his thoughtfulness and kindliness that I

have much pleasure in being enabled to introduce it here.

LETTER XXXIX.

TO MR. ROSHTON.

" Gibraltar, August 15th, 1809.

"MR. RUSHTON,
" I have sent Robert home with Mr. Murray, because the country

which I aui about to travel through is in a state which renders it

unsafe, particularly for one so young. I allow you to deduct five-and-

twenty pounds a year for his education for three years, provided I do
not return before that time, and I desire he may be considered as in

my service. Let every care be taken of him, and let him be sent to

school. In case of my death I have provided enough in my will to

render him independent. He has behaved extremely well, and has
travelled a great deal for the time of his absence. Deduct the expense
of his education from your rent.

" Byron."

It was the.fate of Lord Byron, throughout life, to meet, wherever
he went, with persons who, by some tinge of the extraordinary in their

own fates or characters, were prepared to enter at once into full sym-
pathy with his; and to this attraction, by which he drew towards him
all strange and eccentric spirits, he owed some of the most agreeable
connexions of his life, as well as s )me of the most troublesome. Of
the former description was an intimacy which he now cultivated

during his short sojourn at Malta. The lady with whom he formed
this acquaintance was the same addressed by him under the name of
" Florence" in Childe Harold, and in a letter to his mother from Malta,

he thus describes her in prose :—" This letter is committed to the

charge of a very extraordinary woman, whom you have doubtless

heard of, Mrs. S* S*, of whose escape the Marquis de Salvo published

a narrative a few years ago. She has since been shipwrecked, and
her life has been from its commencement so fertile in remarkable
incidents, that in a romance they would appear improbable. She was
born at Constantinople, where her father, Baron H*, was Austrian

* The postscript to this letter is as follows :

—

" P.S. So, Lord G. is married to a rustic ! Well done ! If I wed, I will

bring you home a Sultana, with half a dozen cities for a dowry, and recon-

cile you to an Ottoman daughter-in-law with a bushel of pearls, not larger

than ostrich eggs, or smaller than walnuts."
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ambassador; married unhappily, yet has never been impeached iu

point of character ; excited the vengeance of Buonaparte by a part in

some conspiracy ; several times risked her life ; and is not yet twenty-

five. She is here on her way to England, to join her husband, being

obliged to leave Trieste, where she was paying a visit to her mother,

by the approach of the French, and embarks soon in a ship of war.

Since my arrival here, I have had scarcely any other companion. I

have found her very pretty, very accomplished, and extremely

eccentric. Buonaparte is even now so incensed against her, that her

life would be in some danger if she were taken prisoner a second

time."

The tone in which he addresses this fair heroine in Childe Harold is

(consistently with the above dispassionate account of her) that of the

purest admiration and interest, unwarmed by any more ardent senti-

ment—:

" Sweet Florence ! could another ever share

This wayward, loveless heart, it would be thine :

But check'd by every tie, I may not dare

To cast a worthless oflFering at thy shrine.

Nor ask so dear a breast to feel one pang for mine.

"Thus Harold deem'd, as on that lady's eye
He look'd, and met its beam without a thought,

Save admiration, glancing harmless by," &c. &c.

In one so imaginative as Lord Byron, who, while he infused so

much of his life into his poetry, mingled also not a little of poetry

with his life, it is difficult in unravelling the texture of his feelings,

to distinguish at all times between the fanciful and the real. His

description here, for instance, of the unmoved and " loveless heart,"

With which he contemplated even the charms of this attractive person,

is wholly at variance, not only with the anecdote from his " Memo-
randa" which I have recalled, but with the statements in many of his

subsequent letters, and, above all, with one of the most graceful of his

less poems, purporting to be addressed to this same lady during a

thunder-storm on his road to Zitza.*

Notwithstanding, however, these counter evidences, I am much
disposed to believe that the representations of the state of his heart in

* The following stanzas from this little poem have a music in them, which,

independent of all meaning, is enchanting :

—

" And since I now remember thee

In darkness and in dread.

As in those hours of revelry,

Which mirth and music sped

;

" Do thou, amidst the fair white walls.

If Cadiz yet be free.

At times, from out her latticed halls

Look o'er the dark blue sea

;

" Then think upon Calypso's isles,

Endear'd by days gone by ;

To others give a thousand smiles,

To me a single si?h," ^'c. &c.
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the foregoing- extract from Childe Harold, may be regarded as the true
one ; and. that the notion of his being in love was but a dream that
sprung up afterward, when the image of the fair Florence had become
idealized in his fancy, and every remembrance of their pleasant hours
among " Calypso's isles" came invested by his imagination with the
warm aspect of love. It will be recollected that to the chilled and
sated feelings which early indulgence, and almost as early disen-
chantment, had left behind, he attributes in these verses the calm and
passionless regard, with which even attractions like those of Florence
were viewed by him. That such was actually his distaste, at this

period, to all real objects of love or passion (however his fancy could
call up creatirres of its own to worship) there is every reason to
believe ; and the same morbid indifference to those pleasures he had
once so ardently pursued still continued to be professed by him on his
return to England. No anchoret, indeed, could claim for himself
much more apathy towards all such allurements than he did at that
period. But to be thus saved from temptation was a dear-bought
.safety, and, at the age of three-and-twenty, satiety and disgust are
but melancholy substitutes for virtue.

While at Malta, in consequence of some trifliug misunderstanding,
he was on the point of fighting a duel with an officer of the Staff of
General Oakes. To this circumstance we shall find him, in some of
his subsequent letters, alluding; and I have more than once heard the
gentleman who acted as his adviser on the occasion, speak of the cool
and manly courage with which he conducted himself through the
whole affair. The meeting being appointed for a very early hour in

the morning, his companion had to awake him from a sound sleep

;

but, on their arrival at the place of rendezvous on the sea-shore, the
adverse party, from some mistake in the arrangements, was not forth-

coming. Though their baggage was already on board the brig that

was to convey them to Albania, Lord Byron determined to give his

antagonist the chances of, at least, another hour, and for nearly that

space of time his friend and he savmtered about the shore. At length
an officer, deputed by his expected adversary, arrived, and not only
accounted satisfactorily for the delay that had taken place, but made
every other explanation, with respect to the supposed offence, that the
two friends could require.

The brig of war, in which they sailed, having been ordered to convoy
a fleet of small merchantmen to Patras and Prevesa, they remained,
for two or three days, at anchor off the former place. From thence,

proceeding to their ultimate destination, and catching a sunset view
of Missolonghi in their way, they landed on the 29th of September,
at Prevesa.
The route which Lord Byron now took through Albania, as well as

those subsequent journeys through other parts of Turkey, which he
performed in company with his friend Mr. Hobhouse, may be traced,

by such as are desirous of details on the subject, in the account which
the latter gentleman has given of his travels ;—an account which,

interesting from its own excellence in every merit that should adorn
such a work, becomes still more so from the feeling that Lord Byron
is, as it M-ere, present through its pages, and that we there follow his

first youthful footsteps into the land with whose name he has inter-

twined his own forever. As I am enabled, however, by the letters of

the noble poet to his mother, as well as by others, still more curious,

which are now for the first time published, to give his own rapid and
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lively sketches of his waiidermgs, I sliall content myself, after this

general reference to the volume of Mr. Hobliouse, with such occasional

extracts from its pages as may throw light upon the letters of his friend.

LETTER XL.

TO MRS. BYRON-

" Prevesa, November 12, 1809.

"my dear mother,
"I have now been some time in Turkey : this place is on the coast,

but I have traversed the interior of the province of Albania on a visit

to the Pacha. I left Malta in the Spider, a brig of war, on the 21st of

September, and arrived in eight days at Prevesa. I thence have been
about 150 miles, as far as Tepaleeu, his highness's country palace,

#here I stayed three days. The name of the Pacha is AH, and he is

considered a man of the first abilities : he governs the whole of Albania

(the ancient lUyricum), Epirus, and part of Macedonia. His son,

Vely Pacha, to whom he has given me letters, governs the Morea, and
has great influence in Egypt ; in short, he is one of the most powerful

men in the Ottoman empire. When I reached Yanina, the capital,

after a journey of three days over the mountains, through a country of

the most picturesque beauty, I found that Ali Pacha was with his army
in lUyricum, besieging Ibrahim Pacha in the castle of Berat. He had
heard that an Enghshman of rank was in his dominions, and had left

orders in Yanina with the commandant to provide a house, and supply

me with every kind of necessary gratis ; and, though I have been
allowed to make presents to the slaves, &c., I have not been permitted

to pay for a single article of household consumption.
" I rode out on the vizier's horses, and saw the palaces of himself

and grandsons : they are splendid, but too much ornamented with silk

and gold. I then went over the mountains through Zitza, a village

with a Greek monastery (where I slept on my return), in the most
beautiful situation (always excepting Cintra, in Portugal) I ever

beheld. In nine days I reached Tepaleen. Our journey was much
prolonged by the torrents that had fallen from the mountains, and
intersected the roads. I shall never forget the singular scene* on

* The following is Mr. Hobhouse's less embellished description of this

scene:—" The court at Tepellene, which was enclosed on two sides by tho

palace, and on the other two sides by a high wail, presented us, at our first

entrance, with a sight sometliing like what we might have, perhaps, beheld

some hundred years ago in the castle-yard of a great feudal lord. Soldiers,

with their arms piled against the walls near them, were assembled in different

parts of the square : some of them pacing slowly backwards and forwards,

and others sitting on the ground in groupes. Several horses, completely

caparisoned, were leading about, while others were neighing under the hands
of the grooms. In the part farthest from the dwelling, preparations were

making for the feast of the night ; and several kids and sheep were being

dressed by cooks who were themselves half armed. Every thing wore a

most martial look, though not exactly in the style of the head-quarters of a

Christian general ; for many of the soldiers were in the most common dress,

without shoes, and having more wildness in their air and manner than the

Albanians we had before seen."
On comparing tins desfTi[jtion. which is itself sufficienlly striking, witli
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entering Tepaleen at five in the afternoon, as the sun was going down.
It brought to my mind (M'ith some change of dress, however) Scott's

description of Branksome Castle in his Lay, and the feudal system.
The AJbanians, in therr dresses (the most magnificent in the world,
consisting of a long white kilt, gold-worked cloak, crimson velvet gold-

laced jacket and waistcoijt, silver-mounted pistols and daggers), the

Tartars with their high caps, the Turks in their vast pelisses and tur-

""ans, the soldiers and black slaves with the horses, the former in

groupes in an immense large open gallery in front of the palace, the

mter placed in a kind of cloister below it, two hundred steeds ready
caparisoned to move in a moment, couriers entering or passing out

those which Lord Byron has given of the same scene, both in the letter to

his mother, and in the Second Canto of Childe Harold, we gain Some insight

into the process by which imagination elevates, without falsifying, reality,

and facts become brightened and refined into poetry. Ascending from the

representation drawn faithfully on the spot by the traveller, to the more fa.tf-

ciful arrangement of the same materials in the letter of the poet, we at length,

by one step more, arrive at that consummate, idealized picture, the result of
both memory and invention combined, which in the following splendid

stanzas is presented to us :

" Amid no common pomp the despot sat,

While busy preparation shook the court,

Slaves, eunuchs, soldiers, guests, and santons wait

;

Withm, a palace, and without, a fort

:

Here men of every clime appear to make resort.

" Richly caparison'd, a ready row
Of armed horse, and many a warlike store.

Circled the wide extending court below ; _

•

Above, strange groupes adorn'd the corridore
;

And oft-times through the area's echoing door

Some high-capp'd Tartar spurred his steed away:
The Turk, the Greek, the Albanian, and the Moor,

Here mingled in their many-hued array.

While the deep war-drum's sound announced the close of day.

" The wild Albanian kirtled to his knee.

With shawl-girt head and ornamented gun.

And gold-embroider'd garments, fair to see ;

The crimson-scarfed men of Macedon ;

The Delhi with his cap of terror on,

And crooked glaive ; the lively, supple Greek;

And swarthy Nubia's mutilated son ;

The bearded Turk that rarely deigns to speak.

Master of all around, too potent to be meek,

—

"Are mix'd conspicuous : some rechne in groupes.

Scanning the motley scene that varies round ;

There some grave Moslem to devotion stoops,

And some that smoke, and some that play are found

;

Here the Albanian proudly treads the ground

;

Half whispering there the Greek is heard to prate ;

Hark ! from the mosque the nightly solemn sound,

The Muezzin's call doth shake the minaret,

' There is no god but God !—to prayer -lo ! God is great I" .

CnU.DE HAROLD, C4NTO tl.
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with despatches, the kettle-drums beating, boys calling the hour from

the minaret of the mosque, altogether, with the singular appearance

of the building itself, formed a new and delightful spectacle to a

stranger. I was conducted to a very handsome apartment, and my
health inquired after by the vizier's secretary, ' a-la-mode Turque '.'

" The next day I was introduced to Ali Pacha. I was dressed in a

full suit of staff unifonu, with a very magnificent sabre, &c. The
vizier received me in a large room paved with marble ; a fountain was
playing in the centre ; the apartment was surrounded by scarlet otto-

mans. He received me standing,, a wonderful compliment from a

Mussulman, and made me sit down on his right hand. I have a Greek
interpreter for general use, but a physician of All's, named Femlario,

who understands Latin, acted for me on this occasion. His first ques-

tion was, why, at so early an age, I left my country 1— (the Turks
have no idea of travelling for amusement.) He then said, the English

minister, Captain Leake, had told him 1 was of a great family, and

desired his respects to my mother ; which I now, in the name of Ali

Pacha, present to you. He said he was certain I was a man of birth,

because I had small ears, curling hair, and little white hands,* and
expressed himself pleased with my appearance and garb. He told me
to consider him as a father while I was in Turkey, and said he looked

on me as his son. Indeed, he treated me like a child, sending me
almonds and sugared sherbet, fruit and sweetmeats, twenty times a day.

He begged me to visit him often, and at night, when he was at leisure.

I ihen, after coflfee and pipes, retired for the first time. I saw him thrice

afterward. It is singular that the Turks, who have no hereditary

dignities, and few great families, except the Sultans, pay so much
respect to birth; for I found my pedigree more regarded than my
title.f

* # # * *

" To-day I saw the remains of the town of Actium, near which
Antony lost the world, in a small bay, where two frigates could hardly

manoeuvre : a broken wall is the sole remnant. On another part of

the gulf stands the ruins of Nicopolis, built by Augustus in honour of

his victory. Last night I was at a Greek marriage ; but this and a

thousand things more I have neither time nor space to describe.
" I am going to-morrow, with a guard of fifty men, to Patras in the

Morea, and thence to Athens, where I shall winter. Two days ago I

was nearly lost in a Turkish ship of war, owing to the ignorance of

the captain and crew, though the storm was not violent. Fletcher

yelled after his wife, the Greeks called on all the saints, the Mussul-
mans on Alia ; the captain burst into tears and ran below deck, telling

us to call on God; the sails were split, the main-yard shivered, the

* In the shape of the hands, as a mark of high birth. Lord Byron himself

had as implicit faith as the Pacha : see his note on the Une, " Though on

more thorough-bred or fairer fingers," in Don Juan.

t A few sentences are here and elsewhere omitted, as having no reference

lo Lord Byron himself, but merely containing some particulars relating to

Ali and his grandsons, which may be found in various books of travels.

Ah had not forgotten his noble guest when Dr. Holland, a few years after,

visited Albania :
—" I mentioned to him, generally (says this intelligent tra-

veller). Lord Byron's poetical description of Albania, the interest it had

e.xcited in England, and Mr. Hobhouse's intended publication of his travels

in the same country. He seemed pleased with these circumstances, and

st.ilcd his recollection? of Lord Byron."
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wind blowing' fresh, the night setting in, and all our chance was to

make Corfu, which is in possession of the French, or (as Fletcher pa-

thetically termed it) 'a watery grave.' I did what I could to console
Fletcher, but finding him incorrigible, wrapped myself up in my Alba-
nian capote (an immense cloak), and lay down on deck to wait the

Avorst.* I have learned to philosophize in my travels, and if I had not,

complaint was useless. Luckily the wina abated, and only drove us

on the coast of Suli, on the main land, where we landed, and pro*

ceeded, by the help of the natives, to Prevesa again ; but I shall not
trust Turkish sailors in future, though the Pacha had ordered one of
his own galliots to take me to Patras. I am therefore going as far as

Missolonghi by land, and there have only to cross a small gulf to get

to Patras.
" Fletcher's next epistle will be full of marvels : we were one night

lost for nine hours in the mountains in a thunder-storm,t and since

* I have heard the poet's fellow-traveller describe this remarkable instance

of his coolness and courage even still more strikingly than it is here stated

by himself. Finding that, from his lameness, he was unable to be of any
service in the exertions which their very serious danger called for, after a
laugh or two at the panic of his valet, he not only wrapped himself up and
lay down, in the manner here mentioned, but, when their difficulties were
surmounted, was found fast asleep.

t In the route from loannina to Zitza, Mr Hobhouse and the Secretary

of Ali, accompanied by one of the servants, had rode on before the rest of

the party, and arrived at the village just as the evening set in. After de-

scribing the sort of hovel, in which they were to take up their quarters for

the night, Mr. Hobhouse thus continues :
—" Vasilly was despatched into the

village to procure eggs and fowls, that would bo ready, as we thought, by
the arrival of the second party. But an hour passed away and no one ap-

peared. It was seven o'clock, and the storm had increased to a fury I had

never before, and, indeed, have never since, seen equalled. The roof of our

hovel shook under the clattering torrents and gusts of wind. The thunder

roared, as it seemed, without any intermission ; for the echoes of one peal

had not ceased to roll in the mountains, before another tremendous crash

burst over our heads ; while the plains and the distant hills (visible through

the cracks of the cabin) appeared in a perpetual blaze. The tempest was
altogether terrific and worthy of the Grecian .Tove ; and the peasants, no

less religious than their ancestors, confessed their alarm. The women wept,

and the men, calling on the name of God, crossed themselves at every

repeated peal.

" We were very uneasy that the party did not arrive ; but the Secretary

assured me that the guides knev^r every part of the country, as did also his

own servant, who was with them, and that they had certainly taken shelter

in a village at an hour's distance. Not being satisfied with the conjecture,

I ordered fires to be lighted on the hill above the village, and some muskets

to be discharged : this was at eleven o'clock, and the storm had not abated.

I lay down in my great coat ; but all sleeping was out of the question, as

any pauses in the tempest were filled up by the barking of the dogs, and the

shouting of the shepherds in the neighbouring mountains.
" A little after midnight, a man, panting and pale, and drenched with

rain, rushed into the room, and, between crying and roaring, with a profusion

of action, communicated something to the Secretary, of vvliich I understood

only—that they had all fallen down. I learned, however, that no accident

had happened, except the falling of the luggage horses, and losing their way,

and that they were now waiting for fresh horses and guides. Ten were im-

modiatolv sent to them, together with several men with pine torrhes ;
hut i»
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nearl}'^ wrecked. In both cases, Fletcher was sorely bewildered, from
apprehensions of famine and banditti in the first, and drowning in the

second instance. His eyes were a little hurt by the lightning, or ci-y-

ing (I don't know which), but are now recovered. When you write,

address to me at Mr. Strane's, English consul, Patras, Morea.
" I could tell you I know not how many mcidents that I think would

amuse you, but they crowd on my mind as much as they would
swell my paper, and I can neither arrange them in the one, nor put

them down on the other, except in the greatest confusion. I like the

Albanians much ; they are not all Turks ; some tribes are Christians.

But their religion makes little difference in their manner or conduct.

They are esteemed the best troops in the Turkish service. I lived on
my route two days at once, and three days again, in a barrack at Salora,

and never found soldiers so tolerable, though I have been in the gar-

risons of Gibraltar and Malta, and seen Spanish, French, Sicilian, and
British troops in abundance. I have had nothing stolen, and was
always welcome to their provision and milk. Not a week ago an
Albanian chief (every village has its chief, who is called Primate),

after helping us out of the Turkish galley in her distress, feeding us,

and lodging my suite, consisting of Fletcher, a Greek, two Athenians,

a Greek priest, and my companion, Mr. Hobhouse, refused any com-
pensation but a written paper stating that I was well received ; and
when I pressed him to accept a few sequins, ' No,' he. replied; ' I wish
you to love me, not to pay me.' These are his words.

" It is astonishing how far money goes in this comitiy. While t

was in the capital, I had nothing to pay, by the vizier's order ; but
since, though I have generally had sixteen horses, and generally six

or seven men, the expense has not been half as much as staying only
tluee weeks in jMalta, though Sir A. Ball, the governor, gave me a
liouse for nothing, and I had only one servant. By-the-by, I expect
H * * to remit regularly; for I am not about to stay in this province
for ever. Let him write to me at Mr. Strane's, English consul, Patras.

The fact is, the fertility of the plains is wonderful, and specie is

scarce, which makes this remai'kable cheapness. I am going to

Athens to study modern Greek, which differs much from the ancient,

\vas not till two o'clock in the morning that we heard tliey were approaching,
and my Friend, with the priest and the servants, did not enter our hut before
three.

" I now learned from him that they had lost their way from the commence-
ment of tiie siorm, when not above three miles from the village ; and that,

after wandering up and down in total ignorance of their position, they had,
at last, stopped near some Turkish tombstones and a torrent which they saw
by the flashes of lightning. They had been thus exposed for nine hours ;

and the guides, so far from assisting them, only augmented the confusion, by
running away, after being threatened with death by George the Dragoman,
who, in an agony of rage and fear, and without giving any warning, fired

off both his pistols, and drew from the English servant an involuntary
scream of horror; for he fancied they were beset by robbers.

"I had not, as you have seen, witnessed the distressing part of this ad-
venture myself; but from tlie lively picture drawn of it by my Friend, an(^
from the exaggerated descriptions of George, I fancied myself a good judge'

of the whole situation, and should consider this to have been one of the

;nost considerable of the few adventures that befell eitlier of us during our
tour in Turkey. It was long before wo ceased to talk of the thunder-storm
in the plain of Zitza.'"

VoT,. I.—

T
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though radically similar. I liave no desire to return to England, nor
shall I, unless compelled by absolute want, and H * *'s neglect ; but
I shall not enter into Asia for a year or two, as I have much to see in

Greece, and I may perhaps cross into Africa, at least the Egyptian
part. Fletcher, like all Englishmen, is very much dissatisfied, though
a little reconciled to the Turks by a present of eighty piastres from
the vizier, which, if you consider every thing, and the value of specie
here, is nearly worth ten guineas English. He has suffered nothing
but from cold, heat, and vermin, which those who lie in cottages and
cross mountains in a cold country must undergo, and of which I have
equally partaken with himself; but he is not valiant, and is afraid of
robbers and tempests. I have no one to be remembered to in England,
and wish to hear nothing from it, but that you are well, and a letter

or two on business from H * *, whom you may tell to write. I will

write when I can, and beg you to believe me
" Your affectionate son,

\ ' '. ,•
; "Byron."

About the middle of November, the young traveller took his

departure from Prevesa (the place where the foregoing letter was
written), and proceeded, attended by his guard of fifty Albanians,*
through Acarnania and ^tolia, towards the Morea.

"And therefore did he take a trusty band ' " V

To traverse Acamania's forest wide,

In war well season'd, and with labours tann'd.

Till he did greet white Achelous' tide.

And from his further bank iEtolia's worlds espied."
CHILDE HAROLD, CANTO Ih

His description of the night-scene at Utraikey (a small place situ-

ated in one of the bays of the Gulf of Arta) is, no doubt, vividly in

th« recollection of every reader of these pages ; nor will it diminish
their enjoyment of the wild beauties of that picture to be made ac-
quainted with the real circumstances on which it was founded, in the
following animated details of the same scene by his fellow-traveller :

—

" In the evening the gates were secured, and preparations were
made for feeding our Albanians. A goat was killed and roasted
whole, and four fires were kindled in the yard, round which the sol-

diers seated themselves in parties. After eating and drinking, the
greater part of them assembled round the largest of the fires, and
while ourselves and the elders of the party were seated on the ground,
danced round the blaze to their own songs, in the manner before

described, but with an astonishing energy. All their songs were re-

lations of some robbhig exploits. One of them, which detained them
more than an hour, began thus—' When we set out from Parga there

were sixty of us :'—then came the burden of the verse,

' Robbers all at Parga

!

^ Robbers all at Parga '.
-

;

KA.S<Jit6/c ttots napya !'

* Mr. llobhouso, I think, makes the number of this guard but thirty-scven-
and Lord Byron, iu a Bubsequcut letter; rates them at forty.
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And as they roared out this stave they whirled round the lire, dropped
and rebounded from their knees, and again whirled round as the chorus
Avas again repeated. The rippling of the waves upon the pebbly margin
where we were seated, filled up the pauses of the song with a milder
and not more monotonous music. The night was very dark, but by
the flashes of the fii-es we caught a glimpse of the woods, the rocks,

and the lake, which, together with the wild appearance of the dancers,
presented us with a scene that would have made a fine picture in the

hands of such an artist as the author of the Mysteries of Udolpho."
Having traversed Acarnania, the travellers passed to the ^Etolian

side of the Achelous, and on the 21st of November reached Misso-
longhi. And here,—it is impossible not to pause, and send a mournful
thought forward to the visit which, fifteen years after, he paid to this

same spot,—when, in the full meridian both of his age and fame, he
came to lay down his life as the champion of that land, through which
he now wandered a stripling and a stranger. Could some Spirit have
here revealed to him the events of that interval,—have shown him, on
the one side, the triumphs that aAvaited him, the power his varied
genius would acquire over all hearts, alike to elevate or depress, to

darken or illuminate them,—and then place, on the other side, all the
penalties of this gift, the waste and wear of the heart through the

imagination, the havoc of that perpetual fire within, which, while it

dazzles others, consumes the possessor,—the invidiousness of suck
an elevation in the eyes of mankind, and the revenge they take on him
•who compels them to look up to it,

—

would he, it may be asked, havo
welcomed glory on such conditions 1 would he not rather have felt

that the purchase was too costly, and that such warfare with an un-
grateful world, while living, would be ill recompensed even by the
immortality it might award him afterward ?

At Missolonghi he dismissed his Avhole band of Albanians, with the

exception of one, named Dervish, whom he took into his service, and
who, with Basilius, the attendant allotted him by Ali Pacha, continued
with him during tlie remamder of his stay in the East. After a resi-

dence of near a fortnight at Patras, he next directed his course to

Vostizza,—on approaching which town the snowy peak of Parnassus,
towering on the other side of the gulf, first broke on his eyes ; and, in

two days after, among the sacred hollows of Delphi, the stanzas, with
which that vision had inspired him. were written.*

It was at this time that, in riding along the sides of Parnassus, he
saw an unusually large flight of eagles in the air,— a phenomenon
Avhich seems to have affected his imagination with a sort of poetical

superstition, as he, more than once, recurs to the circumstance in his

journals. Thus, " Going to the fountain of Delphi (Castri) in 1809, I

saw a flight of twelve eagles (H. says they were vultures—at least, in

conversation), and I seized the omen. On the day before, I composed
the lines to Parnassus (in Childe Harold), and, on beholding the birds,

had a hope that Apollo had accepted my homage. I have at least

had the name and fame of a poet during the poetical part of life (from
twenty to thirty) ;—whether it will last is another matter."

'^ " Oh, thou Parnassus ! whom I now survey,
Not in the phrensy of a dreamer's eye,

Not in the fabled landscape of a lay.

But soaring snow-clad through thy native sky,

In the wild pomp of mountain maiestv!"—en. kar., canto t.
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He has also, in reference to this journey from Patras, related a little

anecdote of liis own sportmanship, which, by all but sportsmen, will
be thought creditable to his humanity. " The last bird I ever fired at

was an eaglet, on the shore of the gulf of Lepanto, near Vostizza.
It was only wounded, and I tried to save it,—the eye was so bright.

But it pined, and died in a few days ; and I never did since, and never
will, attempt the death of another bird."

To a traveller in Greece, there are few things more remarkable than
the diminutive extent of those countries, which have filled such a wide
space in fame, "A man might very easily," says Mr. Hobhouse, " at

a moderate pace, ride from Livadia to Thebes and back again between
breakfast and dinner ; and the tour of all Boeotia might certainly be
made in two days without baggage." Having visited within a very
short space of time, the fountains of Memory and Oblivion at Livadia,
and the haunts of the Ismenian Apollo at Thebes, the travellers at

length turned towards Athens, the city of their dreams, and, after
crossing Mount Citha?ron, arrived in sight of the ruins of Phyle, on
the evening of Christmas-day, 1809.
Though the poet has left, in his own verses, an ever-during testi-

mony of the enthusiasm with which he now contemplated the scenes
around him, it is not difficult to conceive that, to superficial observers.
Lord Byron at Athens might have appeared an untouched spectator of
much that throws ordinary travellers into, at least, verbal raptures.
For pretenders of every sort, whether in taste or morals, he enter-
tained, at all times, the most profound contempt ; and if, frequently,
his real feelings of admiration disguised themselves under an affected
tone of indifference and mockery, it was out of pure hostility to the
cant of those, who, he well knew, praised without any feeling at all.

It must be owned, too, that while he thus justly despised the raptures
of the common herd of travellers, there were some pursuits, even of
the intelligent and tasteful, in which he took but very httle interest.

With the antiquarian and connoisseur his sympatliies were few and
feeble ;—" I am not a collector," he says, in one of his notes on
Childc Harold, "nor an admirer of collections." For antiquities,
indeed, unassociated Avith high names and deeds, he had no value
whatever ; and of works of art he was content to admire the general
effect, without professing, or aiming at, any knowledge of the details.

It was to nature, in her lonely scenes of grandeur and beauty, or, as
at Athens, shining, unchanged, among the ruins of glory and of art,

that the true, fervid homage of his whole soul was paid. In the few-

notices of his travels, appended to Childe Harold, we find the sites

and scenery of the different places he visited far more fondly dwelt
upon than their classic or historical associations. To the valley of
Zitza he reverts, both in prose and verse, with a much warmer recol-

lection than to Delphi or the Troad ; and the plain of Atliens itself is

chiefly praised by him as "a more glorious prospect than even Cintra
or Istambol." Where, indeed, could Nature assert such claims to his

worsliip as in scenes like these, where he beheld her blooming, in

indestructible beauty, amid the wreck of all that Man deems most
worthy of duration. "Human institutions," says Harris, "perish,
but Nature is permanent:"—or, as Lord Byron has amplified this

thought* in one of his most splendid passages :

—

'*
'J'lie ]>as3nfrt- of Hariis, indepil, contains the pilli of the whole stanza :--•

''NoUvitlis'liindingr the vnrious fortune of Athens, as a city, Attica is still
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" Yet are thy skies as blue, thy crags as wild

;

Sweet are thy groves, and verdant are thy fields,

Thine olive ripe as when Minerva smiled,

And still his honeyed wealth Hymettus yields

;

There the blithe bee his fragrant fortress builds,

-. The free-bom wanderer of thy mountain-air

;

Apollo still thy long, long summer gilds.

Still in his beam Mendeli's marbles glare

;

—
Art, Glory, Freedom fail, but Nature still is fair."

CHILDE HAROLD, CANTO II.

At Athens, on this his first visit, he made a stay of between two and
three months, not a day of which he let pass without employing some
of its hours in visiting the grand monuments of ancient genius around
him, and calling up the spirit of other times among their ruins. He
made frequently, too, excursions to different parts of Attica, and it was
in one of his visits to Cape Colonna, at this time, that he was near
being seized by a party of Mainotes, who were lying hid in the caves
under the cliff of Minerva Sunias. These pirates, it appears, were
only deterred from attacking him (as a Greek, who was then their pri-

soner, infoiTOed him afterward) by a supposition that the two Alba-
nians, whom they saw attending him, were but part of a complete
guard he had at hand.

In addition to all the magic of its names and scenes, the city of
Minerva possessed another sort of attraction for the poet, to which,
wherever he went, his heart, or rather imagination, was but too
sensible. His pretty song, " Maid of Athens, ere we part," is said to
have been addressed to the eldest daughter of the Greek lady at whose
house he lodged ; and that the fair Athenian, when he composed these
verses, may have been the tenant, for the time being, of his fancy, is

highly possible. Theodora Macri, his hostess, was the widow of the
late English vice-consul, and derived a livelihood from letting, chiefly

to English travellers, the apartments which Lord Byron and his friend

now occupied, and of which the latter gentleman gives us the follow-

ing description :—" Our lodgings consisted of a sitting-room and two
bed-rooms, opening into a court-yard where there were five or six

lemon-trees, from which, during our residence in the place, was
plucked the fruit that seasoned the pilaf, and other national dishes
served up at our frugal table."

The fame of an illustrious poet is not confined to his own person
and writings, but imparts a share of its splendour to whatever has
been, even remotely, connected with him ; and not only ennobles the
objects of his friendships, his loves, and even his likings, but on every
spot where he has sojourned, through life, leaves traces of its light

that do not easily pass away. Little did the Maid of Athens, while
listening innocently to the compliments of the young Englishman,
foresee that a day would come, when he should make her name and
home so celebrated, that travellers, on their return from Greece, would
find few things more interesting to their hearers, than such details of
herself and her family as the foUowmg :

—

famous for olives, and Mount Hymettus for honey. Human institutions

perish, but Nature is permanent."

—

Philolos;- Inquiries. 1 recollect liaving

once pointed out this coincidence to Lord Byron, but he assured me that he

had never read this v.-ork of ilarris.
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" Our servant, \vlio had gone before to procure accommodation, met
us at the gate and conducted us to Theodora Macri, the Consulma's,

where we at present live. This lady is the widow of the consul, and
has three lovely daughters ; the eldest, celebrated for her beauty, and
said to be the subject of those stanzas by Lord Byron,

' Maid of Athens, ere we part,

Give, oh, give me back my heart !' &c.

" At Orchomenus, where stood the Temple of the Graces, I was
tempted to exclaim, ' Whither have the Graces fled V Little did I

expect to find tliem here. Yet here comes one of them with golden

cups and coffee, and another with a book. The book is a register of

names, some of which are far sounded by the voice of fame. Among
them is Lord Byron's, connected witli some lines which I shall

send yon

:

' Fair Albion smiling sees her son depart,

To trace the birth and nurseiy of art

;

Noble his object, glorious is his aim.

He comes to Athens, and he—writos his name."

" The counterpoise by Lord Byron

:

' This modest bard, like many a bard unknown,
Rhymes on our names, but wisely hides his own,
But yet, whoe'er he be, to say no worse.

His name would bring more credit than his verse.' /

" The mention of the three Athenian Graces will, I can foresee,

rouse your curiosity, and fire your imagination ; and I may despair of

your farther attention till I attempt to give you some description of
them. Their apartment is immediately opposite to ours, and, if you
could see them, as we do now, through the gently waving aromatic

plants before our window, you would leave your heart in Athens.
" Theresa, the Maid of Athens, Catinco, and Mariana, are of middle

stature. On the crown of the head of each is a red Albanian skull-

cap, \vith a blue tassel spread out and fastened down like a star. Near
the edge or bottom of the skull-cap is a handkerchief of various

colours bound round their temples. The youngest wears her hair

loose, falling on her shoulders ; the hair behind descending down the

back nearly^to the waist, and, as usual, mixed with silk. The two
eldest generally have their hair bound, and fastened under the hand-

kerchief. Their upper robe is a pelisse edged with fur, hanging loose

down to the ankles ; below is a handkerchief of muslin covering the

bosom, and terminating at the waist, which is short ; under that, a gown
of striped silk or muslin, with a gore round the swell of the loins,

falling in front in graceful negligence; white stockings and yellow
slippers complete tlieir attire. The two eldest have black, or dark,

hair and eyes ; their visage oval, and complexion somewhat pale, with
loetli of dazzling whiteness. Their clieeks are rounded, and noses
straight, rather inclined to aquiline. The youngest, Mariana, is verj'

fair, her face not so finely rounded, but has a gayer expression than
her sisters', whose countenances, except when the conversation has
something of mirth in it. mav be said to lie rather pensive. Their
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persons are elegant, and tlieir manners pleasing and lady-like, snch as
would be fascinalinjr in any country. They possess very considerable
powers of conversation, and their minds seem to be more instructed

than those of the Greek women in gfeneral. With such attractions it

would, indeed, be remarkable, if they did not meet with great attentions

from the travellers who occasionally are resident in Athens. They
sit in the eastern style, a little reclined, with their limbs gathered under
them on the divan, and without shoes. Their employments are the
needle, tambouring, and reading.

" I have said that I saw these Grecian beauties through the waving
aromatic plants before their window. This, perhaps, has raised your
imagination somewhat too high, in regard to their condition. You
may have supposed their dwelling to have eveiy attribute of eastern

luxury. The golden cups, too, may have thrown a little witchery over
your excited fancy. Confess, do you not imagine that the doors

'Self-opened into halls, where, who can tell

What elegance and grandeur wide expand,
f The pride of Turkey and of Persia's land

;

Soft quilts on quilts, on carpets carpets spread,

And couches stretch'd around in seemly band,
And endless pillows rise to prop the head,

So that each spacious room was one full swelling bed?'

" You will shortly perceive the propriety of my dela5'ing, till now,
to hiform you that the aromatic plants which I have mentioned are
neither more nor less than a few geraniums and Grecian balms, and
that the room in which the ladies sit is quite unfurnished, the walls
neither painted nor decorated by ' cunning hand.' Then, what would
have become of the Graces had I told you sooner that a single room is

all they have, save a little closet and a kitchen ? You see how careful
I have been to make the first impression good ; not that they do not
merit every praise, but that it is in man's august and elevated nature
to think a little shghtingly of merit, and even of beauty, if not sup-
ported by some worldly show. Now, I shall communicate to you a
secret, but in the lowest whisper.

" These ladies, since the death of the consul their father, depend
on strangers living in their spare room and closet ; which we now
occupy. But, though so poor, their virtue shines as conspicuously as
their beauty.

" Not all the wealth of the East, or the complimcntaiy lays even of
the first of England's poets, could render them so truly worthy of love
and admiration."*

Ten weeks had flown rapidly away, when the unexpected ofTer of a
passage in an English sloop of war to Smyrna induced the travellers

to make immediate preparations for departure, and, on the fifth of
March, they reluctantly took leave of Athens. " Passing," says Mr.
Hobhouse, " through the gate leading to the Piraeus, we struck into

the olive-wood on the road going to Salamis, galloping at a quick pace,

in order to rid ourselves, by huny, of the pain of parting." He adds,

"we could not refrain from looking back, as we passed rapidly to the

shore, and we continued to direct our eyes towards the spot, where

* Travels in Italy, Grocce, &c. by II. W. Willi .ims, Esq.
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we had caught the last gUmpse of the Theseiim and the ruins of the

Parthenon through the vistas in the woods, for many minutes after the

city and the Acropohs had been totally hidden from our view."

At Smyrna Lord Byron took up his residence in the house of the

consul-general, and remained there, with the exception of two or

three days employed in a visit to the ruins of Ephesus, till the 11th of

April. It was during this time, as appears from a memorandum of his

own, that the first two Cantos of Childe Harold, which he had begun
five months before at loannina, were completed. The memorandum
alluded to, which I find prefixed to his original manuscript of the

poem, is as foUoAVs.

" Byron, loannina in Albania. v

Begun October 31st, 1809

;

Concluded Canto 2d, Smyrna,
March 28th. 1810.

" Byron."

From Smyrna, the only letter, at all interesting, which I am enabled
to present to the reader, is the following.

> LETTER XLL ^ -

r
' TO MRS. BYROX.

•
• > . . "Smyrna, March 19, 1610.

"dear mother,
" I cannot write you a long letter, but as I know you will not be

sorry to receive any intelligence of my movements, pray accept what
I can give. I have traversed the greatest part of Greece, besides

Epirus, &c. &c., resided ten weeks at Athens, and am now on the

Asiatic side on my way to Constantinople. I have just returned from
viewing the ruins of Ephesus, a day's journey from Smyrna. I pre-

sume you have received a long letter I wrote from Albania, with an
account of my reception by the Pacha of the province.
"When I arrive at Constantinople, I shall determine whether to

proceed into Persia or return, which latter I do not wish, if I can avoid
it. But T have no intelligence from Mr. H * *, and but one letter from
yourself. 1 shall stand in need of remittances whether I proceed or
return. I have written to him repeatedly, that he may not plead igno-
rance of my situation for neglect. I can give you no account of any
thing, for I have not time or opportunity, the frigate sailing imme-
diately. Indeed, the farther I go the more my laziness increases, and
my aversion to letter-writing becomes more confirmed. I have written
to no one but yourself and Mr. H * *, and these are communications
of business and duty rather than of inclination.

" F * * is veiy much disgusted with his fatigues, though he has
undergone nothing that I have not shared. He is a poor creature

;

indeed English servants are detestable travellers. I have, besides him,
two Albanian soldiers and a Greek interpreter; all excellent in their

way. Greece, particularly in the vicinity of Athens, is delightful;
floudless skies and lovely landscapes. But I must reserve all account
of my adventures till we meet. T keep no journal: but my friend H.
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writes incessantly. Pray take care of Murray and Robert, and tell

the boy it is the most fortunate tiling for him that he did not accom-
pany me to Tui-key. Consider this as merely a notice of my safety,

and believe me
" Yours, &c. &c.

"Byron."

On the 11th of April he left Smyrna in the Salsette frigate, which
had been ordered to Constantinople for the purpose of conveying
the ambassador, Mr. Adair, to England, and, after an exploratory-

visit to the ruins of Troas, arrived, at the beginning of the following

month, in tlic Dardanelles. While the frigate was at anchor in these

straits, the following letters to his friends Mr. Drury and Mr. Hodgson
were written.

LETTER XLII.

TO MR. HENRY DRURY.

' Salsette Frigate, May 3d, 1810.

MY DEAR DRURY,
" Wlien I left England, nearly a year ago, you requested me to

write to you—I will do so. I have crossed Portugal, traversed the

south of Spain, visited Sardinia, Sicily, Malta, and thence passed into

Turkey, where I am still wandering. I first landed in Albania, the

ancient Epirus, where we penetrated as far as Mount Tomarit—excel-

lently treated by the chief Ali Pacha ; and, after journeying through
lUyria, Chaonia, &c., crossed the Gulf of Actium, with a guard of
fifty Albanians, and passed the Achelous in our route through Acar-
nania and iEtolia. We stopped a short time in the Morea, crossed the
Gulf of Lepanto, and landed at the foot of Parnassus ; saw all that

Delphi retains, and so on to Thebes and Athens, at which last we
remained ten weeks.

" His majesty's ship Pylades brought us to Smyrna; but not before
we had topographized Attica, including, of course, Marathon and the

Sunian promontory. From Smyrna to the Troad (which we visited

when at anchor, for a fortnight, off the tomb of Antilochus) was our
next stage ; and now we are in the Dardanelles, waiting for a wind to

proceed to Constantinople.
" This morning I swam Irom ISeslos to Mydos. The immediate

distance is not above a mile, but the current renders it hazardous ;

—

so much so that I doubt whether Leander's conjugal affection must
not have been a little chilled in his passage to Paradise. I attempted
it a week ago, and failed,—owing to the north wind, and the wonderful
rapidity of the tide,—though I have been from my cliildhood a strong
swimmer. But, this morning being calmer, I succeeded, and crossed
the 'broad Hellespont' in an hour and ten minutes.

" Well, my dear sir, I have left my home, and seen part of Africa
and Asia, and a tolerable portion of Europe. I have been with gene-
rals and admirals, princes and pachas, governors and ungovernables,

—

but I have not time or paper to expatiate. I wish to let you know
ihat I live with a friendly remembrance of you, and a hope to meet
you again ; and, if I do this as shortly as possible, attribute it to anv
thinff but forgetfnlness.
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" Greece, ancient and modern, you know too well to require
description. Albania, indeed, I have seen more of than any English-
man (except a Mr. Leake), for it is a country rarely visited, from the
savage character of the natives, though abounding in more natural
beauties than the classical regions of Greece,—which, however, are

still eminently beautiful, particularly Delphi and Cape Colonna in

Attica. Yet these are nothing to parts of lUyria and Epirus, where
places without a name, and rivers not laid down in maps, may, one
day, when more known, be justly esteemed superior subjects, for the

pencil and the pen, to the dry ditch of the Ilissus and the bogs of
Boeotia.

" The Troad is a fine field for conjecture and snipe-shooting, and a
good sportsman and an ingenious scholar may exercise their feet and
faculties to great advantage upon the spot ;—or, if they prefer riding,

lose their way (as I did) in a cursed quagmire of the Scamander, who
wriggles about as if the Dardan virgins still offered their wonted
tribute. The only vestige of Troy, or her destroyers, are the bar-

rows supposed to contain the carcasses of Achilles, Antijochus, Ajax,
&c.—but Mount Ida is still in high feather, though the shepherds are
now-a-days not much like Ganymede. But why should I say more of
these things ? are they not written in the Boke of Gell ? and has not

H. got a journal ? I keep none, as I have renounced scribbling.
" I see not much difference between ourselves and the Turks, save

that we have * *, and they have none—that they have long dresses,

and we short, and that we talk much, and they little.
*****

They are sensible people. Ali Pacha told me he was sure I was a
man of rank, because I had small ears and hands and curling hair. By-
the-by, I speak the Romaic, or modern Greek, tolerably. It does not
differ from the ancient dialects so much as you would conceive ; but

the pronunciation is diametrically opposite. Of verse, except in

rhyme, they have no idea.
" 1 like the Greeiks, who are plausible rascals,—with all the Turkish

vices, without their courage. However, some are brave, and all are

beautiful, very much resembling the busts of Alcibiades :—the women
not quite so handsome. I can swear in Turkish; but, except one
horrible oath, and ' pimp,' and ' bread,' and ' water,' I have got no
great vocabulary in that language. They are extremely polite to

strangers of any rank, properly protected ; and as I have two servants

and two soldiers, we get on with great eclat. We have been occa-

sionally in danger of thieves, and once of shipwreck,—but always
escaped.

"At Malta I fell in love with a married woman, and challenged an
aid-de-camp of General * * (a rude fellow, who grimied at some-
thing,—I never rightly knew what)—but he explained and apologized,

and the lady embarked for Cadiz, and so I escaped murder and crim.

con. Of Spain I sent some account to our Hodgson, but have subse-

quently written to no one, save notes to relations and lawyers, to

keep them out of my premises. I mean to give up all connexion, on
my return, with many of my best friends—as I supposed them—and
to snarl all my life. But I hope to liave one good-humoured laugh
Avilh you, and to embrace Dwyer, and pledge Hodgson, before I com-
mence cynicism.

" Tell Doctor Butler I am now writing with the gold pen he gave
me before I left England, which is the reason my scrawl is more
unintelligible than usual. I have been at Athens and seen plenty of
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these reeds for scribbling, some of wliicli he refused to bestow upon
me, because topographic Gell had brought them from Attica. But I

will not describe,—no—you must be satisfied with simple detail till

my return ; and then we will unfold the floodgates of colloquy. 1 am
in a 36-gun frigate, going up to fetch Bob Adair from Constantinople,

Avho will have the honour to carry this letter.

" And so H.'s boke is out,* with some sentimental sing-song of my
own to fill up,—and how does it take, eh ? and where the devil is the

second edition of my Satire, with additions 1 and my name on the title-

page ? and more lines tagged to the end, with a new exordium and
what not, hot from my anvil before I cleared the Channel ] The
Mediterranean and the Atlantic roll between me and criticism ; and
the thunders of the Hyperborean Review are deafened by the roar of
the Hellespont,

" Remember me to Claridge, if not translated to college, and present

to Hodgson assurances of my high consideration. Now, you will ask,

what shall I do next 1 aud I answer, 1 do not know. 1 may return in

a few months, but I have intents and projects after visiting Constanti-

nople.—Hobhouse, however, will probably be back in September.
" On the 2d of July we have left Albion one year—' oblitus meorum

obliviscendus et illis.' I was sick of my own country, and not much
prepossessed in favour of any other; but I 'drag on' 'my chain'

without 'lengthening it at each remove.' I am like the .Tolly Miller,

caring for nobody, and not cared for. All countries are much the

same in my eyes. I smoke, and stare at mountains, and twirl my
mustachios very independently. I miss no comforts, and the mosqui-
toes that wrack the morbid frame of H. have, luckily for me, little

effect on mine, because I live more temperately.
" I omitted Ephesus in my catalogue, which I visited during my

sojom'n at Smyrna ; but the Temple has almost perished, and St. Paul
need not trouble himself to epistolize the present brood of Ephesians,

who have converted a large church built entirely of marble into a
mosque, and I don't know that the edifice looks the worse for it.

" My paper is full, and my ink ebbing—good afternoon ! If you
address to me at Malta, the letter will be forwarded wherever I may
be. H. greets you ; he pines for his poetry,—at least, some tidings

of it. I aUnost forgot to tell you that I am dying for love of three

Greek girls at Athens, sisters. I lived in the same house. Teresa,
Mariana, and Kaiinkaf are the names of these divinities,—all of them
under 15.

^
. . Yoiir T«5re/voTaTfs (TMXor,

.

'

" BVRON."

LETTER XLIII.

' TO MR. HODGSON.

" Salsette Frigate, in the Dardanelles, off Abydos, May 5th, 1810.

"I am on my way to Constantinople, after a tour through Greece,
Epirus, &c. and part of Asia Minor, some particulars of which I have

•'^ The Miscellany, to which I have more than once referred,

t He has adopted this name in his description of the Seragho in Don
Juan, Canto VI. It was, if I recollect right, in making love to one of these
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just communicated to our friend and host H. Drury. With these,
then, I shall not trouble you ; but, as you will perhaps be pleased to

hear that I am well, &c. I take the opportunity of our ambassador's
return to forward the few lines I have time to despatch. We have
undergone some inconveniences, and incurred partial perils, but no
events worthy of communication, unless you will deem it one that

two days ago I swam from Sestos to Abydos. This,—with a few
alarms from robbers, and some danger of shipwreck in a Turkish
galliot six months ago, a visit to a Pacha, a passion for a married
woman at Malta, a challenge to an officer, an attachment to three
Greek girls at Athens, with a great deal of buffoonery and fine pros-
pectsv—form all that has distinguished my progress since my departure
from Spain.

" H. rhymes and journalizes ; I stare and do nothing—unless
smoking can be deemed an active amusement. The Turks take too
much care of their women to permit them to be scrutinized ; but I have
lived a good deal with the Greeks, whose modern dialect I can con-
verse in enough for my purposes. With the Turks I have also some
male acquaintances—female society is out of the question. I have
been very well treated by the Pachas and Governors, and have no
complaint to make of any kind. Hobhouse will one day inform you
of all our adventures,—were I to attempt the recital, neither my paper
nor your patience would hold out dunng the operation.

"Nobody, save yourself, has written to me since I left England;
but indeed I did not request it. I except my relations, who write
quite as often as 1 wish. Of Hobhouse's volume I know nothing,

except that it is out ; and of my second edition I do not even know that,

and certainly do not, at this distance, interest myself in the matter.
* * # * 1 hope you and Bland roll down the stream of sale

with rapidity.
" Of my return I cannot positively speak, but think it probable

Hobhouse will precede me in that respect. We have been very nearly
one year abroad. 1 should wish to gaze away another, at least, in

these ever-green climates; but I fear business, law business, the worst
of employments, will recall me previous to that period, if not very
quickly. If so, you shall have due notice.
" I hope you will find me an altered personage,—I do not mean in

body, but in manner, for I begin to find out that nothing but virtue will

do in this d—d world. I am tolerably sick of vice, which I have
tried in its agreeable varieties, and mean, on my return, to cut all

my dissolute acquaintance, leave off wine and carnal company, and
betake myself to politics and decorum. I am very serious and
cynical, and a good deal disposed to moralize ; but, fortunately for

you, the coming homily is cut off by default of pen and defection of
paper.

" Good morrow ! If you write, address to me at Malta, whence
your letters will be forwarded. You need not remember me to any
body, but believe me yours with all faith,

" Byron.-'

girls that he had recourse to an act of courtship often practised in tliat

country,—namely, giving himself a wound across the breast witli his dagger.

The young Athenian, by liis own account, looked on very coolly during the

operation, considering it a fit tribute to her beauty, but in no degree moved
to ffratitudc.
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From Constantinople, where he arrived on the Utii ol May, he

addressed four or five letters to Mrs. Byron, in almost every one of

which his achievement in swimming across the Hellespont is com-
memorated. The exceeding pride, indeed, which he took in this classic

feat (the particulars of which he has himself abundantly detailed),

may be cited among- the instances of that boyishness of character,

which he carried with him so remarkably into his maturer years, and
which, while it puzzled distant observers of his conduct, was not

among the least amusing or attaching of his peculiarities to those

who knew him intimately. So late as eleven years from this period,

when some skeptical traveller ventured to question, after all, the

practicability of Leander's exploit. Lord Byron, with that jealousy on
the subject of his own personal prowess which he retained from boy-

hood, entered again, with fresh zeal, into the discussion, and brought

forward two or three other instances of his own feats in swimmhig,*
to corroborate the statement originally made by him.

In one of these letters to his mother from Constantinople, dated

May '24th, after referring, as usual, to his notable exploit, " in humble
imitation of Leander, of amorous memory, though," he adds, " I had
no Hero to receive me on the other side of the Hellespont," he con-

tinues thus :

—

" When our ambassador takes his leave, I shall accompany him to

see the sultan, and afterward probably return to Greece. I have
heard nothing of Mr. Hanson, but one remittance, witliout any letter

from that gentleman. If you have occasion for any pecuniary supply,

pray use my fmids as far as they go without reserve ; and, lest this

should not be enough, in my next to Mr. Hanson I will direct him to

advance any sum you may want, leaving it to your discretion how
much, in the present state of my affairs, you may think proper to

require. I have already seen the most interesting parts of Turkey in

Europe and Asia Minor, but shall not proceed farther till I hear from
England : in the mean time I shall expect occasional supplies, accord-

ing to circumstances ; and shall pass my summer among my friends,

the Greeks of the Morea."
He then adds, with his usual kind solicitude about his favourite

servants :

—

" Pray take care of my boy Robert, and the old man Murray. It is

fortunate they returned ; neither the youth of the one, nor the age
of the other, would have suited the changes of climate and fatigue of
travelling."

* Among others, he mentions his passage of the Tagiis in 1809, wliich ig

thus described by Mr. Hobhouse :
—"My companion had before made a more

perilous, but less celebrated passage; for I recollect that, when we were in

Portugal, he swam from old Lisbon to Belem Castle, and having to contend
with a tide and counter current, the wind blowing freshly, was but little less

than two hours in crossing the river." In swimming from Sestos to Abydos,
he was one hour and ten minutes in the water.

In the year 1808, he had been nearly dro vned, while swimming at Brighton
with Mr. L. Stanhope. His friend, Mr. Hobhouse, and other by-standers, sent
in some boatmen, with ropes tied round them, who at last succeeded in drag-
ging Lord Byron and Mr. Stanhope from the surf, and thus saved their lives.
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, . LETTER XLIV.

"' TO MR. HENRY DRURV.

" Constantinople, June 17th, 1810.
" Though I wrote to you so recently, I break in upon you again to

congratulate you on a child being born, as a letter from Hodgson
apprizes me of that event, in which I rejoice.

" I am just come from an expedition through the Bosphoms to the
Black Sea and the Cyanean Symplegades, up which last I scrambled
at as great a risk as ever the Argonauts escaped in their hoy. You
remember the beginning of the nurse's dole in the Medea, of which I

beg you to take the following translation, done on the summit.

" Oh how I wish that an embargo
, Had kept in port the good ship Argo

!

. , Who, still unlaunch'd from Grecian docks,
Had never pass'd the Azure rocks

;

But now I fear her trip will be a
Damn'd business for my Miss Medea, &c. &c.

as It veiy nearly was to me ;—for, had not this sublime passage been
in my head, I should never have dreamed of ascending the said rocks,

and bruising my carcass in honour of the ancients.

"I have now sat on the Cyaneans, swam from Sestos to Abydos
(as I trumpeted in my last), and, after passing through the Morea
again, shall set sail for Santa Maura, and toss myself from the Leu-
cadian promontory;—surviving which operation,! shall probably rejoin

you in England. H., who will deliver this, is bound straight for these

parts ; and as he is bursting with his travels, I shall not anticipate his

narratives, but merely beg you not to believe one word he says, but

reserve your ear for me, if you have any desire to be acquainted with
the truth. ******

" I am bound for Athens once more, and thence to the Morea ; but

my stay depends so much on my caprice, that I can say nothing of
its probable duration. I have been out a year already, and may stay
another ; but I am quicksilver, and say nothing positively. We are

all very much occupied doing nothing, at present. We have seen
every thing but the mosques, which we are to view with a firman on
Tuesday next. But of these and other sundries let H. relate, with
this proviso, that / am to be referred to for authenticity ; and I beg
leave to contradict all those things whereon he lays particular stress.

But, if he soars, at any time, into wit, I give you leave to applaud,

because that is necessarily stolen from his fellow-pilgrim. Tell
Davies that H. has made excellent use of his best jokes in many of
his majesty's ships of war ; but add, also, that I always took care to

restore them to the right owner ; in consequence of which he (Uavies)

is no less famous by water than by land, and reigns unrivalled in the

cabin, as in the ' Cocoa Tree.'
" And Hodgson has been publishing more poesy—I wish he would

send me his ' Sir Edgar,' and ' Bland's Anthology' to Malta, whern
they will be forwarded. In my last, which I hoi>e you received, I

gave an outline of the ground we liave covered. If you have not
been overtaken by this despatch, H.'s tongue is at your pervicr.
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Remember me to Dwyer, who owes me eleven guineas. Tell him
to put them in my banker's hands at (iibraltar or Constantinople.

I believe he paid them once, but tliat goes for nothing, as it was an
annuity.

" I wish you would write. I have heard from Hodgson frequently.

Malta is my post-office. I mean to be with you by next Montem. You
remember the last,—I hope for such another; but, after having swam
across the ' broad Hellespont,' I disdain Datchett.* Good afternoon

'

I am yours, very sincerely, " Byron."

About ten days after the date of this letter we find another, ad-

dressed to Mrs. Byron, which—with much that is merely a repetition

of what he had detailed in fonner communications—contains also a
good deal Avorthy of being extracted.

.
LETTER XLV.

,
-• '

,
TO MRS. BYRON.

J

'•' DEAR MOTHER,
" Mr. Hobhouse, who will forward or deliver this, and is on hiss

return to England, can inform you of our different movements, but 1

am very micertain as to my own return. He will probably be down
in Notts, some time or other ; but Fletcher, whom I send back as an
incumbrance (English servants are sad travellers), will supply his

place in the interim, and describe our travels, which have been tolera-

bly extensive.
* * * *

" I remember Mahmout Pacha, the grandson of Ali Pacha, at Ya-
nina (a little fellow of ten years of age, with large black eyes, which
our ladies would purchase at any price, and those regular features

which distinguish the Turks), asked me how I came to travel so young,
without any body to take care of me. This question was put by the

little man with all the gravity of threescore. I cannot now write

copiously ; I have only time to tell you that I have passed many a
fatiguing, but never a tedious moment ; and that all I am afraid of is,

that I shall contract a gipsy-like wandering disposition, which will

make home tiresome to me : this, I am told, is veiy common with
men in the habit of peregrination, and, indeed, I feel it so. On the

third of May, I swam from Sestos to Mydos. \"ou know the story of
Leander, but I had no Hero to receiv^e me at landing.

* * • * * *

" I have been in all the principal mosques by the virtue of a firman

;

this is a favour rarely permitted to infidels, but the ambassador's

departure obtained it for us. I have been up the Bosphorus into the

Black Sea, round the walls of the city, and, indeed, I know more of
it by sight than I do of London. I hope to amuse you some winter's

evening with the details, but at present you must excuse me ;—I am

* Alluding to his having swum across the Thames with Mr. H. Drary,
after the Montem, to see how many times they could perform the passage
backwards and forwards without touching land. In this trial (which took
place at night, after supper, when both were heated with drinking,) Lor:.

Hyron vas the conqueror.
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not able to write long letters in June. I return to spend my summer
in Greece.*****

*' F. is a poor creature, and requires comforts that I can dispense
with. He is very sick of his travels, but you must not believe his

account of the countiy. ^e sighs for ale, and idleness, and a wife,

and the devil knows what besides. I have not been disappointed or
disgusted. I 'have lived with the highest and the lowest. I have
been for days in a Pacha's palace, and have passed many a night in a
cowhouse, and I find the people inoffensive and kmd. I have also
passed some time with the principal Greeks in the Morea and Livadia,
and, though inferior to the Turks, they are better than the Spaniards,
who, in their turn, excel the Portuguese. Of Constantinople you will
find many descriptions in different travels ; but Lady Wortley errs
strangely when she says ' St. Paul's would cut a strange figure by St.

Sophia's.' I have been in both, surveyed them inside and out atten-
tively. St. Sophia's is undoubtedly the most interesting from its

immense antiquity, and the circumstance of all the Greek emperors,
from Justinian, having been crowned tiiere, and several murdered at

the altar, besides the Turkish sultans who attend it regularly. But it

is inferior in beauty and size to some of the mosques, particularly
' Soleyman,' &c., and not to be mentioned in the same page with St.

Paul's (I speak like a Cockney). However, I prefer the Gothic cathe-
dral of Seville to St. Paul's, St. Sophia's, and any religious building
I have ever seen.

" The walls of the Seraglio are like the walls of Newstead gardens,
only higher, and much in the same order ; but the ride by the walls of
the city, on the land side, is beautiful. Imagine four miles of immense
triple battlements, covered with ivy, surmounted with 218 towers,
and, on the other side of the road, Turkish bnrying-grounds (the

loveliest spots on earth), full of enormous cypresses. I have seen
the ruins of Athens, of Ephesus, and Delphi. I have traversed great
part of Turkey, and many other parts of Europe, and some of Asia

;

but I never beheld a work of nature or art which yielded an impres-
sion like the prospect on each side from the Seven Towers to the end
of the Golden Horn.

" Now for England. I am glad to hear of the progress of ' English
Bards,' &c.—of course, you observed I have made great addrtions to
the new edition. Have you received my picture from Sanders, Vigo-
lane, London ? It was finished and paid for long before I left England

:

pray, send for it. You seem to be a mighty reader of magazines

:

where do you pick up all this intelligence, quotations, &c. &c. ?

Though I was happy to obtain my seat without the assistance of Lord
Carlisle, I had no measures to keep with a man who declined inter-

fering as my relation on that occasion, and I have done with him,
though I regret distressing Mrs. Leigh, poor thing!—I hope she is

happy.
" It is my opinion that Mr. B * * ought to many Miss. R * *. Our

first duty is not to do evil ; but, alas ! that is impossible : our next is to

repair it, if in our power. The girl is his equal : if she were his infe-

rior, a sum of money and provision for the child would be some, Ihougli
a poor compensation : as it is, he should marry her. I will have no
gay deceivers on my estate, and I shall not alloAv my tenants ii privi-

lege 1 do not pcsriivit myself, i/m^ of debaucliing each other's daughters,
(rod knows, ] have been £>iulty of many excesses; buf, as T Jinvt* laid
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down a resoluiioii to reform, and lately kept it, I expect this Lothario
to follow the example, and be gin by restoring- this girl to society, or,

by the beard of my father! he shall hear of it. Pray take some no-

tice of Robert, who will miss liis muster : poor boy, he was very un-

Avilling to return. I trust you are well and happy. It will be a pleasure

to hear from j-ou. " Believe me yours very sincerely,
" Byron.

" P.S.

—

How is Joe IMurray ?

" P.S.—I opened my letter again to tell you that Fletcher having
petitioned to accompany mc into the ]\[orca, I have taken him with
me, contraiy to the intention expressed in my letter.*'

The reader has not, I trust, passed carelessly over the latter part of
this letter. There is a healthfulness in the moral feeling so unalTect-

edly expressed in it, wliich seems to answer for a heart sound at the
core, however passion might have scorched it. Some years after,

when he had become more confirmed in that artificial tone of banter, in
which it was, miluckilj', his habit to speak of his own good feelings,

as well as of those of others, however capable he might still have been
of the same amiable sentiments, I question much whether the perverse
fear of being tliought desirous to pass for moral would not have pre-
A'ented him from thus naturally and honestly avowing them.
The following extract from a communication addressed to a distin-

guished monthly work, by a traveller who, at this period, happened to
meet with Lord B3Ton at Constantinople, bears sufficiently the features
of authenticity to be presented, without hesitation, to my readers.
" We were interrupted in our debate by the enti-ance of a stranger,

whom, on the first glance, I guessed to be an Englishman, but latel}"-

arrived at Constantinople. He wore a scarlet coat, richly embroi-
dered with gold, in the stjie of an English aid-de-camp's dress-uniform,
with two heavy epaulettes. His countenance announced him to be
about the age of two-aud-twenty. His features were remarkably de-
licate, and would ha\'e given him a feminine appearance, but for the
manly expression of his fine blue eyes. On entering the inner shop,
he took off his feathered cocked-hat, and showed a head of curly au-
burn hair, which improved in no small degree the uncommon beauty of
Ills face. The impi-ession which his whole appearance made on my
mind was such, that it has ever since remained deeply engraven on it

;

and although fifteen years have since gone by, the lapse of time has
not in the slightest degree impaired the freshness of the recollection.
He was attended by a Janissary attached to the English embassy, and
by a person who professionally acted as a Cicerone to strangers.

These circumstances, together with a very visible lameness in one of
his legs, convinced me at once he was Lord Byron. I had already
heard of his lordship, and of his late arrival in the Salsette frigate,

which had come up from the Smyrna station to fetcli away IMr. Adair,
our ambassador to the Porte. Lord Byron had been previously tra-

velling in Epirus and Asia Minor, with his friend Mr. Hobhouse, and
had become a great amateur of smoking; he was conducted to this
shop for the purijose of purchasing a few pipes. The indifferent

Italian, in which language he spoke to his Cicerone, and the latter's

still more imperfect Turkish, make it difficult for the shopkeeper to
understand their wishes, and as this seemed to vex the stranger, I ad-
dressed him in English, offering to interpret for him. When his Lord-
ship thus discovered me to be an Englishman, he shook me cordially

Yoi,. J.—AF
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by the hand, and a&suied me, with some warmtli in liis manner, that

he always felt great pleasure when he met with a countryman abroad.

His purchase and my bargain being completed, we walked out to-

gether, and rambled about the streets, in several of which I had the

pleasure of directing his attention to some of the mo-i remarkable

curiosities in Constantinople. The peculiar circumstances under

which our acquaintance took place established between us, in one day,

a certain degree of intimacy, which two or three years frequenting

each other's company in England would most likely not have accom-

plished. 1 frequently addressed him by his name, but he did not think

of inquiring how I came to learn it, nor of asking mine. His lordship

had not yet laid the foundation of that literary renown which he

afterward acquired ; on the contrary, he was only known as the author

of his Hours of Idleness ; and the severity with which the Edinburgh

Reviewers had criticised that production was still fresh in every Eng-

lish reader's recollection. I could not, therefore, be supposed to seek

his acquaintance from any of those motives of vanity which have

actuated so many others since : but it was natural that, after our acci-

dental rencontre, and all that passed between us on that occasion, I

should, on meeting him in the course of the same week at dinner at

the English ambassador's, have requested one of the secretaries, who
Avas Ultimately acquainted with him, to introduce me to him in a re-

gular form. His lordship testified his perfect recollection of me, but

in the coldest manner, and immediately after turned his back on me.

This unceremonious proceeding, forming a striking contrast with pre-

vious occurrences, had something so strange in it, that I was at a loss

how to account for it, and felt at the same time much disposed to en-

tertain a less favourable opinion of his lordship than his apparent

frankness had inspired me with at our first meeting. It was not, there-

fore, without surprise, that some days after, I saw him in the streets,

coming up to me with a smile of good-nature in his countenance. He
accosted me in a familiar manner, and offering me his hand, said,—' I

am an enemy to English etiquette, especially out of England ; and I

always make my own acquaintance without waiting for the formality

of an introduction. If you have nothing to do, and are disposed for

another ramble, I shall be glad of your company.' There was that

irresistible attraction in his maimer, of which those who have had the

good fortune to be admitted into his intimacy can alone have felt the

power in his moments of good-humour ; and I readily accepted his

proposal. We visited again more of the most remarkable curiosities

of the capital, a description of which would here be but a repetition of

Avhat a hundred travellers have already detailed with the utmost mi-
nuteness and accuracy ; but his Lordship expressed much disappoint-

ment at their want of interest. He praised the picturesque beauties of

the town itself, and its surrounding scenery; and seemed of opinion

that nothing else was worth looking at. He spoke of the Turks in a

manner whi(;h might have given reason to suppose that he had made
a long residence among them, and closed his observations with these

words :— 'The Greeks will, sooner or later, rise against them; but if

they do not make haste, I hope Buonaparte w ill come and drive the

useless rascals away.' "*

During his slny at Constantinople, the English minister, Sir. Adai?

* New Monthly Magazine.
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being- indisposed ilie greater part of tlic time, had but lew opportu-
nities of seeing him. He, however, pressed him, with much hospi-
tahty, to accept a lodging- at the English palace, which Lord Byron,
preferring the freedom of his homely inn, declined. At the audience
granted to the ambassador, on his taking leave, by the Sultan, the
Jioble poet attended, in the train of Mr. Adair,—having shown an anx-
iety as to the place he was to hold in the procession, not a little cha-
racteristic of his jealous pride of rank. Tii vain Imd the minister
assured him that no particular station could be allotted to him ;—that
the Turks, in their arrangements for the ceremonial, considered only
1 he persons connected with the embassy, and neither attended to, or
•acknowledged, the precedence which our forms assign to nobility.

Seeing the young peer still unconvinced by these representations, Mr.
Vdair was at length obliged to refer him to an authority, considered
infallible on such points of etiquette, the old Austrian Internuncio,

—

on consulting whom, and finding his opinions agree fully with those of
the English minister. Lord Byron declared himself perfectly satisfied.

On the 11th of July his fellow-traveller and himself took their de-
]iarture from Constantinople on board the Salsette frigate,—Mr. Hob-
house with the intention of accompanying the ambassador to England,
and Lord Byron with the resolution of visiting his beloved Cireece
again. To Mr. Adair he appeared at this time (and I find that Mr.
Bruce, who met him afterward at Athens, conceived the same impres-
sion of him), to be labouring under great dejection of spirits. One
circumstance, related to me as having occurred in the course of the
passage, is not a little strikmg. Perceiving, as he walked the deck, a
small yathagan, or Turkish dagger, on one of the benches, he took it

up, unsheathed it, and, having stood for a few moments contemplating
the blade, was heard to say, in an under voice, " I should like to know
how a person feels, after committing a murder '." In this startling

speech we may detect, I think, the germ of his future Giaours and
Laras. This intense wish to explore the dark workings of the pas-
sions was what, with the aid of imagination, at length generated the
power ; and that faculty which entitled him afterward to be so truly
styled " the searcher of dark bosoms," may be traced to, perhaps, its

earliest stirrings in the sort of feeling that produced these words.
On their approaching the island of Zea, he expressed a wish to be

put on shore. Accordingly, having taken leave of his companion, he
was landed upon this small island, with his two Albanians, a Tartar,
and one English servant ; and in one of his manuscripts, he has, him-
self, described the proud, solitaiy feeling with which he stood to see
the ship sail swiftly away—leaving him there, in a land of strangers,

alone.

A few days after, he addressed the following letter to Mrs. Byroii
from Athens.

LETTER XLVL

TO MRS. BVRON.

'•Athens, July 25, 16ia.

"dear mother,
" I have arrived here in four days from Constantinople, which is

considered as singularly quick, particularly for the season of the year,
NT •>.
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You riorUioru g^eiitiy can liave no conception of a Greek summer;
which, however, is a perfect frost compared with Malta and Gibraltar,

where I reposed myself in tlic shade last year, after a gentle gallop
of four hundred miles, without intermission, through Portugal and
Spain. You see, by my date, that I am at Athens again, a place which
I think I prefer, upon the whole, to any I have seen. * * *

" My next movement is to-morrow into the Morea, where I shall

probalily remain a month or two, and then i-eturn to winter here, if I do
not cliange my plans, uliicli, however, are veiy variable, as you may
.suppose ; but none of them verge to England.
"The Marquis of Sligo, my old fellow-collegian, is here, and wishes

to accompany me into the Morea. We shall go together for that pur-
pose. Lord S. will afterward pursue his way to the capital ; and Lord
B. having seen all the wonders in that quarter, will let you know
Avhat he does next, of which at present he is not quite certain. Malta
is my perpetual post-ofRce, from which my letters are forwarded to all

parts of the habitable globe :—by-the-by, I have now been in Asia,
Africa, and the east of Europe, and, indeed, made the most of my time,
%vithout hurrying over the most interesting scenes of the ancient
world. F * *, after having been toasted, and roasted, and baked, and
grilled, and eaten by all sorts of creeping things, begins to philosophize,

is grown a refined as well as resigned character, and promises at his

return to become an ornament to his own parish, and a very prominent
person in the future family pedigree of the F * * s, whom I take to be
Goths by their accomplishments, Greeks by their acuteness, and
ancient Saxons by their appetite. He (F * *) begs leave to send half

a dozen sighs to Sally his spouse, and wonders (though I do not) that

his ill written and worse spelled letters have never come to hand ; as for

that matter, there is no great loss in either of our letters, saving and
except that I wish you to know we are well, and warm enough at this

present writing, God knows. You must not expect long letters at

present, for they are written with the sweat of my brow, I assure you.
It is rather singular that Mr. H * * has not written a syllable since my
departure. Your letters I have mostly received, as well as others

;

from which I conjecture that the man of law is either angry or busy.
" I trust you like Newstead, and agree with your neighbours ; but

you know you are a vixoi—is not that a dutiful appellation 1 Pray,
take care of my books, and several boxes of papers in the hands of
.Toseph ; and pray leave me a few bottles of champagne to drink, for

I am very thirsty ;—but I do not insist on the last article, without you
like it. I suppose you have your house full of silly women, prating

scandalous things. Have you ever received my picture in oil from
Sanders, London I It has been paid for these sixteen months : why
do you not get it ? My suite, consisting of two Turks, two Greeks, a

Lutheran, and the nondescript Fletcher are making so much noise

that I am glad to sign myself
" Yours, &c. &c.

"BVRON."

A day os two after the date of this letter, he left Athens in company
with the Marquis of vSligo. Having travelled together as far as

Corinth, they from thence branched off in diftercnl directions,—Lord
Sligo to pay a visit to the capital of the Morea, and Lord Byron to

ptoceed to Patras, Avhere he had some business, as will be seen bv the

foUowing letter, with tlie English consul, Mr. Slranc
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LETTER XLVIL

TO MRS. BYROX.

"Patras, July 30, ISIO.
" DEAR MADAM,

" In four days from Constantinople, with a favourable wind, I arrived

in the frigate at the island of Ceos, from whence 1 took a boat to

Athens, where I met my friend the Marquis of Sligo, who expressed
a wish to proceed with me as far as Corinth. At Corinth we separated,

lie for Tripolitza, I for Patras, where I had some business with the

consul, Mr. Strane, in whose house I now write. lie has rendered me
every service in his power since I quitted Malta on my way to Con-
stantinople, whence I have written to you twice or tlirice. In a few
days I visit the Pacha at Tripolitza, make the tour of the Morea, and
return again to Athens, whicli at present is my head-quarters. The
heat is at present intense. In England, if it reaches 98", you are all

on fire : the other day, in travelling between Athens and Megara, the

thermometer was at i25" ! ! Yet I feel no inconvenience ; of course I

am much bronzed, but I live temperately, and never enjoyed better

health.

"Before I left Constantinople, I saw the Sultan (with Mr. Adair),

and the interior of the mosques, things which rarely happen to

travellers. Mr. Hobhouse is gone to England : I am in no hurry to

return, but have no particular communications for your country,
except my surprise at Kir. H * *'s silence, and my desire that he will

remit regnlarh% I suppose some arrangement has been made with
regard to Wymondham and Rochdale. Malta is my post-office, or to

Mr. Strane, consul-general, Patras, Morea. You complain of my
silence—I have written twenty or thirty times within the last year

:

never less than twice a month, and often more. If my letters do not
arrive, you must not conclude that we are eaten, or that there is a
war, or a pestilence, or famine : neither must you credit silly reports,

which I dare say you have in Notts., as usual. I am very well, and
neither more or less happy than I usually am ; except that I am very
glad to be once more alone, for I was sick of my companion,—not
that he was a bad one, but because my nature leads me to solitude,

and that every day adds to this disposition. If I chose, here are
many men who would wish to join me—one wants me to go to Egypt,
another to Asia, of which I have seen enough. The greater part of
Greece is already my own, so that I shall only go over my old ground,
and look upon my old seas and mountains, the only acquaintances I

ever found improve upon me.
" I have a tolerable suite, a Tartar, two Albanians, an interpreter,

besides Fletcher ; but in this country these are easily maintained.

Adair received me wonderfully well, and indeed I have no complaints
against any one. Hospitality here is necessary, for inns are not. I

have lived in the houses of Greeks, Turks, Italians, and English—to-

day in a palace, to-morrow in a cowhouse ; this day with the Pacha,
the next with a shepherd. I shall continue to write briefly, but
frequently, and am glad to hear from you ; but you fill your letters

with things from the papers, as if English papers were not found all

over the world. I have at this moment a dozou before me. Pray
take care of mv books, and believe me, mv dear mother, vours, &c."
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The greater part of the two foUowmg months he appears to have
occupied in making- a tour of the Morea;* and the very distinguished

reception he met Avith from Vely Pacha, the son of Ali, is mentioned
with much pride, in more than one of his letters.

On his return from this tour to Patras, he was seized with a fit of

iUness, the particulars of which are mentioned in the following letter

to Mr. Hodgson ; and they are, in many respects, so similar to those

of the last fatal malady, with which, fourteen years afterward, he
Avas attacked, in nearly the same spot, that, livelily as the account is

written, it is difficult to read it witliout melancholy.

LETTER XLVm.

TO MR. HODGSON. '

"Patras, IVlorea, October 3d, 1810.

''As I have just escaped from a physician and a fever, which con-
fined me five days to bed, you Avon't expect much ' allegrezza' in the

ensuing letter. In this place there is an indigenous distemper, which,
Avhen the wind blows from the Gulf of Corinth (as it does five months
out of six) attacks great and small, and makes woful work with
visiters. Here be also two physicians, one of whom trusts to his

genius (never having studied)—the other to a campaign of eighteen
months against the sick of Otranto, which he made in his youth with
great effect.

"When 1 was seized with my disorder, I protested against both
these assassins ;—but what can a helpless, feverish, toasted-and-wa-
tered poor wretch do 1 In spite of my teeth and tongue, the Englisli

consul, my Tartar, Albanians, dragoman, forced a physician upon me,
and in three days vomited and glystered me to the last gasp. In this

state I made my epitaph—take it.

'• Youth, Nature, and relenting Jove -

To keep my lamp i7i strongly strove ;

But Romanelli was so stout,

He beat all three—and blczv it out.

But Nature and Jove, being piqued at my doubts, did, in fact, at last,

beat Romanelli, and here I am, well but weakly, at your service.
" Since I left Constantinople, I have made a tour of the ]\Iorea, and

visited Vely Pacha, who paid me great honours and gave me a pretty
stallion. H. is doubtless in England before even the date of this

letter—he bears a despatch from me to your hardship. He writes to

me from Malta, and requests my journal, if I keep one. I have none,
or lie should have it ; but I have replied, in a consolatory and exhorta-
lory epistle, praying him to abate three and sixpence in the price of

* In a note upon tiic Advertisement prefixed to his Sie^e of Corinth, he
says—"I visited all three (Tripolitza, Napoli, and Argos) in 1810-11, and
in the course of journeying through the countr}', from my first arrival in

1809, crossed the isthmus eight times in my way from Attica to the Morea,
over the mountains, or in tlie othrr direction, when passintr from the Gulf of
Athens to that of Lepanio "
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his next Boke, seeing that lialf a guinea is a price not to be given for
any thing save an opera-ticket.
"As for England, it is long since I have heard from it. Every one

at all connected with my concerns is asleep, and you are my only
correspondent, agents excepted. I have really no friends in the
world ; though all my old school-companions are gone forth into that
Avorld, and walk about there in monstrous disguises, in the garb of
guardsmen, lawyers, parsons, fine gentlemen, and such other mas-
querade dresses. So, I here shake hands and cut with all these busy
people, none of whom write to me. Indeed, I asked it not;—and here
I am, a poor traveller and heathenish philosopher, who hath peram-
bulated the greatest part of the Levant, and seen a great quantity of
very improvable land and sea, and, after all, am no better than when
I set out—Lord help me !

" I have been out fifteen months this very day, and I believe my
concerns will draw me to England soon ; but of this I will apprize you
regularly from Malta. On all points, Hobhouse will inform you, if

you are curious as to our adventures. I have seen some old English
papers up to the 15th of May. I see the ' Lady of the Lake' advertised.
Of course it is in his old ballad style, and pretty. After all, Scott is the
best of them. The end of all scribblement is to amuse, and he cer-
tainly succeeds there. I long to read his new romance.

" And how does ' Sir Edgar ]' and your friend. Bland I I suppose
3'ou are involved in some literary squabble. The only way is to
despise all brothers of the quill. I suppose you won't allow me to be
an author, but I contemn you all, you dogs !—I do.

" You don't know D s, do you 1 He had a farce ready for the
stage before I left England, and asked me for a prologue, which I
promised, but sailed in such a hurry, I never penned a couplet. I am
afraid to ask after his drama, for fear it should be damned

—

Lord
forgive me for using such a word !—but the pit, sir, you know, the
pit—they will do those things, in spite of merit. I remember this
farce from a curious circumstance. When Drury-lane was burnt to
the ground, by which accident Sheridan and his son lost the few
remaining shillings they were worth, what doth my friend D do ?

Why, before the fire was out, he writes a note to Tom Sheridan, the
manager of this combustible concern, to inquire whether this farce
was not converted into fuel, with about two thousand other unactable
manuscripts, which of course were in great peril, if not actually con-
sumed. Now, was not this characteristic?—the ruling passions of
Pope are nothing to it. While the poor distracted manager was
bewailing the loss of a building only worth £300,000, together with
some twenty thousand pounds of rags and tinsel in the tiring

rooms. Blue-beard's elephants, and all that—in comes a note from a
scorching author, requiring at his hands two acts and odd scenes of a
farce !

!

" Dear H., remind Drury that I am his well-wisher, and let Scrope
Davies be w'ell affected towards me. I look forward to meeting you
at Newstead and renewing our old Champagne evenings with all the
glee of anticipation. I have written by every opportunity, and expect
responses as regular as those of the liturgy, and somewhat longer.

As it is impossible for a man in his senses to hope for happy days, let

us at least look forward to merry ones, which come nearest to the

other in appearance, if not iu reality; and in such expectations I

ipmain. kr."
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He was a good deal weakened and thinned by his lUness at Patras,

and, on his return to Athens, standing, one day, before a looking-glass,

he said to Lord Sligo—" How pale 1 look !— I should like, I think, to

die of a consumption."—" Why of a consumption V asked his friend.

"Because then" (he answered) "the women would all say, 'See that

poor Byron—how interesting he looks in dying !'
" In this anecdote,

—

which, slight at it is, the relater remembered, as a proof of the poet's

consciousness of his own beauty,—may be traced also the habitual

reference of his imagination to that sex, which, however he affected

to despise it, influenced, more or less, the flow and colour of all his

thoughts.

He spoke often of his mother to Lord Sligo, and v.-ith a feeling that

seemed little short of aversion. " Some time or other," he said, " I will

tell you why I feel thus towards lier."—A few days after, when they were
bathing together in the G ulf of Lepanto, he referred to this promise,
and, pointing to his naked leg and foot, exclaimed—" Look there !—it

is to her false delicacy at my birth I owe that deformity ; and yet, as

long as I can remember, she has never ceased to taunt and reproach
me with it. Even a few days before we parted, for the last time, on
my leaving England, she, in one of her fits of p-ission, uttered an
imprecation upon me, praying that I miglit prove as ill-formed in mind
as I am in body !" His look and manner, in relating this frightful

circumstance, can be conceived only b}^ those who have ever seen
him in a similar state of excitement.
The little value he had for those relics of ancient art, in pursuit of

which he saw all his classic fellow-travellers so ardent, was, like every-

thing he ever tliought or felt, unreservedly avowed by him. Lord
Sligo having it in contemplation to expend some money in digging for

antiquities. Lord Byron, in offering to act as his agent, and to see the
money, at least, honestly applied, said—" You may safely trust me.—
I am no Dilettante. Your connoisseurs are all thieves ; but I care too
little for these things ever to steal them."
The system of thinning himself, which he had begun before he left

England, was continued, still more rigidly, abroad. While at Athens,
he took the hot bath, for this purpose, three times a week,—his usual
drink being vinegar and water, and his food seldom more than a
little rice.

Among the persons, besides Lord Sligo, whom he saw most of at

this time, were Lady Hester Stanhope and Mr. Bruce. One of the
first objects, indeed, that met the eyes of these two distinguished
travellers, on their approaching the coast of Attica, was Lord Byron,
disporting in his favourite element, under the rocks of Cape Colonna.
They were afterward made acquainted with each other by Lord Sligo,

and it was in the course, I believe, of their first interview, at his table,

that Lady Hester, with that lively eloquence for which she is so
remarkable, took the poet briskly to task for the depreciating opinion,

which, as she understood, he entertained of all female intellect.

Being but little inclined, were he even able, to sustain such a heresy,
against one who was, in her own person, such an iiTCsistible refuta-

tion of it, Lord Byron had no other refuge from the fair orator's argu-
ments than in assent and silence ; and this well-bred deference being,
in a sensible woman's eyes, equivalent to concession, they became,
from thenceforward, most cordial friends. In recalling some recollec-
tions of this period in his " Memoranda," after relating the circum-
stance of his beino- caualit batiiingr by ai\ Eiiirlish party at Suuium, he
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added, " This was the beginning of the most delightful acquanitance
which I fomied in Greece." He then went on to assure Mr. Bruir , if

ever those pages should meet his eyes, that the days they had passed
together at Athens were remembered by him with pleasure.

During this period of his stay in Greece, we find Inm forming one
of those extraordinary friendships,—if attachment to persons so inferior

to himself can be called by that name,—of which I have already men-
tioned two or three insttmces in his younger days, and in which the
pride of being a protector, and the pleasure of excitmg gratitude, seem
to have constituted to his mind the chief pervading chann. The
person, whom he now adopted in this manner, and from similar feelings

to those which had inspired his early attachments to the cottage-boy
near Newstead, and the young chorister at Cambridge, was a Greek
youth, named Nicolo Giraud, the son, I believe, of a widow lady, in

whose house the artist Lusieri, lodged. • In this young man he appears
to have taken the most lively, and evea brotherly, interest ;—so much
so, as not only to have presented to him, on their parting, at Malta, a
considerable sum of money, but to have subsequently designed foi

him, as the reader will learn, a still more mimificent, as well as per-
manent, provision.

Though he occasionally made excursions through Attica and the
Morea, his head-quarters were fixed at Athens, where he had taken
lodgings in a Franciscan convent, and, in the intervals of his tours,

employed himself in collecting materials for those notices on the state

of modem Greece which he has appended to the second Canto of
Childe Harold. In this retreat also, as if in utter defiance of the
" genius loci," he wrote his " Hints from Horace,"—a satire which,
impregnated as it is with London life from beginning to end, bears the
date, "Athens, Capuchin Convent, March 12, 1811."

From the few remaining letters addressed to his mother, 1 shall
content myself with selecting the two following.

LETTER XLIX. ,

- TO MRS. BVRON.

"Athens, Jamiaiy 14, 1811.
" MY DEAR MADAM,

" I seize an occasion to write as usual, shortly, but frequently, as
the arrival of letters, where there exists no regular communication,
is, of course, very precarious. * * * i have lately made several
small tours of some hundred or two miles about the Morea, Attica,

&c., as I have finished my gi-and giro by the Troad, Constantinople,

&c., and am returned down again to Athens. I believe I have men-
tioned to you more than once, that I swam (in imitation of Leander,
though without his lady) across the Hellespont, from Sestos to
Abydos. Of this, and all other particulars, F., whom I have sent
home with papers, &c. will apprize you. I cannot find that he is any loss,

being tolerably master of the Italian and modern Greek languages,
which last I am also studying with a master, I can order and discourse
more than enough for a reasonable man. Besides the perpetual
lamentations after beef and beer, the stupid, bigoted contempt for
every thing foreign, and insurmountable incapacity of acquiring even
a few words of any languase. rendered him, like all other English
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servants, an incumbrance. I do assure you, the plague of speaking
foi him, the comforts he required (more than myself by far), the

pilaws, (a Turkish dish of rice and meat), which he could not eat, the

wines which he could not drink, the beds where he could not sleep,

and tliH long list of calamities, such as stumbling horses, want of
tea.'.'.' &!'., which assailed him, would have made a lastmg source of

laughter to a spectator, and inconvenience to a master. After all, the

man is honest enough, and, in Christendom, capable enough ; but in

Turkey, Lord forgive me ! my Albanian soldiers, my Tartars and
Janizary, worked for him and us too, as my friend Hobhouse can testify.

" It is probable I may steer homewards in spring ; but, to enable me
to do that, I must have remittances. My own funds would have lasted

me very well ; but I was obliged to assist a friend, who, I know, will

pay me ; but, in the mean time, I am out of pocket. At present, I do
not care to venture a winter's voyage, even if I were otherwise tired

of travelling ; but I am so convinced of the advantages of looking at

mankind instead of reading about them, and the bitter effects of stay-

ing at home with all the narrow prejudices of an islander, that I think

there should be a law among us, to set our young men abroad, for a
term, among the few allies our wars have left us.

" Here I see and have conversed with French, Italians, Gennans,
Danes, Greeks, Turks, Americans, &c. &c. &c,; and, without losing

sight of my own, I can judge of the countries and manners of others.

Where I see the superiority of England (which, by-the-by, we are a

good deal mistaken about in many things), I am pleased, and where I

find her inferior, 1 am at least enlightened. Now, I might have staid,

smoked in your towns, or fogged in your country, a century, without

being sure of this, and without acquiring any thing more useful or

amusing at home. I keep no journal, nor have I any intention

of scribbling my travels. I have done with authorship ; and if, in mj"

last production, I have convinced the critics of the world I was some-
thing more than they took me for, I am satisfied ; nor will 1 hazard

^hat reputation by a future effort. It is true I have some others in

manuscript, but I leave them for those who come after me ; and, if

deemed worth publishing, they may serve to prolong my memoiy
when I myself shall cease to remember. I have a famous Bavarian
artist taking some views of Athens, &c. &c. for me. This will be
better than scribbling, a disease 1 hope myself cured of. I hope, on
my return, to lead a quiet, recluse life, but God knows and does best

fbr us all ; at least, so they say, and I have nothing to object, as, on
the whole, I have no reason to complain of my lot. I am convinced,

however, that men do more harm to themselves than ever the devil

could do to them. I trust this will find you well, and as happy as we
can be ; you will, at least, be pleased to hear i am so, and yours ever."

LETTER L.

N ' -I
TO MRS. BYRON. -

"Athens, February 28, 1811.

"dear madam,
"As I have received a firman for Egypt, &c. I shall proceed to that

quarter in the spring, and 1 beg you will state to Mr. H. that it is

necessary to further remittances. On the subject of Newstead, J
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answer, as before, no. If it is necessary to sell, sell Rochdale.
Fletcher will have arrived by this lime with my letters to that pur-
port. I will tell you fairly, I have, in the first place, no opinion of
funded property; if, by any particular circumstances, I sh.all be led to
adopt such a determination, I will, at all events, pass my life abroad,
as my only tie to Kngland is Newstead, and, that once j^one, neither
interest nor inclination lead me northward. Competence in your
eountrj- is ample wealth in the east, such is the difference in the value
of money and the abundance of the necessaries of life ; and I feel

myself so much a citizen of the world, that the spot where 1 can enjoy
a delicious cUmate, and every luxury, at a less expense than a common
college life in England, will always be a country to me ; and such are
in fact the shores of the Archipelago. This then is the alternative

—

if I preserve Newstead, I return ; if I sell it, I stay away. I have had
no letters since yours of June, but I have written several times, and
shall continue, as usual, on the same plan.

" 13elieve me, yours ever,
" Byron.

"P.S.— I shall most likely see you in the course of the summer,
but, of course, at such a distance, I cannot specify any particular
month."

The voyage to" Egypt, wliich he appears from this letter to have
contemplated, was, probably for want of the expected remittances,
relinquished ; and on the 3d of June, he set sail from Malta, in the
Volage frigate, for England, having, during his short stay at Malta,
suffered a severe attack of the tertian fever. The feelings with
which he returned home may be collected from the following melanr
cholv letters.

LETTER LI.

TO MK. H01!US0N'.

"Volage frigate, at sea, June 29th, 181L
'•In a week, with a fair wind, we shall be at Portsmouth, and on

the 2d of July, I shall have completed (to a day) two years of pere-
grination, from which I am returning with as little emotion as I set
out. I think, upon the whole, I was more grieved at leaving Greece
than England, which I am impatient to see, simply because I am tired
of a long voyage.

" Indeed, my prospects are not very pleasant. Embarrassed in my
private affairs, indifferent to public, solitary without the wish to be
social, with a body a little enfeebled by a succession of fevers, but a
spirit, I trust, yet unbroken, I am returning home without a hope, and
almost without a desire. The first thing I shall have to encounter
will be a lawyer, the next a creditor, then colliers, farmers, surveyors,
and all the agreeable attachments to estates out of repair and con-
tested coal-pits. In short, I am sick and sorry, and when I have a
little repaired my irreparable affairs, away I shall march, either to
campaign in Spain, or back again to the East, where I can at least
have cloudless skies and a cessation from impertinence.

" I trust to meet, or see you, in town or at Newstead, whenever
you can make it convenient.—I suppose you are in love and in poetr}'.
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as usual. That husband, H. Drury, has never written to me, albeit I
have sent liim more than one letter ;—but I dare say the poor man has
a family, and of course all his cares are confined to his circle.

' For children fresh expenses get,

And Dicky now for school is fit.'

Warton.

If you see him, tell him I have a letter for him from Tucker, a regi-

mental chirurgeon and friend of his, who prescribed for me, * * *

and is a very worthy man, but too fond of hard words. I should be
too late for a speech-day, or I should probably go down to Harrow.*******
I regi-etted very much in Greece having omitted to carry the Anthology
with me—I mean Bland and Merivale's.*******
What has Sir Edgar done 1 And the Imitations and Translations—
where are they 1 I suppose you don't mean to let the public off so
easily, but charge them home with a quarto. For me, I am ' sick of
fops and poesy and prate, and shall leave the ' whole Castalian slate'

to Bufo, or any body else. But you are a sentimental and sensibili-

tous person, and will rhyme to the end of the chapter. Howbeit, I

have written some 4000 lines, of one kind or another, on my travels.
" I need not repeat that I shall be happy to see you. I shall be in

town about the 8th, at Dorant's Hotel, in Albemarle-street, and proceed
in a few days to Notts., and thence to Rochdale on business.

"I am, here and there, yours, &c."

LETTER Lll.

TO MRS. BYRON.

"Volage frigate, at sea, June 25th, 1811
''dear mother,

" This letter, which will be forwarded on our arrival at Portsmouth,
probably about the fourth of July, is begun about twenty-three days
after our departure from Malta. I have just been two years (to a day,
on the second of July) absent from England, and I return to it with
much the same feelings which prevailed on my departure, viz. indif-

ference ; but within that apathy I certainly do not comprise yourself,

as I will prove by every means in my power. You will be good
enough to get my apartments ready at Newstead, but don't disturb

yourself on any account, particularly mine, nor consider me in any
other light than as a visiter. I must only inform you that for a long-

time I have been restricted to an entire vegetable diet, neither fish nor
flesh coming within my regimen ; so I expect a powerful stock of
potatoes, greens, and biscuit : I drink no wine. 1 have two servants,

middle-aged men, and both Greeks. It is my intention to proceed
first to town, to see Mr. H * *, and thence to Newstead, on my way
to Rochdale. I have only to beg you will not forget my diet, which it

is very necessary for me to observe. 1 am well in health, as I have
generally been, with the exception of two agues, both of which I

quickly got over.
" My plans will so much depend on circnmstanres. that 1 sliall not
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venture to lay down an opinion on the subject. My prospects are not
very promisiiitj, but I suppose we shall wrestle through life like our

neighbours; indeed, by H.'s last advices, I have some apprehensions

of finding Newstead dismantled by Messrs. Brothers, &c., and he

seems determined to force me into selling it, but he will be baffled.

I don't !?iippose I shall be much pestered with visiters; but if 1 am,
you must receive them, for I am determined to have nobody bieaking

in upon my retirement : you know that I never was fond of society,

and I am less so than before. I have brought you a shawl, and a

quantity of attar of roses, but these I must smuggle, if possible. I

trust to find my library in tolerable order.
" Fletcher is no doubt arrived. I shall separate the mill from Mr.

B * *'s fann, for his son is too gay a deceiver to inherit both, and
place Fletcher in it, who has served me faithfully, and whose wife is

a good woman ; besides, it is necessary to sober young Mr. B * *, or

he will people the parish with bastards. In a word, if he had seduced

a dairy-maid, he might have found something like an apology ; but the

girl is his equal, and in high life or low life reparation is made in such
circumstances. But I shall not interfere further than (like Buonaparte)
by dismembering Mr. B.'s kingdom, and erecting part of it into a prin-

cipality for field-marshal Fletcher ! I hope j'ou govern my little em-
pire and its sad load of national debt with a wary hand. To drop my
metaphor, 1 beg leave to subscribe myself, yours, &c.

" P.S. This letter w^as written to be sent from Portsmouth, but, on
aiTiving there, the squadron was ordered to the Nore, from whence I

shall forward it. This 1 have not done before, supposing you might
be alarmed by the interval mentioned in the letter being longer than
expected between our arrival in port and my appearance at Newstead."

LETTER LIIL
,,

TO JIR. HENRY DRURY.

"Volage frigate, off Ushant, July 17lh, 1811.

'"MY DKAR DRURY,
" After two years' absence (on the second) and some odd days, I am

approaching your countiy. The day of our arrival you will see by
the outside date of my letter. At present, we are becalmed comfort-
ably, close to Brest Harbour; I have never been so near it since I left

Duck Puddle. ****** We
left Malta thirty-four days ago, and have had a tedious passage of it.^

You will either see or hear from or of me, soon after the receipt of
this, as I pass through town to repair my irreparable affairs ; and
thence I want to go to Notts, and raise rents, and to Lanes, and sell

collieries, and back to London and pay debts ; for it seems I shall

neither have coals or comfort till I go down to Rochdale in person.

"I have brought home some marbles for Hobhouse; for myself,
four ancient Athenian skulls,* dug out of .Sarcophagi ; a phial of attic

hemlock ;t four live tortoises ; a greyhound (died on the passage) ; two
live Greek servants, one an Athenian, t' other a Yaniote, who can
speak nothing but Romaic and Italian ; and myself, as Moses in the

* Given afterward to Sir Walter Scott.
* . + At present in the possession of Mr. Murray.
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Vicar of Wakefield says, slQy, and I may say it too, for I have as

little cause to boast of my expedition as he had of his to the fair.

"1 wrote to you from the Cyanean Rocks, to tell you I had swum
from Sestos to Abydos ; have you received my letter ] * * *

Hodgson, 1 suppose, is four deep by this time. What would he have
given to have seen, like me, the real Parnassus, where I robbed the

Bishop of Crissae of a book of geography ; but this I only call pla-

giarism, as it was done within an hour's ride of Delphi."

Having landed the j^oung pilgrim once more in England, it may be

worth while, before we accompany him into the scenes that awaited
him at home, to consider how far the general character of his mind
and disposition may have been affected by the course of travel and
adventure, in which he had been, for the last two years, engaged. A
life less savouring of poetry and romance than that which he had
pursued previously to his departure on his travels, it would be difficult

to imagine. In his childhood, it is true, he had been a dweller and
wanderer among scenes well calculated, according to the ordinary
notion, to implant the first rudiments of poetic feeling. But, though
the poet may afterward feed on the recollection of such scenes, it is

more than questionable, as has been already observed, whether he
ever has been formed by them. If a childhood, indeed, passed among
mountainous scenery were so favourable to the awakenmg of the

imaginative power, both the Welch, among ourselves, and the Swiss,

abroad, ought to rank much higher on the scale of poetic excellence

than they do at present. But, even allowing the picturesqueness of
his early haunts to have had some share in giving a direction to

the fancy of Byron, the actual operation of this influence, whatever
it may have been, ceased with his childhood ; and the life which he
led afterward, during his school-days at Harrow, was,—as, naturally,

the life of so idle and daring a schoolboy must be,—the very reverse

of poetical. For a soldier or an adventurer, the course of training

through which he then passed would have been perfect ; his athletic

sports, his battles, his love of dangerous enterprise, gave every pro-

mise of a spirit fit for the most stormy career. But to the meditative

pursuits of poesy, tnese dispositions seemed, of all others, the least

friendly; and, however they might promise to render him, at some
future time, a subject for bards, gave, assuredly, but little hope of his

shining first among bards himself.

The habits of his hfe at the university were even still less intel-

lectual and literary. While a schoolboy he had read abundantly and
eagerly, though desultorily ; but even this discipline of his mind,
irregular and undirected as it was, he had, in a great measure, given
up, after leaving Harrow ; and among the pursuits that occupied his

academic hours, those of playing at hazard, sparring, and keeping a
bear and bull-dogs, were, if not the most favourite, at least, perhaps,

the most innocent. His time in London passed equally unmarked
either by mental cultivation or refined amusement. Having no re-

sources in private society, from his total want of friends and con-
nexions, he was left to live loosely about town among the loungers in

coffee-houses ; and to those who remember what his two favourite

haunts, Limmer's and Stevens's, were at that period, it is needless to say
that, whatever else may have been the merits of these establishments,
they were any thing but fit schools for the formation of poetic character.
But however incompatible such a life must have been with >triosf
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habits of contemplation, by which, and wliich only, the faculties he
had already d splayed could be ripened, or those that were still latent
could be unfolded, yet, in another point of \iew, the time now appa-
rently squandered by him was, in after-days, turned most invaluably
to account. By thus initiating him into a knowledge of the varieties

*of human character; by giving him an insight into the details of soci-
ety, in their least artificial form; in short, by mixing him up, thus
early, with the world, its businesses and its pleasures, his London life

but contributed its share in forming that wonderful combination,
which his mind afterward exhibited, of the imaginative and the prac-
tical, the heroic and the humorous; of the keenest and most dis-

sec^tive views of real life, with the grandest and most spiritualized
conceptions of ideal grandeur.
To the same period, perhaps, another predominant characteristic of

his maturer mind and writings may be traced. In this anticipated
experience of the world which his early mixture with its crowd gave
him, it is but little probable that many of the more favourable speci-
mens of human kind sliould have fallen under his notice. On the
contrary, it is but too likely that some of the lightest and least esti-

mable of both sexes may have been among the models, on which, at

an age when impressions sink deepest, his earliest judgments of hu-
man nature were formed. Hence, probably, those contemptuous and
debasing views of humaijiity, with which he was so often led to alloy
his noblest tributes to th^ loveliness and majesty of general nature.
Hence the contrast that appeared between the fruits of his imagina-
tion and of his experience ; between those dreams, full of beauty and
kindliness, with which the one teemed at his btdding, and the dark^

v desolating bitterness that overflowed when he ere / from the other.
Unpromising, however, as was his youth of the high destiny that

awaited him, there was one unfailing characteristic of the imaginative
order of minds— his love of solitude—which very early gave signs of
those habits of self-study and introspection, by which ak)ne the " dia-

mond quarries" of genius are worked and brought to light. When
but a boy, at Harrow, he had shown this disposition strongly ; being
often known, as I have already mentioned, to withdraw himself from
his playmates, and sittinsr alone upon a tomb in the churchyard, give
himself up, for hours, to thought. As his mind began to disclose its

resources, this feeling grew upon him; and, had his foreign travel
done no more than, by detaching him from the distractions of society,
to enable him, solitarily and freely, to commune with his own spirit,

it would have been an all-important step gained towards the full ex-
pansion of his faculties. It was only then, indeed, that he began to

feel himself capable of the abstraction which selt-stndy requires, or
to enjoy that freedom from the intrusion of others' thoughts, which
alone leaves the contemplative mind master of its own. In the soli-

tude of his nights at sea, in his lor.e wanderings through Greece, he
had sufficient leisure and seclusion to look within himself, and there
catch the first " glimpses of his glorious mind." One of his chief
delights, as he mentioned in his " Memoranda," was, when bathing in

some retired spot, to seat himself on a high rock* above the sea, and

'^' To this he alludes in those beautiful blanzas,

" To sit on rocks, to muse o'er flood and fell," &c.

Alfieri, before his dramatic genius had yet unfolded itself, used to pass
hours, as he tells us, in this sort of dreaming state, gazing upon the ocean :

—
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there remain for hours, gazing- upon the sky and the waters, and lost in

that sort of vague reverie, whicii, however formless and indistinct at

the moment, settled afterward, on his pages, into those clear, bright

pictures, which will endure for ever.

Were it not for the doubt and diffidence that hang round the first

steps of genius, this growing consciousness of his own power, these*

openings into a new domain of intellect where he was to reign supreme,
must have made the solitary hours of the young traveller one dream
of happiness. But it will be seen that, even yet, he distrusted his ovni

strength, nor was at all aware of the height to which the spirit he was
now calling up would grow. So enamoured, nevertheless, had he
become of these lonely musings, that even the society of his fellow-

traveller, though with pursuits so congenial to his own, grew at last

to be a chain and a burthen on him ; and it was not till he stood, com-
panionless, on the shore of the little island in the JEgean, that he found
his spirit breathe freely. If any stronger proof were wanting of his
deep passion for solitude, we shall find it, not many years after, in his

own written avowal, that even when in the company of the woman
he most loved, he not unfrequently found himself sighing to be alone.

It was not only, however, by affording him the concentration ne-
cessary for this silent drawing out of his feelings and powers, that

travel conduced so essentially to the formation of his poetical cha-
racter. To the East he had looked, with the eyes of romance, from
his very childhood. Before he was ten years of age, the perusal of
Rycaut's History of the Turks had taken a strong hold of his imagi-
•lation, and he read eagerly, in consequence, every book concerning
the East he could find.* In visiting, therefore, those countries, he
was but realizing the dreams of his childhood ; and this return of his

" Apres le spectacle un de mes arausemens, u Marseille, etait de me baigner
presque tous les soirs dans la mer. J'avais trouv^ un petit endroit fort

agr^able, sur une langue de terre placee a droite hors du port, ou, en m'as-
seyant sur lo sable, le dos appuye centre un petit rocher qui empechait qu'021

ne put me voir du cote de la terre, je n'avais plus devant moi que le ciel et

la mer. Entre ces deux immensites qu'embellissaient les rayons d'un soleil

couchant, je passai en revant des heures delicieuses ; et la, je serais devenu
poete, si j'avais su 6crire dans une langue quelconque."

* But a few months before he died, in a conversation with Maurocordato
at Missolonghi, Lord Byron said—" The Turkish History was one of the
first books that gave me pleasure when a child ; and I beheve it had much
influence on my subsequent wishes to visit the Levant, and gave perhaps
the oriental colouring which is observed in my poetry."

—

Count Gamba's
Jfarrative.

In the last edition of Mr. D'lsraeli's work on " the Literary Character,"
that gentleman has given some curious marginal notes, which he found writ-

ten by Lord Byron in a copy of this work that belonged to him. Among
them is the following enumeration of tlie writers that, besides Rycaut, had
drawn his attention so early to the East :

—

" Knolies, Canteinir, De Tott, Lady M. W. Montague, Hawkins's Trans-
lation from Mignot's History of the Turks, the Arabian Nights, all travels,

or hislorlcs, or books upon the East I could meet with, I had read, as well

as Rycaut, before I was ten i/enrs old. I tliink the Arabian Nights first.

After these, I preferred the history of naval actions, Don Quixote, and Sniol
let's nov«ls, particularly Pioderiek Random, and I was passionate for the
Roman History When a boy, I could never bear to road any poetry whn*-
ever without disgust and reluctance."
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thoughts to tliat innocent time gave a freshness and purity to Iheir

current which they had long wanted. Under the spell of such recol-

lections, the attraction of novelty was among the least that the scenes,

through which he wandered, presented. Fond traces of the past

—

and few have ever retained them so vividly—mingled themselves witli

the impressions of the objects before him ; and as, among the High-

lands, he had often traversed, in fancy, the land of the Moslem, so

memory, from the wild hills of Albania, now "carried him back to

Morven."
While such sources of poetic feeling were stirred at every step,

there was also in his quick cliange of place and scene—in the diversity

of men and manners surveyed by iiim—in the perpetual hope of ad-

venture and thirst of enterprise, such a succession and variety of every

fresh excitement as not only brought into play, but invigorated, all the

energies of his character : as he himself describes his mode of living,

it was " To-day in a palace, to-morrow in a cow-house—this day with

the Pacha, the next with a shepherd." Thus were his powers of

observation quickened, and the impressions on his imagination multi-

plied. Thus schooled, too, in some of the roughnesses and privations

of life, and, so far, made acquainted with the flavour of adversity, he
learned to enlarge, more than is common in his higli station, the circle

of his sympathies, and became inured to that manly and vigorous cast

of thought which is so impressed on all his writings. Nor must we
forget, among these strengthening and animating effects of travel, the

ennobling excitement of danger, which he more than once experienced,

—having been placed in situations, both on land and sea, well calcu-

lated to call forth that pleasurable sense of energy, which perils,

calmly confronted, never fail to inspire.

The strong interest which—in spite of his assumed philosophy on
this subject, in Childe Harold—he took in everything connected with
a life of warfare, found frequent opportunities of gratification, not only
on board the English ships of war in which he sailed, but in his occa-
sional intercourse with the soldiers of the country. At Salora, a
solitary place on the gidf of Arta, he once passed two or three days,

lodged in a small miserable barrack. Here, he lived the whole time,

familiarly, among the soldiers ; and a picture of the singular scene
which their evenings presented—of those wild, half-bandit warriors,

seated round the young poet, and examining, with savage admiration,

his fine Manton gun* and English sword—might be contrasted, but too

touchingly, witli another and a later picture of the same poet dying,

as a chieftain, on the same land, with Suliotes for his guards and all

Greece for his mourners.
It is true, amid all this stimulating variety of objects, the melan-

choly which he had brought from home still lingered around his mind.

To Mr. Adair and Mr. Bruce, as I have before mentioned, he gave the

idea of a person labouring under deep dejection ; and Colonel Leake,
who was, at that time, resident at loannina, conceived very much the

same impression of the state of his mind.f But, assuredly, even this

* ' It rained hard llie next day, and \vc spent another eveninjf with our

ooldiers. The captahi, Elmas, tried a fine Manton gun belonging to my
Friend, and hitting his mark every time was highly dehghled."

—

Hobuouse's
Journey, ke.

1 It must be recollected that by two of these gentlemen lie was seen chiefly

under the restraints of presentation and etiquette, wlien whatever elooni

Vol. I.—N
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melancholy, habitually as it still clung to him, must, under the stirring

and healthful influences of hiis roving life, have become a far more
elevated and abstract feeling than it ever could have expanded to

within reach of those annoyances, whose tendency was to keep it

wholly concentrated round self. Had he remained idly at home, he
would have sunk, perhaps, into a querulous satirist. But, as his

views opened on a freer and wider horizon, every feeling of his

nature kept pace with their enlargement; and this inborn sadness,

mingling itself with the effusions of his genius, became one of the

chief constituent charms not only of their pathos, but their grandeur.
For, when did ever a sublime thought spring up in the soul, that me-
lancholy was not to be found, however latent, in its neighbourhood ?

We have seen, from the letters written by him on his passage home-
ward, how far from cheerful or happy was the state of mind in which
he returned. In truth, even for a disposition of the most sanguine
cast, there was quite enough in the discomforts that now awaited him
in England, to sadden its hopes and cheek its buoyancy. '* To be
happy at home," says Johnson, " is the ultimate result of all ambition,
the end to which every enterprise and labour tends." But Lord Byron
had no home,—at least none that deserved this endearing name. A
fond family circle, to accompany him with its prayers, while away,
and draw round him, with listening eagerness, on his return, was what,
unluckily, he never knew, though with a heart, as we have seen, by
nature formed for it. In the absence, too, of all that might cheer and
sustain, he had every thing to encounter that could distress and
humiliate. To the dreariness of a home without affection was added
the burden of an establishment without means, and he had thus all the

embarrassments of domestic life without its charms. His affairs had,
during his absence, been suffered to fall into confusion, even greater
than their inherent tendency to such a state warranted. There had
been, the preceding year, an execution on Newstead, for a debt of
£1500 owing to the Messrs. Brothers, upholsterers ; and a circum-
stance, told of the veteran, Joe Murray, on this occasion, well deserves
to be mentioned. To this faithful old servant, jealous of the ancient
lionour of the Byrons, the siglit of the notice of sale, pasted up on
the abbey-door, could not be otherwise than an unsightly and intole-

rable nuisance. Having enough, however, of the fear of the law

there was on his spirits would, in a shy nature like his, most show itselt.

The account which his fellow-traveller gives of him is allogeiher different,

ill introducing the narration of a short tour to Negroponte, in which liis

noble friend was unable to accompany him, Mr. Hobhouse expresses strongly

the deficiency of which he is sensible, from the absence, on this occasion,

of " a companion, who, to quickness of observation and ingenuity of remark,
united that gay good-humour which keeps alive the attention under tlie

pressure of fatigue and softens the aspect of every difficulty and danger."

In some lines, too, of the " Hints from Horace," addressed evidently t<i

Mr. Hobhouse, Lord Byron not only renders the same justice to his own
social cheerfulness, but gives a somewhat more distinct idea of the frame
of mind out of which it rose:

—

" Moschus ! with whom I hope once more to sit,

And smile at folly, if we can't at wit

:

Yes, friend, for thee I '11 quit my Cynic cell,

'^ • And bear Swill's motto, ' Vive la bagatelle !'

AVhich charm'd our days in each vEgcan clime.

And oft at home with revelry and rhyme."
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before his eyes, not to tear the writing^ down, he was at last forced, as

his only consoliitory expedient, to paste a large piece of brown paper

over it.

Notwithstanding the resolution, so recently expressed by Lord
Byron, to abandon for ever tlie vocation of authorsliip, and leave " the

whole Castalian state" to otliers, he was liardly landed in England
when we find him busily engaged in preparations for the publication

of some of tlie poems which he had produced abroad. So eager was
he, indeed, to print, that he had already, in a letter written at sea,

announced himself to Mr. Dallas, as ready for the press. Of this

letter, which, from its date, ought to have preceded some of the others

that have been given, I shall here lay before the reader the most
material parts.

. / LETTER LIV.

> " TO MR. DALLAS.

' "Volage frigate, at sea, June 28th, 1811.

"After two years' absence (to a day, on the 2d of July, before

which we shall not arrive at Portsmouth), I am retracing my way to

England.*******
" I am coming back with little prospect of pleasure at home, and

with a body a little shaken by one or two smart fevers, but a spirit I

hope yet unbroken. My affairs, it seems, are considerably involved,

and much business must be done with lawyers, colliers, farmers, and
creditors. Now this, to a man who hates bustle as he hates a bishop,

is a serious concern. But enough of my home department.******
" My Satire, it seems, is in a fourth edition, a success rather above

the middling run, but not much for a production which, from its topics,

must be temporary, and of course be successful at first, or not at all.

At this period, when I can think and act more coolly, I regret that I

have written it, though I shall probably find it forgotten by all except
those whom it has offended.

" Yours and Pratt's prot^g^, Blackett, the cobbler, is dead, in spite

of his rhymes, and is probably one of the instances where death has
saved a man from damnation. You were the ruin of that poor fellow

among you : had it not been for his patrons, he might now have been
in very good plight, shoe (not verse) making : but you have made
him immortal witii a vengeance. I write this, supposing poetry,

patronage, and strong waters to have been the death of him. If you
are in town in or about the beginning of July, you will find me at

Dorant's, in Albemarle-street, glad to see you. I have an imitation of

Horace's Art of Poetry ready for Cawthorn, but don't let that deter

you, for I sha'n't inflict it upon you. You know I never read my
rhymes to visiters. I shall quit town in a few days for Notts., and
thence to Rochdale. Yours, &c."

Immediately, on Lord Byron's arrival in London, Mr. Dallas called

upon him. "On the 15th of July," says this gentleman, "I had the

pleasure of shaking hands with him at Reddish's Hotel in St. James's
street. 1 thought his looks belied the report he had given me of his

Na , .
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bodily heaiih, and liis countenance did not betoken melancholy, or
displeasure at his return. He was very animated in the account of his
travels, but assured me he had never had the least idea of writing
them. He said he believed satire to be his forte, and to that he had
adlierod, having- written, during his stay at different places abroad, a
Paraphrase of Horace's Art of Poetry, which would be a good finish

to English Bards and Scotch Reviewers. He seemed to promise him
self additional fame from it, and I undertook to superintend its publi-
cation, as I had done that of the Satire. I had chosen the time ill for

my visit, and we had hardly any time to converse uninterruptedly, he
therefore engaged me to breakfast with him next morning."

In the interval Mr. Dallas looked over this Paraphrase, which he
had been permitted by Lord Byron to take home with him for the
purpose, and his disappointment was, as he himself describes it,

" grievous," on finding, that a pilgrimage of two years to the inspiring
lands of the East had been attended with no richer poetical result.

On their meeting again next morning, though unwilling to speak dis-

paragingly of the work, he could not refrain, as he informs us, from
expressing some surprise that his noble friend should have produced
nothing else during his absence. " Upon this," he continues, " Lord
Byron told me that he had occasionally written short poems, besides
a great many stanzas in Spenser's measure, relative to the countries he
had visited. ' They are not worth troubling you Avith, but you shall

have them all with you, if you like.' So came I by Childe Harold's
Pilgrimage.' He took it from a small trunk, with a number of verses.

He said they had been read but by one person, who had found very
little to commend and much to condemn: that he himself was of
that opinion, and he was sure I should be so too. Sucli as it was,
however, it was at my service : but he was urgent that ' The Hints
from Horace' should be immediately put in train, which I promised to

have done."
The value of the treasure thus presented to him, Mr. Dallas wa:^

not slow in discovering. That very evening he despatched a letter to

liis noble friend, saying—" You have written one of the most delightful

poems I ever read. If I wrote this in flatter}', I should deserve your
contempt rather than your friendship. I have been so fascinated with
Childe Harold that I have not been able to lay it down. I would almost
pledge my life on its advancing the reputation of your poetical powers,
and on its gaining you great honour and regard, if you will do me the

credit and favour of attending to my suggestions respecting," &c.
&c. &c.

Notwithstanding this just praise, and the secret echo it must have
found in a heart so awake to the slightest whisper of fame, it was
some time before Lord Byron's obstinate repugnance to the idea of
publisliing Childe Harold could be removed.

" Attentive," says Mr. Dallas, " as he had hitherto been to my
opinions and suggestions, and natural as it was that he should be
swayed by such decided praise, I was surprised to find that I could
not at first obtain credit with him for my judgment on Childe Harold's

Pilgrimage. ' It was any thing but poetry—it had been condemned
by a good critic—had I not myself seen the sentences on the margins
of the manuscript?' He dwelt upon the Paraphrase of the Art oT

Poetry with pleasure, and the manuscript of that was given to Caw-
thorn, (li(\ publisiier of the Satire, to be brought forth williout delay-

I i\\\ not. Iinw'Mfr. Icrive him f^o ; biM'orc I (|tiitlP'l liim T rr'"'-no'l id Ik.
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charg-c, and told him that I was so convinced oi the nicnts ol' (Miildo

Harold's Pilnfnmage, that, as he had g-iven it to nie, I should (•ertainly

publish it, if he would have the kindness to attend to some corrections
and alterations."

Among the many instances, recorded in literary history, of the fnl.sr

j udgments of authors respecting their own productions, this preference
given by Lord Byron to a work so little worlliy of his g<!nius, over a

poem of such rare and original beauty as tlie first ( 'aiUos of (.'liildc

Harold, may be accounted, perhaps, one of llic most extraordinary
and inexplicable.* "It is in men as In soils," says Swift, "Avlierc

sometimes there is a vein of gold which the owner knows not of." But
Lord Byron had made tlie discovery of the vein, without, as it would
seem, being aware of its value. I have already Iiad occasion to

observe that, even while occupied with the composition of Childo
Harold, it is questionable whether he himself was yet fully conscious
of the new powers, both of thought and feehng, that had been awakened
in him; and the strange estimate we now find him forming of his own
production appears -to warrant the remark. It would seem, indeed, as
if, while the imaginative powers of liis mind had received such an
impulse forward, the faculty of judgment, slower in its developement,
was still immature, and that of sc//^judgment, the most difficult of all,

still unattained.

On the other hand, from the deference which, particularly at this

period of his life, he was inclined to pay to the opinions of those with
whom he associated, it would be fairer, perhaps, to conclude that this

erroneous valuation arose rather from a diffidence in his own judgment
than from any deficiency of it. To his college companions, almost
all of whom were his superiors in scholarship, and some of them even,
at this time, his competitors in poetiy. he looked up with a degree of
fond and admiring deference, for which his ignorance of his own intel-

lectual strength alone couU account; and the example, as well as
tastes, of these young writers being mostly on the side of established
models, their authority, as long as it influenced him, Avould, to a certain

degree, interfere with his striking confidently into any new or original

path. That some remains of this bias, with a little leaning, perhaps,
towards school-recollections,t may have had a share in prompting his

preference of the Horatian Paraphrase, is by no means improbable

;

at least, that it was enough to lead him, untried as he had yet been in

the new path, to content himself, for the present, with following up
his success in the old. We have seen, indeed, that the manuscript of
the two Cantos of Childe Harold had, previously to its being placed
in the hands of Mr. Dallas, been submitted by the noble author to the

* It is, however, less wonderful tliat authors should tlius misjudge their

productions, when whole generations have sometimes fallen into the same
sort of error. The Sonnets of Petrarcli were, by the learned of his day,
considered only worthy of the ballad-singers by whom they were chanted
about the streets ; while his Epic Poem, " Africa," of which few now even
Jtnow the existence, was sought for on all sides, and tlie smallest iragmont
of it begged from the author, for the libraries of the learned.

t Gray, under the influence of a similar predilection, preferred, ibr a long
time, his Latin poems to those by which he has gained such a station in Eng-
lish literature. " Shall we attribute this," says Mason, "to his having been
educated at Eton, or to what other cause ? Certain it is, that when T first

knew him, he seemed to set a greater value on hie Latin poetry than on that

which he had composed in his native languaee." •
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perusal of some friend—the first a)rd only one, it appears, who at that

time had seen them. Who this fastidious critic was, Mr. Dallas has

not mentioned ; but the sweeping tone of censure in which he con-

veyed his remarl^s was such as, at any period of his career, woidd
have disconcerted tlie judgment of one, wiio, years after, in all the

plenitude of his fame, confessed, that " the depreciation of the lowest

of mankind was more painful to him than the applause of the highest

was pleasing."*

Though on every tiling that, after his arrival at the age of man-
hood, lie produced, some mark or other of the master-hand may be

traced, yet, to print the whole of his Paraphrase of Horace, which
extends to nearly 800 lines, would be, at the best, but a questionable

compliment to his memory. That the reader, however, may be

enabled to form some opinion of a performance, which—by an error

or caprice of judgment, unexampled, perhaps, in the annals of litera-

ture—its author, for a time, preferred to the sublime musings of

Childe Harold, I shall here select a few such passages from the Para-
phrase as may seem calculated to give an idea as well of its merits

as its defects.

The opening of the poem is, with reference to the original, in-

genious :

—

" Who would not laugh, if Lawrence, hired to grace
His costly canvass with each flatter'd face,

Abused his art, till Nature, with a blush.

Saw cits grow centaurs underneath his brush ?

Or should some limner join, for show or sale,

A maid of honour to a mermaid's tail 1

Or low Dubost (as once the world has seen)
Degrade God's creatures in his graphic spleen?
Not all that forced politeness, which defends
Fools in their faults, could gag his grinning friends.

Believe me, Moschus, like that picture seems
The book, which, sillier than a sick man's dreams,
Displays a crowd of figures in(;omplete, .,

Poetic nightmares, without head or feet." , .

The following is pointed, and felicitously expressed :

—

" Then glide down Grub street, fasting and forgot, '

Laugh'd into Lethe by some quaint Review,
Whose wit is never troublesome till—>-true."

Of the graver parts, the annexed is a favourable specimen :

—

" New words find credit in these latter days, -

If neatly grafted on a Gallic phrase :

What Chaucer, Spenser, did, we scarce refuse

To Dryden's or to Pope's maturer muse.
If you can add a little, say, why not.

As well as William Pitt and Walter Scott,

* Ovie of the manuscript notes of Lord Byron on Mr. D'lsraeh's work,
already tofencd to,~VoJ. I. p. 1 1(5.
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Since they, by force of rhyme, and force of lungs,

Enrich'd our island's ill-united tongues 1

'T is then, and sliall be, lawful to present

Reforms in writing as in parliament.

As forests shed their foliage by degrees,

So fade expressions which in season please

;

And we and ours, alas ! are due to fate,

Ajid works and words but dwindle to a date.

Though, as a monarch nods and commerce caUs,

Impetuous rivers stagnate in canals

;

Though swamps subdued, and marshes drain'd, sustain

The heavy ploughshare and the yellow grain

;

'\ And rising ports along the busy shore

Protect the vessel from old Ocean's roar

—

All, all must perish. But, surviving last,

,
• The love of letters half preserves the past

:

.
' True,—some decay, yet not a few survive.

Though those shall sink which now appear to thrive,

As custom arbitrates, whose shifting sway
Our life and language must alike obey."

I quote what follows chiefly for the sake of tlie note attached

to it:

—

.... -
.

" Satiric rhyme first sprang from selfish spleen

You doubt ?—See Dryden, Pope, St. Patrick's Dean.*

Blank verse is now with one consent allied

To tragedy, and rarely quits her side ;

—

J "
. Though mad Almanzor rhymed in Dryden's days,

No sing-song hero rants in modern plays ;

—

While modest comedy her verse forgoes

^ " For jest and pun in very middling prose.

Not that our Bens or Beaumonts show the worse,

Or lose one point because they wrote in verse ;

" But so Thalia pleases to appear,

—

Poor virgin !—damn'd some twenty times a year I"

There is more of poetiy in the following verses upon Milton than

in any other passage throughout the Paraphrase :

—

" ' Awake a louder and a loftier strain'-

And, pray, what follows from his boiling brain ?

He sinks to S * *'s level in a trice.

Whose epic mountains never fail in mice !

Not so of yore awoke your mighty sire

The teraper'd warblings of his master lyre;

* "MacFlecknoe, the D unclad, and all Swift's lampooning ballads.—What-
ever their other wo'-ks may be, these originated in personal feelings and

angry retort on unworthy rivals ; and though the ability of these satires ele-

vates the poetical, their poignancy detracts fmni the pergonal, chara.ctCT oi

the writers."
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Soft as tlie gentler breathing of the lute,
' Of man's first disobedience and the fruit'

He speaks ; but as his subject swells along,
Earth, Heaven, and Hades echo with the song."

The annexed sketch contains some lively touches

:

" Behold him Freshman !—forced no more to groan
O'er Virgil's devilish verses,* and—his own

;

Prayers are too tedious, lectures too abstruse,

He flies from T U's frown to ' Fordham's Mews

;

(Unlucky T 11, doom'd to daily cares
By pugilistic pupils and by bears !)

Fines, tutors, tasks, conventions, threat in vain.

Before hounds, hunters, and Newmarket plain

:

Rough with his elders ; with his equals rash

;

Civil to sharpers
; prodigal of cash.

* * * * itr

Fool'd, pillag'd, dunn'd, he wastes his terms away

;

And, unexpelled perhaps, retires M.A. :

—

Master of Arts !—as Hells and Clubsf proclaim.
Where scarce a blackleg bears a brighter name.

Launch'd into life, extmct his early fire, ; .
.

He apes the selfish prudence of his sire

;

Marries for money ; chooses friends for rank;
Buys land, and shrewdly trusts not to the Bank

;

Sits in the senate ; gets a son and heir
;

Sends him to Harrow—for himself was there
;

Mute though he votes, unless when call'd to cheer.

His son 's so sharp—he '11 see the dog a peer

!

^•

Manhood declines ; age palsies every limb

;

He quits the scene, or else the scene quits him;
Scrapes wealth, o'er each departing penny grieves,

And Avarice seizes all Ambition leaves

;

Counts cent, per cent, and smiles, or vainly frets
,

O'er hoards diminish'd by young Hopeful's debts;
Weighs well and wisely what to sell or buy,
Complete in all life's lessons— but to die ;

Peevish and spiteful, doting, hard to please.

Commending every time save times like these ;

Craz'd, querulous, forsaken, half forgot,

Expires unwept, is buried—let him rot !"

* " Harvey, the circulator of the circulation of the blood, used to fiing

away Virgil in his ecstasy of admiration, and say, ' the book had a devil.'

Now, such a character as I am copying would probably fling it away also,

but rather wish that the devil had the book; not from dislike to the poet, but
a well-founded horror of hexameters. Indeed the public-school penance of
' Long and Short' is enough to beget an antipathy to poetry for the residue
of a man's life, and perhaps so far may be an advantage."

f " ' Hell,' a gaming-house so called, where you risk little and are cheated
a good deal ; ' Club,' a pleasant purgatory, where you lose more, and are not
supposed to be cheated at all,"
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In speaking of the opera, he says :

—

" Hence the pert shopkeeper, whose throbbing ear
Aches with orchestras which he pays to hear,

Whom shame, not sympathy, forbids to snore,

His anguish doubled by his own ' encore !'

• ' Squeezed in ' Fop's Alley,' jostled by the beaux,
Teazed with his hat, and trembling for his toes,

Scarce wrestles through the night, nor tastes of ease
Till the dropp'd curtain gives a glad release :

Why this and more he suffers, can ye guess 1—
Because it costs him dear, and makes him dress !"

The concluding couplet of the following lines is amusingly charac-
teristic of that mixture of fun and bitterness with which their author
sometimes spoke in conversation;—so much so that those who knew
him might almost fancy they hear him utter the words

;

" But every thing has faults, nor is 't unknown
That harps and fiddles often lose their tone,

And wayward voices at their owner's call,

With all his best endeavours, only squall

;

Dogs blink their covey, flmts withhold the spark.

And double barrels (damn them) miss their mark !"*

One more passage, with the humorous note appended to it, wil!
complete the whole amount of my favourable specimens :

—

"And that 's enough—then write and print so fast,

—

If Satan take the hindmost, who 'd be last?

They storm the types, they publish one and all.

They leap the counter, and they leave the stall :

—

Provincial maidens, men of high command,
' Yea, baronets, have ink'd the bloody hand

!

'

'

Cash cannot quell them—Pollio play'd this prank :

(Then Phoebus first found credit in a bank !)

Not all the living only, but the dead
Fool on, as fluent as an Orpheus' head !

Damn'd all their days, they posthumously thrive.

Dug up from dust, though buried when alive

!

Reviews record this epidemic crime.
Those books of martyrs to tiie rage for rhyme :

.
. Alas ! wo worth the scribbler, often seen

"
. In Morning Post or Monthly Magazine !

There lurk his earlier lays, but soon, hot-press'd,

Behold a quarto !—tarts must tell the rest

!

. .-
"

Then leave, ye wise, the lyre's precarious chords
To rause-mad baronets or madder lords,

* " As Mr. Pope took the liberty of damning Homer, to whom he was
under great obligations—' And Homer (damn him) calls'—it may be pre-
sumed, that any body or any thing may be damned in verse by poetical
license ; and in case of accident, I bee leave to plead so illustrious a prece-
dent."
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Or countiy Crispins, now grown somewhat stale,

Twin Doric minstrels, drunk with Doric ale I

Hark to those notes, narcotically soft.

The cobbler-laureates sing to Capel Lofft !"*

From these select specimens, which comprise, altogether, little

more than an eighth of the whole Poem, the reader may be enabled
to form some notion of the remainder, which is, for the most part, of
a very inferior quality, and, in some parts, descending to the depths
of doggerel. Who, for instance, could trace the hand of Byron in

such " prose, fringed with rhyme," as the following 1—
" Peace to Swift's faults ! his wit hath made them pass
Unmatch'd by all, save matchless Hudibras,
Whose author is perhaps the first we meet
Who from our couplet lopp'd two final feet

;

Nor less in merit than the longer line

This measure moves, a favourite of the Nine.
# # * « «

Though at first view, eight feet may seem in vain
Form'd, save in odes, to bear a serious strain,

Yet Scott has shown our wondering isle of late

This measure shrmks not from a theme of weight,

* " This well-meaning gentleman has spoiled some excellent shoemakers,
and been accessary to the poetical undoing of many of the industrious poor.

Nathaniel Bloomfield and his brother Bobby have set all Somersetshire sing-

ing. Nor has the malady confined itself to one county. Pratt, too (who
once was wiser), has caught the contagion of patronage, and decoyed a poor
fellow, named Blackett, into poetry; but he died during the operation, leaving

one child and two volumes of ' Remains,' utterly destitute. The girl, if she
don't take a poetical twist, and come forth as a shoemakmg Sappho, may
do well, but the • Tragedies' arc as rickety as if the}' had been the offspring

of an Earl or a Seatonian prize-poet. The patrons of this poor lad are

certainly answeraWe for his end, and it ought to be an indictable offence.

But this is the least they have done ; for, by a refinement of barbarity,

they have made the (late) man posthumously ludicrous, by printing what lie

would have had sense enough never to print himself. Certes, these rakers

of ' Remains' come under the statute against resurrection-men. What does
it signify whether a poor dead dunce is to be stuck up in Surgeons' or in

Stationers' Hall ' is it so bad to unearth his bones as his blunders ? is it not
better to gibbet his body on a heath than his soul in an octavo ? ' We know
what we are, but we know not what we may be,' and it is to be hoped we
never shall know, if a man who has passed through life with a sort of 6clat

is to find himself a mountebank on the other side of Styx, and made, like

poor Joe Blackett, the laughing stock of purgatory. The plea of publica-

tion is to provide for the child. Now, might not some of this ' sutor ultra

crepidam's' friends and seducers have done a decent action without inveigling

Pratt into biography ? And then, his inscription split into so many modi-
cums ! ' To the Dutchess of So Much, the Right Hon'blo So-and-so, and
Mrs. and Miss Somebody, these volumes are,' &;c. &c. Why, this is doling

out the ' soft milk of dedication' in gills ; there is but a quart, and he divides

it among a dozen. Why, Pratt ! hadst thou not a puff left ? dost thou think

six families of distinction can share this in quiet ? There is a child, a book,

and a dedication ; send the girl to her grace, the volumes to the grocer, and
the dedication to the d-v-I."
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And varied skilfully, surpasses fai*

Heroic Rhyme, but most in love or war,
Whose fluctuations, tender or sublime,
Are curb'd too much by long recurring rhyme.*****
In sooth, I do not know, or greatly care
To learn, who our first English strollers were.
Or if—till roofs received the vagrant art

—

,

'

Our Muse—like that of Thespis—kept a cart.

But tliis is certain, since our Shakspeare's days,
There 's pomp enough, if little else, in plays

;

Nor will Melpomene ascend her throne
Without high heels, white plume, and Bristol stone.

: i Where is that living language which could claim

^
Poetic more, as philosophic fame,
If all our bards, more patient of delay.

Would stop like Pope to poUsh by the way]"

In tracing the fortunes of men, it is not a little curious to observe,
how often the course of a whole life has depended on one single step.

Had Lord Byron now persisted in his original purpose of giving this

Poem to the press, instead of Childe Harold, it is more than probable
that he would have been lost, as a great poet, to the world.* Inferior

as the Paraphrase is, in eveiy respect, to his former Satire, and, in

some places, even descending below the level of under-graduate ver-
sifiers, its failure, there can be little doubt, would have been certain
and signal ;^his former assailants would have resumed their advan-
tage over liim, and either in the bitterness of his mortification, he would
have flung Childe Harold into the fire, or, had he summoned up sufii-

cient confidence to publish that Poem, its reception, even if sufficient

to retrieve him in the eyes of the public and his own, could never
have at all resembled that explosion of success,—that instantaneous
and universal acclaim of admiration into which, coming, as it were,
fresh from the land of song, he now surprised the world, and in the
midst of which he was borne, buoyant and self-assured, along, through
a succession of new triumphs, each more splendid than the last.

Happily, the better judgment of his friends averted such a risk;
and he, at length, consented to the immediate publication of Childe
Harold,—still, however, to the last, expressing his doubts of its merits,

and his alarm at the sor* of reception it might meet with in the world.
" I did all I could," says his adviser, " to raise his opinion of this

composition, and I succeeded; but he varied much in his feelings

about it, nor was he, as will appear, at his ease until the world decided
on its merit. He said again and again that I was going to get him
into a scrape with his old enemies, and that none of them would re-

joice more than the Edinburgh Reviewers at an opportunity to humble
him. He said I must not put his name to it. I entreated him to leave

* That he himself attributed every thing to fortune, appears from the fol-

lowing passage in one of his journals : " Like Sylla, I have always believed
that all things depend upon fortune, and nothing upon ourselves. I am not
aware of any one thought or action \*orlhy of being called goo<l to inj'self or

others, which is not to be attributed to the good iroddess FOUTUNE."
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it to me, and that I would answer for this Poem silencing all his

enemies."
The publication being now determined upon, there arose some

doubts and difficulty as to a publisher. Though Lord Byron had
intrusted Cawthorn with what he considered to be his surer card, the
" Hints from Horace," he did not, it seems, think him of sufficient

station in the trade to give a sanction or fashion to his more hazard-
ous experiment. The former refusal of the Messrs. Longman to

publish his " English Bards and Scotch Reviewers" was not forgot-

ten ; and he expressly stipulated with Mr. Dallas that the manuscript
should not be offered to that house. An application was, at first, made
to Mr. Miller, of Albemarle-street ; but, in consequence of the severity
with which Lord Elgin was treated in the Poem, Mr. Miller (already
the publisher and bookseller of this latter nobleman) declined the
work. Even this circumstance,—so apprehensive was the poet for

his fame,—began to reawaken all the qualms and terrors he had, at

first, felt ; and, had any further difficulties or objections arisen, it is

more than probable he might have relapsed into his original intention.

It was not long, however, before a person was found willing and proud
to midertake the publication. Mr. Murray, who, at this period, resided

in Fleet-street, having, some time before, expressed a desire to be
alloM'ed to publish some work of Lord Byron, it was in his hands
that Mr. Dallas now placed the manuscript of Cuilde Harold ;—and
thus was laid the first foundation of that connexion between this

gentleman and the noble poet, which continued, with but a temporary
interruption, throughout the lifetime of the one, and has proved an
abundant source of honour, as weU as emolument, to the other.

While thus busily engaged in his literary projects, and having,
besides, some law affairs to transact with his agent, he was called

suddenly away to Newstead by the intelligence of an event, which
seems to have affected his mind far more deeply than, considering all

the circumstances of the case, could have been expected. Mrs.
Byron, whose excessive corpulence rendered her, at all times, rather

a perilous subject for illness, had been of late indisposed, but not to

any alarming degree ; nor does it appear that, when the following note
was written, there existed any ground for apprehension as to her state.

" Reddish's Hotel, St. James's-street, London, July 23d, 1811.
" MY DEAR MADAM,

*' I am only detained by Mr. H * * to sign some copyhold papers,
and will give you timely notice of ray approach. It is with great

reluctance I remain in town. I shall pay a short visit as we go on to

Lancashire on Rochdale business. I shall attend to your directions

of course, and am, with great respect, yours ever,
" Byron.

"P. S. You will consider Newstead as your house, not mine; and
me only as a visiter." ;s ^. ._ ,

< •

.
•

•

On his going abroad, she had conceived a sort of superstitious fancj'^

that she should never see him again ; and when he returned, safe and
well, and wrote to inform her that he should soon see her at Newstead,
she said to her waiting-woman, " If I should be dead before Byron
comes down, what a strange thing it should be '."—and so, in fact, it

happened. At the end of July, her illness took a new and fatal turn

;
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and, so sadly cliaracteristic was the close of the poor lady's life, that
a fit of rag-p, brought on, it is said, by reading over the upholsterer's
bills, was the ultimate cause of ner death. Lord Byron had, of course,
prompt intelligence of the attack. But, though he started instantly
from town, he was too late,—she had breathed her last.

The following letter, it will be perceived, was written on his way
to Newstead.

LETTER LV. . ,

; ^ ^ TO DOCTOR PIGOT.

"'

-

"Newport Paguell, August 2, 1811.
'" MV DEAR DOCTOR,

" My poor mother died yesterday! and I am on my way from town
to attend her to the family vault. I heard one day of her illness, the
next of her death.—Thank God her last moments were most tranquil.
I am told she was in little pain, and not aware of her situation.—

I

now feel the truth of Mr. Gray's observation, ' That we can only have
one mother.'—Peace be with her ! I have to thank you for your expres-
sions of regard, and as in six weeks I shall be in Lancashire on busi-

ness, I may extend to Liverpool and Chester,—at least I shall en-
deavour.
" If it will be any satisfaction, I have to inform you that in Novem-

ber next the Editor of the Scourge will be tried for two different libels

on the late Mrs. B. and myself (the decease of Mrs. B. makes no dif-

ference in the proceedings), and as he is guilty, by his very foolish

and unfounded assertion, of a breach of privilege, he will be prose-
cuted with the utmost rigour.
" I inform you of this, as you seem interested in the affair, which is

now in the hands of the attorney-general.
" I shall remain at Newstead the greater part of this month, where

I shall be happy to hear from you, after my two years' absence in the
East.

" I am, dear Pigot, yours very truly,

. . .- . - • "Byron."

It can hardly have escaped the observation of the reader, that the
general tone of the noble poet's correspondence with his mother is

that of a son, performing, strictly and conscientiously, what he deems
to be his duty, without the intermixture of any sentiment of cordiality

to sweeten the task. The very title of " Madi.m," by which he ad-
dresses her—and which he but seldom exchanges for the endearing
name of " mother,"*—is, of itself, a sufficient proof of the sentiments
he entertained for her. That such should have been his dispositions

'' In many instances the mothers of illustrious poets have had reason to

be proud no less of the affection than of the glory of their sons ; and Tasso,
Pope, Gray, and Cowper are among these memorable examples of filial ten-
derness. In the less poems of Tasso there are few things so beautiful as

his description, in the Canzone to the Metauro, of his first parting with liis

mother :

—

' Me dal sen della madre empia fortuna.
Parfrolflto divpl«f»." \'<"
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towards such a parent can be matter neither of sm-prise nor blame,

—

but that, notwithstanding this alienation, which her own unfortunate

temper produced, he should have continued to consult her wishes,

and minister to her comforts, with such unfailing thoughtfulness as is

evinced not only in the frequency of his letters, but in the almost

exclusive appropriation of Newstead to her use, redounds, assuredly,

in no ordinary degree, to his honour ; and was even the more strikingly

meritorious from the absence of that affection, which renders kind-

nesses to a beloved object little more than an indulgence of self.

But, however estranged from her his feelings must be allowed to

have been while she lived, her death seems to have restored them into

their natural channel. Whether from a return of early fondness and
the all-atoning poAver of the grave, or from the prospect of that void
in his future life, which this loss of his only Imk with the past would
leave, it is certain that he felt the death of his mother acutely, if not

deeply. On the night after his arrival at Newstead, the waiting-woman
of Mrs. Byron, in passing the door of the room where the deceased
lady lay, heard a sound, as of some one sighing heavily from within

;

and, on entering the chamber, found, to her surprise. Lord Byron sit-

ting, in the dark, beside the bed. On her representing to him the

weakness of thus giving way to grief, he burst into tears and ex-

claimed, " Oh, Mrs. By, 1 had but one friend in the world, and she is

gone !"

"While his real thoughts were thus confided to silence and darkness,
there was, in other parts of his conduct more open to observation, a
degree of eccentricity and indecorum which, Avith superficial observers,

might well bring the sensibility of his nature into question. On the

morning of the funeral, having declined following the remains him-
self, he stood looking, from the Abbey door, at the procession, till the

whole had moved off;—then, turning to young Rushton, who" was the

only person left besides himself, he desired him to fetch the sparring-

gloves, and proceeded to his usual exercise with the boj'. He was
silent and abstracted all the time, and, as if from an effort to get the
better of his feelings, threw more violence, Rushton thought, into his

blows than was his habit; but, at last,—the struggle seeming too
much for him,—he flung away the gloves, and retired to his room.
Of Mrs. Byron, sufficient, perhaps, has been related in these pages

to enable the reader to form fully his own opinion, as well with respect
to the character of this lady herself, as to the degree of influence her
temper and conduct may have exercised on those of her son. It was
said by one of the most extraordinary of men,*—who was, himself,

as he avowed, principally indebted to maternal culture for the unex-
ampled elevation to which he subsequently rose,—that " the future

good or bad conduct of a child depends entirely on the mother."
How far the leaven that sometimes mixed itself with the better nature
of Byron,—his uncertain and wayward impulses,—his defiance of

restraint,—the occasional bitterness of his hate, and the precipitance

of his resentments,—may have had their origin in his early collisions

with maternal caprice and violence, is an inquiry for which sufficient

materials have been, perhaps, furnished in these pages, but whicli

every one will decide upon, according to the more or less weight he
may attribute to the influence of such causes on the formation of

character.

* Napoleon.
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That, notwithstanding her injudicious and coarse treatment of him,

Mrs. Byron loved her son, with that sort of fitful fondness of which
alone such a nature is capable, there can be little doubt,—and still

less, that she was ambitiously proud of him. Her anxiety for the

success of his first literary essays may be collected from the pains

which he so considerately took to tranquillize her on the appearance

of the hostile article in the Review. As his fame began to brighten,

that notion of his future greatness and glory, which, by a singular

forecast of superstition, she had entertained from his very childhood,

became proportionably confirmed. Every mention of him in print

was watched by her with eagerness, and she had got bound together

in a volume, which a friend of mine once saw, a collection of all the

literary notices, that had then appeared, of his early Poems and Satire,

—written over, on the margin, with observations of her own, which
to my inforrnant appeared indicative of much more sense and ability

than, from her general character, we should be inclined to attribute

to her.

Among those less traits of his conduct through which an observer

tan trace a filial wish to uphold, and throw respect round, the station

of his mother, may be mentioned his insisting, while a boy, on being

tailed " George Byron Gordon"—giving thereby precedence to the

maternal name,—and his continuing to the last to address her as
" the Honourable Mrs. Byron,"—a mark of rank, to which, he must
have been aw-are, she had no claim whatever. Neither does it appear

that in his habitual manner tow^ards her, there was any thing denoting

a want of either affection or deference,—with the exception, perhaps,

occasionally, of a somewhat greater degree of familiarity than com-
ports with the ordinaiy notions of filial respect. Thus, the usual

name he called her by, when they were on good-humoured terms

together, was " Kitty Gordon ;" and I have heard an eye-witness of

the scene describe the look of arch, dramatic humour, with which,

one day, at Southwell, when they were in the height of their theaLrical

rage, he threw open the do^r of the drawing-room, to admit his mother,

saying, at the same time, " Enter the Honourable Kitty."

The pride of birth was a feeling common alike to mother and son,

and, at times, even became a point of rivalry between them, from
their respective claims, English and Scotch, to high lineage. In a

letter written by him from Italy, referring to some anecdote which his

mother had told him, he says,—" My mother, who was as haughty as

Lucifer with her descent from the Stuarts, and her right line from the

old Gordons,—not the Seyton Gordons, as she disdainfully termed the

ducal branch,—told me the story, always reminding me how superior

her Gordons were to the southern Byrons, notwithstanding our Nor-
man, and ahvays masculine descent, which has never lapsed into a

female, as my mother's Gordons had done in her own person."
" If, to be able to depict powerfully the painful emotions, it is neces-

sary first to have experienced them, or, in other words, if, for the

poet to be great, the man must suffer. Lord Byron, it must be owned,
paid early this dear price of mastery. Few as were the ties by which
iiis affections held, whether within, or without, the circle of relation-

ship, he was now doomed, within a short space, to see most of them
swept away by death.* Besides the loss of his mother, he had to

* In a letter, written between two and three months after his mother's

death, he states no less a number than six persons, all friends or relatives,
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mourn over, in quick succession, the untimely fatalities that carried
off, within a few weeks of each other, two or three of his most loved
and valued friends. " In the short space of one month," he says, in

a note on Childe Harold, " I have lost her who gave me being, and
most of those who made that being tolerable."* Of these young
Wingfield, whom we have seen high on the list of his Harrow favour-
ites, died of a fever at Coimbra; and Matthews, the idol of his admi-
ration at college, was drowned while bathing in the waters of the Cam.
The following letter, written immediately after the latter event,

bears the impress of strong and even agonized feeling, to such a
degree as renders it almost painful to read it.

LETTER LVI.
•

.

' "Hi!--"

.. - i. TO MR. SCROPE DAVIES. -', ';.

" Newstead Abbey, August 7, 1811.

"my dearest davies,
" Some curse hangs over me and mine. My mother lies a corpse

in this house : one of my best friends is drowned in a ditch. What
can I say, or think, or do ? I received a letter from him the day before
yesterday. My dear Scrope, if you can spare a moment, do come
down to me, I want a friend. Matthews's last letter was written on
Friday,—on Saturday he was not. In ability, who was like Matthews?
How did we all shrink before him ? You do me but justice in saying,
I would have risked my paltry existence to have preserved his. This
very evening did I mean to write, inviting him, as I invite you, my
very dear friend, to visit me. God forgive * * * for his apathy ! What
will our poor Hobhouse feel ! His letters breathe but of Matthews.
Come to me, Scrope, I am almost desolate—left almost alone in the
Avorld—I had but you, and H., and M., and let me enjoy the survivors
while I can. Poor M., in his letter of Friday, speaks of his intended
contest for Cambridge,! and a speedy journey to London. Write or
come, but come if you can, or one or both. Yours ever."

Of this remarkable young man, Charles Skinner Matthews,J I have
already had occasion to speak ; but the high station which he held in

who had been snatched away from him by death between May and the end of
August.

* In continuation of the note quoted in the text, he says of Matthews

—

" His powers of mind, shown in the attainment of greater honours, against

llie ablest candidates, than those of any graduate on record at Cambridge,
have sufficiently established his fame on the spot where it was acquired."

One of the candidates, thus described, was Mr. Thomas Barnes, a gentleman
whose career since has kept fully the promise of his youth, though from the

nature of the channels through which his literary labours have been directed,

his great talents are far more extensively known than his name.
+ It had been the intention of Mr, Matthews to offer himself, at the ensu-

ing election, for tlie university. In reference to this purpose, a manuscript

Memoir of him, now lying before me, says—" If acknowledged and success-

ud talents—if principles of the strictest honour— if the devotion of many
friends could have secured the success of an ' independent pauper' (as he

iocularly called himself in a letter on the subject), the vi3ii>n would have
*'ecn realized."

t ITe wns the third son of the late John Matthews, Esq. of Belmont. Here-
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Lord Byron's affection and admiration may justify a somewhat ampler
tribute to his memory.
There have seldom, perhaps, started together in life so many youths

of high promise and hope as were to be found among the society of

which Lord Byron formed a part at Cambridge. Of some of these, the

names have since eminently distinguished themselves in the world, as

the mere mention of Mr. Hobliouse and Mr. WdUam Bank.es is suffi-

cient to testify ; while in the instance of another of this lively circle,

Mr. Scrope Davies,* the only regret of his friends is, that the social

wit of which he is such a master should, in the memories of his

hearers alone, be likely to leave any record of its brilliancy. Among
all these young men of learning and talent (including Byron himself,

whose genius was, however, as yet, " an undiscovered world"), the

superiority, in almost every department of intellect, seems to have
been, by the ready consent of all, awarded to Matthews ;—a concur-
rence of homage which, considering the persons from whom it came,
gives such a high notion of the powers of his mind at that period, as

renders the thought of what he might have been, if spared, a matter
of interesting, though vain and mournful, speculation. To mere
mental pre-eminence, unaccompanied by the kindlier qualities of the

heart, such a tribute, however deserved, might not, perhaps, have been
so uncontestedly paid. But young Matthews appears,—in spite of

some little asperities of temper and manner, which he was already

beginning to soften down when snatched away,—to have been one of

those rare individuals who, while they command deference, can, at

the same time, win regard, and who, as it were, relieve the intense

feehng of admiration which they excite by blending it with love.

To his religious opinions, and their unfortunate coincidence with
those of Lord Byron, 1 have before adverted. Like his noble friend,

ardent in the pursuit of Truth, he, like him too, unluckily lost his way
in seeking her,—" the light that led astray" being by both friends mis-

taken for hers. That in this skepticism he proceeded any farther than

Lord Byron, or ever suffered his doubting, but still ingenuous, mind
to persuade itself into the " incredible creed" of atheism, is, I find,

(notwithstanding an assertion in a letter of the noble poet to this

effect,) disproved by the testimony of those among his relations and
friends, who are the most ready to admit and, of course, lament his

other heresies ;—nor should I have felt that I had any right to allude

thus to the religious opinions of one who had never, by promulgating

fordshire, representative of that county in the parliament of 1802-6. The
author of "The Diary of an Invalid," also untimely snatched away, was
another son of the same gentleman, as is likewise the present Prebendary

of Hereford, the Reverend Arthur Matthews, who, by his ability and attain-

ments, sustains worthily the reputation of the name.
The father of this accomplished family was himself a man of considerable

talent, and the author of several unavowed poetical pieces ; one of which,

a Parody of Pope's Eloisa, written in early youth, lias been erroneously

ascribed to the late Professor Porson, who was in the habit of reoiting it,

and even printed an edition of the verses.
* " One of the cleverest men I ever knew, in conversation, was Scrope

Berdmore Davies. Hobhouse is also /ery good in that line, though it is of

less consequence to a man who has other ways of showing his talents than

in company. Scrope was always ready and oAen witty — Hobhouse as

witty, but not always so ready, being more diffident."

—

MH. Journal of Lord
Byron
Vol. L—

O
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his heterodoxy, broug-ht liimself withhi the jurisdiction of the public,

had not the wrong impression, as it appears, given of those opinions,
on the authority of Lord Byron, rendered it an act of justice to both
friends to remove the imputation.

In the letters to Mrs. Byron, written previously to the departure
of her son on his travels, there occurs, it will be recollected, some
mention of a will, which it was his intention to leave behind him in

the hands of his trustees. Whatever may have been the contents of
this former instrument, we find that, in about a fortnight after his

mother's death, he thought it right to have a new form of will drawn
up, and the following letter, enclosing his instructions for that purpose,
was addressed to the late Mr. Bolton, a solicitor of Nottingham. Of
the existence, in any serious or formal shape, of the strange directions

here given, respecting his own interment, I was, for some time, I con-
fess, much inclined to doubt ; but the curious documents here annexed
put this remarkable instance of his eccentricity beyond all question.

BOLTON, ESQ.

" Newstead Abbey, August 12th, 1811.
" SIR,

" I enclose a rough draft of my intended will, which I beg to have
drawn up as soon as possible in the firmest manner. The alterations

are principally made in consequence of the death of Mrs. Byron. I

have only to request that it may be got ready in a short time, and have
the honour to be,

" Your most obedient humble servant,
" Byrox."

"Newstead Abbey, August 12th, 1811.

*' DIKECTIONS FOR THE CONTENTS OF A WILL TO BE DRAWN UP IMMEDIATELY.

* The estate of Newstead to be entailed (subject to certain deduc-
tions) on George Anson Byron, heir at law, or whoever may be the

heir at law on the death of Lord B. The Rochdale property to be sold

in part or the whole, according to the debts and legacies of the present
Lord B.

" To Nicolo Giraud of Athens, subject of France, but born in Greece,
the sum of seven thousand pounds sterling, to be paid from the sale

of such parts of Rochdale, Newstead, or elsewhere, as may enable the

said Nicolo Giraud (resident at Athens and Malta in the year 1810),

to receive the above sum on his attaining the age of twenty-one

years.

"To "William Fletcher, Joseph Murray, and Demetrius Zograffo*

* " If the papers lie not (which they generally do), Demetrius Zograffo of

Athens is at the head of the Athenian part of the Greek insurrection. Ho
was my servant in 1809, 1810, 1811, 1812, at different intervals in those years

(for I left him in Greece when I went to Constantinople), and accompanied

me to England in 1811; he returned to Greece, spring, 1812. He was a

clever, but not apparently an enterprising man ; but circumstances make
men. His two sons {then infants) were named Miltindps and Alcibiadcs :

5)1!) V the omen be happy !"

—

MS. Journal.
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(native of Greece), servants, the sum of fifty pounds per aim. eacli,

for their natural lives. To W". Fletcher t\w. mill at Newstead, on
condition that he payeth the rent, but not subject to the caprice of the

landlord. To R'. Rushton the sum of fifty pounds per ann. for life,

and a further sum of one thousand pounds on attaining the age of

twenty-five years.
" To J°. Hanson, Esq. the sum of two thousand pounds sterling.
" The claims of S. B. Davies, Esq. to be satisfied on proving the

amount of the same.
" The body of Lord B. to be buried in the vault of the garden of

Newstead, without any ceremony or burial-service whatever, or any
inscription, save his name and age. His dog not to be removed from
the said vault.

" My library and furniture of every description to my friends 3°. Cam.
Hobhouse, Esq., and S. B. Davies, Esq., my executors. In case oT
their decease, the Rev. J, Becher of Southwell, Notts., and R. C.

Dallas, Esq., of Mortlake, Surrey, to be executors.
" The produce of the sale of Wymondham in Norfolk, and the late

Mrs. B.'s Scotch property,* to be appropriated in aid of the payment
of debts and legacies."

In sending a copy of the will, framed on these instructions, to Lord
Byron, the solicitor accompanied some of the clauses with marginal
queries, calling the attention of his noble client to points which he
considered inexpedient or questionable ; and as the short, pithy answers
to these suggestions are strongly characteristic of their writer, I shall

here give one or two of the clauses in full, with the respective queries

and answers annexed.
y

" This is the last will and testament of me the Rt. Hon'''^ George
Gordon Lord Byron, Baron Byron of Rochdale in the county of Lan-
caster.—I desire that my body may be buried in the vault of the garden
of Newstead without any ceremony or burial-service whatever, and
that no inscription, save my name and age, be written on the tomb or
tablet ; and it is my will that my faithful dog may not be removed
from the said vault. To the performance of this my particular desire,

I rely on the attention of my executors hereinafter named."
" U is submitted to Lord Byron whether this clause relative to the

funeral had not better be omitted. The substance of it can be siven in a
letterfrom his lordship to the executors, and accompany the will; and the

will may state that the funeral shall be performed in stich manner as his

lordship may by letter direct, and, in default ofany such letter, then at the

discretion of his executors.''''

"It must stand. - " "B."

" I do hereby specifically order and direct that all the claims of the

said S. B. Davies upon me shall be fully paid and satisfied as soon as
conveniently may be after my decease, on his proving [by vouchers,
or otherwise, to the satisfaction of my executors hereinafter namedjf
the amount thereof and the correctness of the same."

* On the death of his mother, a considerable sum of money, the remains
of the price of the estate of Gight, was paid into his hands by her trustee,

Baron Clerk.

t Over the words which I have here placed between brackets. Lord Byron
fivBvi his pen.

02
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" If Mr. Davies has any unsettled claims upon Lord Byron, (hat cir-

cumstance is a reasonfor his not being appointed executor ; each executor
having an opportunity ofpaying himself his own debt without consulting
his co-executors.''^

'* So much the better—if possible, let him be an executor.
" B."

The two following letters contain further instructions on the same
subject.

LETTER LVII.

TO MR. BOLTON.

'

- " Newstead Abbey, August 16th, 1811.
" SIR,

" I have answered the queries on the margin.* I wish Mr. Davies's
claims to be most fully allowed, and, further, that he be one of my
executors. I wish the will to be made in a manner to prevent all dis-

cussion, if possible, after my decease ; and this 1 leave to you, as a
professional gentleman.

" With regard to the few and simple directions for the disposal of
my carcass, I must have them implicitly fidfilled, as they will, at least,

prevent trouble and expense :—and (what would be of little conse-
quence to me, but may quiet the conscience of the survivors) the

garden is consecrated ground. These directions are copied verbatim
from my former will ; the alterations in other parts have arisen from
the death of Mrs. B.

" I have the honour to be your most obedient, humble servant,

BVRON."

,
LETTER LVIIL

;

TO MR. BOLTON.

"Newstead Abbey, August 20, 1811.
" SIR,

" The witnesses shall be provided from among my tenants, and 1

shall be happy to see you on any day most convenient to yourself. I

forgot to mention that it must be specified by codicil, or otherwise,

that my body is on no account to be removed from the vault where I

have directed it to be placed ; and, in case any of my successors within

the entail (from bigotry, or otherwise,) might think proper to remove
the carcass, such proceeding shall be attended by forfeiture of the

estate, which, in such case, shall go to my sister, the Hon'''''. Augusta
Leigh and her heirs on similar conditions. I have the honour to be, sir,

" Your veiy obedient, humble servant,
.

'
•

' "Byron."

* In the clause enumerating the names and places of abode of the execu-

tors, the solicitor had left blanks for the Christian names of these gentle-

men, and Lord Byron, havinjj filled up all but that of Dallas, vyrifcs in the

miirgiii—" I forgot Iho Cliiistinn name of Dallas—cut him ont."
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In eonsequpnce of this Inst letter, a proviso and declaration, in con-

formity with its instructions, were inserted in the will. He also exe-

cuted, on the 28tli of this month, a codicil, by which he revoked the
' bequest of his " household goods and furniture, library, pictures, sa*

bres, watches, plate, linen, trinkets, and other personal estate (except

money and securities) situate within the walls of the mansion-house and
premises at his decease—and bequeathed the same (except his wine
and spirituous liquors) to his friends, the said J. C. Hobhouse, S. B.

Davies, and Francis Hodgson, their executors, &c. to be equally di-

vided between them for their own use ;—and he bequeathed his wine
and spirituous liquors, which should be in the cellars and premises at

Newstead, unto his friend the saidJ.Becher for his own use, and
requested the said J. C. Hobhouse, S. B. Davies, F. Hodgson, and J.

Becher, respectively, to accept the bequest therein contained, to them
respectively, as a token of his friendship."

The following letters, written while his late losses were fresh in Ills

mind, will be read with painful interest.

. : . .
.

LETTER LIX. "

;

' TO IVnt. DALLAS.

' Newstead Abbey, Notts., August 12, 1811.
" Peace be witli the dead ! Regret cannot wake them. With a

sigh to the departed, let us resume the dull business of life, in the
certainty that we shall also have our repose. Besides her who gave me
being, I have lost more than one who made that being tolerable.—The
best friend of my friend Hobhouse, Matthews, a man of the first

talents, and also not the worst of my narrow circle, has perished mise-
rably in the muddy waves of the Cam, always fatal to genius :—my
poor school-fellow Wingfield, at Coimbra—within a month ; and while
I had heard from all three, but not seen one. Matthews wrote to me the
very day before his death ; and though I feel for his fate, I am still

more anxious for Hobhouse, who, I very much fear, will hardly retain
his senses ; his letters to me since the event have been most incoherent.
But let this pass—we shall all one day pass alongwith the rest—the
world is too full of such things, and our very sorrow is selfish.

" I received a letter from you which my late occupations prevented me
from duly noticing,— 1 hope your friends and family will long hold to-

gether. 1 shall be glad to hear from you, on business, on commonplace,
or any thing, or nothing—but death—I am already too familiar with the
dead. It is strange that I look on the skulls which stand beside me (I have
always had four in my study) without emotion, but I cannot strip the
features of those I have known of their fleshy covering', even in idea,

without a hideous sensation ; but the wonns are less ceremonious.

—

Surely, the Romans did well when they burned the dead.—I shall be
happy to hear from you, and am yours, &c."

LETTER LX.

: , TO MR. HODGSON.

"Newstead Abbey, August 22d, 1811.
" You may have heard of the sudden death of my mother, and poor

Matthews, which, with that of Wingfield Cof \vh\rh. I was not fiiUv
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aware till just bcibie I left town, and indeed hardly believed it), has
made a sad chasm in my connexions. Indeed the blows followed each
other so rapidly that I am yet stupid from the shock, and though I do
eat, and drink, and talk, and even laugh, at times, yet I can hardly per-
suade myself that I am awake, did not every morning convince me
mournfully to the contrary.—1 shall now waive the subject,—the dead
are at rest, and none but the dead can be so.

" You will feel for poor Hobhouse,—Matthews was the ' god of his

idolatry ;' and if intellect could exalt a man above his fellows, no one
could refuse him pre-eminence. I knew him most intimately, and
valued him proporlionably, but I am recurring—so let us talk of life

and the living.
" If you should feel a disposition to come here, you will find ' beef

and a sea-coal fire,' and not ungenerous wine. Whether Otway's two
other requisites for an Englishman or not, I cannot tell, but probably
one of them.—Let me know when I may expect you, that I may tell

you when I go and when return.—I have not yet been to Lanes. ****** *#* *

Davies has been here, and has invited me to Cambridge for a week
in October, so that, peradventure, we may encounter glass to glass.

His gayety (death cannot mar it) has done me service ; but, after all,

ours was a hollow laughter.
'* You. will write to me? I am solitary, and I never felt solitude

irksome before. Your anxiety about the critique on * *'s book is

amusing ; as it was anonymous, certes, it was of little consequence : I

wish it had produced a little more confusion, being a lover of literary

malice. Are you doii% nothing 1 writing nothing 1 printing nothing?
why not your Satire on Methodism 1 the subject (supposing the public

to be blind to merit) would do wonders. Besides, it would be as w£ll

for a destined deacon to prove his orthodoxy.—It really would give

me pleasure to see you properly appreciated. I say really, as, being

an author, my humanity might be suspected. Belie\e me, dear H..

vours always."

- -. J.ETTER LXL
'

TO MR. DALLAS.
,

" Newstead, August 21, 1811.
•* Your letter gives me credit for more acute feelings than I possess

;

for though I feel tolerably miserable, yet I am at the same time subject

to a kind of hysterical merriment, or rather laughter without merri-

ment, which I can neither account for nor conquer, and yet I do not

feel relieved by it ; but an indifferent person would think me in ex-

cellent spirits. ' We must forget these things,' and have recourse to

our old selfish comforts, or rather comfortable selfishness. I do not

think I shall return to London immediately, and shall therefore accept

freely what is oflered courteously—your mediation between me and
Murray. I don't think my name will answer the purpose, and you
must be aware that my plaguy Satire will bring tlie north and south
r; rub-streets down upon the 'Pilgrimage;'—but, nevertheless, if

Murray makes a point of it, and you coincide with him, 1 will do it

daringly ; so let it be entitled, ' By the Author of English Bards and
8((>l(l! Heviewers.' My rem-arks on the Jlomaic, &c. once intended
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to accompany the ' Hints froni Horace,' sliall go aiony with the other,

as being indeed more appropriate; also the smaller poems now inmy
possession, with a few selected I'rom tliose pnblished in * *'s Miscellany.

I have found among my i)oor mother's papers all my letters from the

East, and one m particular of some length from Albania. From this,

if necessary, I can work up a note or two on that subject. As I kept

no journal, the letters written on the spot are the best. But of this

anon, when we have definitively arranged.
" Has Murray shown the work to any one ? He may—but I v/ill

have no traps for apj)lause. Of course there are little things I would
wish to alter, and perhaps the two stanzas of a buftboning cast on
London's Sunday are as well left out. 1 much wish to avoid identify-

ing Childe Harold's character with mine, and that, in sooth, is my
second objection to my name appearing in the titlepage. When you
have made arrangements as to time, size, type, &c., favour me with a

reply. I am giving you a universe of trouble, which thanks cannot

atone for. I nrade a khid of pn»se apology lor my skepticism at the

head of the MS., which, on recollection, is so much more like an
attack than a defence, that, haply, it might better be omitted :—perpend,

pronomice. After all, I fear Murray will be in a scrape with the ortho-

dox ; but I cannot help it, thougli 1 wish him well through it. As for

me, ' I have supped full of criticism,' and I don't think that the ' most
dismal treatise' will stir and rouse my ' fell of hair' till ' Birnamwood
do come to Dunsiuane.'

" I shall continue to write at intervals, and hope yon will pay me
m kind. How does Pratt get on, or rather get otf Joe Blackett's post-

humous stock ? You killed that poor man amon§ you, in spite of your
Ionian friend and myself, who would have saved him from Pratt,

poetry, present poverty, and posthumous oblivion. Cruel patronage !

to ruirt a man at his calling ; but then he is a divine subject for sub-
scription and biography ; and Pratt, who makes the most of his dedi-
cations, has inscribed the volume to no less than five families of dis-

tinction.
" 1 am sorry you don't like Harry White ; with a great deal of cant,

which in him was sincere (indeed, it killed him as you killed Joe
Blackett), certes, there is poesy and genius. I don't say this on ac-
count of my simile and rhymes ; but surely he was beyond all the
Bloomfields and Blacketts, and their collateral cobblers, whom Jl.offt

and Pratt have or may kidnap from their calling into the service of the
trade. You must excuse my flippancy, for I am writing I know not
what, to escape from myself. Hobhouse is gone to Ireland. Mr.
Davies has been here on his way to Harrowgate.

" You did not know M. ; he was a man of the most astonishing
powers, as he sufficiently proved at Cambridge, by carrying off more
prizes and fellowships, against the ablest candidates, than any other
graduate on record ; but a most decided atheist, indeed, noxiously so,

for he proclaimed his principles in all societies. I knew him well, and
feel a loss not easily to be supphed to myself—to Hobhouse never.
Let me hear from you, and believe me, &c."

The progress towards publication of his two forthcoming works
will be best traced in his letters to Mr. Murray and Mr. Dallas
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,
LETTER LXII.

TO MR. MURRAY.

"Newstead Abbey, Notts., August 23, 1811.
" SIR,

" A domestic calamity in the death of a near relation has hitherto

prevented my addressing- you on the subject of this letter.—My friend

Mr. Dallas has pla«.-ed in your hands a manuscript poem written by me
in Greece, which he tells me you do not object to publishing. But he
also hiformed me in London that you wished to send the MS. to Mr.
Clifford. Now, tliough no one would feel more gratified by the chance
of obtaining his observations on a work than myself, there is in such
a proceeding a kind of petition for praise, that neither my pride—or
whatever you please to call it—will admit. Mr. G. is not only the
first satirist of the day, but editor of one of the principal Reviews.
As such, he is the last man whose censure (however eager to avoid
it) I would deprecate by clandestine means. You will therefore re-

tam tlie MS. in your own care, or, if it must needs be shown, send it

to another. Though not very patient of censure, I would fain obtain
fairly any little praise my rhymes might deserve, at all events not by
extortion and the humble solicitations of a bandied-about MS. I am
sure a little consideration will convince you it would be wrong.
" If you determine on publication, I have some smaller poems

(never publislied), a few notes, and a short dissertation on the litera-

ture of the modern Greeks (written at Athens) which will come in at

the end of the volume.—And if the present poem should succeed, it

is my intention, at some subsequent period, to publish some selections

from my first work,—my Satire,—another nearly the same length, and
a few other things, with the MS. now in your hands, in two volumes.
—But of these hereafter. You will apprize me of your determination.
I am, sir, your very obedient, &c."

LETTER LXIII

"
' ' TO MR. DALLAS. <. - .

" Newstead Abbey, August 25, 1811.
" Being fortunately enabled to frank, I do not spare scribbling, having

sent you packets within the last ten days. I am passing solitary, and
do not expect my agent to accompany me to Rochdale before the

second week in September, a delay which perplexes me, as I wish the

business over, and should at present welcome employment. I sent

you exordiums, annotations, &c. for the forthcoming quarto, if quarto
it is to be ; and I also have written to Mr. Murray my objection to

sending the MS. to Juvenal, but allowing him to show it to any others
of the calling. Hobhouse is among the types already ; so, between
his prose and iny verse, the world will be decently drawn upon for its

paper-money and patience. Besides all this, my ' Imitation of Ho-
race' is gasping for the press at Cawthorn's, but I am hesitating as to

tlie hoziu and the when, tiie single or the double, the present or the

future. You must exijuse all this, for I have nothing to say in this lone
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mansion but of myself, and yet I would willingly talk or think nf

aught else.
" What are you about to do 1 Do you tliink of perching in Cumber-

land, as you opined when 1 was in tlio metropolis 1 If you mean to

retire, why not o(;cupy Miss • * «'3 » (^ott.ige of friendship,' late the

seat of CobbUr Joe, for whose death you and otliers are answerable?
His ' Orphan Daughter' (pathetic Pratt!) wdl, eertes, turn out a shoe-

making SMpplio. Have you no remorse 1 i thipk that elegant address

to Miss Dallas should be inscribed oa the cenotaph which Miss * * *

means to stitrh to his memory.
" The newspapers seem mucli disappointed at his majesty's not

dying, or doing soniethnig belter. 1 presmne it is almost over. If

parliament meets in October, I shall be m town to attend. I am also

invited to Cambridge for the beginning of that month, but am first to

jaunt to Rochdale. Now Matthews is gone, and Hobnouse in Ireland,

I have hardly one left tliere to bid me welcome, except my inviter.

At three-and-iwenty I am left alone, and wliat more can we be at

seventy ? It is true, I am young enough to begin again, but with whom
can 1 retrace the laughing part of lile ? It is odd how few of my friends

have died a quiet death,— i mean, in then- beds. But a quiet life is of

more consequence. Vet one loves squabbling and jostling better than

yawning. This /as^zaiord admonishes me to relieve you from yours
very truly, &c."

LETTER LXIV.

TO MR. DALLAS.

" Newstead Abbey, August 27th, 1811.

"I was so sincere in my note on the late Charles Matthews, and do
feel myself so totally unable to do justice to his talents, that the pas-

sage must stand for the very reason you bring against it. To him all

the men I ever knew were pigmies. He was an intellectual giant.

It is true I loved W. better ; he was the earliest and the dearest, and
one of the few one coiUd never repent of having loved : but in ability

— ah! you did not know Matthews I

"
' Childe Harold' may wait and welcome—books are never the

worse for delay in the piiblii-ation. So you have got our heir, George
Anson Byron, and his sister, with you.

" You may say what you please, but you are one of the murderers
of Blackett, and yet you won't allow Harry White's genius. Setting

aside his bigotry, he surely ranks next Chatterton. It is astonishing

how little he was known ; and at Cambridge no one thought or heard
of such a man, till his death rendered all notice useless. For my own
part, 1 should have been most proud of such an acquaintance : his very
prejudices were respectable. There is a sucking epic poet atGranta,

a Mr. Townsend, prot^g^ of the late Cumberland. Did you ever heai-

of him and his 'Armageddon?' I think his plan (the man I don't

know) borders on the sublime ; thcnigh, perhaps, the anticipation of
the ' Last Day' (according to you Nazarcnes), is a little too daring : at

least, it looks like telling the Lord what he is to do, and might remind
an ill-natured person of the line

—

' And fools rush in where angels fear to tread.'
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"But I don't mean to cavil, only other folks will, and he may bring
all the lambs of Jacob Behmen about his ears. However, I hope he
Avill brin^ it to a conclusion, though Milton is in his way.

" Write to me— I dote on gossip—and make a bow to Ju—, and
shake George by the hand for me ; but, take care, for he has a sad
sea paw.

" P.S. I would ask George here, but 1 don't know how to amuse
him—all my horses were sold when I left England, and I have not had
time to replace them. Nevertheless, if he will come down and shoot
in September, he will be very welcome ; but he must bring a gun, for

I gave away all mine to AJi Pacha, and other Turks. Dogs, a keeper,

and plenty of game, with a very large manor, I have—a lake, a boat,

house-room, and neat wines."

' LETTER LXV.

TO MR. BlURRAY. '

"Newstead Abbey, Notts., Sept. 5th, 1811.
' " SIR,

" The time seems to be past when (as Dr. Johnson said) a man was
certain to ' hear the truth from his bookseller,' for you have paid me
so many compliments, that, if I was not the veriest scribbler on earth,

I should feel affronted. As I accept your compliments, it is but fair I

should give equal or greater credit to your objections, the more so, as

I believe them to be well founded. With regard to the political and
metaphysical parts, I am afraid I can alter nothing ; but I have high
authority for my errors in that point, for even the ^neid was a political

poem, and written for a political purpose; and as to my unlucky
opinions on subjects of more importance, I am too sincere in them for

recantation. On Spanish affairs 1 have said what I saw, and every
day confirms me in that notion of the result formed on the spot ; and
I rather think honest John Bull is beginnnig to come round again to

that sobriety which Massena's retreat had begun to reel from its

centre—the usual consequence of wrausual success. So you perceive
I cannot alter the sentiments ; but if there are any alterations in the

structure of the versification you would wish to be made, I will tag

rhymes and turn stanzas as much as you please. As for the ' ortho-

dox,'' let us hope tiiey will buy, on purpose to abuse—you will forgive

the one, if they will do the other. You are aware that any thing from
my pen must expect no quarter, on many accounts ; and as the pre-

sent publication is of a nature very different from the former, we must
)iot be sanguine.

" You have given me no answer to my question—tell me fairly, did

you show the MS. to some of your corps ?—I sent an introductory

stanza to Mr. Dallas, to be forwarded to you ; the poem else will open
too abruptly. The stanzas had better be numbered in Roman cha-

racters. There is a disquisition on the literature of the modern
Greeks and some smaller poems to come in at the close. These are

now at Newstead, but will be sent in time. If Mr. D. has lost the

stanza and note annexed to it, write, and I will send it myself.—-You
tell me to add two Cantos, but I am about to visit my collieries in

Lancashire on the 15th inst., which is so unpoetical an employment
ihMt Ineed say no more. I am, sir, your most obedient, &c."
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The manuscripts of both his Poems havuig- been sliown, nuicl)

against his own will, to Mr. Gilford, the opinion of that gentleman was
thus reported to him by Mr. Dallas :

—" Of your Satire he spoke highly

;

but this Poem (Childe Harold) he pronounces not only the best you
have wi'itten, but equal to any of the present age."

(.

' LETTER LXVL

TO MR. DALLAS.

"Newstead Abbey, September 7th, 1811.
" As Gilford has been ever niy ' Magnus Apollo,' any approbation,

such as you mention, would, of course, be more welcome than ' all

Bokara's vaunted gold, than all the gems of Samarkand.' But 1 am
sorry the MS. was shown to him in such a manner, and I had written

to Murray to say as much, before I was aware that it was too late.

" Your objection to the expression ' central line,' I can only meet b)-

saying that, before Childe Harold left England, it was his full inten-

tion to traverse Persia, and return by India, which he could not have
done without passing the enuinoctial.

" The other errors you mention, I must correct in the progress
through the press. I feel honoured by the wish of such men that the

poem should be continued, but to do that, I must return to Greece and
Asia ; I must have a warm sun and a blue sky ; I cannot describe

scenes so dear to me by a sea-coal fii-e. I had projected an additional

Canto when I was in the Troad and Constantinople, and if I saw them
again, it would go on; but under existing circumstances and sensa-

tions, I have neither harp, ' heart, nor voice' to proceed. I feel that

you are all right as to the metaphysical part ; but I also feel that I am
sincere, and that if I am only to write ' ad capiandum vulgus,^ I might
as well edit a magazine at once, or spin canzonettas for Vauxhail.*****
"My work must make its way as well as it can; I know I have

every thing against me, angry poets and prejudices; but if the poem
is a poem, it will surmount these obstacles, and if not, it deserves its

fate. Your friend's Ode I have read—it is no great compliment to

pronounce it far superior to S**'s on the same subject, or to the

merits of the new Chancellor. It is evidently the production of a

man of taste, and a poet, though I should not be willing to say it was
fully equal to what might be expected from the author of ^Horoe lonicce.^

I thank you for it, and that is more than I would do for any other Ode
of the present day.

" I am very sensible of your good wishes, and, indeed, I have need
of them. My whole life has been at variance vvith propriety, not to

say decency; my circumstances are become involved ; my friends are

dead or estranged, and my existence a dreary void. In Matthews I

have lost my ' guide, philosopher, and friend ;' in Wingfield a friend

only, but one whom I could have wished to have preceded in his long

journey.
" Matthews was indeed an extraordinary man ; it has not entered

into the heart of a stranger to conceive such a man ; there was the

stamp of immortality in all he said or did; and now what is he?
When we see such men pass away and be no more—men, who seem
created to display what the Creator could make his creatures, gathered
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into corruption, before the maturity of minds that might have been the

pride of posterity, what are we to conclude 1 For my own part I am
bewildered. To me he was much, t(» Hobhouse every thing.—My
poor Hobhouse doted on Matthews. For me, 1 did not love quite so
much as I honoured him ; I was indeed so sensible of his infinite

superiority, that though I did not envy, I stood in awe of it. He,
Hobhouse, Davies, and myself, formed a coterie of our own at Cam-
bridge and elsewhere. Davies is a wit and man of the world, and
feels as much as such a (character can do ; but not as Hobhouse has
been affected. Davies, who is not a scribbler, has always beaten us
all in the war of words, and by his colloquial powers at once delighted

and kept us in order. H. and myself always had the worst of it with
the other two ; and even M. yielded to the dashing vivacity of S. D.
But I am talking to you of men, or boys, as if you cared about such
beings.

"I expect mine agent down on the 14th to proceed to Lancashire,
where, I hear from all quarters, that I have a very valuable property
in coals, &c. I then intend to accept an invitation to Cambridge in

October, and shall, perhaps, nm up to town. I have four invitations

—

to Wales, Dorset, Cambridge, and Chester; but 1 must be a man of
business. I am quite ahme, as these long letters sadly testify. I per-

ceive, by referring to your letter, that the Ode is from the author;

make my thanks acceptable to him. His muse is worthy a nobler

theme. You will write, as usual, 1 hope. I wish you a good even-
ing, and am, &c."

- LETTER LXVII.
/

TO MB. MURRAY.

" Newstead Abbey, Notts., Sept. 14, 1811.
" Sir,

" Since your former letter, Mr. Dallas informs me that the MS. has
been submitted to the peiusal of Mr. Gifford, most contrary to my
wishes, as Mr. D. could have explained, and as my own letter to you
did, <n fact, explain, with my motives for objecting to such a proceed-

ing. Some late domestic events, of which you are probably awai'e,

prevented my letter from being sent before; indeed, I hardly con-

ceived you would so hastily thrust my productions into the hands of a

stranger, who could be as little pleased by receiving them, as their

author is at their being offered in such a manner, and to such a man.
" My address, when I leave Newstead, will be to ' Rochdale, Lan-

cashire;' but 1 nave not yet fixed the day of departure, and I will

apprize you when ready to set off.

" You have placed me in a very ridiculous situation, but it is past,

and nothing more is to be said on the subject. You hinted to me that

you wished some alterations to be made ; if they have nothing to do
with politics or religion, 1 will make them with great readiness. I

am, sir, &c. &c."
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TO MR. MURRAY.

" Newstead Abbey, Sept. 16, 1811.*
'• I return the proof, which I should wish to be shown to Mr. Dallas,

who understands typographical arrangements much better than I can
pretend to do. The printer may place the notes in his own way, or
any way, so that they are out of my way ; 1 care nothing about types
or margins.

" If you have any communication to make, I shall be here at least

a week or ten days longer.

^ "I am, sir, &c. &c "

LETTER LXVm.

, TO MR. DALLAS.

"Newstead Abbey, Sept. 17, 1811.

"I can easily excuse your not writing, as you have, I hope, some-
thing better to do, and you must pardon my frequent invasions on
your attention, because I have at this moment" nothing to interpose
between you and my epistles.

" I cannot settle to any thing, and my days pass, with the exception
of bodily exercise to some extent, with uniform indolence, and idle

insipidity. I have been expecting, and still expect, my agent, when I

shall have enough to occupy my reflections in business of no very
pleasant aspect. Before my journey to Rochdale, you shall have due
notice where to address me—I believe at the post-ofBce of that town-
ship. From Murray I received a second proof of the same pages
which I requested him to show you, that any thing which may have
escaped my observation may be detected before the pnnter lays the
corner-stone of an errata column.

" I am now not quite alone, having an old acquaintance and school-
fellow with me, so old, indeed, that we have nothing new to say on
any subject, and yawn at each other in a sort of quiet inquietude. I

hear nothing from Cawthorn, or Captain Hobhouse, and their quarto—
Lord have mercy on mankind ! We come on like Cerberus with our
triple publications. As for myself, by myself, I must be satisfied with
a comparison to Janus.

" I am not at all pleased with Murray for showing the MS. ; and I

am certain Gifford must see it in the same light that I do. His praise

* On a leaf of one of hie paper-book^ I find an Epigram, written at this

time, which, though not perhaps particularly good, 1 consider myself bound
to insert:

—

" ON moore's last operatic farce, or farcical opera.

" Good plays are scarce.

So Moore writes farce

:

The poet's fame grows brittle

—

We knew before

That Little "s Moore,
But now 't is Moore that 's little.

"Sept. 14,1811."
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is nothing to the purpose : what could he say 1 He could not spit in

the face of one who had praised hnn in every possible way. I must
own that I wish to have the impression removed from his mind, that

I had any concern in such a paltry transaction. The more 1 think,

the more it disquiets me ; so I will say no more about it. It is bad
enough to be a scribbler, without having recourse to such shifts to

extort praise, or deprecate censure. Tt is anticipating, it is begging,
kneeling, adulating—the devd ! the devil ! the devil ! and all without
my wish, and contrary to my express desire. I wish Murray had been
tied to Payne's neck when he jumped into the Paddington Canal,*
and so tell him,

—

that is the proper receptacle for publishers. You
have thoughts of settling in the country, why not try Notts. 1 1 think
there are places which would suit you in all points, and then you are
nearer the metropolis. But of this anon.

" I am yonrs, &c."

LETTER LXIX. J^

.. .. TO MR. DALLAS.

" Newstead Abbey, Sept. 21, 1811
" I have shown my respect for your suggestions by adopting them

,

but I have made many alterations in the first proof, over and above

;

as, for example

:

"Oh Thou, in Hellas deem'd of heavenly birth,

&c. &c.

- " Since shamed full oft by later lyres on earth,
• Mine, &c.

" Yet there / ve wandered by the vaunted rill

:

and so on. So I have got rid of Dr. Lowth and ' drunk' to boot, and

* In a note on his " Hints from Horace," he thus humorously applies

this incident :

—

" A literary friend of mine walking out one lovely evening last summer
on the eleventh bridge of the Paddington Canal, was alarmed by the cry of

'one in jeopardy.' He rushed along, collected a body ot Irish haymakers
(supping on buttermilk in an adjoining paddock), procured three rakes, one
eel-spear, and a landing-net, and at last (fiorresco referens) pulled out— his

own publisher. The unfortunate man was gone for ever, and so was a

large quarto wherewith he had taken the leap, which proved, on inquiry, to .

have been Mr. S 's last work. Its ' alacrity of sinking' was so great,

that it has never since been heard of, though some maintain that it is at this

moment concealed at Alderman Birch s pastry-premises, Cornhill. Be this

as it may, the coroner's inquest brought in a verdict of ' Felo de Bibliopola'

against a ' quarto unknown,' and circumstantial evidence being smce strong

against the ' Curse of Kehama' (of which the above words are an exact

description), it will be tried by its peers next session in Grub-street. Arthur,

Alfred, Davideis, Richard Coeur de Lion, Exodus, Exodiad, Epigoniad, Cal-
,

vary. Fall of Cambria, Siege of Acre, Don Roderick, and Tom Thumb the

Great, are the names of the twelve jurors. The judges arc Pye, * * *. and
fhe bellman of St. Sepulchre's."
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very glad I am to say so. I have also suUeiiized the hue as hereto-

fore, and in short }iave been quite conformable.
" Pray, write ; you shall liear when I remove to Lanes. I have

brought you and my friend Juvenal Hodgson upon my ba(-k, on the

score of revelation. You are fervent, but he is quite glormng ; and it

he takes half the pains to save his own soul, which he volunteers to

redeem mine, great will be his reward hereafter. I honour and thank

you both, but am convinced by neither. Now for notes. Besides

those 1 have sent, I shall send the observations on the Kdmburgh Re-

viewer's remarks on the modern Greek, an Albanian song in the Alba-

nian {not Greek) language, specimens of modern Greek from their New
Testament, a comedy of Goldoni's translated, one scene, a prospectus

of a friend's book, and perhaps a song or two, all in Romaic, besides

their Pater Noster; so there will be enough, if not too much, with

what I have already sent. Have you received the ' Noctes Atticae?'

I sent also an annotation on Portugal. Hobhouse is also forthcoming."

LETTER LXX.

TO MR. DALLAS.

"Newstead Abbey, Sept. 23, 1811.

•• Lisboa is the Portuguese word, consequently the very best. Ulis-

sipont is pedantic ; and, as I have Hellas and Eros not long before,

there would be something like an affectation of Greek terms, which I

wish to avoid, since I shall have a perilous quantity of modern Greek

in my notes, as specimens of the tongue ; therefore Lisboa may
keep its place. You are right about the ' Hints ;' they must not pre-

cede the ' Romaunt ;' but Oawthorn will he savage if they don't; how-
evei', keep them back, and him in good humour, if we can, but do not let

him publish.
" 1 have adopted, I believe, most of your suggestions, but ' Lisboa'

will be an exception, to prove the rule. I have sent a quantity of

notes, and shall continue ; bat pray let them be copied ; no devil can
read my hand. By-the-by, I do not mean to exchange the ninth verse

of the ' Good Night.' J have no reason to suppose my dog better than

his brother brutes, mankind ; and Argus we know to be a fable. The
' Cosmopolite' was an acquisition abroad. I do not believe it is to be

found in England. It is an amusing little volume, and full of French
flippancy. I read, though I do not speak, the language.

" I will be angry with Murray. It was a book-selling, back-shop.

Paternoster-row, paltry proceeding, and if the experiment had turned

out as it deserved, I would have raised all Fleet-street, and borrowed
the giant's staff from St. Dunstan's church, to immolate the betrayer

of trust. I have written to him as he never was written to before by
an author, I '11 be sworn, and I hope you will amplify my wrath, till it

has an effect upon him. Y'ou tell me always you have much to write

about. Write it, but let us drop metaphysics ;—on that point we shall

never agree. I am dull and drowsy, as usual. I do nothing, and even
'hot nothing fatigues me. Adieu."
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LETTER LXXI.

TO MR. DALLAS.

"Nevvstead Abbey, October 11, Iflll,

" I have returned from Lanes., and ascertained that my property

there may be made very valuable, but various circumstances very much
circumscribe my exertions at present. 1 shall be in town on business

in the beginning of November, and perhaps at Cambridge before the

end of this month ; but of my movements you shall be regularly ap-

prized. Your objections I have in part done away by alterations,

which I hope will suffice ; and 1 have sent two or three additional

stanzas for both ' Fyttes.^ I have been again shocked with a death, and
have lost one very dear to me in happier times ; but ' I have almost
forgot the taste of grief,' and ' supped full of horrors' till I have become
callous, nor have I a tear left for an event which five years ago would
have bowed down my head to the earth. It seems as though I were
to experience in my youth the greatest misery of age. My friends fall

around me, and I shall be left a lonely tree before I am withered.

Other men can always take refuge in their families ; I have no resource

but my own reflections, and they present no prospect here or hereafter,

except the selfish satisfaction of surviving my betters. I am indeed
very wretched, and you will excuse my saying so, as you know I am
not apt to cant of sensibility.

" Instead of tiring yourself with my concerns, I should be glad to

hear your plans of retirement. I suppose you would not like to be

wholly shut out of society ] Now I know a large village or small

town, about twelve miles off, whprp your family would have the ad-

vantage of very genteel society, without the hazard of being annoyed
by mercantile affluence ; where you would meet with men of informa-

tion and independence ; and where I have friends to whom I should be
proud to introduce you. There are besides, a coffee-room, assemblies,

&c. &c., which bring people together. My mother had a house there

some years, and I am well acquainted with the economy of Southwell,

the name of this little commonwealth. Lastly, you will not be very
remote from me ; and though I am the very worst companion for

young people in the world, this objection would not apply to you, whom
I could see frequently. Ymir expenses too would be such as best

suit your inclinations, more or less, as you thought proper; but very

little would be requisite to enable you to enter into all the gayeties of

a country life. You could be as quiet or bustling as you liked, and
certainly as well situated as on the lakes of Cumberland, unless you
have a particular wish to be picturesque.

" Pray, is your Ionian friend in town 1 You have promised me an

introduction.—You mention having consulted some friends on the

MSS.—Is not this contrary to our usual way 1 Instruct Mr. Murray
not to allow his shopman to call the work ' Child of Harrow's Pil-

grimage ! ! I !
!' as he has done to some of my astonished friends, who

wrote to inquire after my sanity on the occasion, as well they might.

I have heard nothing of Murray, whom I scolded heartily.—Must I

write more notes ?—Are there not enough ?—Cawthorn must be kept

back with the 'Hints.'—I hope he is getting on with Hobhouse's

iiuarlo. Cood cv«'ning. " Yours ever, &c."
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Of the same date with this melancholy letter are the folloAving^

verses, never before printed, which he wrote in answer to some lines

received from a friend, exhorting him to be cheerful, and to " banish

care." They will show with what gloomy fidelity, even wliile under

the pressure of recent sorrow, he reverted to the disappointment of

his early affection, as the chief source of all his sufferings and errors,

present and to come.

" Newstead Abbey, October 11, 1811.
•'

' Oh I banish care'—such ever be
The motto of thy revelry !

Perchance of mine, when wassail nights

Renew those riotous delights.

Wherewith the children of Despair
, v

Lull the lone heart, and ' banish care,'

But not in morn's reflecting hour,
^

When present, past, and future lower.

When all I lov'd is chang'd or gone.

Mock with such taunts the woes of one.

Whose every thought—but let them pass

—

Thou know'st I am not what I was.
But, above all, if thou wouldst hold
Place in a heart that ne'er was cold.

By all the powers that men revere, .

By all unto thy bosom dear.

Thy joys below, thy hopes above, '

•

Speak—speak of any thing but love,

jj'^ ' 'T were long to tell, and vain to hear,
' The tale of one who scorns a tear;

And there is little in that tale . ^

Which better bosoms would bewail.

But mine has suffer'd more than well

'T would suit Philosophy to tell.

I 've seen my bride another's bride,

—

Have seen her seated by his side,

—

Have seen the infant which she bore,

Wear the sweet smile the mother wore,
When she and I in youth have smil'd

As fond and faultless as her child :

—

Have seen her eyes, in cold disdain.

Ask if I felt no secret pain.

And / have acted well my part,

And made my cheek belie my heart,

Return'd the freezing glance she gave,

Yet felt the while that woman's slave ;

—

Have kiss'd, as if without design.

The babe which ought to have been mine,

And show'd, alas ! in each caress

Time had not made me love the less.

But let this pass—I '11 whine no more,
Nor seek again an eastern shore ;

The world befits a busy brain,

—

I '11 hie me to its haimts again.

But if, in some succeeding year.

When Britain's ' May is in the Scro,'

Vol. L—

P
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Thou licar'st of one whose dccp'ning crimes
Suit with the sablest of the times,

Of one, whom Love nor Pity sways,
Nor hope of fame, nor good men's praise,

One, who in stern Ambition's pride,

Perchance not blood shall turn aside, ,.

One rank'd in some recording page
With the worst anarchs of tlie age, - .

'"

Him wilt thou know—and, knowing, pause.
Nor will) the effect forget the cause."

The anticipations of his OAvn future career in these concluding lines

are of a nature, it must be owned, to awaken more of horror than of
interest, were we not prepared, by so many instances of his exagge-
ration in this respect, not 1o be startled at any lengths to which the
.'-pirit of self-libelling would carry him. It seemed as if, with the
power of painting fierce and gloomy personages, he had also the am-
bition to be, himself, the dark " sublime he drew," and that in his fond-
ness for the delineation of heroic crime, he endeavoured to fancy,
where he could not find, in his own character, fit subjects for his pencil.

It was about the time when he was thus bitterly feeling, and ex-
pressing, the blight which his heart had suffered from a real object of
affection, that his poems on the death of an imaginary one, " Thyrza,"
were written ;—nor is it any wonder when we consider the peculiar
circumstances under which these beautiful effusions flowed from his

fancy, that of all his strains of pathos, they should be the most
touching and most pure. They were, indeed, the essence, the abstract

spirit, as it were, of many griefs :—a confluence of sad thoughts from
many sources of sorrow, refined and warmed in tlieir passage through
his fancy, and forming thus one deep reservoir of mournful feeling.

In retracing the happy hours he had known with the friends now lost,

all the ardent tenderness of his youth came back upon him. His
school sports with the favourites of his boyhood, Wingfield and Tat-
ersall,—his summer days with Long,* and those evenings of music
and romance, which he had dreamed away in the society of his adopted
brother, Eddlestone,—all these rec'oUections of the young and dead
now came to mingle tlicmselves iu his mind with the image of her,

who, though living, Avas, for him, as much lost as they, and diffused

that general feeling of sadness and fondness through his soul, whicli

found a vent in these poems. No friendship, however warm, could
have inspired sorrow so passionate ; as no love, however pure, could
have kept passion so chastened. It was the blending of the two affec-

tions, in his memorj^ and imagination, that thus gave birth to an ideal

object combining the best features of both, and drew from him these

saddest and tendere?t of love-poems, in wJiich we find all the deptli

and intensity of real feeling touched over with such a light as no reality

ever wore.
The following letter gives some further account of the course of his

thoughts and pursuits at this period.

^ Sec \ne extracts from one of his Journals, page 60.
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LETTER LXXII

TO JIK. HODGSON.

"Nevvstead Abbey, Oct. 13tli, 1811.
'• You will begin to deem me a most liberal correspondent ; but as

my letters are free, you will overlook their frequency. I have sent

you answers in prose and verse* to all your late communications, and
though I am invading your ease again, 1 don't know why, or what to

put down that you are not acquainted with already. 1 am growing
nervous (how you will laugh!)—but it is true,— really, wretchedly,

ridiculously, fine-ladicallj' nervous. Your climate kills me ; I can

neither read, v/rite, nor amuse myself, or any one else. My days are

listless, and my nights restless ; I have very seldom any society, and
when I have, 1 run" out of it. At 'this present writing,' there are in

the next room three ladies, and 1 have stolen away to write this grum-
bling letter.— I don't know that I sha'n'l end with insanity, for I find a
want of method in arranging my thoughts that perplexes me
strangely ; but this looks more like silliness than madness, as Scrope

Davies would facetiously remark in his consoling manner. I must
try the hartshorn of your company; and a session of Parliament

would suit me well,—any thing to cure me of conjugating the ac-

cursed verb ' eniiuyer.''

" When shall you be at Cambridge 1 You have hinted, I think, that

your friend Bland is returned from Holland. I have always had a

great respect for liis talents, and for all that I have heard of his cha-

racter; but of me, I believe, he knows nothing, except that he heard

my sixth form repetitions ten months together, at the average of two
lines a morning, and those never perfect. I remembered him and his
' Slaves' as I passed between Capes Matapan, St. Angelo, and his Isle

of Ceriga, and 1 always bewailed the absence of the Anthology. I

suppose he will now translate Vondel, the Dutch Shakspeare, and
' Gysbert van Amstel' will easily be accommodated to om- stage in its

present state ; and I presume he saw the Dutch poem, where the love

of Pyramus and Thisbe is compared to the passio)i of Christ ; also the

love of Lucifer for Eve, and other varieties of Low Country literature.

No doubt you will think me crazed to talk of such things, but they

are all in black and white and good repute on the banks of every canal

from Amsterdam to Alkmaar.
" Yours ever,

"li.

"My Poesy is in the hands of us various publishers; but the
' Hints from Horace' (to which I have subjoined some savage lines on
Methodism, and ferocious notes on the vanity of the triple Editory of

the Edin. Annual Register), my 'Hints,'' I say, stand still; and why?

—

I have not a friend in the world (but you and Drury) who can construe

Horace's Latin, or my English, w ell enough to adjust them for the

press, or to correct the proofs in a grammatical way. So that, unless

you have bowels when you return to town (I am too far off to do it

'^' The verses in a. prert-ding paore, dated October 11th.

J' -i ., '.

'
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for myself,) this ineffable work will be lost to the world for—I don't
know how many weeks.

" 'Childe Harold's Pilgrimage' must wait till Murray's is finished.

He is making a tour in Middlesex, and is to return soon, when high
matter may be expected. He wants to have it in quarto, which is a
cursed unsaleable size ; but it is pestdent long, and one must obey
one's bookseller. I trust Murray wdl pass the Paddington Canal
without being seduced by Payne and Mackinlay's example,—I say
Payne and Mackinlay, supposing that the partnership held good.
Drury, the villain, has not written to me ; 'I am never (as Mrs.
Lumpkin says to Tony) to be gratified with the monster's dear wild
notes.'

"So you are going (going indeed!) into orders. You must make
your peace whh the Eclectic Reviewers—they accuse you of im-
piety, I fear, with injustice. Demetrius, the ' Sieger of Cities,' is

here, with 'Gilpin Horner.' The painter* is not necessary, as the
portraits he already painted are (by anticipation) veiy like the new
animals.—Write, and send me your ' Love Song'—but 1 want ' paulo
majora' from you. Make a dash before you are a deacon, and try a
dry publisher.

" Yours always,
« B."

It was at this period thai I first had the happiness of seeing and
becoming acquainted with Lord Byron. The correspondence, in

which our acquaintance originated, is, in a high degree, illustrative of
the frank manliness of his character ; and, as it was begun on my
side, some egotism must be tolerated in the detail which I have to

give of the circumstances that led to it. So far back as the year
1806, on the occasion of a meeting, v/hich took place at Chalk Farm
between Mr. Jeffrey and myself, a good deal of ridicule and raillerj^

founded on a false representation of what occurred before the magis-
trates at Bow-street, appeared in almost all the public prints. In con-

sequence of tliis, I was induced to address a letter to the Editor of
one of the Journals, contradicting the falsehood that had been circu-

lated, and stating briefly the real circumstances of the case. For
some time, my letter seemed to produce the intended effect,—but,

unluckily, the original story was too tempting a theme for humour and
sarcasm to be so easily superseded by mere matter of fact. Act;ord-

ingly, after a little time, whenever the subject was publicly alluded
to,—more especially by those who were at all " willing to wound,"
-^ihe old falsehood was, for the sake of its ready sting, revived.

In the year ISOO, on the first appearance of " English Bards and
Scotch Reviewers," 1 found the author, who was tlien generally un-

derstood to be Lord Byron, not only jesting on lliis subject—and with
sufficiently provoking pleasantry and cleveriu'ss—in his verse, but

givmg also, in the more responsible form of a note, an oullirie of the

transaction in accordance with the original misreport, and, therefore,

in direct contradi'tion to my published statement. Still, as the Satire

was anonymous and unacknowledged, I did not feel that I was, in anj''

way, called u[)on to notice it, and therefore dismissed the matter en-

tirely from my mind. In the summer of the same year appeared the

* Biirbcr, wliom h':' hud brought Wown to Nt".v?lcad to paint his wolf and
Ills beat.
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second edition of the work, with Lord Byron's name prefixed to it.

I was, at the time, in Ireland, and but littU? in the way of ht(!rary

society ; and it so happened that some months passed away before
the appearanee of tliis new edition was known to me. Innnediately
on being apprized of it,—the offence now assuming a different form,
—I addressed the following letter to Lord Byron, and, transmitting it

to a friend in London, requested that he would have it delivered into

his lordship's hands.*

"Dublin, January 1st, 1810.
•• MV LORD,

" Having just seen the name of ' Lord Byron' prefixed to a work,
entitled ' Enghsh Bards and Scotch Reviewers,' in which, as it ap-

pears to me, the lie is given to a public statement of mine, respecting
an affair with Mr. Jeffrey some years since, I beg you will have the
goodness to inform me whether I may consider your lordship as the
author of this publication.

" I shall not, I fear, be able to return to London for a week or two

;

but, in the moan time, I trust your lordship will not deny me the
satisfaction of knowing whether you avow the insult contained in the
passages alluded to.

" It is needless to suggest to your lordship the propriety of keeping
our correspondence secret.

" I liave the honour to be
" Your lordship's very humble servant,

" Tho:mas Moore.
•'•'22, Molesworth-street."

In thi3 course of a week, the friend to Vv hom I intrusted this letter
wrote to inform me that Lord Byron had, as ho learned on inquiring
of his publisher, gone abroad immediately on the publication of his
second edition ; but that my letter had been placed in the hands of a
gentleman named Hodgson, who had undertaken to forward it care-
fully to his lordship. Though the latter step was not exactly what I

could have wished, I thought it as well, on the whole, to let my letter

take its chance, and again postponed all consideration of the matter.
During the interval of a year and a half which elapsed before Lord

Byron's return, I had taken upon myself obligations, both as husband
and father, vihich make most men,—and especially those who have
nothing to bequeath,—less willing to expose themselves uimecessarily
to danger. On hearing, therefore, of the arrival of the noble traveller
from Greece, though still thinking it due to myself to follow up my
first request of an explanation, I resolved, in prosecuting that object,

to adopt such a tone of conciliation as should not only prove my sin-

cere desire of a pacific result, but show the entire freedom from any
angry or resentful feeling with which I took the step. The death of
Mrs. Byron, for some time, delayed my purpose. But as soon after

that event as ^vas consistent with decorum, I addressed a letter to

* This is tlie only entire letter ofmy own tlmt, in the couise of thi/3 work,
I mean to obtrude upon my readers. Being: short, and in terms more expla-
natory of the feeling on which I acted tiian any others that could be substi-

tuted, it might be suffered, I thought, to form the single exception to my
general rule. In all other oases, I shall merely give such extracts from my
own lettprs as may be necosFary to elucidate those of my correspondent.
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Lord Byron, in whicli, referring to my lormer communication, and
expressing some doubts as to its having ever reached him, I restated,

in pretty nearly the same words, the nature of the insult, which, as it

appeared to me, the passage in his note was calculated to convey.
"It is now useless," I continued, "to speak of the steps with which
it was my intention to follow up that letter. The time which has
elapsed since then, though it has done away neither the injury nor the

feeling of it, has, in many respects, materially altered my situation

;

and the only object which I have now in writing to your lordship is, to

preserve some consistency with that former letter, and to prove to you
that the injured feeling still exists, however circumstances may com-
pel me to be deaf to its dictates at present. When I say 'injui'ed

feeling,' let me assure your lordship that there is not a single vindictive

sentiment in my mind towards you. I mean but to express that im-
easiness, under (what I consider to be) a charge of falsehood, which
must haunt a man of any feeling to his grave, unless the insult be
retracted or atoned for ; and which, if I did not feel, I should, indeed,
deserve far worse tlian your lordship's Satire could inflict upon me."
In conclusion, I added, that, so far from being influenced by any angry
or resentful feeling towards him, it would give me sincere pleasure,

if, by any satisfactory explanation, he would enable me to seek the

honour of being henceforward ranked among his acquaintance.*

To this letter, Lord Byron returned the following answer.

LETTER LXXllI.

TO MR. MOORE.

" Cambridge, October :37lh, 1611.
" SIR,

"Your letter followed me from Notts, to this place, which will

account for the delay of my rep y. Your former letter I never had
the honour to receive;—be assu ed, in whatever part of the world it

had found me, I should have deemed it my duty to return and answer
it in person.

" The advertisement you mention, I know nothing of.—At the time
of your meeting with Mr. JeftVey, I had recently entered College, and
remember to have heard and read a number of squibs on the occasion,

and from the recollection of these I derived all my knowledge on the
subject, without the slightest idea of ' giving the lie' to an address
which I never beheld." When I put my name to the production, which
has occasioned this correspondence, 1 became responsible to all whom
it might concern,—to explain where it requires explanation, and,

where insufliciently or too sufficiently explicit, at all events to satisfy.

My situation leaves me no choice ; it rests with the injured and the

angry to obtain reparation in their own way.
" With regard to the passage in question, you were certainly not the

person towards whom I felt personally hostile. On the contrary, my
whole thoughts were engrossed by one whom 1 had reason to consider
as my worst literary enemy, nor could I foresee that his former

''' Finding two difieicnt draughts of tliis letter among my papers, I cannot
be quite certaLn as to souie of tlie terms employed ; but have little doubt
tJiat they are here given correctly. s
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antagonist was about to become his champion. You do not specify what
you would wisli to have done : I can neither retract nor apologize for

a charge of falsehood wiiich I never advanced.
"In the beginning of the week, I shall be at No. 8, St. James's-

street.—Neitlier the letter nor the friend to whom you stated your in-

tention ever made their appearance.
" Your friend, IMr. Rogers, or any other gentleman delegated by you,

will find me most ready to adopt any conciliatory proposition which
shall not compromise my own honour,—or, failing in that, to make the

atonement you deem it necessary to require.

"I have the honour to be, sir,

" Your most obedient, humble servant,
" Byron."

In my reply to this, I commenced by sajdng that his lordship's

letter was, upon the whole, as satisfactory as I could expect. It con-
tained all that, in the strict diplomatique of explanation, could be
required, namely,—that he had never seen the statement which I sup-

posed him wilfully to have contradicted,—that he had no intention of
bringing against me any charge of falsehood, and that the objection-

able passage of his work was not levelled personally at vie. This, I

added, was all the explanation that I had a right to expect, and I was,
of course, satisfied with it.

I then entered into some detail relative to the transmission of my
first letter from Dublin,—giving, as my reason for descending to these

minute particulars, that I did not, I must confess, feel quite easy under
the manner in which his lordship had noticed the miscarriage of that

first application to him.
My reply concluded thus:—"As your lordship does not show any

wish to proceed beyond the rigid formulary of explanation, it is not

for me to make any further advances. VVe, Irishmen, in businesses of
this kind, seldom know any medium between decided hostility and
decided friendship ;—hut, as my approaches towards the latter alter-

native must now depend entirely on your lordship, I have only to repeat

that I am satisfied with your letter, and that I have the honour to

be," &c. &c.
On the following day, I received the annexed rejomder from Lord

Byron.

LETTER LXXIV.

. TO MR. MOORF.

" 8, St. James's-street, October 29th, 1811.
'• SIR,

''• Soon after my return to England, my friend, Mr. Hodgson,
apprized me that a letter for me was in his possession ; but a domestic

event hurrj'ing me from London, immediately after, the letter (which

may most probably be your own) is still unopened in his keeping. If,

on examination of the address, the similarity of the handwriting

should lead to sucli a conclusion, it shall be opened in your presence,

for the satisfaction of all parties. Mr. II. is at present out of town ;

—on Friday I shall see him, and request him to forward it to my
address.
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" With regard to the latter part of both your letters, until the prin-

cipal point was discussed between us, I felt myself at a loss in what
manner to reply. Was I to anticipate friendship from one, who con-
ceived me to have charged him with falsehood ] W^ere not advances,
mider such circumstances, to be misconstrued,—not, perhaps, by
the person to whom they were addressed, but by others ? In my
case, such a step was impracticable. If you, who conceived yourself
to be the offended person, are satisfied that you had no cause for

offence, it will not be difficult to convince me of it. IMy situation, as

I liave before stated, leaves me no choice. I should have felt proud
of your r.cquaiutanco, had it commenced under other circumstances

;

but it must rest with you to determine how far it may proceed after so
auspicious a beginning-.

" I have the honour to be, &c."

Somewhat piqued, I own, at the manner in which my efforts towards
a more friendly understanding,—ill-timed as I confess them to have
been,—were received, I hastened to close our correspondence by a
short note, saying, that his lordship had made me feel the imprudence
I was guilty of, in wandering from the point immediately in discussion
between us ; and I should now, therefore, only add, that if, in my last

letter, I had correctly stated the substance of his explanation, our cor-

respondence might, from this moment, cease for ever, as with that

explanation I declared myself satisfied.

This brief note drew immediately from Lord Byron the following
frank and open-hearted reply.

LETTER LXXV. •
.

TO MR. MOORE.

'• 8, St. James's-street, October 30th, 1811.
'' SIR,

'•You must excuse my troubling you once more upon this very-

unpleasant subject. It would be a satisfaction to me, and I should
think, to yourself, that the unopened letter in Mr. Hodgson's posses-
sion (supposing it to prove your own) should be returned ' in statu
quo' to the writer, particularly as you expressed )^ourself ' not quite
easy under the manner in which I had dwelt on its miscarriage.'

" A few words more, and I shall not trouble you further. 1 felt, and
still feel, very much flattered by those parts of your correspondence,
which held out the prospect of our becoming acquainted. If I did
not meet them in the first instance, as perhaps I ought, let the situa-

tion in which I was placed be my defence. You have now declared
yourself satisfied, and on that point we are no longer at issue. If,

therefore, you still retain any wish to do me the honour you hinted at,

I shall be most happy to meet you, when, where, and how you please,
and I presume you will not attribute my saying thus much to any
unworthy motive.

" I liave the honour to remain, &c."

On receiving this letter, I Avent instantly to my friend Mr. Rogers,
wlio was. at that time, on a visit at Holland House, and, for the first
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time, informed him of the correspondence in which I had been

engaged. Witli his usual readiness to obhge and serve, he proposed

that the meeting between Lord Byron and myself should take place at

liis table, and requested of me to convey to the noble lord his wish,

that he would do him the honour of naming some day for that pur-

pose. The followmg is Lord Byron's answer to the note which I

then wrote.

LETTER LXXVL <f
^^ '<

TO MR. MOORE.
"'

"8, St. James's-stroet, November 1st, 1811.
•• SIR,

" As 1 should be very son*y to intermpt your Sunday's engagement,
if Monday, or any other day of the ensuing week, would be equally

convenient to yourself and friend, I will then have the honour of ac-

cepting his invitation. Of the professions of esteem with which Mr.
Rogers has honoured me, I cannot but feel proud, though undeserving.
I should be wanting to myself if msensible to the praise of such a
man : and should ray approacliing interview with him and his friend

lead to any degree of intnnacy with both or either, I shall regard our
past correspondence as one of the happiest events of my life.

" I have the honour to be,
" Your very sincere and obedient servant,

"Byron."

It can hardly, I think, be necessary to call the reader's attention to

the good sense, self-possession, and frankness of these letters of Lord
Byron. I had placed him,—by the somewhat national confusion which
I had made of the boundaries of peace and war, of hostility and
friendship,—in a position which, ignorant as he was of the character

of the person who addressed him, it required all the watchfulness of

his sense of honour to guard from surprise or snare. Hence, the
judicious reserve with which he abstained from noticing my advances
towards acquaintance, till he should have ascertained exactly whether
the explanation which he was willing to give would be sucm as his

correspondent would be satisfied to receive. The moment he was set

at rest on this pomt, the frankness of his nature displayed itself; and
the disregard of all further mediation or etiquette with which he at

once professed himself ready to meet me " when, where, and how" 1

pleased, showed that he could be as pliant and confiding after such an
understanding, as he had been judiciously reserved and punctilious

before it.

Such did I find Lord Byron, on my first experience of him ; and
such,—so open and manly-minded,—did I find him to the last.

It was at first intended by Mr. Rogers that his company at dinner
should not extend beyond Lord Byron and myself; but Mr. Thomas
Campbell, having called upon our host that morning, was invited to

join the party, and consented. Such a meeting could not be other-

wise than interesting to us all. It was the first time that Lord Byron
was ever seen by any of his three companions ; while he, on his side,

for the fir^t time, found himself hi the society of persons, whose
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names had been associated with his first literary dreams, and to two* of
whom he looked up with that tributary admiration, which youthful
genius is ever ready to pay to its precursors.

Among the impressions which this meeting left upon me, what I

chiefly remember to have remarked was the nobleness of his air, his

beauty, the gentleness of his voice and manners, and—what was,
naturally, not the least attraction—his marked kindness to myself.
Being in mourning for his mother, the colour, as well of his dress, as

of his glossy, curling, and picturesque hair, gave more effect to the

pure, spiritual paleness of his features, in the expression of which,
when he spoke, there was a perpetual play of lively thought, though
melancholy was their habitual character, when in repose.

As we had none of us been apprized of his pecidiarities with respect
to food, the embarrassment of our host was not a little, on discovei'-

ing that there was nothing upon the table which his noble guest could
eat or drink. Neither meat, fish, nor wine would Lord Byron touch ;

and of biscuits and soda-water, which he asked for, there had been,
imluckily, no provision. He professed, however, to be equally well
pleased with potatoes and vinegar ; and of these meagre materials
contrived to make rather a hearty dinner.

I shall now resume the series of his correspondence with other
friends.

LETTER LXXVn.

TO MR. HARNESS.

"8, St. James's-street, December Clh, 1811.
" MY DEAR HARNESS,

"I write again, but don't suppose I mean to lay such a (ax on your
pen and patience as to expect regular replies. When you are inclined,

write ; when silent, I shall have the consolation of knowing that you
are much better employed. Yesterday, Bland and I called on Mr.
Miller, who, being then out, will call on Blandf to-day or to-morrow.
I shall certainly endeavour to bring them together.—You are censo-
rioutN, child; when you are a little older, you will learn to dislike

every bdtiy, but abuse nobody.
" With regard to the person of whom you speak, your own good

sense must direct you. I never pretend to advise, being an implicit

believer in the old proverb. This present frost is detestable. It is the

first I have felt these three years, though I longed for one in the

oriental summer, when no such thing is to be had, unless I had gone
to the top of Hymettus for it.

" I thank you most truly for the concluding part of your letter. I

have been of late not much accustomed to kindness from any quartei-,

and I am not the less pleased to meet with it again from one, where I

* In speaking thus, I beg to disclaim all affected modesty. Lord Byron
had already made the same distinction himself in the opinions wliicli lie ex-

pressed of tlie living poets ; and I cannot but be aware that, fur the praises

Avhicli he afterward bestowed on my writings, I was, in a great degree, in-

debted to his partiality to myself.
t The Rev. Robert Bland, one of the authors of " Collections from the

Greek Anthology." Lord Byron was, at this time, endeavouring to secnrf^

for Mr. Bland the task of translating Lucien Buonaparte's Pooin.
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had known it earliest. I have not changed in all my ramblings,

—

Harrow and, of course, yourself never left me, and the

* Dulces reminiscitur Argos'

attended me to the very spot to which that sentence alludes in the

mind of the fallen Argive.—Our intimacy began before we began to

date at all, and it rests with you to continue it till the hour which must
number it and me with the things that were.

" Do read mathematics,—I should think X plus Y at least as

amusing as the Curse of Kehama, and much more intelligible. Mas-
ter S.'s poems are, in fact, what parallel lines might be—viz. prolonged
ad infinitum without meeting any thing half so absurd as themselves.

" What news, what news ? Queen Oreaca,
What news of scribblers five ?

S , W , C e, L—d, and L—e 1—
All damn'd, though yet alive.

O e is lecturing. ' Many an old fool,' said Hannibal to some
such lecturer, 'but such as this, never.'

" Ever j'ours, &c."

LETTER LXXVHI. -

TO MR. HARNESS.

" 8, St. James's-street, December 8th, 18U.
" Behold a most formidable sheet, without gilt or black edging, and

consequently very vulgar and indecorous, particularly to one of your
precision ; but this being Sunday, I can procure no better, and will

atone for its length by not filling it. Bland I have not seen since my
last letter; but on Tuesday he dines with me and will meet M * *e,
the epitome of all that is exquisite in poetical or personal accom-
plishments. How Bland has settled with Miller, I know not. I have
very little interest with either, and they must arrange their concerns
according to their own gusto. I liave done my endeavours, at your
request, to bring them together, and hope they may agree to their

mutual advantage.
" Coleridge has been lecturing against Campbell. Rogers was

present, and from him I derive the information. We are going to

make a party to hear this Manichean of poesy.—Pole is to marry
Miss Long, a.id will be a very miserable dog for all that. The present

ministers are to continue, and his majesty does continue in the same
state. So there 's folly and madness for you, both in a breath.

" I never heard but of one man truly fortunate, and he was Beau-
marchais, the author of Figaro, who buned two wives and gained
three lawsuits before he Avas thirty.

" And now, child, what art thou doing ] Reading, I trust. I want to

see you take a degree. Remember this is the most important period
of your life ; and don't disappoint your papa and your aunt, and all

your kin—besides myself. Don't you know that all male children are

begotten for the express purpose of being graduates 1 and that even I

am an A.M.. thou o-h how I became so the Public Orator onlv can
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resolve. Besides, you are to be a priest ; and to confute Sir William
Drummond's late book about the Bible (printed, but not published),
and all other infidels whatever. Now leave master H.'s grig, and
master S.'s Sapphics, and become as immortal as Cambridge can
make you.

" You see, Mio Carissimo, what a pestilent correspondent I am
likely to become ; but then you shall be as quiet at Newstead as you
please, and I won't disturb your studies, as I do now. When do you
fix the day, that I may take you up according to contract 1 Hodgson
talks of making a third in our journey: but we can't stow him, inside
at least. Positively you shall go with me as was agreed, and don't
let me have any of your poHtesse to H. on the occasion. I shall
manage to arrange for both with a little contrivance. I wish H. was
tiot quite so fat, and we should pack better. Has he left off vinous
liquors ? He is an excellent soul ; but I don't think water would im-
prove him, at least mternally. You will want to know what I am
doing—chewing tobacco.

" You see nothing of my allies, Scrope Davies and Matthews*

—

they don't suit you ; and how does it happen that I—who am a pipkin
of the same pottery—continue in your good graces 1 Good night,—

1

will go on in the morning.
" Dec. 9th. In a morning I 'm always sullen, and to-day is as sombre

as myself. Rain and mist are worse than a sirocco, particularly in a
beef-eating and beer-drinking country. My bookseller, Cawthorne,
has just left me, and tells me, with a most important face, that he is

in treaty for a novel of Madame D'Arblay's, for which 1000 guineas
are asked ! He wants me to read the MS. (if he obtains it), which I

shall do with pleasure ; but I should be very cautious in venturing an
opinion on her, whose Cecilia Dr. Johnson superintended. If he lends
it to me, I shall put it into the liands of Rogers and M * * e, who are
truly men of taste. I have filled the sheet, and beg your pardon ; I

will not do it again. I shall, perhaps, write again, but if not, believe.,

silent or scribbling, that I am, my dearest William, ever, ^ic."

LETTER LXXIX.

,-
, TO MR. HODGSON. ' .

" London, Dec. 8th, 1811.
" I sent you a sad Tale of Three Friars the other day, and now take

a dose in another style. 1 wrote it a day or two ago, on hearing a
song of former days.

" Away, away, ye notes of wo,t &c. &c.

' I have gotten a book by Sir W. Drummond (printed, but not pub-
lished), entitled (Edipus Judaicus, in which he attempts to prove the
greater part of the Old Testament an allegory, jjarticularly Genesis
and Joshua. He professes himself a theist in the preface, and handles
the literal interpretation very roughlv. I wish yoii could see it. Mr.W * * has lent it me, and I confess, to me, it is worth fifty Watsons.

* The brother of his late friend, Charl .s Skinner Matthews,
t This poem is now printed in Lord Byron's Works.
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" You and Harness must fix on the time for your visit to Newstead
;

I can command mine at your wish, unless any thing particular occurs

in t)ie interim. * * * Bland dines with me on Tufsday to

meet Moore. Coleridge has attacked the ' Pleasures of Hope,' and
all iither pleasures whatsoever. Mr. Rogers was present, and heard
himself indirectly rowed by the le(;turer. We are going in a party to

hear the new Art of Poetry by this reformed schismatic ; and were I

one of these poetical luminaries, or of sufficient consequence to be
noticed by the man of lectures, I should not hear him without an
answer. For, you know, ' an' a man will be beaten with brains, he
shall never keep a clean doublet.' C * * will be desperately annoyed.
I never saw a man (and of him I have seen very little) so sensitive

;

—what a happy temperament ! I am sorry for it ; what can he fear

from criticism ? I don't know if Bland has seen Miller, who was to

call on him yesterday.
" To-day is the Sabbath,—a day I never pass pleasantly, but at

Cambridge ; and, even there, the organ is a sad remembrancer.
Things are stagnant enough in town,—as long as they don't retrograde,

'tis all veiy well. H** writes and writes and writes, and is an
author. I do nothing but eschew tobacco. I wish parliament were
assembled, that I may hear, and perhaps some day be heard ;—but on
this point I am not very sanguine. I have many plans ;—sometimes
I think of the East again, and dearly beloved Greece. 1 am well,

but weakly. Yesterday Kinuaird told me I looked very ill, and sent
me home happy.

" You will never give up wine ;—see what it is to be thirty ; if you
were six years younger, you might leave off any thing. You drink
and repent, you repent and drink. Is Scrope still interesting and
invalid ? And how does Hinde with his cursed chymistry? To Har-
ness I have written, ;md he has written, and we have all written, and
have notliing now to do but write again, till death splits up the pen
and the scribbler.

" The Alfred has 354 candidates for six vacancies. The cook has
run away and left us liable, which makes our committee very plain-
tive. Master Brook, our head serving-man, has the gout, and our
new cook is none of the best. I speak from report,—for what is

cookery to a leguminous-eating ascetic 1 So now you know as much
of the matter as I do. Books and quiet are still there, and they may
dress their dishes in their own way for me. Let me know your deter-

mination as to Newstead, and believe me
" Yours ever,

-.

'

;
" Naiiwgwv"

LETTER LXXX. ^

- TO MR. HODGSON.

"8, St. James's-street, Dec. 12th, 1811.
'•Why, Hodgson ! I fear you have left off wine and me at the same

time,—I have written and written and written, and no answer! My
dear Sir Edgar, water disagrees with you,—drink sack and write.
Bland did not come to his appointment, being unwell, but M * * e sup-
plied all other vacancies most delectably. 1 liave hopes of liis joining
us at Newstead. I am sure you would like him more and more as he
developes.—at le^'^t T do.
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" How Miller and Bland go on, I don't know. Cawthorne talks of

being in treaty for a novel of M' • D'Arblay's and if he obtains it (at

1000 gs. ! !) wishes me to see the MS. This I should read with plea-

sure,—not that I should ever dare to venture a criticism on her whose
writings Dr. Johnson once revised, but for the pleasure of the tiling.

If my M^orthy publisher wanted a sound opinion, I should send the

MS. to Rogers and M * * e, as men most alive to true taste. I

have had frequent letters from Wm. Harness, and you are silent

;

certes, you are not a schoolboy. However, I have the consolation of
knowing that you are better employed, viz. reviewing. You don't

deserve that I should add another syllable, and I won't.
" Yours, &c.

" P.S. I only wait for your answer to fix our meeting."

LETTER LXXXI. :

^ , '
,

TO MR. HARNESS.

'•8, St. James's-street, Dec. 15, 1811.
" I wrote you an answer to your last, which, on reflection, pleases

me as little as it probably has pleased yourself. I will not wait for

your rejoinder ; but proceed to tell you, that I had just then been
greeted witii an epistle of **'s, full of his petty grievances, and this

at the moment when (from circumstances it is not necessary to enter
upon) I was bearing up against recollections to which his imaginary
sufferings are as a scratch to a cancer. These things combined, put
me out of humour with him and all mankind. The latter part of my
life has been a perpetual struggle against affections which imbittered
the earliest portion ; and though I flatter myself I have in a great
measure conquered them, yet there are moments (and this was one)
when I am as foolish as formerly. I never said so mucli before, nor
had I said this now, if I did not suspect myself of having been rather
savage in my letter, and Avish to inform you thus much of the cause.
You know I am not one of your dolorous gentlemen : so now let us
laugh again.

" Yesterday I went with Moore to Sydenham to visit Campbell.*
He was not visible, so we jogged homeward, merrily enough. To-
morrow I dine with Rogers, and am to hear Coleridge, who is a kind
of rage at present. Last night I saw Kemble in Coriolanus ;—he was
glorious, and exerted himself wonderfully. By good luck, I got an
excellent place in the best part of the house, which was more than
overflowing. Clare and Delawarre, who were there on the same spe-
culation, were less fortunate. I saw them by accident,—we were not
together. I wished for you, to gratify your love of Shakspeare and
of fine acting to its fullest extent. Last week I saw an exliibition of

* On this occasion, another of tlie noble poet's peculiarities was, somewhat
startingly, introduced to my notice. When we were on the point of setting
out from his lodgings in St. James's-street, it being then about midday, he
said to the servant, who was shutting the door of the vis-a-vis, " Have you
put in the pistols ?" and was answered in the affirmative. It was difficult,

—

more especially, taking into account the circumstances under which we had
jast become acquainted,—to keep from smiling at this sin<rular noonday
precaulion.
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a different kind ni a Mr. Coates, at the Haymarket, who performed
Lothario in a damned and danuiable manner.

" I told you of the fate of B. and H. in my last. So much for these
.sentimentalists, who console themselves in tiicir stews for the loss

—

the never to be recovered loss—the despair of the refined attachment
of a couple of drabs! You censure 7ny life, Harness: when I com-
pare myself with these men, my elders and my betters, 1 really begin
to conceive myself a monument of prudence—a walking- statue

—

without feeling or failing; and yet the world in general hath given nic

a proud pre-eminence over them in profligacy. Yet I like the men,
and, God knows, ought not to condemn their aberrations. But I own
I feel provoked when they dignify all this by the name of love—
romantic attachments for things marketable for a dollar!

"Dec. 16th.—I have just received your letter. I feel your kind-
ness very deeply. The foregoing part of my letter, written yesterday,
will, I hope, account for the tone of the former, though it cannot ex-
cuse it. I do like to hear from you—more than like. Next to seeing
you, I have no greater satislaction. But you have other duties and
greater pleasures, and I should regret to take a moment from either.

H * * was to call to-day, but I have not seen him. The circumstances
you mention at the close of your letter is another proof in favour of
my opinion of mankind. Such you will always find them—selfish

and distrustful. I except none. The cause of this is the state of
society. In the world, every one is to stir for himself—it is useless,

perhaps selfish, to expect any thing from his neighbour. But I do
not think we are born of this disposition ; for you find friendship, as
a schoolboy, and love enough before twenty.

" I went to see * * ; he keeps me in town, where I don't wish to be
at present. He is a good man, but totally without conduct. And
now, my dearest William, I must wish you good morrow, and remain
ever most sincerely and affectionately yours, &c."

From the time of our first meeting, there seldom elapsed a day
that Lord Byron and I did not see each other; and our acquaintance
ripened into intimacy and friendship with a rapidity of which I have
seldom known an example. I was, indeed, lucky in all the circum-
stances that attended my first introduction to him. In a generous
nature like his, the pleasure of repairing an injustice would naturally
give a zest to any partiality I might have inspired in his mind ; while
the manner in which I had sought this reparation, free as it was from
resentment or defiance, left nothing painful to remember in the trans-

. action between us,—no compromise or concession that could wound
self-lo\'e, or take away from the grace of that frank friendship, to
which he at once, so cordially and so unhesitatingly, admitted me. I

Avas also not a little fortunate in forming my acquaintance with him,
before his success had yet reached its meridian burst,—before the
triumphs that were in store for him had brought the world all in ho-
mage at his feet, and, among the splendid crowds that courted his

society, even claims less humble than mine had but a feeble chance
of fixing his regard. As it was, the new scene of life that opened
upon him with his success, instead of detaching us from each other,
only multiplied our opportunities of meeting, and increased our inti-

macy. In that society where his birth entitled him to move, circum-
stances had already placed me, notwithstanding mine ; and when,
after the appearance of " Childe Harold," he bearan to mingle with the
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world, the same persons, who had long been my intimates and friends,

became his ; (uu- visits were mostly to the same places, and, in the

gay and giddy round of a London spring, we were generally (as in

one of his own letters he expresses it) " embarked in the same Ship

of Fools together."

But at the time when we first met, his position in the world was
most solitary. Even those coffee-house companions who, before his

departure from England, had served him as a sort of substitute for

more worthy society, were either relinquished or had dispersed ; and,

with the exception of three or four associates of his college days (to

whom he appeared strongly attached), Mr, Dallas and his solicitor

seemed to be the only persons whom, even in their very questionable

degree, he could boast of as friends. Though too proud to complain

of this loneliness, it was evident that he felt it ; and that the state of

cheerless isolation, " unguided and unfriended," to which, on entering

into manhood, he had found himself abandoned, was one of the chief

sources of that resentful disdain of mankind, which even their

subsequent worship of him came too late to remove. The effect,

indeed, which his short commerce with society afterward had, for the

period it lasted, in softening and exhilarating his temper, showed how
fit a soil his heart would have been for the growth of all the kindlier

feelings, had but a portion of this sunshine of the v/orld's smiles

shone on him earlier.

At the same time, in all sucli speculations and conjectures as to

what might have been, under more favourable circumstances, his cha-

racter, it is invariably to be borne in mind, that his very defects were
among the elements of his greatness, and that it was out of the

struggle between the good and evil principles of his nature that his

mighty genius drew its strength. A more genial and fostering intro-

duction into life, while it would doubtless have softened and disci-

plined his mind, might have impaired its vigour ; and the same influ-

ences that would have diffused smoothness and happiness over his

life, might ha\'^ been fatal to its glory. In a short poem of his,*

which appears to have been produced at Athens (as I find it written

on a leaf of the original MS. of Childe Harold, and dated " Athens,

1811"), there are two lines which, though hardly intelligible as con-

nected with the rest of the poem, may, taken separately, be interpreted

as implying a sort of prophetic consciousness that it was out of tlie

wreck ancf ruin of all his hopes the mimortality of his name was
to arise.

" Dear object of defeated care, ^,

Though now of love and thee bereft, {
'

|

To reconcile me with despair.

Thine image and my tears are left.

'T is said, Avith Sorrow Time can cope,

But this, I feel, can ne'er be true

;

For, by the death-blow of my hope,

My Memory immortal grew .'"
,

We frequently, during the first months of our acquaintance, dined

together alone ; and as we had no club, in common, to resort to,—the

Alfred being the only one to which he, at that period, belonged, and I

being then a member of none but Watier's,—our dinners used to be

* II Written beneath tlie picture of
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either at the St. Albaii's, or at his old haunt, Stevens's. Though at

limes he would drink freely enough of claret, he still adhered to his

system of abstinence in food. He appeared, indeed, to have con-
ceived a notion that animal food has some peculiar influence on the

character ; and I remember, one day, as I sat opposite to him, em-
ployed, I suppose, rather earnestly over a beef-ste;ik, after watching
me for a few seconds, he said, in a grave tone of inquiry,—" Moore,
don't you find eating beef-steak makes you ferocious ?"

Understanding me to have expressed a Avish to become a member of
the Alfred, he very good-naturedly lost no time in proposing me as a
t;andidate ; but as the resolution which 1 liad then nearly formed of
betaking myself to a country life rendered an additional club in London
superfluous, I wrote to beg that he would, for the present, at least,

withdraw my name ; and his answer, though containing little, being
the first familiar note he ever honoured me with, I may be excused
for feeling a peculiar pleasure in inserting it.

-. LETTER LXXXn.

TO MR. MOORE. . 1

; . - •' December nth, Ibll.
" MY DEAR MOORE,

" If you please, we will drop our formal monosyllables, and adhere
to the appellations sanctioned by our godfathers and godmothers. If

you make it a point, I will withdraw your name ; at the same time
there is no occasion, as I have this day postponed your election ' sine
die,' till it shall suit your wishes to be among us. I do not say this

from any awkwardness the erasure of your proposal would occasion
to me, but simply such is tlie state of the case ; and, indeed, the longer
your name is up, the stronger will become the probability of success,
and your voters more numerous. Of course you will decide—your
wish shall be my law. If my zeal has already outrun discretion,
pardon me, and attribute my oiriciousness to an excusable motive.

" I wish you would go down with me to Newstead. Hodgson
will be there, and a yomig friend, named Harness, the earliest and
dearest I ever had from the third form at Harrow to this hour. I

can promise you good wine, and, if you like shooting, a manor of
4000 acres, fires, books, j'our own free will, and my own very indif-

ferent company. ' Balnea, vina **'***
" Hodgson will plague you, 1 fear, with verse ;—for my own part, I

will conclude, with Martial, ' nil recitabo tibi ;' and surely the last in-

ducement is not the least. Ponder on my proposition, and believe me,
my dear Moore, " Yours ever,

" Byhon."

Among those acts of generosity and friendship by whicli every year
of Lord Byron's life was signalized, there is none, perhaps, that, foi-

its own peculiar seasonableness and delicacy, as well as for the per-
fect worthiness of the person who was the object of it, deserves more
lionourable mention than that which I am now about to record, and
which took place nearly at the period of which I am speaking. The
friend, whose good fortune it was to inspire the feeling thus testified,

was Mr. Hodgson, the gentleman to wiiom so many of the preceding
letters are addressed; and as it would bo unjnst to rob him of the

Vol. l.—H
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grace and honour of being, himself, the testimony of obligations so

signal, I shall here lay before my readers an extract from the letter

with which, in reference to a passage in one of his noble friend's

Journals, lie has favoured me.
" I feel it incumbent upon me to explain the circumstances to which

this passage alludes, however private their nature. They are, indeed,

calculated to do honour to the memory of my lamented friend.

Having become involved, unfortunately, in difficulties and emban-ass-

ments, I received from Lord Byron (besides foniier pecuniary obli-

gations) assistance, at the time in question, to the amount of a thou-

sand pounds. Aid of such magnitude was equally unsolicited and
unexpected on my part ; but it was the long-cherished, though secret

purpose of my friend, to afford that aid ; and he only waited for the

period when he tliought it would be of most service. His own words
were, on the occasion of conferring this overwhelming favour " /
nkaays intended to do it.''''

During all this time, and thi'ough the months of January and Feb-
ruary, his Poem of " Childe Harold" was in its progress through the

press ; and to the changes and additions which he made in the course

of printing, some of the most beautiful passages of the work owe
their existence. On comparing, indeed, his rough draft of tlie two
Cantos with the finished form in which they exist at present, we are

made sensible of the power which the man of genius possesses, not

only of surpassing others, but of improving on himself. Originally,

the "little Page" and "Yeoman" of the Childe were introduced to

the reader's notice in the following tame stanzas, by expanding the

substance of which into their present light, lyric shape, it is almost

needless to remark how much the poet has gained in variety and
dramatic effect:—

" And of his train there was a henchman page, '

A peasant boy, who served his master well

;

And often Avould his pranksome prate engage
Childe Burun's* ear when his proud heart did swell

With sullen thoughts that he disdain'd to tell.

Then would he smile on him, and Alwinf smiled,

When aught that from his young lips archly fell

The gloomy film from Harold's eye beguiled.

" Him and one yeoman only did he take
To travel eastward to a far countrie

;

And, though the boy was grieved to leave the lake,

On Avhose fair banks he grew from infancy,

Eftsoons his little heart beat merrily,

With hope of foreign nations to beliold,

And many things riglit marvellous to see,
^ Of wliich our vaunting travellers oft have told.

From Mandeville "j

* If there could be any doubt as to his intention of delineating himself
in his hero, this adoption of the old Norman name of his family, which he
seems to have at first contemplated, would be sufficient to remove it.

t In the MS. the names " Robin'' and " Rupert" had been successively

inserted here and scratched out again.

X Here ihc manuscript is illegible.
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In place of that mournful song " to Incs," in the first (-'auto, which
contains some of the dreariest touelics of sadness tliat even liis pen
ever let fall, he had, in (he original construction of the Poem, been
so little fastidious as to content himself with such ordinary sing-son^
as the following:

—

" Oh never tcU again to me
Of northern climes and British ladies.

It has not been your lot to see,

Like me, the lovely girl of Cadiz.
Although her eye be not of blue,

Nor fair her locks, like English lasses," &c. &c.

There were also, originally, several stanzas full of direct person-
ality, and some that degenerated into a style still more familiar and
ludicrous than that of the description of a London Sunday, which
still disfigures the Poem. In thus mixing up the light with the solemn,
it was the intention of the poet to imitate Ariosto. But it is far easier
to rise, with grace, from the level of a strain generally familiar, into
an occasional short burst of pathos or splendour, than to interrupt
thus a prolonged tone of solemnity by any descent into the ludicrous
or burlesque.* In the former case, the transition may have the effect

of softening or elevating, while, in the latter, it almost invariablj^

shocks ;—for the same reason, perhaps, that a trait of pathos or high
feeling, in comedy, has a peculiar charm, while the intrusion of comic
scenes into tragedy, however sanctioned among us by habit and
authority, rarely fails to offend. The noble poet was, himself, con-
vinced of the failure of the experiment, and in none of the succeeding
Cantos of Childe Harold repeated it.

Of the satiric parts, some verses on the well-known traveller, Sir
John Carr, may supply us with, at least, a harmless specimen :—

" Ye, who would move of Spain and Spaniards know,
Sights, saints, antiques, arts, anecdotes, and war,
Go, hie ye hence to Paternoster-row,

—

Are they not written in the boke of Carr ? ~
Green Erin's Knight, and Europe's wandering star !

Then listen, readers, to the Man of Ink,
Hear what he did, and sought, and wrote afar.

All these are coop'd within one Quarto's brink.

This borrow, steal (don't buy), and tell us what you think."

Among those passages which, in the course of revisal, he intro-

duced, like pieces of "rich inlay," into the Poem, was that fine

stanza

—

" Yet if, as holiest men have deenvd, there be
A land of souls beyond that sable shore," &c.

ihrough which lines though, it must be confessed, a tone of skepticism
breathes (as well as in those tender verses,

* Amorifr tlie acknowledged J)Iemls]ies of Milton's great poem is liis abrupt
transition, in this manner, into an imitation of Ariosto 's style, in the " Para-
dise of Fools." >•/

2 . .
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" Y es,— 1 will drcaui thai we may meet again),"

it is a skepticism whose sadness calls far more for pity than blame ;

there being discoverable, even through its very doubts, an innate

warmth of piety, which they had been able to obscure, but not to
.

chill. To use the words of the poet himself, in a note which it was

unce his intention to affix to these stanzas, " Let it be remembered

that the spirit they breathe is desponding, not sneering, skepticism,"—

a distinction never to be lost sight of; as, however hopeless may be

the conversion of the scoffing infidel, he who feels pain in doubting

luis still alive within him the seeds of belief.

At the same time with Childe Harold he had three other works in

Hie press, his "Hints from Horace," "The Curse of Minerva," and a

fifth edition of "English Bards and Scotch Reviewers." The note

upon the latter poem, which had been the lucky origin of our

acquaintance, was withdrawn in this edition, and a few words of expla-

aiation, wliich he had the kindness to submit to my perusal, substituted

in its place.

In the month of Januai-y, the whole of the two Cantos being printed

ofl", some of the poet's friends, and, among others, Mr. Rogers and
jnyself, were so far favoured as to be indulged with a perusS of the

sheets. In adverting to this period in his " Memoranda," Lord Byron,

1 remember, mentioned, as one of the ill omens which preceded the

publication of the poem, that some of the literary friends to whom it

was shown expressed doubts of its success, and that one among
them had told him " it was too good for the age." Whoever may
have pronoiuiced this opinion, and I have some suspicion that I am,

myself, the guilty person, the age has, it must be owned, most
triumphantly refuted the calumny upon its taste which the remark
implied.

It was in the hands of Mr. Rogers I first saw the sheets of the

Poem, and glanced hastily over a few of the stanzas which he pointed

out to me as beautiful. Having occasion, the same morning, to write

a note to Lord Byron, I expressed strongly the admiration which this

foretaste of his work had excited in me ; and the following is, as far

as relates to literary matters, the answer I received from him.

LETTER LXXXIII.

TO MR. MOORE.

• " January 29th, 1812.

"MV DKAU MOORE,
" I wish veiy much I could have seen you ; I am in a state of

ludicrous tril)ulation.*****
"Wliy do you say that I dislike your poesy? I have expressed no

such opinion, cither in print or elsewhere. In scribbling, myself, it

was necessary for me to find fault, and I fixed upon the trite charge of

immorality, because I could discover no other, and was so perfectly

qualified, in the innocence of my heart, to 'pluck that mote from my
neighbour's eye.'

"I feel very, very mudi obliged by your approbation; but. at this

vioniniL praise, even your iiraisc, passes by me like ' the idle wind.' I
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meant and mean to send j'ou a copy tlio moment of publication ; but

now, I can tlunk oi nothino- but dannu'd, deceitful,—delightful woman,
us Mr. Listen says in the Ivnight of Snowdon.

" Believe me, my dear INIoore,

" ever yours, most affectionately,
" Byron."

The passages, here omitted, contain rather too amusing an account

of a disturbance that had just occurred in the establishment at New-
stead, in consequence of the detected misconduct of one of the maid-
servants, who had been supposed to stand rather too high in the

favour of her master, and, by the airs of authority which she thereupon
assumed, had disposed all the rest of the household to regard her with

no very charitable eyes. The chief actors in the strife were this Sul-

tana and young Rushton; and the first point in dispute that came to

Lord Byron's knowledge (though circunislances, far from creditable

to the damsel, afterward transpired) was, whether Rushton was bound
to carry letters to " the Hut" at the bidding of this female. To an
episode of such a nature I should not have thought of alluding, were
it not for the two rather curious letters that follow, which show how
gravely and coolly the young lord could arbitrate on such an occasion,

and wath what considerate leaning towards the servant whose fidelity

he had proved, in preference to any new liking or fancy, by which it

might be suspected he was actuated towards the other.

LETTER LXXXIV.

TO ROBERT RUSHTOX.

"8, St. James's-street, Jan. 21st, 1812,
•' Though I have no objection to your refusal to carry letters to

Mealey's, you will take care that the letters are taken by Spero at

the proper time. I have also to observe, that Susan is to be treated

with civility, and not insulted by any person over Avhom I have the

smallest control, or, indeed, by any one whatever, whde I have the

power to protect her. I am truly sorry to have any subject of com-
plaint against you ; I have too good an opinion of you to think I shall

have occasion to repeat it, after the care I have taken of you, and my
favourable intentions in your behalf. 1 see no occasion for any com-
juunication whatever between you and the women, and wish you to

occupy yourself in preparing for the situation in which you will be
placed. If a common sense of decency cannot prevent you from con-

ducting yourself towards them with rudeness, I should at least hope
that your own interest, and regard for a master who has never treated

you with unkindness, wiJl have some weight.
" Yours, &c.

"Byron.

'• P.S.—I wish you to attend to your arithmetic, to occupy yourself

in surveying, measuring, and making yourself acquainted with every

particular relative to the larid of Newstead, and you will write to me
one letter every week, that I may know how you ^ on."
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LETTER LXXXV. •
.

TO ROBERT RUSHTON.

"8, St. James's-street, January 25tli, 1812.
" Your refusal to carry the letter was not a subject of remonstrance

;

it was not a part of your business ; but the language you used to the
girl was (as she stated it) highly improper.

" You say that you also have something to complain of; then state

it to me immediately ; it would be very unfair, and very contrary to

my disposition, not to hear both sides of the question.
" If any thing has passed between you before or since my last visit

to Newstead, do not be afraid to mention it. 1 am sure you would not
deceive me, though she would. Whatever it is, you shall be forgiven.
I have not been without some suspicions on the subject, and am cer-
tain that, at your time of life, the blame could not attach to you.
You will not consult any one as to your answer, but write to me
immediately. I shall be more ready to hear what you have to

advance, as I do not remember ever to have heard a word from you
before against any human being, which convinces me you would not
maliciously assert an untruth. There is not any owe who can do the
least injury to you while you conduct yourself properly. I shall
expect your answer immediately.

"Yours, &c.
" Byron.''

It was after writing these letters that he came to the knowledge of
some improper levities on the part of the girl, in consequence of w^hich
he dismissed her and another female servant from Newstead; and how
strongly he allowed this discovery to affect his mind, will be seen in a
subsequent letter to Mr. Hodgson.

LETTER LXXXVI.

TO MR. HODGSON.

" 8, St. James's-street, February 16th, 1812.
" DEAR HODGSON,

" I send you a proof. Last week I Avas very ill and confined to bed
with stone in the kidney, but I am now quite recovered. If the stone
had got into my heart instead of my kidneys, it would have been all

the better. The women are gone to their relatives, after many attempts
to explain wh was already too clear. However, I have quite reco-
vered that also, and only wonder at my foll}^ in excepting my own
strumpets from the general corruption,—albeit, a two months' weak-
ness is better than ten years. I have one request to make, which is,

never mention a woman again in any letter to me, or even allude to
the existence of tlie sex. I won't even read a word of the feminine
gender; it must all be ' propria qutC niaribus.'

" In the spring of 1813 I sliall leave England for ever. Every thing
in my affairs tends to thitt, and my inclinations and health do not dis-
courage it. Neither my li;d>i1s nt>r i-on<!itiition are improved by your
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customs or your climate. I sliall find cni[)loymeut iu making myself
a good oriental scholar. I sliall retain a mansion in one of the fairest

islands, and retrace, at intervals, tlie most interesting- portions of the

East. In the moan time, I am adjusting my concerns, which will

(when arranged) leave me with wealtli sulnment even for home, but
enough for a principality in Turkey. At present they are involved,

but I hope, by taking some necessary but unpleasant steps, to clear

every thing. Hobhouse is expected daily in Lontion ; we shall be
very glad to see him ; and, perhaps, you will come up and ' drink deep ere

he depart,' if not, ' Mahomet must go to the mountain ;' but Cambridge
will bring sad recollections to him, and worse to me, though for very
different reasons. I believe the only human being that ever loved me
in truth and entirely was of, or belongmg to, Cambridge, and, in that,

no change can now take place. There is one consolation in death

—

where he sets his seal, the impression can neither be melted or broken,
but endureth for ever.

" Yours always,
. . "B."

Among those less memorials of his good-nature and mindfulness,
which, while they are precious to those who possess them, are not un-
worthy of admiration from others, maybe reckoned such letters as the

following, to a youth at Eton, recommending another, who was about
to be entered at that school, to his care.

LETTER LXXXVII. / -

-
. TO PIASTER JOHN COWELL.

"8, St. James's-street, February 12th, 1812.
" MY DEAR JOHN,

" You have probably long ago forgotten the writer of these lines,

who would, perhaps, be unable to recognise yourself, from the difference

which must naturally have taken place in your stature and appearance
since he saw you last. I have been rambling through Portugal, Spain,
Greece, &c. &c. for some years, and have found so many changes on
my return, that it would be very unfair not to expect that you should
have had your share of alteration and improvement with the rest. I

write to request a favour of you : a little boy of eleven years, the son
of Mr. * *, my particular friend, is about to become an Etonian, and I

should esteem any act of protection or khidness to him as an obligation

to myself; let me beg of you then to take some little notice of him at

first, till he is able to shift for himself.
" I was happy to hear a very favourable account of you from a

schoolfellow a few weeks ago, and should be glad to learn that your
family are as well as I wish tliem to be. I presume you are in the

upper school ; as an Etonian, you will look down upon a Harrow man;
but I never, even in my boyish days, disputed your superiority, which
I once experienced in a cricket match, where I had the honour of

making one of eleven, who were beaten to their hearts' content by
your college in one innings.

" Believe me to be, with great truth, &c. &;c."

On the 27th of Fphruary. a dav or Iwf) li"fore the appearance of
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Childe Harold, he made the first trial of his eloquence in the House
of Lords ; and it was on tliis occasion he had the good fortune to
become acquainted with Lord Holland,—an acquaintance no less
honourable than gratifying to both, as having originated in feelings
the most generous, perhaps, of our nature, a ready forgiveness of
injuries, on the one side, and a frank and unqualified atonement for

them, on the other. The subject of debate was the Nottingham
Frame-breaking Bill, and, Lord Byron having mentioned to Mr. Rogers
his intention to take a part in the discussion, a communication was, by
the intervention of that gentleman, opened between the noble poet and
Lord Holland, who, with his usual courtesy, professed himself ready
to afford all the information and advice in his power. The following
letters, however, will best explain their first advances towards
ncquaintance.

LETTER LXXXVHI.

TO SIR. ROGERS.

"February 4th, 18 12.

" MY DEAR SUJ,

"With my best ackowledgments to Lord Holland, I have to offer

ray perfect concurrence in the propriety of the question previously to

be put to ministers. If their answer is in the negative, I shall, with
his lordship's approbation, give notice of a motion for a Committee of
Inquiry'. I would also gladly avail myself of his most able advice,
and any information or documents with which he might be pleased to

intrust me, to bear me out in the statement of facts it may be neces-
sary to submit to the House.

" From all that fell under my own observation during my Christmas
visit to Newstead, I feel convinced that, if conciliatory measures are
not very soon adopted, the most imhappy consequences may be appre-
hended. Nightly outrage and daily depredation are already at their

height, and not only the nasters of frames, who are obnoxious on
account of their occupation, but persons in no degree connected with
the malcontents or their oppressors, are liable to insult and pillage.

" I am very much obliged to you for the trouble you have taken
on my account, and beg you to believe me ever your obliged and
sincere, &c."

, LETTER LXXXIX.

"8, St. James's-street, Februaiy 25th, 1812.

"my lord,
" With my best thanks, I have the honour to return the Notts, letter

to your lordship. I have read it with attention, but do not think I shall

venture to avail myself of its contents, as my view of the question
differs in some measure from Mr. Coldham's. I hope I do not wrong
him, but his objections to tlie bill appear to me to be founded on certain
apprehensions that he and his coadjutors might be mistaken for the
' original advisers'' (to quote him) of the measure. For my own part,
I consider the mau\i!';u'tiirers as a mut^h injured body of men, sacrificed
to the views of fcrtain individuals whr> have enriched fhemselves by
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those practices which have deprived the frame-workers of employment.
For instance ;—by the adoption of a certain kind of frame, one man
performs the work of seven—six are thns thrown out of business.

But it is to be observed that the work thus done is far inferior in

quality, hardly marketable at home, and hurried over with a view to

exportation. Surely, ray lord, however we may rejoice in any
improvement in the arts which may be beneficial to mankind, we must
not allow mankind to be sacrificed to improvements in mechanism.
The maintenance and well-doing of the industrious poor is an object

of greater consequence to the community than the enrichment of a
few monopolists by any improvement in the implements of trade,

which deprives the workman of his bread, and renders the labourer
' unworthy of his hire.' My own motive for opposing the bill is

founded on its palpable injustice, and its certain inefficacy. I have
seen the state of these miserable men, and it is a disgrace to a civilized

countiy. Their excesses may be condemned, but cannot be subject

of wonder. The effect of the present bill would be to drive them into

actual rebellion. The few words I shall venture to offer on Thursday
will be founded upon these opinions formed from my own observations
on the spot. By previous inquiry, I am convinced these men would
have been restored to employment and the county to tranquillity. It

is, perhaps, not yet too late, and is surely worth the trial. It can never
be too late to employ force in such circumstances. I believe your
lordship does not coincide with me entirely on this subject, and most
cheerfully and sincerely shall I submit to your superior judgment and
experience, and take some other line of argument against the bill, or
be silent altogether, should you deem it more advisable. Condemning,
as eveiy one must condemn, the conduct of these wretches, I believe

in the existence of grievances which call rather for pity than punish-

ment. I have the honour to be, with great respect, my lord,
" Your lordship's

" most obedient and obliged servant,
" Byron.

"P.S. I am a little apprehensive that your lordship will think me
too lenient towards these men, and half a framebreaker myself."

It would have been, no doubt, the ambition of Lord Byron to acquire
distinction as well in oratory as in poesy ; but Nature seems to set

herself against pluralities in fame. He had prepared himself for this

debate,—as most of the best orators have done, in their first essays,—
not only by composing, but writing down, the whole of his speech
beforehand. The reception he met with was flattering ; some of the
noble speakers on his own side complimented him very warmly ; and
that he was himself highly pleased with his success appears from the
annexed account of Mr. Dallas, which gives a lively notion of his

boyish elation on the occasion.

"When he left the great chamber, I went and met him in the
passage ; he was glowing with success, and mtich agitated. I liad an
umbrella in my right hand, not expecting that he would put out his

hand to me;—in my haste to take it when offered, I had advanced my
left hand.—'What,' said he, 'give your friend your left hand upon
such an occasion V I showed the cause, and immediately changing
the umbrella to the other hand, I gave him my right hand, which he
shook and pressed warmly. Hp was greatlv plated, and repeated
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some of the compliments which had been paid him, and mentioned
one or two of the peers who had desired to be introduced to him. He
concluded with saying, that he had, by his speech, given me the best

advertisement for Childe Harold's Pilgrimage."

The speech itself, as given by Mr. Dallas from the noble speaker's

own manuscript, is pointed and vigorous ; and the same sort of interest

that is felt in reading the poetry of a Burke, may be gratified, perhaps,

by a few specimens of the oratory of a Byron. In the very opening
of his speech he thus introduces himself by the melancholy avowal,
that in that assembly of his brother nobles he stood almost a stranger.

" As a person in some degree connected with the suffering county,
though a stranger not only to this House in general, but to almost
every individual whose attention I presume to solicit, I must claim
some portion of your lordships' indulgence."
The following extracts comprise,! think, the passages of most spirit.

" When we are told that these men are leagued together, not crJy
for the destruction of their own comfort, but of their very means of
subsistence, can we forget that it is the bitter policy, the destructive

warfare, of the last eighteen years which has destroyed their comfort,
your comfort, all men's comfort ;—that policy which, originating with
' great statesmen now no more,' has survived the dead to become a
curse on the living, unto the third and fourth generation ! These men
never destroyed their looms till they Avere become useless, Avorse than
useless ; till they were become actual impediments to their exertions

in obtaining their daily bread. Can you then wonder that, in times
like these, when bankruptcy, convicted fraud, and imputed felony, are

found in a station not far beneath that of your lordships, the lowest,

though once most useful portion of the people, should forget their duty
in their distresses, and become only less guilty than one of their repre-

sentatives ] But while the exalted offender can find means to baffle

the law, new capital punishments must be devised, new snares of
death must be spread for the wretched mechanic who is famished into

guilt. These men were willing to dig, but the spade was in other

hands : they were not ashamed to beg, but there was none to relieve

them. Their own means of subsistence were cut off; all other em-
ployments preoccupied ; and their excesses, however to be deplored
and condemned, can hardly be the subject of surprise.

" I have traversed the seat of war in the peninsula ; I have been in

some of the most oppressed provinces of Turkey ; but never, under
the most despotic of infidel governments, did I behold such squalid

wretchedness as I have seen since my return, in the very Iieart of a
Christian country. And what are your remedies ? After months of

inaction, and months of action worse than inactivity, at length comes
forth the grand specific, the never-failing nostrum of all state-pliy-

sicians, from the days of Draco to the present tune. After feeling the

pulse and shaking the head over tlie patient, prescribing the usual

course of warm water and bleeding—the warm water of your mawkish
police, and the lancets of your military—these convulsions nmst
terminate in death, the sure consummation of tlic prescriptions of all

political Sangrados. Setting aside tlie palpable injustice and the certain

inefficiency of the bill, are ihere not capital punishments sufficient on
your statutes ? Is there not blood enough upon your penal code, that

more nmst be poured forth to ascend to heaven and testify against
youl How will vou carrv this bill into effect ? Can vou connnit a
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whole county to tlieir own prisons'? Will you erect a gibbet in every
field, and hang up men like scarecrows ? or will you proceed (as you
must, to bru)g this measure into effect,) by decimation ;

place the

country under martial law ; depopulate and lay waste all around you,

and restore Sherwood Forest as an acceptable gift to the crown in its

former condition of a royal chase and an asylum for outlaws ? Are
these the remedies for a starving and desperate populace 1 Will the

famished wretch w'ho has braved your bayonets be appalled by your
"ibbets ? When death is a relief, and the only relief it appears that

you will afford him, will he be dragooned into tranquillity 1 Will that

which could not be effected by your grenadiers be accomplished by
your executioners 1 If you proceed by the forms of law, wliere is

your evidence 1 Those who refused to impeach tlieir accomphces,
when transportation only was the punishment, will hardly be tempted
to witness against them when death is the penalty. With all due
deference to the noble lords opposite, I think a little investigation,

some previous inquiry, would induce even them to cliange their

purpose. That most favourite state measure, so marvellously effi-

cacious in many and recent instances, temporizing., would not be

without its advantage in this. When a proposal is made to emancipate

or relieve, you hesitate, you deliberate for years, you temporize and
tamper with the minds of men ; but a death-bill must be passed off

hand, without a thought of the consequences."

In reference to his own parliamentary displays, and to this maiden
speech in particular, I find the following remarks in one of his Journals.

"Sheridan's liking for me (whether he was not mystifying me, I do
not knows but Lady Caroline Lamb and others told me that he said

the same both before and after he knew me) was founded upon
' English Bards and Scotch Reviewers.' He told me tliat he did not

care about poetry (or about mine—at least, any but that poem of mine),

but he was sure, from that and other symptoms, I should make an
orator, if I would but take to speaking and grow a parliament man.
He never ceased harping upon this to me to the last ; and I remember
my old tutor. Dr. Drury, had the same notion when I was a boy ; but

it never was my turn of inclination to try. I spoke once or twice, as

all young peers do, as a kind of introduction into public life ; but dissi-

pation, shyness, haughty and reserved opinions, together with the

short time I lived in England after my majority (only about five years

in all), prevented me from resuming the experiment. As far as it

went, it was not discouraging, particularly my first speech (I spoke
three or four times in all), but just after it, my poem of Childe Harold

was published, and nobody ever thought about my prose afterward,

nor indeed did I ; it became to me a secondary and neglected object,

though I sometimes wonder to myself if I should have succeeded."

His immediate impressions with respect to the success of his first

speech may be collected from a letter addressed soon after to Mr.

Hodgson.
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LETTER XC.

TO MR. HODGSON.
^

" 8, St. James's-street, March 5th, 1812.

"my dear HODGSON,
" We are not answerable for reports of speeches in the papers, they

are always given incorrectly, and on this occasion more so than usual,
from the debate in the Commons on the same night. The Morning
Post should have said eighteen years. However, you will find the
speech, as spoken, in the Parliamentary Register, when it comes out.

Lords Holland and Grenville, particularly the latter, paid me some
high compliments in the course of their speeches, as you may have
seen in the papers, and Lords Eldon and Harrowby answered me.
I have had many marvellous eulogies repeated to me since, in person
and by proxy, from divers persons ministerial—yea ministerial!—as
well as oppositionists ; of them I shall only mention Sir F. Burdett.
He says, it is the best speech by a lord since the ' Lord knows when,'
probably from a fellow-feeling in the sentiments. Lord H. tells me I

shall beat them all if I persevere, and Lord G. remarked that the con-
struction of some of my periods are very like Burke's!! And so
much for vanity. I spoke very violent sentences with a sort of mo-
dest impudence, abused every thing and every body, and put the Lord
Chancellor very much out of humour; and if I may believe what I

hear, have not lost any character by tlie experiment. As to my de-

livery, loud and fluent enough, perhaps a little theatrical. I could not
recognise myself or any one else in the newspapers. * * *

" My poesy comes out on Saturday. Hobhouse is here ; I shall tell

him to write. My stone is gone for the present, but I fear is part of
my habit. We all talk of a visit to Cambridge.

" Yours ever,

"B."

Of the same date as the above is the following letter to Lord Hol-
land, accompanying a copy of his new publication, and written in

a tone that cannot fail to give a high idea of his good feeling and
candour.

LETTER XCL

" St. James's-street, March 5th, 1812.
" MY LORD,

" May I request your Lordship to accept a copy of the thing which
accompanies tins note? You bave already so fully proved the truth

of the first line of Pope's couplet,

' Forgiveness to the injured doth belong,'

that 1 long for an opportunity to give the lie to the verse that follows.

Tf I were not perfectly convinced tliat any tiling I may have formerly
uttered in the boyish rashness of my misj)laced resentment had made as

little impression as it deserved to make, I should hardly have the con-
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fidence—perhaps your lordship may give it a stronger and more appro-

priate appeUation— to send you a quarto of the same scribbler. But

your lordsliip, 1 am sorry to observe to-day, is troubled with the gout:

if my book can produce a Imigh against itself or the author, it will be

of some service. If it can set you to sleep, the benefit will be yet

greater ; and as some facetious personage observed half a century ago,

that ' poetry is a mere drug,' I cfler you mine as an humble assistant to

the ' eau medecinale.' I trust you will forgive this and all my other

buflboneries, and believe me to be, with great respect,
" Your lordship's

" obliged and sincere sei-vant,
" Byron."

It was within two days after his speech in the House of Lords, that

Childe Harold appeared ;* and the impression which it produced upon

the public was as instantaneous as it has proved deep and lasting. The
permanence of such success genius alone coidd secure, but to its

instant and enthusiastic burst, other causes, besides the merit of the

worii, concurred.
There are those who trace in the peculiar character of Lord Byron's

genius strong features of relationship to the times in which he lived

;

Avho think that the great events which marked the close of the last

century, by giving a new impulse to men's minds, by habituating them
to the daring and the free, and allowing full vent to " the flash and out-

break of fiery spirits," had led naturally to the production of such a
poet as Byron ; and that he was, in short, as much the child and repre-

sentative of the Revolution, in poesy, as another great man of the

age, Napoleon, was in statesmanship and warfare. Without going the

full length of this notion, it will, at least, be conceded, that the free

loose w^hich had been given to all the passions and energies of the

human mind, in the great struggle of that period, together with the

constant spectacle of such astounding vicissitudes as w^ere passing,

almost daily, on the theatre of the world, had created, in all minds,

and in eveiy walk of intellect, a taste for strong excitement, which
the stimulants supplied from ordinary sources were insufficient to

gratify ;—that a tame deference to established authorities had fallen

into disrepute, no less in literature than in politics, and that the poet

who should breathe into his songs the fierce and passionate spirit of

the age, and assert, untrammeled and unawed, the high dominion of

genius, would be the most sure of an audience toned in sympathy
Avith his strains.

It is true that, to the license on religious subjects, which revelled

through the first acts of that tremendous drama, a disposition of an
opposite tendency had, for some time, succeeded. Against the wit of

the scoffer not only piety, but a better taste, revolted ; and had Lord
Byron, in toucliiiig on such themes in Childe Harold, adopted a tone

of levity or derision (such as, unluckily, he sometimes afterward de-

scended to), not all the originality and beauty of his work would have
secured for it a prompt and uncontested triumph. As it was, however,

* To his sister, Mrs. Leigh, one of the first presentation copies was sent,

with ihe following inscription in it :

—

" To Augusta, my dearest sister, and my best friend, who has ever loved

me much better than I deserved, this volume is presented by \\ti father''s son,

and moPi afTectionate brother. " B."
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the few dashes of skepticism with which he darkened his strain, far

from checking his popularity, were among those attractions which, as

I have said, independent of all the charms of the poetry, accelerated
and heightened its success. The religious feeling that has sprung up
through Europe since the French revolution—like the political princi-

ples that have emerged out of the same event—in rejecting all the

licentiousness of that period, have preserved much of its spirit of

freedom and inquiry ; and, among the best fruits of iliis enlarged and
enliglitened piety, is the liberty which it disposes men to accord to the

opinions, and even heresies, of others. To persons thus sincerely,

and, at the same time, tolerantly, devout, the spectacle of a great

mind, like that of Byron, labouring in the eclipse of skepticism, could
not be otherwise than an object of deep and solemn interest. If they
had already known what it was to doubt, themselves, they would enter
into his fate with mournful sympathy ; while, if safe in the tranquil

haven of faith, they would look witli pity on one who was still a wan-
derer. Besides, ernng ajid dark as might be his views at that moment,
there were circumstances in his character and fate that gave a hope of
better thoughts yet dawning upon him. From his temperament and
youth, there could be little fear that he was yet hardened in his heresies,

and as, for a heart wounded like his, there was, they knew, but one
true source of consolation, so it was hoped that the love of truth, so
apparent in all he wrote, would, one day, enable him to find it.

Another, and not the least of those causes which concurred with the

intrinsic claims of his genius to give an impulse to the tide of success
that now flowed upon him, was, unquestionably, the peculiarity of his

personal histoiy and character. There had been, in his ver>' first

introduction of himself to the public, a sufficient portion of singularity

to excite strong attention and interest. While all other youths of
talent, in his high station, are heralded into life by the applauses and
anticipations of a host of friends, young Byron stood forth alone, unan-
nounced by either praise or promise,—the representative of an ancient
house, whose name, long lost in the gloomy solitudes of Newstead,
seemed to have just awakened from the sleep of half a century in his

person. The circumstances that, in succession, followed,—the prompt
vigour of his reprisals upon the assailants of his fame,—his disappear-

ance, after this achievement, from the scene of his triumph, without
deigning even to wait for the laurels which he had earned, and his

departure on a far pilgrimage, whose limits he left to chance and
fancy,—all these successive incidents had thrown an air of adventure
round the character of the young poet, which prepared his readers to

meet half-way the impressions of his genius. Instead of finding him,
on a nearer view, fall short of their imaginations, the new features of
his disposition nov/ disclosed to them far outwent, in peculiarity and
interest, whatever they might have preconceived ; while the curiosity

and sympathy awakened by what he suffered to transpire of his his-

tory were still more heightened by the mystery of his allusions to

much that yet remained untold. The late losses, by death, which he
had sustained, and mourned, it was manifest, so deeply, gave a reality

to the notion formed of him by his admirers which seemed to authoriz<;

them in imagining still more; and what has been said of the poet

Young, that he found out the art of " making the public a party to his

private sorrows," may be, with infinitely more force and truth, applied
to Lord Byron.
On that circle of society witli whom lie came immediately in con-
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tact, these personal influences acted willi increased force, from being

assisted by others, wliicli, to female imaginations especially, would
have presented a sufficiency of attraction, even without the great

qualities joined with them. His youth—the nobh- beauty of his coim-
tenance, and its constant play of lights and shadows,—the gentleness

of his voice and manner to women, and liis occasional haughtiness to

men,—the alleged singulnrities of his mode of life, wliich kept curi-

osity alive ana inquisitivL,—all these less traits and habitudes con-

curred towards the quick spread of his fame ; nor can it be denied

that, among many purer sources of interest in his poem, the allusions

which he makes to instances of "successful passion" in his career*

were not without their influence on the fancies of that sex, whose
weakness it is to be most easily won by those wlio come recommended
by the greatest number of triumphs over otliers.

That his rank was also to be numbered among these extrinsic ad-

vantages appears to have been,—partly, perhaps, from a feeling of

modesty at the time,—his own persuasion. " I may place a great deal

of it," said he to Mr. Dallas, " to my being a lord." It might be sup-

posed that it is only on a rank inferior to his own such a charm could
operate ; but this very speech is, in itself, a proof, that in no class

Avhatever is the advantage of being nol)le more felt and appreciated
than among nobles themselves. It was, also, natural that, in that

circle, the admiration of the new poet should be, at least, quickened
by the consideration that he had sprung up among themselves, and
that their order had, at length, produced a man of genius, by whom
the arrears of contribution, long due from them to the treasuiy of
English literature, would be at once fully and splendidly discharged.

Altogether, taking into consideration the various points I have here
enumerated, it may be asserted, that never did there exist before, and
it is most probable, never will exist again, a combination of such vast

mental power and surpassing genius, with so many other of those
advantages and attractions, by which the world is, in general, dazzled
and capUvated. The efleet was, accordingly, electric ;—his fame had
not to wait for any of the ordinary gradations, but seemed to spring

up, like the palace of a fairy tale, in a night. As he himself briefly

described it in his Memoranda,— '• I awoke one morning and found
myself famous." The first edition of his work was disposed of
instantly ; and, as the echoes of its reputation multiplied on all sides,
" Childe Harold" and " Lord Byron" became the theme of every tongue.
At his door, most of the leading names of the day presented them-
selves,—some of them persons whom he had much wronged in his

Satire, but who now forgot tlieir resentment in generous admiration.

From morning till night the most flattering testimonies of his success
crowded his table,—from the grave tributes of the statesman and the

philosopher down to (what flattered him still more) the romantic billet

* " Little knew she, that seeming marble heart,

Now rnask'd in silence, or withheld by pride,

Was not unskilful in the spoiler's art,

And spread its snares licentious far and wide."

Childe Harold, Canto II.
'

We have here another instance of his propensity to self-misrepresentation.

However great might have been the irregularities of his college life, such
phrases as the " art of the spoiler" and " spreading snares" wore in nowise
applicable to them.
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of some incognita., or the pressing note of invitation from some fair

leader of fashion ; and, in place of the desert which London had been
to him but a few weeks before, he now not only saw the whole splen-

did interior of High Life thrown open to receive him, but found him-
self, among its illustrious crowds, the most distinguished object.

The copyright of the Poem, which was purchased by Mr. IMiirray

for £600, he presented, in the most delicate and imostentatious man-
ner, to Mr. Dallas,* saying, at the same time, that he " never would
receive money for his writings ;"—a resolution, the mixed result of

generosity and pride, which he aftei-ward wisely abandoned, though
borne out by the example of Swiftf and Voltaire, the latter of whom
gave away most of his copyrights to Prault and other booksellers, and
received books, not money, for those he disposed of otherwise. To
his young friend, Mr. Harness, it had been his intention, at first, to

dedicate the work, but, on further consideration, he relinquished his

design ; and in a letter to that g-entleman (which, with some others, is

mifortunately lost) alleged, as his reason for this change, the prejudice

which, he foresaw, some parts of the poem would raise against him-
self, and his fear lest, by any possibility, a share of the odium might
so far extend itself to his friend, as to injure him in the profession to

which he was about to devote himself.

Not long after the publication of Childe Harold, the noble author

paid me a visit, one morning, and, putting a letter into my hands,

which he had just received, requested that I would undertake to

manage for him whatever proceedings it might render necessary.
This letter, I found, had been delivered to him by Mr. Leckie (a gen-

tleman well known by a work on Sicilian affairs), and came from a
once active and popular member of the fashionable world. Colonel
Greville,—its purport being to require of his lordship, as author of

"English Bards, &c." such reparation as it was in his power to make
for the injury which, as Colonel Greville conceived, certain passages
in that Satire, reflecting upon his conduct, as manager of the Argyle
Institution, were calculated to inflict upon his character. In the appeal
of the gallant colonel, there were some expressions of rather an angry
cast, which Lord Byron, tiiough fully conscious of the length to which
he himself had gone, was but little inclined to brook, and, on my
returning the letter into his hands, he said, " To such a letter as that

there can be but one sort of answer." He agreed, however, to trust

the matter entirely to my discretion, and I had, shortly after, an inter-

view with the friend of Colonel Greville. By this gentleman, who
was then an utter stranger to me, I was received with much courtesy,

and with every disposition to bring the affair intrusted to us to an
amicable issue. On my premising that the tone of his friend's letter

stood in the way of negotiation, and that some obnoxious expressions

which it contained must be removed before I could proceed a single

step towards explanation, he most readily consented to remove this

* " After speaking to him of the sale, and settling the new edition, I

said, ' How can I possibly think of this rapid sale, and the profits likely

to ensue, without recollecting— ' 'What?'—'Think wliat sum your woik
may produce.' ' I sliall be rejoiced, and wish it doubled and trebled ; but

do not talk to me of money. I never will receive money for my writings.'
''

—Dallas's RccoUccUons.
+ In a letter to Pultcnoy, 12th May, 1735, Swift says, " I never got a fiir •

thing for any thing 1 writ, except nnrc."
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obstacle. At his request I drew a pen across the parts I considered
objectionable, and lie undertook to send me the letter, re-written, next
morning:. In the mean time, 1 received from Lord Byron the loUowing
paper for my guidance.

" With regard to the passage on Mr. Way's loss, no unfair play was
hinted at, as may be seen by referring to the book ; and it is expressly
added that the managers zcere ignorant of that transaction. As to the
prevalence of play at the Argyle, it cannot be denied that there were
billiards and dice

;

—Lord B. has been a witness to the use of both at

the Argyle Rooms. These, it is presumed, come under the denomina-
tion of play. If play be allowed, the President of the Institution can
liardly complain of being termed the 'Arbiter of Play,'—or what be-
comes of his authority 1

" Lord B. has no personal animosity to Colonel Greville. A public
institution, to which he, himself, was a subscriber, he considered him-
self to have a right to notice publicly. Of that institution. Colonel
Greville was the avowed director ;—it is too late to enter into the dis-

cussion of its merits or demerits.
" Lord B. must leave the discussion of the reparation, for the real

or supposed injury, to Colonel G.'s friend and Mr. Moore, the friend of
Lord B.—begging them to recollect that, while they consider Colonel
G.'s honour, Lord B. must also maintain his own. If the business
can be settled amicably. Lord B. will do as much as can and ought to

be done by a man of honour towards conciliation ;—if not, he must
satisfy Colonel G. in the manner most conducive to his further
Mishes."

In the morning I received the letter, in its new form, from Mr.
Leckie, with the annexed note.

" MY DEA R SIR,
•• I found my friend very ill in bed ; he has, however, managed to

'•opy the enclosed, with the alterations pi'oposed. Perhaps you may
wish to see me in the morning; I shall therefore be glad to see you
any time till twelve o'clock. If you rather wish me to call on you,
tell me, and I shall obey your summons.

" Yours, very truly,

"G. T. Leckie."

With such facilities towards pacification, it is almost needless to
add that there was but little delay in settling the matter amicably.
While upon this subject, 1 shall frvail myself of the opportunity

which it affords of extracting an amusing account given by Lord
Byron himself of some affairs of this description, in which he was,
at different times, employed as mediator.

" I liave been called in as mediator, or second, at least twenty times,
in violent quarrels, and have always contrived to settle the business
without compromising the honour of the parties, or leading them to
mortal consequences, and tliis too sometimes in very difficult and
delicate circumstances, and having to deal with very hot and haughty
spirits,—Irishmen, gamesters, guardsmen, captains, and cornets of
Jiorse, and the like. This was, of course, in my youth, when I lived
in hot-headed company. I Jiave had to carry challenges from gentle-
men to noblf'mon. from cnptHins to fnntnin?3. frotn lavwers to coun-

Voi.. \.-~n
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sc'Uors, and uace fioiu a Qlergyman to an officer la the life-guards;
but I found tlie latter by far the most difficult, '

' to compose
The bloody duel without blows,'

tlie business being about a woman : I must add too, that I never saw
a woman behave so ill, like a cold-blooded, heartless b— as she was,
—but very handsome, for all that. A certain Susan C * * was she

called. 1 never saw her but once ; and that was to induce her but to

say two -words (which in no degree compromised herself), and which
would have had the effect of saving a priest or a lieutenant of cavalry.

She would 7wt say them, and neither N * * or myself (the son of Sir

H. N * *, and a friend to one of tlie parties) could prevail upon her to

.say them, though both of us used to deal in some sort with woman-
kind. At last [ managed to quiet the combatants without her talis-

jnan, and, I believe, to her great disappointment : she was the

damnedest b— that I ever saw, and I have seen a great many.
Though my clergyman was sure to lose either his life or his living,

lie was as warlike as the Bishop of Beauvais, and would hardly be
pacified ; but then he was in love, and that is a martial passion."

However disagreeable it was to find the consequences of his Satire

thus rising up against him in a hostile shape, he was far more embar-
rassed in those cases where the retribution took a friendly form.
Being now daily in the habit of meeting and receiving kindnesses
from persons who, either in themselves, or through their relatives,

had been wounded by his pen, he felt every fresh instance of courtesy
from such quarters to be (as he sometimes, in the strong language of
Scripture, expressed it) like " heaping coals of fire upon his head."

He was, indeed, in a remarkable degree, sensitive to the kindness or
displeasure of those he lived with ; and had he passed a life subject

to the immediate influence of society, it may be doubted whetlier he
ever would have ventured upon those unbridled bursts of energy, in

which lie, at once, demonstrated and abused his power. At the period
when he ran riot in his Salire, society liad not yet caught him within
its pale ; and in tlie time of his Cains and Don Juans, he had again
broken loose from it. Hence, liis instinct towards a life of solitude

and independence, as tlie true element of his strength. In his own
domain of imagination he could defy the whole world ; while, in real

life, a frown or smile could rule him. The facility with wliich he
sacrificed his first volume, at the mere suggestion of his friend, Mr.
Beeher, is a strong proof of this pliableness ; and in the instance of
Childe Harold, such influence had the opinions of Mr. Giftbrd and I\Ir.

Dallas on his mind, that he not only shrunk from his original design
of identifying liimself with his hero, but surrendered to tliem one of
liis most favourite stanzas, whose heterodoxy they had objected to;

nor is it too much, perhaps, to conclude, that had a more extended
force of such infliuiiice then acted upon him, he would have consented
to omit the skepticval parts of his jioem altogether. Certain it is that,

during the remainder of his stay in England, no such doctrines were
ever again obtruded on his readers ; aiid in all those beautiful creations
of his fancy, with which he briglitened that whole period, keeping
<he public eye in one prolonged gaze of admiration, both the bitter-

ness and tlie license of his inijjeluoiis spirit were kept eflectuaily
undi-r control. Tl;e world, indeed, h;id vet to witness what he was
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capable of, when emaiioipated from tliis restraint. For, graceful and
powerful as were his lliglits while society had still a hold of him, it

was not till let loose from the leash that he rose into the true region
of his strength; ami Ihougii almost in proportion to tlial strength
was, too frequenth", his abuse of it, yet so magnificent are the ver>'

excesses of such energy, that it is impossible, even while we con-
demn, not to adjnire.

The occasion by whicli I have been led into these remarks,

—

namely, his sensitiveness on the subject of his Satire,—is one of thosc^

instances that show how easily his gigantic spirit could l)e, if not held
ilown, at least entangled, by the small ties of society. The aggression
of which he had been guilty was not only past, but, by many of those
most injured, forgiven; and yet,—highly, it must be allowed, to the
credit of his social feelings,—the ideaof living familiarly and friendly
with persons, respecting whose chai-acter or talents there were such
opinions of his on record, became, at length, insupportable to him

;

and, though far advanced in a fifth edition of " English Bards, &c."
he came to the resolution of suppressing the Satire altogether; and
orders were sent to Cawthorn, the publisher, to commit the whole
impression to tlie flames. At the same time, and from similar
motives,—aided, I rather think, by a friendly remonstrance from Lord
Elgin, or some of his connexions,—the " Curse of Mmerva," a poem
levelled against that nobleman, and already in progress towards pub-
lication, was also sacritieed ; while the " Hints from Horace," though
containing far less personal satire than either of the others, shared
their fate.

To exemplify what I have said of his extreme sensibility to the
passing sunshine or clouds of ttie society in whicli he lived, I need but
cite the following notes, addressed by him to his friend Mr. William
Bankes, under the apprehension that this gentleman was, for some
reason or other, displeased with him.

LETTER XCn. .

' TO SIR. WILLIA3I B.\:N'KES.

. '
^' "April 20th, 1812.

'• MY DEAR BANKES,
" I feel rather hurt (not savagely) at the speech you made to me last

night, and my hope is, that it was only one of your profane jests. I

should be very sorry that any part of my behaviour should give you
cause to suppose that I think higher of myself, or otherwise of you,
than 1 have always done. I can assure you that I am as much the
humblest of your servants as at Trin. Coll. ; and if I have not been
at home when you favoured me with a call, the loss was more mine
than yours. In the bustle of buzzing parties, there is, there can be,

no rational conversation ; but when I can enjoy it, there is nobody's I

can prefer to your own.
" Believe me ever faithfully

^ . .
" and most affectionately yours,

"ByKON."

, R2
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LETTER XCIII.

TO MR. WILLIAM BANKES - '

" MV DEAR BANKES,
" My eagerness to come to an explanation has, I trust, convinced

you that whatever my milucky manner might inadvertently be, the

chajige was as unintentional as (if intended) it would have been
ungrateful. I really was not aware that, while we were together, I

liad evinced such caprices ; that we were not so much in each other's
company as I could have wished, I well know, but I think so acute an
observer as yourself must liave perceived enough to explain (his,

without supposing any slight to one in whose society I have pride and
[ileasure. Recollect that I do not allude here to ' extended' or ' ex-
lending' acquaintances, but to circumstances you will understand, I

think, on a little reflection.
" And now, my dear Bankes, do not distress me by supposing that

I can think of you, or you of me, otherwise than I trust we have long
thought. You told me not long ago that my temper was improved,
and I should be sorry that opinion should be revoked. Believe me,
your friendship is of more account to me than all those absurd vani-
ties in which, I fear, you conceive me to take too much interest. I

have never disputed your superiority, or doubted (seriously) your
good will, and no one shall ever * make mischief between us' without
the sincere regret on the part of your ever affectionate, &c.

"P.S. I shall see you, I hope, at Lady Jersey's. Hobhouse goes
also."

Li the month of April he was again tempted to try his success in

the Hou^e of Lords, and, on the motion of Lord Donoughmore for

taking into consideration the claims of the Irish Catholics, delivered
his sentiments strongly in favour of the proposition. His display, on
this occasion, seems to have been less promising than in his first

essay. His delivery was thoiiglit moutliing and theatrical, being
infected, I take for granted (having never heard him speak in Parlia-

ment), with the same chanting tone that disfigured liis recitation of
poetry,— a tone contracted at most of the public schools, but more
particularly, perh;ips, at Harrow, and encroacliing just enough on the

boundaries of song to offend those ears most by which song is best

enjoyed and understood.

On the subject of the negotiations for a change of ministry, wliieli

took place during this session, I find the following anecdotes recorded
in his notebook.
"At the opposition meeting of the Peers, in 1812, at Lord Gren-

ville's, when Lord Grey and he read to us the correspondence upon
Moira's negotiation, I sat next to the present Duke of Grafton, and
said, 'What is to be done next!'—'Wake the Duke of Norfolk' (who
was snoring away near us), replied he :

' I don't think the negotiators
have left any thing else for us to do this turn.'

" In tli(! debate, or rather discussion, afterward in the House of
Lords upon tliat very question, I sat immediately behind Lord Moira,
^\hr) M'as extremely annoyed at Grey's speech upon the subject; and,
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while Grey was speaking-, turned round to me repeatedly, and asked
me wliether I agreed with liini. It was an awkward question to me,
who had not heard both sides. Moira kept repeating to me, ' It was
7iot so, it was so and so,' &c. I did not know very well what to think,

but I sympathized with the acuteness of his feelings upon tlie subject."

The subject of the Catholic claims was, it is well known, brought

forward a second time this session by Lord Welleslcy, whose motion
for a future consideration of the question w as e;u'ried by a majority of

one. In reference to this division, another rather amusing anecdote
is tlius related.

" Lord * * affects an imitation of two very diflerent Chancellors,

'I'hurlow^ and Loughborough, and can indulge in an oath now and then.

On one of the debates on the Catholic question, w^hen we were either

equal or within one (I forget which), I had been sent for in great

haste to a ball, which I quitted, 1 confess, somew^hat reluctantly, to

emancipate five millions of people. I came in late, and did not go
immediately into the body of the House, but stood just behind the

woolsack. * * turned round, and, catching my eye, immediately said

to a peer (wdio had come to him for a few minutes on the woolsack,
as is the custom of his friends), 'Damn them ! they '11 have it now,

—

by G—d! the vote that is just come in will give it them.' "

During all this time, the impression which he had produced in

society, both as a poet and a man, went on daily increasing ; and the
facility with which he gave himself up to the current of fashionable
life, and mingled in all the gay scenes through which it led, showed
that the novelty, at least, of this mode of existence had charms for

him, however he might estimate its pleasures. That sort of vanity
which is almost inseparable from genius, and which consists in an
extreme sensitiveness on the sul:)ject of self. Lord Byron, I need not
say, possessed in no ordinary degree ; and never was there a career
in which this sensibility to the opinions of others was exposed to more
constant and various excitement than that on which he was now
entered. I find in a note of my own to him, written at this period,
some jesting allusions to the " circle of star-gazers" \vhom I had
left around him at some party on the precedmg night ;—and such, in

fact, was the flattering ordeal he had to undergo wherever he went.
On these occasions,—particularly before the range of his acquaintance
had become sufficiently extended to set him wholly at his ease,—his

air and port were those of one whose better thoughts were elsewhere,
and who looked with melancholy abstraction on the gay crowd around
him. This deportment, so rare in such scenes, and so accordant with
the romantic notions entertained of him, was the result partly of
shyness, and partly, perhaps, of that love of effect and impression to

which the poetical character of his mind naturally led. Nothing,
indeed, could be more amusing and delightful than the contrast which
his manner afterward, when we were alone, presented to his proud
reserve in the brilliant circle we had just left. It was like the burst-
ing gayety of a boy let loose from school, and seemed as if there was
no extent of fun or tricks of which he was not capable. Finding him
invariably thus lively when we were together, I often rallied him on
the gloomy tone of his poetry, as assumed ; but liis constant answer
was (and I soon ceased to doubt of its truth), that, though thus merry
and full of laughter with those he liked, he v,as, at heart, one of the
most melancholy wretches in existence.

Among the numr-rnns notf^-^ which T received from him at this time,
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—some of lliciu relating- to our joint engagements in society, and
others to matters now better forgotten,—I shall select a few that (as
showing his haunts and habits) may not, perhaps, be uninteresting.

• ' "March 25th, 1812.
" Know all men by tliese presents, that you, Thomas Moore, stand

indicted—no—invited, by special and particular solicitation, to Lady
C. L * *'s to-morrow even, at half-past nine o'clock, where you will

meet with a civil reception and de-c*ent entertainment. Pray, come

—

I was so examined after you this morning, that I entreat you to answer
in person. Believe me, kc."

" Frida}", noon.
"I should have answered your note yesterday, but I hoped to have

seen you this morning. I must consult with you about the day we
dine with Sir Francis. I suppose we shall meet at Lady Spencer's
to-night. I did not know that you were at Miss Berry's the other
night, or I should have certainly gone there.

" As usual, I am in all sorts of scrapes, though none, at present, of
a martial description. Believe me, &c."

''May 8th, 1812.
" I am too proud of being your friend to care with whom I am

linked in your estimation, and, God knows, I want friends more at

this time than at any other. I am ' taking care of myself to no great
purpose. If you knew my situation in every point of view, you
would excuse apparent and unintentional neglect. * * * *

I shall leave town, I tliink ; but do not you leave it without seeing me.
I wish you, from my soul, every happiness you can wish j'ourself

;

and I think you have taken tlie road to secure it. Peace be with yon !

1 fear she has abandoned me. Ever, &c."

'• May 20tli, 1812.
" On Monday, after sitting up all niglit, I saw Bellingham launched

into eternity,* and at three the same day I saw * * * launched into the
country. * * * #

" I believe, in the beginning of June, I shall be down for a few days

* He had taken a window opposite for the purpose, and was accompanied
on the occasion by his old schoolfellows, Mr. Bailey and Mr. .lolin Madocks.
They went together from some assembly, and, on their arriving at the spot,

about three o'clock in tlie morning, not finding the house that was to receive

them open, Mr. Madocks undertook to rouse the inmates, while Lord Byron
and Mr. Bailey sauntered, arm and arm, up the street. During tins interval,

rather a painful scene occurred. Seeing an unfortunate woman lying on the
steps of a door. Lord Byron, with some expression of compassion, oifered

her a few shillings ; but, instead of accepting them, she violently pushed
away his hand, and, starting up with a yell of laughter, began to mimic the

lameness of his gait. Me did not utter a word, but " I could feel," says Mr.
Bailej', " his arm trembling within mine, as wc left her."

I may take this opportunity of mentioning another anecdote connected
with his lameness. In coming out, one niglit, from a ball, with Mr. Rogers,
as they were on their way to their carriage, one of the link-boys ran on
licforo Lord Byron, crying, -' This way, my lord." " He seems to know you,"
eaid Mr. Rogers. "Know mo!" answered Lord Byron, with some degree
oi bitterness in his tone— •• every one knows mo.— I am defonned."
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in Notts. If so, I shall beat you up ' en passant' with Hobhouse,
who is endeavouring-, like you and every body else, to keep me out of
scra])es.

" I meant to have written you a hrnrr letter, but I find I cannot. If

any tiling remarkable occurs, you will hear it from me—if good; if

bad, there are plenty to tell it. In the mean time, do you be happy.
" Ever yours, &c.

" P.S. My best wishes and respects to Mrs. * * ;—she is beautiful.

I may say so even to you, for I never was more struck with a coun-
trnancc." ,

Among the tri])utes to his fame, this spring, it should have been
mentioned that, at some evening party, lie had the honour of being
presented, at that royal personage's own desire, to the Prince Regent.
" The Regent," says Mr. Dallas, expressed )iis admiration of Childe
Harold's Pilgrimage, and continued a conversation, which so fasci-

nated the poet, that, had it not been for an accidental deferring of the
next levee, he bade fair to become a visiter at Carlton House, if not a
complete courtier."

After this wise prognostic, the writer adds,—" I (;alled on him on
the morning for which the levee had been appointed, and found him
in a full-dress court suit of clothes, with his fine black hair in powder,
which by no means suited his countenance. I was surprised, as he
had not told me that he should go to court ; and it seemed to me as
if he thought it necessary to apologize for his intention, by his ob-
serving that he could not in decency but do it, as the Regent had
done him the honour to say that he hoped to see him soon at Carlton
House."

In the two letters that follow we find his own account of the intro-

duction.

XETTER XCIY. .
'

> TO LORD HOLT/AND.

"June 25th, 1812.
*• MV DEAR LORD,

" I must appear very ungrateful, and have, indeed, been very negli-
gent, but till last night I was not apprized of Lady Holland's resto-
ration, and I shall call to-morrow to have the satisfaction, I trust, of
hearing that she is well.—I liope that neither politics nor gout have
assailed your lordship since I last saw you, and that you also are 'as
well as could be expected.'

" The other night, at a ball, I was presented by order to our gracious
Regent, who honoured me with some conversation, and professed a
predilection for poetr)^—I confess it was a most unexpected honour,
and I thought of poor B s's adventure, with some appreliensions
of a similar blunder. I have now great hope, in the event of Mr.
Pye's decease, of ' warliling truth at court,' like Mr. Mallett of indif-

ferent memory.—Consider 100 marks a year! besides the wine and
the disgrace ; but then remorse would make me drown myself in my
own butt before the year's end, or the futishiiigof my first dithyrambif

,
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So that, al'ter ail, 1 sliall not meditate our laureate's death by pen or
poison.

" Will you present my best respects to Lady Holland, and believe
me hers and yours veiy sincerely."

The second letter, entering much more fully into the particulars of
this interview with Royalty, was in answer, it will be perceived, to
some inquiries which Sir Walter Scott (then Mr. Scott) had addressed
to him on the subject; and the whole account reflects even still more
honour on the Sovereio-n himself than on the two poets.

LETTER XCV.

TO SIR AVALTER SCOTT, BAUT.
"'

-

"St. James's-street, July Gth, 1812.
" SIR,

'

" I have just been honoured with j^our letter.—I feel sorry that you
should have thoug-ht it worth while to notice the ' evil works of my
non-age,' as the thing is suppressed vohunlarily, and your explanation
is too kind not to give me pam. Tlie Satire was written when 1 was
very young and veiy angiy, and fully bent on displaying my wrath and
my wit, and now 1 am haunted by the ghosts of my wholesale asser-

tions. I cannot sufficiently tliank you for your praise ; and now,
waiving myself, let me talk to you of the Prince Regent. He ordered
me to be presented to liim at a ball ; and after some sayings peculiarly
pleasing from royal lips, as to my own attempts, he talked to me of
you and your immortalities : he preferred you to eveiy bard past and
present, and asked which of your works pleased me most. It m as a
difficult question. 1 answered, I thought the ' Lay." He said his own
opinion was nearly similar. In speaking of the others, I told liim that I

thought you more particularly the poet of Princes, as they never ap-
peared more fascinating than in ' Marmion' and the ' Lady of the Lake.'
He was pleased to coincide, and to dwell on the description of your
Jameses as no less royal than poetical. He spoke alternately of Ho-
mer and j'ourself, and seemed well acquainted with both; so that (with
the exception of the Turks and your humble servant) you were in

very good company. 1 defy Murray to have exaggerated his royal
highness's opinion of your powers, nor can I pretend to enumerate all

he said on the subject ; but it may give you pleasure to hear that it was
conveyed in language which would only suffer by my attempting to

transcribe it, and with a tone and taste which gave me a very high idea
of his abilities and accomplisliments, which 1 had hitherto considered as
confined to manners, certainly superior to those of any living gentleman.

" This interview was accidental. I never went to the levee ; for

having seen the courts of Mussulman and Catholic sovereigns, my
curiosity was sufficiently allayed; and my politics being as perverse
as my rhymes, I had, in fact, 'no business there.' To be thus praised
by your Sovereign must be gratifying to you ; and if that gratification

is not alloyed bj^ the communication being made through me, the

bearer of it will consider himself very fortunately and sincerely
" Your obliged and obedient servant,

" Byron.

a join'

P.S. Excuse this scrawl, scratched in a great hnrrv and just after

urnev."
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During the summer of this year he paid visits to some of his noble
friends, and among- others to the Earl of Jersey and the Marquis of Lans-
downe. "In 1812," he says, "at Midtiletoii (Lord Jersey's), among
a goodly company of lords, ladies, and wits, ice, there was * * *f
" Erskine, too ! Erskine was there ;

good, but intolerabh^ He
jested, he talked, he did every thing admirably, but then he would be
applauded for the same thing twice over. He would read his own
verses, his own paragraph, and tell his own story, again and again

;

and then ' the Trial by jury I !
!' I almost wished it abolished, for I

fsat next him at dinner. As I had read liis published speeches, thero

was no occasion to repeat thera to me.
" C * * (the fox-hunter), nicknamed ^ Cheek C * *,' and I, sweated the

claret, being the only two who did so. C * *, who loves his bottle, and
had no notion of meeting with a 'bon-vivant' in a scribbler,| in making
my eulogy to somebody one evening, summed it up in—' By G—d, ho
drinks like a man !'

" Nobody drank, however, but C * * and L To be sure, there was
little occasion, for we swept off what was on the table (a most splendid

board, as may be supposed at Jersey's) veiy sufficiently. However,
we carried our liquor discreetly, like the Baron of Bradwardine."

In the month of August this year, on the completion of the new
Theatre Royal, Drury-lane, the Committee of Management, desirous

of procuring an address for tlie opening of the theatre, took the rather

novel mode of inviting, by an advertisement in the newspapers, the
competition of all the poets of the day towards this object. Though
the contributions that ensued were sufficiently numerous, it did not
appear to the Committee that there was any one among the number
worthy of selection. In this difficulty, it occurred to Lord Holland
that they could not do better than have recourse to Lord Byron, whose
popularity would give additional vogue to the solemnity of their open-
ing, and to whose transcendant claims as a poet, it was taken for

granted (though without sufficient allowance, as it proved, for the irri-

tability of the brotherhood), even the rejected candidates themselves
would bow without a murmur. The first result of this application to

the noble poet will be learned from what follows.

LETTER XCVL
^-,- •• .•.-,-

•' TO LORD HOLLAND •
. . V

" Cheltenham, September lOth, 1812.
" MT DEAR LORD,

" The lines which I sketched off on your hint are still, or rather

were, in an unfinished state, for I have just committed them to a flame

+ A review, somewhat too critical, on some of the guests is here omitted.

I For the first day or two, at Middlelon, he did not join his noble host's

party till after dinner, but took his scanty repast of biscuits and soda water
in liis own loom. Being told by somebody that the gentleman above men-
tioned had pronounced such habits to be " effeminate," he resolved to sliow

the "fox-hunter" that he could be, on occasion, us good a bon-vwant as him-
self, and, by his prowess at the claret next day, after dinner, drew forth from
Mr. C * * the euloeiam here recorded.
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more decisive than that of Drury. Under all the circumstances, I
should hardly wish a contest with Plnlo-drama—Philo-Drury—As-
bestos, H * *, and all the anonymes and synonymes of the Committee
candidates. Seriously, I tliink you have a chance of something much
better ; for prologuizing is not my forte, and, at all events, either my
pride or my modesty won't let me mcur the hazard of having my
rhymes buried in next month's Magazine, under ' Essays on the Murder
of Mr. Perceval,' and ' Cures for the Bite of a Mad Dog,' as poor Gold-
smith complained of the fate of far superior performances.
" I am still sufficiently interested to wish to know the successful

candidate ; and, among so many, I have no doubt some will be ex-
cellent, particularly in an age when writing verse is the easiest of all

attainments.
"I cannot answer your intelligence with the ' like comfort,' unless,

as you are deeply theatrical, you may wish to hear of Mr. * *, whose
acting is, I fear, utterly inadequate to the London engagement into

which the managers of Covent garden have lately entered. His figure

is fat, his features flat, his voice unmanageable, his action ungraceful,
and, as Diggory says, ' I defy him to eartort that d—d muffin face of his

into madness.' I was very sorry to see him in the character of the
' Elephant on the slack rope;' for, when I last saw him, I was in rap-

tures with his performance. But then I was sixteen,—an age to

which all London then condescended to subside. After all, much
better judges have admired, and may again; but I venture to 'prog-
nosticate a prophecy' (see the Courier) that he will not succeed.

" So, poor dear Rogers has stuck fast on ' the brow of the mighty
Helvellyn'—I hope not for ever. My best respects to Lady H.—her
departure, with that of my other friends, was a sad event for me, now
reduced to a state of the most cynical solitude. ' By the waters of

Cheltenham I sat down and drank ; when I remembered thee, oh,

Georgiana Cottage ! As for our harps, vve han<;;-ed them upon the wil-

lows that grew thereby. Then they said. Sing us a song of Drury-lane,'

&c.—but I am dumb and dreaiy as the Israelites. The waters have
disordered me to my heart's content,—you were right, as you always
are. " Believe me ever your obliged

"and affectionate servant,
:

^
"Byron."

The request of the Committee for his aid having been still more
urgently repeated, he, at length, notwithstanding the difficulty and
invidiousness of the task, from his strong wish to oblige Lord Hol-

land, consented to undertake it ; and the following series of quick

succeeding notes and letters, which he addressed, during the comple-
tion of the Address, to his noble friend, will by the literary reader, at

least, be thought well worth perusal,—as aflTording a proof (in conjunc-

tion with others, of still more interest, yet to be cited) of the pains he,

at this time, took in improving and polishing his first conceptions, and
the importance he wisely attaclied to a judicious choice of epithets as

a means cf enriching both the music and meaning of his verse. They
also show,—what, as an illustration of his ciiaracler, is even still more
valuable,—the exceeding pliancy and good humour with which he could

yield to friendly suggestions and criticisms ; nor can it be questioned,

i think, but tiuit the docility tlnis invariably exhibited by him, on
points where most poets are found to be tenacious and irritable, was a

quality nutnnil in his disposition, ,\m\ which mi^rht have been turned
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to account in far more important matters, had he been fortunate

enough to meet with persons capable of understanding and guiding

him.

TO LORD HOLLAND.

" September 22d, 1812.

" MY DEAR LORD,
" In a da}'^ or two I will send you something which you will still

have the liberty to reject if you dislike it. I should like to have had
more time, but will do my best,—but too happy if I can oblige yoxi,

though I may oifend 100 scribblers and the discerning public.
" Ever yours.

" Keep my name a secret; or I shall be beset by all the rejected, and
perhaps damned by a party."

LETTER XCVn.

TO LORD HOLLAND.

"Cheltenham, September 23d, 1812.

"Ecco!— I have marked some passages with double readings—
choose between them

—

cut—add—reject—or destroy—do with them as
you will—I leave it to you and the Committee—you cannot say so
called a ' non committendo.'' What will they do (and I do) with the
hundred and one rejected Troubadours ? ' With trumpets, yea, and
Avith shawms,' will you be assailed in the most diabolical doggerel.

I wish my name not to transpire till the day is decided. I shall not
be in town, so it won't much matter ; but let us have a good deliverer.

I think EUiston should be the man, or Pope ; not Raymond, I implore
you by the love of Rhythmus !

•' The passages marked thus = ==, above and below, are for you to

choose between epithets, and such like poetical furniture. Pray write
me a line, and believe me ever, &c.

" My best remembrances to Lady H. Will you be good enough to

decide between the various readings marked, and erase the other ; or
our deliverer may be as puzzled as a commentator, and belike repeat
both. If these versicles won't do I will hammer out some more ende-
casyllables.

" P.S. Tell Lady H. I have had sad work to keep out the Phcenix

—

I mean the Fire-Office of that name. It has ensured the theatre, and
why not the Address ]"

TO LORD HOLLAND. ^ '

" September 24th.
" I send a recast of the first four lines of the concluding paragraph.

" This greeting o'er the ancient rule obey'd,
The drama's homage by her Herald paid.
Receive our welcome too, whose eveiy tone
Springs from our hearts and fain would win your own.
The curtain rises. &r. k.o.
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And do forgive all this trouble. See what it is to have to do even with

the genteelest oi \is. Ever, &c.' " .
,

.

-

LETTER XCVIII.

TO LORD HOLLAND.

" Cheltenham, Sept. 25th, 1812.

" Still ' more matter for a May morning.' Having patched the

middle aud end of the Address, I send one more couplet for a part of

the beginning, which, if not too turgid, you will have the goodness to

add. After that flagrant image of the Thames (I hope no unlucky
wag will say 1 have set it on fire, though Dryden, in his 'Annus Mira-

bilis,' and Churchill, in his ' Times,' did it before me), I mean to

insert this

:

"As flashing far the new Volcano shone

^ meteors )

And swept the skies with } lightnings S not their own,
While thousands throng'd around the burning dome, &c. &c.

I think ' thousands' less flat than ' crowds collected'—but don't let me
plunge into the bathos, or rise into Nat. Lee's Bedlam metaphors. By-

the-by, the best view of the said fire (which I myself saw from a

housetop in Covent-garden) was at Westmuister Bridge, from the

reflection on the Thames.
" Perhaps the present couplet had better come in after ' trembled

for their homes,' the two lines after ;—as otherwise the image cer-

tainly sinks, and it will ran just as well.

" The lines themselves, perhaps, may be better thus—(' choose,' or
' refuse'—but please yourself, and don't mind ' Sir Fretful')

—

^ sadly ^
" As flash'd the volumed blaze, and \ ghastly S shone

The skies with lightnings awful as their own.

The last runs smoothest and, I think, best ; but you know better than

best. ' Lurid' is also a less indistinct epithet than ' livid wave,' and, if

yon think so, a dash of the pen will do.

"I expected one line this morning; in the mean time, I shall re-

model and condense, and, if I do not hear from you, shall send

another copv.
" 1 am ever. &c.''

LETTER XCIX. ,
•

TO LORD HOLLAND. " _

" September 26th, 1812,

" You will think there is no end to my villanous emendations. The
fifth and six lines I think to alter thus

:

*' Ye who beheld—oh sight admired and mourn'd.

Whose radiance mock'd the ruin it adorn'd

;
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because 'night' is repeated the next line but one; and, as it now
stands, the conchision of the paragrapli, ' worthy him (Shakspcare)
and ?/ot<,' appears to apply the 'j/ok' to those only who were out of bed
and in Covent-garden market on the night of cioiiflagration, instead of
the audience or the discernhig public at large, all of wliom are intended
to be comprised in that comprehensive and, I hope, comprehensible
pronoun.

" By-the-by, one of my corrections in the fair copy sent yesterday
has dived into the bathos some sixty fathom

—

"When Garrick died, and Brinsley ceased to write.

Ceasing to live is a much more serious concern, and ought not to bo
first ; therefore I will let the old couplet stand, with its Iialf rhymes
* sought' and ' wrote.'* Second thoughts in every thing are best, but,

in rhyme, third and fourth don't come amiss. I am very' anxious on
this business, and I do hope that the very trouble I occasion you will

plead its own excuse, and that it will tend to show ray endeavour to

make the most of the time allotted. I wish I had known it months
ago, for in that case 1 had not left one line standing on another. I

alwaj^s scrawl in this way, and smooth as much as I can, but never
sufficiently; and, latterly, I can weave a nine-line stanza faster than
a couplet, for which measure I have not the cunning. When I began
•Childe Harold,' I had never tried Spenser's measure, and now I can-
not scribble in any other.

" After all, my dear lord, if you can get a decent Address elsewhere,
don't hesitate to put this aside. Why did you not trust your own
Muse 1 I am very sure she would have been triumphant, and saved
the Committee their trouble—' 't is a joyful one' to me, hut I fear I

shall not satisfy even myself. After the account you sent me, 't is

no compliment to say, you would have beaten your candidates ; but I

mean that, in that case, there would have been no occasion for their

being beaten at all.

"There are but two decent prologues in our tongue— Pope's to

Cato—Johnson's to Drury-lane. These, with the epilogue to the
' Distressed Mother,' and, I think, one of Goldsmith's, and a prologue
of old Colman's to Beaumont and Fletcher's Philaster, are the best
thmgs of the kind we have.

"P.S. I am diluted to the throat with medicine for the stone; and
Boisragon wants me to try a warm climate for the winter—but I won't."

LETTER C.

TO LORD HOLLAND.

'' September 27th, 181i!.

'• I have just received your very kind letter, and hope you have met
with a second copy corrected and addressed to Holland house, with
some omissions and this new couplet,

* " Such arc the names tliat here your plaudits sought,
Wheu Garrick acted, and when Brinaley wrote."

At present, the couplet htands thus :

—

" Dear are the days tliat made our annals bright,

Ere Garrick fled, or Brinsley ceased to write."
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" As glared each rising flash,* and ghastly slione

The skies with lightnings awful as their own.

As to remarks, I can only say I will alter and acquiesce in any thino-.

With regard tu the part which Whitbread wishes to omit, I believe the

Address will go oflT quicker without it, though, like the agility of the
Hottentot, at the expense of its vigour. I leave to your choice entirel}-

the different specimens of stucco-work ; and a brick of your own will

also much improve my Babylonish turret. I should like Elhston to

have it, with your leave. ' Adorn' and ' mourn' are lawful rhymes in

Pope's Death of the unfortunate Lady—Gray has ' forlorn' and
' mourn'—and ' torn' and ' mourn' are in SmoUet's famous Tears of
Scotland.

" As there will probably be an outcry among the rejected, I hope the

Committee will testify (if it be needful) that I sent in nothing to the
congress whatever, with or without a name, as your lordship well
knows. All I have to do with it is with and through you ; and though
I, of course, wish to satisfy the audience, I do assure you my first

object is to comply with your request, and in so doing to show the

sense I have of the many obligations you have conferred upon me.
" Yours ever,

,

••
^ -

-

,
•

. "B."

'^ ' TO LORD HOLLAND.
.. i

" September 27th, 1812.

"I believe this is the third scrawl since yesterday—all about
epithets. I think the epithet ' intellectual' won't convey the meaning
I intend; and, though I hate compounds, for the present I will try

(col' permesso) the word ^ gemus-gifted patriarchs of our line'f instead.

Johnson has ' many-coloured life,' a compound—but they are always
best avoided. However, it is the only one in ninety lines, but will be
happy to give way to a better. I am ashamed to intrude any more
remembrances on Lady H., or letters upon you; but you are, for-

tunately for me, gifted with patience already too often tried by
"Your, &c. &c."

: LETTER CI.
. -

TO LORD HOLLAND.

" September 28th, 1812.
" Will this do better 1 the metapiior is more complete.

{ lava of the )
,

" Till slowly ebb'd the } spent volcanic S wave,
And blackening ashes mark'd the Muse's grave, j, >

If not, we will say ' burning' wave, and instead of ' burning clime,' in

the line some couplets back, have ' glowing.'

* At present, " As glared the volumed blaze."
. , i ,. ^.,

t This, as finally altered, is . • .

" Immortnl names, emblav.oncd on our Hue.''
,
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"Is Whitbread detennined to castrate all my cavalry lines?* I

don't see why t' other house should bo spared ; besides, it is the public,

who ought to know better; and you recollect .loluison's was aganist

similar buffooneries of Rich's—but, certes, 1 am not Johnson.

"Instead of 'eftiects,' say 'labours'—'degenerate' will do, will it?

jMr. Betty is no longer a babe, therefore the line cannot be personal.
" Will this do ?

. r S the burning) r,
" Till ebb'd the lava of } that molten S wave,t

with 'glowing' dome,' in case you prefer 'burning' added to this

'wave' metaphorical. The word 'fiery pillar' was suggested by the
' pillar of fire' in the book of Exodus, which went before the Israelites

through the Red Sea. I once thought of saying ' like Israel's pillar,'

and making it a simile, but I did not know,—the great temptation
was leaving the epithet ' fiery' for the supplementary wave. I want
to work up that passage, as it is the only new ground us prologuizers
can go upon

—

" This is the place where, if a poet
,

;
Shined in description, he might show it."

If I part with the possibility of a future conflagration, we lessen the

compliment to Shakspeare. However, we will e'en mend it thus

:

" Yes, it shall be—the magic of that name,
- - That scorns the scythe of Time, the torch of Flame,

On the same spot, &c. &c.

* The lines he here alludes to, and which, in spite of all his efforts to

retain them, were omitted bj the Committee, ran thus :

" J^ay, loiver still, (he Drama yet deplores -.

That late she deign''d to, crawl upon all-fours.
; ^ '

.

'

,
When Richard roars in Bosivorlk for a horse, -•

If you command, the steed must come in course.
'

If yon decree, the Stage 7nust condescend " ^
To sooth the sickly taste we dare not mend. •

"

Blame not our judgmtnl should wc acquiesce, _ -

And gratify you more by showing less.

Oh, since your hat stamps the Drama's laws, - '

i

Forbear to mock us with misplaced applause ;
. • .

That public praise he ne''er agahi disgraced,

!
brutes to man recall )

babes and brutes redeem ^ a nation'^s taste.

Then pride shall doubly nerve the actors' powers,

,

' When Reason's voice is echoed back by ours."

The last ccuplet but one was again altered in a subsequent copy thus :—

" The past reproach let present scenes refute,

JVor shiftfrom man to babe,from babe to brute.'"

t The form of this couplet, as printed, is as follows :

—

,

" Till blackening ashes and the lonely wall

UsurpM the Muse's realm, and mark'd her fall."
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There—the deuce is in it, if that is not an improvement to Whil,-

bread's content. Recollect, it is the ' name,' and not the ' magic,'
that has a noble contempt for those same weapons. If it were the
* magic,' my metaphor would be somewhat of the maddest—so the
* nama' is the antecedent. But, my dear lord, your patience is not
quite so immortal—therefore, with many and shicere thanks, I am

" Yours ever most alfectionatelj'.

" P.S. I foi'esee there will be charges of partiality in the papers

,

but you know I sent in no Address; and glad both you and 1 must
be that I did not, for, in that case, th 3ir plea had been plausible. I

doubt the Pit will be testy ; but conscious innocence (a novel and
pleasing sensation) makes me bold." ....

' :", ^ LETTER cn. , ,

• '
"

• • ' • '. ; TO LORD HOLLAND. ." ^

.

' - ; '

•'Sept. XiS-

•' I have altered the middle couplet, so as I hope partly to do away
with W.'s objection. I do think, in the present state of the stage, it

had been unpardonable to pass over the horses and Miss Mudie, &c.
As Betty is no longer a boy, how can this be applied to him ? He is

now to be judged as a man. If he acts still like a boy, the public
M'ill but be more asliaiued of their blunder. I have, you see, nozv
taken it for granted tliat these things are reformed. I confess, I wish
that part of the Address to stand; but if W. is inexorable, e'en let it

go. I have also new cast the lines, and softened the hint of future

combustion,* and sent tiiem off this morning. Will you have the

goodness to add, or insert, the approved alterations as they arrive ?

They ' come like shadows, so depart ;' occupy me, and, I fear, disturb

you.
" Do not let Mr. W. put his Address into EUislon's hands till you

have settled on these alterations. E. will think it too long :—much
depends on the speaking. I fear it will not bear much curtailing,

without chasms in the sense.

"It is certainly too long in the reading; but if Elliston exerts him-
self, such a favourite with the public will not be thought tedious. /
(should think it so, if he were not to speak it.

"Yours ever, &c.

"P.S. On looking again, I doubt my idea of having obviated W.'s
objection. To the other House, allusion isa'non sequitur'—but I

wish to plead for this part, because the thing really is not to be passed
over. Many after-pieces at the Lyceum by the same company have
already a! tacked this ' Augean Stable*—and .lolmson, in his prologue
against ' Lunn,' (the harlequin manager. Rich,)—' Hunt,'—' Mahomet,'
&c. is surely a fair precedent."

* It liad been, originally, '
'

- v -.

'' Though other piles may sink in fiUure iiamei , ,.
'

On the same spot," &:c. «fec
'

,
'

'
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LETTER Cin.

TO LORD HOLLAND.

"September 29th, 1812.
" Sliakspeare certainly ceased to reign in one of his kingdoms, as

George III. did in America, and George IV. may in Ireland.* Now,
we have nothing to do out of our own realms, and when the monarchy
was gone, his majesty had but a barren sceptre. I have cut away,
you will see, and altered, but make it what you please ; only 1 do
implore, for my oare gratification, one lash on those accursed quad-
rupeds—' a long shot, Sir I ucius, if you love me.' I have altered
• wave,' &c. and the ' fire,' and so forth, for the timid.

" Let me hear from you when convenient, and believe me, &c.

" P.S. Do let that stand, and cut out elsewhere. I shall choke, if

we must overlook their d—d menagerie."

LETTER CIV.

TO LORD HOLLAND.

"September 30th, 1812.
" I send 3 ou the most I can make of it : for I am not so well as I

was, and find I 'pall in resolution.'
" i wish much to see you, and will be at Tetbury by twelve on

Saturday; and from tlience I go on to Lord .Jersey's. It is impossible
not to allude to the degraded state of the Stage, but I have lightened
it, and endeavoured to obviate your other objections. There is a new
couplet for Sheridan, allusive to his Monodj'. A^' tlie alterations I

have marked thus |,—as you will see by roniparison with the other
copy. I have cudgelled my brains witM the greatest willingness, and
ojily wish I had more time to have done better.

" You will find a sort of clap-trap laudatory couplet inserted for

the quiet of the Committee, and I have added, towards the end, the
couplet you were pleased to like. The whole Address is seventy-
three lines, still perhaps too long; and, if shortened, you will save
time, but, I fear, a little of what I meant for sense also.

"With myriads of thanks, I am ever, &c.
"My sixteenth edition of respects to Lady H. How she must

laugh at all this !

" I wish Murray, my publisher, to print off some copies as soon as
your lordship returns to town—it will ensure correctness in the
papers afterward."

* Some objection, it appears from this, had been made to the passage,
"and Sliakspeare ceased to reign."

Vol. I.—S
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LETTER CV.

TO LORD HOLLAND.

" Far be from him that hour which asks in vain

Tears such as flow for Garrick in his strain

;

or.

Far be that hour that vainly asks in turn
\ crowiiHd his i

Such verse for him as } wept o'er S Garrick's urn.

"Sept. 30, 181-2.

" Will you clioose between these added to tlie lines on Sheridan '?*

1 think they will wind up the paneg-yric, and agree with the train of

thougfht preceding them.
" Now, one word as to the Committee—how could they resolve on

a rough copy of an Address never sent in, unless you had been good
enough to retain in memory, or on paper, the thing they have been
good enough to adopt 1 By-the-by, the circumstances of the case

should make the Committee less ' avidus glorize,' for all praise of thorn

would look plaguy suspicious. If necessary to be stated at all, the

simple facts bear them out. They surely had a right to act as they

pleased. My sol? object is one which, I trust, my whole conduct
has shown; viz. that I did nothing insidious—sent in no Address
whatever—but, when applied to, did my best for them and myself;

but above all, that there was no undue partiality, which will be what
the rejected will endeavour to make out. Fortunately—most fortu-

nately—I sent in no lines an the occasion. For I am sure that had
they, in that case, been preferred, it would have be^n asserted that /

was known, and owed the preference to private friendship. Tliis is

what we shall probably have to encounter, but, if once spoken and
approved, we slui'n'i hf much embarrassed by their brilliant conjec-

tures, and, as to criticism, au olj author, like an old bull, grows cooler

(or ought) at every baiting.

" The only thing would be to avoid a pany on the night of delivery

—afterward, the more the better, and the whole transaction inevitably

tends to a good deal of discussion. Murray tells mc there arc

myriads of ironical Addresses ready

—

some, in imitation of what is

called my style. If they are as good as the Probationary Odes, or

Hawkins's Pipe of Tobacco, it will not be bad fun for the imitated.

"Ever. &c."

,
. ,;. . LETTER CVI.

TO LORD HOLLAND.

'•Octobers, 181-J.

" A copy of this still altered is sent by the post, but this will arrive

first. It must be 'humbler'

—

^yet aspiriyig'' does aM'ay tlic modesty,

* These added lines, as may be seen by rcfcrrnce to the printed Address,

vore uol retained.
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and, after all, (ruth is truth. Besides, there is a puff direct altered,

to please yonr plugui/ renters.
" I shall be at 're'tl)ury by twelve or one—but send this for you to

ponder over. There are several little things marked thus / altered

lor your perusal. I have disinountcd the cavalry, and, I hope,

arraiig-ed to your general satisfaction. " Ever, &c.
" At Tetbury by noon. I hope, after it is sent, there will be no

more elisions. It is not now so long—7.3 lines—two less than

allotted. I will alter all Committee objections, but I hope you won't

permit Elliston to have any voice whatever,—except in speaking it."'

The time comprised in this series of letters to Lord Holland,

—

which, as being exclusively on one subject, I have thought it right to

give without inten'uption,—Lord Byron passed, for the most part, at

(Cheltenham; and during the same period, the following letters to

other correspondents were written.

LETTER CVII.

TO MR. MURRAV.

•' High-street, Cheltenham, Sept. 5th, 1812.
'' Pray have the goodness to send those despatches, and a No. of

the Edinburgh Review with the rest. I hope you have written to

Mr. Thompson, thanked him in my name for his present, and told him
that I shall be truly happy to comply with his request. How do you
go on ? and when is the graven image, ' with bays and wicked rhyme
upon 'V to grace, or disgrace, some of our tardy editions ]

" Send me ' Rokeby.'' WTio the devil is he ]—no matter, he has good
connexions, and will be well introduced. I thank you for your in-

quiries : I am so so, but my thermometer is sadly below the poetical

point. What will you give me or mine for a poem of six Cantos {when
complete—no rhyme, no recompense), as like the last two as I can
make them 1 I have some ideas that one day may be inibodied, and
till winter I shall have much leisure.

"P.S. My last question is in the true style of Grub-street; but,

like Jeremy Diddler, I only ' ask for information.' Send ine Adair on
Diet and Regimen, just republished by Ridgway." _ ,

LETTER CVHI.

, .
• TO MR. MURRAY. '

"Cheltenham, Sept. 14, 1812.

"I'he paicelri contained some letters and verses, all (but one)
anonymous and complimentary, and very anxious for my conversion
from certain infidelities into which my good-natured correspondents
conceive me to have fallen. The books were presents of a convertible

kind. Also, ' Christian Knowledge' and the ' Bioscoy)e,' a religious

Dial of Life explained; and to the author of the former (Cadel!,
publisher), I beg you will forward my best thanks for his letter, his

present, and, above all, his good intentions. The ' Bioscope' con-
tained a MS. copy of verv excellent verses, from whom I know not,

S -2
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but evidently ihe composition of some one in the habit of writing-,

and of writing- well. I do not know if he be the author of the
' Bioscope' which accompanied them ; but whoever he is, if you can
discover him, thank him from me most heartily. The other letters

were from ladies, who are welcome to convert me when they please ;

and if I can discover them, and they be yoimg-, as they say they are,

I could convince them perhaps of my devotion. I had also a letter

from Mr. Walpole on matters of this world, which I have answered.
" So you are Lucien's publisher ? I am promised an interview with

him, and think I shall ask you for a letter of introduction, as 'the gods
have made him poetical.' From whom could it come with a better

grace than from his publisher and mine ] Is it not somewhat treason-
able in you to have to do with a relative of the ' direful foe,' as the
Morning Post calls his brother ?

" But my book on ' Diet and Regimen,' where is it ? I thirst for

Scott's Rokeby; let me have your first-begotten copy. The Anti-
jacobin Review is all very well, and not a bit worse than the Quarterly,
and at least less harmless. By-the-by, have you secured my books 1

I want all the Reviews, at least the critiques, quarterly, monthly, &c.
Portuguese and English, extracted, and bound up in one volume for

my old age; and pray, sort my Romaic books, and get the volumes
lent to Mr. Hobhouse—he has had them now a long time. If any
thing occurs, you will favour me with a line, and in winter we shall

be nearer neighbours.

" P.S. I was applied to, to ^vrite the Address for Drury-lane, but
the moment I heard of the contest, 1 gave up the idea of contending
against all Grub-street, and threw a few thoughts on the subject into

the fire. I did this out of respect to you, being sure you would have
turned off any of your authors who had entered the lists with such
scurvy competitors. To triumph would have been no glory; and to

have been defeated—^'sdeath!—I would have choked myself, like

Otway, with a quartern loaf; so, remember I had, and have, nothing
to do witii it, upon my honour .'"

LETTER CIX.

' TO BUV. WILLIAM BANKE3.
' ' ""

"

" Cheltenham, September 28th, 181-J.

" MY DKAR BANKES,
" When you point out to one how people can be intimate at the dis-

l-.mce of some seventy leagues, I will plead guilty to your charge, and
accept your fnrewell, but not wiUingly, till you give me some better

reason than n^y silence, which merely proceeded from a notion founded

on your own ducl.iration of old, tlial you hated writing and receiving

letters. Besides, how was I to find out a man of many residences 1

If I had addressed you, now, it had been to your borough, where I

must have conjectured you were among your constituents. So now,
in despite of Mr. N. and I-ady W., you shall be as ' much better' as

the Hexham post-office will allow me to make you. I do assure you
I am much indebted to you for thinking of me at all, and can't spare

you even from among the superabundance of friends witliwhom you
suppose me sunoiuided.
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"You heard that Newstcad* is sold—the sum £140,000; sixty to

lemaiu in mortgage on the estate for tln-ee years, paying interest, of
course. Rochdaie is also likely to do well—so my worldly matters
are mendino;. I have been here some time drinking- the waters, simply
because there are waters to drink, ;md they are very medicinal, and
sufficiently disgusting. In a few days I set out for Lord .Jersey's, but
return here, where I am quite alone, go out very little, and enjoy in its

fullest extent the ' dolce far niente.' What you are about, I cannot
guess, even from your date; not dancing to the sound of thcgitourney
in the Halls of the Lowthers ? one of whom is here, ill, poor tlnng,

with a plithisic. I heard that you passed through here (at the sordid

inn where I first alighted), the veiy day before I arrived in these i)arts.

We had a very pleasant set here ; at first the .Jerseys, Melbournes,
Cowpers, and Hollands, but all gone ; and the only persons I know-
are the Rawdons and Oxfords, with some later acquahitances of less

brilliaut descent.

"But I do not trouble them much; and as f(ir your rooms and your
assemblies, ' they are not dreamed of in our philosophy!!' Did you
read of a sad accident in the Wye t' other day ! a dozen drowned, and
INIr. Rossoe, a corpulent gentleman, preserved by a boat-hook or an
eel-spear, begged, when he heard his wife was saved—no

—

lost—to be
thrown in again !

!—as if he could not have thrown himself in, had he
wished it; but this passes for a trait of sensibility. What strange
beings men arc, in and out of the Wye!

" I have to ask you a thousand pardons for not fulfilling some orders
before I left town ; but if you knew all the cursed entanglements I had
to wade through, it would be unnecessaiy to beg your forgiveness.
When will Parliament (the new one) meet ?—in sixty days, on account
of Ireland, I presume : the Irish election will demand a longer period
for completion than the constitutional allotment. Yours, of course, is

safe, and all your side of the question. Salamanca is the ministerial
watchword, and all will go well with you. I hope you will speak
more frequently, I am sure at least you ought, and it will be expected.
1 see Portman means to stand again. Good night.

" Ever yours most affectionately,

. - N&)«/gaBV."t

LETTER ex.

TO MR. aiURRAV.
I

"Cheltenham, Sept. 27, 1812.
" I sent in no Address whatever to the Committee ; but out of nearly

one hundred (this is confidential), none have been deemed worth
acceptance ; and in consequence of their subsequent application to me,

* " Early in the autumn of 1812,"' says Mr. Dallas, " he told me that he
was urged by his man of business, and that Ncwstead must be sold." It
was accordingly brought to the hammer at Garraway's, but not, at that time,
sold, only 90,000^. being offered for it. The private sale to which he alludes
in this letter took place soon after,—Mr. Claught on, the agcni for Mr. Leigh,
being the purchaser. It was never, however, for reasons which we shall see,
completed.

^ A mode of siirnatiire he froqucntlv a.-lonted at thii? time.
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I have written a prologue, which has been received, and will be spoken.
The MS. is now in the hands of Lord Holland.

" I write this merely to say, that (however it is received by the

audience) you will publish it in the next edition of Childe Harold ; and
I only beg you at present to keep my name secret till you hear farther

from me, and as soon as possible I wish you to have a correct copy,

to do with as you think proper.

" P.S. I should wish a few copies printed off before, that the news-

paper copies may be correct after the delivery.^-

LETTER CXL

TO Ma. MURRAV.

" Cheltenham, Oct. 12, 1812.
" I have a very strong objection to the engraving of the portrait,*

and request that it may, on no account, be prefixed ; but let all the

proofs be burned, and the plate broken. I will be at the expense which
has been incurred ; it is but fair that / should, since I cannot permit the

publication. I beg, as a particular favour, that you will lose no time

in having this done, for which I have reasons that I will state Avhen I

see you. Forgive all the trouble I have occasioned you.
" I have received no account of the reception of the Address, but

see it is vituperated in the papers, which does not much embarrass an

old author. I leave it to your own judgment to add it, or not, to your

next edition when required. Pray comply strictly with my wishes as

to the engraving, and believe me, he.

" P.S. Favour me Avith an answer, as I shall not be easy till I hear

that the proofs, &c. are destroyed. I hear that the Satirist has reviewed

Childe Harold, in what manner I need not ask; but I wish to know if

the old personalities are revived ? I have a better reason for asking

this than any that merely concerns myself; but in publications of that

Jsind, others, particularly female names, are sometimes introduced."

LETTER CXH. . ^

TO LORD HOLLAND.

-

'

" Cheltenham, Oct. 14, 1812.

"my dear lord,

"I perceive that the papers, yea, even Perry's, are somewhat ruffled

at the injudicious preference of the Committee. My friend Perry

has, hideed, ' et tu Brute'-d me rather scurvily, for which I will send

him, for the M.C., the next epigram I scribble, as a token of my full

forgiveness.

* A miniature by Sanders. Besides this miniature, Sanders had also

painted a full length of his lordship, from which the portrait prefixed to this

work is engraved. In reference to the latter picture. Lord Byron says, in

a note to Mr. Rogers, " If you think the picture you saw at Murray's worth

your acceptance, it is yours; and you may put a glorr or mask on it^ it

you like."
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"Do the Committee mean to enter into no explanation of their pro-

ceedings ? You must see there is a leaning towards a charge of par-

tiality. You will, at least, acquit me of any great anxiety to push
myself before so many elder and better anonymous, to whom the twenty
guineas (which I take to be about twotliousand pounds Banfc currency)

and the honour would have been equally welcome. 'Honour,' 1 see,

'hath no skill in paragraph-writing.'
" I wish to know how it went off at the second reading, and whether

any one has had the grace to give it a glance of approbation. I have
seen no paper but Perry's, and two Sunday ones. Perry is severe, and
the others silent. If, however, you and your Committee are not now
dissatisfied with your own judgments, I shall not innch embarrass

myself about the brilliant remarks of the journals. My own opinion

upon it is what it always was, perhaps pretty near that of the public.
" Beheve me, my dear lord, &c. &c,

"P.S. My best respects to LadyH., whose smiles will be very con-

solatory, even at this distance."

-
.

^ LETTER CXIII.

•. TO flUl. MURRAY.

• " Cheltenham, Oct. 18t.h, 1812.
" Will you have the goodness to get this Parody of a peculiar kind*

(for all the first lines are Busby's entire) inserted in several of the

papers {correctly and copied correctly ; my hand is difficult)—particu-

larly the Morning Chronicle 1 Tell Mr. Perry I forgive him all he has

said, and may say against my address, but he will allow me to deal

with the doctor

—

(audi alteram partem)—and not betray me. I cannot
think what has befallen Mr. Peny, for of yore we were very good
friends ;—but no matter, only get this inserted-

" I have a poem on Waltzing (or you, of which I makeyou a present

;

but it must be anonymous. It is in the old style of English Bards

and Scotch Reviewers.

" P.S. With the next edition of Childe Harold you may print the

first fifty or a hundred opening lines of the ' Curse of Minen'a' down
to the couplet beginning

"Mortal ('twas thus she spake, &c.

* Among the Addresses sent in to the Drury-lane Committee was one by
Dr. Busby, entitled a Monologue, of which the Parody was enclosed in this

letter. A short specimen of this trifle will bo sufficient. The first four

lines of the Doctor's Address are as follows :

—

" When energizing objects men pursue,

What are the prodigies they cannot do ?

A magic Edifice you here survey,

Shot from the ruins of the other day '."

Which verses are thus ridiculed, unnecessarily. In the Parody :

—

"
' When energizing objects men pursue,'

The Lord knows what is writ by Lord knows who.

'A modest Monologue you liere survey,'

HIpsM from the lliputre the ' oilier day.' "
• ,- 14 *
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Of course, the moment the Satire begins, there you will stop, and the

opening is the best part."

LETTER CXIV.

,
TO MR. MURRAY.

"Oct. 19, 1812.
" Many thanks, but I must pay the damage, and will thank you to

teU me the amount for the engraving. I think the ' Rejected Addresses'

by far the best thing of the kind since the RoUiad, and wish you had
published them. Tell the author ' I forgive him, were he twenty times

over a satirist ;' and think his imitations not at all inferior to the

famous ones of Hawkins Browne. He must be a man of very
lively wit, and less scurrilous than wits often are : altogether, 1 very
much admire the performance, and wish it all success. The Satirist

has taken a new tone, as you will see : we have now, I think, finished

with Childe Harold's critics. I have in hand a Satire on Waltzing,

which you must publish anonymously, it is not long, not quite two
hundred lines, but will make a very small boarded pamphlet. In a

few days you shall have it.

" P.S. The editor of the Satirist ought to be thanked for his revo-

cation; it is done handsomely, after five years' warfare."

_ / . _ LETTER CXV. - -
.

^— TO MR. MURRAY. -,
' ^' " _

"Oct. 23, 1812.

" Thanks, as usual. You go on boldly ; but have a care of glutting

the public, who have by this time had enough of Childe Harold.
' Waltzing' shall be prepared. It is rather above two hundred lines,

with an introductory Letter to the Publisher. I think of publishing,

with Childe Harold, the opening lines of the ' Curse of Rlinerya,'

as far as the first speech of Pallas,—because some of the readers like

that part better than any I have ever written, and as it contains nothing

to affect the subject of the subsequent portion, it will find a place as

a Descriptive Fragment.
" The plate is broken ? between ourselves, it was unlike the picture ;

and besides, upon the whole, the frontispiece of an author's visage is

but a paltry exhibition. At all events, this would have been no recom-

mendation to the book. I am sure Sanders would not have survived

the engraving. By-the-by, the picture may remain with you or kirn

(which you please), till my return. The one of two remaining copies

is at your service till I can give you a better ; the other must be burned

peremptorily. Again, do not forget that I have an account with you,

and that this is included. I give you too much trouble to allow you to

incur expense also.

"You best know how far this 'Address riot' will affect the future

sale of Childe Harold. I like the volume of ' Rejected Addresses'

better and better. The other parody which Perry has received is

mine also (I believe). It is Dr. Busby's speech versified. You are

removing to Albem-.irle-street, I find, and I rejoice that we sIihU br
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nearer neighbours. I am going to Lord Oxford's, but letters here will

be forwarded. When at leisure, all comnuuiicatioiis from you will

be willingly received by the humblest of your scribes. Did Mr. Ward
write the review of Home Tooke's Life in the Quarterly? it is

excellent,"

LETTER CXVL

--'' TO MR. RIURRAY.

" Cheltenham, November 22, 1812.
" On my return here from Lord Oxford's, I found your obhg-ing note,

and will thank you to retain tlie letters, and any other subsequent
ones to the same address, till I arrive in town to claim them, which
will probably be in a few days. I have in charge a curious and very
long MS. poem, written by Lord Brooke (the friend of Sir Philip
Sidney), which 1 wish to submit to the inspection of Mr. Gifford, with
the following queries :—first, whether it has ever been published, and,
secondly (if not), whether it is worth publication? It is from Lord
Oxford's libraiy, and must have escaped or been overlooked among
the MSS. of the Harleian JNIiscellany. The writing is Lord Brooke's,
except a different hand towards the close. It is very long, and in the
six-line stanza. It is not for me to hazard an opinion upon its merits

;

but I would take the liberty, if not too troublesome, to submit i4 to

Mr. Gifford's judgment, which, from his excellent edition of Massinger,
I should conceive to be as decisive on the writings of that age as on
those of our own.

" Now for a less agreeable and important topic. How came Mr..
Mac-Somebody, without consulting you or me, to prefix the Address to

his volume* of * Dejected AddreasesV Is not this somewhat larce-
nous ? I think the ceremony of leave might have been asked, though I

have no objection to the thing itself; and leave the ' hundred and
eleven' to tire themselves with ' base comparisons.' I should think
the ingenuous public tolerably sick of the subject, and, except the
Parodies, I have not interfered, nor shall; indeed I did not know that

Dr. Busby had published his Apologetical Letter and Postscript, or I

should have recalled them. But I confess I looked upon his conduct
in a different light before its appearance. I see some mountebank
has taken Alderman Birch's name to vituperate Dr. Busby; he had
much better have pilfered liis pastry, which I should imagine the more
valuable ingredient—at least for a puff.—Pray secure me a copy of,

Woodfali's new Junius, and believe me, &c."

- . LETTER CXVII.

TO MR. WILLIAM BANKES.

" December 26.
" The multitude of your recommendations has already superseded

my humble endeavours to be of use to you, and, indeed, most of my
principal friends are returned. Leake from Joannina, Canning and

^ " The genuine Rejected Addresses, presented to the Committee of Ma-
nagement for Drury-lane Theatre

;
preceded by tliat written by Lord Byron

and adopted by the Committee :"—published by B. M'Millan.
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Adair from the city of the faithful, and at Smyrna no letter is neces-
sary, as the consuls are always willing to do every thing for personages
of respectability. I have sent you three, one to Gibraltar, which,
though of no great necessity, will, perhaps, put you on a more intimate

footing with a very pleasant family there. You will very soon find

out that a man of any consequence has very little occasion for any
letters but to ministers and bankers, and of them you have already

plenty, I will be sworn.
" It is by no means improbable, that I shall go in the spring, and if

you will fix any place of rendezvous about August, I will n-rite or

join you.—When in Albania, I wish you would mquire after Dervise

Tahiri and Vascillie (or Basil), and make my respects to the viziers,

both there and in the Morea. If you mention my name to Suleyman
of Thebes, I think it will not hurt you ; if 1 had my dragoman, or

wrote Turkish, I could have given you letters of real service ; but to

the English they are hardly requisite, and the Greeks themselves can
be of little advantage. Liston you know already, and I do not, as he
was not then minister. Mind you visit Fphesus and the Troad, and
let me hear from you when you please. I believe G. Forresti is now
at Yanina, but if not, whoever is there will be too happy to assist you.

Be particular about Jirmavns ; never allow yourself to be bullied, for

you are better protected in Turkey than any where; trust not the

Greeks; and take some knicknackeries for presents

—

watches, pistols,

&c.»&c. to the Beys and Pachas. If you find one Demetrius, at

Athens or elsewhere, I can recommend him as a good dragoman. I

hope to join you, however; but you will find swarms of English now
in the Levant.

" Believe me, &c."

- LETTER CXVm.

• \ TO MR. MURRAY-

"February 20th, 1813.

" In ' Horace in London,' I perceive some stanzas on Lord Elgin, in

which (M aiving the kind compliment to myself*) I heartily concur. I

wish I had the pleasure of Mr. Smith's acquaintance, as I could com-

municate the curious anecdote you read in Mr. T.'s letter. If he

would like it, he can have the substance for his second edition ; if not,

I shall add it to our next, though I think we already have enough of

Lord Elgin.
" What I have read of this work seems admirably done. My

pr:nse, however, is not much worth the author's having; but you may
thank him in my name for his. The idea is new—we have excellent

imitations of the Satires, &c. by Pope ; but I remember but one imi-

tative Ode in his works, and none any where else. I can hardly sup-

* In the Ode entitled " The Parthenon," Minerva thus speaks :— ' .<

"All who behold my mutilated pile

Shall brand its ravager with classic rage ;

And soon a titled bard from Britain's isle

Thy country's praise and suffrage shall engage,

And fire with Athens' wrongs an angry age !"

HORACE IN LONDON.
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pose that ihey have lost any fame by tlie fate of the farce ; but even
should this be the case, the present publication will again place them
on their pinnacle.

" Yours, &c."

It has already been stated that the pecuniary supplies, which he
found it neccssarj' to raise on arrivnig at majority, were procured for

him on ruinously usurious terms.* To some transactions connected
with this subject, the following characteristic letter refers.

LETTER CXIX.

TO MR. ROGERS.

"March 25th, 1813.
" I enclose you a draft for the usurious interest due to Lord * *'s

proteg^

;

—I also could wish you would state thus much forme to his

lordship. Though the transaction speaks plainly in itself for the
borrower's folly and the lender's usury, it never was my intention to

quash the demand, as I legally might, nor to withhold payment of prin-

cipal, or, perhaps, even unlanful interest. Y'ou know what my situ-

ation has been, and what it is. I have parted with an estate (which
has been in my family for nearly three hundred years, and was never
disgraced by being in possession of a lawyer, a clmrchmun, or a woman,
during that period), to liquidate this and similar demands ; and the
payment of the purchase is still withheld, and may be, perhaps, for
years. If, therefore, I am under the necessity of making those per-
sons wait for their money, (which, considering the terms, they can
afford to suffer), it is my misfortune.

" When I arrived at majority in 1809, 1 offered my own security on
legal interest, and it was refused. JVow, I will not accede to this.

This man I may have seen, but I have no recollection of the names
of any parties but the agents and the securities. The moment I can,
it is assuredly my intention to pay my debts. This person's case may
be a hard one ; but, under all circumstances, what is mine 1 I

could not foresee that the purchaser of my estate was to demur in
paying for it.

" I am glad it happens to be in my power so far to accommodate
my Israelite, and only wish I could do as much for the rest of the
Twelve Tribes.

< " Ever yours, dear R.
" Bn."

At the beginning of this year, Mr. Murray having it in contem-
plation to pubhsh an edition of the two Cantos of Childe Harold with

* " 'T is said that persons living on annuities

Are longer hved than others,—God knows why.
Unless to plague the grantors,—ytt so true it is,

That some, T really think, do never die.
' Of any creditors, the worst a Jew it is

;

(
And that 's their mode of furnishing supply :

In my young days they lent me cash that way.
Which I found very troublesome to pay."

IJON JUAN, CANTO II.
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engravings, the noble author entered with much zeal into his plan

;

and, in a note on the subject to Mr. Murray, says :—" Westall has, I

believe, agreed to illustrate your book, and I fancy one of the engra-
vings will be from the pretty little girl you saw the other day,* though
without her name, and merely as a model for some sketch connected
with the subject. I would also have the portrait (which you saw
to-day) of the friend who is mentioned in the text at the close of
Canto first, and in the notes,—which are subjects sufficient to authorize

that addition."

Early in the spring he brought out, anonymously, his poem on
Waltzing, which, though full of very lively satire, fell so far short of
what was now expected from him by the public, that the disavowal of
it, which, as we see by the following letter, he thought right to put
forth, found ready credence.

LETTER CXX.

TO MR. MURRAY.

"April 21st, 1813.
" I shall be in town by Sunday next, and will call and have some

conversation on the subject of Westall's designs. I am to sit to him
for a picture at the request of a friend of mine, and as Sanders's is

not a good oi.e, you will probably prefer the other. I wish you to

have Sanders's taken down and sent to my lodgings immediately

—

before my arrival. I hear that a certain malicious publication on
Waltzing is attributed to me. This report, I suppose, you will take

care to contradict, as the author. I am sure, will not lilie that I should
wear his cap and bells. Mr. llobhouse's quarto will be out imme-
diately ; pray send to the author for an early copy, which I wish to

take abroad with me.

" P.S. I see the Examiner threatens some observations upon you
next week. What can you have done to share the wrath which has
heretofore been principally expended upon the Prince 1 I presume all

your Scribleri will be drawn up in battle array in defence of the

modern Tonson—Mr. Bucke, for instance.

"Send in my account to Bennet-street, as I wish to settle it before

sailing."

In the month of May appeared his wild and beautiful " Fragment,"
T%e Giaour

;

—and though, in its first flight from his hands, some of
the fairest feathers of its wing were yet wanting, tlie public hailed

this new offspring of his genius with wonder and delight. The idea

of writing a Poem in fragments had been suggested to him by the Co-
lumbus of Mr. Rogers ; and, whatever objections may lie against such
a plan in general, it must be allowed to have been well suited to the

impatient temperament of Byron, as enabling him to overleap those

mechanical difficulties, which, in a regular narrative, emijarrass, if not

chill, the poet—^leaving it to the imagination of his readers to fill up
the intervals between those abrupt bursts of passion in which his

* Lady Charlotte Ilarley, to whom, under the name of lantlie, the intro-

ductory lines to Childe Harold were afterward addressed.
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chief power lay. The story, too, of the Poem possessed that stimu-

lating charm for him, almost indispensable to his fancy, of being in

some degree connected with himself,—an event in which he had been
personally concerned, wliile on his travels, having supplied the

groundwork on which the fiction was founded. After the appearance
of the Giaour, some incorrect statement of this romantic incident

having got into circulation, the noble author requested of his friend,

the Marquis of Sligo, who had visited Athens soon after it happened,
to furnish him with his recollections on the subject; and the following

is the answer which Lord Sligo returned.

"Albany, Monday, August 31st, 1813.
" MY DEAR BYRON,

" You have requested me to tell you all that I heard at Athens about

the affair of that girl who was so near being put an end to while you
were there; you have asked me to mention every circumstance, in

the remotest degree relating to it, which I heard. In compliance with
your wishes, I write to you all I heard, and I cannot imagine it to be
very far from the fact, as the circumstance happened only a day or
two before I arrived at Athens, and cousequently was a matter of
common conversation at tlie time.

" The new governor, unaccustomed to have the same intercourse
with the Christians as his predecessor, had of course the barbarous
Turkish ideas with regard to women. In consequence, and in com-
pliance with the strict letter of the Mahommedan law, he ordered this

girl to be sewed up in a sack, and thrown into the sea,—as is, indeed,

quite customary at Constantinople. As you were returning from
bathing m the Pir8eus,'you met the procession going down to execute
the sentence of the Waywode on this unfortunate girl. Report con-
tmues to say, that on finding out what the objpctof their journey was,
and who was the miserable sufferer, you immediately interfered ; and
on some delay in obeying your orders, you were obliged to inform the

leader of the escort, that force should make him comply ;—that, on
farther hesitation, you drew a pistol, and told him, that if he did not
immediately obey your orders, and come back with you to the Aga's
house, you would shoot him dead. On this, the man turned about and
went with you to the governor's house ; here you succeeded, partly
by personal threats, and partly by bribery and entreaty, to procure her
pardon on condition of her leaving Athens. I was told that you then
conveyed her in safety to the convent, and despatched her off at night

to Thebes, where she found a safe asylum. Such is the story I heard,

as nearly as I can recollect it at present. Should you wish to ask mo
any further questions about it, I shall be very ready and willing to

answer them.
"I remain, my dear Byron,

" yours, very sincerely,

"Sligo.

" I am afraid you will hardly be able to read this scrawl ; but I

am so hurried with the preparations for my journey, that you must
excuse it." , .

Of the prodigal flow of his fani*y, when its sources were once opened
on any subject, the Giaour affords one of the most remarkable in-

stances,—this Poem having afcumulated under his hand, both in
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printing and through successive editions, till from four hundred lines,

of which it consisted in his first copy, it at present amounts to nearly
fourteen liundred. The plan indeed, which he had adopted, of a series

of fragments,—a set of " orient pearls at random strung,"—left him
free to introduce, without reference to more than the general com-
plexion of his story, whatever sentiments or images his fancy, in its

excursions, could collect ; and how little fettered he was by any regard
to connexion in these additions appears from a note which accom-
panied his own copy of the paragraph, commencing " Fair clime,

where every season smiles,"—ui which he says, " I have not yet fixed

the place of insertion for the following lines, but will, when I see you
—as I have no copy."
Even into this new passage, rich as it was at first, his fancy after-

ward poured a fresh infusion,—the whole of its most picturesque por-
tion, from the line "F'or there, the Rose o'er crag or vale," down to

"And turn to groans his roundelay," having been suggested to him
during revision. In order to show, however, that though so rapid in

the first heat of composition, he formed no exception to that law
which imposes labour as the price of perfection, I shall here extract a
few verses from his original draft of this paragraph, by comparing
which with the form they wear at present* we may learn to appre-
ciate the value of these after-touches of the master.

" Fair clime ! wliere ceaseless summer smiles

Benignant o'er those blessed isles, ,
•. ,- >

Which, seen from far Coloniia's height.

Make glad the heart that hails the sight.

And give to loneliness delight.

There shine the bright abodes ye seek, .
, ,

• >-.^«)

TJke dimples upon Ocean's cheek,— ' '
.

•^.'

.So smiling round the waters lave \. • . .

"~ - .

These EcJens of the eastern wave.
,

Or if, at times, the transient breeze

Break the smooth crystal of the seas, -.
"

Or brush one blossom from the trees, •

•

Hr.w grateful is the gentle air rr

That wakes and wafts thefragrance there."

* The following are the lines in their present shape, and it will be seen

that there is not a single alteration in which the music of the verse has not

been improved as well as the thought.

" Fair clime ! where every season smiles ,
•-.-

Benignant o'er those blessed isles,

Whi'.h, seen from far Colonna's height,

Make glad the heart that hails the sight,

And lend to loneliness delight.

There, mildly dimpling, Ocean's cheek

Reflects the tints of many a peak ^ .

f-
' ' Caught by the laughing tides that lave '''

'

,

These Edens of the Eastern wave : ,

And if at times a transient breeze i'

Break the blue crystal of the seas,

I Or sweep one blossom from the trees,

\ . How welcome is eacii gentle air

That wakes and wafts the odours there I"
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Among tlic other passages added to this edition (which was either

the third or fourth, and hctwcon which and the first there intervenen
but about six weeks) was tliat most beautiful and uielanchoiv illustra-

tion of the lifek^ss aspect of Greece, beiiiniiiuy " lie who hath bent
him o'er the dead,"—of which the most gifted critic of our day* has
justly pronounced, that " it contains an image more true, more mourn
ful, and more exquisitely finished, than any we can recollect in the
whole compass of poetry."! To the same edition also were added,
among other accessions of wealth,^ those lines, " The cygnet proudly
walks the water," and the impassioned verses, " My memory now is

but the tomb."
On my rejoining him in town this spring, I found the enthusiasm

about liis writings and himself, which I had left so prevalent, both in

the world of literature and in society, grown, if any thing, still more
general and intense. In the immediate circle, perhaps, around him,
familiarity of intercourse might have begiui to produce its usual dis-

enchanting eftects. His own liveliness and unreserve, on a more inti-

mate acquaintance, would not be long in dispelling that charm of
poetic sadness, which to the eyes of distant observers hung about him

;

while the romantic notions, connected by some of his fair readers
with those past and nameless loves alluded to ui his poemg, ran some
risk of abatement from too near aa accpiaintance with tiie supposed
objects of his fancy and fondness at present. A poet's misti'ess should
remain, if possible, as imaginary a being to others, as, in most of the
attributes he clothes her with, she has been to himself;—the reality,

however fair, being alvvays sure to fall short of the picture which a
too lavish fancy has drawn of it. Could we call up in ai-ray before
us all the beauties whom the love of poets has immortalized, from the
high-born dame to the plebeian damsel,—from the Lauras and Sacha-
rissas down to the Cloes and Jeannies,—we should, it is to be feared,
sadly unpeople our imaginations of many a bright tenant that poesy
has lodged there, and find, in more than one instance, our admiration
of the faith and fancy of t'ne worsiiipper increased by our discovery
of the worthlessness of the idol.

But, whatever of its first romantic impression the personal character
of the poet may, from such /auses, have lost in the circle he most fre-

quented, this disappointment of the imagination was far more than
compensated by the frank, social, and engaging qualities, both of dis-

position and manner, whicii, on a nearer intercourse, he disclosed, as
well as by that entire absence of any literary assumption or pedantry,
which entitled him fully to the praise bestowed by Sprat upon Cowley,
that few could "ever discover he was a great poet by his discourse."
While thus, by his intimates, and those who had got, as it were, behind
the scenes of his fame, he was seen in his true colours, as well of

* Mr. Jeffrey.

t In Dallaway's Constantinople, a book whicli Lord Byron is not unlikely
to have consulted, I find a passage quoted from Gillies's History of Greece,
which contains, perhaps, the first seed of the thou<;hl thus expanded into full

perfection by genius:—" Tlie present state of Greece compared to tlie an-
cient is the silent obscurity of the grave contrasted with tlie vivid lustre of
active life."

X Among tlie recorded instances of such happy after-thoughts in poetry
may bo mentioned, as one of the most memorable, Denhatn's four lines,

" Oh could I flow like thee," &c., which were added in the second edition of
his poem.

,
. ,

^

^ ,
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weakness as of amiableness, on strangers and such as were out of
this immediate circle, the spell of his poetical character still continued
to operate ; and the fierce gloom and sternness of his imaginary pei-

sonages were, by the greater number of them, supposed to belong, not

only as regarded mind, but manners, to himself. So prevalent and
persevering has been this notion, that, in some disquisitions on his

character published since his death, and containing otherwise manv
just and striking views, we find, in the professed portrait drawn of
him, such features as the following :

—" Lord Byron had a stem,
direct, severe mind : a sarcastic, disdainful, gloomy temper. He had
no light sympathy with heartless cheerfulness ;—upon the surface

was sourness, discontent, displeasure, ill-will. Beneath all this weight
of clouds and darkness,"* &c. &c.
Of the sort of double aspect which he thus presented, as viewed by

the world and by his friends, he was himself fully aware; and it not
only amused him, but, as a proof of the versatility of his powers, flat-

tered his pride. He was, indeed, as I have already remarked, by no
means insensible or inattentive to the effect he produced personally
on society; and though the brilliant station he had attained, since the
commencement of my acquaintance with him, made not the slightest

alteration in the unaffectedness of his private hitercourse, I could
perceive, I thought, with reference to the external world, some slight

changes in his conduct which seemed indicative of the eflfects of his

celebrity upon him. Among other circumstances, I observed that,

whether from shyness of the general gaze, or from a notion, like

Livy's, that men of eminence sliould not too much familiarize the

public to their persons,! he avoided showing himself in the mornings,
and in crowded places, much more than was his custom when we first

became acquainted. The preceding year, before his name had grown
•' so rife and celebrated," we had gone together to the exhibition at

Somerset-house, and other such places
;J

and the true reason, no
doubt, of his present reserve, in abstaining from all such miscellaneous

haunts, was the sensitiveness, so often referred to, on the subject of
his lameness,—a feeling which the curiosity of the public eye, now
attracted to this infirmity by his fame, could not fail, he knew, to put

rather painfully to the proof.

Among the many gay hours we passed together this spring, I

remember particularly the wild flow of his spirits one evening, when
we had accompanied Mr. Rogers home from some early assemblj^
and when Lord Byron, who, according to his frequent custom, had
not dined for the last two days, found his hunger no longer govern-
able, and called aloud for " something to eat." Our repast,—of his

own choosing,—was simple bread and cheese; and seldom have I

partaken of so joyous a supper. It happened that our host had just

received a presentation copy of a volume of Poems, written pro-

* Letters on the Character and Poetical Genius of Lord Byron, by Sir

Egerton Brydges, Bart.

+ " Continuus aspectus minus verendos magnos homines facit."

:j: The only peculiarity that struck me on those occasions was the uneasy
restlessness which he seemed to feel in wearino^ a hat,—an article of dress

which, from his constant use of a carriage while in Eng^land, he was almost,

wholly unaccustomed to, and which, after that year, I do not remember to

have ever seen upon him again. Abrsii'l. he always wore a kind offoraginy
<mp.
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fessedly in iinilalioii of the old English writers, and containing, likft

many of these models, a good deal that was striking and beautiful,

mixed up with nuicii tliat was trifling, fantastic, and absurd. In our
mood, at the moment, it was only with these latter qualities that either

Lord Byron or I felt disposed to indulge ourselves; and, in turning

over the pages, we found, it must be owned, abundant matter for

mirth. In vain did Mr. Rogers, in justice to the author, endeavour to

direct our attention to some of the beauties of the work ;—it suited

better our purpose (as is too often the case with more deliberate cri-

tics) to pounce only on sucli passages as ministered to the laughing
humour that possessed us. In this sort of hunt through the volume,
we at length lighted on the discovery that our host, in addition to his

sincere approbation of some of its contents, had also the motive of

gratitude for standing by its author, as one of the poems was a warm
and, I need not add, well-deserved panegyric on himself. We were,
however, too far gone in nonsense for even this eulogy, in which we
both so heartily agreed, to stop us. The opening line of the poem
was, as well as I can recollect, " When Rogers o'er this labour bent ;"

and Lord Byron undertook to read it aloud ;—but he found it impossible
to get beyond the first two words. Our laughter had now increased
1o such a pitch that nothing could restrain it. Two or three times he
licgan; but no sooner had the words " When Rogers" passed his lips,

llian our fit burst forth afresli,—till even Mr. Rogers himself, with all

his feeling of our injustice, found it impossible not to join us ; and we
were, at last, all three, in such a state of inextinguishable laughter

that, had the author himself been of the party, I question whether he
could have resisted the infection.

A day or two after. Lord Byron sent me the following.

" MY DEAR MOORE,
" 'When Rogers' must not see the enclosed, which I send for your

l»erusal. I am ready to fix any day you like for our visit. Was not
Sheridan good upon the whole 1 The ' Poidterer' was the first and
best.*

" Ever yours, &c."

I.

" When T * * tnis damn'd nonsense sent
(I hope I am not violent),

Nor men nor gods knew what he meant.

"= He here alludes to a dinner at Mr. Rogers's, of wliich 1 have elsewhere
given the following- account.

" The company consisted but of Mr. Rogers himself, Lord Byron, Mr.
Sheridan, and tlie writer of this Memoir. Sheridan knew the admiration his

audience felt for him ; the presence of the young poet, in particular, seemed
to bring back his own youth and \\it ; and the details lie gave of his early

life were not less interesting and animating to liimself than delightful to us.

It was in the course of this evening that, describing to us the poem which
Mr. VVhitbread had written, and sent in, among the other addresses for the
opening of Drury-lane theatre, and which, like the rest, turned chiefly on
allusions to tlie Phoenix, he said—'But VVhitbread made more of this bird

than any of them :—he entered into particulars, and described its wings, beak,
tail, &c.—in short, it was a poullercr''s description of a PhoenLx.'"

—

Life of
"iheridan.

Vol. I.—T
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" And since not ev'n our Rogers' praise

To common sense his thoughts could raise-

Why would they let him print his lays 1

" To me, divine Apollo, grant— 1
-^ '

^

Hermilda's first and second canto, .J
I 'm fitting up a new portmanteau

;

G.

" And thus to furnish decent lining.

My own and others' bays I 'm twining

—

So, gentle T* *, throw me thine in."
_

j.

On the same day I received from him the following additional

scraps. The lines in Italics are from the eulogy that provoked his

waggish comments.

1.

'^Ilay my branch of laurel down.''''

" Thou ' lay thy branch of laurel down !'

Why, what thou 'st stole is not enow;
And, were it lawfully thine own.

Does Rogers want it most, or thou ?

Keep to thyself thy wither'd bough.
Or send it back to Doctor Donne

—

Were justice done to both, I trow.

He 'd have but little, and thou—none.

" Then thus to form Jlpollo''s crown."

' A crown ! why, twist it how you will,

Thy chaplet must be foolscap still.

When next you visit Delphi's town.
Inquire among your fellow-lodgers,

They '11 tell you Phoebus gave his crown,
Some years before your birth, to Rogers.

3.

" Lei every other bring his own.^^

" When coals to Newcastle are carried.

And owls sent to Athens, as wondcrSf
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From his spouse when the * * 's iininarried,

Or Liverpool weeps o'er his blunders

;

When Tories and Whigs cease to quarrel,

When C * *'s wife has an heir,

Then Rogers shall ask us for laurel,

And thou shalt have plenty to spare."

The mention wliich he makes of Sheridan in the note just cited
affords a fit opportunity of producing, from one of his Journals, some
particulars which he has noted down respecting this extraordinary
man, for whose talents he entertained the most unbounded admi-
ration,—ratuig him, in natural powers, far above all his great political

contemporaries.
* * * * * # *

" Ri society I have met Sheridan frequently : he was superb ! He
had a sort of liking for me, and never attacked me, at least to my
face, and he did eveiy body else—high names, and wits, and orators,
some of them poets also. I have seen him cut up Whitbread, quiz
^ladame de Stael, annihilate Colnian, and do little less by some others
(whose names, as friends, I set not down) of good fame and ability.

" The last time I met him was, I think, at Sir Gilbert Elliot's, where
he was as quick as ever—no, it was not the last time ; the last time
was at Douglas Kinnaird's.

•' I have met liim in all places and parties—at Whitehall with the
Melbourne's, at the Marquis of Tavistock's, at Robins's the auc-
lioneer's, at Sir Humphrey Davy's, at Sam Rogers's,—in short, in
most kinds of company, and always found him veiy convivial and
delightful.

" I have seen Sheridan weep two or three times. It may be that
he was maudlin ; but this only renders it more impressive, for who
would see

' From INIarlborough's eyes tlie tears of dotage flow.

And Swift expire a driveller and a show V

Once I saw him cry at Robins's the auctioneers, al'ter a splendid
dinner, full of great names and high spirits. I had the lionour of
sitting next to Sheridan. The occasion of his tears was some obser-
vation or other upon tlie subject of the sturdiness of the Whigs in
resisting o^ce and keeping to their principles : Sheridan turned round :

' Sir, it is easy for my Lord G. or Earl G. or Marquis B. or Lord H.,
with thousands upon thousands a year, some of it either presently
derived, or inherited in sinecure or acquisitions from the public money,
to boast of their patriotism and keep aloof from temptation ; but they
do not know from what temptation those have kept aloof who had
equal pride, at least equal talents, and not unequal passions, and
nevertheless knew not in the course of their lives what it was to ha\ o

a shilling of their own.' And in saying this he wept.
" I have more than once heard him say, ' tliat he never had a shilling

of his own.' To be sure, he contrived to extract a good many of
other people's.

" In 1815, I had occasion to visit my lawj^er in Chancerj^-lane : he
Avas with Sheridan. After mutual greetings, &c., Sheridan retired

iirst. Before recurring to my own business, I could not heln inquiring

TO
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that of Sheridan. 'Oh,' rephed the attorney, 'the usual thing! to
stave off an action from his wine-merchant, my client.'—'Well,' said
J, ' and what do you mean to do V—' Nothing at all for the present,'

said he :
' would you have us proceed against old Sherry ? what would

be the use of it V and here he began laughing, and going over Sheri-
dan's good gifts of conversation.

" Now, from personal experience, I can vouch that my attorney is

by no means the tenderest of men, or particularly accessible to any
kind of impression out of the statute or record ; and yet Sheridan, in

half an hour, had found the way to soften and seduce him in such a
manner, that I almost think he would have thrown his client (an honest
man, with all the laws, and some justice, on his side) out of the win-
dow, had he come in at the moment.

" Such was Sheridan ! he could soften an attorney ! There has
been nothing like it since the days of Orpheus.

" One day I saw him take up his own ' Monody on Garrick.* He
lighted upon the Dedication to the Dowager Lady * *. On seeing it,

he flew into a rage, and exclaimed, ' that it must be a forgery, that he
had never dedicated any thing of his to such a d—d canting,' &c. &c.
&c.—and so went on for half an hour abusing his own dedication, or
at least the object of it. If all writers were equally sincere, it would
be ludicrous.

" He told me that, on the night of the gi-and success of his School
for Scandal, he was knocked down and put into the watch-house for

making a row in the street, and being found intoxicated by the

watchmen.
" When dying, he was requested to undergo ' an operation.' He

replied, tliat he had already submitted to two, which were enough for

one man's lifetime. Being asked what they were, he answei-ed,
' having his hair cut, and sitting for his picture.'

" I have met George Colman occasionally, and thought him ex-

tremely pleasant and convivial. Sheridan's humour, or rather wit,

was always saturnine, and sometimes savage ; he never laughed (at

least that / saw, and I watched him), but Colman did. If I had to

choose, and could not have both at a time, I should say, ' Let me begin
the evening with Sheridan, and finish it with Colman.' Sheridan for

dinner, Colman for supper ; Sheridan for claret or port, but Colman
for every thing, from the madeira and champagne at dinner, the claret

with a layer of port between the glasses, up to the punch of the night,

and down to the grog, or gin and water, of day-break ;—all these I

have threaded with both the same. Sheridan was a grenadier com-
pany of life-guards, but Colman a whole regiment—of li^t infantry,

to be sure, but still a regiment."
It was at this time that Lord Byron became acquainted (and, I

regret to have to add, partly through my means) with Mr. Leigh Hunt,
the editor of a well-known weekly journal, the Examiner. Tliis gen-

tleman I had myself formed an acquaintance with in the year 1811,

and, in common with a large portion of the public, entertained a sin-

cere admiration of his talents and courage as a journalist. The
interest I took in him personally had been recently much increased
by the manly spirit which he had displayed throughout a prosecution

instituted against himself and his brother, for a libel that had appeared
in their paper on the Prince Regent, and in consequence of which
they were both sentenced to imprisonment for two years. It will bo
recollected that there existed among the Whig party, at this period, a
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strong feeling of indignation at the late defection from themselves and
their principles of the illustrious personage who had been so long

looked up to as tlic friend and patron of both. Being myself, at the

time, warmly—perliaps, inteniperately—under the influence of this?

feeling, I regarded the fate of Mr. Hunt witli more than common
interest, and, immediately on my arrival in town, paid him a visit in

his prison. On mentioning the circumstance, soon after, to Lord
Byron, and describing my surprise at the sort of luxurious comforts

with which I had found the " wit in the dungeon" surrounded,—his

trellised flower-garden without, and his books, busts, pictures, and
piano-forte withm,—the noble poet, whose political view of the case

coincided entirely with my own, expressed a strong wish to pay a
similar tribute of respect to Mr. Hunt, and accordingly a day or two
after, we proceeded for that purpose to the prison. The introduction

which then took place was soon followed by a request from Mr. Hunt
that we would dine with him, and the noble poet having good-naturedly
accepted the invitation, the Cold Bath Fields prison had, in the month
of June, 1813, the honour of receiving Lord Byron as a guest withhi
its walls.

On the morning of our first visit to the journalist, I received from
Lord Byron the following hues, written, it will be perceived, the night

before. - • -^ .

"May 19th, ISl."?.

" Oh you, who in all names can tickle the town,
Anacreon, Tom Little, Tom Moore, or Tom Brown—
For hang me if I know of which you may most brag.
Your Quarto two-pounds, or your Twopenny Post Bag ;*******
But now to my letter—to yours 't is an answer

—

To-morrow be with me as soon as j'ou can, sir,

^
All ready and dress'd for proceeding to spunge on
(According to compact) the wit in the dungeon

—

Pray Phosbus at length our political malice - -

May not get us lodgings within the same palace !

I suppose that to-night you're engaged with some codgers,
• And for Sotheby's Blues have deserted Sam Rogers ;

And I, though with cold I have nearly my death got, ' -

Must put on my breeclies, and wait on the Heathcote.
But to-morrow, at four, we will both play the Scurra,
And you '11 be Catullus, the R—t Mamurra.

" Dear M.—Having got thus far, I am interrupted by * * * *

10 o'clock.
" Half-past 11. * * * * is gone. I must dress for Lady Heath-

cote's.—Addio."

Our day in the prison v/as, if not agreeable, at least novel and odd.
I had, for Lord Byron's sake, stipulated with our host beforehand, that
the party should be, as much as possible, confined to ourselves ; and, as
far as regarded dinner, my wishes had been attended to ;—there being
present, besides a member or two of Mr. Hunt's own family, no other
stranger that I can recollect, but Mr. Mitchell, the ingenious translator
of Aristophanes. Soon after dinner, however, there dropped in some
y{ our host's literary friends, who, being utter strangers to Lord Bvron
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and myself, rather disturbed the ease into which we were all settling.
Among these, I remember, was Mr. John Scott,—the writer, afterward,
of some severe attacks on Lord Byron; and it is.painful to think that,

among- the persons then assembled round the poet, there should have
been o?te so soon to step forth the assailant of his living fame, while
another, less manful, would reserve the cool venom for his grave.
On the 2d of June, in presenting a petition to the House of Lords,

he made his third, and last, appearance, as an orator, in that assembly.
In his way from the House that day, he called, I remember, at my
lodgings, and found me dressing in a very great hurry for dinner. He
was, I recollect, in a state of most humourous exaltation after his dis-

play, and, while I hastily went on with my task in the dressing-room,
t'ontinued to walk up and down the adjoining chamber, spouting forth
for me, in a sort of mock-heroic voice, detar-hed sentences of the
.speech he had just been delivering. " I told them," he said, " that it

was a most flagrant violation of the Constitution—that, if such things
M'ere permitted, there was an end of English freedom, and that

"

" But what was this dreadful grievance V I asked, interrupting him in

his eloquence.—" The grievance V he repeated, pausing as if to con-
sider—" Oh, that I forget."* It is impossible, of course, to convey an
idea of the dramatic humour with which he gave effect to these words

;

but his look and manner on such occasions were irresistibly comic,
and it was, indeed, rather in such turns of fun and oddity than in any
more elaborate exhibition of wit that the pleasantry of his conver-
sation consisted.

Though it is evident tliat, after the brilliant success of Childe
Harold, he had ceased to think of Parliament as an arena of ambition,
jet, as a field for observation, we may take for granted it was not
unstudied by him. To a mind of such quick and various views, every
place and pursuit presented some aspect of interest ; and whether in

the ball-room, the boxing-school, or the senate, all must have been, by
genius like his, turned to profit. The following are a few of the

recollections and impressions which I find recorded by himself of his

short parliamentary career.
" I have never heard any one who fulfilled my ideal of an orator.

Grattan would have been near it, but for his harlequin delivery. Pitt

I never heard. Fox but once, and then he struck me as a debater,

which to me seems as different from an orator as an improvisatore, or
a versifier from a poet. Grey is great, but it is not oratory. Canning
is sometimes veiy like one. Windham I did not admire, though all

the world did; it seemed sad sophistry. Whitbread was the Demos-
thenes of bad taste and vulgar vehemence, but strong, and English.
Holland is impressive from sense and sincerity. Lord Lansdowne
good, but still a debater only, Greenville I like vastly, if he would
prune his speeches down to an hour's delivery, Burdett is sweet and
silvery as Belial himself, and I think the greatest favourite in Pande-
monium, at least I always heard the country gentlemen and the minis-

terial devilry praise his speeches up stairs, and run down from
Bellamy's when he was upon his legs, I heard Bob Milnes make his

second speech; it made no impression. I like Ward—studied, but

keen, and sometimes eloquent. Peel, my school and form-fellow (we
sate within two of each other), strange to say, I have never heard,

though I often wished to do so ; but from what I remember of him av

* His speech was on presentinsr a petition from Major Cartwri£^ht.
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Harrow, he is, or xhould be, among the best of them. Now, I do 7iot

admire Mr. Wilberforce's speaking ; it is nothing but a flow of words

—

' words, words alone.'
" I doubt greatly if the English have any eloquence, properly so

called ; and am inclined to think that the Irish had a great deal, and
that the French will have, and have had in Mirabeau. Lord Chatham
and Burke are the nearest approaches to orators in England. I don't

know what Erskine may have been at the bar; but in the House, I

wish him at the bar once more. Lauderdale is shrill, and Scotch, and
acute. ******

" But among all these, good, bad, and indifferent, I never heard
the speech which was not too long for the auditors, and not very intel-

ligible, except here and there. The whole thing is a grand deception,

and as tedious and tiresome as may be to those who must be often

present. I heard Sheridan only once, and that briefly, but I liked his

voice, his manner, and his wit ; and he is the only one of them I ever

wished to hear at greater length.
" The impression of Parliament upon me was, that its members are

)iot formidable as speakers, but very much so as an audience ; because
in so numerous a body there may be little eloquence (after all, there

were but two thorougli orators in all antiquity, and I suspect still_/ewe?-

in modern times), but there must be a leaven of thought and good
sense sufficient to make them know what is right, though they can't

express it nobly.
" Home Tooke and Roscoe both are said to have declared that they

left Parliament with a higher opinion of its aggregate integrity and
abilities than that with which they entered it. The general amount of

both in most Parliaments is probably about the same, as also the number
of speakers and their talent. I except orators of course, because they

are things of ages, and not of septennial or triennial reunions. Nei-

ther House ever struck me wifh more awe or respect than the same
number of Turks in a divan, or of Methodists in a barn, would have
done. Whatever diffidence or nervousness I felt (and I felt both in a

great degree) arose from the number rather than the quality of the

assemblage, and the thought rather of the jjvblic without than the per-

sons within,—knowing (as all know)that Cicero himself, and probably

the Messiah, could never have altered the vote of a single lord of the

bedchamber or bishop. I thought our House duU, but the other ani-

mating enough upon great days.
" I have heard that when Grattan made his first speech in the

English Commons, it was for some minutes doubtful whether to laugh

at or cheer him.* The ddbiit of his predecessor Flood had been a

complete failure under nearly similar circumstances. But when the

ministerial part of our senators had watched Pitt (their thermometer)

for the cue, and saw him nod repeatedly his stately nod of approba-

tion, they took the hmt from their huntsman, and broke out into the

most rapturous cheers. Grattan's speech, indeed, deserved them ; it

Avas a chef-d'auvre. I did not hear that speech of his (being then

* Of Grattan he says, in another place,—" I was much struck with the

simplicity of Grattan's manners in private life ;—they were odd, but they
were natural. Curran used to take liim off, bowing to the very ground, and
' thanking God that he had no peculiarities of (gesture or appearance,' in a

wav irresistiblv ludicrous."'
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at Harrow), but heard most of his others on the same question

—

also that on the war of 1815. I differed from his opinions on the

latter question, but coincided in the general admiration of his elo-

quence.
" "When I met old Courtenay, the orator, at Rogers the poet's, hi

1811-12, 1 was much taken with the portly remains of his fine figure,

and the still acute quickness of his conversation. It was he who
silenced Flood in the English House by a crushing reply to a hasty

d^but of the rival of Grattan in Ireland. I asked Courtenay (for I like

to trace motives) if he had not some personal provocation ; for the

acrimony of his answer seemed to me, as I had read it, to involve it.

Courtenay said ' he had ; that, when in Ireland (being an Irishman,) at

the bar of the Irish House of Commons, Flood had made a personal

and unfair attack upon himself, who, not being a member of that

House, could not defend liimself, and that some years afterward, the

opportunity of retort offering in the English Parliament, he could not
resist it. He certainly repaid Flood with interest, for Flood never
made any figure, and only a speech or two afterward, in the English
House of Commons. I must except, however, his speech on Re-
form in 1790, which Fox called ' the best he ever heard upon that

subject.'

"

For some time he had entertained thoughts of going again abroad

;

and it appeared, indeed, to be a sort of relief to him, whenever he felt

melancholy or harassed, to turn to the freedom and solitude of a life

of travel, as his resource. During the depression of spirits which he
laboured under, while printing Childe Harold, "he would frequently,"

says Mr. Dallas, " talk of selling Newstead, and of going to reside at

Naxos, in the Grecian Archipelago,—to adopt the eastern costume and
customs, and to pass his time in studying the oriental languages and
literature." The excitement of the triumph that soon after ensued,

and the success which, in other pursuits besides those of literature,

attended him, again diverted his thoughts from these migratory pro-

jects. But the roving fit soon returned; and we have seen, from one
of his letters to Mr. William Bankes, that he looked forward to finding

himself, in the course of this spring, among the momitains of his

beloved Greece once more. For a time, this plan was exchanged for

the more social project of accompanying his friends, the family of

Lord Oxford, to Sicily ; and it was while engaged in his preparatives

for this expedition that the annexed letters were written.

-
. LETTER CXXI.

. ,
- TO MR. MURRAY.

"Maidenhead, June 13th, 1813.
a* * * I have read the ' Strictures,' which are just enough, and

not grossly abusive, in very fair couplets. There is a note against

Massinger near the end, and one cannot quarrel with one's company, at

any rate. The author detects some incongruous figures in a passage

of English Bards, page 23, but which edition I do not know. In the

sole copy in your possession—I mean theJifth edition—you may make
these alterations, that I may profit (though a little too late) by his

remarks :—For 'hellish instinct.' substitute ^brutal instinct;' 'harpies''
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alter to ^felons f and for ' blood-hounds' write ' hell-hounds.'* These
be ' very bitter words, by iny troth,' and the alterations not much
sweeter ; but as I shall not publish the thinjj, tliey can do no harm,
but are a satisfaction to me in tiie way of amendment. The passage
is only twelve lines.

" You do not answer me about H.'s book ; I want to write to him,
and not to say any thing unphnisiug-. If you direct to Post-office,

Portsmouth, till called for, I will send and receive your letter. Y^ou
never told me of the forthcoming- critique on Columbus, which is not
too fair ; and I do not think justice quite done to the ' Pleasures,' which
surely entitle the author to a higher rank than that assigned him in the

Quarterly But 1 must not cavil at the decisions of tjie invisible

infallibles ; and the article is very well written. The general honor
of ^fragments'' makes me tremulous for the 'Giaour;' but you would
publish it—I presume, by this time, to your repentance. But as I con-
sented, whatever be its fate, I won't now quarrel with you, even though
I detect it in my pastry ; but I shall not open a pie without appre-
hension for some weeks.

" The books which may be marked G. O. I will carry out. Do you
know Clarke's Naufragia ? I am told that he asserts the Jirst volume
of Robinson Crusoe was written by the first Lord Oxford, when in

the Tower, and given by him to Defoe ; if true, it is a curious anecdote.
Have you got back Lord Brooke's MS. ? and what does Heber say of
it? Write to me at Portsmouth.

" Ever yours, &c.

', "N."

TO MR. MURRAY.

"June 18th, 1813.

"dear sir,

"Will you forward the enclosed answer to the kindest letter I ever
received in my life, my sense of which I can neither express to Mr.
GiflFord himself nor to any one else. " Ever yours,

LETTER CXXII.

TO W. UIFFORD, ESQ.

N.

" June 18th, 1813.
" MY DEAR SIR,

" I feel greatly at a loss how to write to you at all—still more to

thank you as I ought. If you knew the veneration with which I have

* la an article on this Satire (written for Cumberland's Review, but never

printed) by that most amiable man and excellent poet, the late Rev. Wm,
Crowe, the incongruity of these metaphors is thus noticed :—" Within the

space of three or four couplets, he transforms a man into as many different

animals. Allow him but the compass of three lines, and he will metamor-
phose him from a wolf into a harpy ; and in three more he will make hiiu a
blood-hound."
There are also in this MS. critique some curious instances of oversig-ht or

ignorance adduced from the Satire ; such as " Fisli from Helicon'"—" ,4ttic

flowers .Ionian odours breathe," Sec. fee.
. ,
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ever regarded you, long before I had the most distant prospect of be-

coming your acquaintance, literary or personal, my embarrassment
M'ould not surprise you.

" Any suggestion of yours, even were it conveyed in the less tender

shape of the text of tlie Baviad, or a Monk Mason note in Massinger,

would have been obeyed ; I should have endeavoured to improve
myself by your censure: judge then if I should be less willing to

profit by your kindness. It is not for me to bandy compliments with

my elders and my betters : I receive your approbation with gratitude,

and will not return my brass for your gold, by expressing more fully

those sentiments of admiration, which, however sincere, would, I

know, be unwelcome.
" To your advice on religious topics, I shall equally attend. Perhaps

the best way will be by avoiding them altogether. The already pub-
lished objectionable passages have been much commented upon, but
certainly have been rather strongly interpreted. I am no bigot to infi-

delity, and did not expect that, because I doubted the immortality of
man, I should be charged with denying the existence of a God. It

was the comparative insignificance of ourselves and our world, when
placed in comparison with the mighty whole, of which it is an atom,

that first led me to imagine that our pretensions to eternity might be
overrated.

" This, and being early disgusted with a Calvinistic Scotch school,

when 1 was cudgelled to church for the first ten years of my life,

afflicted me with this malady ; for, after all, it is, I believe, a disease

of the mind as much as other kinds of hypochondria."*

- - LETTER CXXIII. "

- s_
'

TO MR. JIOOBE.

•

"JuneSSd, 1813.
* # . * * * # *

"Yesterday I dined in company with '**, the Epicene,' whose
politics are sadly changed. She is for the Lord of Israel and the Lord
of Liverpool—a vile antithesis of a Methodist and a Tory—talks of

nothing but devotion and the ministry, and, I presume, expects that

God and the government will help her to a pension.*******
" Murray, the a^f of publishers, the Anac of stationers, has a design

upon you in the paper line. He wants 5-ou to become the staple and
stipendiary editor of^ a periodical work. What say yoni Will you
be bound, like ' Kit Smart, to write for ninety-nine years in the Uni-

versal Visiter V Seriously, he talks of hundreds a year, and—though
I hate prating of tlie beggarly elements—his proposal may be to your
honour and profit, and, I am very sure, will be to our pleasure.

'•I don't know what to say about 'friendship.' I never was in

friendship but once, in my nineteenth year, and then it gave me as

nuich trouble as love. I am afraid, as Whitbread's sire said to the king,

when he wanted to knight him, that I am ' too old :' but, nevertheless,

)io one wishes you more friends fame, and felicity than
" Yours, &c."

* Tho romaindRr of tliis Ictfer. it appear?, has been lost.
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Having relinquished his design of accompanying the Oxfoids to

Sicily, he again thought of the East, as will be seen by the following

letters, and proceeded so far in his preparations for the voyage as to

purchase of Love, the jeweller, of Old Bond-street, about a dozen

snuff-boxes, as presents for some of his old Turkish acquaintances.

LETT.ER CXXIV.
:

TO MR. MOORE.

"4, Benedictine-Street, St. James's, July 8th, 1813.
" I presume by your silence that I have blundered into something

noxious in my reply to your letter; for the which I beg leave to send,

beforehand, a sweeping apology, which you may apply to any, or all,

parts of that unfortunate epistle. If I err in my conjecture, I expect
the like from you, in putting our correspondence so long in quarantine.

God he knows what I have said ; but he also knows (if he is not as
indifferent to mortals as the nonchalant deities of Lucretius), that yon
are the last person I want to offend. So, if I have,—why the devil

do n't you say it at once, and expectorate your spleen ?

" Rogers is out of town with Madame de Stael, who hath published

an Essay against Suicide, which, I presume, will make somebody
shoot himself; as a sermon by Blinkensop, in proof oi Christianity,

sent a hitherto most orthodox acquaintance of mine out of a chapel
of ease a perfect atheist. Have you found or founded a residence

yet 1 and have you begun or finished a Poem ? If you won't tell me
what /have done, pray say w^hat you have done, or left undone, your-
self. I am still in equipment for voyaging, and anxious to hear from,

or of, you before I go, which anxiety you should remove more readily,

as you think I sha' n't cogitate about you afterward. I shall give the

lie to that calumny by fifty foreign letters, particularly from any place
where the plague is rife,—without a drop of vinegar or a whiff of
sulphur to save you from infection. Pray write : I am sony to say
that * * * *.

" The Oxfords have sailed almost a fortnight, and my sister is iu

town, which is a great comfort—for, never having been much together,
we are naturally more attached to each other. I presume tlie illumir
nations have conflagrated to Derby (or wherever you are) by this time.
We are just recovering from tumult, and train oil, and transparent
fripperies, and all the noise and nonsense of victory. Druiy-lane had
a large M. W. which some thouglit was Marshal Wellington ; others,
that it might be translated into Manager Whitbread ; while the ladies
of the vicinity and the saloon conceived the last letter to be compli-
mentary to themselves. I leave this to the commentators to illuminate.
If you do n't answer this, I sha' n't say what you deserve, but I think
/deserve a reply. Do you conceive there is no Post-Bas but the
Twopenny? Sunburn me. if you are not too bad."
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LETTER CXXV.

TO MR. MOORE. . ' •
.

"July 13th, 1813.

" Your letter set me at ease ; for I really thought (as I hear of your
susceptibility) that I had said—I know not what—but something I

should have been very sorry for, had it, or 1, offended you ; though I

do n't see how a man with a beautiful wife, his own children, quiet,

fame, competency, and friends (I will vouch for a thousand, which is

more than I will for a uiut in my own behalf), can be offended with
any thing.

" Do you know, Moore, I am amazingly inclined—remember 1 say
but inclined—to be seriously enamoured with Lady A. F.—but this **
has ruined all my prospects. However, you know her ; is she clever,

or sensible, or good-tempered ] either would do—I scratch out the will.

I do n't ask as to her beauty, that I see ; but my circumstances are

mending, and were not my other prospects blackening, 1 would take

a wife, and that should be the woman, had I a chance. I do not yet

know her much, but better than I did.

" I want to get away, but find difficult)^ in compassing a passage in

a ship of war. They had better let me go ; if I cannot, patriotism is

the word—' nay, an' they '11 mouth, I '11 rant as well as they.' Now,
what are you doing? writing, we all hope, for our own sakes.

Remember you must edite my posthumous works, with a Life of the

Author, for which I will send you Confessions, dated ' Lazaretto,'

Smyrna, Malta, or Palermo—one can die any where.

"There is to be a thing on Tuesday ycleped a national • fSte. The
Regent and * * * are to be there, and every body else, who has
shillings enough for what was once a guinea. Vauxhall is the scene
—there are six tickets issued for the modest women, and it is supposed
there will be three to spare. The passports for the lax are beyond my
arithmetic.

"P.S. The Stael last night attacked me most furiously—said tnat I

had ' no right to make love—that I had used * * barbarously—that I

had no feeling, and was totally insensible to la belle passion, and had
been all my life.' I am very glad to hear it, but did not know it before.

Let me hear from you anon."

LETTER CXXVL

- * TO MR. MOORE.

" July 25th, 1813.

" I am not well versed enough in the ways of single women to

make much matrimonial progress. *****
" I have been dining like the dragon of Wantley for this last week.

My head aches with the vintage of various cellars, and my brains are

muddled as their dregs. I met your friends, the D * *s : she sung one
of your best songs so well, that, but for the appearance of affectation,
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I could have cried ; lie reminds me of Hunt, but handsomer, and more
musical in soul, perhaps. 1 wisli to God he may conquer his horrible

anomalous complaint. The upper part of her face is beautiful, and
she seems much attached to her busband. He is rigbt, nevertheless,

in leaving this nauseous town. The first winter would infallibly destroy

her complexion ; and the second, very probably, every thing else.

"I must tell you a story. M * * (of indifferent memory) was dining

out the other day, and complaining of the P—e's coldness to his old

wassailers. D' * * (a learned Jew) bored him with questions—why
this ] and why that ? ' Why did the P—e act thus V ' Why, sir, on
account of Lord * *, who ought to be ashamed of himself.' ' And
why ought Lord * * to be ashamed of himself?' ' Because the P—e,

sir, *#******,» 'Andvvby, sir,did fheP—ecut ?/0M.^'

' Because, G—dd—mme, sir, I stuck to my principles.' * And why
did you stick to your principles ]'

" Is not this last question the best that ever was put, when you
consider to whom ] It nearly killed M * *. Perhaps you may think

it stupid, but, as Goldsmith said about the peas, it was a very good
joke when I heard it—as I did from an ear-witness—and is only spoiled

in my narration.
" The season has closed with a Dandy Ball ;—but I have dinners

with the Harrowbys, Rogers, and Frere and Mackintosh, where I shall

drink your health in a silent bumper, and regret your absence till ' too

much canaries' wash away my memory, or render it superfluous by a

vision of you at the opposite side of the table. Canning has disbanded

his party by a speech from his * * * *—the true throne of a Tory.
Conceive his turning them off in a formal harangue, and bidding them
think for themselves. ' I have led my ragamuffins where they are

M'ell peppered. There are but three of the 150 left alive, and they
are for the Town's-end {query, might not Falstaff mean the Bow-street
officer'? I dare say Malone's posthumous edition will have it so)

for life.'

" Since I wrote last, I have been into tlie country. I journeyed by
night—no incident or accident, but an alarm on the part of my valet

on the outside, who, in crossing Epping Forest, actually, I believe,

flung down his purse before a mile-stone, with a glowworm in the

second figure of number XIX—mistaking it for a footpad and dark
lantern. I can only attribute his fears to a pair of new pistols, where-
with I had armed him ; and he thought it necessary to display his

vigilance by calling out to me whenever we passed any thing—no
matter whether moving or stationary. Conceive ten miles, with a
tremor everj' furlong. I have scribbled you a fearfully long letter.

This sheet must be blank, and is merely a wrapper, to preclude the

tabellarians of the post from peeping. You once complained of my
not writing ;— I will lieap ' (.'oals of fire upon your head' by not com-
plaining of your not reading. Ever, my dear Moore, your'n, (isn't

that the Staffordshire termination ?)

" Byron."
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LETTER CXXVII.

'
^ TO MR, MOORE.

-

' " July 27tii, 18ia.
" When you next imitate the style of ' Tacitus,' pray add, ' do

moribus Germanorum ;'—this last was a piece of barbarous silence,

and could only be taken from the Woods, and, as such, I attribute it

entirely to your sylvan sequestration at Mayfield Cottage. You will

find, on casting up accounts, that you are my debtor by several sheets
and one epistle. I shall bring my action ;—if you do n't discharge,
expect to hear from my attorney. I have forwarded your letter to

Ruggiero ; but do n't make a postman of me again, for fear I should
be tempted to violate your sanctity of wax or wafer.

" Believe me ever yours, indignantly,

. "Bx."

LETTER CXXVIIL , . ..,'., '
~

/' '

,
-

. TO MR. MOORE.

'• July '28th, 1813.
'• Can't you be satisfied with the pangs of my jealousy of Rogers,

without actually making me the pander of your epistolary intrigue 1

This is the second letter you have enclosed to my address, notwith-
standing a miraculous long answer, and a subsequent short one or two
of your own. If you do so again, 1 can't tell to what pitch my fuiy
may soar. I shall send you verse or arsenic, as likely as any thing,

—

four thousand couplets on sheets beyond the privilege of franking

;

that privilege, sir, of which you take an undue advantage over a too
susceptible senator, by forwarding your lucubrations to every one but
himself. I won't frankyrom you, orybr you, or to you, may I be cursed
if I do, unless you mend your manners. I disown you—I disclaim
you—and by all the powers of Eulogy, I will write a panegyric upon
you—or dedicate a quarto—if you do n't make me ample amends.

" P.S. I am in training to dine with Sheridan and Rogers this
evening. I have a little spite against R. and will shed his ' Clary
wines pottle-deep.' This is nearly my ultimate or penultimate letter

;

for I am quite equipped, and only wait a passage. Perhaps I may
wait a few weeks for Sligo ; but not if I can help it."

He had, with the intention of going to Greece, applied to Mr. Croker,
the Secretary of the Admiralty, to procure him a passage on board a
king's ship to the Mediterranean ; and, at the request of this gentleman,
Captain Barlton, of the Boyne, who was just then ordered to reinforce
Sir Edward Pellew, consented to receive Lord Byron into his cabin
for the voyage. To the letter announcing this offer, the following is

the reply.
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LETTER CXXIX.

* TO MR. CROKER.

"Bt.Str. August 2d, 1813.
" DEAR SIR,

"I was honoured with your unexpected* and very obliging letter

when on the point of leaving Loudon, whieh prevented me from
acknowledging my obligation as quickly as I felt it sincerely. I am
endeavouring all in my power to be ready before Saturday—and even
if I should not succeed, I can only blame my own tardiness, which
will not the less enhance the benefit I have lost. I have only to add
my hope of forgiveness for all my trespasses on your time and
patience, and with my best wishes for your public and private welfare,

I have the honour to be, most truly,
" Your obliged and most obedient servant,

"Byron."

So early as the autumn of this j-ear, a fifth edition of tlie Giaour
was required ; and again his fancy teemed with fresh materials for its

pages. The verses commencing " The browsing camels' bells are

tinkling," and the four pages that follow the line " Yes, love indeed
is light from heaven," were all added at this time. Nor had the over-

flowings of his mind even yet ceased ; as I find in the Poem, as it exists

at present, still further additions,—and, among them, those four

brilliant lines,

—

" She was a fonn of life and light,

That, seen, became a part of sight.

And rose, where'er I turn'd mine eye,

The Morning-star of memory !"

The following notes and letters to Mr. Murray, during these out-
pourmgs, will show hoAv irresistible Avas the impulse under which he
vented his thoughts.

"If you send more proofs, I shall never finish this infernal story

—

' Ecce signum'—thirty-three lines more enclosed ! to the utter discom-
fiture of the printer, and, I fear, not to your advantage.

"E"

"Half past two in the morning, August 10th, 1813.

"dear sir,

"Pray suspend the proofs, for I am bitten again, and have quantities

for other parts of the bravura. Yours ever, " B.

" P.S. Y'ou shall have them in the course of the day."

* He calls the letter of Mr. Croker " unexpected," because, in their pro
vious correspondence and interviews on the subject, that gentleman had not
been able to hold out so curly a prospect of a passage, nor one which was
likely to be so agreeable iu point of society.
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LETTER CXXX.

TO MR. MURRAY.

"August 26tb, 1813.
" I have looked over and corrected one proof, but not so carefully

(God knows if you can read it through, but I can't) as to preclude
your eye from discovering some omission of mine or commission of
your printer. If you have patience, look it over. Do you know any
body who can stop—I mean point—commas, and so forth 1 for I am,
I hear, a sad hand at your punctuation. I have, but with some diffi-

culty, not added any more to this snake of a Poem, which has been
lengthening its rattles every month. It is now fearfully long, being
more than a canto and a half of Childe Harold, which contains but
882 lines per book, with all late additions inclusive.

" The last lines Hodgson likes. It is not often he does, and when
he do n't, he tells me with great energy, and I fret and alter. I have
thrown them in to soften the ferocity of our Infidel, and, for a dying
man, have given him a good deal to say for himself. * * * *

" 1 was quite sorry to hear you say you stayed in town on my ac-

count, and I hope sincerely you do not mean so supei-fluous a piece of

politeness.
" Our six critiques !—they would have made half a Quarterly by

themselves ; but this is the age of criticism."

The following refer apparently to a still later edition.

LETTER CXXXI.

•
, TO BIR. MURRAY.

" Stilton, Oct. 3d, 1813.
" I have just recollected an alteration you may make in the proof to

be sent to Aston.—Among the lines on Hassan's Serai, not far from
the beginning, is this

—

" Unmeet for Solitude to share.

Now to share implies more than one, and Solitude is a single gentle-

man ; it must be thus

—

" For many a gilded chamber's there,

Which Solitude might well forbear

;

and so on.—My address is Aston-Hall, Rotherham.
" Will you adopt this correction ? and pray accept a Stilton cheese

from me for your trouble. Ever yours, " B."

" If* the old line stands, let the other run thus

—

" Nor there will weary traveller halt,

To bless the sacred bread and salt.

* This is written on a separate slip of paper enclosed.
'
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"jYote.—To partake of food—to break bread and taste salt with

j-our host, ensures the safety of the guest ; even though an enemy, his

person from that moment becomes sacred.
" There is another additional note sent yesterday—on the Priest in

the Confessional.

" P.S. I leave this to your discretion ; if any body thinks the okl

line a good one, or the cheese a bad one, do n't accept either. But, in

that case, the word share is repeated soon after in the line—

" To share the master's bread and salt •,

and must be altered to

—

" To break the master's bread and salt.

This is not so well, though—confound it
!"'

'
•'

LETTER CXXXn.

TO DIR. MURRAY.
"Oct. 12th, 1813.

*' You must look the Giaour again over carefully ; there are a few
lapses, particularly in the last page.—' I know 't was false ; she could
not die ;' it was, and ought to be— ' I knew.^ Pray observe this and
similar mistakes.

" I have received and read the British Review. I really think the
writer in most points very right. The only mortifying thing is the

accusation of imitation. Crabbe's passage I never saw ;* and Scott F

no further meant to follow than in his lyric measure, which is Gray's,

Milton's, and any one's who likes it. The Giaour is certainly a bad
(•haracter, but not dangerous ; and I think his fate and his feelings will

meet with few proselytes. I shall be very glad to hear from or of
you, when you please ; but do n't put yourself out of your way on mv
account."

LETTER CXXXin.

TO MR. MOORE.

" Bennet-street, August 2-2d, 1813.*****
"As our late—I might say, deceased—correspondence had too

much of the town-life leaven in it, we will now, ' paulo majora,' prattle

* The passage referred to by the Reviewers is in the Poem entitled " Re-
sentment ;" and the following is, I take for granted, the part which Lord
Byron is accused by them of having imitated.

" Those are like wax—apply them to tlje fire,

Melting, they take th' impressions you desire :

Easy to mould, and fashion as you please,

And agam moulded with an- equal case :

Like smelted iron these the forms retain.

But, nnrf i;nprc?s'd. will never meft again."

VOI;. L—

U
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a little of lileruture in all its brandies ; and first of the first—criti-

cism. The Prince is at Brighton, and Jackson, the boxer, gone to
Margate, having, I believe, decoyed Yarmouth to see a milling in that
polite neighbourhood. Mad", de Stael Holstein has lost one of her
young barons, who has been carbonadoed by a vile Teutonic adjutant;

—kilt and killed in a coffee-house at Scravvsenhawsen. Corinne is,

of course, what all mothers must be,—but will, I venture to prophesy,
do wliat few mothers could—write an Essay upon it. She cannot
exist without a grievance—and somebody to see, or read, how much
grief becomes her. I have not seen her since the event ; but merely
Judge (not very charitably) from prior observation.
" In a ' mail-coach copy' of the Edinburgh, I perceive the Giaour is

Od article. The numbers are still in the Leith smack

—

-pray, which
way is the wind ? The said article is so very mild and sentimental, that
it must be written by Jeffrey in love

;

—you know he is gone to Ame-
rica to marry some fair one, of whom he has been, for several quar-
ters, ^perdiiinent amoureux. Seriously—as Winifred Jenkins says of
Lismahago—Mr. Jeffrey (or his deputy) ' has done the handsome thing
by me,' and I say nothing. But this I will say,— if you and I had
knocked one anotlier on the head in his quarrel, how he vvould have
laughed, and what a mighty bad figure we should have cut in our post-

humous works. By-the-by, I was called zra the other day to meditate
between two gentlemen bent upon carnage, and,—after a long struggle
between the natural desire of destroying one's fellow-creatures, and
the dislike of seeing men play the fool for nothing,—I got one to

make an apology, and the other to take it, and left them to live happy
ever after. One was a peer, the other a friend untitled, and both fond
of high play ;—and one, I can swear for, though very mild, ' not

fearful,' and so dead a shot, that, though the other is the thinnest of
men, he would have split him like a cane. They both conducted
themselves very well, and I put them out of pain as soon as I could.******

" There is an American Life of G. F. Cooke, Scurra deceased, lately

published. Such a book !—I believe, since Drunlten Barnaby's Jour-
nal, nothing like it has drenched the press. All green-room and tap-

room—drams and the drama—brandy, whiskey-punch, and, latterly,

toddy, overflow every page. Two things are rather marvellous—first,

that a man should live so long drunk, and, next, that he should have
found a sober biographer. There are some very laughable things in

it, nevertheless :—but the pints he swallowed and the parts he per-

formed are too regularly registered.
" All this time you wonder I am not gone : so do I ; but the accounts

of the plague are very perplexing—not so much for the thing itself as
the quarantine established in all ports, and from all places, even from
England. It is true the forty or sixty days would, in all probability,

be as foolishly spent on shore as in the ship ; but one likes to have
one's choice, nevertheless. Town is awfully empty; but not the

worse for that. I am really puzzled with my perfect ignorance of
what I mean to do ;—not stay, if I can help it, but where to go 1*

'"^ One of his travelling projects appears to have been a visit to Abyssinia :

— at least, I have found, among' his papers, a letter founded on that suppo-
sition, in which tht writer entreats of him to procure information concernin"'
" a kingdom of Jews mentioned by Bruce as residing on tlie mountain ol"

Samen in that country. I have had the honour," he adds, " of some corros-
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Sligo is for the North,—a pleasant place, Pctersburgh, in iSeptember,

with one's ears and nose in a muff, or else tumbling into one's neck-
cloth or pocket handkerchief! If the winter treated Buonaparte with
so little ceremony, what would it inflict upon your solitary traveller 1

give me a sum, I care not how hot, and sherbet, I care not how cool,

and my Heaven is as easily made as your Persian's.* The Giaour is

now 1000 and odd lines. ' Lord Fanny spins a thousand such a day,'

eh, Moore ?—thou wilt needs be a wag, but I forgive it.

" Yours ever,

-- ' -• «Bn.

"P.S. I perceive I have written a flippant and rather cold-hearted
letter; let it go, however. I have said nothing, either, of the brilliant

sex ; but the fact is, I am, at this moment, in a far more serious, and
entirely new, scrape than any of the last twelvemonth,—and that is

saying a good deal. * * * It is unlucky we can neither live

with or without these women.
" I am now thmking and regretting that just as I have left Newstead,

you reside near it. Did you ever see it 1 do—but do n't tell me that

>'ou like it. If I had known of such intellectual neighbourhood, I

do n't think I should have quitted it. You could have come over so
often, as a bachelor,—for it was a thorough bachelor's mansion—plenty
of wine and such sordid sensualities—with books enough, room
enough, and an air of antiquity about all (except the lasses) thai

would have suited you, when pensive, and served j'ou to laugh at

when in glee. I had built myself a bath and a vault—and now I

shan't even be buried in it. It is odd that we can't even be certain of
a grave, at least a particular one. I remember, when about fifteen,

reading your poems there,—which I can repeat almost now,—and
asking all kinds of questions about the author, when I heard that he
Avas not dead according to the pi-eface; wondering if I should ever
see him—and though, at that time, without the smallest poetical pro-

pensity myself, very much taken, as you may imagine, with that volume.
Adieu—I commit you to the care of the gods—Hindoo, Scandinavian,
and Hellenic

!

" P.S. 2d. There is an excellent review of Grimm's Correspond-
ence and Mad^ de Stael in this N". of the E. R. * * * *

.Teff'rey, himself, was my critic last year ; but this is, I believe, by
another hand. I hope you are going on with your grand coup—pray
do—or that damned Lucien Buonaparte will beat us all. I have seen
much of his poem in MS., and he really surpasses every thing beneath
Tasso. Hodgson is translating him against another bard. You and
(I believe, Rogers) Scott, Giffbrd, and myself, are to be referred to as

judges between the twain,—that is, if you accept the office. Conceive

pondence with the Rev. Dr. Buchanan and the reverend and learned G. S.

Faber, on the subject of the existence of this kingdom of Jeu-s, which, if it

prove to be a fact, will more clearly elucidate many of the Scripture pro-

phecies ; and, if Providence favours your lordship's mission to

Abyssinia, an Intercourse might be established between England and that

country, and the English ships, according to the Rev. Mr. Fabcr, might bo the

principal means of transporting the kingdom of Jews, now in Abyssinia, (o

.Egj'pt. in their way to their own country, Palestine."
* " A Persian's Hcav'n is easily made

—

'T is but black eyes and lemonade."'

TJ2
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our diflereat opinions ! I think we, most of us (I am talking very
impudently, you will think

—

us, indeed !) have a way of our own,

—

at least, you and Scott certainly have."
, , ;

LETTER CXXXIV. -
. .

'
- .:

"
•

' . ."^L •

;
" '. TO MR. MOORE. " '

' ^' '

" August 28th, 1813.
'• Ay, my dear Moore, ' there was a time'—I have heard of your

tricks when ' you was campaigning at the king of Bohemy.' I am
much mistaken if, some fine London spring, about the year 1815, that

time does not come again. After all ve must end in marriage ; and I

can conceive nothing more delightful than such a state in the country,
reading the county newspaper, &c. and kissing one's wife's maid-
Seriously, I would incorporate with any woman of decent demeanour
to-morrow—that is, I would a month ago, but, at present, * *

" "Why do n't you 'parody that Ode V*—Do you think I should be
tetchy? or have you done it, and won't tell me ?—You are quite right

about Giamschid, and I have reduced it to a dissyllable within this

half-hour.f I am glad to hear j'^ou talk of Richardson, because it tells

me what you won't—that you are going to beat Lucien. At least, tell

me how far you have proceeded. Do you think me less interested

about your works, or less sincere than our friend Ruggiero 1 I am
not—and never was. In that thing of mine, the ' English Bards,' at

the time when I was angry with all the world, I never ' disparaged

your parts,' although I did not know you personally ;—and have always
regretted that you do n't give us an entire work, and not sprinkle your-
self in detached pieces—beautiful, I allow, and quite alone in our lan-

guage,]; but still giving us a right to expect a Shah JVameh (is that the

* The Ode of Horace, '

• -'

" Natis in usum ItBtitiaj,'' &:c.

some passages of which I told him might be parodied, in allusion to some of

his late adventures

:

, . ^
" Quanta laboras in Charybdi

!

Digne puer meliore flamma I"

t In his first edition of the Giaour he had used this word as a trisyllable,—" Bright as the gem of Giamschid,"—but on my remarking to him, upon
the authority of Richardson's Persian Dictionary, that this was incorrect, he
altered it to " Bright as the ruby of Giamschid." On seeing this, however,
I wrote to him " that, as the comparison of his heroine's eye to a ' ruby'

might unluckily call up the idea of its being bloodshot, he had better change
the line to ' Bright as the jewel of Giamschid ;'

"—which he accordingly did

in the following edition.

^ Having already endeavoured to obviate the charge of vanity to which 1

am aware I expose myself by being thus accessory to the publication of

eulogies, so warm and so little merited, on myself, I shall here only add, that

it will abundantly console me under such a charge, if, in whatever degree the

judgment of my noble friend may be called in question for these praises, he
shall, in the same proportion, receive credit for the good-nature and warm-
heo.rtedness hy which they were dictated.
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name?) as well as Gazels. Stick to the East; the oracle, Stael, told

me it was the only poetical policy. The North, South, and West,
have all been exhausted ; but from the East, we have nothing but

S * *'s unsaleables,—and these he has contrived to spoil, by adopting

only their most outrageous fictions. His personages don't interest

us, and yours will. You will have no competitor; and if you had,

you ought to be glad of it. The little I have done in that way is

merely a ' voice in the wilderness' for you ; and, if it has had any
success, that also will prove that the public are orientalizing, and pave
the path for you.

" 1 have been thinking of a story, grafted on the amours of a Peri

and a mortal—something like, only mon^ philanthropical, than Cazotte's

Diable Amoureux. It would require a good deal of poesy ; and tender-

ness is not my forte. For that, and other reasons, I have given up
the idea, and merely suggest it to you, because, in intervals of your
greater work, I think it a subject you might make much of.* If you
want any more books, there is ' Castellan's Moeurs des Ottomans,' the

best compendium of the kind I ever met with, in six small tomes. I

am really taking a liberty by talking in this style to my ' elders and
my betters :'—pardon it, and do n't RochefoucauU my motives."

-
; r LETTER CXXXV.

TO MR. MOORE. ^

_ "

"August—September, I mean— 1st, 1813.
" I send you, oegging your acceptance. Castellan, and three vols, ou

Turkish Literature, not yet looked into. The last I will thank you to

read, extract what you want, and return in a week, as they are lent to

me by that brightest of Northern constellations. Mackintosh,—among
many other kind things into which India has warmed him, for I am
sure your home Scotsman is of a less genial description.

" Your Peri, my dear M., is sacred and inviolable ; I have no idea
of toucliing the hem of her petticoat. Y^'our affectation of a dislike

to encounter me is so flattering, that I begin to think myself a very
fine fellow. But you are laughing at me—' stap my vitals, Tarn ! thou
art a very impudent person ;' and, if you are not laughing at me, you
deserve to be laughed at. Seriously, what on earth can you, or have
you, to dread from any poetical flesh breathing ? It really puts me
out of humour to hear you talk thus.

* I had already, singularly enough, anticipated this suggestion, by making
the daughter of a Peri the heroine of one of my stories, and detailing the
love-adventures of her aerial parent in an episode. In acquainting Lord
Byron with this circumstance, in my answer to the above letter, I added,
" All I ask of your friendship is—not that you will abstain from Peris on my
account, for that is too much to ask of human (or, at least, author's) nature—but that, whenever you mean to pay your addresses to any of these aerial
ladies, you will, at once, tell me so, frankly and instantly, and let me, at
least, have my choice whether I shall be desperate enough to go on, with sach
a rival, or at once surrender the whole race into your hands, and take, for
the future, to Antediluvians with Mr. Montgomery."
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" Tlie ' Giaour I have added to a good deal ; but still in foolish

fragments. It contains about 1200 lines, or rather more—now print-

ing. You will allow me to send you a copy. You delight me much
by telling me that I am in your good graces, and more particularly as

to temper ; for, unluckily, I have the reputation of a very bad one.

But they say the devil is amusing when pleased, and I must have been

more venomous than the old serpent, to have hissed or stung in your

company. It may be, and would appear to a third person, an incre-

dible thing, but I know you will believe me when I say that I am as

anxious for your success as one human being can be for another's,—

as much as if I had never scribbled a line. Surely the field of fame is

wide enough for all ; and if it were not, I would not willingly rob mj-

neighbour of a rood of it. Now you have a pretty property of some
thousand acres there, and when you have passed your present Enclo-

sure Bill, your income will be doubled (there 's a metaphor, worthy of

a Templar, namely, pert and low), while my wild common is too

remote to incommode you, and quite incapable of such fertility. I

send you (which retui-n per post, as the printer would say) a curious

letter from a friend of mine,* which will let you into the origin of
' the Giaour.' Write soon.

" Ever, dear Moore, yours most entirely, &c.

" P.S. This letter was written to me on account of a different story

circulated by some gentlewomen of our acquaintance, a little too close

to the text. The part erased contained merely some Turkish names,

and circumstantial evidence of the girl's detection, not very important

or decoroiis."

LETTER CXXXVI. /
•'.

'
'
' • ^ ' ' ^

•(
~

' TO MR. MOORE.

"Sept. 5, 1813.

" You need not tie yourself down to a day with Toderini, but send

him at your leisure, having anatomized him into such annotations as

you want ; 1 do not believe that he has ever undergone that process

before, which is the best reason for not sparing him now.
" * * has returned to town, but not yet recovered of the Quarterly.

What fellows these reviewers are !
' these bugs do fear us all.' They

made you fight, and me (the milkiest of men) a satirist, and will end
by making * * madder than Ajax. I have been reading Memory again,

the other day, and Hope together, and retain all my preference of the

former. His elegance is really wonderful—there is no such thing as

u vulgar line in his book. * * * *

" What say you to Buonaparte 1 Remember, I back him against the

field, barring Catalepsy and the Elements. Nay, I almost wish him
success against all countries but tliis,—were it only to choke the

Morning Post, and his undutiful father-in-law, with that rebellious

bastard^of Scandinavian adoption, Bernadotte. Rogers wants me to

go with him on a crusade to the Lakes, and to besiege you on our way.

This last is a great temptation, but I fear it will not be in my power,

unless you would go on with one of us somewhere—no matter where.

* The letter of Lord SliffO, alroady given.
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It is too late for Matlock, but wo mitrht hit upon some scheme, high

life or low,—the last would be much the best for amusement. I am
so sick of the other, that I quite si<fh for a cider-cellar, or a cruise in

a smuiigler's slooj).

" You cannot wish more than I do that the Fates were a little more
accommodating to our parallel lines, which prolong ad infinitum'

without coming a jot the nearer. I almost wish I were married too—

,

which is saying much. AH my friends, seniors and juniors, are in for

it, and ask me to be godfather,—the only species of parentage which,'

I believe, will ever come to my share in a lawful way ; and, in an un-

lawful one, by the blessing of Lucina, we can never be certain,—though
the parish may. I suppose I shall hear from you to-morrow. If not,

this goes as it is ; but I leave room for a P.S., in case any thing re-

quires an answer. Ever, &c.
" No letter

—

rCimporte. R. thinks the Quarterly will be at me this

time : if so, it shall be a war of extermination—no quarter. From
the youngest devil down to the oldest woman of that Review, all shall

perish by one fatal lampoon. The ties of nature shall be torn asunder,
for I will not even spare my bookseller; nny, if one were to include

readers also, all the better."

LETTER CXXXVII. n -

TO SIR. MOORE.
,!

'

" Sept. 8, 1813.
" I am sorry to see Tod. again so soon, for fear your scrupulous

conscience should have prevented you from fully availing yourself of
his spoils. By this coach I send you a copy of tliat awful pamphlet,
' the Giaour,' which has never procured me half so high a compliment
as your modest alarm. You will (if inclined in an evening) perceive
that I have added much in quantity,—a circumstance which may truly

diminish your modesty upon the subject.
" You stand certainly in great need of a ' lift' with Mackintosh.

iVIy dear Moore, you strangely underrate yourself. I should conceive
it an affectation in any other; but I think I know you well enough to

believe that you do n't know your own value. However, 't is a fault that

generally mends ; and, in your case, it really ought. I have heard
him speak of you as highly as your wife could wish ; and enough to

give all your friends the jaundice.
" Yesterday I had a letter from Ali Pacha ! brought by Doctor Hol-

land, who is just returned from Albania. It is in Latin, and begins
* Excellentissime, nee non Carissime,' and ends about a gun he wants
made for him ;—it is signed ' Ali Vizir.' What do you think he has
been about 1 H. tells me that, last spring, he took a hostile town,
where, forty-two years ago, his mother and sisters were treated as Miss
Cunigunde was by the Bulgarian cavalry. He takes the town, selects

all the survivors of this exploit—children, grandchildren, &c. to the

tune of six hundred, and has them shot before his face. Recollect, he
spared the rest of the city, and confined himself to the Tarquin pedi-

gree,—which is more than I would. So much for ' dearest friend.'
'*
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LETTER CXXXVIII.

TO MR. MOORE.

" Sept. 9, 1813.
" I write to you from Murray's, and I may say, from Murray, who,

if you are not predisposed in favour of any other publisher, would be
happy to treat with you, at a fitting time, for your work. I can safely

recommend him, as fair, liberal, and attentive, and certainly, in point

of reputation, he stands among the first of ' the trade.' I am sure he
would do you justice. I have written to you so much lately, that you
will be glad to see so little now. Ever, &c. &c."

. ,
LETTER CXXXIX.

•'. . ; . TO MR. MOORE.
" September 27, 1813.

" THOMAS MOORE,
" (Thou wilt never be called 'true Thomas,' like he of Ercildoune,)

why do n't you write to me ?—as you won't, I must. I was near you
at Aston the other day, and hope 1 soon shall be again. If so, you
must and shall meet me, and go to Matlock and elsewhere, and take
what, in Jlanh dialect, is poetically termed ' a lark,' with Rogers and
me for accomplices. Yesterday, at Holland-house, I was introduced
to Southey—the best-looking bard I have seen for some time. To
liave that poet's head and shoulders, 1 would almost have written his

Sapphics. He is certainly a prepossessing person to look on, and a

man of talent, and all that, and

—

there is his eulogy.
" * * i-ead me part of a letter from you. By the foot of Pharaoh,

I believe there was abuse, for he stopped short, so he did, after a fine

saying about our correspondence, and looked—I wish I could revenge
myself by attacking you, or by telling you that I have had to defend
you—an agreeable way which one's friends have of recommending
themselves, by saying—' Ay, ay, / gave it Mr. Such-a-one for what he
said about your being a plagiary, and a rake, and so on.' But do you
know that you are one of the very few whom I never have the satis-

faction of hearing abused, but the reverse ;—and do you suppose I

Avill forgive that ?
" I have been in the country, and ran away from the Doncaster

races. It is odd,— I was a visiter in the same house which came to

my sire as a residence with Lady Carmarthen (with whom he adul-

terated before his majority—by-the-by, remember, she was not my
mamma)—and they thrust me into an old room, with a nauseous
picture over the chimney, which I should suppose my papa regarded
with due respect, and which, inheriting the family taste, I looked upon
with great satisfaction. I stayed a week with the family, and behaved
very well—though the lady of the house is young, and religious, and
pretty, and the master is my particular friend. I felt no wish for any
thing but a poodle dog, which they kindly gave me. Now, for a man of

my courses, not even to have coveted is a sign of great amendment. Pray
pardon all fJiis nonsense, and do n't ' sniib me when 1 'm in spirits.'

" Kver vours,
" Bn.
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" Here 's an impromptu for you by a ' person of quality,' written

last week, on being reproached for low spirits.

" When from the heart where Sorrow sits,*

,

Her dusky shadow mounts too high,

And o'er the changing aspect flits.

And clouds the brow, or fills the eye :

,\ Heed not that gloom, which soon shall sink;

My thoughts their dungeon know too well

—

Back to my breast the wanderers shrink.

And bleed within their silent cell."

LETTER CXL.

• TO MR. MOORE.

" October 2, 1813.
" You have not answered some six letters of mine. This, there-

fore, is my penultimate. I will write to you once more ; but after that

—I swear by all the saints—I am silent and supercilious. I have met
Curran at Holland-house—he beats every body ;—his imagination is

beyond human, and his humour (it is difficult to define what is wit)

perfect. Then he has fifty faces, and twice as many voices, when he

mimics ;— I never met his equal. Now, were I a woman, and eke a

virgin, that is the man I should make my Scamander. He is quite

fascinating. Remember, I have met him but once ; and you, who
have known him long, may probably deduct from my panegyric. 1

almost fear to meet him again, lest the impression should be lowered.

He talked a great deal about you—a tlicme never tiresome to me, nor
any body else that I know. What a variety of expression he conjures

into that naturally not very fine countenance of his ! He absolutely

changes it entirely. I have done—for I can't describe him, and you
know him. On Sunday I return to * *, where I shall not be far from
you. Perhaps I shall hear from you in the mean time. Good night.

" Saturday morn.—Your letter has cancelled all my anxieties. I

did not suspect you in earnest. Modest again ! Because I do n't do a

very shabby thing, it seems, I ' do n't fear your competition.' If it

were reduced to an alternative of preference, I should dread you, as

much as Satan does Michael. But is there not room enough in our

respective regions ? Go on—it will soon be my turn to forgive. To-
day I dine with Mackintosh and Mrs. Stale—as John Bull may be

pleased to denominate Corinne—whom I saw last night, at Covent-

garden, yawning over the humour of FalstafT.

" The reputation of ' gloom,' if one's friends are not included in the

repuiants, is of great service ; as it saves one from a legion of imper-

tinents, in the shape of commonplace acquaintance. But thou

knowest I can be a right merry and conceited fellow, and rarely ' lar-

moyant.' Murray shall reinstate your line forthwith.! I believe the

'^ Now printed in his Works.
t The motto to the Giaour, which is taken from one of the Irish Melodies,

had been quoted by him incorrectly in the first editions of the Poem. Ho
made afterward a similar mistako in the linf": from Burns prefixed to tlin

Bride of Abydo«!.
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blunder in the motto was mine ; and yet I have, in general, a memorj'

for you, and am sure it was rightly printed at first.

" I do ' blusli' very often, if I may believe Ladies H. and M.—but

luckily, at present, no one sees me. Adieu."

LETTER CXLL

TO MR. MOORE.

r

•- "November 30, 1813.

" Since I last wrote to you, much has occurred, good, bad, and

indifferent,—not to make me forget you, but to prevent me from

reminding you of one who, nevertheless, has often thought of you,

and to whom your thoughts, in many a measure, have frequently been

a consolation. We were once very near neighbours this autumn

;

and a good and bad neighbourhood it has proved to me. Suffice it to

say, that your French quotation was confoundedly to the purpose,

—

though very MwexpcciecZl?/ pertinent, as you may imagine by what I saia

before, and my silence since.
*******

However, ' Richard 's himself again,' and, except all night and some
part of the morning, I do n't think very much about the matter.

" All convulsions end with me in rhyme ; and to solace my mid-

nights, I have scribbled another Turkish story*—not a Fragment—
which you will receive soon after this. It does not trench upon your

kingdom in the least, and, if it did, you would soon reduce me to my
proper boundaries. You will think, and justly, that I run some risk

of losing the little I have gained in fame, by this further experiment

on public patience ; but I have really ceased to care on that head. I

have written this, and published it, for the sake of the employment,—

to wring my thoughts from reality, and take refuge in ' imaginings,'

however ' horrible ;' and, as to success ! those who succeed will con-

sole me for a failure—excepting yourself and one or two more, whom
luckily I love too well to wish one leaf of their laurels a tint yellower.

This is the work of a week, and will be the reading of an hour to

you, or even less,—and sc let it go * * * * *.

" P.S. Ward and I talk of going to Holland. I want to see how a

Dutch canal looks, after the Bosphorus. Pray respond."

LETTER CXLH ^

^ TO MR. MOORE.

"
' "Decembers, 1813.

"Your letter, like all the best, and even kindest, things in this

world, is both painful and pleasing. But, first, to what sits nearest.

Do you know I was actually about to dedicate to you,—not in a formal

inscription, as to one's elders,—hwi through a short prefatory letter, in

which I boasted myself your intimate, and held forth the prospect of

your Poem ; when, lo, the recollection of your strict injunctions of

secrecy as to the said Poem, more than once repeated by Avord and

* The Bride of Abydos.
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letter, flashed upon me, and marred my intents. I could have no
motive for repressing my own desire of alluding' to you (and not a
day passes that I do not think and talk of you), but an idea that you
miglit, yourself, dishke it. You cannot doubt my sincere admiration,
waiving personal friendship for the present, which, by-the-by, is not
less sincere and deep-rooted. I have you by rote and by heart ; of
Avhich ' ccce signum !' When I was at * *, on my first visit, I have
a habit, in passing my time a good deal alone, of—I won't call it sing-

ing, for that I never attempt except to myself—but of uttering, to

Avhat I think tunes, your ' Oh breathe not,' ' When the last glimpse,'

and ' When he who adores thee,' with others of the same minstrel

;

—they are my matins and vespers. I assuredly did not intend them
to be overheard, but, one morning, in comes, not La Donna, but II

!Marito, with a very grave face, saying, ' Byron, I must request you
won't sing any more, at least of those songs.' I stared, and said,
' Certainly, but why V—' To tell you the truth,' quoth he, ' they make
my wife cry, and so melancholy, that I wish her to hear no more of
them.'

" Now, my dear M., the effect must have been from your words,
and certainly not my music. I merely mention this foolish story, to
show you how much I am indebted to you for even your pastimes.
A man may praise and praise, but no one recollects but that which
pleases—at least, in composition. Though I think no one equal to
you in that department, or in satire,—and surely no one was ever so
popular in both,—I certainly am of opinion that you have not yet done
all you can do, though more than enough for any one else. I want,
and the world expects, a longer work from you ; and I see in you M'hat
I never saw in poet before, a strange diffidence of your own powers,
which I cannot account for, and which must be unaccountable, when
a Cossac like me can appal a cuirassier. Your story I did not, could
not, know,—I thought only of a Peri. I wish you had confided in
nie, not for your sake, but mine, and to prevent the world from losing
a much better poem than my own, but which, I yet hope, this dashing-
will not even now deprive them of.* Mine is the work of a week,
written, why I have partly told you, and partly I cannot tell you by
letter—some day I will.

# * * # * >

" Go on—I shall really be very unhappy if I at all interfere with you.
The success of mine is yet problematical ; though the public will pro-

^ Amonj the stories intended to be introduced into Lalla Rookh, which
I had begun, but, from various causes, never finished, there vvas one which I

had made some progress in, at the time of the appearance of " the Bride,"
and which, on readmg that Poem, I found to contain such singular coinci-
dences with it, not only in locality and costume, but in plot and characters
that I immediately gave up my story altogether, and began another on an
entirely new subject, the Fire-worshippers. To this circumstance, which I

immediately communicated to him, Lord Byron alludes in this letter. In my
hero (to whom I had even given the name of " Zelim," and who was a
descendant of Ali, outlawed, with all his followers, by the reigning caliph,)
it was my intention to shadow out, as 1 did afterward in another form, the
national cause of Ireland. To quote the words of my letter to Lord Byron
on the subject :—" I chose this story because one writes best about what one
feels most, and I thought the parallel with Ireland would enable me to infuse
some vigour into my hero's character. But to aim at vigour and strong
feeling after »/o«, is hopeless ;—that region ' was made for Ca?Rar.' "
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Dably purchase a certain quantity, on the presumption of their own
propensity for ' the Giaour' and such ' horrid mysteries.' The only
advantage I have is being on the spot ; and that merely amounts to

saving me the trouble of turning over books, which I had better read
again. If your chamber was furnished in the same way, you have no
need to go there to describe—I mean only as to accuracy—because I

drew it from recollection.*****
" This last thing of mine may have the same fate, and I assure you

I have great doubts about it. But, even if not, its little day will be
over before you are ready and willing. Come out—' screw your cou-

rage to the sticking-place.' Except the Post Bag (and surely you
cannot complain of a want of success there), you have not been regu-

larly out for some years. No man stands higher,—whatever you
may think on a rainy day, in your provmcial retreat. ' Aucun homme,
dans aucune langue, n'a et^, peut-etre, plus completement le poete du
ccEur et le poete des femmes. Les critiques lui reprochent de n'avoir

represente le monde ni tel qu'il est, ni tel qu'il doit etre ; mais les

Jemmes r4pondent qu'il Va represents tel qu'elles le disirent.''—I should

have thought Sismondihad written tliis for you instead of Metastasio.
" Write to me, and tell me of yourself. Do you remember what

Rousseau said to some one—' Have we quarrelled ] you have talked

to me often, and never once mentioned yourself.'

" P.S. The last sentence is an indirect apology for my own egotism,—^but I believe in letters it is allowed. 1 wish it was mutual. I have
met with an odd reflection in Griniin ; it shall not—at least, the bad
part—be applied to you or me, though one of us has certainly an indif-

ferent name—but this it is : ' Many people have the reputation of being
wicked, with whom we should be too happy to pass our lives.' I need
not add it is a woman's saying—a Mademoiselle de Sommery's."

At this time Lord Byron commenced a Journal, or Diary, from the

pages of which I have already selected a few extracts, and of which I

shall now lay as much more as is producible before the reader.

Employed chiefly,—as such a record, from its nature, must be,—about
persons still living and occurrences still recent, it would be impos-
sible, of course, to submit it to the public ej^e, without tlie omission
of some portion of its contents, and unluckily, too, of that very por-

tion which, from its reference to the secret pursuits and feelings of
the writer, would the most livelily pique and gratify the curiosity of
the reader. Enough, however, will, T trust, still remain, even after all

this necessary winnowing, to enlarge still further the view we have
here opened into the interior of the poet's life and habits, and to

indulge harmlessly that taste, as general as it is natural, which leads

us to contemplate with pleasure a great mind in its undress, and to

rejoice in the discover}', so consoling to human pride, that even
the mightiest, in their moments of ease and weakness, resemble
ourselves.*

* " C'e^t surtout aux hommes qui sont hors do toute comparaison par \c

g^nie qu'on aime a ressembler au moins par les foiblcsges."

—

G-jngubne.
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"journal begun NOVEMBER 14, 1813.

" If this had been begun ten years ago, and faithfully kept ! !
!

—

heigho ! there are too many things I wish never to have remembered,
as it is. Well,—I have had my share of what are called the pleasures

of this life, and have seen more of the European and Asiatic world
than I have made a good use of. They say ' virtue is its own reward,'

—it certainly should be paid well for its trouble. At five-and-twenty,

when the better part of life is over, one should be something;—and
what am I ? nothing but five-and-twenty—and the odd months. What
have I seen 1 the same man all over the world,—ay, and woman too.

Give me a Mussulman who never asks questions, and a she of the

same race who saves one the trouble of putting them. But for this

same plague—yellow-fever—and Newstead delay, I should have been
by this time a second time close to the Euxine. If I can overcome
the last, I do n't so much mind your pestilence ; and, at any rate, the

spring shall see me there,—provided 1 neither marry myself nor
unmarry any one else in the interval. I wish one was—I do n't know
M'hat I wish. It is odd I never set myself seriously to wishing with-
out attaining it—and repenting. 1 begin to believe with the good old

Magi, that one should only pray for the nation, and not for the indi-

vidual ;—but, on my principle, this would not be very patriotic.
" No more reflections.—Let me see—last night I finished ' Zuleika,'

iny second Turkish Tale. I believe the composition of it kept me
alive—for it was written to drive my thoughts from the recollection of

—

' Dear, sacred name, rest ever unreveal'd.' '

"

At least, even here, my hand would tremble to write it. This after-

noon I have burned the scenes of my commenced comedy. I have
some idea of expectorating a romance, or rather a tale, in prose ;—but
what romance could equal the events

—

'quaeque ipse vidi,
'

Et quorum pars magna fui.'

" To-day Heniy Byron called on me with my little cousin Eliza.

She will grow up a beauty and a plague ; but, in the mean time, it is

the prettiest child ! dark eyes and eyelashes, black and long as the

wing of a raven. I think she is prettier even than my niece, Georgina,
—yet I do n't like to think so neither ; and, though older, she is not so
clever.

" Dallas called before I was up, so we did not meet. Lewis, too

—

who seems out of humour with every thing. What can be the matter ?

he is not married—has he lost his own mistress, or any other person's
wife ? Hodgson, too, came. He is going to be married, and he is the
kind of man who will be the happier. He has talent, cheerfulness,
every thing that can make him a pleasing companion ; and his

intended is handsome and young, and all that. But I never see any
one much improved by matrimony. All my coupled contemporaries
are bald and discontented. W. and S. have both lost their hair and
good-humour ; and the last of the two had a good deal to lose. But
it do n't much signify what falls n^;i man's temples in that state.

"Mem. I must get a toy to-morrow for Eliza, and send the device
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for the seals of myself and * * * * *. Mem. too, to call on the Stael

and Lady Holland to-morrow, and on * *, who has advised me (with-

out seeing it, by-the-by) not to publish ' Zuleika ;' I believe he is right,

but experience might have taught him that not to print is physically

impossible. No one has seen it but Hodgson and Mr. Gifford. I

never in my life read a composition, save to Hodgson, as he pays me
in kind. It is a horrible thing to do too frequently ;—better print, and
they who like may read, and, if they do n't like, you have the satis-

faction of knowing that they have, at least, purchased the right of
saying so.

" I have declined presenting the Debtor's Petition, being sick of
parliamentaiy mummeries. I have spoken thrice ; but I doubt my
ever becoming an orator. My first was liked ; the second and third—I do n't know whether they succeeded or not. I have never yet set

to it con amore ; one must have some excuse to oneself for laziness,
or inability, or both, and this is mine. ' Company, villanous company,
hath been the spoil of me ;'—and then, I have ' drunk medicines,' not
to make me love others, but certainly enough to hate myself.

" Two nights ago, I saw the tigers sup at Exeter 'Change, Except
Veli Pacha's lion in the Morea,—who followed the Arab keeper like a
dog,—the fondness of the hyaena for her keeper amused me most.
Such a conversazione ! There was a ' hippopotamus,' like Lord
L 1 in the face ; and the ' Ursine Sloth' hath the very voice and
manner of my valet—but the tiger talked too much. The elephant
took and gave me my money again—took off my hat—opened a door—trunked a whip—and behaved so well, that I wish he was my but-

ler. The handsomest animal on earth is one of the panthers ; but the
poor antelopes were dead. I should hate to see one here:—the sight
of the camel made me pine again for Asia Minor. " Oh quando te

aspiciam V

"Nov. IGth.

"Went last night with Lewis to see the first of Antony and
Cleopatra. It was admirably got up and Avell acted—a salad of Shaks-
peare and Dryden. Cleopatra strikes me as the epitome of her sex

—

fond, lively, sad, tender, teasing, humble, haughty, beautiful, the devil

!

—coquettish to the last, as well with the ' asp' as with Antony. After
doing all she can to persuade him that—but why do they abuse him
for cutting off that poltroon Cicero's head 1 Did not TuUy tell Brutus
it was a pity to have spared Antony ? and did he not speak the Phi-
lippics ] and are not ' Tcords things ?'' and such ' words'' very pestilent
• things' too ? If he had had a hundred heads, they deserved (from
Antony) a rostrum (his was stuck up there) apiece—though, after all,

he might as well have pardoned him, for the credit of the thing. But
to resume—Cleopatra, after securing him, says, ' yet go'—' it is j our
interest,' &,c. ; how like the sex ! and the questions about Octavia

—

it is woman all over.
" To-day received Lord Jersey's invitation to Middleton—to travel

sixty miles to meet Madame * *
! I once travelled three thousand to

get among silent people ; and this same lady writes octavos and talks

folios. I have read her books—like most of them, and delight in the

last : so I won't hear it, as well as read. *******
'

" Read Burns to-day. What would he have been, if a patrician ?

We should have had more polish—less force—^just as much verse, but
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no immortality—a divorce and a duel or two, the which had he sur-
vived, as his potations must have been less spirituous, he might have
lived as long as Sheridan, and outlived as much as poor Brinsley.
What a wreck is that man I and all from bad pilotage ; for no one had
ever better gales, though now and then a little too squally. Poor dear
Sherrj' ! I shall never forgot the day he, and Rogers, and Moore, and I

passed together; when he talked, and we listened, without one yawn,
from six till one in the morning.

" Got my seals ******. Have again forgot a plaything for ttui

petite cousine Eliza; but I must send for it to-morrow. I hope Harr>'
will bring her to me. I sent Lord Holland the proofs of the last
' Giaour,' and the ' Bride of Abydos.' He won't like the latter, and I

do n't think that I shall long. It was written in four nights to distract

jny dreams from * *. Were it not thus, it had never been composed;
and had I not done something at that time, I must have gone mad, b}""

eating my own heart—bitter diet! Hodgson likes it better than the
Giaour, but nobody else will,—and he never liked the Fragment. I

am sure, had it not been for Murray, that would never have been pub-
lished, though the circumstances which are the groundwork make it

* * * heigh-ho

!

" To-night I saw both tlie sisters of * * ; my God ! the youngest so
like ! I thought I should have sprung across the house, and am so
glad no one was with me in Lady H.'s box. I hate those likenesses

—

the mock-bird, but not the nightingale—so like as to remind, so dif-

ferent as to be painful.* One quarrels equally with the points of re-

semblance and of distinction.

" Nov. 17th.
" No letter from * *

; but I must not complain. The respectable
Job says, ' Why should a living man complain V I really do n't know,
except it be that a dead man can't ; and he, the said patriarch, did com-
plain, nevertheless, till his friends were tired, and his wife recom-
mended that pious prologue, ' Curse—and die ;' the only time, 1 sup-
pose, when but little relief is to be found in swearing. I have had a
most kind letter from Lord Holland on ' The Bride of Abydos,' which
he likes, and so does Lady H. This is very good-natured in both,
from whom I do n't deserve any quarter. Yet I did think, at the time,
that my cause of enmity proceeded from Holland-house, and am glad
I was wrong, and wish I had not been in such a hurry with that con-
founded satire, of which I would suppress even the memory ;—but
people, now they can't get it, make a fuss, I verily believe, out of
contradiction.

" George Ellis and Murray have been talking something about Scott
and me, George pro Scoto,—and very right too. If they want to de-
pose him, I only wish they would not set me up as a competitor. Even
if I had my choice, I would rather be the earl of Warwick than all

the kings he ever made ! Jeffrey and Gilford I take to be the monarch-
makers in poetry and prose. The British Critic, in their Rokeby
Review, have presupposed a comparison, which I am sure my friends

* " Earth holds no other like to thee,

Or, if it doth, in vain for me :

For worlds I dare not view the dame
Kesembling thee, yet not the same."

THE GIAOUR.
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never thought of, and W. Scott's subjects are injudicious in descend-
ing to. I like the man—and admire his works to what Mr. Braham
calls entusymusy. All such stuff can only vex him, and do me no
good. Many hate his politics—(I hate all politics) ; and, here, a man's
politics are like the Greek soul—an hJc^kov, besides God knows what
other soul; but their estimate of the two generally go together.

" Harry has not brought ma petite cousine. I want us to go to the

play together ; she has been but once. Another short note fi'om

Jersey, inviting Rogers and me on the 23d. I must see my agent to-

night. I wonder when that Newstead business will be finished. It

cost me more than words to part with it—and to have parted with it

!

What matters it what I do ? or what becomes of me 1—but let me
remember Job's saying, and console myself with being ' a living man.'

" I wish I could settle to reading again ; my life is monotonous, and
yet desultory. I take up books, and fling them down again. I began
a comedy, and burned it because the scene ran into reality ; a novel,

for the same reason. In rhyme, I can keep more away from facts

;

but the thought always runs through, through yes, yes,

through. I have had a letter from Lady Melbourne, the best friend I

ever had in my life, and the cleverest of women.
" Not a word from * *. Have they set out from * * ? or has my

last precious epistle fallen into theLion's jaws ? If so—and this silence

looks suspicious—I must clap on ' my musty morion' and ' hold out

my iron.' I am out of practice, but I won't begin again at Manton's
now. Besides, I would not return his shot. I was once a famous
wafer-splitter; but then the bullies of society made it necessary.

Ever since I began to feel that I had a bad cause to support, I have
left off the exercise.

"What strange tidings from that Anakim of anarchy—Buonaparte

!

Ever since I defended my bust of him at Harrow against the rascally

time-servers, when the war broke out in 1803, he has been a ' Heros
de Roman' of mine, on the continent ; I do n't want him here. But I

do n't like those same flights, leaving of armies, &c. &c. I am sure

when I fought for his bust at school, I did not think he would run
away from himself. But I should not wonder if he banged them yet.

To be beat by men would be something; but by three stupid, legiti-

mate-old-dynasty boobies of regular-bred sovereigns—0-hone-a-rie

!

—0-hone-a-rie ! It must be, as Cobbett says, his marriage with the

thick-lipped and thick-headed Autrichienne brood. He had better have
kept to her who was kept by Barras. I never knew any good come
of your young wife, and legal espousals, to any but your ' sober-

blooded boy,' who ' eats fish' and drinketh ' no sack.' Had he not the

whole opera ? all Paris 1 all France ? But a mistress is just as per-

plexing—that is, one—two or more are manageable by division.

" I have begiui, or had begun a song, and flung it into the fire. It

was in remembrance of Mary Duff, my first of flames, before most
people begin to burn. I wonder what the devil is the matter with me

!

I can do nothing, and—fortunately there is nothing to do. It has lately

been in my power to make two persons (and their connexions) com-
fortable, pro tempore, and one happy ex tempore,—I rejoice in the last

particularly, as it is an excellent man.* I wish there had been more
inconvenience and less gratificatian to my self-love in it, foi then there

had been more merit. We are all selfish—and I believe, ye gods of

* Evidently, Mr. Hodgson.
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[Epicurus! I believe in Rochefoucault about men, and in Lucretius
(not Busby's translation) about yourselves. Your bard has made you
veiy nonchalant and blest ; but as he has excused us from damnation,
I do n't envy you your blessedness much—a little, to be sure. I re-

member last year, * * said to me at * *, ' Have we not passed our last

month like the gods of Lucretius ]' And so we had. She is an adept
in the text of the original (wJiich I like too) ; and when that booby
Bus. sent his translating prospectus, she subscribed. But, the devil

prompting him to add a specimen, she transmitted him a subsequent
answer, saying, that, ' after perusing it, her conscience would not
permit her to allow her name to remain on the list of subscribblers.'***** Last night, at Lord H.'s

—

\Iackintosh, the Ossulstones, Puys^gur, &c. there—I was trying to

recollect a quotation (as /think) of Stael's, from some Teutonic sophist

about architecture. ' Airhitecture,' saj's this Macoronico Tedescho,
'reminds me of frozen music' It is somewhere—but where ?— the

demon of perplexity must know and won't tell. I asked M., and he
said it was not in her; but P r said it must be hers, it was so
j{l^^^
********

H. laughed, as he does at all ' De I'Allemagne,'—in which, however, I
think he goes a little too far. B., I hear, contemns it too. But there

are fine passages ;—and, after all, what is a work—any—or every
work—but a desert with fountains, and, perhaps, a grove or two, every
daj-'s journey? To be sure, in Madame, what we often mistake, and
' pant for,' as the ' cooling stream,' turns out to be the ' mirage' (critice,

verbiage) ; but we do, at last, get to something like the temple of Jove
Ammon, and then the waste we have passed is only remembered to

gladden the contrast.********
"Called on C * *, to explain * * *. She is very beautiful, to my

taste, at least; for on coming home from a':;oad, I recollect being
unable to look at any woman but her—they were so fair, and unmeaning,
and blonde. The darkness and regularity of her features reminded
me of my ' Jannat al Aden.' But this impression wore ofl'; and now I

can look at a fair woman without longing for a Houri. i She was very
good-tempered, and everj'^ thing was explained.

" To-day, great news—' the Dutch have taken Holland,'—which, I

suppose, will be succeeded by the actual explosion of the Thames.
Five provinces have declared for young Stadt, and there will be inun-

dation, conflagration, constirpation, consternation, and every sort of
nation and nations, fighting away up to their knees, in the damnable
quags of this will-o'-the-wisp abode of Boors. It is said, Bernadotte is

among them, too; and, as Orange will be there soon, they will have
(Crown) Prince Stork and King Log in their Loggery at the same
time. Two to one on the new dynasty

!

" Mr. Murray has offered me one thousand guineas for the ' Giaour'
and the ' Bride of Abydos.' I won't—it is too much, though I am
strongly tempted, merely for the say of it. No bad price for a fort-

night's (a week each) what ?—the gods know—it was intended to be
called Poetry.

" I have dined regularly to-day, for the first time since Sunday last

—this being Sabbath, too. All the rest, tea and dry biscuits—six^er
diem. I wish to Ciod I had not dined now ! It kills me with heavi-

ness, stupor, and horrible dreams :—and vet it was but a pint of
Vol. I.—

X
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bucellas and fish.*—Meat I never touch,—nor much vegetable diet. I

wish I were in the country, to take exercise,—instead of being obliged

to cool by abstinence, in lieu of it. I should not so much mind a little

accession of flesh,—my bones can well bear it. But the worst is, the

devil always came with it,—till I starve him out,—and I will not be the

slave of any appetite. If I do err, it shall be my heart, at least, that

lieralds the way. Oh my head—how it aches !—the horrors of diges-

tion ! I wonder how Buonaparte's dinner agrees with him ?

" Mem. I must write to-morrow to ' Master Shallow, who owes me
a thousand pounds,' and seems, in his letter, afraid I should ask him for

it ;t—as if I woidd !—I do n't want it (just now, at least), to begin
with ; and though I have often wanted that sum, I never asked for the

repayment of £lO in my life—from a friend. His bond is not due this

year ; and I told him when it was, I should not enforce it. How often

must he make me say the same thing 1

" I am wrong—I did once ask * *
*J to repay me. But it was under

circumstances that excused me to him, and would to any one. I

took no interest, nor required security. He paid me soon,—at least, his

padre. My head ! I believe it was given me to ache with. Good even.

"Nov. 22d, 1813.
^ ' Orange Boveu !' So the bees have expelled the bear that broke

open their hive. Well,—if we are to have new De Witts and De
Ituyters, God speed the little republic ! I should like to see the

Hague and the village of Brock, where they have such primitive habits.

Yet, I do n't know,—their canals would cut a poor figure by the me-
mory of the Bosphorus ; and the Zuyder Zee look awkwardly after
' Ak Degnity.' No matter,—the bluff burghers, puffing freedom out

of their short tobacco-pipes, might be worth seeing ; though I prefer

a cigar, or a hooka, with the rose leaf mixed with the milder herb of
the Levant. I do n't know what liberty means,—never having seen it,

—but wealth is power all over the world ; and as a shilling perfornis

the duty of a pound (besides sun and sky and beauty for nothing) in

the East,

—

that is the country. How I envy Herodes Atticus !—more
than Pomponius. And yet a little tumult, now and then, is an agreeable
quickener of sensation ; such as a revolution, a battle, or an aventure
of any lively description. I think I rather would have been Bonneval,
Ripperda, Alberoni, Hayreddin, or Horuc Barbarossa, or even Wortley
Montague, than Mahomet himself.

" Rogers will be in town soon !—the 23d is fixed for our IMiddleton
visit. Shall I go T umph!—In this island, where one can't ride out
without overtaking the sea, it do n't much matter where one goes.******
"I remember the effect of the Jlrst Edinburgh Review on me. I

heard of it six weeks before,—read it the day of its denunciation,

—

dined and drank three bottles of claret (with S. B. Davies, I think),

—

* He had this year so far departed from his strict plan of diet as to eat
fish occasionally.

t We have here another instance, in addition to the munificent aid afforded
lo Mr. Hodgson, of the generous readiness of the poet, notwithstanding his

own limited means, to make the i-esources he possessed available for the
assistance of his friends.

t Left blank thus in the original. . - , . .
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neither ato nor slept, tlie less, but, nevertheless, was not easy till I had
vented my wralii and my rliyme, in the same patjes, ag^ainst every thing

and everybody. Like George, in tiie Viear of Wakefield, 'the fate

of my paradoxes'" would allow me to perceive no merit in another. I

remembered only the maxim of my boxing-master, which, in my
youth, was found useful in all general riots,— ' Whoever is not for you
IS against you

—

mill away right and left,' and so 1 did;—like Ishmael,
my hand was aganist all men, and all men's ancnt me. I did wonder,
to be sure, at my own success

—

' And marvels so much wit is all his own,'

as Hobhouso sarcastically says of somebodj^ (not unlikely myself, as
we are old friends) ;—but were it to come over again, I would not. I
have since redde* the cause of my couplets, and it is not adequate to
the effect. C* * told me that it was believed I alluded to poor Lord
Carlisle's nervous disorder in one of the lines. I thank Heaven I did
not know it—and would not, could not, if I had. I must naturally be
I lie last person to be pointed on defects or maladies.

" Rogers is silent,—and, it is said, severe. When he does talk, he
talks well ; and, on all subjects of taste, his delicacy of expression is

Tiare us his poetry. If you enter his house—his drawing-room—his
library—you of yourself say, this is not the dwelling of a common
;,][.: :1. There is not a gem, a coin, a book, thrown aside on his chimney-
piece, his sofa, his table, that does not bespeak an almost fastidious

elegance in the possessor. But this very delicacy must be the miseiy
of his existence. Oh the jarrings his disposition must have encoun-
tered throngh life

!

" Southey I have not seen much of. His appearance is Epic ; and
he is the only existing entire man of letters. All the others have some
pursuit annexed to their authorship. His manners are mild, but not
those of a man of the world, and his talents of the first order. His
prose is perfect. Of his poetry there are various opinions: there is,

perhaps, too much of it for the present generation ;—posterity will
probably select. He has 2J(issages equal to any thing. At present, he
has a party, but no public—except for his prose writings. The life of
Nelson is beautiful.

" * * is a Litterateur, the Oracle of the Coteries, of the * * s, L* W*
(Sydney Smith's ' Tory Virgin,') Mrs. Wilmot (she, at least, is a swan,
and might frequent a purer stream). Lady B * *, and all the Blues,
with Lady C * * at their head—but I say nothing of her—' look in her
face, and you forget them all,' and every thing else. Oh that face !

—

by ' te. Diva potens Cypri,' I would, to be beloved by that woman,
build and burn another Troy.
"M**e has a peculiarity of talent, or rather talents,—poetry,

music, voice, all his own ; and an expression in each, which never was,
jior will be, possessed by another. But he is capable of still higher
flights in poetry. By-lhe-by, what humour, what—every thing in the
' Post-Bag !' There is nothing M * * e may not do, if he will but
seriously set about it. In society, he is gentlemanly, gentle, and
altogether more pleasing than any individual Avith whom I am
acquainted. For his honour, principle, and independence, his conduct

* It was tlius that he, in general, spelled this word.
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t(j « * * * speaks ' trumpet-tongued.' He has but one fault—and
that one I daily regret—ho is not here.

" Nov. asd.
" Ward—I like Ward.* By Manomet ! I begin to think I like every

body ; a disposition not to be encouraged ; a sort of social gluttony,

that swallows eveiy thing set before it. But I like Ward. He is

piquant ; and, in my opinion, will stand very high in the House and
every where else— if he applies regularly. By-the-by, I dine with
him to-morrow, which may have some influence on my opinion. It

is as well not to trust one's gratitude after dinner. I have heard
many a host libelled by his guests, with his burgundy yet reeking on
their rascally lips.

"I have taken Lord Salisbury's box at Covent-garden for the

season ;—and now I must go and prepare to join Lady Holland and
party, in theirs, at Drury-lane, qtiesta sera.

" Holland does n't think the man is Junius ; but that the yet unpub-
lished journal throws great light on the obscurities of that part of
George the Second's reign.—What is this to George the Third's 1 I

do n't know what to think. Why should Junius be yet dead 1 If

suddenly apoplexed, would he rest in his grave without sending his

iiS'wxov to shout in the ears of posterity, 'Junius was X. Y. Z. Esq.
buried in the parish of * * *. Repair his monument, ye church-
wardens ? Print a new edition of his letters, ye booksellers !' Im-
possible ; the man must be alive, and will never die without the dis-

closure. I like him ; he was a good hater.
" Came home unwell and went to bed,—not so sleepy as might be

desirable.

" Tuesday morning.
" I awoke from a dream—well ! and have not others dreamed 1—

Such a dream ! but she did not overtake me. I v/ish the dead Avould

rest, however. Ugh ! how my blood chilled—and 1 could not wake

—

and—and—heigho

!

• • - -
,

' V - ' Shadows to-night

Have struck more terror to the soul of Richard,
•'

• Than could the substance of ten thousand * * s.

Arm'd all in proof, and led by shallow * *.'

I do not like this dream,—I hate its 'foregone conclusion.' And am
I to be shaken by shadows ? Ay, when they remind us of—no
matter—but, if I dream thus again, I will try M'hether all sleep has

tlie like visions. Since I rose, I 've been in considerable bodily pain

also ; but it is gone, and now, like Lord Ogleby, I am wotmd up for

the day.
" A note from Mountnorris—I dine with Ward ; Canning is to be

there, Frere, and Sharpe, perhaps Gifford. I am to be one of ' the

five' (or rather six), as Lady * * said, a little sneeringly, yesterday.

They are all good to meet, particularly Canning, and—Ward, when
lie likes. I wish I may be well enough to listen to these intellectuals.

" No letters to-day ; so much the better, there are no answers. I

* The present Lord Dudley.
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must not dream atjaiu ; it spoils even reality. I will go out of doors,

and see what tlie log will do for me. Jat-kson has been here : the

boxing world mu''li as usual ; but tiie Club increases. I shall dine at

Crib's to-morrow : I like energy, even animal energy, of all kinds ;

and I have need of both mental and corporeal. I have not dined out,

nor, indeed, at all, lately ; have heard no music, have seen nobody.

Now for a plunge—liigh life and low life. ' Amant alterna Camoense !'

" I have burned my Roman, as I did the first scenes and sketch of

my comedy—and, for aught I see, the pleasure of burning is quite as

great as that of printing. These last two would not liave done. I

ran into realities more than ever ; and some would have been recog-

nised and others guessed at.

' Redde the Ruminator, a collection of Essays, by a strange, but able,

old man (Sir E. B.) and a half-wild young one, author of a Poem on the

Highlands, called ' Childe Alarique.' The word ' sensibility' (always
my aversion) occurs a thousand times in these Essays ; and, it seems,
is to be an excuse for all kinds of discontent. This young man can
know nothing of life ; and, if he cherishes the disposition which runs
through his papers, M'ill become useless, and, perhaps, not even a poet,

after all, which he seems determined to be. God help him ! no one
should be a rhymer who could be any thing better. And this is what
annoys one, to see Scott and Moore, and Campbell and Rogers, who
might all have been agents and leaders, now mere spectators. For,

ihougli they may have other ostensible avocations, these last arc

reduced to a secondary consideration. * *, too, frittering away his

time among dowagers and unmarried girls. If it advanced any
serious affair, it were some excuse ; but, with the unmarried, that is a
hazardous speculation, and tiresome enough, too; and, with the vete-

rans, it is not much worth trying,—unless, perhaps, one in a thousand.
" If I had any views in this country, they would probably be par-

liamentary. But I have no ambition; at least, if any, it would be
'aut Caisar aut nihil.' My hopes are limited to the arrangement of
my affairs, and settling either in Italy or the East (rather the last),

and drinking deep of the languages and literature of both. Past
events have unnerved me ; and all I can now do is to make life an
amusement, and look on, while others play. After all—even the

highest game of crowns and sceptres, what is it 1 Vide Napoleon's
last twelvemonth. It has completely upset my system of fatalism.

I thought, if crushed, he would have fallen, when ' fractus illabatur

orbis,' and not have been pared away to gradual insignificance ;—that

all this was not a mere jeu of the gods, but a prelude to greater

changes and mightier events. But men never advance beyond a
certain point ;—and here we are, retrograding to the dull, stupid, old

system,—balance of Europe—poising straws upon kings' noses, in-

stead of .wringing them off! Give me a republic, or a despotism of
one, rather than the mixed government of one, two, three. A repub-

lic !—look in the history of the Earth—Rome, Greece, Venice, France,

Holland, America, our short (eheu !) Commonwealth, and compare it

with what they did under masters. The Asiatics are not qualified to

be republicans, but they have the liberty of demolishing despots,

—

which is the next thing to it. To be the first man—not the Dictator

—not the Sylla, but the Washington or the Aristides—the leader in

talent and truth—is next to the Divinity ! Franklin, Penn, and, next
to these, either Brutus or Cassius—even Mirabeau—or St. Just. I

shall never be any thing, or rather always be nothing. The most 1

can hope is. that some will say, ' He miffht, perhaps, if he would.'
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" 12, midnight.
" Here are two confoimded proofs from the printer. I have looked

at the one, but, for the soul of me, I can't look over that ' Giaour'
again,—at least, just now, and at this liour—and yet there is no moon.
" Ward talks of going to Holland, and we have partly discussed an

ensemble expedition. It must be in ten days, if at all—if we wish to

be in at the Revolution. And why not ? * * is distant, and will be
at * *, still more distant, till spring. No one else, except Augusta,
cares for me—no ties—no trammels

—

andiamo dunque—se iorniamo,

bene—se non, c/i' importa? Old William of Orange talked of dying iu

'the last ditch' of his dingy country. It is lucky I can swim, or I

suppose I should not well weather the first. But let us sec. I have
heard hyenas and jackalls in the ruins of Asia; and bull-frogs in the

marshes,—^besides wolves and angry Mussulmans. Now, I shouhl
like to listen to the shout of a free Dutchman.

" Alia ! Viva ! For ever ! Hourra ! Huzza !—which is the most
rational or musical of these cries ? ' Orange Boven,' according to the

Morning Post.

" Wednesday, 24th.
" No dreams last night of the dead nor the living—so—I am ' firm

as the marble, founded as the rock'—till the next earthquake.
" Ward's dinner went oflf well. There was not a disagreeable

person there—unless / offended anybody, which I am sure I could not

by contradiction, for I said little, and opposed nothing. Shai-pe (a

man of elegant mind, and who has lived much with the best—Fox,
Home Tooke, Windham, Fitzpatrick, and all the agitators of other

times and tongues) told us the particulars of his last interview with

Windham, a few days before the fatal operation, which sent ' that

gallant spirit to aspire the skies.' Windham,—the first in one depart-

ment of oratory and talent, whose only fault was his refinement

beyond the intellect of half his hearers,—Wmdham, half his life an
active pai'ticipator in the events of the earth, and one of those who
governed nations,

—

he regretted, and dwelt much on that regret, that

'he had not entirely devoted himself to literature and science!!'.'

His mind certainly would have carried him to eminence there, as else-

where ;—but I cannot comprehend what debility of that mind could

suggest such a wish. I, who have heard him, camiot regret any thing

but that I shall never hear him again. What ! would he have been a

plodder? a metaphysician?—perhaps a rhymer? a scribbler? Such
an exchange must have been suggested by illness. But he is gone,

and Time ' shall not look upon his like again.'
" I am tremendously in arrear with my letters,—except to * *, and

to her my thoughts overpower me,—my words never compass them.
To Lady Melbourne I write with most pleasure—and her answers, so

sensible, so tactique—I never met with half her talent. If she had
been a few years younger, what a fool she would have made of me,
had she thought it wortli her while.^and I shoidd have lost a valuable

and most agreeableyriewrf. Mem.—a mistress never is nor can be a

fri«nd. While you agree, you are lovers ; and, when it is over, any
thing but friends.

" i have not answered W. Scott's last letter,—but I will. I regret

to hear from others that he has lately been unfortunate in pecuniary
jnyolvements. He is undoubtedly the monarch of Parnassus, ami
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the most Eji§;Ush of bards. I should place Rojjers next in the livinjr
list—(I value him more as the last of the best school)—Moore and
Campbell bolli /AiVrf—Southey and Wordsworth and Coleridge—the
rest. 0/ rrcxx^i—flins

:

There is a triangular ' Gradus ad Paniassum !'—the names are too
numerous for the base of the triangle. Poor Tburlow has gone wild
about the poetry of Queen Bess's reign

—

c'est dommage. I have
ranked the names upon my triangle more upon what I believe popular
opinion than' any decided opinion of my own. For, to me, some of
M * * e's last Erin sparks—' As a beam o'er the face of the waters'—'When he who adores thee'—' Oh blame not'—and ' Oh breathe not
his name'—are worth all the Epics that ever were composed.

" * * thinks the Quarterly will attack me next. Let them. I have
been 'peppered so highly' in my time, botk ways, that it must be
cayenne or aloes to make me taste. I can sincei-ely say that I am
not very much alive now to criticism. But—in tracing this—I rather
believe that it proceeds from my not attaching that importance to
authorship which many do, and which, when young, I did also. ' One
gets tired of every thing, my angel,' says Valmont. The ' angels'
are the only things of which I am not a little sick—but I do think the
preference of writers to agents—the mighty stir made about scribbling

and scribes, by themselves and others—a sign of effeminacy, degene-
racy, and weakness. Who would write, who had any thing better to

do ? ' Action'—' action'—' action'—said Demosthenes :
' Actions

—

action*,' I say, and not writing,—least of all rhyme. Look at the
querulous and monotonous lives of the ' genus ;'—except Cer\'anles,

Tasso, Dante, Ariosto, Kleist (who were brave and active citizens),

^schylus, Sophocles, and some other of the antiques also—what a
worthless, idle brood it is

!

" 12, Mezza nottc.
" Just returned from dinner, with Jackson (the emperor of Pugilism)

and another of the select, at Crib's the champion's. I drank more
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tlian I like, and have brouglit away some tliree bottles of veiy fair

claret—for I have no headache. We had Tom * * up after dinner

;

—veiy facetious, though somewhat prolix. He do n't like his situation

—wants to tight again—pray Pollux (or Castor, if he was the miller)

he may ! Tom has been a sailor—a coal-heaver—and some other

genteel professions, before he took to the cestus. Tom has been in

action at sea, and is now only three-and-thirty. A great man ! has a

wife and a mistress, and conversations well—bating some sad omis-

sions and misapplications of the aspirate. Tom is an old friend of

mine ; I have seen some of his best battles in my nonage. He is now
a publican, and, I fear, a sinner;—for Mrs. * * is on alimony, and
* *'s daughter lives with the champion. This * * told me,—Tom,
having an opinion of my morals, passed her off as a legal spouse.

Talking of her, he said, ' she was the truest of women'—^from which
I immediately inferred she could not be his wife, and so it turned out.

" These panegyrics do n't belong to matrimony ;—for, if ' true,' a

man do n't think it necessary to say so ; and if not, the less he says
the better. * * * * is the only man, except ****,! ever heard
harangue upon his wife's virtue; and I listened to both with great

credence and patience, and stuffed my handkerchief into my mouth,
when I found yawning irresistible. By-the-by, I am yawning now

—

so, good night to thee. Na)a<g*v.

" Thursday, 26th November.
" Awoke a little feverish, but no headache—no dreams neither

—

thanks to stupor ! Two letters, one from * * * *, the other from Lady
Melbourne—both excellent in their respective styles. * * * *'s con-

tained also a very pretty lyric on ' concealed griefs'—if not her own,
yet very like her. Why did she not say that the stanzas were, or

were not, of her composition 1—I do not know whether to wish them
hers or not. I have no great esteem for poetical persons, particularly

women :—they have so much of the ' ideal' in practics, as well as

ethics.

"I have been thinking lately a good deal of Mary Duff, &c. &c.
&c. &c.*

" Lord Holland invited me to dinner to-day ; but three days' dining
would destroy me. So, without eating at all since yesterday, I went
to my box at Covent-garden.******

*' Saw * * * * looking very pretty, though quite a different style of

beauty from the other two. She has the finest eyes in the world, out
of which she pretends not to see, and the longest eyelashes I ever saw,
since Leila's and Phannio's Moslem curtains of the light. She has
much beauty,—just enough,—but is, I think, michante.

* * * * * *

" I have been pondering on the miseries of separation, that—oh how
seldom we see those we love ! yet we live ages in moments, whe7i met.

The only thing that consoles me during absence is the reflection that

no mental or personal estrangement, from ennui or disagreement, can
take place ;—and when people meet hereafter, even though many
changes may have taken place in the mean time, still—unless they are

tired of each other—they are ready to reunite, and do not blame each
other for the circumstances that severed them. * « * •

* This passage has been alrea<^y extracted.
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" Saturday, 27tli (I believe—or rather am in doubt,

which is tlie ne plus ultra of mortal faith).

" I have missed a day ; and, as the Irishman said, or Joe Miller says
for him, 'have gained a loss,' or by the loss. Every thing is settled

for Holland, and nothing but a cougli, or a caprice of my fellovir-

travcller's, can stop us. Carriag-e ordered—funds prepared—and,
probably, a gale of wuul into the bargain. JViinporte—I believe, with
Clym o' the Clow, or Robin Hood, 'By our Mary (dear name!) that

art both Mother and May, I thuik it never was a man's lot to die before
his day.' Heigh for Helvoetsluys, and so forth

!

" To-night I went witli young Henry Fox to see ' Nourjahad'—

a

drama, which the Morning Post hath laid to my charge, but of which
I cannot even guess the author. I wonder what they will next inflict

upon me. They cannot well sink below a Melodrama; but that is

better than a Satire (at least, a personal one), with which I stand truly

arraigned, and in atonement of which I am resolved to bear silently

all criticisms, abuses, and even praises for bad pantomimes never
composed by me,—without even a contradictory aspect. I suppose
the root of this report is my loan to the manager of my Turkish
drawings for his dresses, to which he was more welcome than to my
name. I suppose the real author will soon own it, as it has succeeded

;

if not. Job be my model, and Lethe my beverage

!

" * * * * has received the portrait safe ; and, in answer, the only
remark she makes upon it is, ' indeed it is like'—and again, ' indeed
it is like.' * * * With her, the likeness ' covered a multitude of
sins ;' for I happen to know that this portrait was not a flatterer, but
dark and stern,—even black as the mood in which my mind was
scorching last July, when I sate for it. All the others of me—like
most portraits whatsoever—are, of course, more agreeable than nature.
"Redde the Ed. Review of Rogers. He is ranked highly—but

where he should be. There is a summary view of us all

—

Moore and
me among the rest; and both {the ^rst justly) praised; though, by
implication (justly again) placed beneath our memorable friend.

Mackintosh is the writer, and also of the critic on the Stael. His
grand essay on Burke, I hear, is for the next number. But I know
nothing of the Edinburgh, or of any other Review, but from rumour

;

and 1 have long ceased—indeed, I could not, in justice, complain of
any, even though I were to rate poetry in general, and my rhymes in

particular, more highly than I really do. To withdraw myself from
myself (oh that cursed selfishness !) has ever been my sole, my entire,

my sincere motive in scribbling at all ; and publishing is also the con-
tinuance of the same object, by the action it affords to the mind,
which else recoils upon itself. If I valued fame, I should flatter

received opinions, which have gathered strength by time, and will yet
wear longer than any living works to the contrary. But, for the soul
of me, I cannot and will not give the lie to my own thoughts and
doubts, come what may. If I am a fool, it is, at least, a doubting
one ; and I envy no one the certainty of his self-approved wisdom.

" Ail are inclured to believe what they covet, from a lottery-ticket

up to a passport to Paradise ; in which, from description, I see nothing
very tempting. . My restlessness tells me I have something within thai
' passeth show.' It is for Him, who made it, to prolong that spark of
celestial fire which illuminates, yet burns, this frail tenement; but I

see no such horror in a ' dreamless sleep,' and I liave no conception
of anv existence which duration would not render tiresome. How
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else 'fell the angels,' even according to your creed'? They were
immortal, heavenly, and happy as their apostate Abdiel is now by his

treachery. Time must decide ; and eternity won't be the less agree-
able or more horrible because one did not expect it. In the mean
time, I am grateful for some good, and tolerably patient under certain

evils—grace a Dieu et mon bon temperament.

" Sunday, 28th.

" Monday, 29th.

• " Tuesday, 30th.
" Two days missed in my log-book ; hiatus haiid deflendus. They

were as little worth recollection as the rest ; and, luckily, laziness or
society prevented me from notching them.

" Sunday, I dined with the Lord Holland in St. James's-square.
Large party—among them Sir S. Romilly and Lady Ry. ; General Sir

Somebody Bentham, a man of science and talent 1 am told ; Horner—the Horner, an Edinburgh Reviewer, an excellent speaker in the
' Honourable House,' very pleasing, too, and gentlemanly in company,
as far as I have seen—Sharpe—Phillips of Lancashire—Lord John
Russell, and others, ' good men and true.' Holland's society is very
good ; you always see some one or other in it worth knowing. Stuffed

myself with sturgeon, and exceeded in champaign and wine in general,

but not to confusion of head. When I do dine, I gorge like an Arab
or a Boa snake, on fish and vegetables, but no meat. I am always
better, however, on my tea and biscuit than any other regimen,—and
even that sparingly.

" Why does Lady H. always have that damned screen between the

whole room and the fire ? I, who bear cold no better than an antelope,

and never yet found a sun quite done to my taste, was absolutely

petrified, and could not even shiver. All the rest, too, looked as if

they were just unpacked, like salmon from an ice-basket, and set down
to table for that day only. When she retired, I watched their looks
as I dismissed the screen, and every cheek thawed, and eveiy nose
reddened with the anticipated glow.

" Saturday, I went with Harry Fox to Nourjahad ; and, I believe,

convinced him, by incessant yawning, that it was not mine. I wish
the precious author would own it, and release me from his fame. The
dresses are pretty, but not in costume—Mrs. Home's, all but the turban,

and the want of a small dagger (if she is a Sultana), ^e//ec^ I never
saw a Turkish woman with a turban in my life—nor did a/iy one else.

The Sultanas have a small poniard at the waist. The dialogue is

drowsy— the action heavy—the scenery fine—the actors tolerable. I

can't say much for their seraglio ; Teresa, Phannio, or * * * * were
worth them all.

" Sunday, a very handsome note from Mackintosh, who is a rare

instance of the union of very transcendent talent and great good-
nature. To-day (Tuesday), a very pretty billet from M. la Baronnc
de Statil Holstein. She is pleased to be much pleased with my men-
tion of her and her last work in my notes. I spoke as I thought.

—

Her works are my delight, and so is she herself, for— half an hour.

I do n't like her politics—at least, her having changed them ; had she
been quulia ah incepto. it were nothing. But she is a wonirin by herself.
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' and has done more than all the rest of ihvm together, intellectually

,

—she ou<>ht to have been a man. She Jlatters me very prettily in her
note;—but I knoxi.' it. Tlie reason (hat adulation is not displeasing is,

that, though untrue, it shows one to be of consequenee enough, in one
Avay or other, to induce people to lie, to make us their friend :—that is

their concern.
" * * is, I hear, thriving on the repute of a pwi (which was mine at

Mackinlosli's dinner some time back), on Ward, who was asking ' how
much it would take to re-whig him V I answered that, probably, he
'must first, before he was re-whigged, he re-warded.'' This foolish
quibble, before the Staiil and Mackintosh and a number of conversa-
tioners,has been moutlied about, and at last settled on the head of * *,

where long may it remain

!

" George* is returned from afloat to get a new ship. He looks
thin, but better than I expected. I like George much more than most
people like their heirs. He is a fine fellow, and every hich a sailor.
I would do any thing, but apostatize, to get him on in his profession.

" Lewis called. It is a good and good-humoured man, but pesti-
lently prolix, and paradoxical, and personal. If he would but talk
half, and reduce his visits to an hour, he would add to his popularity.
As an author, he is very good, and his vanity is ouverte, hke Erskine's,
and yet not offending.

" Yesterday, a very pretty letter from Annabella,t which I answered.
What an odd situation and friendship is ours ! without one spark of
love on either side, and produced by circumstances which in general
lead to coldness on one side, and aversion on the other. She is a
very superior woman, and very little spoiled, which is strange in an
heiress—a girl of twenty—a peeress that is to be, in her own right

—

an only child, and a savante, who has always had her own way. She
is a poetess—a mathematician—a metaphysician; and yet, withal,
very kind, generous, and gentle, with very little pretension. Any
other head would be turned with half her acquisitions, and a tenth of
her advantages. ^ ,

"Wednesday, December 1, 1813.
*' To-day responded to La Baronne de Stael Holstein, and sent to

Leigh Hunt (an acquisition to my acquaintance—through Moore—of
last summer) a copy of the two Turkish Tales. Hunt is an extraor-
dinary character, and not exactly of the present age. He reminds
me more of the Pym and Hampden tiines—much talent, great inde-
pendence of spirit, and an austere, yet not repulsive, aspect. If he
goes on qualis ab incepto, I know few men who will deserve more
praise or obtain it, I must go and see him again ; the rapid succes-
sion of adventure since last summer, added to some serious uneasi-

ness and business, have interrupted our acquaintance ; but he is a
man worth knowing ; and though, for his own sake, I wish him out
of prison, I like to study character in such situations. He has been
unshaken, and will continue so. I do n't think him deeply versed in

life ;—he is the bigot of virtue (not religion), and enamoured of the
beauty of that ' empty name,' as the last breath of Brutus pronounced,
and every day proves it. He is, perhaps, a httle opinionated, as all

men who are the centre of circles, wide or narrow—tifie Sir Oracles, in

* His cousin, the present Lord Byron.
t Miss Milbanke, afterward liady Byron.
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whose name two or three are gathered together—must be, and as even
Johnson was ; but, withal, a valuable man, and less vain than success

and even the consciousness of preferring ' the right to the expedient'

might excuse.
" To-morrow there is a party of purple at the ' blue' Miss * * *'s.

Shall I go ? um ! I do n't much affect your blue-bottles ; but one

ought to be civil. There will be, ' I guess now' (as the Americans
say), the Staels and Mackintoshes—good—the * * *s and * * *s

—

not so good—the * * *s, &c. &c.—good for nothing. Perhaps that

blue-winged Kashmirian butterfly of book-learning, Lady * * * *,

will be there. I hope so ; it is a pleasure to look upon that most
beautiful of faces.

" Wrote to H ; he has been telling that I .* I am sure, at least,

/ did not mention it, and I wish he had not. He is a good fellow, and
I obliged myself ten times more by being of use than I did him ; and
there 's an end on 't.

" Baldwin is boring me to present their King's Bench petition. I

presented Cartwright's last year ; and Stanhope and I stood against

the whole House, and mouthed it valiantly—and had some fun and a

little abuse for our opposition. But ' I am not i' th' vein' for this busi-

ness. Now, had * * been here, she would have made me do it. There

is a woman, who, amid all her fascination, always urged a man to

usefulness or gloiy. Had she remained, she had been my tutelar

genius. * * *

" Baldwin is very importunate—^but, poor fellow, ' I can't get out, I

can't get out—said the starling.'—Ah, I am as bad as that dog Sterne,

who preferred whining over ' a dead ass to relieving a living mother
—villain—^hypocrite—slave—sycophant ! but / am no better. Here I

cannot stimulate myself to a speech for the sake of these unfortu-

nates, and three words and half a smile of * *, had she been here to

urge it (and urge it she infallibly would—at least, she always pressed

me on senatorial duties, and particularly in the cause of weakness),

would have made me an advocate, if not an orator. Curse on Roche-
foucault for being always right ! In him a lie were virtue,—or, at

least, a comfort to his readers.
" George Byron has not called to-day ; I hope he will be an admiral,

and, perhaps. Lord Byron into the bargain. If he M'ould but marry, I

would engage never to many, myself, or cut him out of the heirship.

He would be happier, and I should like nephews better than sons.

" I shall soon be six-and-twenty (January 22d, 1814). Is there any

thing in the future that can possibly console us for not being always

txi'enty-Jive ?

' Oh Gioventu! .
^

Oh Primavera ! gioventu dell' anno. - - -

-
. ; Oh Gioventu! primavera della vita.' .

" '

'

*
" Sunday, December 5th.

" Dallas's nephew (son to the American Attorney-general) is arrived

in this country, and tells Dallas that my rhymes are very popular in

'•^ Two or three words are here scratched out in the manuscript, but the

iiuport of the sentence evidently is, that Mr. Hodgson (to whom the passage

refers) had been revealins^ to some friends the secret of Lord Byron's kind-

ness to him.
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the Ignited States. Tlicse are the first tidings that liave ever sounded
like Fame to my ears—to be redde on the l)anks of the Ohio ! The
greatest pleasure 1 ever derived, of this kind, was from an extract, ia

Cooke the actor's Life, from his Journal, stating, that in the reading-
room of ^Vliiany, near Washington, he perused English Bards and
Scotch Reviewers. To be popular in a rising and far country has a
kind o{ posthumousfeel, wry different from the ephemeral ecldt and
fete-ing, buzzmg and party-iug compliments of the well-dressed mul-
titude. I can safely say that, during my reign in the spring of 1812,

I regretted nothing but its duration of six weeks aistead of a fortnight,

and was iieartily glad to resign.
" Last night 1 supped with Lewis ;—and, as usual, though I neither

exceeded in solids nor fluids, have been half dead ever since. My
stomach is entirely destroyed by long abstinence, and the rest will

probably follow. Let it—i only wish the pain over. The ' leap in

the dark' is the least to be dreaded.
" The Duke of * * called. I have told them forty times that, except

to half-a-dozen old and specified acquaintances, I am invisible. His
grace is a good, noble, ducal person ; but I am content to think so at

a distance, and so—I was not at home.
" Gait called.—Mem.—to ask some one to speak to Raymond in

favour of his play. We are old fellow-travellers, and, with all his

eccentricities, he has much strong sense, experience of the world, and
is, as far as I have seen, a good-natured, philosophical fellow. I

showed him Sligo's letters on the report of the Turkish girl's aventure
at Athens soon after it happened. He and Lord Holland, Lewis, and
Moore, and Rogers, and Lady Melbourne have seen it. Murray has a
copy. I thought it had been unknown, and wish it were ; but Sligo
arrived only some days after, and the rumours are the subject of his

letter. That I shall preserve

—

ii is as well. Lewis and Gait were both
horrified; and L. wondered I did not introduce the situation into 'the
Giaour.' He rnay wonder—he might wonder more at that production's
being written at all. But to describe thefeelings of that situation were
impossible—it is icy even to recollect them.

" The Bride of Abydos was published on Thursday the second of
December ; but how it is liked or disliked, I know not. WTiether it

succeeds or not is no fault of the public, against whom I can have no
complaint. But I am much more indebted to the tale than I can ever
be to the most partial reader ; as it wrung my thoughts from reality to
imagination—from selfish regrets to vivid recollections—and recalled
me to a country replete with the brightest and darkest, but always most
lively colours of my raemoiy. Sharpe called, but was not let in,

which I regret.
* * * * * «

" Saw * * yesterday. I have not kept my appointment at Middleton,
which has not pleased him, perhaps ; and my projected voyage with
* * will, perhaps, please him less. But I wish to keep well with both.
They are instruments that do n't do, in concert ; but, surely, their
separate tones are very musical, and I won't give up either.

" It is well if 1 do n't jar between these great discords. At present,
I stand tolerably well with all, but I cannot adopt their dislikes

;

—so
many sets. Holland's is the first ;—every thing distingu^ is welcome
there, and certainly the ton of his society is the best. Then there is

M'^^ de Stael's—there I never go, though I might, had I courted it. It

is composed of the * *s and the * * family, with a strange sprinkling.
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—orators, dandies, and all kinds of Blue, from the regular Grub-street
uniform, down to the azure jacket of the Litterateur. To see * * and
* * sitting together, at dinner, alwaj^s reminds me of the grave, where
all distinctions of friend and foe are levelled; and they—the Re-
viewer and Reviewee, the Rhinoceros and Elephant, the Mammoth
and Megalonyx—all will lie quietly together. They now sit together,

as silent, but not so quiet, as if they were already immured.***** *

" I did not go to the Berrys' the other night. The elder is a woman
of much talent, and both are handsome, and must have been beautiful.

To-night asked to Lord H.'s—shall I go ? um ! perhaps.

" Morning, two o'clock,
" Went to Lord H.'s,-—party numerous—rmlady in perfect good-

humour, and consequently perject. No one more agreeable, or perhaps
so much so, when she will. Asked for Wednesday to dine and meet
the Stael ;—asked particularly, I believe, out of mischief, to see the
first interview after the note, with which Corinne professes herself to

be so much taken. I do n't much like it ;—she always talks of myseM
or /lerself, and 1 am not (except in soliloquy, as now^ much enamoured
of either subject—especially one's Works. What the devil shall I

say about ' De I'AUeraagne V I like it prodigiously ; but unless I can
twist my admiration into some fantastical expression, she won't
believe me ; and I know, by experience, I shall be overwhelmed with
fine things about rhyme, &c. &c. The lover, Mr. * *, was there to-

night, and C* * said ' it was the only proof he had seen of her good
taste.' Monsieur L'Amant is remarkably handsome; but I don't
think more so than her book.
"C** looks well— seemed pleased, and dressed to sprucery. A

blue coat becomes him, so does his new wig. He really looked as if

Apollo had sent him a birthday suit, or a wedding-garment, and was
Avitty and lively. * * * He abused Corinne's book, which I regret

;

because, firstly, he understands German, and is consequently a fair

judge ; and, secondly, he is first rate, and, consequently, the best of
judges. I reverence and admire him ; but I won't give up my
opinion—why should I ? I read her again and again, and there can be
no affectation in this. I cannot be mistaken (except in taste) in a
book I read and lay down, and take up again ; and no book can be
totally bad, which finds one, even one reader, who can say as much
sincerely.

" C. talks of lecturing next spring ; his last lectures were eminently
successful. Moore thought of it, but gave it up, I do n't know why.
* * had been prating dignity to him, and such stuff; as if a man dis-

graced himself by instructing and pleasing at the same time.
" Introduced to Marquis Buckingham—saAV Lord Gower—he is

going to Holland ; Sir J. and Lady Mackintosh and Horner, G. Lamb,
with I know not how many (R. Wellesley, one—a clever man) grouped
about the room. Little Henry Fox, a very fine boy, and very promising
in mind and manner,—he went away to bed, before I had time to talk

to him. I am sure I had rather hear him than all the savans

"Monday, December 6tli.

" Murray tells me that C r asked him why the thing was called

the Bride of Abydos 1 It is a cursed awkward question, being unan-
swerable. She is not a bride, only about to be one ; but for, &c. &c. &c.
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"I do n't wonder at liis findinp; out the Bull; but the detection *

* * is too late to do any tjood. I was a great fool to make it, and
am ashamed of not being an Irisliman. * * * *

" C 1 last night seemed a little nettled at something or other

—

I know not what. Wo were standing in the ante-saloon, when Lord
H. brought out of the other room a vessel of some composition similar

to that which is used in Catholic churches, and, seeing us, he exclaimed,
' Here is some incense for you.' C 1 answered—' Carry it to Lord
Byron

—

he is used to it.''

'" Now, this comes of ' bearmg no brother near the throne.' I, who
have no throne, nor wish to have one now—whatever I may have
done—am at perfect peace with all the poetical fraternity ;—or,

at least, if I dislike any, it is not poetically, bnt personally. Surely,

the field of thought is infinite ;—what does it signify who is before or

behind in a race where there is no goal ? The temple of Fame is like

that of the Persians, the Universe ;—our altar, the tops of mountains.

I should be equally content with Mount Caucasus or Mount Anything;
and those who like it may have Mont Blanc or Chimborazo, without

ray envy of their elevation.
" I think I may novo speak thus ; for I have just published a Poem,

and am quite ignorant whether it is likely to be liked or not. I have
liitherto heard little in its commendation, and no one can downright
abuse it to one's face, except in print. It can 't be good, or I should

not have stumbled over the threshold, and blundered in my veiy title.

But I begun it with my heart full of * * *, and my head of oriental-

ities (I can't call them isms), and wrote on rapidly,
" This journal is a relief. When I am tired—as I generally am

—

out comes this, and down goes every thing. But I can 't read it over

;

—and God knows what contradictions it may contain. If I am sin-

cere with myself (but I fear one lies more to one's self than to anyone
else), every page should confute, refute, and utterly abjure its prede-

cessor.

"Another scribble from IMartin Baldwin the petitioner: I have
neither head nor nerves to present it. That confounded supper at

Lewis's has spoiled my digestion and my philanthropy. I have no
more charity than a cruet of vinegar. Would I were an ostrich aiwi

dieted on fire-irons,—or any thing that my gizzards could get the

better of.

" To-day saw W. His uncle is dying, and W. do n't much affect

our Dutch determinations. I dine with him on Thursday, provided
Voncle is not dined upon, or peremptorily bespoke by the posthumous
epicures, before that day. I wish he may recover—not for our din-

ner's sake, but to disappoint the undertaker, and the rascally reptiles

that may well wait, since they t8;i7/ dine at last.

" Gell called—he of Troy—after I was out. Mem.—to return his

visit. But my Mems. are the very landmarks of forgetfuluess;

—

something like a lighthouse, with a ship wrecked under the nose of
its lantern. I never look at a Mem. without seeing that I have re-

membered to forget. Mem.—I have forgotten to pay Pitt's taxes, and
suppose I shall be surcharged. ' An I do not turn rebel when thou
art kmg'—oons ! I believe my veiy biscuit is leavened with that

impostor's imposts.
" L''. M". returns from Jersey's to-morrow ;—I must call. A Mr.

Thomson has sent a song, which I must applaud. I hate annoying
them with censine or silence :—and yet I hate lettering.
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" Saw Lord Gleiibervie and his Prospectus, at Murray's, of a new-
Treatise on Timber. Now here is a man more useful than all the
historians and rhymers ever planted. For by preserving our woods
and forests, he furnishes materials for all the history of Britain worth
reading, and all the odes worth nothing.

" Redde a good deal, but desultorily. My head is crammed with the
most useless lumber. It is odd that when I do read, I can only bear
the chicken broth of

—

any thing but novels. It is many a year since I

have looked into one (though they are sometimes ordered, by way of
experiment, but never taken), till I looked yesterday at the worst parts
of the Monk. These descriptions ought to have been written by
Tiberias at Caprea—they are forced—the philtred ideas of a jaded
voluptuary. It is to me inconceivable how they could have been com-
posed by a man of only twenty—his age when he wrote them. They
have no nature—all the sour cream of cantharides. I should have
suspected Buffon of writing them on the deathbed of his detestable
dotage. I had never redde this edition, and merely looked at them
from curiosity and recollection of the noise they made, and the name
Ihey have left to Lewis. But they could do no harm, except * * *.

" Called this evening on my agent—my business as usual. Our
strange adventures are the only inheritances of our family that have
not diminished. * * * *

" I shall now smoke two cigars, and get me to bed. The cigars
do n't keep well here. They get as old as a donna di quaranti anni in

the sun of Africa. The Havana are the best ;—but neither are so
pleasant as a hooka or chibouque. Tlie Turkish tobacco is mild, and
their horses entire—two things as they should be. I am so far obliged
to this Journal, that it preserves me from verse,—at least from keeping
it. I have just thrown a Poem into the fire (which it has relighted to

my great comfort), and have smoked out of my head the plan of
another. I wish I could as easily get rid of thinking, or, at least,

the confusion of thought. . ^ -

" Tuesday, December 7.

"Went to bed, and slept dreamiessly, but not refreshingly. Awoke
and up an hour before being called ; but dawdled three hours in dressing.

When one subtracts from life infancy (which is vegetation),—sleep,

eating, and swilling—buttoning and unbuttoning—how much remains
of downright existence 1 The summer of a dormouse. * * *

" Redde the papers and tea-eA. and soda-watered, and found out that

the fire was badly lighted. Ld. Glenbervie wants me to go to Brighton
—um!

" This morning a very pretty billet from the Stael about meeting
her at Ld. H.'s to-morrow. She has written, I dare say, twenty such
this morning to different people, all equally flattering to each. So
much the better for her and tliose who believe all she wishes them, or
they wish to believe. She has been pleased to be pleased with my
slight eulogy in the note annexed to the ' Bride.' This is to be ac-

counted for in several ways :—firstly, all women like all, or any praise;

secondly, this was unexpected, because I have never courted her ; and,

thirdly, as Scrub says, those who have been all their lives regularly

praised, by regular critics, like a little variety, and are glad when any
one goes out of his way to say a civil thing; and, fourthly, she is a

very good-natured creature, which is the best reason, after all. and,

perhaps, the only one.
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"A knock—knocks sin<;^lc and double. Bland called.—He says

Dutch society (he has been in Holland) is second-hand French ; but.

the women are like women every where else. This is a bore; I should

like to see them a httle «7ilike ; but that can't be expected.
" Went out—came home—this, that, and the other—and ' all is

vanity, saith the preacher,' and so say I, as part of his congregation.

Talking of vanity—whose praise do I prefer? Why, Mrs. Inchbald's.

and that of the Americans. The first, because her ' Simple Stoiy'

and ' Nature and Art' are, to me, true to their titles ; and, consequently,

her short note to Rogers about the ' Giaour' delighted me more than

any thing, except the Edinburgli Review. I like the Americans, be-

cause / happened to be in Asia, while the English Bards and Scotch
Reviewers were redde in America, If I could have had a speech
against ihe Slave Trade, in Africa, and an Epitaph on a Dog, in Europe,
(i. e. in the Morning Post), my vertex sublimis would certainly have
displaced stars enough to overthrow the Newtonian system.

"Friday, December 10th, 18 lo
" I am ennuye beyond my usual tense of that yawning verb, which

I am always conjugating ; and I do n't find that society much mends
(!ie matter. I am too lazy to shoot myself—and it would annoy Au-
gusta, and perhaps * *; but it would be a good thing for George, on
the other side, and no bad one for me ; but I won't be tempted.

" I have had the kindest letter from RI * * c. I Jo think that man is

tlie best-hearted, the only hearted being I ever encountered ; and then,

liis talents are equal to his feelings.
" Dined on Wednesday at Lord H.'s—tlie Staflbrds, Staels, Cowpers,

Ossulstones, Melbournes, Mackintoshes, &c. &c.—and was introduced
to the Marquis and Marchioness of Staffoi'd,—an unexpected event.
My quarrel with Lord Carlisle (their or his brother-in-law) having
rendered it improper, I suppose, brought it about. But, if it was to

liappen at all, I wonder it did not occur before. She is handsome,
and must have been beautiful—and her manners are princessly. * * '

" The Stael was at the other end of the table, and less loquacious
than heretofore. We are now very good friends ; though she asked
Lady Melbourne M'hether I had really any honhommie. She might as

well have asked that question before she told C. L. ' c'est un demon.'
True enough, but rather premature, for she could not have found it out,

and so—she M'ants me to dine there next Sunda}-.
" Murray prospers, as far as circulation. For my part, I adlicre (in

liking) to my Fragment. It is no wonder that I wrote one—my mind
;s a fragment.

" Saw Lord Gower, Tierney, &c. in the square. Took leave of
Lord Gr. who is going to Holland and Germany. He tells me, that

lie carries with him a parcel of ' Harolds' and ' Giaours,' &c. for the

readers of Berlin, who, it seems, read English, and have taken a
f-aprice for mine. Um !—have I been German all this time, when I

thought myself oriental ^ * * *
" Lent Tierney my box for to-moiTOw ; and received anew comedy

sent by Lady C. A.—but not hers. I must read it, and endeavour not
to displease the author. I hate annoying them with cavil; but a
comedy I take to be the most difficult of compositions, more so than
tragedy.

" G—t says there is a coincidence between the first part of ' the

Bride' and some stoi'v of his—whether published or not, I kno\^ not,

Vol. I.—Y
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never lia\ hit) seen it. He is almost the last person on whom any one
Avould commit literary larceny, and I am not conscious of any witting
thefts on any of the genus. As to originality, all pretensions are
ludicrous,—' there is nothing- new under the sun.'

" Went last night to the play. * * * * Invited out to

u party, but did not go ;—right. Refused to go to Lady * *'s on
Monday;—right again. If I must fritter away my life, I would rather

do it alone. I was much tempted ;—C * * looked so Turkish with her
red turban, and her regular dark and clear features. Not that she and
/ever were, or could be, any thing; but I love any aspect that reminds
me of the ' children of the sun.'
" To dine to-day with Rogers and Sharpe, for which I have some

appetite, not having tasted food for the preceding forty-eight hours. I

wish I could leave off eating altogether.

" Saturday, December 11.

" Sunday, December 12.

" By G—t's answer, I find it is some story in real life, and not anj"

work with which my late composition coincides. It is still more
singular', for mine is drawn from existence also.

" I have sent an excuse to M. de Stael. I do not feel sociable enough
for dinner to-day ; and I will not go to Sheridan's on Wednesday. Not
that I do not admire and prefer his unequalled conversation; but

—

that ' buf must only be intelligible to thoughts I cannot write. Sheri-

dan was in good talk at Rogers's the other night, but I only staid till

nine. All the world are to be at the Stael's to-night, and I am not
sorry to escape any part of it. I only go out to get me a fresh appetite

for being alone. Went out—did not go to the Stael's, but to Ld. Hol-
land's. Party numerous—conversation general. Stayed late—made a
blunder—got over it—came home and went to bed, not having eaten

Rather empty, hutfresco, which is the great point with me.

"Monday, December 13, 1813.
" Called at three places—read, and got ready to leave town to-

morrow. Murray has had a letter from his brother Bibliopole of
Edinburgh, who says ' he is lucky in having such a poeV—something
as if one was a pack-horse, or ' ass, or any thing that is his :' or, like

Mrs. Packwood, who replied to some inquiry afi^gr the Odes on Razors,
' Laws, sir, we keeps a Poet.' The same illustrious Edinburgh book-
seller once sent an order for books, poes3^lb.nd cookery, with this

agreeable postscript—' The Harold and Cookery are much wanted.'
Such is fame, and, after all, quite as good as any other 'life in other's

breath.' 'T is much the same to divide purchasers with Hannah
Glasse or Hannah More.

" Some editor of some Magazine lias announced to Murray his inten-

tion of abusing the thing 'without reading it.'' So much the better; if

he redde it first, lie would abuse it more.
" Allen (Lord Holland's Allen—the best informed and one of the

ablest men I know—a perfect Magliabecchi—a devourer, a Helluo of
books, and an observer of men) has lent me a quantity of Burns's
unpublished, and never-to-be-published, Letters. Tliey are full of
oaths and obscene songs. What an antithetical mind !—tenderness,
roughness—delicacy, coarseness—sentiment, sensuality—soaring and
grovelling, dirt and deity—all mixed up in that one compound of
inspired clnv

!
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" It seems strange ; a true voluptuary will never abandon his mind
to the grossness of reality. It is by exalting the earthly, the material,
the physique of our pleasures, by veiling these ideas, by forgetting
them altogether, or, at least, never naming them hardly to one's self,

that we alone can prevent them from disgusting.

"December 14, 15, It^.

" Much done, but nothing to record. It is quite enough to set down
my thoughts; my actions will rarely bear retrospection.

" December 17, 18.
" Lord Holland told me a curious piece of sentimentality in Sheridan.*

The other night we were all delivering our respective and various
opinions on him and other hommes. marquans, and mine was this.

'Whatever Sheridan has done or chosen to do has been, par excellence,
always the best of its kind. He has written the best comedy (School
for Scandal), the best drama (in my mind, far before that St. Giles's
lampoon, the Beggar's Opera), the best farce (the Critic— it is only
too good for a farce), and the best Address (Monologue on Garrick),
and, to crown all, delivered the very best Oration (the famous Begum
Speech) ever conceived or heard in this countr}-.' Somebody told S.
this the next day, and on hearing it, he burst into tears !

"Poor Brinsley! if they were tears of pleasure, I would rather
have said these few, but most sincere, words than have Avritten the
Iliad or made his own celebrated Philippic. Nay, his own comedy
never gratified me more than to hear that he had derived a moment's
gratification from any praise of mine, humble as it nuist appear to
' my elders and my betters.'
" Went to my box at Covent-garden to-night ; and my delicacy felt

a little shocked at seeing S * * *'s mistress (who, to my certain know-
ledge, was actually educated, from her birtli, for her profession) sitting

with her mother, 'a three-piled b d, b d-Major to the army,' in

a private box opposite. I felt rather indignant ; but, casting my eyes
round the house, in the next box to me, and tlie next, and the next,
were the most distinguished old and young Babylonians of quality

;

—so I burst out a laughing. It was really odd ; Lady * * divorced—
Lady * * and her daughter, Lady * *, both divorceable—Mrs. *

*,f in

the next, the like, and still nearer ******* What an assem-
blage to me, who know all their histories. It was as if the house had
been divided between your public and your understood courtesans ; but
the Intriguantes much outnumbered the regular mercenaries. On the

other side were only Pauline and her mother, and, next box to her,

three of inferior note. Now, where lay the difference between her
and mamma, and Lady * * and daughter 1 except that the two last

may enter Carleton and any other house, and the two first are limited

to the opera and b house. How I do delight in observing life as

it really is! and myself, after all, the worst of any. But, no matter,

I must avoid egotism, which, just now, would be no vanity.
" I have lately written a wild, rambling, unfinished rhapsody, called

• The Devil's Drive,'J the notion of which I took from Porson's 'Devil's

Walk.'

* This passage of the Journal has already appeared in my Life of Sheridan.
+ These names are all left blank in the original.

± Of this strange, wild Poem, wljich extends to about 250 lines, the only

Y3
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" Redde suuie Italian, and wrote two Sonnets on * * *, I never
wrote but one sonnet before, and tliat was not in earnest, and many
years ago, as an exercise—and I will never write another. They are

the most puling, petrifying, stupidly platonic compositions. I detest

the Petrarch so much,* that I would not be the man even to have

copy that Lord Byron, I believe, ever wrote, he presented to Lord Holland.

Thouorh with a good deal of vigour and imagination, it is for the most part

rather clumsily executed, waning the point and condensation of those clever

verses of Mr. Coleridge which Lord Byron, adopting a notion long prevalent,

has attributed to Professor Porson. There are, however, some of the stanzas

of " The Devil's Drive" well worth preserving.

1.

" The Devil return'd to hell by two,

And he staid at home till five ;

• When he dined on some homicides done in ragout,

And a rebel or so in an Irish stew.

And sausages made of a self-slain Jew,
And bethought himself what next to do,

' And,' quoth he, •• I '11 take a drive.

I walk'd in the morning, I '11 ride to-night

;

In darkness my children take most delight,

And I '11 see how my favourites thrive.

" ' And what shall I ride in .'" quoth Lucifer, then

—

' If I follow'd my taste, indeed,

I shovild mount in a wagon of wounded men.
And smile to see them bleed.

But these vi^ill be furnisli'd again and again,

And at present my purpose is speed ;

To sec my manor as much as I may.
And watcli that no souls shall be poacli'd away.

" ' I have a state-coach at C House,
A chariot in Seymour-place ;

But they 're lent to two friends, who make me amends
By driving my favourite pace :

And they handle their reins with such a grace,

I have something for both at the end of their race.

4.
"

' So now for the earth to take my chance.'

Then up to earth sprung he ;

And making a jump from Moscow to France,
He stepped across the sea.

And rested his hoof on a turnpike road.

No very great way from a bishop's abode.

"
' But first as lie flew, I forgot to say

That he hover'd a moment upon his way
To look upon Leipsic plain

;

* He learned to think more reverently of the " Petrarcli" afterward.
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obtained his Laura, which tlie metaphysical, Avhining dotard never
could

"January 16, 1814.******
" To-morrow I leave town for a few days. I saw Lewis to-day,

who has just returned from Oatlands, where he has been squabbling
with Mad. de Stael about himself, Clarissa Harlowe, Mackintosh, and
me. My homage has never been paid in that quarter, or we would
have agreed still worse. I do n't talk—I can't flatter, and won't listen,

And so sweet to his eye was its sulphury glare
And so soft to his ear was the cry of despair,

That he perch'd on a mountain of slain
;

And he gazed with delight from its growing height,
Nor often on earth had ho seen such a sight,

Nor his work done half as well

:

For the field ran so red with the blood of the dead^
That it blush'd like the waves of Hell

!

Then loudly, and wildly, and long laugh'd he :

' Methinks thcv have here little need of me ."

' But the softest note that sooth'd his ear
VVas the sound of a widow sighing

;

And the sweetest sight was the icy tear,

Which Horror froze in the blue eye clear
Of a maid by her lover lying

—

As round her fell her long fair hair
;

And she look'd to Heaven with that phrensied air

Which seem'd to ask if a God were there !

And, stretch'd by the wall of a ruin'd hut,
With its hollow check, and eyes half shut,

A child of famine dj'ing :

And the carnage begun, when resistance is done,
And the fall of the vainly flying !

10.

" But the Devil has reach'd our cliffs so white,
And what did he there, I pray ?

If his eyes were good, he but saw by night
What we see every day ;

But he made a tour, and kept a journal
Of all the wondrous sights nocturnal.

And he sold it in shares to the Men of the Row,
Who bid pretty well—but they cheated him, though I

11.

" The Devil first saw, as ho thought, the Mail,
Its coachman and his coat

;

So instead of a pistol, he cock'd his tail,

And seized him by the throat

:

' Aha,' quoth he, ' what have we here ?

'T is a new barouche, and an ancient peer 1'
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except to a pretty or a foolish woman. She bored Lev/is with praises
of himself till he sickened—found out that Clarissa was perfection, and
Mackintosh the first man in England. There I agree, at least, one of
the first—but Lewis did not. As to Clarissa, I leave to those who can
read it to judge and dispute. I could not do the one, and am, conse-
quently, not qualified for the other. She told Lewis wisely, he being
my friend, that I was affected, in the first place, and that, in the next
place, I committed the heinous offence of sitting at dinner with my
eyes shut, or half shut. * * * I wonder if I really have this trick.

I must cure myself of it, if true. One insensibly acquires awkward
habits, which should be broken in time. If this is one, I wish I had
been told of it before. It would not so much signify if one was always
to be checkmated by a plain woman, but one may as well see some of
one's neighbours, as well as the plate upon the table.

" I should like, of all things, to have heard the Amaba^an eclogue
between her and Lewis,—both obstinate, clever, odd, garrulous, and
shrill. In fact, one could have heard nothing else. But they fell out,

alas !—andnow they will never quarrel again. Could not one recon-
cile them for the ' nonce V Poor Corinne,—she will find that some of
her fine sayings won't suit our fine ladies and gentlemen.

" I am getting rather into admiration of * *, the youngest sister

of * *. A wife would be my salvation. I am sure the wives of my

12.

" So he sat him on liis box again,

And bade him have no fear.

But be true to his club, and stanch to his rein.

His brothel, and his beer ;

« Next to seeing a lord at the council board,

I would rather see him here.'

17.

" The Devil gat next to Westminster,
And he turn'd to ' the room' of the Commons

;

But he heard, as he purposed to enter in therQ

That ' the Lords' had received a summons
;

And he thought, as a ' quondam Aristocrat,'

He might peep at the peers, though to hear them were flat

:

And he walk'd up the house, so like one of our own,
That they say he stood pretty near the throne.

18.
" He saw the Lord L 1 seemingly wise,

The Lord W d certainly silly.

And Johnny of Norfolk—a man of some size

—

And Chatham, so like his friend Billy ;

And he saw the tears in Lord E—n's eyes.

Because the Catholics would not rise.

In spite of his prayers and his prophecies
;

And he heard—which set Satan himself a staring

—

A certain Chief Justice say something like swearing.
And the Devil was shock'd—and quoth he, ' I must go,

For I find we have much better manners below.
If thus he harangues, when he passes my border,
T shall hint to friend Molorh to mil him to order.'"
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acquaintances liavo hitherto done me littlo goovi. * * is heautiful,

but very youno^, and, I tliink, a fool. But I liave not seen enough to

judge ; besides, I hate an esprit in f)otticoats. That §he won't love mo
is very probable, nor shall I love her. But, on my system, and the

modern system hi general, that do n't signify. The business (if it

came to business) would probably be arranged between papa and me.
She would have her own way ; I am good-humoured to women, and
docile ; and, if I did not fall in love with her, which I should try to

prevent, we should be a very comfortable couple. As to conduct, tliat

she must look to. ***** But r/" I love, I shall be Jealous;—and
for that reason I will not be in love. Though, after all, I doubt my
temper, and fear I should not be so patient as becomes the biens6ance

of a married man in my station. ***** Divorce ruins the

poor femme, and damages are a paltry compensation. I do fear my
temper would lead me into some of our oriental tricks of vengeance,
or, at any rate, into a summary appeal to the court of twelve paces.
So ' I '11 none on 't,' but e'en remain single and solitary ;—though I

should like to have somebody now and then, to yawn with one.
" W., and, after him, * *, has stolen one of my bufTooneries about

Mde. de Stael's Metaphysics and the Fog, and passed it, by speech and
letter, as their own. As Gibbet says, ' they are the most of a gentle-

man of any on the road.' W. is in sad enmity with the Whigs about
this Review of Fox (if he did review him) ;—all the epigrammatists and
essayists are at him. I hate odds, and wish he may beat them. As
for me, by the blessing of indifference, I have simplified my politics

into an utter detestation of all existing governments ; and, as it is the

shortest and most agreeable and summary feeling imaginable, the first

moment of a universal republic would convert me into an advocate
for single and uncontradicted despotism. The fact is, riches are
power, and poverty is slavery, all over the earth, and one sort of esta-

blishment is no better, nor worse, for a people than another. I shall

adhere to my party, because it would not be honourable to act other-

wise ; but, as to opinions, I do n't think politics worth an opinion. Con-
duct is another thing:—if you begin with a party, go on with them.
I have no consistency, except in politics ; and that probably arises

from my indifference on the subject altogether."

I must here be permitted to interrupt, for a while, the progress of

this Journal,—which extends through some months of the succeeding

year,—for the purpose of noticing, without infringement of chronological

order, such parts of the poet's literary history and correspondence as

belong properly to the date of the j^ear 1813.

At the beginning, as we have seen, of the month of December, the

Bride of Abydos was published,—having been struck off, like its pre-

decessor, the Giaour, in one of those paroxysms of passion and ima-

gination, which adventures such as the poet was now engaged in

Avere, in a temperament like his, calculated to excite. As the mathe-
matician of old required but a spot to stand upon, to be able, as he
boasted, to move the world, so a certain degree of foundation in fact
seemed necessary to Byron, before that lever which he knew how to

apply to the world of the passions could be wielded by him. So
small, however, was, in many instances, the connexion with reality

v/hich satisfied him, that to aim at tracing through his stories these

links with his own fate and fortunes, which were, after all, perhaps, visi-

ble but to his own fancy, would be a task as uncertain as unsafe ;—and
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this remark applies not only to the Bride of Abydos, but to the Corsair,
Lara, and all the other beautiful fictions that followed, in which, though
the emotions expressed by the poet may be, in general, regarded as

vivid recollections of what had, at different times, agitated his own
bosom, there are but little grounds,—however he might himself, oc-

casionally, encourage such a supposition,—for connecting him person-
ally with the groundwork or incidents of the stories.

While yet uncertain about the fate of his own new poem, the fol-

lowing observations on the work of an ingenious follower in the same
track were written.

'

- ' . LETTER CXLIIL

TO MR. MURRAY.

" December 4th, 1813.
'• 1 have redde through your Persian Tales,* and have taken the

liberty of making some remarks on the blank pages. There are many
beautiful passages, and an interesting story ; and I cannot give you a
stronger proof that such is my opinion than by the date of the hour—
txso o'clock, till which it has kept me awake without a yawn. The con-
clusion is not quite correct in costume : there is no Mussulman suicide

on record,—at least for love. But this matters not. The tale must
have been written by some one who has been on the spot, and I wish
liim, and he deserves, success. Will you apologize to the author for

the liberties I have taken with his MS. 1 Had I been less awake to,

and interested in, his theme, I had been less obtrusive ; but you know
/ always take this in good part, and I hope he will. It is difficult to

say what will succeed, and still more to pronounce what will not. I
am at this moment in that uncertainty (on our own score), and it is no
small proof of the author's powers to be able to charm and fix a jnind's

attention on similar subjects and climates in such a predicament.
That he may have the same effect upon all his readers is very sin-

cerely the wish, and hardly the doubt, of yours truly,

"B."

To the Bride of Abydos he made additions, in the course of printing,

amounting altogether to near two hundred lines ; and, as usual, among
the passages thus added were some of the happiest and most brilliant

in the whole Poem. The opening lines, " Know ye the land," &c.

—

supposed to have been suggested to him by a song of Goethe's,*—were
among the number of these new insertions, as were also those fine

verses, " Who hath not proved how feebly words essay," &c. Of one
of the most popular lines in this latter passage, it is not only curious,

but instructive, to trace the progress to its present state of finish,

Having, at first, written—

" Mind on her lip and music in her face," .
'.

* Poems by Mr. Galley Knight, of which Mr. Murray had transmitted the
MS. to Lord Byron, without, however, communicating the name of the
author.

* " Kennst du das Land wo die Citronen bliihn," Sic.
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he afterward altered it to

—

" The mhid of music breatliing in her face."

But, this not satisfying him, the next step of correction brought the

line to what it is at present

—

" The mind, the music breathing from her face."*

But tlie longest, as well as most splendid, of those passages, with
which tlie perusal of his own strains, during revision, inspired him,
was that rich flow of eloquent feeling which follows the couplet,
" Thou, my Zuleika, share and bless my bark," &c,—a strain of poetry
which, for energy and tenderness of thought, for music of versifica-

tion, and selectness of diction, has, throughout the greater portion of
it, but few rivals in either ancient or modern song. All this passage
Avas sent, in successive scraps, to the printer,—correction following
correction, and thought reinforced by thought. We have here, too,

another example of that retouching process, by which some of his

most exquisite effects were attained. Every reader remembers the
four beautiful lines

—

'• Or, since that hope denied in worlds of strife,

Be thou the rainbow to the storms of life

!

The evening beam that smiles the clouds away,
And tints to-morrow with prophetic ray !"

In the first copy of this passage sent to the publisher, the last line
was written thus

—

5 an airy )

" And tints to-morrow with \ a fancied S ray."

The following note being annexed :—" Mr. Murray,—Choose which of
the two epithets, • fancied,' or ' airy,' may be the best ; or, if neither
will do, tell me, and I will dream another." The poet's dream was,
it must be owned, lucky,—" prophetic" being the word, of all others,
for his purpose.!

* Among the imputed plagiarisms so indnstrioasly hunted out in his wri-
tings, this line has been, with somewhat more plausibihty than is frequent in

such charges, mcluded,—the lyric poet Lovelace having, it seems, written,

" The melody and music of her face.'*'

Sir Tliomas Brown, too, in his Religio Medici, says—" Tiiere is music even
in beauty," iic. The coincidence, no doubt, is worth observing, and the task
of " tracking" thus a favourite writer '' in the snow (as Dryden expresses it)

of others" is sometimes not unamusing ; but to those who found upon such
resemblances a general charge oi" plagiarism, we may apply what Sir Walter
Scott says, in that most agreeable work, his Lives of the Novelists :

—" It is

a favourite theme of laborious dulness to trace such coincidences, because
they appear to reduce genius of the higher order to the usual standard of
humanity, and of course to bring the author nearer to a level with his critics."

t It will be seen, however, from a subsequent letter to Mr. Murray, that ho.
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I shall select but one more example, from the additions to this

Poem, as a proof that his eagerness and facility, in producing, was
sometimes almost equalled by his anxious care in correcting. In the

long passage just referred to, the six lines beginning " Blest as the

Muezzin's strain," &c., having been despatched to the printer too late

for insertion, were, by his desire, added in an errata page ; the first

couplet, in its original form, being as follows :

—

" Soft as the Mecca-Muezzin's strains invite

Him who hath journey'd far to join the rite."

In a few hours after, another scrap was sent off, containing the lines

thus

—

" Blest as the Muezzin's strain from Mecca's dome,
Which welcomes Faith to view her Prophet's tomb."

With the following note to Mr. Murray:

—

"December 3d, 1813.
" Look out in the Encyclopedia, article Mecca, whether it is there

or at Medina the Prophet is entombed. If at Medina, the first lines of

my alteration must run

—

" Blest as the call which from Medina's dome
Invites Devotion to her Prophet's tomb, &c."

If at Mecca, the lines may stand as before. Page 45, canto 2d, Bride

of Abydos.
"

" Yours,
«B.

" You will find this out either by article Mecca, Medina or Moham-
med. 1 have no book of reference by me."

Immediately after succeeded another note :

—

" Did you look out 1 Is it Medina or Mecca that contains tlie Holy
Sepulchre ? Do n't make me blaspheme by your negligence. I have
no book of reference, or I would save you the trouble. I blush as a
good Mussulman, to have confused the point. " Yours,

" B."

Notwithstanding all these various changes, the couplet in question

stands, at present, thus :

—

" Blest as the Muezzin's strain from Mecca's wall

To pilgrims pure and prostrate at his call.''

In addition to his own watchfulness over the birth of his new Poem,
he also, as will be seen from the following letter, invoked the veteran

taste of Mr. GiflTord on the occasion.

himself was at first unaware of the peculiar felicity of this epithet ; and it

is, therefore, probable, that, after all, the merit of the choice may have
belonged to Mr. Gifford.
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LETTER CXLIV.

TO MR. GIFFORD.

" November 12th, 1813.

•' MY DEAR SIR,

" I hope you will consider when I venture on any request, that it is

the reverse of a certain Dedication, and is addressed not to ' Tlie Editor

of the Quarterly Review,' but to Mr. Gifford. You will understand

this, and on that point I need trouble you no farther,

" You have been good enough to look at a thing of mine in MS.

—

a Turkish story, and I should feel gratified if you would do it the same
favour in its probationary state of printing. It was written, I cannot

say for amusement, nor ' obliged by hunger and request of friends,'

but in a state of mind, from circumstances which occasionally occur
to 'us youth,' that rendered it necessary for me to apply my mind to

something, any thing but reality ; and under this not very brilliant in-

spiration it was composed. Being done, and having at least diverted

me from myself, I thought you would not perhaps be offended if Mr.

]Murray forwarded it to you. He has done so, and to apologize for his

doing so a second time is the object of my present letter.

" I beg you will not send me any answer. I assure you veiy sin-

cerely I know your time to be occupied, and it is enough, more than

enough, if you read
;
you are not to be bored with the fatigue of

answers.
"A word to Mr. Murray will be sufficient, and send it either to the

flames, or

' \ hundred hawkers' load,

On wings of winds to fly or fall abroad.'

It deserves no better than the first, as the work of a week, and scrib-

bled ' stans pede in uno' (by-the-by, the only foot I have to stand on)

;

and I promise never to trouble you again under forty Cantos, and a

voyage between each. " Believe me ever
" Your obliged and affectionate servant,

" Byron."

The following letter and notes addressed to Mr. Murray at this time,

cannot fail, I think, to gratify all those to whom the history of the

labours of Gejiius is interesting.

LETTER CXLV.

TO MR. MURRAY.

"Nov. 12th, 1813.
" Two friends of mine (Mr. Rogers and Mr. Sharpe) have advised

me not to risk at present any single publication separately, for various

reasons. As they have not seen the one in question, they can have
no bias for or against the merits (if it has any) or the faults of tiif;
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present subject of our conversation. You say all the last of the
' Giaour' are gone—at least out of your hands. Now, if you think of
pubhshing any new edition with the last additions which have not yet
been before the reader (I mean distinct from the two-volume publica-
tion), we can add the ' Bride of Abydos,' which will thus steal quietly

into the world : if liked, we can then throw off some copies for the

purchasers of former ' Giaours ;' and, if not, I can omit it in any future

publication. What think you? I really am no judge of those things,

and with all my natural partiality for one's own productions, 1 woidd
rather follow any one's judgment than my own.

" P.S. Pray let me have the proofs I sent all to-night. I have some
alterations that I wish to make speedily. I hope the proof will be on
separate pages, and not all huddled together on a mile-long ballad-
singing sheet, as those of the Giaour sometimes are ; for then I can't
read them distinctly."

TO MR. MURRAY. .
-

'
.

" Nov. 13, 1813.
" Will you forward the letter to Mr. GifFord with the proof ] There

is an alteration I may make in Zuleika's speech, in second Canto (the

only one of hers in that Canto). It is now thus :

—

" And curse, if I could curse, the day

It must be

—

.

" And mourn—I dare not curse—the day
That saw my solitary birth, &c. &c.

" Ever yours,

"B.

" In the last MS. lines sent, instead of ' living heart,' convert to
^ quivering heart.' It is in the line 9th of the MS. passage.

" Ever vours again,

"B."

TO MR. MURRAV.

" Alteration of a line in Canto second.
Instead of

—

" And tints to-morrow with difancied ray,

" And tints to-morrow with prophetic ray.

" The evening beam that smiles the clouds away.
And tints to-morrow with prophetic ray

;

's gilds)
" And ) tints S the hope of morning with its ray

;

" And gilds to-moiTOw's hope with heavenly ray.
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" I wish you would ask Mr. Gifford which of them is best, or rather

not worst. " Ever, &c.

" You can send the request cont-ined in this at the same time with

the revise, afier I have seen the said revise.''^

TO MR. MURRAY.

"Nov. 13, 1813.

"Certainly. Do you suppose that no one but the Galileans are

acquainted with Adam, and Eve, and Cain,* and Noah ? Surely, I

niig-ht have had Solomon, and Abraham, and David, and even Moses.
When you know that Zuleika is the Persain poetical name for Potiphar''s

wife, on whom and Joseph there is a long poem, in the Persian, this

M'ill not surprise you. If you want authority, look at Jones, D'Herbe-
lot, Vathek, or the notes to the Arabian Nights ; and, if you think it

necessary, model this into a note.
" Alter, in the inscription, ' the most affectionate respect,' to ' with

every sentiment of regard and respect.'

"

TO BIR. MURRAY.

•• Nov. 14. 181o.
'• I send you a note for the ignorant, but I really wonder at finding-

you among them. I do n't care one lump of sugar for my poetry; but

for my costume and my correctness on those points (of which 1 think

thefuneral was a proof), I will combat lustily.
" Yours, &c."

" Nov. 14. 1813.
" Let the vevise which I sent just now (and not the proof in Mr.

Gifford's possession) be returned to the printer, as there are several

additional corrections, and two new Unes in it

" Yours, &c."

LETTER CXLVL

TO MR. MURRAY.

"November 15ih, 1813.

• Mr. Hodgson has looked over and stopped, or r^iher pointed, this

rr vise, which must be the one to print from. He has also made some
suggestions, with most of which I have complied, as he has always,

for these ten years, been a very sincere, and by no means (at times)

flattering, intimate of mine. He likes it (you will ih'mkjlatterijigly,

in this instance) better than the Giaour, but doubts (and so do I) its

being so popular , but, contrary to some others, advises a separate

publication. On this we can easily decide. I confess I like the double

form better. Hodgson says, it is better versified than any of the others ;

* Some doubt had been expressed by Mr. Murray as to the propriety of

his putting the name of Cain into tiie mouth of a Mussulman.
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wliich is odd, if true, as it has cost me less time (though more hours
at a time) than any attempt I ever made.

"P.S. Do attend to the punctuation: I can't, for I don't know a
comma—at least, where to place one.

" That tory of a printer has omitted two lines of the opening, and
perhaps more, which were in the MS. Will you, pray, give him a hint

of accuracy ? I have reinserted the two, but they were in the manu-
script, I can swear."

LETTER CXLVII.

TO MR. MURRAY.
'

-

"November 17th, 1813.
'• That you and I may distinctly understand each other on a subject,

which, like ' the dreadful reckoning when men smile no more,' makes
conversation not very pleasant, I think it as well to write a few lines

on the topic. Before I left town for Yorkshire, you said that you were
ready and willing to give five himdred guineas for the copyright of
'The Giaour;' and my answer was, from which I do not mean to

recede, that we would discuss the point at Christmas. The new story
may or may not succeed ; the probability, under present circumstances,
seems to be, that it may at least pay its expenses; but even that remains
to be proved, and till it is proved one way or another, we will say
nothing about it. Thus then be it: I will postpone all arrangement
about it, and the Giaour also, till Easter, 1814; and you shall then,

accordmg to your own notions of fairness, make your own offer for

the two. At the same time, I do not rate the last in my own estimation
at half the Giaour; and according to your own notions of its worth
and its success within the time mentioned, be the addition or deduction
to or from whatever sum may be your proposal for the first, which
has already had its success.

" The pictures of Phillips I consider as mine, all three ; and the one
(not the Arnaout) of the two best is much at your service, if you will

accept it as a present.

" P.S. The expense of engraving from the miniature send me in mv
account, as it was destroyed by my desire ; and have the goodness to
burn that detestable print from it immediately.

" To make you some amends for eternally pestering you with altera-

tions, I send you Cobbett, to confirm your orthodoxy.
" One more alteration of a into the in the MS. ; it must be—* The

]ieart whose softiiess,'' &;c.
" Remember—and in the inscription ' to the Right Honourable Lord

Holland,' without the previous names, Henry, &c."

- - TO MR MURRAY.

" November 20, 18i;;.
" More work for the Row. I am doing my best to beat tlie ' Giaour"—no difficult task for anv one but the author."
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TO MR. MURRAY.

"November 22, 1813.

"I have no time to cross-investigate, but I believe and hope all is

right. I care less than you will believe about its success, but I can't

survive a single misprint: it chokes me to see words misused by the

printers. Pray look over, ui case of some eyesore escaping me.

" P.S. Send the earliest copies to Mr. Frere, Mr. Canning, Mr.
Heber, Mr. Gifford, Lord Holland, Lord Melbourne (Whitehall), Lady
Caroline Lamb (Brocket), Mr. Hodgson (Cambridge), Mr. Merivalc,

Mr.Ward, from the author."

TO MR. MURRAY.

"Novemljer 23, 1813.

"You wanted some reflections, and I send you /jer Se/im (see his

speech in Canto 2d, page 46), eighteen lines in decent couplets, of a
pensive, if not an ethical tendency. One more revise—positively the

last, if decently done—at any rate the ^eraultimate. Mr. Canning's
approbation (if he did approve) I need not say makes me proud.* As
to printing, print as you will and how you will—by itself, if you like

;

but let me have a few copies in sheets.

" November 24lh, 1813.
" You must pardon me once more, as it is all for your good : it must

be thus

—

" He makes a solitude, and calls it peace.

* Makes'' is closer to the passage of Tacitus, from which the line is

taken, and is, besides, a stronger word thau ' leaves.''

" Mark where his carnage and his conquests cease,
He makes a solitude, and calls it—peace."

LETTER CXLVHL

TO MR. HURRAY.

"November 27th, 1813.
" If you look over this carefully hy the last proof with my correc-

tions it is probably right; this you can do as well or better;— I have
not now time. The copies I mentioned to be sent to different friends

last night, I should wish to be made np with the new Giaours, if it also
is ready. If not, send the Giaour afterward.

* Mr. Canning's note was as follows :
—" I received the books, and, among

them, the Bride of Abydos. It is very, very beautiful. Lord Byron (when
I met him, one day, at dinner at Mr. Ward's) was so kind as to promise to

give me a copy of it. 1 mention this, not to save my purchase, but because
I ehould be really flattered by the present/'
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" The Morning Post says / am the author of Nourjahad!! This
comes of lending the drawings for their dresses ; but it is not worth a
formal contradiction. Besides, the criticisms on the supposition will,

some of them, be quite amusing and furious. The Orientalism—
which I hear is very splendid—of the melodrame (whosever it is, and
I am sure I do n't know) is as good as an advertisement for your
Eastern Stories, by filling then neads with glitter.

" P.S. You will of course say the truth, that I am not the melo-
draniatist—if any one charges me in your presence with the per-

formance."

LETTER CXLIX.

TO RIB. MURRAY.

" November 2bth, 18 IJ.
' Send another copy (if not too much of a request) to Lady Holland

of the Journal,* in my name, when you receive this ; it is for Earl
Grey—and I will relinquish my own. Also, to Mr. Shai-pe, and Lady
Holland, and Lady Caroline Lamb, copies of ' The Bride,' as soon as

convenient. . <

.

,- > •

" P.S. Mr. Ward and myself still continue our purpose ; but I shall

not trouble you on any arrangement on the score of the Giaour and
the Bride till our return—or, at any rate, before May, 1814—that is,

six months from hence : and before that time you will be able to

ascertain how far your offer may be a losing one ; if so, you can
deduct proportionably : and if not, I shall not at any rate allow you to

go higher than your present proposal, which is very handsome and
more than fair.f

" I have had—but this must be entre nous,—a very kind note, on the
subject of ' the Bride,' from Sir James Mackintosh, and an invitation
to go there this evening, which it is now too late to accept."

TO JMR. MURRAY.

"November i39, 1813.
" Sunday—Monday morning—3 o'clock

—

ui

my doublet and hose, swearing.
" 1 send you in lime an errata page, containing an omission of

mine which must be thus added, as it is too late for insertion in the

text. The passage is an imitation altogether from Medea in Ovid,
and is incomplete without these two lines. Pray let this be done, anfl

directly; it is necessary, will add one page to your book [making),
and can do no harm, and is yet in time for the public. Answer me,
thou oracle, in the affirmative. You can send the loose pages to those
who have copies already, if they like ; but certainly to all the critical

copy-holdei's.

* Penrose's Journal, a book published by Mr. Murray at tbis limu.
t Mr. Murray had oflcicd him a thousand guineas for the two Poems,
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" P.S. I have got out of my bed (in wliich, liowever, I could not

sleep, whether I had amended "this or not), and so good morning. I

am trying whether Dc L'AUemagne will act as an opiate, but I

doubt it."

TO MR. MURRAY.

" November 29th, 1813.
"

' You have looked at it .'' to much purpose, to allow so stupid a

blunder to stand; it is not ' courage,'' but 'carnage;'' and if you don't

want me to cut my own throat, see it altered.

" I am very sorry to hear of the fall of Dresden."

LETTER CL.

TO MR. MURRAY.

" Nov. 29th, 1813, Monday.
'• You will act as you please upon that point ; but whether I go or

stay, I shall not say another word on the subject till May—nor then,

unless quite convenient to yourself. I have many things I wish to

leave to your care, principally papers. The vases need not be now
sent, as Mr. Ward is gone to Scotland. You are right about the errata

page ; place it at the beginning. Mr. Perry is a little premature in his
compliments : these may do harm by exciting expectation, and I think
we ought to be above it—though I see the next paragraph is on the

Journal* which makes me suspect you as the author of both.
" Would it not have been as well to have said ' in Two Cantos' in

the advertisement "? they will else think of fragments, a species of
composition very well for once, like one ruin in a view ; but one would
not build a town of them. The Bride, such as it is, is my first entire

composition of any length (except the Satire, and be d—d to it), for

the Giaour is but a string of passages, and Childe Harold is, and I

rather think always will be, unconcluded. I return Mr. Hay's note,
with thanks to him and you.

" There have been some epigrams on Mr. Ward : one I see to-day.
The first I did not see, but heard yesterday. The second seems very
bad. I only hope that Mr. W'ard does not believe that I had any con-
nexion with either. I like and value him too well to allow my poli-

tics to contract into spleen, or to admire any thing intended to annoy
him or his. You need not take the trouble to answer this, as I shall

see you in the course of the afternoon.

" P.S. I have said this much about the epigrams, because I lived
so much in the opposite camp, and, from my post as an engineer, might
be suspected as the flinger of tliese hand-grenadoes ; but with a
worthy foe, I am all for open w^ar, and not this bush-fighting, and
have had, nor will have, any thing to do with it. I do not know the
author."

* Penrose's Journal.

Vol. L—

Z
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TO MR. MURRAY.

"Nov. 30th, 1813.
" Print this at the end of all thai ts of the ' Bi-ide of Abydos,'' as an

errata page.
" Bn.

" Omitted, canto 2d, page 47, after line 449,
" So that those arms cling closer romid my neck.

Read,

—

" Then if my lip once murmur, it must be
No sigh for safety, but a prayer for thee.

TO MR. MURRAY.

" Tuesday evening, Nov. 30th, 1813.
" For the sake of correctness, particularly in an errata page, the

alteration of the couplet I have just sent (half an hour ago) must take
place, in spite of delay or cancel ; let me see the proof early to-

morrow. I found out murmur to be a neuter verb, and have been
obliged to alter the line eo as to make it a substantive, thus

—

" The deepest murmur of this lip shall be
No sigh for safety, but a prayer for thee !

Do n't send the copies to the country till this is all right."

TO MR. MURRAY.

"Dec. 2d, 1813.
" When you can, let the couplet enclosed be inserted eitlier in the

page, or in the errata page. I trust it is in time for some of the
copies. This alteration is in the same part—the page but one before
the last correction sent.

"P.S. I am afraid, from all I hear, that people are rather inordinate

in their expectations, whi(;h is very unlucky, but cannot now be
helped. This comes of Mr. Perry and one's wise friends ; but do not
yo^i wind your hopes of success to the same pitch, for fear of acci-

dents, and I can assure you that my philosophy will stand the test

very fairly ; and I have done every thing to ensure you, at all events,
from positive loss, which will be some satisfaction to both."
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TO MK. MUHKAY

"Dec. 3d, 1813.

"I send you a scratch or izvo, the which heal. The Christian Ob-
server is veiy savage, but certainly well written—and quite uncom-
fortable at the naughtiness of book and author. I rather suspect you
won't much like the present to be more moral, if it is to share also

the usual fate of your virtuous volumes.
" Let me see a proof of the six before incoi-poration."

TO MR. MURRAY.

"Monday evening-, Dec. 6th, 1813
" It is all very well, except tliat the lines are not numbered properly,

and a diabolical mistake, page 67, which must be corrected with the
pe«, if no other way remains ; it is the omission of ' nof before ' dis-

agreeable,^ in the note on the amber rosary. This is really horrible,

and nearly as bad as the stumble of mine at the thresliold—I mean
the misnomer oi Bride. Pray do not let a copy go witliout the 'not;''

it is nonsense and worse than nonsense as it now stands. I Avish the

printer was saddled with a vampire.

" P.S. It is still hath instead of have in page 20 ; never was any one
so misused as I am by your devils of printers.

"P.S. I hope and trust the 'nof was inserted in the first edition.

We must have something—any thing—to set it right. It is enough
to answer for one's OAvn bulls, without other people's."

LETTER CLL

- TO MR. MURRAY.

"December Q7tli, 1813.
*' Lord Holland is laid up with the gout, and would feel very much

obliged if you could obtain, and send as soon as possible, Madame
D'Arblay's (or even Miss Edgeworth's) new work. I know they are

not out ; but it is perhaps possible for your Majesty to command what
we cannot with much suing purchase, as yet. I need not say that

when you are able or willing to confer the same favour on me, I shall

be obliged. I would almost fall sick myself to get at Madame D'Ar-
blay's writings.

"P.S. You were talking to-day of the American edition of a cer-

tain unquenchable memorial of my younger days. As it can't be
helped now, I own I have some curiosity to see a copy of Transat-
lantic typography. This you will perhaps obtain, and one for yourself

;
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but I must beg- that you will not import more, because, seriously, I do
wish to have that thing forgotten as much as it has been forgiven.

"If you send to the Globe editor, say that I want neither excuse
nor contradiction, but merely a discontinuance of a most ill-grounded
charge. I never was consistent in any thing but my politics ; and as
my redemption depends on that solitary virtue, it is murder to carry
away my last anchor."

Of these hasty and characteristic missives with which he despatched
off his " still-breeding thoughts," there yet remain a few more that
might be presented to the reader; but enough has here been given to
show the fastidiousness of his self-criticism, as well as the restless
and unsatisfied ardour with which he pressed on in pursuit of perfec-
tion,—still seeing, according to the usual doom of genius, much far-

ther than he could reach.
An appeal was, about this time, made to his generosity, which the

reputation of the person from whom it proceeded would, in most
minds, have justified him in treating with disregard, but which a more
enlarged feeling of humanity led him to view in a very different light;

for, when expostulated Math by Mr. Murray on his generous intentions

towards one " whom nobody else would give a single farthing to,"

he answered, " it is for that very reason / give it, because nobody else

will." The person in question was Mr. Thomas Ashe, author of a
certain notorious publication called " The Book," which, from the
delicate mysteries discussed in its pages, attracted far more notice
than its talent, or even mischief, deserved. In a fit, it is to be hoped,
of sincere penitence, this man wrote to Lord Byron, alleging poverty
as his excuse for the vile uses to which he had hitherto prostituted his

pen, and soliciting his Lordship's aid towards enabling him to exist, in

future, more reputably. To this application the following answer,
marked, in the highest degree, by good sense, humanity, and honour-
able sentiment, was returned by Lord Byron.

t LETTER CLII.

TO MR. ASHE.

"4, Bennet-street, St. James's, Dec. 14, iSlb'.
'' SIK,

" I leave town for a few days to-morrow : on my return, I will

answer your letter more at length. Whatever may be your situation,

I cannot but commend your resolution to abjure and abandon the

publication and composition of works such as those to which you
have alluded. Depend upon it, they amuseyea', disgrace both reader
and writer, and benefit none. It will be my wish to assist you, as far

as my limited means will admit, to break such a bondage. In your
answer, inform me what sum you think would enable you to extricate

yourself from the hands of your employers, and to regain at least

temporary independence, and I shall be glad to contribute my mite
towards it. At present, I must conclude. Your name is not unknown
to me, and I regret, for your own sake, that you have ever lent it to

the works you mention. In saying this, I merely repeat your own
oorf/.s in your Iclter to me, and have no wish whatever to say a single
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syllable that may appear to insult your misfortunes. If I have,

excuse me ; it is unintentional.
" Yours, &c.

" Byron."

In answer to this letter, Ashe mentioned, as the sum necessary to

extricate him from his difficulties, £l50—to be advanced at the rate

of ten pounds per month ; and, some short delay having- occurred in

the reply to this demand, the modest applicant, in renewing his suit,

complained, it appears, of neglect : on which Lord Byron, with a good
temper which few, in a similar case, could imitate, answered him as

follows.

LETTER CLIII.

TO MR. ASHE.

" Januaiy 5th, 1814.
" SIR,

" "When you accuse a strang-er of neglect, you forget that it is pos-
sible business or absence from London may have interfered to delay
his answer, as has actually occurred in the present instance. But to the
point. I am willing to do what I can to extricate you from your situa-

tion. Ycnu" first scheme* 1 was considering ; but your own impatience
appears to have rendered it abortive, if not irretrievable. I will
deposite in Mr. Murray's hands (with his consent) the sum you men-
tioned, to be advanced for the time at ten pounds per month.

"P.S. I write m the greatest hurry, which may make my letter a
little abrupt ; but, as I said before, I have no wish to distress your
feelings."

The service thus humanely proffered was no less punctually per-
fonned ; and the following is one of the many acknowledgments of
payment which I find in Ashe's letters to Mr. Murray :—" I have the
honour to enclose you another memorandum for the sum of ten pounds,
in compliance with the munificent instructions of Lord Byron."f

His friend, Mr. Merivale, one of the translators of those Selections
from the Anthology which we have seen he regretted so much not
having taken with him on his travels, published a poem about this

time, which he thus honours Avith his praise.

* His first intention had been to go out, as a settler, to Botany Bay.
t When these monthly disbursements had amounted to 70/., Ashe wrote to

beg that the whole remaining sum of 80/. might be advanced to him at oije

payment, in order to enable him, as he said, to avail himself of a passage to

New South Wales, which had been again offered to him. The sum was,
•accordingly, by Lord Byron's orders, paid into his hancl?.
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LETTER CLIV.

TO MR. MERIVALE.
.

'

"Januaiy, 1814.
" MY DEAR MERIVALE,

" I have redde Roneesvaux with very great pleasure, and (if I were
so disposed) see very httle room for criticism. There is a choice of

two hues in one of the last Cantos,— I think ' Live and protect' better,

because ' Oh who V implies a doubt of Roland's power or inclination.

I would allow the—but that point you yourself must determine on

—

I mean the doubt as to where to place a part of the Poem, whether
between the actions or no. Only if you wish to have all the success

you deserve, never listen to friends, and—as I am not the least trouble-

some of the number—least of all, to me.
" I hope you will be out soon. March, sir, March is the month for

the trade, and they must be considered. You have written a very

noble Poem, and nothing but the detestable taste of the day can do
you harm,—but I think you will beat it. Your measure is uncom-
monly well chosen and wielded."*

In the extracts from his Journal, just given, there is a passage that

cannot fail to have been remarked, where, in speaking of his admira-

tion of some lady, whose name he has himself left blank, the noble

writer says—" a wife would be the salvation of me." It was under

this conviction, which not only himself but some of his friends enter-

tained, of the prudence of his taking timely refuge in matrimony from
those perplexities which form the sequel of all less regular ties, that

he had been induced, about a year before, to turn his thoughts seri-

ously to marriage,—at least, as seriously as his thoughts were ever

capable of being so turned,—and chiefly, I believe, by the advice and
intervention of his friend Lady Melbourne, to become a suitor for the

hand of a relative of that lady. Miss Milbanke. Though his proposal

was not then accepted, every assurance of friendship and regard ac-

companied the refusal ; a wish was even expressed that they should

continue to write to each other, and a correspondence,—somewhat
singular between two young persons of different sexes, inasmuch as

love was not the subject of it,—ensued between them. We have seen

liow highly Lord Byron estimated as well the virtues as the accom-
plishments of the young lady, but it is evident that on neither side, at

this period, was love either felt or professed.f

In the mean time, new entanglements, in which his heart was the

willing dupe of his fancy and vanity, came to engross the young poet

;

and still, as the usual penalties of such pursuits followed, he again

found himself sighing for the sober yoke of wedlock, as some security

against their recurrence. There were, indeed, in the interval between

'' This letter is but a fragment,— the remainder being lost,

t The reader has already seen what liOrd Byron himself says, in his

Journal, on this subject :—" What an odd situation and friendship is oqrs !

—without onf spark nf love oti oitbrr side," Arc. Sic,
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Miss Milbauke's refusal and acceptauce of liim, txvo or three other
young women of rank wlio, at diflerent times, formed the subject of
his matrimonial dreams. In the society of one of these, whose
family had long honoured me witli their friendship, he and I passed
much of our time, during this and the preceding spring; and it will be
found that, in a subsequent part of his correspondence, he represents me
as having entertained an anxious wish, that he should so far cultivate
my frienfl's favour as to give a chance, at least, of matrimony being
the result.

That I, more tlian once, expressed some such feeling is undoubtedly
true. Fully concurring with the opinion, not only of himself, but of
others of his friends, that in marriage lay his only chance of salvation
from the sort of perplexing attachments into which he was now con-
stantly tempted, I saw in none of those whom he admired with more
legitimate views so many requisites for the difficult task of wimiing
him into fidelity and happiness as in the lady in question. Combining
beauty of the highest order, witli a mind intelligent and ingemious,

—

having just learning enough to give refinement to her taste, and far
too much taste to make pretensions to learning,—witli a patrician
spirit proud as his own, but showing it only in a delicate generosity
of spirit, a feminine high-mindedness, which would have led her to
tolerate his defects in consideration of his noble qualities and his
glorj-, and even to sacrifice silently some of her own happiness rather
than violate the responsibility in whicji she stood pledged to the world
for his ;—such was, from long experience, my impression of the cha-
racter of this lady ; and perceiving Lord Byron to be attracted by her
more obvious claims to admiration, I felt a pleasure no less in render-
ing justice to tlie still rarer qualities which she possessed, than in
endeavouring to raise my noble friend's mind to the contemplation of
a higher model of female character than he had, unluckily for himself,
been much in the habit of studying.

To this extent do I confess myself to have been influenced by the
sort of feeling which he attributes to me. But in taking for granted
(as it will appear he did from one of his letters) that I entertained any
veiy decided or definite wishes on the subject, he gave me more credit
for seriousness in my suggestions than I deserved. If even the lady
herself, the unconscious object of these speculations, by whom he
was regarded in no other light than that of a distinguished acquaint-
ance, could have consented to undertake the perilous,—but still possi-
ble and glorious,—achievement of attaching Byron to virtue, I own
that, sanguinely as, in theory, I might have looked to the result, I
should have seen, not without trembling, the happiness of one whom
I had known and valued from her childhood risked in the experiment.

I shall now proceed to resume the thread of the Journal, which I
had broken off, and of which, it will be perceived, the noble author him-
self had for^some weeks, at this time, interrupted the progress.
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"journal, 1814.

" February 18.
" Better than a month since I last journalized :—most of it out of

London, and at Notts., but a busy one and a pleasant, at least three

weeks of it. On my return, I find all the newspapers in hysterics,*

and town in an uproar, on the avowal and republication of two stanzas

on Princess Charlotte's weeping- at Regency's speech to Lauderdale
in 1812. The} are daily at it still;—some of the abuse good, all of

it hearty. They talk of a motion in our House upon it—he it so.

" Got up—read tlie Morning Post containing tiie battle of Buona-
parte, the destruction of the Custom-house, and a paragraph on me
as long as my pedigree, and vituperative, as usual. * * *

" Hobhouse is returned to England. He is my best friend, the most
lively, and a man of the most sterhng talents extant.

"
' The Corsair' has been conceived, written, published, &c. since I

last took up this Journal. They tell me it has great success ;—it was
written con amore, and much from existence. Murray is satisfied with
its progress ; and if the public are equally so with the perusal, there's

an end of the matter.

" Nine o'clock.
" Been to Hanson's on business. Saw Rogers, and had a note from

Lady Melbourne, who says, it is said that I am 'much out of spirits.'

I wonder if I really am or not ? I have certainly enough of ' that

perilous stufi" which weighs upon the heart,' and it is better they should

believe it to be the result of these attacks than of the real cause

;

but—ay, ay, always but, to the end of the chapter. * # #

" Hobhouse has told me ten thousand anecdotes of Napoleon, all

good and true. My friend H. is the most entertaining of companions,
and a fine fellow to boot.

* Immediately on the appearance of the Corsair (with those obnoxious
verses, " Weep, daughter of a royal line," appended to it), a series of attacks,

not confined to Lord Byron himself, but aimed also at all those who had lately

become his friends, was commenced in tlie Courier and Morning Post, and
carried on through the greater part of the months of February and March.
The point selected by these writers, as a ground of censure on the poet, was
one which now, perhaps, even themselves would agree to class among his

claims to praise,—namely, the atonement which he had endeavoured to make
for the youthful violence of his Satire by a measure of justice, amiable even
in its overflowings, to every one whom he conceived he had wronged.

Notwithstanding the careless tone in wliich, here and elsewhere, he speaks
of these assaults, it is evident that they annoyed him ;—an effect which, in

reading them over now, we should be apt to wonder they could produce, did

we not recollect the property which Dryden attributes to "• small wits," in

common with certain other small animals :

—

" We scarce could know they live, but that they bite."

The following is a specimen of the terms in which these party scribes could
then sj)eak of one of the masters of English song :

—'• They might have slept

in oblivion with Lord Carlisle's Dramas and Lord Byron's Poems."—" Some
certainly extol Lord Byron's Poems much, but the most of the best judges
place his lordship rather low in tlie list of our minor poets."
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" Redde a little—wrote notes and letters, and am alone, whicli,

Locke says, is bad company. ' Be not solitary, be not idle'—Um !

—

the idleness is troublesome ; but 1 can't sec so much to regret in the

solitude. The more I see of men, the less 1 like them. If I could
but say so of women too, all would be well. Why can't III am now
six-and-twenty ; my passions have had enough to cool them ; my
affections more than enough to wither tliem,—and yet—and yet

—

always yet and btU— ' Excellent well, you are a fislmionger—get thee
to a numiery.' ' They fool me to the top of my bent.'

" Midnight.
"Began a letter, which I threw into the fire. Redde—but to little

purpose. Did not visit Hobhouse, as I promised and ought. No
matter, the loss is mine. JSmoked cigars.

" Napoleon !—this week will decide his fate. All seems against
him; but I believe and hope lie will win—at least, beat back the
invaders. What right have we to prescribe sovereigns to Fr-mce ?

Oh for a republic !
' Brutus, thou slcepest.' Hobhouse abounds in

continental anecdotes of this extraordinary man ; all in favour of his
intellect and courage, but against his bonhommie. No wonder ;—how
should he, who knows mankind well, do other than despise and abhor
them.

" The greater the equality, the more impartially evil is distributed,

and becomes lighter by the division among so many—therefore, a
republic

!

" More n6tes from Mad. de * * unanswered—and so they shall
remain. I admire her abilities, but really her society is overwhelmmg
—an avalanche that buries one in glittering nonsense—all snow and
sophistry.

" Shall I go to Mackintosh's on Tuesday 1 um !—I did not go to
Marquis Lansdowne's, nor to Miss Berry's, though both are pleasant.
So is Sir James's,—but I don't know—I believe one is not the better
for parties ; at least, unless some regnante is there.

" I wonder how the deuse any body could make such a world ; for
what purpose dandies, for instance, were ordained—and kings—and
fellows of colleges—and women of ' a certain age'—and many men
of any age—and myself, most of all

!

' Divesne prisco et natus ab Inacho,
Nil interest, an pauper, et infima

De gente, sub dio moreris,

Victima nil miserantis Orel.
* * * *

Omnes eodem cogimur.'

" Is there any thing beyond ]

—

who know^s ? He that can't tell.

Who tells that there is? He who don't know. And when shall he
know ? perhaps, when he do n't expect, and, generally, when he do n't

wish it. In this last respect, however, all are not alike : it depends a
good deal upon education,—something upon nerves and habits—but
most upon digestion.
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" Saturday, Feb. lOtli.

" Just returned from seeing Kean in Richard. By Jove, he is a

soul ! Life—nature—truth—without exaggeration or diminution.

Kemble's Hamlet is perfect ;—but Hamlet is not Nature. Richard is

a man ; and Kean is Richard. Now to my own concerns.*****
" Went to Waite's. Teeth all right and white ; but he says that

I grind them in my sleep and chip the edges. That same sleep is no
friend of mine, though 1 court him sometimes for half the 24.

" February 20th.
" Got up and tore out two leaves of this Journal—I do n't know

why. Hodgson just called and gone. He has much feow/iommze with

his other good qualities, and more talent than he has yet had credit

for beyond his circle.

" An invitation to dine at Holland-house to meet Kean. He is

worth meeting ; and I hope, by getting into good society, he wiU be

prevented from falling like Cooke. He is greater now on the stage,

and off he should never be less. There is a stupid and underrating

criticism upon him in one of the newspapers. I thought that, last

night, though great, he rather underacted more than the first tune.

This may be the effect of these cavils ; but I hope he has more sense

than to mind them. He cannot expect to maintain his present emi-
nence, or to advance still higher, without the envy of his green-room
fellows, and the nibbling of their admirers. But, if he do n't beat them
all, why, then—merit hath no purchase in ' these coster-monger days.'

" I wish that I had a talent for the drama ; I would write a tragedy

now. But no,—it is gone. Hodgson talks of one,—he will do it

well ;—and I think M—e should tiy. He has wonderful powers, and
much variety ; besides, he has lived and felt. To write so as to bring

home to the heart, the heart must have been tried,—but, perhaps,

ceased to be so. While you arc under the influence of passions, you
only feel, but cannot describe them,—any more than, when in action,

you could turn round, and tell the story to your next neighbour

!

When all is over,—all, all, and irrevocable,—trust to memory—she is

then but too faithful.

" Went out, and answered some letters, yawned now and then, and
redde the Robbers. Fine,—but Fiesco is better; and Alfieri and
Monti's Aristodemo best. They are more equal than the Tedeschi
dramatists.

" Answered—or, rather, acknowledged—the receipt of young Rey-
nold's Poem, Safie. The lad is clever, but much of his thoughts are

borrowed,

—

whence, the Reviewers may find out. I hate discouraging
a young one ; and I think,—though wild, and more oriental than he
would be, had he seen the scenes where he has placed his Tale,—that

he has much talent, and, certainly, fire enough.
" Received a very singular epistle ; and the mode of its conveyance,

through Lord H.'s hands, as curious as the letter itself. But it was
gratifying and pretty.
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" Sunday Feb. 27th.
" Here I am, alone, instead of dining at Lord H.'s, where I was

asked,—but not inclined to go any wiiere. Hobhouse says I am
growing a loup garou,—a solitaiy hobgoblin. True ;

—
' I am myself

alone.' The last week has been passed in reading—seeing plays

—

now and then, visiters—sometimes yawning and sometimes sighing,

but no writing,—save of letters. If I ronld always read, I should

never feel the want of society. Do I regret it 1—urn !—
' Man delights

not me,' and only one woman—at a time.
" There is something to me very softening in the presence of a

woman,—some strange influence, even if t>ne is not in love with them,
—which I cannot at all account for, having no very high opinion of

the sex. But yet,—I always feel in better humour with myself and
every thing else, iC, tjiere is a woman within ken. Even Mrs. Mule,*
my fire-lighter,—the most ancient and withered of her kind,—and
(except to myself) not the best tempered—always makes me laugh,

—

no difficult task when I am ' i' the vein.'
" Heigho ! I would I were in mine island !—I am not well ; and yet I

look in good health. At times, I fear, ' I am not in my perfect mind ;'

—

and yet my heart and head have stood many a crasli, and what should
ail them now 1 They prey upon themselves, and I am sick—sick

—

' Prithee, undo this button ; why should a cat, a rat, a dog, have life,

and thou no life at all V Six-and-twenty years, as they call them:

—

why, I might and should have been a Pasha by this time. ' I 'gin to

be a weary of the sun.'
" Buonaparte is not yet beaten ; but has rebutted Blucher, and

repiqued Swartzenburg. This it is to have a head. If he again wins,
' Vse victis

!'

* This ancient housemaid, of whose gaunt and witch-like appearance it

would be impossible to ronvey any idea but by tlie pencil, furnished one
among the numerous instances of Lord Byron's pronentss to attach himself

to any thing, however homely, that had once enlisted his good-nature in its

behalf, and become associated with his thoughts. He first found this old

woman at his lodgings in Bennet-street, where, for a v\hole season, she was
the perpetual scare-crow of his visiters. When, next year, he took chambers
in Albany, one of the great advantages which his friends looked to in the

change was, that they should get rid of this phantom. But, no,—there she
was again—he had actually brought her with him from Bennet-street. The
following year saw him married, and, with a regular establishment of ser-

vants, in Piccadilly ; and here,— as Mrs. Mule had not appeared to any of

the visiters,—it was concluded, rashly, that the witch had vanished. One
of those friends, however, who had most fondly indulged in this persuasion,

happening to call one day when all the male part of the establishment were
abroad, saw, to his dismay, the door opened by the same grim personage,

improved considerably in point of habiliments since he last saw her, and
keeping pace with the increased scale of her master's household, as a new
peruke, and other symptoms of promotion, testified. When asked, " how
he came to carry this old woman about with him from place to place .'" Lord
Byron's only answer was, " the i>oor old devil was so kind to me."
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" Sunday, March 6th.
" On Tuesday last dined with Rogers,—Mad^ de Stael, Mackintosh,

Sheridan, Erskine, and Payne Knight, Lady Donegall and Miss R.
there. Sheridan told a very good story of himself and M^ de Reca-
mier's handkerchief; Erskine a few stories of himself only. 5^ is

going to write a big book about England, she says ;—I believe her.

Asked by her how I liked Miss * *'s thing, called * *, and answered
(very smcerely) that I thought it very bad for her, and worse than any
of the others. Afterward thought it possible Lady Donegall, being

Irish, might be a Patroness of * *, and was rather sorry for my opi-

nion, as I hate putting people into fusses, either with themselves, or

their favourites ; it looks as if one did it on purpose. The party went
off very well, and the fish was very much to my gusto. But we got

up too soon after the women ; and Mrs. Corinne always lingers so
long after dinner, that we wish her in—the drawi-ng-room.

" To-day C. called, and, while sitting here, in came Merivale.

During our colloquy, C. (ignorant that M. was the writer) abused the
' mawkishness of the Quarterly Review of Grimm's Correspondence.'

1 (knowing the secret) changed the conversation as soon as I could

;

and C. went away, quite convinced of having made the most favoura-

ble impression on his new acquaintance. Merivale is luckily a very

good-natured fellow, or God he knows what might have been engen-

dered from such a malaprop. I did not look at him while this was
going on, but I felt like a coal,— for 1 like Merjvale, as well as the

article in question. *******
" Asked to Lady Keith's to-morrow evening—I think I will go; but

it is the first party invitation I have accepted this ' season,' as the

learned Fletcher called it, when that youngest brat of Lady * *'s cut

my eye and cheek open with a misdirected pebble—' Never mind, my
lord, the scar will be gone before the season;'' as if one's eye was of

no importance in the mean time.
" Lord Erskine called, and gave me his famous pamphlet, with a

marginal note and corrections in his handwriting. Sent it to be bound
superbly, and shall treasure it.

" Sent my fine print of Napoleon to be framed. It is framed; and
the emperor becomes his robes as if he had been hatched in them.

" March 7th.

" Rose at seven—ready by half past eight—went to Mr. Hanson's,

Berkeley-square—went to church with his eldest daughter, Mary Anne
(a good girl), and gave her away to the Earl of Portsmouth. Saw her

fairly a countess—congratulated the family and groom (bride)—drank a

bumper of wine (wholesome sherris) to their felicity, and all that,—and
came home. Asked to stay to dinner, but could not. At three sat to

Phillips for faces. Called on Lady M.—I like her so well, that I

always stay too long. (Mem.—to mend of that.)

" Passed the evening with Hobhouse, who has begun a Poem, which
promises highly ;—wish he would go on with it. Heard some curious

extracts from a life of Morosini, the blundering Venetian, who blew

up the Acropolis at Athens with a bomb, and be d—d to him ! Waxed
sleepy,—just come home,—must go to bed, and am engaged to meet
Sheridan to-morrow at Rogers's.

*' Queer ceremony that same of marriage—saw many abroad, Greek
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and Catholic—one, at home, many years ago. There be some strange
phrases in the prologue (the exhortation), which made me turn away,
not to laugh in the face of the surpliceman. Made one blunder, when
I joined the hands of the happy—raunned their left hands, by mistake,
into one another. Corrected it—bustled back to the altar-rail, and said
'Amen.' Portsmouth responded as if he had got the whole by heart

;

and, if any thing, was rather before the priest. It is now midnight, and

" March 10th, Thor's Day.
"On Tuesday dined with Rogers—Mackintosh, Sheridan, Sharpe—

-

much talk, and good—all, except my own little prattlcment. Much
of old times—Home Tooke,—the Trials,—evidence of Sheridan,—and
anecdotes of those times, when /, alas ! was an infant. If I had been
a man, I would have made an English Lord Edward Fitzgerald.

" Set down Sheridan at Brookes's—where, by-the-by, he could not
have well set down himself, as he and I were the only drinkers.
vSheny means to stand for Westminster, as Cochrane (the stock-job-
bing hoaxer) must vacate. Brougham is a candidate. I fei.r for poor
dear Sherry. Both have talents of the highest order, but the youngster
has yet a character. We shall see, if he lives to Sherry's age, how
he will pass over the red-hot ploughshares of public life. I do n't know
why, but I hate to see the old ones lose

; particularly Sheridan, not-
Mit'hstanding all his m^cliancet^.

" Received many, and the kindest, thanks from Lady Portsmouth,
2)ere and mere, for my match-making. I do n't regret it, as she looks
tlie countess well, and is a very good girl. It is odd how well she
carries her new honours. She looks a different woman, and high-
bred, too. I had no idea that 1 could make so good a peeress.

" W^ent to the play with Hobhouse. Mrs. Jordan superlative in
Hoyden, and Jones well enough in Foppington. IVIiat plays! what
Avit !—helas ! Congreve and Vanbrugh are your only comedy. Our
society is too insipid now for the like copy. Would not go to Lady
Keith's. Hobhouse thought it odd. I wonder he should like parties.
If one is in love, and wants to break a commandment and covet any
thing that is there, they do very well. But to go out among the mere
herd, without a motive, pleasure, or pursuit—'jideath! 'I'll none of
it.' He told me an odd report; that /am the actual Conrad, the veri-
table Corsair, and that part of my travels are supposed to have passed
m privacj-. Urn ! people sometimes hit near the truth ; but never the
Avhole truth. H. do n't know what I was about the year after he left

the Levant ; nor does any one—nor—nor—nor—however, it is a lie
•

but, ' I doubt the equivocation of the fiend that lies like truth!'
" I shall have letters of importance to-morrow. Which, * *, * *j

or * * 1 heigho !—* * is in my heart, * * in my head, * * in my eye,
and the single one, Heaven knows where. All write, and will be
answered. ' Since I have crept in favour with myself, I must maintain
it ;' but /never ' mistook my person,' though I think others have.

" * * called to-day in great despair about his mistress, who has taken
a freak of * * *. He began a letter to lier, but was obliged to stop
short—I finished it for him, and he copied and sent it. If he holds out
and keeps to my instructions of affected indifference, she will lower
her colours. If she do n't, he will, at least, get rid of her, and she
don't seem much worth keeping. But the poor lad is in love—if that
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IS the case, she will wm. When they once discover their power,
finita e la musica.

" Sleepy, and must go to bed.

" Tuesday, March 15th.

"Dined yesterday with R., Mackintosh, and Sharpe. Sheridan
could not come. Sharpe told several very amusing anecdotes of
Henderson, the actor. Stayed till late, and came home,—having drank
so much tea, that I did not get to sleep till six this morning. R. says
I am to be in this Quarterly—cut up, I presume, as they ' hate us
youth.' NHmporte. As Sharpe was passing by the doors of some
Debating Society (the Westminster Forum) in his way to dinner, he
saw rubricked on the walls, Scott's name and 7nine—' Which the best
poet V being the question of the evening ; and I suppose all the Tem-
plars and would-bes took our rhymes in vain, in the course of the con-
troversy. Which had the greater show of hands, I neither know nor
care ; but 1 feel the coupling of the names as a compliment,—though
I think Scott deserves better company.*****
" W. W. called—Lord Erskine, Lord Holland, &c. &c. Wrote to

* * the Corsair report. She says she do n't wonder, since ' Conrad
is so like.'' It is odd that one, who knows me so thoroughly, should
tell me this to my face. However, if she do n't know, nobody can.

" Mackintosh is, it seems, the writer of the defensive letter in the
Morning Chronicle. If so, it is very kind, and more than I did for

myself.
* * * * *

" Told Murray to secure for me Bandello's Italian Novels at the sale

to-morrow. To me they will be nuts. Redde a satire on myself,
called 'Anti-Byron,' and told Murray to publish it if he liked. The
object of the author is to prove me an Atheist and a systematic con-
spirator against law and government. Some of the verse is good

;

the prose I do n't quite understand. He asserts that my ' deleterious

works' have had an 'effect upon civil society, which requires, &c. &c.
&c.' and his own poetry. It is a lengthy poem, and a long preface,

with an harmonious titlepage. Like the fly in the fable, I seem to have
got upon a wheel vvliich makes much dust ; but, unlike the said fly, I

do not take it all for my own raising.
" A letter from Bella, which I answered. I shall be in love with

her again, if I do n't take care.*****
" I shall begin a more regular system of reading soon.

" Thursday, March 17th.
" I have been sparring with Jackson for exercise this morning ; and

mean to continue and renew my acquaintance with the inufHes. My
chest, and arms, and wind are in very good plight, and I am not in

flesh. I used to be a hard hitter, and my arms are very long for my
height (5 feet 8i inches). At any rate, exercise is good, and this the

severest of all ; fencing and the broadsword never fatigued me half
so much.
" Redde the ' Quarrels of Authors' (another sort of sparring)—

a

new work, by that most entertaining and researching writer, Israeli.
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They seem to bo an irritable set, and I wish myself well out of it.

' I '11 not marcli tlirough Coventry with them, that 's flat.' What the

devil had I to do with scribbling? It is too late to inquire, and all

regret 'S useless. But, an' it were to do again,— I should write again,

I suppose. Such is human nature, at least my share of it ;—though I

shall think better of myself, if I have sense to stop now. If I nave a
wife, and that wife has a son—by any body— I will bring up mine
heir in the most anti-poetical way—make him a lawyer, or a pirate, or
—any thing. But if he writes too, I shall be sure he is none of mine,
and cut him off with a bank token. Must write a letter—three o'clock.

" Smiday, March 20th.
" I intended to go to Lady Hardwicke's, but won't. I always begin

the day with a bias towards going to parties; but, as the evening
advances my stimulus fails, and I hardly ever go out—and, when 1

do, always regret it. This might liave been a pleasant one ;—at least

the hostess is a very superior woman. Lady Lansdowne's to-morrow
—Lady Heathcote's Wednesday. Um !—I must spur myself into

going to some of them, or it will look like rudeness, and it is better to

do as other people do—confound them

!

" Redde Machiavel, parts of Chardin, and Sismondi, and Bandello,

—by starts. Redde the Edinburgh, 44, just come out. In the begin-

ning of the article on ' Edgeworth's Patronage,' I have gotten a high
compliment, I perceive. Whether this is creditable to me, I know
not ; but it does honour to the editor, because he once abused me.
Many a man will retract praise ; none but a high-spirited mind will

revoke its censure, or can praise the man it has once attacked. I

have often, since my return to England, heard Jeffrey most highly
commended by those who know him for things independent of his

talents. I admire him for this—not because he \\^?, praised me (I have
been so praised elsewhere and abused, alternately, that mere habit has
rendered me as indifferent to both as a man at twenty-six can be to

any thing), but because he is, perhaps, the only man who, under the

relations in which he and I stand, or stood, with regard to each other,

would have had the liberality to act thus ; none but a great soul dared
hazard it. The height on which he stands has not made him giddy

;

—a little scribbler would have gone on cavilling to the end of the

chapter. As to the justice of his panegyric, that is matter of taste.

There are plenty to question it, and glad, too, of the opportunity.
" Lord Erskine called to-day. He means to carry down his re-

flections on the war—or rather wars—to the present day. I trust that

he will. Must send to Mr. Murray to get the binding of ray copy of

his pamphlet finished, as Lord E. has promised me to correct it, and
add some marginal notes to it. Any thing in his handwriting will be

a treasure, which will gather compound interest from years. Erskine
lias high expectations of Mackintosh's promised History. Undoubt-
edly it must be a classic, when finished.

" Sparred with Jackson again yesterday morning, and shall to-

morrow. I feel all the better for it, in spirits, though my arms and
shoulders are very stiff from it. Mem.—to attend the pugilistic dinner
—Marquis Huntley is in the chair.

* « * * * #

" Lord Erskine thinks that ministers must be in peril of going out.

So much the better for him. To me it is the same who are in or out

;
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—we want something more than a change of ministers, and some day
we will have it.

" I remember,* in riding from Chrisso toCastri (Delphos) along the

sides of Parnassus, 1 saw six eagles in the air. It is mieommon to

see so many together ; and it was the number—not the species, which
is connnoii enough—that excited my attention.

" The last bird I ever fired at was an eaglet, on the shore of the Gulf

of Lepanto, near Vostitza. It was only wounded, and I tried to save

it, the eye was so bright ; but it pined, and died in a few days ; and I

never did since, and never will, attempt the death of another bird. I

wonder what put these two things into my head just now? I have

been reading Sismondi, and there is nothing there that could induce

the recollection.
" I am mightily taken with Braccio di Montone, Giovanni Galeazzo,

and Eccellino. But the last is not Bracciaferro (of the same name),
Count of Ravenna, whose history I want to trace. There is a fine

engraving in Lavater, from a picture by Fuseli, of that Ezzelin, over

the body of Meduna, punished by him for a hitch in her constancy

during his absence in the Crusades. He was right—but I want to

know the story.

" Tuesday, March 22d.
" Last night, party at Lansdowne-house. To-night, party at Lady

Charlotte Greville's—deplorable waste of time, and something of

temper. Nothing imparted—nothing acquired—talking without ideas

—if any thing like thought in my mind, it was not on the subjects on

which we were gabbling. Heigho!—and in this way half London
pass what is called life. To-morrow there is Lady Heathcote's—

shall I go ? yes—to punish myself for not having a pursuit.
" Let me see—what did I see ? The only person who much struck me

was Lady S * * d's eldest daughter. Lady C. \,. They say she is not

pretty. I do n't know—every thing is pretty that pleases ; but there is

an air of sovl about her—and her colour changes—and there is that

shyness of the antelope (which I delight in) in her manner so much,
that I observed her more than I did any other woman in the rooms,

and only looked at any thing else when I thought she might perceive

and feel embarrassed by my scrutiny. After all, there may be some-

thing of association in this. She is a friend of Augusta's, and what-

ever she loves, I can't help liking.

" Her mother, the marchioness, talked to me a little ; and I was
twenty times on the point of askuig her to introduce me to saj?//e, but

I stopped short. This comes of that aftVay with the Carlisles.

" Earl Grey told me, laughingly, of a paragraph in the last Monitexir,

which has stated, among other symptoms of rebellion, some particu-

lars of the sensation occasioned in all our government gazettes by the

' tear' lines,

—

only amplifying, in its restatement, an epigram (by-the-

by, no epigram except in the Greek acceptation of the word) into a

roman. I wonder the Couriers, &c. &c. have not translated that part

of the Moniteur, with additional comments.

* Part of this passage has been already extracted, but I have allowed it to

remain hero in its original position, on account of the singularly sudden man-
ner in whicli it is introduced.
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" The Princess of Wales has requested Fuseli to paint i'rom ' the

Corsair ;' leavintj to him the clioice of any passage for the subject

:

so Mr. Locke tells me. Tired, jaded, selfish, and supine—must go to

bed.

"Roman, at least Romance, means a song sometimes, as in the

Spanish. I suppose this is tlie Moniteur's meaning, unless he has
confused it with ' the Corsair.'

" Albany, March 28.
" This night got into my new apartments, rented of Lord Althorpe,

on a lease of seven years. Spacious, and room for my books and
sabres, /n the house, too, another advantage. The last few days, or

whole week, have been very abstemious, regular in exercise, and yet
very wnwell.

" Yesterday, dined tete-a-iete at the Cocoa with Scrope Davies—sate

from six till midnight—drank between us one bottle of champaign
and six of claret, neither of which wines ever affect me. Offered to

take Scrope home in my carriage ; but he was tipsy and pious, and I

was obliged to leave him on his knees, praying to 1 know not what
purpose or pagod. No headache, nor sickness that night nor to-day.
Got up, if any thing, earlier than usual—sparred with Jackson ad
sudorem, and liave been much belter in health than for many days. I

have heard nothing more from Scrope. Yesterday paid him four
thousand eight hundred pounds—a debt of some standing, and which I

wished to have paid before. My mind is much relieved by the
removal of that debit.

" Augusta wants me to make it up with Carlisle. I have refused
every body else, but I can't deny her any thing; so I must e'en do it,

though I had as lief ' drink up Eisel—eat a crocodile.' Let me see

—

"Ward, the Hollands, the Lambs, Rogers, &c. &c.—every body more
or less, have been trying for the last two years to accommodate this

couplet quarrel to no purpose. I shall laugh if Augusta succeeds.
" Redde a little of many things—shall get in all my books to-mor-

row. Luckily, this room will hold them—with ' ample room and
verge, &c. the characters of hell to trace.' I must set about some
employment soon ; my heart begins to eat itself again.

"April 8th.
" Out of towTi six days. On my return, find my poor little pagod,

Napoleon, pushed off his pedestal ; the thieves are in Paris. It is his

own fault. Like Milo, he would rend the oak ;* but it closed again,

wedged his hands, and now the beasts—lion, bear, down to the dirtiest

jackall—may all tear him. That Muscovite winter wedged his arms ;

ever since, he has fought with his feet and teeth. The last may still

leave their marks ; and ' I guess now' (as the Yankies Say) that he
will yet play them a pass. He is in their rear—between them and
their homes. Query—will they ever reach them ?

* He adopted this thought afterward in his Ode to Napoleon, as well as
most of the historical examples in the following paragraph.

YoL. I.—A a
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• " Saturday, AprQ 9, 1814.
'• I maik this day

!

" Napoleon Buonaparte lias abdicated the throne of the world.
' Excellent well.' Methinks Sylla did better ; for he revenged, and
rcsi<rned in the height of his sway, red with the slaughter of his foes

—

the finest instance of glorious contempt of the rascals upon record.

Diocletian did well too—Amurath not amiss, had he become aught
except a dervise—Charles the Fifth but so, so—but Napoleon, worst
of all. What ! wait till they were in his capital, and then talk of his

readiness to give up wiiat is already gone ! I
' What whining monk

art thou—what holy cheat V 'Sdeath ! Dionysius at Corinth was yet

a king to this. The ' Isle of Elba' to retire to ! Well—if it had been
Caprea, I should have marvelled less. ' I see men's minds are but a

parcel of their fortunes.' I am utterly bewildered and confounded.
" I do n't know—but 1 think /, even / (an insect compared with this

creature), have set my life on casts not a millionth part of this man's.
But, after all, a crown may be not worth dying for. Yet, to outlive

Lodi for this ! ! ! Oh that Juvenal or Johnson could rise from the dead

!

' Expende—quot libras in duce summo invenies V I knew they were
light in the balance of mortality, but I thought their living dust

weighed more carats, Alas ! this imperial diamond hath a flaw in it,

and is now hardly fit to stick in a glazier's pencil ; the pen of the his-

torian won't rate it wortli a ducat.
" Psha !

' something too much of this.' But I won't give him up
even now ; though all his admirers have, ' like the Thanes, fall'ii

from him.' -,-- - -' ^ . •
'

.

" April lOlh.
" I do not know that I am happiest Avhen alone ; but this I am sure

of, that I never am long in the society even of her I love (God knows
too well, and the Devil probably too), without a yearning for the com-
pany of my lamp and my utterly confused and tumbled-over library.*

Even in the day, I send away my carriage oftener than I use or ainisc

it. Per esempio,—I have not stirred out of these rooins for these four

days past : but 1 have sparred for exercise (windows open) witli

Tackson an hour daily, to attenuate and keep up the ethereal part of
ine. The more violent the fatigue, the better my spirits for the rest

of the day ; and then, my evenings have that calm nothingness of
languor, which 1 most delight in. To-day I have boxed one hour

—

'ivritten an ode to Napoleon Buonaparte—copied it—eaten six biscuits

—drunk four bottles of soda-water—redde away the rest of my time
—besides giving poor * * a world of advice about this mistress of liis,

who is plaguing him into a phthisic and intolerable tediousness. I

am a pretty fellow truly to lecture about ' the sect.' No matter, my
counsels are all thrown away.

• , ,
•'

* " As much company," says Pope, " as I have kept, and as much as I love

it, I love reading better, and would rather be employed in reading than in the

most agreeable conversation."
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" April IDth, 1814.
" There is ice .it botli poles, iiortli and souUi—all extremes are the

same—misery belongs to the highest and the lowest only,—to the
emperor and the beggar, when iinsixpenced and unthroned. There
is, to be sine, a damned insipid medium—an equinoctial line—no one
knows where, except upon maps and measurement.

' And all our yesterdays have lighted fools

Tlie way to dusty death.'

I will keep no furtlier journal of that same hesternal torch-light

;

and, to prevent me from returning, like a dog, to the vomit of
memory, I tear out the remaining leaves of this volume, and write, in

ipecacuanha,—' that the Bourbons arc restored ! !
!' ' Hang up philo-

sophy.' To be sure, I have long despised myself and man, but I never
spat in the face of my species before—' O fool ! I shall go mad.'

"

The perusal of this singular Journal having made tlie reader ac-
quainted witli the chief occurrences that marked the present period of
liis history—the publication of tiie Corsair, the attacks upon him in

the newspapers, <fcc.—there onl)' remains for me to add his corres-
pondence at the same period, by which the moods and movements of
his mind, during these events, will be still further illustrated.

TO MR. MURRAY. '

'• Sunday, Jan. 2, 1814.
" Excuse this dirty paper—it is the ^e?iultimate half-sheet of a quire.

Thanks for your book and the Ln. Chron. which I return. The Cor-
sair is copied, and now at Lord Holland's ; but I wish Mr. Gifford to
have it to-night.

"Mr. Dallas is xevyperverse ; so that I have offended both him and
you, when I really meant to do good, at least to one, and certainly
not to annoy either.* But I shall manage him, I hope. I am pretty
confident of the Tale itself; but one cannot be sure. If I get it from
Lord Holland, it shall be sent. Yours, &c."

* He had made a present of the copyright of " The Corsnir" to Mr. Dallas,

who thus describes the manner in which the gift was bestowed :—" On the

.'28th of December, I called in the morning on Lord Byron, whom 1 found
composing ' The Corsair.' He had been working upon it hut a few days,

and he read me the portion he had written. After some observations, he
said, ' I have a great mind—I will.' He then added that he should finish it

soon, and asked me to accept of the copyright. I was much surprised. He
had, before he was aware of the value of his works, declared that he never
would take money for them, and that 1 should have tjie whole advantage of
all he wrote. This declara^tion became morally void when the question was
about thousands, instead of a few hundreds ; and I perfectly agree with the

admired and admirable author of Waverley, that ' the wise and good accept
not gifts which are made in heat of blood, and which may be after repented
of.'— I felt this on the sale of' Childe Harold,' and observed it to him. The
copyright of' The Giaour' and ' The Bride of Abydos' remained undisposed
of, though the poems were selling rapidly, nor had 1 the slightest notion that

ha would ever Hgain give mo a copyright. But ae he continued in the reso-

Aaii"
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TO MR. MURRAY.

"[Jan. 1814.]
" I will answer your letter this evening : in the mean time, it may

be sufficient to say, that there was no intention on my part to annoy
you, but merely to serve Dallas, and also to rescue myself from a
possible imputation that / had other objects than fame in writing so
frequently. Whenever I avail myself of any profit arising from my
pen, depend upon it, it is not for my own convenience ; at least it

never has been so, and I hope never will.

"P.S. I shall answer this evening, and will set all right about
Dallas. I thank you for your expressions of personal regard, which
I can assm-e you I do not lightly value."

LETTER CXXY.

TO MR. MOORE.

"January 6, 1814.
" I have got a devil of a long story in the press, entitled, ' The

Corsair,' in the regular heroic measure. It is a pirate's isle, peopled
with my own creatures, and you may easily suppose they do a world
of mischief through the three cantos. Now for your Dedication—if

you will accept it. This is positively my last experiment on public

literary opinion, till I turn my thirtieth year,—if so be I flourish until

that downhill period. I have a confidence for you—a perplexing one
to me, and, just at present, in a state of abeyance in itself. * **** * * * *******
However, we shall see. In the mean time, you may amuse yourself

Avith my suspense, and put all the justices of the peace in requisition,

in case I come into your county with ' hack but bent.'
" Seriously, whether I am to hear from her or him, it is a pause,

which I shall fill up with as few thoughts of my own as I can borrow
from otliev people. Any thing is better than stagnation ; and now, in

i!ie interregnum of my autumn and a strange summer adventure,
which I do n't like to think of (I do n't mean * *'s, however, which is

laughable only), the antithetical state of my lucubrations makes me
alive, and Macbeth can ' sleep no more :'—he was lucky in getting rid

of tlie drowsy sensation of waking again.
" Pray write to me. I must send you a copy of the letter of Dedi-

cation. When do you come out ? I am sm-e we do n't clash this time,

for I am all at sea, and in action,—and a wife, and a mistress, &c. &c.

lution of not appropriating the sale of his works to his own use, I did not

fcruple to accept that of 'The Corsair,' and I thanked him. He asked me
(u call and hear the portions read as ho wrote them. I went every morning,
and was astonished at the rapidity of his composition. He gave mo the

I'oem complete on new-year's day, 1814, saying, that my acceptance of it

gave liim great pleasnro, and that I was fuHy at liberty to publish it with any
bookseller I pleased, indcpondont of the profit."

Out of this last-mentioned permission arose the momentary embarrassment
between the iioM;; ])oi-i atid lii.': p.ihlishoT. to v.'bich 'lie obovc notes aUudf.
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" Thomas, tliou art a happy fellow ; but if you wish us to be so, you
must come up to town, as you did last year; and we shall have a
world to say, and to see, and to hear. Let me liear from you.

" P.S. Of course yon will keep my secret, and do n't even talk in

your sleep of it. Happen what may, your Dedication is ensured,

being already written ; and 1 shall copy it out fair to-niuht, in case
business or amusement

—

Amant alterna Camcena:.''''

TO am. MURRAY.

"Jan. 7, 1814.
" You do n't like the Dedication—very well ; there is anotlier : but

you will send the other to Mr. Moore, that he may know 1 had written
it. I send also mottos for the cantos. I think you will allow that an
elephant may be more sagacious, but cannot be more docile.

" Yours,
"Bn.

" The 7iame is again altered to Medora.'"*

LETTER CLVL - ', -

TO MR. MOORE. -

"January 8th, 1814.
" As it would not be fair to press you into a Dedication, without

previous notice, I send you two, and 1 will tell you why two. The
first, Mr. M., who sometimes takes upon him the critic (and I bear it

from astonishment), says, may do you harm—God forbid ! this alone
makes me listen to him. The fact is, he is a damned Tory, and has,

I dare swear, something of self, which I camiot divine, at the bottom
of his objection, as it is the allusion to Ireland to which he objects.

But he be d—d, though a good fellow enough (your sinner would not
be worth a d—n).

" Take your choice ; no one, save he and Mr. Dallas, has seen
either, and D. is quite on my side, and for the first.f If I can but

* It had been at first Genevra,—not Francesca, as Mr. Dallas asserts.

t The first was, of course, the one that I preferred. Tlie other ran as

follows :

—

" MY DEAR MOORE, " January 7tli, 1814.
" I had written to you a long letter of dedication, which I suppress,

because, though it contained something relating to you which every one had
been glad to hear, yet there was too much about politics, and poesy, and all

things whatsoever, ending with that topic on which most men are fluent, and
none very amusing

—

one''s self. It might have been re-written—but to what
purpose ? My praise could add nothing to your well-earned and firmly-

established fame ; and with my most hearty admiration of your talents, and
delight in your conversation, you are already acquainted. In availing myself
of your friendly permission to inscribe this Poem to you, I can only wish the

offering were as worthy your acceptance as your regard is dear to
" Yours, most affectionately and faithfully,

" Byron."
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testify to you and the world how truly I admire and esteem you, I

shall be quite satisfied. As to prose, I do n't know Addison's from
Johnson's ; but I -will try to mend my cacology. Pray perpend, pro-

nounce, and do u't be offended with either.

" My last epistle would probably put you in a fidget. But the Devil,

who ought to be civil on such occasions, proved so, and took my letter

to the right place.*****
" Is it not odd ? the very fate I said she had escaped from * *, she

has now undergone from the worthy * *. Like Mr. Fitzgerald, shall

I not lay claim to the character of ' Vates V as he did in the Morning
Herald for prophesying the fall of Buonaparte, who, by-the-by, I do n't

think is yet fallen. I wish he would rally and rout your legitimate

sovereigns, having a mortal hate to all royal entails. But I am
scrawling a treatise. Good night. Ever, &c."

TO MR. BIURRAr.

" Jan. nth, 1814.
" Correct this proof by Mr. Gifford's (and from the MSS.), particu-

larly as to the pointing. I have added a section for Gulnare, to fill up
the parting, and dismiss her more ceremoniously. If Mr. Gifford or

you dislike, 't is but a sponge, and another midnight better employed
than in yawning over Miss * * ; who, by-the-by, may soon return the

compliment.

" Wednesday or Thursday.
" P.S. I have redde * *. It is full of praises of Lord EUenborough ! !

!

(from which I infer near and dear relations at the bar,) and * * * *

" I do not love Madame de Stael, but depend upon it, she beats all

your natives hollow as an authoress, in my opinion ; and I would noJ
say this if I could help it.

" P.S. Pray report my best acknowledgments to Mr. Gifford in any
words that may best express how truly his kindness obliges me. I

won't bore him with lip thanks orno^^es."

f^
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TO MR. MOORE.

"January 13, 1811.

''I have but u moment to write, but all is as it should be. I have
said really far short of my opinion, but if you tliink enough, I am
content. Will you return the proof by the post, as I leave town on
Sunday, and have no other corrected copy. 1 put ' servant,' as being-

less familiar before the public; because I don't like presuming upon
our friendship to infringe upon forms. As to the other word, you
may be sure it is one I cannot hear or repeat too often.

" i write in an agony of haste and confusion.—Perdonate."

LETTER CLVIL

TO MR. MURRAY.

"Jan. 15, 1814.
" Before any proof goes to Mr. Giiford, it may be as well to revise

this, where there are words omitted, faults committed, and the devil

knows what. As to the Dedication, I cut out the parenthesis of Mr.,*
but not another Avord shall move unless for a better, Mr. Moore has
seen, and decidedly preferred, the part your Tory bile sickens at. Ifi

every syllable were a rattlesnake, or every letter a pestilence, they
should not be expunged. Let those who cannot swallow, chew the
expressions on Ireland; or should even Mr. Croker array himself in

all his terrors against them, I care for none of you, except Gifford

;

and he won't abuse me, except I deserve it—which will at least recon-
cile me to his justice. As to the poems in Hobhouse's volume, the
translation from the Romaic is well enough ; but the best of the other
volume (of mine, I mean) have been already printed. But do as you
please—only, as I shall be absent when you come out, do, pray, let

Mr. Dallas and you have a care of the p7-ess. " Yours, &c.

TO MR. MURRAY.

[" 1814, Jan. 16.]
•' I do believe that the Devil never created or perverted such a fiend

as the fool of a printer.f I am obliged to enclose you, luckily for me,
this second proof, corrected, because there is an ingenuity in his blun-

* He had, at first, after the words " Scott alone," inserted, in a parenthe-
sis,—" He will excuse the Mr.—' v/e do not say Mr. Ca;sar.'

"

t The amusing rages into which ho was thrown by the printer were vented
not only in these notes, but frequently on the proof-sheets themselves. Thus,
a passage in the Dedication having been printed " the first of her bands in
estimation," he writes in the margin, " bards, not bands—was there ever such
a stupid misprint V and, in correcting a line that had been curtailed of its

due number of syllables, he says, " Do not omit words—it is quite enough to

alter or mis-spell them."
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ders peculiar to himself. Let the press be guided by the present

sheet.
" Yours, &c.

" Bum the other.
" Correct this also by the other in some things which I may have

forgotten. There is one mistake he made, which, if it had stood, I

Avould most certainly have broken his neck."
. ^ -.

LETTER CLVin.

TO MR. MURRAV.

" Newstead Abbey, January 22d, 1814.

" You will be glad to hear of my safe arrival here. The time of

my return will depend upon the weather, which is so impracticable

that this letter has to advance through more snows than ever opposed
the emperor's retreat. The roads are impassable, and return impos-

sible for the present ; which I do not regret, as I am much at my ease,

and six-and-twenty complete this day—a very pretty age, if it would
always last. Our coals are excellent, our fireplaces large, my cellar

full, and my head empty; and I have not yet recovered my joy at

leaving London. If any unexpected turn occurred with my pur-

chasers, I believe I should hardly quit the place at all ; but shut mv
door, and let my beard grow,

"I forgot to mention (and I hope it is unnecessary) that the lines

beginning

—

Remember him, &c. must not appear with the Corsair.

You may slip them in with the smaller pieces newly annexed to

Childe Harold ; but on no account permit them to be appended to the

Corsair. Have the goodness to recollect this particularly.

"The books I have brought with me are a great consolation for the

confinement, and I bought more as we came along. In short, I never
consult the thermometer, and shall not put up prayers for a thaw, unless

I thought it would sweep away the rascally invaders of France. Was
ever such a thing as Blucher's proclamation 1

" Just before I left town, Kemble paid me the compliment of desiring

nie to write a tragedy ; I wish I could, but I find my scribbling mood
subsiding—not before it was time ; but it is lucky to check it at all.

If I lengthen my letter you will think it is coming on again ; so,

goodbye.
' "Yours alway,
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" P.S. If you hear any news of battle or retreat on the part of the

Allies (as they call them), pray send it. He has my best wishes to

manure the fields of France with an invitding army. I hate invaders

of all countries, and have no patience with the cowardly cry of exult-

ation over liim, at whose name y»)u all turned whiter than the snow
to which you are indebted lor your triuinpiis.

" I open my letter to thank you lor yours just received. The
' Linos to a Lady Weeping' must go w ith tlK; Corsair. I care nothing

for consequence on this point. My politics are to me like a young
mistress to an old num— the worse tiiey grow, the fonder I become of

them. As Mr. Gifford likts the ' Portuguese Translation,'* pray insert

it as an addition to the Corsair.
" In all points of difference between Mr. Gifford and Mr. Dallas, let

the first keep his place; and in all points of difference between Mr.
Gifford and Mr. Anybody-else, I shall abide by the former; if I am
wrong, I can't help it. But I would rather not be right with any other

person. So there is an end of that matter. After all the trouble he has
taken about me and mine, I should be very ungrateful to feel or act

otherwise. Besides, in point of judgment, he is not to be lowered by
a comparison. In politics, he may be right too ; but that with me is a

feeling, and I can't torify my nature."

LETTER CLIX. . .

TO MR. MURRAY.

" Newstead Abbey, F-^bruary 4th, 1814.

"I need not say that your obliging letter was very welcome, and
not the less so for being unexpected.

" It doubtless gratifies me much that our finale has pleased, and that

the curtain drops gracefully.! Yoxi deserve it should, for your prompti-
tude and good nature in arranging immediately with Mr. Dallas; and
I can assure you that I esteem your entering so warmly into the sub-
ject, and writing to me so soon upon it, as a personal obligation. We
shall now part, I hope, satisfied with each other. I -oi'as and am quite

in earnest in my prefatory promise not to intrude any more ; and this

not from any affectation, but a thorough conviction that it is the best

policy, and is at least respectful to my readers, as it shows that I would
not willingly run the risk of forfeiting their favour in future. Besides,
I have other views and objects, and think that 1 shall keep this resolu-
tion ; for, since I left Lomion, thougli shut up, snoay-bound, thaw-hounA,
and tempted with all kinds of paper, the dirtiest of ink, and the
bluntest of pens, I have not even been haunted by a wish to put them

* His translation of the pretty Portuguese song, " Tu mi chamas." He
was tempted to try another version of this ingenious thought, which is,

perhaps, sliil more happy, and has never, 1 believe, appeared in print,

" You call me still your life—ah ! change the word

—

Life is as transient as th' inconstant sigh ;

- Say, rather, I 'm your soul, more just that name,
For, like the soul, my love can never die."

t It will be recollected that he had announced the Corsair as " the last

production with which he should trespass on pnblic patience for some years."
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to their combined uses, except in letters of business. My rhyming
propensity is quite gone, and I feel much as I did at Patras on reco-

vering from my fever—weak, but in health, and only afraid of a
relapse. I do most fervently hope I never shall.

" I see by the Morning Chronicle there hath been discussion in the

Courier ; and I read in the Morning Post a w^rathful letter about Mr.
Moore, in which some Protestant Reader has made a sad confusion
about India and Ireland.
" You are to do as you please about the smaller poems ; but I think

removmg them nors; from the Corsair looks like ^ear; and if so, you
must allow me not to be pleased. I should also suppose that, after

the fuss of these newspaper esquires, they would materially assist the

circulation of the Corsair; an object I should imagine at present of
more importance to yourself than Childe Harold's seventh appearance.
Do as you like ; but don't allow the withdrawing that poem to draw
any imputation of dismay upon me.

" Pray make my respects to Mr. Ward, whose praise I value most
highly, as you well know ; it is in tlie approbation of such men that

fame becomes worth having. To Mr. Gifford I am always grateful,

and surely not less so now than ever. And so good night to my
authorship.

"I have been sauntering and dozing here very quietly, and not

unhappily. You will be happy to hear that I have completely esta-

blished my title deeds as marketable, and that the purchaser has suc-

cumbed to the terms, and fulfils them, or is to fulfil them forthwith.

He is now here, and we go on very amicably together—one in each
wing of the Abbey. We set off on Sunday—I for town, he for Cheshire.

" Mrs. Leigh is with me—much pleased with the place, and less so

with me for parting with it, to which not even the price can reconcile

her. Your parcel has not yet arrived—at least the Mags. &c.; but I

have received Childe Harold and the Corsair. I believe both are very
correctly printed, which is a great satisfaction.

" I thank you for wishing me in town ; but I think one's success is

most felt at a distance, and I enjoy my solitary self-importance in an
agreeably sulky way of my own, upon the strength of your letter—for

which I once more thank you, and am, very truly, &c.

"P.S. Don't you think Buonaparte's next publication will be rather

expensive to the Allies 1 Perry's Paris letter of yesterday looks very
reviving. What a Hydra and Briareus it is! I wish they would
pacify : there is no end to this campaigning."

- LETTER CLX.

TO MB. MURRAY. ^

" Newstead Abbey, February 5th, 1814.
" I quite forgot, in my answer of yesterday, to mention that I have

no means of ascertaining whether the Newark Pirate has been doing

what you say.* If so, he is a rascal, and a shabby rascal too ; and if

his offence is pmiishable by law or pugihsm, he shall be fined or

buffeted. Do you try and discover, and I will make some inquiry

* Reprinting the " Hours of Idleness."
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here. Perhaps some other in town may have gone on printing', and
used the same deception.
" The facsimile is omitted in Childe Harold, which is very awk-

ward, as there is a note expressly on the subject. Pray replace it as

usual.
" On second and third thoughts, the withdrawing the small poems

from the Corsair (even to add to Childe Harold) looks like shrinking
and shuffling, after the fuss made upon one of them by i\\e Tories.
Pray replace them in the Corsair's appendix. 1 am sorry that Childe
Harold requires some and such abetments to make him move off:

but, if you remember, I told you his popularity would not be perma-
nent. It is very lucky for the author that he had made up his mind to a
temporary reputation in time. The truth is, I do not think that any of
the present day (and least of all, one who has not consulted the -flat-

tering side of human nature) have much to hope from posterity; and
you may think it affectation very probably, but to me, my presont and
past success has appeared very singular, since it was in the teeth of
so many prejudices. I almost think people like to be contradicted.
If Childe Harold flags, it will hardly be worth while to go on with the
engravings : but do as you please ; I have done with the whole con-
cern ; and the enclosed lines written years ago, and copied from my
skull-cap, are among the last with which you will be troubled. If you
like, add them to Cliilde Harold, if only for the sake of another outcry.

You received so long an answer yesterday, that I will not intrude on
you further than to repeat myself, " Yours, &c.

"P.S. Of course, in reprinting (if you have occasion), you will

take great care to be correct. The present editions seem very much
so, except in the last note of Chide Harold, where the word responsible,

occurs twice nearly together ; correct the second into answerable.

TO MR. MURRAY.

"Newark, February 6th, 1814.
" I am thus far on my way to town. Master Ridge* I have seen,

and he owns to having reprinted some sheets, to make up a few com-
plete remaining copies ! I have now given him fair warning, and if he
plays such tricks again, I must either get an injunction, or call for an
account of profits (as I never have parted with the copyright), or, in

short, any thing vexatious to repay him in his own way. If the

Aveather does not relapse, I hope to be in town in a day or two.
" Yours, &c."

TO MR. MURRAV.

" February 7th, 1814.*******
" I see all the papers in a sad commotion with those eight lines ; and

the Morning Post, in particular, has found out tliat I am a sort of
Richard III.,—deformed in mind and body. The last piece of infonna-
tion is not very new to a man who passed five years at a public
school.

• The printer at Newark.
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" I am very sorry you cut out those lines for Childe Harold. Pray
reinsert them in their old place in ' The Corsair.'

"

LETTER CLXI.

' TO MR. HODGSON. - T

" February 28th, 1814.
" There is a youngster—and a clever one, named Reynolds, who

has just published a poem called ' Safie,' published by Cawthorne.
He is in the most natural and fearful apprehension of the Reviewers
—and as you and I both know by experience the effect of such things

upon a young mind, 1 wish you would take his production into dissec-
tion and do it gently. I cannot, because it is inscribed to me ; but I

assure you this is not my motive for wishing him to be tenderly en-
treated, but because I know the misery, at his time of life, of unto-
ward remarks upon first appearance.

" Now for self. Pray thank your cousin—it is just as it should be,

to my liking, and probably more than will suit any one else's. I hope
and trust that you are well and well doing. Peace be with you. Ever
yours, my dear friend."

LETTER CLXIL

TO MB. MOORE.

"February 10th, 1814.
" I arrived in town late yesterday evening, having been absent three

weeks, which I passed in Notts., quietly and pleasantly. You can
have no conception of the uproar the eight lines on the little Roy-
alty's weeping in 1812 (now republished) have occasioned. The R * *,

who had always thought them yours, chose—God knows why—on
discovering them to be mine, to be affected ' in sorrow rather than
anger.' The Morning Post, Sun, Herald, Courier, have all been in

hysterics ever since. M. is in a fright, and wanted to shuffle—and
the abuse against me in all directions is vehement, unceasing, loud

—

some of it good, and all of it hearty. I feel a little compunctious as

to the R * *'s regret

;

—
' would he had been only angry ! but I fear

him not.'
" Some of these same assailments you have probably seen. My

person (which is excellent for 'the nonce') has been denounced in

verses, the more like the subject, inasmuch as they halt exceedingly.

Then, in another, I am an atheist—a rebel—and, at last, the Devil

{boiteux, I presume). My demonism seems to be a female's con-

jecture : if so, perhaps I could convince lier that I am but a mere
mortal,—if a queen of the Amazons may be believed, who says
<tgig-ov xof^oc oiipu. I quote from memory, so my Greek is probably defi-

cient ; but the passage is meant to mean ***#*#_
" Seriously, I am in, what the learned call, a dilemma, and the

vulgar, a scrape ; and my friends desire me not to be in a passion, and
like Sir Fretful, I assure them that I am ' quite calm,'—but I am never-
theless in a fury.

" Since I wrote thus far, a friend has come in, and we have been
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talking and buffooning, till I have quite lost the thread of my
thoughts ; and, as 1 won't send them unstrung to you, good morn-
ing, and

" Believe me ever, &c.

"P.S. Murray, during my absence, omi<<ed the Tears in several of
the copies. I have made liim replace them, and am very wroth with
his qualms ;—' as the wine is poured out, let it be drunk to the dregs.'

"

TO MR. MURRAV.

"February 10th, 1814.
" I am much better, and indeed quite well this morning. I have

received two, but I presume there are more of tlie Atia, subsequently,
and also something previous, to which the Morning Chronicle re-

plied. You also mentioned a parody on the Skull. I wish to see
them all, because there may be things that require notice either by
pen or person. " Yours, &c.

" You need not trouble yourself to answer this ; but send me the

things when you get them."

TO MR. MURRAY.

'"Februaiy 12th, 1814.
" If you have copies of the ' Intercepted Letters,' Lady Holland

would be glad of a volume, and when you have served others, have
the goodness to think of your humble servant.

"You have played the devil by that injudicious suppression, which
you did totally without my consent. Some of the papers have ex-
actly said what might be expected. Now I do not, and will not be
supposed to shrink, although myself and every thing belonging to mc
were to perish with my memory. " Yours, &c.

"Bn.

" P.S. Pray a'ttend to what I stated yesterday on technical topics."

LETTER CLXm. .

TO MR. MURRAV.

"Monday, February 14th, 1814.
" Before I left town yesterday, I wrote you a note, which 1 presume

you received. I have heard so many different accounts of your pro-

ceedings, or rather of those of others towards you, in consequence of

the publication of these everlasting lines, that I am anxious to hear

from yourself the real state of the case. Whatever responsibility,

obloquy, or effect is to arise from the publication should surely not

fall upon you in any degree ; and I can have no objection to your
stating, as distinctly and publicly as you please, your unwillingness to

publish them, and my own obstinacy upon the subject. Take any
course you please 1o vinflifnte y<mrsc[f. but leave me to fight my ov. n
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way, and, as I before said, do not compromise me by any thing which
may look like shrinking on my part ; as for your own, make the best

of it.
" Yours,

LETTER CLXIV.

TO ivm. ROGERS.

"Februaiy IGth, 1814.
" MY DEAR ROGERS,

" I wrote to Lord Holland briefly, but I hope distinctly, on the subject

which has lately occupied much of my conversation with him and
you.* As things now stand, upon that topic my determination must
be unalterable.

" I declare to you most sincerely that there is no human being on
whose regard and esteem I set a higher value than on Lord Holland's

;

and, as far as concerns himself, I would concede even to humiliation

without any view to the future, and solely from my sense of his con-

duct as to the past. For the rest, 1 conceive that I have already done
all in my power by the suppression.! If that is not enough, they

must act as they please ; but I will not ' teach my tongue a most in-

herent baseness,' come what may. You will probably be at the Mar-
quis Lansdowne's to-night. I am asked, but I am not sure that I

shall be able to go. Hobhouse will be there. I think, if you knew
him well, you would like him.

" Believe me always yours vei-y affectionately,

"B."

LETTER CLXV.

TO MR. ROGERS.

"February 16th, 1814.

"If Lord Holland is satisfied, as far as regards himself and Lady
Hd., and as this letter expresses him to be, it is enough.

" As for any impression the public may receive from the revival of

the lines on Lord Carlisle, let them keep it,—the more favourable for

liim, and the Avorse for me—better for all.

" All the sayings and doings in llie world shall not make me utter

another word of conciliation to any thing that breathes. I shall bear

what I can, and Avhat I cannot I shall resist. The worst they could

do would be to exclude me from society. I have never courted it,

nor, I may add, in the general sense of the word, enjoyed it—and
' there is a world elsewhere !'

" Any thing remarkably injurious, I have the same means of repay-

ing as other men, with such interest as circumstances may annex

lolt.

* Relative to a proposed reconciliation between Lord Carlisle and himself.

I Of the Satire. i
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" Nothing but tlie necessity of adhering to regimen prevents me
from dining with you to-morrow.

" I am yours most truly,

"Bn."

LETTER CLXVL

TO MR. MOORK.

"February 16th, 1814.
'' You may be assured that the only prickles that sting from the

Royal hedgehog are those which possess a torpedo property, and may
benumb some of my friends, /am quite silent, and 'liush'd in grim
repose.' The frequency of the assaults has weakened their effects,

—

if ever they had any ;—and, if they liad had much, I should hardly

have held my tongue, or withheld my fingers. It is something quite

new to attack a man for abandoning his resentments. I have heard
that previous praise and subsequent vituperation were rather ungrate-

ful, but I did not know that it was wrong to endeavour to do justice

to those who did not wait till I had made some amends for former and
boyish prejudices, but received me into their friendship, when I might
still have been their enemy.

" You perceive justly that I must intentionally have made my for-

tune, like Sir Francis Wronghead. It were better if there were more
merit in my independence, but it really is something nowadays to be
independent at all, and the less temptation to be otherwise, the more
uncommon the case, in these times of paradoxical servility. I believe

that most of our hates and likings have been hitherto nearly the same

;

but from henceforth, they must,' of necessity, be one and indivisible,

—

and now for it ! 1 am for any weapon,—the pen, till one can find

something sharper, will do for a beginning.
" You can have no conception of the ludicrous solemnity with

which these two stanzas have been treated. The Morning Post gave
notice of an intended motion in the House of my brethren on the sub-

ject, and God knows what proceedings besides;—and all this, as

Bedreddin in the ' Nights' says, ' for making a cream tart without
pepppr.' This last piece of intelligence is, I presume, too laughable
to be true ; and the destruction of the Custom-house appears to have,

in some degree, interfered with mine ;—added to which, the last battle

of Buonaparte has usurped the column hitherto devoted to my bulletin.
" I send you from this day's Morning Post the best which have

hitherto appeared on this ' impudent doggerel,' as the Courier calls it.

There was another about my diet, when a boy—not at aU bad—some
time ago ; but the rest are but indifferent.

" I shall think about your oratorical hint ;*—but I have never set

much upon ' that cast,' and am grown as tired as Solomon of every
thing, and of myself more than any thing. This is being what the

learned call philosophical, and the vidgar, lack-a-daisical. I am, how-
ever, always glad of a blessing;! pray, repeat yours soon,—at least

your letter, and I shall think the benediction included.
" Ever, &c "

* I had endeavoured to persuade him to take a part in parliamentary
affairs, and to exercise his talent for oratory more frequently.

t In concluding my letter, havjnj^ said " God ble?s you 1" I added—" tha'.

is, if vou ha-e no ebjectin:;."
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LETTER CLXVII.

TO MR. DALLAS.

"February 17th, 1814.
" The Courier of this evening accuses me of having ' received and

pocketed' large sums for my works. I have never yet received, nor

wish to receive, a farthing for any. Mr. Murray offered a thousand

for the Giaour and Bride of Abydos, which I said was too much, and
that if he could afford it at the end of six months, 1 would then direct

how it might be disposed of; but neither then, nor at any other

period, have I ever availed myself of the profits on my own account.

For the republication of the Satire, I refused four hundred guineas

;

and for the previous editions I never asked nor received a sous, nor
for any writing whatever. 1 do not wish you to do any thing dis-

agreeable to yourself; there never was nor shall be any conditions

nor stipulations with regard to any accommodation that I coidd afford

you ; and, on your part, I can see nothing derogatory in receiving the

copyright. It was only assistance afforded to a worthy man, by one
not quite so worthy.

" Mr. Murray is going to contradict this ;* but your name will not

be mentioned : for your own part, you are a free agent, and are to do

as you please. I only hope that now, as always, you will think that

I wish to take no unfair advantage of the accidental opportunity which
circumstances permitted me of being of use to you.

" Ever, &c."

In consequence of this letter, Mr. Dallas addressed an explanation

to one of the newspapers, of which the following is a part ;—the re-

mainder being occupied with a rather clumsily managed defence of

his noble benefactor on the subject of the Stanzas.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MORNING POST.

" SIR,

" I have seen the paragraph in an evening paper, in which Lord

Byron is accused of ' receiving and pocketing' large sums for his

works. I believe no one who knows him has the slightest suspicion

of this kind ; but the assertion being public, I think it a justice I oAve

to Lord Byron to contradict it publicly I address this letter to you
for that purpose, and I am happy that it gives me an opportunity at

this moment to make some observations which I have for several days

been anxious to do publicly, but from M'hich I have been restrained

by an apprehension that I should be suspected of being prompted by

his lordship.
" I take upon me to affirm that Lord Byron never received a shiUmg

for any of his works. To my certain knowledge, the profits of the

Satire were left entirely to the publisher of it. The gift of the copy-

right of Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, I have already publicly acknow-

ledged in the dedication of the new edition of my novels : and I now

* The statement of the Courier, &rc.
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add my acknowledgment for that of the Corsair, not only for the
profitable part of it, but for the delicate and delightful manner of
bestowing it while yet unpublished. With respect to his two other
poems, the Giaour and the Bride of Abydos, Mr. Murray, the publisher
of them, can truly attest that no part of the sale of them has ever
touched his hands, or been disposed of for his use. Having said thus
much as to facts, I cannot but express my surprise that it should ever
be deemed a matter of reproach that he should appropriate the pecu-
niary returns of his works. Neither rank nor fortune seems to me
to place any man above this ; for what difference does it make in

honour and noble feelings, whether a copyright be bestowed, or its

value employed in beneficent purposes ? I differ with my Lord Byron
on this subject, as well as some others ; and he has constantly, both
by word and action, shown his aversion to receiving money for his

productions."

LETTER CLXVIIL )

TO MR. MOOEE.

'"
' ' "Feb. 26th, 1814.

"Dallas had, perhaps, have better kept silence;—but that was his

concern, and, as his facts are correct, and his motive not dishonour-
able to himself, I wished him well through it. As for his interpreta-
tions of the lines, he and any one else may interpret them as they
please. I have and shall adhere to my taciturnity, unless something
very particular occurs to render this impossible. Do not you say a
word. If any one is to speak, it is the person principally concerned.
The most amusing thing is, that every one (to me) attributes the abuse
to the man they personally most dislike!—some say C * * r, some
C * * e, others F * * d, &c. &c. &c. I do not know, and have no
clue but conjecture. If discovered, and he turns out a hireling, he
must be left to his wages ; if a cavalier, he must ' wink, and hold out
his iron.'

" I had some thoughts of putting the question to C * * r, but H.,
who, I am sure, would not dissuade me, if it were right, advised me
by all means not;—'that I had no right to take it upon suspicion,' &c.
&c. Whether H. is correct, I am not aware, but he believes himself
so, and says there can be but one opinion on that subject. This I am,
at least, sure of, that he would never prevent me from doing what he
deemed the duty of a preux chevalier. In such cases—at least, in
this country—we must act according to usages. In considering this

instance, I dismiss my own personal feelmgs. Any man will and
must fight, when necessary,—even without a motive. Here, I should
take it up really without much resentment ; for, unless a woman one
likes is in the way, it is some years since I felt a long anger. But,
undoubtedly, could I, or may I, trace it to a man of station, I should
and shall do what is proper.

" * * was angerly, but tried to conceal it. You are not called upon
to avow the ' Twopenny,' and would only gratify them by so doing.
Do you not see the great object of all these fooleries is to set him,
and you, and me, and all persons whatsoever, by the ears ?—more
especially those who are on good terms—and nearly succeeded.
Lord H. wished me to concede to Lord Carlisle—concede to the devil

!

Tot.. I.—B b
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—to a man who used me ill ? I told him, in answer, that I would
neither concede, nor recede on the subject, but be silent altogether;

unless any thing more could be said about Lady H. and himself, who
had been since my very good friends ;—and there it ended. This was
no time for concessions to Lord C.

" I have been interrupted, but shall write again soon. Believe me
ever, my dear Moore, &c."

Another of his friends having expressed, soon after, some intention

of volunteering publicly in his defence, he lost no time in repressing

him by the following sensible letter.

LETTER CLXIX. -

TO W * * W * *, ESQ. .

. - -" February 28th, 1814.
" MY DEAR W.

,

" I have but a few moments to write to you. Silence is the only

answer to the things you mention ; nor should I regard that man as

my friend who said a word more on the subject. I care little for

attacks, but I will not submit to defences ; and I do hope and trust that

you have never entertained a serious thought of engaging in so fool-

ish a controversy. Dallas's letter was, to his credit, merely as to the

facts which he had a right to state ; / neither have nor shall take the

least public notice, nor permit any one else to do so. If I discover

the writer, then I may act in a different manner; but it will not be in

writing.

• " An expression in your letter has induced me to write this to you,

to entreat you not to interfere in any way in such a business,—it is

now nearly over, and depend upon it they are much more chagrined

by my silence than they could be by the best defence in the world. I

do not know any thing iuat would vex me moi'e than any further reply

lo these things. Ever yours, in haste,
« B.'"

LETTER CLXX.

TO MR. MOORE.

"March 3, 1814.
" MY DEAR FRIEND,

" I have a great mind to tell you that I am ' uncomfortable,' if only
to make you come to town ; where no one ever more delighted in

seeing you, nor is there any one to whom I would sooner turn for

consolation in my most vapourish moments. The truth is, I have
' no lack of argument' to ponder upon of the most gloomy descrip-

tion, but this arises from other causes. Some day or other, when we
are veterans, I may tell you a tale of present and past times ; and it

is not from want of confidence that I do not now,—but—but—alwa)'6

a but to the end of the chapter.
" There is notliing, however, upon the spot either to love or hate ;

—

but I certainly have subjocfs for 1x^1 h at no verv sreui distance, and
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am besides embarrassed between three whom I know, and one (whoso
name at least) 1 do not know. All this would be very well, if I had
no heart; but, unluckily, I have found that there is such a thing- still

about ine, though in no very good repair, and, also, that it has a habit
of attaching itself to one, whether I will or no. ' Divide et impera,'
I begin to think, will only do for politics.

"If I discover the 'toad,' as you call him, I shall 'tread,'—and
put spikes in my shoes to do it more effectually. The effect of all

these fine things, I do not inquire much nor perceive. I believe * *

felt them more than either of us. People are civil enough, and I have
had no dearth of invitations,—none of which, however, I have ac-
cepted. I went out very little last year, and mean to go about still

less. I have no passion for circles, and have long regretted that I

ever gave way to what is called a town life ;—which, of all the lives

I ever saw (and they are nearly as many as Plutarch's), seems to me
to leave the least for the past and future.

" How proceeds the Poem 1 Do not neglect it, and I have no fears.

I need not say to you that your fame is dear to me,—I really might
say dearer than my own ; for I have lately begun to think my things
have been strangely overrated ; and, at any rale, whether or not, I
have done with them for ever, l may <iAy tn yon. what I would not
say to every body, that the last two were written, the Bride in four,

and the Corsair in ten days,*—which I take to be a most humiliating
confession, as it proves my own want of judgment in publishing, and
the public's in reading things, which cannot have stamina for perma-
nent attention. ' So much for Buckingham.'

" I have no dread of your being too hasty, and I have still less of
your failing. But I think a year a very fair allotment of time to a
composition which is not to be Epic ; and even Horace's ' Nonum
prematur' must have been intended for the Millennium, or some longer-
lived generation than ours. I wonder how much we should have had
of him, had he observed his own doctrines to the letter. Peace be
with you ! Remember that I am always and most truly yours, &c.

P.S. I never heard the ' report' you mention, nor, I dare say,

many others. But, in course, you, as well as others, have ' damned
good-natured friends,' who do their duty in the usual way. One thing
•will make you laugh * * * #

»

* In asserting that he devoted but four days to the composition of the

Bride, he must be understood to refer only to the first sketch of that poem,
—the successive additions by which it was increased to its present length

having occupied, as we have seen, a much longer period. The Corsair, on
the contrary, was, from beginning to end, struck off at a heat—there being

but little alteration or addition afterward,—and the rapidity with which it

was produced (being at the rate of nearly two hundred Unes a day) would
be altogether incredible, had we not his own, as well as his publisher's, testi-

mony to the fact. Such an achievement,—taking into account the surpassing

beauty of the work,—is, perhaps, wholly without a parrallel in the history

of Gonius, and shows that " 6crire par passion,^'' as Rousseau expresses it,

may le sometimes a shorter road to perfection than any that Art has ever

struck out.

Bb2 . r.
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, J
LETTER CLXXI. '

) .-; -

TO MR. MOORE. -

" March 12th, 1814.
" Guess darkly, and you will seldom err. At present, I shall say

no more, and, perhaps—but no matter. I hope we shall some day
meet, and whatever years may precede or succeed it, I shall mark it

with the 'white stone' in my calendar. I am not sure that I shall not

soon be in your neighbourhood again. If so, and I am alone (as will

probably be the case), I shall invade and cany you off, and endeavour
to atone for sorry fare by a sincere welcome. I don't know the person
absent (barring ' the sect') I should be so glad to see again.

" I have nothing of the sort you mention but the lines (the Weepers),
if you like to have them in the Bag. I wish to give them all possible

circulation. The Fault reflection is downright actionable, and to print

it would be peril to the publisher ; but I think the Tears have a natural

riglit to be bagged, and the editor (whoever he may be) might supply

a facetious note or not, as he pleased.
" I cannot conceive how the Vault* has got about,—but SO it is. It

IS ioofarouche; but, truth to say, my satires are not very playful. 1

have the plan of an epistle in my head, at him and to him ; and, if they

are not a little quieter, I shall imbody it. I should say little or nothing

of myself. As to mirth and ridicule, that is out of my way ; but I have

a tolerable fund of sternness and contempt, and, with Juvenal before

me, I shaU perhaps read him a lecture he has not lately heard in the

C 1. From particular circumstances, which came to my know-
ledge almost by accident, I could ' tell him what he is—I know him
well.'

" I meant, my dear M., to write to you a long letter, but I am hur-

ried, and time clips my inclination do-wn to yours, &c.

" P.S. Think again before you shelfyouv Poem. There is a young-

ster (older than me, by-the-by, but a younger poet), Mr. G. Knight,

with a vol. of Eastern Tales, written since his return, for he has been

in the countries. He sent to me last summer, and I advised him to

write one in each measure, without any intention, at that time, of doing

the same thing. Since that, from a habit of writing in a fever, I have

anticipated him in the variety of measures, but quite unintentionally.

Of the stories, I know nothing, not having seen them ;t but he has

some lady in a sack, too, like the Giaour :—he told me at the time.
" The best way to make the public ' forget' me is to remind them

of yourself. You cannot suppose that / would ask you or advise you
to "publish, if I thought you would fail. I really have no literary

envy ; and I do not believe a friend's success ever sat nearer another

than vours do to my best wishes. It is for elderly gentlemen to 'bear

no brother near,' and cannot become our disease for more years than

we may perhaps number. I wish you to be out before Eastern sub-

jects are again before the public."

* Those bitter and powerful lines whicli he wrote on the opening of the

vault that contained the remains of Henry VIIT. and Charles I.

t He was not yet aware, it appears, that the anonymous manuscript s?n<

''.> him by his publisher was frfMH llie pen of Mr. Knight.
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LETTER CLXXIL

TO MR. MURRAY.

"March 12th, 1814.

"I have not time to read tlie wliole MS.,* but wliat I have seen
seems very well written (botli prose and verse), and, thoufrli I am and
can be no judge (at least a fair one on this subject), containing nothing

which you ought to hesitate publishing upon my account. If the

author is not Dr. Busby himself, 1 think it a pity, on his own account,

that he should dedicate it to his subscribers ; nor can I perceive what
Dr. Busby has to do with the matter, except as a translator of Lucre-

tius, for whose doctrines he is surely not responsible. I tell you
openly, and really most smcerely, that, if published at all, there

is no earthly reason why you should not ; on the contrary, I should
receive it as the greatest compliment you could pay to your good
opinion of my candour, to print and circulate that, or any other work,
attacking me in a manly manner, and without any malicious intention,

from which, as far as I have seen, I must exonerate this writer.

"He is wrong m one thing,—/ am no atlieist; but if he thinks I have
published principles tending to such opinions, he has a perfect right to

controvert them. Pray publish it; I shall never forgive myself if I

think that I have prevented you.
•' Make my compliments to the author, and tell him I wish him suc-

cess ; his verse is very deservhig of it ; and I shall be the last person
to suspect his motives. Yours, &c.

" P.S. If you do not publish it, some one else will. You caimot
suppose me so narrow-minded as to shrink from discussion. I repeat

once for all, that I think it a good Poem (as far as I have redde) ; and
that is the only point you should consider. How odd that eight lines

should have given birth, I really think, to eight thousand, including all

that has been said, and will be, on the subject
!"

LETTER CLXXm.

> .TO MR. MURRAY. -

"April 9th, 1814.
" All these news are very fine ; but nevertheless I want my books,

if you can find, or cause them to be found for me,—if only to lend them
to Napoleon in ' the island of Elba,' during his retirement. I also (if

convenient, and you have no party with you) should be glad to speak
with you for a few minutes this evening, as I have had a letter from
Mr. Moore, and wish to ask you, as the best judge, of the best time

for him to publish the work he has composed. I need not say, that I

have his success much at heart ; not only because he is my friend,

* The manuscript of a long grave satire, entitled " Anti-Byron," which
Jiad been sent to Mr. Murray, and by him forwarded to Lord Byron, with a

request—not meant, 1 believe, seriouply—that he wonld jrive liis opinion as

to the propriety of publishins it.
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but something- much better—a man of great talent, of which he is less

sensible than I believe any even of his enemies. If you can so far

oblige me as to step down, do so ; and if you are otherwise occupied,
say nothing about it. I shall find you at home in the course of next
week.

" P.S. I see Sotheby's Tragedies advertised. The Death of Darnley
is a famous subject—one of the best, I should think, for the drama.
Pray let me have a copy, when ready.

" Mrs. Leigh was very much pleased with her books, and desired
me to thank you ; she means, I believe, to write to you her acknow-
ledgments."

LETTER CLXXIV.

TO MR. MOORE.

" 2, Albany, April 9th, 1814.
" Viscount Althorpe is about to be married, and I have gotten his

spacious bachelor apartments in Albany, to which you will, I hope,
address a speedy answer to this mme epistle.

" I am but just returned to town, from which you may infer that I

have been out of it ; and I have been boxing, for exercise, with Jack-
son for this last month daily. I have also been drinking,—and, on
one occasion, with three other friends at the Cocoa Tree, from six till

four, yea, unto five in the matin. We clareted and champagned till

two—then supped, and finished with a kind of regency punch com-
posed of madeira, brandy, and green tea, no real water being admitted
therein. There was a night for you !—without once quitting the table,

except to ambulate home, which I did alone, and in utter contempt
of a hackney-coach and my own vis, both of which were deemed
necessary for our conveyance. And so,—I am very well, and they
say it will hurt my constitution.

" I have also, more or less, been breaking a few of the favourite

commandments ; but I mean to pull up and marry,—if any one will

have me. In the mean time, the other day I nearly killed myself with
a collar of brawn, which I swallowed for supper, and indigested for I

don't know how long;—but that is by-the-by. All this gormandize
was in honour of Lent ; for I am forbidden meat all the rest of the
year,—but it is strictly enjoined me during your solemn fast. I have
been, and am, in very tolerable love ;—but of that hereafter, as it

may be.
" My dnar Moore, say what you will in your preface ; and quiz any

thing, or any body,—me, if you like it. Oons ! dost thou think me of
the old, or rather elderly, school ? If one can't jest with one's friends,

with whom can we be facetious ? You have nothing to fear from * *,

whom I have not seen, being out of town when he called. He will be
very correct, smooth, and all tliat, but I doubt whether there will be
any ' grace beyond the reach of art ;'—and, whether there is or not, how
long will you be so d—d modest 1 As for .Teffrey, it is a very hand-
some thing of him to speak well of an old antagonist,—and what a
mean mind dared not do. Any one will revoke praise ; but—were it

not partly my own case—I should say that very few have strength of
mind to unsay their censure, or follow it up with praise of other
things.
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"What think you of the review of Levis? It beats tlie Bag and
ray hand-grenade hollow, as an invective, and hath thrown tlio Court

into hysterics, as I hear from very good authority. Have you heard

from ***#**.
" No more rhyme for—or rather, from—me. I have taken my leave

of that stage, and henceforth will mountebank it no longer. I have
had my day, and there 's an end. The utmost I expect, or even wish,

is to have it said in the Biographia Britannica, that I might perhaps

have been a poet, had I gone on and amended. My great comfort is

that the temporary celebrity I have wrung from the workl has been in

the ver>' teeth of all opinions and prejudices. I have flattered no

ruling powers ; I have never concealed a single thought tliat tempted

me. They can't say I have truckled to the times, nor to popular

topics (as Johnson, or somebody, said of Cleveland), and whatever I

have gained has been at the expenditure of as much personal favour

as possible ; for I do believe never was a bard more unpopular, quoad
homo, than myself. And now I have done ;—

' Indite nu-nc alios.'

—

Every body may be d—d, as they seem fond of it, and resolved to

stickle lustily for endless brimstone.
" Oh—by-the-by, I had nearly forgot. There is a long Poem, an

' Anti-Byron,' coming out, to prove that I have formed a conspiracy to

overthrow, by rhyme, all religion and government, and have already

made great progress ! It is not very scurrilous, but serious and ethe-

real. 1 never felt myself important, till I saw and heard of my being

such a little Voltaire as to induce such a production. Murray would
not publish it, for which he was a fool, and so I told him ; but some
one else will, doubtless. ' Something too much of this.'

" Your French scheme is good, but let it be Italian ; all the Angles
will be at Paris. Let it be Rome, Milan, Naples, Florence, Turin,

Venice, or Switzerland, and ' egad !' (as Bayes saith), I will connubiate

and join you ; and we will write a new ' Inferno' in our Paradise.

Pray, think of this—and I will really buy a wife and a ring, and say
the ceremony, and settle near you in a summer-house upon the Arno,
or the Po, or the Adriatic.

" Ah ! my poor little pagod. Napoleon, has walked off his pedestal.

He has abdicated, they say. This would draw molten brass from the

eyes of Zatanai. What ! ' kiss the ground before young Malcolm's
feet, and then be baited by the rabble's curse I' I cannot bear such a

crouching catastrophe. I must stick to Sylla, for my modern favour-

ites don't do,—their resignations are of a different kind. All health

and prosperity, my dear Moore. Excuse this lengthy letter. Ever, &c.

"P.S. The Quarterly quotes you frequently in an article on
America; and every body I know asks perpetually after you and
yours. WTien will you answer them in person 1"

He did not long persevere in his resolution against writing, as wUJ
be seen from the following notes to his publisher.

TO MB. MURRAY.

"April 10th, 1814.

"I have written an Ode on the fall of Napoleon, which, if you like,

1 will copy out, and make you a present of. Mr. Merivale has seen par*
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of it, and likes it. You may show it to Mi-. Gifibrd, and print it, or

not, as you please—it is of no consequence. It contains nothing in

his favour, and no allusion whatever to our own government or the

Bourbons. Yours, &c.

" P.S. It is in the measure of my stanzas at the end of Childe

Harold, which were much liked, beginning, ' And thou art dead,' &c.

&c. There are ten stanzas of it—ninety lines in all."

TO MR. MURRAY.

"April 11th, 1814.
" I enclose you a lettered from Mrs. Leigh.
"It will be best not to put my name to our Ode; but you may say

as openly as you like that it is mine, and I can inscribe it to Mr. Hob-
house from the author, which will mark it sufficiently. After the

resolution of not publishing, though it is a thing of little length and
less consequence, it will be better altogether that it is anonymous

;

but we will incorporate it in the first tome of ours that you find time

or the wish to publish. " Yours alway,
"B.

"P.S. I hope you got a note of alterations, sent this matin?
" P.S. Oh my books ! my books ! will you never find my books ?

" Alter ^potent spell' to ' quickening spell :' the first (as Polonius says)

'is a vile phrase,' and means nothing, besides being commonplace
and Rosa-Matildaishy

~ - TO MR. MURRAY.

"April 12th, 1814.
" I send you a few notes and trifling alterations, and an additional

motto from Gibbon, which you will find singularly appropriate. A
' Good-natured Friend' tells me there is a most scurrilous attack on «s

in the Antijacobin Review, which you have not sent. Send it, as I am
in that state of languor which wiU derive benefit from getting into a

passion. Ever, &c."

LETTER CLXXV. ^

TO MR. MOORE.

"Albany, April 20th, 1814.
" I am very glad to hear that you are to be transient from Mayfield

so very soon, and was taken in by the first part of your letter.* In-

* I had begun my letter in the following manner :—" Have you seen the
' Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte ?'—I suspect it to be either F—g—d's or Rosa
Matilda's. Those rapid and masterly portraits of all the tyrants that pre-

ceded Napoleon have a vigour in them which would incline me to say that

Rosa Matilda is the person—but then, on the other hand, that powerful grasp
of history," &c. &c. After a little more of this mock parallel, the letter

went on thus:—"I should like to know what you think of the matter?
Some friends ofmine here will insist tliat it is the work of the author of Childe
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deed, for aught I know, yon may hn treating me, as Slipslop says, witli

'ironing' even now. I sliall say notliing of the sJiock, which had

nothing of Immeur in it; as I am apt to take even a critic, and still

more a friend, at his word, and never to doubt that I have been writing

cursed nonsense if they say so. There was a mental reservation in

my pact with the public",* in behalf of cmonymes ; and, even had there

not, the provocation was such as to make it physically impossible to

pass over this danmable epoch of triumphant tameness. 'T is a cursed

business ; and, after all, 1 shall think higher of rhyme and reason, and

very humbly of your heroic people, till—Elba becomes a volcano, and

sends him out again. I can't think it all over yet.

" My departure for the Continent depends, in some measure, on the

incontinent. I have two country invitations at home, and don't know
what to say or do. In the mean time, I have bought a macaw and a

parrot, and have got up my books; and I box and fence daily, and go

out very little.

" At this present writing, Louis the Gouty is wheeling in triumph

into Piccadilly, in all the pomp and rabblement of royalty. I had an

offer of seats to see them pass; but, as I have seen a sultan going to

mosque, and been at his reception of an ambassador, the most Chris-

tian King ' hath no attractions for me :'—though in some coming year

of the Hegira, I should not dislike to see the place where he liad

reigned, shortly after the second revolution, and a happy sovereignty

of two months, the last six weeks being civil war.
" Pray write, and deem me ever, &c."

LETTER CLXXVI

TO MR. MDRRAr.

"April 21st, 1814.
" Many thanks with the letters which I return. You know I am a

jacobin, and could not wear white, nor see the installation of Louis

the Gouty.
" This is sad news, and very hard upon the sufferers at any, but

more at such a time—I mean the Bayonne sortie.

" You should urge Moore to come out.

" P.S. I want Moreri to purchase for good and all. I have a Bayle,

but want Moreri too.

"P.S. Perry hath a piece of compliment to-day; but I think the

name might have been as well omitted. No matter; they can but

throw the old story of inconsistency in my teeth—let them,—T mean as

to not publishing. However, nmic I will keep my word. Nothing but

the occasion, which was physically irresistible, made me swerve; and
I thought an anonyrne within my pact with the public. It is the only

thing I have or shall set about."

Harold,—but then they are not 80 well read in F—g—d and Rosa Matilda as I

am ; and, besides, they seem to forget that ^ou promised, aijout a month or two
ago, not to write any more for years. Seriously," &c. Scc.

I quote this foolish banter merely to eiiow how safely, even on his most

sensitive points, one might venture to jest with him.
* We find D'Argenson thus encouraging Voltaire to break a similar vow

:

—"Continue to write without fear for five-und-twenty years longer, bu;

write poetry, notwithstanding your oath in the Preface to Newton."
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LETTER CLXXVII.
/

/ TO MR. MURRAr.

"April 25th, 1814.
" Let Mr. GifTord have the letter and return it at his leisure. I

would have offered it, had I thought that he liked things of the kmd.
" Do you want the last page immediately ? I have doubt about the

lines being worth printing ; at any rate, 1 must see them again and
alter some passages, before they go forth in any shape into the ocean,

of circulation ;— a very conceited phrase, by-the-by : well then

—

chan-

nel of publication will do.
" ' I am not i' the vein,' or I could knock off a stanza or three for

the Ode, that might answer the purpose better.* At all events, I must

* Mr. Murray had requested of him to make some additions to the Ode,
so as to save the Stamp Duty imposed upon publications not exceeding a
single sheet, and the lines he sent him for this purpose were, I believe, those

beginning " We do not curse thee, Waterloo." To the Ode itself, he after-

ward added, in successive editions, five or six stanzas, the original number
being but eleven. There were also three more stanzas which he never

printed, but which, for the just tribute they contain to WasliinglQn,are worthv
of being preserved.

17.

" There was a day—there was an hour,

While earth was Gaul's—Gaul thine—
When that immeasurable power

Unsated to resign

Had been an act of purer fame
Than gathers round Marengo's name
And gilded thy decline.

Through the long twilight of all time.

Despite some passing clouds of crime.

18.
-

_ ,

" But thou forsooth must be a king
And don the purple vest,

As if that foolish robe could wring
Remembrance from thy breast.

Where is that faded garment where
The gewgaws thou wert fond to -\ ear,

The star— the string— the crest .''

Vain, froward child of empire ! say.

Are all thy playthings snatch'd away .''

>• > _ -

19.

" Where may the wearied eye repose

When gazing on the great

;

Where neither guilty glory glows,

Nor despicable state .'

Yes—one—the first—the last—the best

—

The Cincinnatus of the West, .
-

Whom envy dared not hate,

Bequeath'd the name of Washington,
To make man blueh there was but One !"
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see the lines again first, as there be two I have altered in my mind's
manuscript already. Has any one seen and judged of them 1 that is

the criterion by which I will abide—only give me a fair report, and
' nothing extenuate,' as I will in that case do something else.

" Ever, &c.
" 1 want Moreri, and an Athenceus." ,

LETTER CLXXVm. !

,

" TO MR. MURRAY.

"April 26th, 1814.
" I have been thinking that it might be as well to publish no more

of the Ode separately, but incorporate it with any of the other things,

and include the smaller Poem too (in that case)—which I must pre-

viously correct, nevertheless. I can't, for the head of me, add a line

worth scribbling ; my ' vein' is quite gone, and my present occupa-
tions are of the gymnastic order—boxing and fencing—and my prin-

cipal conversation is with luy macaw and Bayle. I want my Moreri,
and I want Athenaeus.

" P.S. I hope you sent back that poetical packet to the address
which I forwarded to you on Sunday : if not, pray do ; or I shall have
the author screaming after his Epic."

LETTER CLXXIX.
'

TO MR. MURRAY.

"April 26th, 1814.
'' I have no guess at your author,—but it is a noble Poem,* and

worth a thousand Odes of any body's. I suppose 1 may keep this

copy ;—after reading it, I really regret having written my own. I say
this very sincerely, aibeit unused to think humbly of myself.

" I don't like the additional stanzas at all, and they had better be
left out. The fact is, I can't do any thing I am asked to do, however
gladly I would; and at the end of a week my interest in a composition

goes off. This will account to you for my doing no better for your
' Stamp Duty' Postscript.

" The S. R. is very civil—but what do they mean by Childe Harold
resembling Marmion ? and the next two. Giaour and Bride, not re-

sembling Scott ? I certainly never intended to copy him ; but, if

there be any copyisra, it nmst be in the two Poems, where the same
versification is adopted. However, they exempt the Corsair from all

resemblance to any thing,—though I rather wonder at liis escape.
" If ever I did any thing origmal, it was in Childe Harold, which /

prefer to the other things always, after the first week. Yesterday I

re-read English Bards ;—batmg tiie malice, it is the best.

" Ever, &c."

* A poem by Mr. Stratford Canning, full of spirit and power, entitled

" Buonaparte." In a subsequent note to Mr. Murray, Lord Byron says :—
" I do not think less highly of ' Buonaparte" for knowing the author. I was
aware that he was a man of talent, but did not suspect hira of possessing all

the family talents in nuch perfection."
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A resolution was, about this time, adopted by him, which, however
strange and precipitate it appeared, a knowledge of the previous state

of his mind may enable us to account for satisfactorily. He had now,
for two years, been drawing upon the admiration of the public with a
rapidity and success which seemed to defy exhaustion,—having
crowded, indeed, into that brief interval, the materials of a long life of

fame. But admiration is a sort of impost from which most minds are

but too willing to relieve themselves. The eye grows weaiy of look-

ing up to the same object of wonder, and begins to exchange, at last,

the deliglit of observing its elevation for the less generous pleasure of

watching and speculating on its fall. The reputation of Lord Byron
had already begun to experience some of these consequences of its

own prolonged and constantly renewed splendour. Even among that

host of admirers who would have been the last to find fault, there

were some not unwilling to repose from praise ; while they, who had
been from the first reluctant eulogists, took advantage of these apparent
symptoms of satiety to indulge in blame.*
The loud outcry raised, at the beginning of the present year, by his

verses to the Princess Charlotte, had afforded a vent for much of this

reserved venom ; and the tone of disparagement in Avhich some of his

assailants now affected to speak of his poetry was, however absurd
and contemptible in itself, precisely that sort of attack which was the

most calculated to wound his, at once, proud and diffident spirit. As
long as they confined themselves to blackening his moral and social

character, so far from offending, their libels rather fell in with his own
shadowy style of self-portraiture, and gratified the strange inverted

ambition that possessed him. But the slighting opinion which they
ventured to express of his genius,—seconded as it was by that inward
dissatisfaction with his own powers, which they whose standard of
excellence is highest are always the surest to feel,—mortified and dis-

turbed him ; and, being the first sounds of ill augury that had come

* It was the fear of this sort of back-water current to which so rapid a
flow of fame seemed liable that led some even of his warmest admirers, igno-

rant as they were yet of the boundlessness of his resources, to tremble a

little at the frequency of his appearances before the public. In one of my
own letters to him, I find this apprehension thus expressed :

—" If you did

not write so well,—as the Royal wit observed,—^1 should say you write too

much ; at least, too much in the same strain. The Pythagoresins, you know,
were of opinion that the reason why we do not hear or heed the music of the
heavenly bodies is that they are always sounding in our ears ; and I fear that

even the influence o?your song may be diminished by falling upon the world's

dull ear too constantly."

The opinion, however, which a great writer of our day (himself one of
the few to whom his remark applies) had the generosity, as well as sagacity,

to pronounce on this point, at a time when Lord Byron was indulging in the

fullest lavishinent of his powers, must be regarded, after all, as the most
judicious and v\ ise :

—" But they cater ill for the public," says Sir Walter
Scott, " and give indifferent advice to the poet, supposing him possessed of
the highest qualities f»f his art, who do not advise him to labour while
the laurel around his brows yet retains its freshness. Sketches from Lord
Byron are more valuable than finished pictures from others ; nor are we at

all sure that any labour which he might bestow in revisal would not rather

efface than refine those outlines of striking and powerful originality, which
they exhibit when flung rough from the hand of a master."

—

Biographical
Memoirs, In/ Sir W. Scott.
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across his triumplial career, startled him, as we have seen, into serious

doubts of its continuance.
Had he been occupying himself, at the time, with any new task,

that confidence in his own energies, which he never truly felt but

'while in the actual exercise of them, would have enabled him to

forget these humiliations of the moment in the glow and excitement

of anticipated success. But he had just pledged himself to tlie world

to take a long farewell of poesy,—had sealed up that only fountain

from which his heart ever drew refreshment or strength,—and thus

was left, idly and helplessly, to brood over the daily taunts of his

enemies, without the power of avenging himself when they insulted

his person, and but too much disposed to agree with them when they

made light of his genius. " I am afraid (he says, in noticing these

attacks in one of his letters) what you call trask is plaguily to the

purpose, and very good sense into the bargaui ; and, to tell the truth,

for some little time past, 1 have been myself much of the same
iipinion."

In this sensitive state of mind,—which he but ill disguised or

relieved by an exterior of gay defiance or philosophic contempt,—we
can hardly feel surprised that he should have, all at once, come to

the resolution, not only of persevering in his determination to write

no more in future, but of purchasing back the whole of his past

copyrights, and suppressing every page and line he had ever written.

On his first mention of this design, Mr. Murray naturally doubted as

to his seriousness ; but the arrival of tlie following letter, enclosing

a draft for the amount of the copyrights, put his intentions beyond
question.

LETTER CLXXX. . .

TO MR. MURRAY.

. - "2, Albany, April 29th, Itt 14.

'• DEAR SIR,

" I enclose a draft for the money ; when paid, send the copyright.

I release you from the thousand pounds agreed on for the Giaour and
Bride, and there's an end.

" If any accident occurs to me, you may do then as you please ;

but, with the exception of two copies of each for yourself only, I

expect and request that the advertisements be withdrawn, and the re-

maining copies of all destroyed ; and any expense so incurred, I will be

glad to defray.
" For all this, it might be as well to assign some reason. I have

none to give, except my own caprice, and I do not consider the cir-

cumstance of consequence enough to require explanation.
" In course, I need hardly assure you that they never shall be pub-

lished with my consent, directly or indirectly, by any other person

Avhatsoever,—that I am perfectly satisfied, and have every reason so

to be, with your conduct in all transactions between us as publisher

and author.

"It will g'ive me great pleasure to preserve your acquaintance,

and to consider you as my friend. Believe me very truly, and for

much attention,
" Your obliged and very obedient servant,

"

"Byron.
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" P.S. I do not think that I have overdrawn at Hammersley's ; but if

that be the case, I can draw for the superflux on Hoares'. The draft
is £5 short, but that I will make up. On payment

—

not before—return
the copyright papers."

In such a conjuncture, an appeal to his good-nature and considerate-
ness was, as Mr. Murray well judged, his best resource; and the fol-

lowing prompt reply will show how easily, and at once, it succeeded.

LETTER CLXXXI.

TO MR. MURRAV".

" May 1, 1814.
"dear sir,

" If your present note is serious, and it really would be inconvenient,
there is an end of the matter : tear my draft, and go on as usual : in
that case, we will recur to our former basis. That / was perfectly
serious, in wishing to suppress all future publication, is true ; but cer-
tainly not to interfere with the convenience of others, and more par-
ticularly your own. Some day, I will tell you the reason of this

apparently strange resolution. At present, it may be enough to say
that 1 recall it at your suggestion : and as it appears to have annoyed
vou, I lose no time in saying so. .

" Yours truly,
" B."

Durmg my stay in town this year, we were almost daily together;
and it is in no spirit of flattery to the dead T say, that the more inti-

mately I became acquainted with his disposition and character, the
more wannly I felt disposed to take an interest in every thing that
concerned him. Not that, in the opportunities thus afforded me of
observing more closely his defects, T did not discover much to lament,
and not a little to condemn. But there was still, in the neiglibourhood
of even his worst faults, some atoning good quality, which was always
sure, if brought kindly and with management into play, to neutralize
their ill effects. The very frankness, indeed, with which he avowed
his errors seemed to imply a confidence in his own power of redeeming
them, a consciousness that he could afford to be sincere. There was
also, in such entire unreserve, a pledge that nothing worse remained
behind ; and the same quality that laid open the blemishes of his
nature gave security for its honesty. " The cleanness and purity of
one's mind," says Pope, " is never better proved than in discovering
its own faults, at first view ; as when a stream shows the dirt at its

bottom, it shows also the transparency of the water."
The theatre was, at this time, his favourite place of resort. We

have seen how enthusiastically he expresses himself on the subject of
Mr. Kean's actnig, and it was frequently my good fortune, during this

season, to share in his enjoyment of it ; the orchestra being, more
than once, the place where, for a nearer view of the actor's counte-
nance, we took our station. For Kean's benefit, on the 25th of May,
a large party had been made by Lady J * *, to which we both belonged;
but Lord Byron having also taken a box for the occasion, so anxious
Avns he to enjoy the representation uninterrupted, that, by rather an
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unsocial arrangement, only himself and I occupied his box during the

play, while every other in the house was crowded almost to suffocation;

nor did we join the remainder of our friends till supper. Between
the two parties, however, Mr. Kean had no reason to complain of a

want of homage to his talents ; as Lord J * *, on that occasion, pre-

sented him with a hundred pound share in the theatre ; while Lord

Byron sent him, next day, the sum of fifty guineas ;* and, not long

after, on seeing liim act some of his favourite parts, made him presents

of a handsome simff-box and a costly Turkish sword.

Such effect had the passionate energy of Kean's acting on his mind,

that once, in seeing him play Sir Giles Overreach, he was so affected

as to be seized with a sort of convulsive fit ; and we shall find him,

some years after, in Italy, when the representation of Alfieri's tragedy

of Mirra had agitated him hi the same violent manner, comparing the

two instances as the only ones in his life when " any thing under

reality" had been able to move him so powerfully.

The following are a few of the notes which I received from him
during this visit to town.

TO MR. MOORE.

"May 4tli, 1814.

" Last night we supp'd at R fe's board, &c.t******
" I wish people would not shirk their dinners—ought it not to have

been a dinner ]J—and that d—d anchovy sandwich!
" That plaguy voice of yours made me sentimental, and almost fall

in love with a girl who was recommending herself, during your song,

by hating music. But the song is past, and my passion can wait, till

the pucelle is more harmonious.
" Do you go to Lady Jersey's to-night 1 It is a large party, and you

won't be bored into ' softening rocks,' and all that. Othello is to-

* To such lengths did he, at this time, carry his enthusiasm for Kean, that

when Miss O'Neil soon after appeared, and, by her matchless representation

of feminine tenderness, attracted all eyes and hearts, he was not only some-
what jealous of her reputation, as interfering with that of his favourite, but,

in order to guard himself against the risk of becoming a convert, refused to go
to see her act. I endeavoured sometimes to persuade him into witnessing,

at least, one of her performances; but his answer was (punning upon
Shakspeare's word, " unanealed,") " No— I 'm resolved to continue un-

O^J^eiled."

To the great queen of all actresses, however, it will be seen, by the follow-

ing extract from one of his Journals, he rendered due justice.

" Of actors, Cook was the most natural, Kemble the most supernatural,

—

Kean the medium between the two. But Mrs. Siddons was worth them all

put together."

—

Detached Thoughts
t An epigram here followed which, as founded on a scriptural allusion, I

thought it better to omit.

^ We had been invited by Lord R,. to dine after the play,—an arrrangement
which, from its novelty, delitrhted Lord Byron exceedingly. The dinner,

however, afterward dwindled into a mere supper, aiid this change was long

a subject of jocular resoniment with him.
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morrow and Saturday too. Which day shall Ave go ? When shall I

see you? If you call, let it be after three and as near four as you
please. Ever, &c.

TO MR. MOORE.

'
, :

.

,^'. "May 4th, 1814.

'"DEAR TOM,
" Thou hast asked me for a song, and I enclose you an experiment,

which has cost me something more than trouble, and is, therefore, less

likely to be worth youi taking any in your proposed setting.* Now,
if it be so, throw it into the fire without phrase.

"Ever yours,
•

\ •'

. "Byrok.

1.

"I speak not, I trace not, I breathe not thy name.
There is grief in the sound, there is guilt in the fame

;

But the tear which now burns on my cheek may impart

The deep thoughts that dwell in that silence of heart.

2.

" Too brief for our passion, too long for our peace
Were those hours—can their joy or their bitterness cease ?

We repent—we abjure—we will break from our chain,

—

We will part,—we will fly to—unite it again

!

.

3. r '

"Oh ! thine be the gladness, and mine be the guilt

!

.

Forgive me, adored one !— forsake, if thou wilt ;

—

But the heart which is tliine shall expire undebased,

And man shall not break it—whatever thou mayst. . ,. '

4. ,

" And stern to the haughty, but humble to thee, '

This soul, in its bitterest blackness, shall be

;

And our days seem as swift, and our moments more sweet
With thee by ray side, than with worlds at our feet.

"One sigh of tliy sorrow, one look of thy love, /
Shall turn me or fix, shall reward or reprove

;

A^nd the heartless may wonder at all I resign

—

' "•

Thy lip shall reply, not to them, but to mine."
. ,

* I had begged of him to write something for me to set to music. The
above verses have lately found their way into print, but through a channel

not very likely to bring them into circulation. I shall, therefore, leave them
here, undisturbed, in their natural position.
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TO MR. JIOORE.
*

" Will you and Rogers come to my box at Covent, then ? I shall

be there, and none else—or I won't be there, if you iwaiii would
like to go without nie. Ton will not get so good a place hustling

among the publican boxers, with damnable apprentices (six feet high)

on a back row. Will you both oblige me and come—or one—or neither

—or, what you will ?

" P.S. An' you will, I will call for you at half-past six, or any time

of your own dial."

TO MR. MOORE.

" I have gotten a box for Othello to-night, and send the ticket for

your friends the R—fes. I seriously recommend to you to recom-
mend to them to go for half an hour, if only to see the third act

—

they will not easily have another opportunity. We—at least, I

—

cannot be there, so there will be no one in their way. Will you
give or send it to them "^ it will come with a better grace from you
than me.

" I am in no good plight, but will dine at * *'s with you, if I can.

There is music and Covent-g.—Will you go, at all events, to my box
there afterward, to see a d^biit of a young 16,* in the ' Child of
Nature V "

TO MR. MOORE.

' " Sunday matin.
•' Was not lago perfection 1 particularly the last look. I was close

10 him (in the orchestra), and never saw an English countenance half

so expressive. I am acquainted with no mmaterial sensuality so
delightful as good acting ; and, as it is fitting there should be good
plays, now and then, besides Shakspeare's, I wish you or Campbell
would write one : the rest of ' us youth' have not heart enough.

" You were cut up in the Champion—is it not so 1 this day, so am I

—even to shocking the editor. The critic writes well; and as, at

present, poesy is not my passion predominant, and my snake of Aaron
has swallowed up all the other serpents, I don't feel fractious. I send
you the paper, which 1 mean to take in for the future. We go to M.'s

together. Perhaps I shall see you before, but don't let me bore you,
now nor ever.

" Ever, as now, truly and affectionately, &c."

* Miss Foote's first appearance, which we witnessed together.
f Vol, I.—C c
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TO MR. MOORE.

"May 5th, 1814.

"Do you go to the LadyCahir's this eveni If you do—andwhen-
I'ver we are bound to the same follies—let us embark in the same
' Shippe of Fooles.' I have been up till five, and up at nine ; and feel

iieavy with only winking for the last three or four nights.
" 1 lost my party and place at supper, trying to keep out of the way

of * * * *. I would have gone away altogether, but that would have
appeared a worse affectation than t' other. You are of course engaged
to dinner, or we may go quietly together to my box at Covent-garden,
and afterward to this assemblage. Why did vou go away so soon ?

" Ever, &c.

" P.S. Ought not R * * * fe's supper to have been a dinner ? Jackson
is here, and I must fatigue myself into spirits."

TO MB. MOORE.

"May 18th, 1814.
" Thanks—and punctuality. What has^ passed at * * * * House ?

I suppose that / am to know, and 'pars fui' of the conference. I

regret that your * * * *s will detain you so late, but I suppose you will

be at Lady Jersey's. I am going earlier with Hobhouse. You recol-

lect that to-morrow we sup and see Kean.
I

. .

" P.S. 7t»o to-morrow is the hour of pugilism."

The supper, to which he here looks forAvard, took place at Watier'S;

of which club he had lately become a member ; and, as it may convey
some idea of his irregular mode of diet, and thus account, in part, for

the frequent derangement of his health, I shall here attempt, from
recollection, a description of his supper on this occasion. We were
to have been joined by Lord R * *, who however did not arrive, and
the party accordingly consisted but of ourselves. Having taken upon
rae to order the repast, and knowing that Lord Byron, for the last two
Jays, had done nothing towards sustenance, beyond eating a few
biscuits and (to appease appetite) chewing mastic, I desired that wo
should have a good supply of, at least, two kinds of fish. My compa-
nion, however, confined himself to lobsters, and of these finished two
or three, to his own share,—interposing, sometimes, a small liqueur-

glass of strong white brandy, sometimes a tumbler of very hot water,

and then pure brandy again, to tlie amount of near half a dozen small
glasses of the latter, without which, alternately with the hot water,
lie appeared to think the lobster could not be digested. After this,

we had claret, of which, having despatched two bottles between us,

at about four o'clock in the morning we parted.
As Pope has thought his " delicious lobster-nights" worth comme-

morating, these particulars of one in which Lord Byron was concerned
may also have some interest.

Among other niglits of the same description which I had the happi-
ness of passing with him. I remember once, in returning home from
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some assembly at rather a late hour, we saw lights in the wmdows of
his old haunt Stevens's, in Bond-street, and agreed to stop there and
sup. On entering, we found an old friend of his. Sir G * * W * *,

who joined our party, and the lobsters and brandy and water being put
in requisition, it was (as usual on such occasions) broad daylight
before we separated.

LETTER CLXXXIL

' •^'
. TO MR. MOORE.

"May 23d, 1811,
•'I must send you the Java government gazette of July 3d, 1813,

just sent to me by Murray. Only think of our (for it is you and I)

setting paper warriors in array in the Indian seas. Does not this
sound like fame—something almost \\ke posterity ? It is something
to have scribblers squabbling about us 5000 miles off, while we arc
agreeing so well at home. Bring it with you in your pocket ; it will
make you laugh, as it hath me.

" Ever yours,

"B.

"P.S. Ob, the anecdote !
*******

To the circumstance mentioned in this letter he recurs more than
once in the Journals which he kept abroad ; as thus, in a passage of
his " Detached Thoughts," where it will be perceived that, by a trifling

lapse of memory, he represents himself as having produced this
gazette, for the first time, on our way to dinner.

"In the year 1814, as Moore and I were going to dine with Lord
Grey in Portman-square, I pulled out a ' Java Gazette' (which Murray
had sent to me), in which there was a controversy on our respective
merits as poets. It was amusing enough that we should be proceeding
peaceably to the same table, while they were squabbling about us in
the Indian seas (to be sure, the paper was dated six months before),
and filling columns with Batavian criticism. But this is fame, I
presume."

The following Poem, written about this time, and, apparently, for
the purpose of being recited at the Caledonian Meeting, I insert prin-

cipally on account of the warm feeling which it breathes towards
Scotland and her sons :

—

" Who hath not glow'd above the page where Fame
Hath fix'd high Caledon's unconquer'd name

;

The mountain-land which spuni'd the Roman chain,
And baffled back the fiery-crested Dane

;

Whose bright claymore and hardihood of hand
No foe coa'd tame—no t)rrant could command

!

•*That race is gone—but still their children breathe,
And glory crowns them with redoul>lnfl wivnfh ;
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O'er (Jiiel and Saxon mingling banners shine,

And, England! add their stubborn strength to thine.

The blood which flow'd with Wallace flows as free.

But now 't is only shed for Fame and thee

!

Oh ! pass not by the Northern veteran's claim,

But give support—the world hath given him fame

!

" The humbler ranks, the lowly brave, who bled

While cheerly following where the mighty led

—

Who sleep beneath the undistinguish'd sod

Where happier comrades in their triumph trod,

To us bequeath—'t is all their fate allows

—

Tlie sireless offspring and the lonely spouse

:

Slie on high Albyn's dusky hills may raise
' The tearful eye in melancholy gaze.

Or view, while shadowy auguries disclose

The Highland seer's anticipated woes.
The bleeding phantom of each martial form,

Dim in the cloud, or darkling in the storiti

;

While sad, she chants the solitary song,

The soft lament for him wlio tarries long—
For him, whose distant relics vainly crave

The Coronach's wild requiem to the brave

!

" 'T is Heaven—not man—must charm away the wo
Which bursts when Nature's feelings newly flow

;

Yet tenderness and time may rob the tear
' Of half its bitterness for one so dear:

A nation's gratitude perchance may spread
,

'

A thornless pillow for the widow'd head

;

. '

May lighten well her heart's maternal care.

And wean from penury the soldier's heir."

LETTER CLXXXIII.

TO MR. MOORE.

"May 31st, 1814.

" As I shall probably not see you here to-day, I write to request

that, if not inconvenient to yourself, you will stay in town till Sunday;

if not to gratify me, yet to please a great many others, who will be

Yery sorry to lose you. As for myself, I can only repeat that I wish

you Avoiild either remain a long time with us, or not come at all;

for these snatches of society make the swbsequent separations bitterer

than ever.
" I believe you think that I have not been quite fair with that Alpha

and Omega of beauty, &c. with whom you would willingly have

iniited me. But if you consider what her sister said on the subject,

you will less wonder that my pride should have taken the alarm ; par-

ticularly as nothing but the every-day flirtation of every-day people

ever occurred between your heroine and myself. Had Lady * *

appeared to wish it, or even not to oppose it, I would have gone on,

and very possibly married (that is, 7/ the otlier had been equally

uccovdant) with (he same indrflerence which has frozen over the
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' Black Sea' of almost all my passions. It is that very incliflerence

which makes nie so uncertain and apparently capricious. It is not

eagerness of new pursuits, but that nothing impresses me sufficiently

Xo fix ; neither do I feel disgusted, but simply indifferent to almost all

excitements. The proof of this is, that obstacles, the slightest even,

stop me. This can hardly be timidity, lor I have done some impudent
Jhings too, in my time ; and in almost all cases, opposition is a stimu-
lus. In mine, it is not ; if a straw were in my way, I couKl not stoop
to pick it up.

" I have sent this long tirade, because I would not have you suppose
that I have been <rj/?('«i,'- designedly with you or others. If you think

so, in the name of St. Hubert (the patron of antlers and hunters) let

me be married out of hand— I do n't care to whom, so that it amuses
any body else, aiid do n't interfere with me much in the daytime.

' Ever, &c."

LETTER CLXXXIV. v

'
•'

" TO MR. MOORE.

"June 14th, 1814.
" I could be very sentimental now, but I won't. The truth is, that

I have been all my life trying to harden my heart, and have not yet
quite succeeded—though there are great hopes—and you do not know
how it sunk with your departure. What adds to my regret is having
seen so little of you during your stay in this crowded desert, where
one ought to be able to bear thirst like a camel,—the springs are so
few, and most of them so muddy.

" The newspapers will tell you all that is to be told of emperors,
&c.* They have dined, and supped, and shown their flat faces in all

* In a icw days after this, he sent me a long rhyming Epistle, full of jokes
and pleasantries upon every thing and every one around him, of which the
following are the only parts producible.

" ' What say /.?'—not a syllable further in prose ;

I 'm your man ' of all measure,' dear Tom,— so, here goes 1

Here goes, for a swim on the stream of old Time,
On those buoyant supporters, the bladders of rhyme.
If our weight breaks them down, and we sink in the flood,
We are smother'd, at least, in respectable mud,
Where the Divers of Bathos lie drown'd in a heap,
And S * *'slast Psean has pillow'd his sleep ;

—

That ' Felo de se' who, half drunk with his malmsey,
Walk'd out of his depth and was lost in a calm sea,

Singing' Glory to Gud' in a spick and span stanza,

The like (since Tom Stcrnhold was choked) never man saw,

" The papers have told you, no doubt, of the fusses,

The f^tes, and the gapings to get at these Russes,

—

Of his majesty's suite, up from coachman to Hetman,

—

And what dignity decks the flat face of the great man.
I saw him, last week, at two balls and a party,

—

For a prince, his demeanour was rather too hearty.
You know, we are used to quite different graces,
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thoroughfares, and several saloons. Their uniforms are very be-

coHiing, but rather short in the skirts ; and their conversation is a
catechism, for Avhich and the answers 1 refer you to those who have
heard it.

" I think of leaving town for Newstead soon. If so, I shaU not be
remote from your recess, and (unless Mrs. M. detains you at home
over the caudle-cup and a new cradle) we will meet. You shall come
to me, or 1 to you, as you like it ;—but meet we will. An invitation

from Aston has reached me, but I do not think 1 shall go. I have also

heard of * * *—I should like to see her again, for I have not met her
for years; and though ' the light that ne'er can shine again' is set, I do
not know that ' one dear smile like those of old' might not make me
for a moment forget the ' duliiess' of ' life's stream.'

" I am going to R * *'s to-night—to one of those suppers which
^ ought to be dinners.' I have hardly seen her, and never him, since
you set out. I told you, you were the last link of that chain. As
for * *, we have not syllabled one another's names since. The post
will not permit me to continue my scrawl. More anon.

" Ever, dear Moore, &c.

"P.S. Keep the Journal,* I care not what becomes of it, and if it

has amused you, I am glad that I kept it. ' Lara' is finished, and I

am copying him for my third vol., now collecting; but no separate

publication."

TO MB. MURRAY.

"June 14th, 1814.
" I return your' packet of this morning. Have you heard that

Bertrand has returned to Paris with the account of Napoleon's having
lost his senses ? It is a report ; but, if true, I must, like Mr. Fitzgerald

and Jeremiah (of lamentable memory), lay claim to prophecy; that is to

say, of saying, that he ought to go out of his senses, in the penultimate
stanza of a certain Ode,— the which, having been pronounced nonsense
by several profound critics, has a still further pretension, by its unin-
telligibility, to inspiration.

" Ever, &c."

" The Czar's look, I own, was much brighter and brisker.

But then he is sadly deficient in whisker

;

And wore but a starless blue coat, and in kersey-

Mere breeches whisk'd round, in a waltz with the J * *,

Who, lovely as ever, seem'd just as delighted

With majesty's presence »s those she invited."

The Journal from which I have given extracts in the preceding pages.
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LETTER CLXXXV.

TO MR. ROGERS.

"June 19th, 1814.
'* I am always obliged to trouble you with my awkwardnesses, anci

now 1 have a fresh one. Mr. W.* called on me several times, and T

have missed the honour of making his acquaintance, which I regret,

but which you, who know my desultory and uncertain liabits, will not

wonder at, and will, I am sure, attribute to any thing but a wish to

offend a person who has shown me much kindness, and possesses

character and talents entitled to general respect. My mornings are

late, and passed in fencing and boxing, and a variety of most un-

poetical exercises, very wliolesome, &c., but would be very disagree-

able to my friends, whom ' am obliged to exclude during their operation.

I never go out till the evening, and I have not been fortimate enough
to meet Mr. W. at Lord Lansdowne's or Lord Jersey's, where I had
hoped to pay him my respects.

" I would have written to him, but a few words from you will go
further than all the apologetical sesquipedalities I could muster on the

occasion. It is only to say that, without intending it, I contrive to

behave very ill to every bodv, and am very soiTy for it.

" Ever, dear R., &c."

The following undated notes to Mr. Rogers must have been written

about the same time.

" Sunday.
" Your non-attendance at Corinne's is very apropos, as I was on the

eve of sending you an excuse. I do not feel well enough to go there

this evening, and have been obliged to despatch an apology. I believe

I need not add one for not accepting Mr. Sheridan's invitation on
Wednesday, which I fancy both you and I understood in the same
sense :—with him the saying of Mirabeau, that ' words are things,'' is

not to be taken literally.
" Ever, &c."

" I will call for you at a quarter before seven, if that will suit you.

I return you Sir Proteus,! and shall merely add in return, as Johnson
said of, and to, somebody or other, ' Are we alive after all this censure V

" Believe me, &c."

" Tuesday.
" Sheridan was yesterday, at first, too sober to remember your invi-

tation, but in the dregs of the third bottle he fished up his memory.
The Stael out-talked Whitbread, was ironed by Sheridan, confounded
Sir Humphry, and utterly perplexed your slave. The rest (great names
in the red book, nevertheless) were mere segments of the circle.

Ma'mselle danced a Russ saraband with great vigour, grace, and
expression.

"Ever, &c."

* Mr. Wrangham.
t A satirical pamphlet, in which all the writers ofthe day wete attacked.
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TO MR. MURRAY.

"June 21st, 1814.
" I suppose ' Lara' is gone to the devil,—which is no great matter,

only let me know, that I may be saved the trouble of copying- the rest,

and put the first part into the fire. I really have no anxiety about it,

and shall not be sorry to be saved the copying, which gi>es on very
slowly, and may prove to you that you may speak out— or I should be
less sluggish. " Yours, &c."

LETTER CLXXXVI. ^

TO MR. ROGERS. - ~
,

...

" June 27th, 1814.
" You could not have made me a more acceptable present than

Jacqueline,—she is all grace, and softness, and poetry; there is so

much of the last, that we do not feel the want of story, which is

simple, yet enough. I wonder that you do not oftener unbend to more
of the same kind. I have some sympathy with the softer affections,

though veiy little in my way, and no one can depict them so truly and
successfully as yourself. I have half a mind to pay you in kind, or

rather unkind, for I have just ' supped full of horror' in two Cantos of

darkness and dismay.
" Do you go to Lord Essex's to-night 1 if so, will you let me caU

for you at your own hour ? I dined with Holland-house yesterday at

Lord Cowper's ; my lady very gracious, which she can be more than

any one when she likes. I was not sorry to see them again, for I

can't forget that they have been very kind to me.
... " Ever yours most truly,

- - - -v "Bn.

" P.S. Is there any chance or possibility of making it up with Lord
Carlisle, as I feel disposed to do any thing reasonable or unreasonable
to effect it ? I would before, but for the ' Courier,' and the possible

misconstructions at such a time. Perpend, pronounce."

On my return to London, lor a short time, at the beginning of July,

I found his Poem of " Lara," which he had begun at the latter end of

May, in the hands of the printer, and nearly ready for publication. He
bad, before I left town, repeated to me, as we were on our way to

some evening parly, the first hundred and twenty lines of the Poem,
M'hich he had written the day before,—at the same time giving me a
general sketch of the characters and the story.

His short notes to Mr. Murray, during the printing of this work, are

of the same impatient and whimsical character as those of which I

have already given specimens, in my account of his preceding pub-
lications : but, as matter of more interest now presses upon us, I

shall forbear from transcribing them at length. In one of them he
says, " I have just corrected some of the most horrible blunders that

ever crept into a proof:"—in another, " I hope the next proof will be
better; this was one which would have consoled Job, if it had been
of his 'enemy's book:'"—a third contains only the following words:
" Dear sir, you demanded more battle—there it is. Yours, &c."
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The two letters that iinmediately follow were addressed to me, at

this time, in town.

LETTER CLXXXVII.

TO MR. MOOBE.

" July 8th, 1814.

" I returned to town last ni^ht, and had some hopes of seeing you
to-day, and would have called,—but I have been (though in exceeding

distempered good health) a little headachy with free living, as it is

called, and am now at the freezing point of returning soberness. Of
course, I should be sorry that our parallel lines did not deviate into

intersection before you return to the country,—after that same non-

suit,* whereof the papers have told us,—but, as you must be much
occupied, I won't be affronted, should your time and business militate

against our meeting.
" Rogers and I have almost coalesced into a joint invasion of the

public. Whether it will take place or not, 1 do not yet know, and I

am afraid Jacqueline (which is very beautiful) will be in badcompany.f
But, in this case, the lady will not be the sufferer.

" I am going to the sea, and then to Scotland; and I have been doing

nothing,—that is, no good,—and am very truly, &c."

LETTER CLXXXVIII.

TO MR. MOORE.

" I suppose, by your non-appearance, that the philosophy of my note,

and the previous silence of the writer, liave put or kept you in humeur.
Never mind— it is hardly worth while.

" This day have 1 received information from my man of law of the

non—and never likely to be—performance of pun^hase by Mr. Claugh-

ton, of zmpecuniary memory. He don't know what to do, or when
to pay; and so all my hopes and worldly projects and prospects are

gone to the devil. He (the purchaser, and the devil too, for aught I

care) and I, and my legal advisers, are to meet to-morrow,—the said

purchaser having first taken special care to inquire ' whether I would
meet him with temper?'—Certainly. The question is this—I shall

either have the estate back, which is as good as ruin, or I shall go on
with him dawdling, which is rather worse. I have brought my pigs

to a Mussulman market. If I had but a wife now, and children, of

whose paternity I entertained doubts, I should be happy, or rather

fortunate, as Candide or Scarmentado. In the mean time, if you don't

come and see me, I shall think that Sam's bank is broke too; and
that you, having assets there, are despairing of more than a piastre in

the pound for your dividend. " Ever, &.c."

* He alludes to an action for piracy brought by Mr. Power (tho publisher of

my musical works), to the trial of which I had been summoned as a witness.

t Lord Byron afterward proposed tliat I should make a third in this pub-

lication ; but the honour wan a perilnii": one. and 1 begeed leave to decline it.
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TO MR. MURRAY.

"July 11, 1814.
" You shall have one of the pictures. T wish you to send the proof

of ' Lara' to Mr. Moore, 33, Burry-street to-night, as he leaves town
to-morrow, and wishes to see it before he goes ;* and I am also willing

to have the benefit of his remarks. " Yours, &c."

",>' TO MR. MURRAY.

" July 18th, 1814.

"I think you will be satisfied even to repletion with our northern
friends,! ^^^ 1 won't deprive you longer of what I think will give you
pleasure : for my own part, my modesty or my vanity must be silent.

" P.S. If you could spare it for an hour in the evening, I wish you
to send it up to Mrs. Leigh, your neighbour, at the Lonaon Hotel,

Albemarle-street." - •
•

, ,:

LETTER CLXXXIX. -, ',
;

TO MR. MURRAY. ' -
. .

"July 23, 1814.
" I am sorry to say that the print| is by no means approved of by

those who have seen it, who are pretty conversant with the original,

as well as the picture from whence it is taken. I rather suspect that

it is from the copy and not the exhibited portrait, and in this dUemma
Avould recommend a suspension, if not an abandonment of the pre-

Jixion to the volumes which you purpose inflicting upon the public.
" With regard to Lara don't be in any hurry. I have not yet made

up my mind on the subject, nor know what to think or do till I hear
from you ; and Mr. Moore appeared to me in a simnar state of indeter-

mination. I do not know that it may not be better to reserve it for the

entire publication you proposed, and not adventure in hardy singleness,

or even backed by the fairy Jacqueline. I have been seized with all

kinds of doubts, &c. &c. since I left London.
" Pray let me hear from you, and believe me, &c."

* In a note which J wrote to him, before starting, next day, I find the

following :—" I got Lara at three o'clock this morning—read him before I

slept, and was enraptured. 1 take the proofs with me."
t He here refers to an article in the number of the Edinburgh Review, just

then published (No. 45), on the Corsair and Bride of Abydos.

X An engraving by Agar from Phillips's portrait of him.
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LETTER CXC,

TO MR. MURRAY.

" July 24th, 1814.
" The minority must, in this case, cany it, so pray^j|; it be so, for

I don't care sixpence for any of the opinions you memion, on such a
subject ; and p * * must be a dunce to agree with them. For my own
part, I liave no objection at all ; but Mrs. Leigh and my cousin must
be better judges of the Ukeness than others ; and they hate it ; and so
I won't have it at all.

" Mr. Hobhouse is right as for his conclusion ; but I deny the pre-

mises. The name only is Spanish ;* the country is not Spain, but the

Morea.
" Waverley is the best and most interesting novel I have redde since

—I don't know when. I like it as much as I hate * *, and * *, and * *,

and all the feminine trash of the last four months. Besides, it is all

easy to me, I have been in Scotland so much (though then young
enough too), and feel at home with the people, Lowla;id and Gael.

" A note will correct what Mr. Hobhouse thinks an error (about the
feudal system in Spain) ; it is not Spain. If he puts a few words of
prose any where, it will set all right.

" I have been ordered to town to vote. I shall disobey. There is

no good in so much prating, since ' certain issues strokes should arbi-

trate.' If you have any thing to say, let me hear from you.
" Yours, &c."

^ ' LETTER CXCI.
• .

, )

\ . TO MR. MURRAY. -

"August 3d, 1814.
" It is certainly a little extraordinaiy that you have not sent the

Edinburgh Review, as I requested, and hoped it would not require a
note a day to remind you. I see advertisements of Lara and Jacque-
line ; pray, why ? when I requested you to postpone publication till

my return to town.
" I have a most amusing epistle from the Ettrick bard—Hogg ; in

Avhich, speaking of his bookseller, whom he denominates the ' shabbiest'
of the trade for not ' lifthig his bills,' he adds, in so many words,
' G—d d—n him and them both.' This is a pretty prelude to asking
you to adopt him (the said Hogg) ; but this he wishes ; and if you
please, you and I will talk it over. He has a poem ready for the
press (and your hUh too, if ' /i/?able,') and bestows some benedictions
on Mr. Moore for his abduction of Lara from the forthcoming Mis-
cellany.f

* Alluding to Lara.

t Mr. Hogg had been led to hope that he should be permitted to insert

this poem in a Miscellany which he had at this time some thoughts of pub-
lishing ; and whatever advice I may have given against such a mode of dis-

posing of the work arose certainly not from any ill-will to this ingenious and
remarkable man, but from a consideration of what I thought most advan-
tageous to the fame of Lord Byron.
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"P.S. Sincerely, I think Mr. Hogg would suit you very well ; and
surely he is a man of great powers, and deserving of encouragement.

I must knock out a tale for him, and you should at all events consider

before you reject his suit. Scott is gone to the Orkneys in a gale of

wind, and Hogg says that, during the said gale, ' he is sure that Scott

is not quite at his ease, to say the best of it.' Ah ! I wish these home-
keeping bards cculd taste a Mediterranean white squall, or the Gut in

a gale of Avind, or even the Bay of Biscay with no wind at all."

, . .
LETTER CXCn,

TO MR. MOORE.
.a.

" Hastings, August 3d, 1814.
" By the time this reaches your dwelling, I shall (God wot) be in

town again probably. I have here been renewing my acquaintance
with my old friend Ocean ; and I find his bosom as pleasant a pillow for

an hour in the morning as his daughters of Paphos could be in the

twilight. I have been swimming and eating turbot, and smuggling
neat brandies and silk handkerchiefs,—and listening to my friend

Hodgson's raptures about a pretty wife-elect of his,—and walking on
cliffs, and tumbling down hills, and making the most of the ' dolce far-

niente' for the last fortnight. I met a son of Lord Erskine's, who says
he has been married a year, and is the ' happipst of men ;' and I have
met the aforesaid H., who is also the 'happiest of men;' so, it is worth
while being here, if only to witness the superlative felicity of these

foxes, who have cut off their tails, and would persuade the rest to

part with their brushes to keep them in countenance.
" It rejoiceth me that you like ' Lara.' Jeffrey is out with his forty

fifth Number, which I suppose you have got. He is only too kind to

me, in my share of it, and I begin to fancy myself a golden pheasant,

upon the strength of the plumage wherewith he hath bedecked me.
But then, ' surgit amari,' &c.—the gentlemen of the Champion, and
Periy, have got hold (I know not how) of the condolatory address to

Lady J. on the picture-abduction by our R * * *, and have published
them—with my name, too, smack—without even asking leave, or in-

quiring whether or no ! D—n their impudence, and d— n every thing.

It has put me out of patience, and so I shall say no more about it.

" You shall have liara and Jacque (both with some additions) when
out ; but I am still demurring and delaying, and in a fuss, and so is

R. in his way.
" Newstead is to be mine again. Claughton forfeits twenty-five

thousand pounds ; but that don't prevent me from being very prettily

ruined. I mean to bmy mj^self there—and let my beard grow—and
hate you all.

" Oh ! I have had the most amusing letter from Hogg, the Ettrick

minstrel and shepherd. He wants me to recommend him to Murray,
and, speaking of his present bookseller, whose ' bills' are nevei ' lifted,'

he adds, totidem verbis, ' God d—n him and them both.' I laughed,
and so would you too, at the way in which this extrication was in-

troduced. The said Hogg is a strange being, but of great, though
uncouth, powers. I think very highly of him as a poet ; but he, and
half of these Scotch and Lake troubadours, are spoiled by living in

'ttle chf'les and petty societies, l.iondon and tho world is the onh'
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place to take tlic conceit out of a man—in the milling phrase. Scott,

he said, is gone to the Orkneys in a gale of wind ;—during which wind,
he affirms, the said Scott, ' he is sure is not at his ease,—to say the

best of it.' Lonl, Lord, if these home-keeping minstrels had crossed
your Atlantic or my Mediterranean, and tasted a little open boating in

a wliite squall—or a gale in 'the Gut'—or the ' Bay of Biscay,' with
Jio gale at all—how it would enliven and introduce them to a few of
the sensations !—to say nothing of an illicit amour or two upon shore,

in the way of essay upon the Passions, beginning with simple adul-

tery, and compoimding it as they went along.
" I have forwarded your lett{;v to Murray,—by the way, you had

addressed it to Miller. Pray write to me, and say what art thou
doing 1 ' Not finished !'—Oons ! how is this ?—these ' flaws and starts-

must be ' authorized by your grandam,' and are becoming of any other
author. I «i\s sorry to hear of your discrepancy with * * s, or ratlier,

your abjuration of agreement. I don't want to be impertinent, or buf-

foon on a serious subject, and am therefore at a loss what to say.
" I hope nothing will induce you to abate from the proper price of

your poem, as long as there is a prospect of getting it. For my own
part, I have sei-iously and not whiningly (for that is not my way—at

least, it used not to be), neither hopes, nor prospects, and scarcely
even wishes. I am, in some respects happy, but not in a manner
that can or ought to last,—but enough of that. The worst of it is, I

feel quite enervated and indifferent. I really do not know, if Jupiter

were to offer me my clioice of the contents of his benevolent cask,

what I would pick out of it. If I was born as the nurses say with a
' silver spoon in my mouth,' it has stui'k in my throat, and spoiled my
palate, so that nothing put into it is swallowed with much relish,

—

unless it be cayenne. However, I have grievances enough to occupy
me that way too ; but for fear of adding to yours by this pestilent

long diatribe, I postpone the reading them, sine die. Ever, dear M.,
yours, &c.

" P. S. Don't forget my godson. You could not have fixed on a
fitter porter for his sins than me, being used to carry double without
mconvenience." *****

LETTER CXCm.

TO MK. MURRAY.

"August 4th, 1814.

'•Not having received the slightest answer to my last three letters,

nor the book (the last number of the Edinburgh Review) which they
requested, I presume that you were the unfortiniate person who
perished in the pagoda on. Monday last, and address this rather to

your executors than yourself, regretting that you should have had the

ill-luck to be the sole victim on that joyous occasion.
" I beg leave then to inform these gentlemen (whoever they may

be) that I am a little surprised at the previous neglect of the deceased,
and also at observing an advertisement of an approaching publication

on Saturday next, against the which I protested, and do protest, for

the present. ' " Yours (or theirs), &c. .;
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LETTER CXCIV.

TO MB. MURRAY.

' "

:
.

^ "August 5th, 1814.
" The Edinburgh Review is arrived—thanks. I enclose Mr. Hob-

house's letter, from which you will perceive the work you have made.
However, I have done : you must send my rhymes to the devil your
own way. It seems also that the ' faithful and spirited likeness' is

another of your publications. I wish you joy of it; but it is no like-

ness—that is the point. Seriously, if I have delayed your journey to

Scotland, I am sorry that you carried your complaisance so far; par-

ticularly as upon tritles you have a more summary method ;—witness

the grammar of Hobhouse's ' bit of prose,' which has put him and
me into a fever.

" Hogg must translate his own words : 'liftinsr' is a quotation from
his letter, together with 'God d—n,' &c., whicn 1 suppose requires

no translation.
" I was unaware of the contents of Mr. Moore's letter ; I think your

offer very handsome, but of that you and he must judge. If he can
get more, you won't wonder that he should accept it.

" Out with Lara, since it must be. The tome looks pretty enough
—on the outside. I shall be in town next week, and in the mean
time wish vou a pleasant journey.

"Yoms, &c."

:.
'

. |. rf: .>^
^i ;;;> LETTER CXCV. ,)i

TO MR. MOORE.
.

" August 12th, 1814.
" I was not alone, nor will be while I can help it. Newstead is not

yet decided. Claughton is to make a grand effort by Saturday week
to complete,—if not, he must give up twenty-five thousand pounds,

and the estate, with expenses, &c. &c. If I resume the Abbacy, you
shall have due notice, and a cell set apart for your reception, with a

pious welcome. Rogers I have not seen, but Lariy and Jacky came
out a few days ago. Of their effect, I know nothing.*****

" There is something very amusing in your being an Edinburgh
Reviewer. You know, 1 suppose, that T * * is none of the placidest,

and may possibly enact some tragedy on being told that he is only a

fool. If, now, Jeffrey were to be slain on account of an article of

yours, there would be a fine conclusion. For my part, as Mrs. Wini-
fred Jenkins says, ' he has done the handsome thing by me,' particu-

larly in his last Number ; so, he is the best of men and the ablest of

critics, and I won't have him killed,—though I dare say many wish
he were, for being so good-humoured.

"Before I left Hastings, I got in a passion with an ink-bottle, which
I flung out of the window one night with a vengeance ;—and what
then 1 why, next morning I was horrified by seeing that it had struck,

and split upon, the petticoat of Euterpe's graven image in the garden,
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and grimed her as if it were on purpose.* Only think of my distress,

and—the epigrams that might be engendered on the Muse and her

misadventure.
" I had an adventure, almost as ridiculous, at some private theatri-

cals near Cambridge—though of a different description—since I saw
you last. I quarrelled with a man in the dark for asking me who I

was (iiisolcmiy enough, to be sure), and followed him into the green-

room (a stable) in a rage, among a set of people I never saw before.

He turned out to be a low comedian, engaged to act with the ama-
teurs, and to be a civil-spoken man enough, when he found out that

nothing very pleasant was i,o be got by rudeness. But you would
iiave been amused with the row, and the dialogue, and the dress—or
rather the undress—of the party, where I had introduced myself in a

devil of a hurry, and the astonishment that ensued. I had gone out

of the theatre, "for coolness, into the garden ; there I had tumbled over

some dogs, and, coming away from them in very ill-humour, encoun-
tered the man in a worse, which produced all this confusion.

" Well—and why don't you ' launch V—Now is your time. The
people are tolerably tired with me, and not very much enamoured of
" *, who has just spawned a quarto of metaphysical blank verse,

which is nevertheless only a part of a poem.
" Murray talks of divorcing Larry and Jacky—a bad sign for the

authors, who, I suppose, will be divorced too, and throw the blame
upon one another. Seriously, I don't care a cigar about it, and I

don't see why Sam should.
" Let me hear from and of you and my godson. If a daughter, the

]iame will do quite as well. *****
"Ever, &c."

" LETTER CXCVI. • "

' "~ . TO MR. MOORE.
~ "

" August 13th, 1814.
'• I wrote yesterday to Mayfield, and have just now enfranked your

letter to mamma. My stay in town is so uncertain (not later than
next week) that your packets for the north may not reach me ; and as

I know not exactly where I am going—however, Newstead is my
most probable destination, and if you send your despatches before

Tuesday, I can forward them to our new ally. But, after that day,
you had better not trust to their arrival in time.

" * * has been exiled from Paris, on dit, for saying the Bourbons
were old women. The Bourbons might have been content, I think,

with returning the compliment. # * * *

" I told you all about Jacky and Larry yesterday ;—they are to be
separated,—at least, so says the grand M., and I know no more of
the matter. Jeffrey has done me more than 'justice;' but as to

* His servant had brought him up a large jar of ink, into which, not sup-
posing it to be full, he had thrust his pen down to the very bottom. Enraged,
on finding it come out all smeared with ink, he flung the bottle out of the
v,'indovv into the garden, where it lighted, as here described, upon one of eight

leaden Muses, that had been imported, some time before, from Holland,

—

the ninth having been, by some accident, left behind.
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iragedy—um!—I have no time for fiction at present. A man cannot

i
aint a storm with the vessel under bare poles, on a lee shore. When

1 get to land, I will try what is to be done, and, if I founder, there be
plenty of mine elders and betters to console Melpomene.
"When at Newstead, you must come over, if only for a day

—

should Mrs. M. be exigennte of your presence. The place is worth
seeing, as a ruin, and 1 can assure you there was some fun there,

even in my time ; but that is past. The ghosts,* however, and the

gothics, and the waters, and the desolation, make it very lively still.

" Ever, dear Tom, yours, &c."

. ,.,', - LETTER CXCVII,
.

_

V •. /, ' . - TO MK. MURRAY. '
. • v .

,
-^ v

"Newstead Abbey, September 2d, 1814.

''I am obliged by what you have sent, but would rather not see any
thing of the kind ;t we have had enough of these things already, good
and bad, and next month you need not trouble yourself to collect even
the higher generation—on my account. It gives me much pleasure
to hear of Mr. Hobhouse's and Mr. Merivale's good entreatment by the

journals you mention.
" I still think Mr. Hogg and yourself might make out an alliance.

Dodsley''s was, I believe, the last decent thing of the kind, and his had
great success in its day, and lasted several years ; but then he had the

double advantage of editing and publishing. The Spleen, and several

of Gray''s odes, much of Shenstnne, and many others of good repute,

made their first appearance in his collection. Now, with the support
of Scott, Wordsworth, Southey, &c., I see little reason why you should
not do as well ; and if once fairly established, you would have assist-

ance from the youngsters, I dare say. Stratford Oanning (whose
' Buonaparte' is excellent), and many others, and Moore, and Hob-
house, and I, would try a fall now and then (if permitted), and you
might coax Campbell, too, into it. By-the-by, he has an unpublished
(though printed) poem on a scene in Germany (Bavaria, I think), which
I saw last year, that is perfectly magnificent, and equal to himself.

I wonder he don't publish it.

* It was, if I mistake not, during his recent visit to Newstead, that he him-
self actually fancied he saw the ghost of the Black Friar, which was supposed
to have haunted the Abbey from the time of the dissolution of the monas-
teries, and wliich he thus describes, from the recollection perhaps of his own
fantasy, in Don Juan :

—

'' It was no mouse, but, lo ! a monk, array'd
, .

In cowl and beads and dusky garb, appear'd, . ."

Now in the moonlight, and now lapsed in shade, . , , ,,

With steps that trod as heavy, yet unheard : ..'
. ^.^

His garments only a slight murmur made ;

•

,

He moved as shadowy as the sisters weird, '
,

But slowly ; and as he pass'd Juan by,
' "

Glanced, without pausing, on him a bright eye."

It is said that the Newstead ghost appeared, also, to Lord Byron''s cousin,

MisB Fanny Parkins, and that she mude a sketch of liim from memory.
+ The reviews and magazines of the month.
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" Oh !—do you recollect S * *, the engraver's, mad letter ;ibout not

engraving Phillips's picture of Lord Foley ? (as he blundered it ;) well,

I have traced it, 1 think. It seems, by the papers, u preacher of

Johanna Southcote's is named Fohxj; and 1 can no M'ay account for

the said S * *'s confusion of words and ideas, but by that of his head's

nmninir on Johanna and her apostles. It was a mercy he did not say

Lord Tozer. You know, of course, that S * * is a believer in this new
(old) virgin of spiritual impregnation.

" 1 long to know what she will produce :* her being with child at

sixty-five is indeed a miracle, but her getting any one to beget it, a

greater.
" If you were not going to Paris or Scotland, I could send you some

game : if you remain, let me knoAV.

" P.S. A word or two of ' Lara,' which your enclosure brings befoi'e

me. It is of no great promise separately ; but, as connected with the

other tales, it will do very well for the volumes you mean to publish.

I would recommend this arrangement—Childe Harold, the smaller

Poems, Giaour, Bride, Corsair, Lara; tlie last completes the series,

and its very likeness renders it necessaiy to the others. Cawthorne
Avrites that they are publishing Lh^/js/i Bards in Ireland: pray inquire

into this ; because it must be stopped."

~ LETTER CXCVIII.

TO MR. MURRAY.

"Newstcad Abbey, Sept. 7th, 1814.
" 1 should think Mr. Hogg, for his own sake as well as yours, would

be ' critical' as lago himself in his editorial capacity ; and that such
a publication would answer his purpose, and yours too, with tolerable

management. You should, however, have a good number to start

with—I mean, good in quality ; in these daj's, thei-e can be little fear

of not coming up to the mark in quantity. There must be many
' fine things' in Wordsworth ; but I should think it difiicult to make
^ix quartos (the amount of the whole) all fine, particularly the pedlar's

portion of the poem; but there can be no doubt of his powers to do
almost any thing.

" I am ' very idle.' I have read the few books I had with me, and
been forced to fish, for lack of argument. I have caught a great many
perch and some carp, which is a comfort, as one would not lose one's

labour willingly.
" Pray, who corrects the press of your volumes 1 I hope ' The

Corsair' is printed from the copy I corrected with the additional lines

in the first Canto, and some notes from Sismondi and Lavater, which
I gave you to add thereto. The arrangement is very well.

" My cursed people have not sent my papers since Sunday, and I

have lost Johanna's divorce from Jupiter. Who hath gotten her with

prophet ? Is it Sharpe ? and how]****»*
* The following characteristic note, in reference to this passage, appears,

in Mr. Gifford's handwriting, on the copy of the above letter :
—'' It is a pity

that Lord B. was ignorant of Jonson. Tlie old poet has a Satire on the

Court Pucelle thai would have supplied him with some pleasantry on
Johanna's pregnancy."

Vol. L—D d
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I should like to buy one of her seals : if salvation can be had at half

a guinea a head, the landlord of the Crown and Anchor should be

ashamed of himself for charging double for tickets to a mere terres-

trial banquet. I am afraid, seriously, that these matters will lend a

sad handle to your profane scoffers, and give a loose to much damn-
able laughter.

" I have not seen Hunt's Sonnets nor Descent of Liberty : he has

chosen a pretty place wherein to compose the last. Let me hear from

you before you embark. Ever, &c."

LETTER CXCIX.

TO MR. MOORE.

"Newstead Abbey, September 15, 1814.
'' This is the fourth letter I have begun to you within the month.

Whether T shall finish or not, or burn it like the rest, I know not.

When we meet, I shall explain why I have not written

—

why I have

not asked you here, as I wished—with a great many other whys and
Avherefores, which will keep cold. In short, you must excuse all my
seeming omissions and commissions, and grant me more remission

than St. Athanasius will to yourself, if you lop off a single shred of

mystery from his pious puzzle. It is my creed (and it may be St.

Athanasius's too) that your article on T * * will get somebody killed,

and that, on the Saints, get him d—d afterward, which will be quite

enow for one number. Oons, Tom ! you must not meddle just now
with the incomprehensible ; for if Johanna Southcote turns out to bo********

" Now for a little egotism. My affairs stand thus. To-morrow, I

shall know whether a circumstance of importance enough to change

many of my plans will occur or not. If it does not, I am off for Italy

next month, and London, in the mean time, next week. I have got

back Newstead and twenty-five thousand pounds (out of twenty-eight

paid already),—as a ' sacrifice,' the late purchaser calls it, and lie may
choose his own name. I have paid some of my debts, and contracted

others ; but I have a few thousand pounds, which I can't spend after

my own heart in this climate, and so, I shall go back to the south.

Hobhouse, I think and hope, will go with me ; but, whether he will or

not, I shall. 1 want to see Venice, and the Alps, and Parmesan
cheeses, and look at the coast of Greece, or rather Epirus, from Italy,

as I once did—or fancied I did—that of Italy, when off Corfu. All

this, however, depends npon an event, which may, or may not, hap-
pen. Whether it will, I shall know probably to-morrow, and if it

does, I can't well go atiroad at present.

"Pray pardon this parenthetical scrawl. You shall hear from me
again soon;—I don't call this an answer.

" Ever most affectionately, &c.''

The " circumstance of importance," to which he alludes in this

letter, was his second proposal for Miss Milbanke, of which he was
now waiting the result. His own account, in his Memoranda, of the

circumstances that led to this step is, in substance, as far as I can.

trust my recollection, as follows. A person, who had for some time
stood high in his affection and confidence, observing how cheerless
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and unsettled was the state both of liis mind and pruspecl^^dvised
him strenuously to marry ; and, after nuicli discussion, he consented.
The next point for consideration was, who was to be the object of
his choice ; and while his friend mentioned one lady, he himself
named Miss Milbanke. To this, however, his adviser strongly ob-
jected,—remarking to him, that Miss Milbanke liad at present no
fortune, and that his embarrassed affairs would not allow him to marry
without one ; that she was, moreover, a learned lady, which would
not at all suit him. In consequence of these representations, he
agreed that his friend should write a proposal for him to the other
lady named, which was accordingly done;— and an answer, contain-
ing a refusal, arrived as they were, one morning, sitting together.
" You see," said Lord Byron, " that, after all. Miss Milbanke is to be
the person;—I will write to her." He accordingly Avrote on the
moment, and, as soon as he had finislied, his friend, remonstrating
still strongly against his choice, took up the letter,—but, on reading
it over, observed, "Well, really, this is a veiy pretty letter;—it is a
pity it should not go. I never read a prettier one." "ThenitsWZ
go," said Lord Byron, and in so saying, sealed and pent off, on the
instant, this fiat of his fate

LETTER CC. . . ,

. - ._ , TO MR. MOOUE.

" Nd., September 15iii, 1814.
'' 1 have written to you one letter to-night, but must send you this

much more, as I have not franked my number, to say that I rejoice in

my goddaughter, and will send her a coral and bells, which I hope
she will accept, the moment I get back to London.

" My head is at this moment in a state of confusion, from various
causes, which I can neither describe nor explain—but let that pass.
My employments have been very rural—fishing, shooting, bathing, and
boating. Books I have but few here, and those I have read ten times
over, till sick of them. So, I have taken to breaking soda water bot-

tles with mj' pistols, and jumping into the water, and rowing over it, and
firing at the fowls of the air. But why should I ' monster my nothings*
to you who are well employed, and happily too, I should hope. For
my part, I am happy too, in my way—but, as usual, have contrived to

get into three or four perplexities, which I do not see my way through.

But a few days, perhaps a day, will determine one of them.
" You do not say a word to me of your Poem. I wish I could sec

or hear it. I neither could, nor would, do it or its author any harm.
I believe I told you of Larry and Jacquy. A friend of mine was
reading—at least a friend of his was reading— said Larry and Jacquy
in a Brighton coach. A passenger took up the book aiid queried as

to the author. The proprietor said ' there were two'—to which the

answer of the unknown was, ' Ay, ay—a jouit concern, I suppose,
summoi like Sternhold and Hopkins.'

" Is not this excellent ? I would not have missed the ' vile compari-
son' to have scaped being one of the ' Arcades ambo et cantare pares.'

Good night. Again vours."
Dd2
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LETTER CCL

,
- TO MR. MOORE.

~'

: "Newstead Abbey, Sept. 20th, 1814.

" Here 's to her who long
- •• Hath waked the poet's sigh

!

The g-irl who gave to song
What gold could never buy.—My dear Moore, I

am going to be married—that is, I am accepted,* and one usually

hopes the rest will follow. My mother of the Gracchi (that are to

be) you think too strait-laced for me, although the paragon of only
children, and invested with ' golden opinions of all sorts of men,' and
full of ' most blessed conditions' as Desdemona herself. Miss Milbanke
is the lady, and I have her father's invitation to proceed there in my
elect capacity,—which, however, I cannot do till I have settled some
business in London, and got a blue coat.

"She is said to be an heiress, but of that I really know nothing
certainly, and shall not inquire. But I do know, that she has talents

and excellent qualities, and you will not deny her judgment, after

having refused six suitors and taken me.
" Now, if you have any thing to say against this, pray do ; my

mind 's made up, positively fixed, determined, and therefore I will listen

to reason, because now it can do no harm. Things may occur to

break it off, but I will hope not. In the mean time, I tell you (a secret,

by-the-by,—at least, till I know she wishes it to be public) that I have
proposed and am accepted. You need not be in a hurry to wish me
joy, for one may n't be married for months. I am going to town to-

morrow ; but expect to be here, on my way there, within a fortnight.
" If this had not happened I should have gone to Italy. In my way

down, perhaps, you will meet me at Nottingham, and come over with
me here. I need not say that nothing will give me greater pleasure.
I must, of course, reform thoroughly ; and, seriously, if I can contri-

bute to her happiness, I shall secure my own. She is so good a per-
son, that—that—in short, I wish I Avas a better.

" Ever, &c."

* On the day of the arrival of the lady's answer, he was sitting at dinner,

when his gardener came in and presented him with his mother's wedding
ring, which she had lost many years before, and which the gardener had just

found in digging up the mould under her window. Almost at the same mo-
ment, the letter from Miss Milbanke arrived, and Lord Byron exclaimed,
"' If it contains a consent, I will be married with this very ring." It did con-
tain a very flattering acceptance of his proposal, and a duplicate of the letter

had been sent to London, in case this should have missed him.

—

Memoranda.
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LETTER CCIL \.

X^
TO THE COUNTESS OF * * *.

"Albany, October 5th, 1814.
" DEAR LADY * *,

" Your recollection and invitation do me great honour; but I am
going to be ' married, and can't come.' My intended is two hundred
miles off, and the moment my business here is arranged, I must set

out in a great hurry to be happy. Miss Milbanke is the good-natured
person who has undertaken me, and, of course, I am very much in

love, and as silly as all single gentlemen must be in that sentimental
situation. I have been accepted these three weeks ; but when the
event will take place, 1 do n't exactly know. It depends partly upon
lawyers, who are never in a huny. One can be sure of nothing;
but, at present, there appears no other interruption to this intention,

which seems as mutual as possible, and now no secret, though I did
not tell first,—and all our relatives are congratulating away to right

and left in the most fatiguing manner.
" You perhaps know the lady. She is niece to Lady Melbourne,

and cousin to Lady Cowper, and others of your acquaintance, and has
no fault, except being a great deal too good for me, and that / must
pardon, if nobody else should. It might have been two years ago,
and, if it had, would have saved me a world of trouble. She has
employed the interval in refusing about half a dozen of my particular
friends (as she did me once, by the way), and has taken me at last,

for which I am very much obliged to her. I wish it was well over,
for I do hate bustle, and there is no marrying without some ;—and
then I must not marry in a black coat, they tell me, and I can't wear a
blue one.

" Pray forgive me for scribbling all this nonsense. You know I

must be serious all the rest of my life, and this is a parting piece of
buffoonery, which I write with tears in my eyes, expecting to be agi-
tated. Believe me most seriously and smcerely your obliged servant,

" BVRON. .

"P.S. My best rems. to Lord * * on his return." • »
•

LETTER CCIIL i

TO MR. MOORE.

"October 7th, 1814.
" Notwithstanding the contradictory paragraph in the Morning

Chronicle, which must have been sent by * *, or perhaps—I know not
why I should suspect Claughton of such a thing, and yet I partly do,
because it might interrupt his renewal of purchase, if so disposed ; in
short, it matters not, but we are all in the road to matrimony—lawyers
settling, relations congratulating, my intended as kind as heart could
wish, and every one, whose opinion I value, very glad of it. All her
relatives, and all mine too, seem equally pleased.

'• Perry was very sorry, and has re-rnntri\(Vw1r(]. as vou will per-
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feivc by tliis day's paper. It was, to be sure, a devil of an insertion,

.since the first para^aph came from Sir Ralph's own County Journal,

and this in the teeth of it would appear to him and his as my denial.

But I have written to do away that, enclosing Perry's letter, which
was very polite and kind.

" Nobody hates bustle so much as I do ; but there seems a fatality

over every scene of ray drama, always a row of some sort or other.

No matter—Fortune is my best friend, and as I acknowledge my obli-

gations to her, I hope she will treat me better than she treated the

Athenian, who took some merit to himself on some occasion, but

(after that) took no more towns. In fact, she, that exquisite goddess,

has hitherto carried me through every thing, and will, I hope, now;
since I own it will be all her doing.

" Well, now for thee. Your article on * * is perfection itself. You
must not leave off reviewing. By Jove, I believe you can do any
thing. There is wit, and taste, and learning, and good-humour
(^though not a whit less severe for that) in every line of that critique.

" Next to you7- being an E. Reviewer, my being of the same kidney,

and Jeffrey's being such a friend to both, are among the events which

T conceive were not calculated upon in Mr.—what's his name ] 's

—

' Essay on Probabilities.'
" But, Tom, I say—Oons ! Scott menaces the ' Lord of the Isles.'

Do you mean to compete] or lay by, till this wave has broke upon
the shelves (of booksellers, not rocks—a broken metaphor, by the way.)

You ought to be afraid of nobody ; but your modesty is really as pro-

voking and unnecessary as a * *'s. I am very merry, and have just

been writing some elegiac stanzas on the death of Sir P. Parker. He
v/as my first cousin, but never met since boyhood. Our relations de-

iAred me, and I have scribbled and given it to Perry, who will chron-

icle it to-morrow. I am as sorry for him as one could be for one I

never saw since I was a child ; but should not have wept melodiously,

except ' at the request of friends.'
" I hope to get out of town and be married, but I shall take New-

stead in my way, and you must meet me at Nottingham and accom-
pany me to mine Abbey. I will tell vou the day when 1 know it.

"Ever, &c.

*' P.S. By the M-ay, my wife-elect is perfection ; and I hear of no-

thing but her merits and her wonders, and that she is ' very pretty.'

Her expectations, I am told, are great ; but what, I have not asked.

I have not seen her these ten months."

LETTER CCIV.

- TO MR. MOORE.

"October 15th, 1814.

" An' there were any thing in marriage that would make a differ-

ence between friends and me, particularly in your case, I would ' none
on't.' My agent sets off for Dunham next week, and 1 shall follow

him, taking Newstead and you in my way. I certainly did not address

Miss Milbanke with these views, but it is likely she may prove a con-
sult rahle parti. All her father can gfive, or leave her, he will ; and
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iVoin her childless uncle, Lord Wentworth, whose barony, it is sup

posed, will devolve on Ly. Milbanke (his sister), she has expectations.

But these will depend upon his own disposition, which seems very

partial towards her. She is an only cliild, and Sir R.'s estates, thoiigrh

dipped by electioneering-, are considerable. Pan of tliem are settled

on her; but whether that will be dowered now, I do not know,

—

though, from what has l)een intimated to me, it probably will. The
lawyers are to settle this among them, and I am getting my j)roperty

into matrimonial array, and myself ready for the journey to Seaham,
which 1 must make in a week or ten days.

" I certainly did not dream that slie was attached to me, which it

seems she has been for some time. I also thought her of a very cold

disposition, in which I was also mistaken— it is a long story, and 1

won't trouble you with it. As to her virtues, &c. &c. you will hear

enough of them (for she is a kind of pattern in the north), without

my running into a display on the subject. It is well that one of us is

of such fame, since there is a sad deficit in the morale of tiiat article

upon my part,—all owing to my ' bitch of a star,' as Captain Tranche-
raont says of his planet.

"Don't think you have not said enough of me in your article on
T * *

, what more could or need be said ?

" Your long delayed and expected work—I suppose you will take

fright at ' The Lord of the Isles' and Scott now. You must do as

you like,—I have said my say. You ought to fear comparison with
none, and any one would stare, who heard you were so tremulous,

—though, after all, I believe it is the surest sign of talent. Good
morning. I hope we shall meet soon, but I will write again, and per-

haps you will meet me at Nottingham. Pray say so.

" P.S. If this union is productive, you shall name tlio first fruits."

' LETTER CCV.

TO MR. HENRY DRURY.

October ISth, 1814.
" MY DEAR DRURY,

" Many thanks for your hitherto unacknowledged ' Anecdotes.'
Now for one of mine—I am going to be married, and have been en-
gaged this month. It is a long storj% and therefore I won't tell it,

—

an old and (though I did not know it till lately) a mutual attachment.
The very sad life I have led since I was your pupil must partly account
for the offs and 07is in this now to be arranged business. We are only
waiting for the lawyers and settlements, &c., and next week, or the
week after, I shall go down to Seaham in the new character of a
regular suitor for a wife of mine own.

" I hope Hodgson is in a fair way on the same voyage—I saw him
and his idol at Hastings. I wish he would be married at the same
time. I should like to make a party,—like people electrified in a row,
by (or rather through) the same chain, holding one another's hands,
and all feeling the shock at once. I have not vet ajiprized him of
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this. Hi; makes such a serious matter of all these thmgs, and is so
' melancholy :ind gentlemanlike,' that it is quite overcoming to lis

choice spirits.******
" They say one should n't be married in a black coat. I won't have

a blue one—that's flat. I hate it. ^ - "Yours, &c."

7 ^ .V LETTER CCVI. "

y r

TO MR. COWELL. , ' '.
"

'
"

•• ' . " October 22d, 1814.

" MY DEAR COWELL,
" Many and sincere thanks for your kind letter—the bet, or rather

forfeit, was one hundred to Hawke, and fifty to Hay (nothing to Kelly),

for a guinea received from each of the two former.* I shall feel

much obliged by your setting me right if I am incorrect in this state-

ment in any way, and have reasons for wishing you to recollect as

much as possible of what passed, and state it to Hodgson. My
reason is this : some time ago Mr. * * * required a bet of me which I

never made, and of course refused to pay, and have heard no more
of it ; to prevent similar mistakes is my object in wishing you to re-

member Avell what passed, and to put Hodgson in possession of your

memory on the subject.
" I hope to see you soon in my way through Cambridge. Remem-

ber me to H., and believe me ever and truly, &c."

Soon after the date of this letter. Lord Byron had to pay a visit to

Cambridge for the purpose of voting for Mr. Clarke, who had been

started by Trinity College as one of the candidates for Sir Busick

Harwood's Professorship. On this occasion, a circumstance occurred

which could not but be gratifying to him. As he was delivering in his

vote to the Vice-Chancellor, in the Senate House, the under-graduates

in the gallery ventured to testify their admiration of him by a general

murmur of applause and stamping of the feet. For this breach of

order, the gallery was immediately cleared by order of the Vice-

Chancellor.

At the beginning of the month of December, being called up to

town by business, I had opportunities, from being a good deal in my
noble friend's society, of observing the state of his mind and feelings,

xmder the prospect of the important change he was now about to un-

dergo; and it was with pain I found that those sanguine hopesf with

Avhich I had sometimes looked forward to the happy influence of

* He had aorecd to forfeit these suras to the persons mentioned, should he

ever marry.
t I had frequently, both in earnest and in jest, expressed these hopes to

liim ; and, in one of my letters, after touching upon some matters relative to

jny own little domestic circle, I added, " This will all be unintelligible to you ;

—though I sometimes cannot help thinking it within the range of possibility,

that even i/ow, volcano as you are, may, one day, cool down into something

of the same habitable state. Indeed, when one thinks of lava having been

converted into buttons for Isaac Hawkins Browne, there is no saying: what
Knc'h fiorv lliincrs may be bronjrht to at last."
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marriage, in uiimiiig- him over to the brighter and better side of life,

were, by a view of all tlie circumstances of liis present destiny, con-
siderably diminished ; while, at the same time, not a few doubts and
misgivings, which had never before so strongly occurred to me, with
regard to his own fitness, under any circumstances, for the matrimo-
nial tie, filled me altogether with a degree of forboding anxiety as
to his fate, which the unfortunate events that followed but too fully

justified.

The truth is, I fear, that rarely, if ever, have men of the higher
order of genius shown themselves fitted for the calm affections and
comforts that form the cement of domestic life. " One misfortune
(says Pope) of extraordinary geniuses is, that their very friends are
more apt to admire than love them." To this remark there have, no
doubt, been exceptions,—and I should pronounce Lord Byron, from
my own experience, to be one of them,—but it would not be difficult,

perhaps, to show, from the very nature and pursuits of genius, that
such must generally be the lot of all pre-eminently gifted with it;

and that the same qualities which enable them to command admiration,
are also those that too often incapacitate them from conciliating love.
The very habits, indeed, of abstraction and self-study to which the

occupations of men of genius lead, are, in themselves, necessarily,
of an unsocial and detaching tendency, and require a large portion of
allowance and tolerance not to be set down as unamiable. One of
the chief sources, too, of sympathy and society between ordinary
mortals being their dependence on each other's intellectual resources,
the operation of this social principle must naturally be weakest hi
those whose own mental stores are most abundant and self-sufficing,

and who, rich in such materials for thinking within themselves, are
rendered so far independent of the external world. It was this soli-

tary luxury (which Plato called " banquetting his own tlioughts") that
led Pope, as well as Lord Byron, to prefer the silence and seclusion
of his library to the most agreeable conversation.—And not only, too,
is the necessity of commerce with other minds less felt by such per-
sons, but, from that fastidiousness which the opulence of their own
resources generates, the society of those less gifted with intellectual

means than themselves becomes often a restraint and burden, to which
not all the charms of friendship, or even love, can reconcile them.
" Nothing is so tiresome (says the poet of Vaucluse, in assigning a
reason for not living with some of his dearest friends) as to converse
with persons who have not the same information as oneself."

But it is the cultivation and exercise of the imaginative faculty
that, more than any thing, tends to wean the man of genius from
actual life, and, by substituting the sensibilities of the imagination for
those of the heart, to render, at last, the medium through which he
feels no less unreal than that through which he thinks. Those images
of ideal good and beauty that surround him in his musings soon
accustom him to consider all that is beneath this high stand;ird un-
worthy of his care ; till, at length, the heart becoming chilled as the
fancy warms, it too often happens that, in proportion as he has refined
and elevated his theory of all the social affections, he has unfitted
himself for the practice of them.* Hem^e so frequently it arises,

that, in persons of this temperament, we see some bright but artificial

* Of the lamentable contrast between sentiments and conduct, which this

transfer of the seat of sensibility from the heart to tlin fancy prodiicos. tiie
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idol of the brain usurp the place of all real and natural objects of
tenderness. The poet Dante, a wanderer away from wife and chil-

dren, passed the whole of a restless and detached life in nursing his
immortal dream of Beatrice ; while Petrarch, who would not suffer

his only daughter to reside beneath his roof, expended thirty-two
years of poetry and passion on an idealized love.

It is, indeed, in the very nature and essence of genius to be for ever
occupied intensely with self, as the great centre and source of its

strength. Like the sister Rachel, in Dante, sitting all day before her
mirror,

"mai non si sniaga
Del suo ammiraglio, e siede tutto giorno."

"

'

To this power of self-concentration, by which alone all the other
powers of genius are made available, there is, of course, no such dis-

turbing and fatal enemy as those sympathies and affections that draw
the mind out actively towards others ;* and, accordingly, it will be
found that, among those who have felt within themselves a call to

immortality, the greater number have, by a sort of instinct, kept aloof
from such ties, and, instead of the softer duties and rewards of being
amiable, reserved themselves for the higli, hazardous chances of being
great. In looking back through the lives of the most illustrious poets,

—

the class of intellect in which the characteristic features of genius
are, perhaps, most strongly marked,—we shall find that, with scarcely
one exception, from Homer down to Lord Byron, they have been, in
their several degrees, restless and solitary spirits, with minds wrapped
up, like silk-worms, in their own tasks, either strangers or rebels to

domestic ties, and bearing about with them a deposite for posterity in

their souls, to the jealous watching and enriching of which almost all

other thoughts and considerations have been sacrificed.
" To follow poetry as one ought (says the authority! I have already

quoted), one must forget father and mother, and cleave to it alone."
In these few words is pointed out the sole patli that leads genius to
greatness. On such terms alone are the higli places of fame to be
won ;—nothing less than the saci'ifice of the entire man can aeliieve

them. However delightful, therefore, may be the spectacle of a man
of genius tamed and domesticated in society, taking docilely upon
him the yoke of the social ties, and enlightening without disturbing
the sphere in whi(;h he moves, we must nevertheless, in the midst of
our admiration, bear in mind that it is not thus smoothly or amiably
inuTiortality has been ever struggled for, or won The poet tlms cir-

cumstanced may be popular, may be loved ; for the happiness of

annals of literary men afford unluckily too many examples. Alfieri, thougli

he could write a sonnet full of tenderness to his mother, never saw her (says

Mr. VV. Rose) but once after their early separation, though he frequently

passed within a few miles of her residence. The poet Young, with all his

parade of domestic sorrows, was, it appears, a neglectful husband and harsit

fiither ; and Sterne (to use the words already employed by Lord Byron)
preferred " winning over a dead ass to relieving a living mother,"

* It is tlie opinion of Diderot, in his Treatise on Acting, that not only in

tile art of which he treats, but in all those which are called Imitative, the

possession of real sensibility is a bar to eminence; sensibility being, according
1o his view, " Ic earncteve de la bonte dp Tnme. et de la mediocrite du genie."

+ Pono
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}umself and tliose linked with liini he is in tlie riglit rond,—but not for

jrreatness. The marks by wliich Fame has always separated her
g-reat martyrs from the rest of mankind are not upon him, and the
crown cannot be his. He may dazzle, may captivate the circle, and
even the times in which he lives ; but he is not for hereafter.

To tlie o^eneral description here given of that high class of human
intelligences to which he belonged, the character of Lord Byron was,
in many respects, a signal exception. Born with strong affections and
ardent passions, the world had, from first to last, too firm a hold on
his sympathies to let imagination altogether usurp the place of reality,

either in his feelings, or in the objects of them. His life, indeed, was
one continued struggle between that instinct of genius, which was for

ever drawing him back into the lonely laboratory of self, and those
impulses of passion, ambition, and vanity, which again hurried him
oft' into the crowd, and entangled him in its interests ; and though it

may be granted that he would have been more purely and abstractedly
{he poet, had he been less thoroughly, in all his pursuits and propen-
sities, the man, yet from this very mixture and alloy has it arisen that

his pages bear so deeply the stamp of real life, and that in the works
of no poet, with the exception of Shakspeare, can ever>' various mood
of the mind—whether solemn or gay, whether inclined to the ludicrous
or the sublime, whether seeking to divert itself with the follies of
society or panting after the grandeur of solitary nature— find so readily

a strain of sentiment in accordance with its every passing tone.

But while the naturally warm cast of his affiections and temperament
gave thus a substance and truth to his social feelings which those of
too many of his fellow-votaries of genius have wanted, it was not to

be expected that an imagination of such range and power should have
been so early developed and unrestrainedly indulged without pro-
ducing, at last, some of those effiects upon the heart which have inva-
riably been found attendant on such a predominance of this faculty.
It miist have been observed, indeed, that the period when his natural
affections flourished most healthily, was before he had yet arrived at

the full consciousness of his genius,—before imagination had yet
accustomed him to those glowing pictures, after gazing upon which
all else appeared cold and colourless. From tlie moment of this ini-

tiation into the wonders of his own mind, a distaste for the realities

of life began to grow upon him. Not even that intense craving after

affection, which nature had implanted in him, could keep his ardour
still alive in a pursuit whose results fell so short of his " imaginings ;"

and though, from time to time, the combined warmth of his fancy and
temperament was able to call up a feeling which to his eyes wore the
semblance of love, it may be questioned whether his heart had ever
much share m such passions, or whether, after his first launch into the
boundless sea of imagination, he could ever have been brought back
and fixed by any lasting attachment. Actual objects there were, in
but too great number, who, as long as the illusion continued, kindled
up his thoughts and were the themes of his song. But they were,
after all, little more than mere dreams of the hour ; the finalities with
which he invested them were almost all ideal, nor could have stood
the test of a month's, or even week's, cohabitation. It was but the
reflection of his own bright conceptions that he saw in each new
object ; and while persuading himself that they furnished the models
of his heroiaies, he was, on the contrary, but fancying that he beheld
his heroines in them,
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There needs no stronger proof of the predominance of imagination

in these attachments than his own serious avowal, in the Journal

already given, that often, when in the company of the woman he most
loved, he found himself secretly wishing for the solitude of his own
study. It was there, indeed,—in the silence and abstraction of that

study,—that the chief scene of his mistress's empire and glory lay.

It was there that, unchecked by reality, and without any fear of the

disenchantments of truth, he could view her through the medium of

his own fervid fancy, enamour himself of an idol of his own creating,

and out of a brief delirium of a few days or weeks, send forth a dream
of beauty and passion through all ages.

While such appears to have been the imaginative character of

his loves (of all, except the one that lived unquenched tlirough all,)

his friendships, though, of course, far less subject to the influence

of fancy, could not fail to exhibit also some features characteristic of

the peculiar mind in which they sprung. It was a usual saying of
his own, and will be found repeated in some of his letters, that he had
" no genius for friendship," and that whatever capacity he might once
have possessed for that sentiment, had vanished with his youth. If

in saying thus he shaped his notions of friendship according to the

romantic standard of his boyhood, the fact must be admitted; but as
far as the assertion was meant to imply that he had become incapable

of a warm, manly, and lasting friendship, such a charge against

himself was unjust, and I am not the only living testimony of its

injustice.

To a certain degree, however, even in his friendships, the effects of
a too vivid imagination, in disqualifying the mind for the cold contact

of reality, were visible. We are told that Petrarch (who, in this

respect, as in most others, may be regarded as a genuine representative

of the poetic character) abstained purposely from a too frequent inter-

course with his nearest friends, lest, from the sensitiveness he was so

aware of in himself, there should occur any thing that might chill his

regard for them ;* and though Lord Byron was of a nature too full of
social and kindly impulses ever to think of such a precaution, it is a
fact confirmatory, at least, of the principle on which his brother p5et,

Petrarch, acted, that the friends, whether of his youth or manhood,
of whom he had seen least, through life, were those of whom he
always thought and spoke with the most warmth and fondness.

Being brought less often to the touchstone of familiar intercourse,

they stood naturally a better chance of being adopted as the favourites

of his imagination, and of sharing, in consequence, a portion of that

bright colouring reserved for all that gave it interest and pleasure.

Next to the dead, therefore, whose hold upon his fancy had been
placed beyond all risk of severance, those friends whom he but saw
occasionally, and by such favourable glimpses as only renewed the

first kindly impression they had made, were the surest to live un-

changingly, and without shadow, in his memory.
To the same cause, there is little doubt, his love for his sister owed

much of its devot(;dness and fervour. In a mind sensitive and versa-

tile as his, long habits of familiar intercourse might have estranged, or

at least dulled, his natural affection for her;—but their separation,

* See Foscolo's Essay on Petrarcli. On the same principle, Orrery says,

in speaking of Swift, " I am persuaded that his distance from his English
friends proved a strong incitement to their mutual atFection."
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during youth, left this feeling fresh and untried.* His very inexpe-

rience in such tics made the smile of a sister no less a novelty than a

charm to him, and belbre the first gloss of this newly awakened sen-

timent had time to wear off, they were again separated, and for ever.

If the portrait which I have here attempted of the general character

of those gifted with high genius be allowed to bear, in any of its fea-

tures, a resemblance to the originals, it can no longer, I think, be
matter of question vvliether a class so set apart from the track of ordi-

nary life, so removed, by their very elevation, out of the influences of

our common atmosphere, are at all likely to furnish tractable subjects

for that most trying of all social experiments, matrimony. In review-

ing the great names of philosophy and science, we shall find that all

who have most distinguished themselves in those walks have, at least,

virtually admitted their own unfitness for the marriage tie by remain-
ing in celibacy;—Bacon,t Newton, Gassendi, Galileo, Descartes,

Bayle, Locke, Leibnitz, Boyle, Hume, and a long list of other illus-

trious sages, having all led single lives.

The poetic race, it is tnie, from the greater susceptibility of their

imaginations, have more frequently fallen into the ever ready snare.

But the fate of the poets in matrimony has but justified the caution of
the philosophers. While the latter have given warning to genius by
keeping free of the yoke, the others have still more effectually done so
by their misery under it;—the aimals of this sensitive race having, at

all times, abounded with proofs, that genius ranks but low among the

elements of social happiness,—that, in general, the brighter the gift,

the more disturbing its influence, and that in the married life particu-

larly, its effects have been too often like that of the " Wormwood
Star," whose light filled the waters on which it fell with bitterness.

Besides the causes already enumerated as leading naturally to such
a result, from the peculiarities by which, in most instances, these

great labourers in the field of thought are characterized, there is also

much, no doubt, to be attributed to an unluekiness in the choice of
helpmates,—dictated, as that choice frequently must be, by an ima-
gination accustomed to deceive itself. But from whatever causes it

may have arisen, the coincidence is no less striking than saddening,
that, on the list of mari'ied poets who have been unhappy in their

homes, there should already be found four such illustrious names as

Dante, Milton,| Shakspeare,^ and Dryden ; and that we should now

'* That he was himself fully aware of this appears from a passage in one
of his letters already given :

—" My sister is in town, whioli is a great com-
fort ; for, never having been much together, we are naturally more attached

to each other."

t This great philosopher threw not only his example but his precepts into

the scale of celibacy. Wife and children, he tells us, in one of his Essays,

are " impediments to great enterprises ;" and adds, " Certainly, the best

works, a.«d of greatest merit for the public, have proceeded from the un-

married or childless men." See, with reference to this subject, chapter xviii.

of Mr. DTsraeli's work on " The Literary Character."

I Milton's first wife, it is well known, ran away from him, within a month
after their marriage, disgusted, says Phillips, " with his spare diet and hard
study ;" and it is difficult to conceive a more melancholy picture of domestic
life than is disclosed in his Nuncupative Will, one of the witnesses to which
deposes to having heard the great Poet liimself complain, that his children

were careless of him, being blind, and made nothing of deserting him."

^ By whatever austerity of temper or habits the poets Dante and Milton
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have to add, as a partner in their destiny,—a name worthy of being
placed beside tlie greatest of them,—Lord Byron.

I have already mentioned my having- been called up to town in the
December of this year. The opportunities I had of seeing Lord Byron
during my stay were frequent; and, among them, not the least
memorable or agreeable were those evenings we passed together at
the house of his banker, Mr. Douglas Kinnaird, where music,—fol-

lowed by its accustomed sequel of supper, brandy and water, and not
a little laughter,—kept us together, usually, till rather a late hour.
Besides those songs of mine which he has himself somewhere
recorded as his favourites, there was also one to a Portuguese air,
" The song of war shall echo through our mountains,'' which seemed
especially to please him ;—the national character of the music, and the
recurrence of the words " sunny mountains," bringing back freshly to
his memory the impressions of all he had seen in Portugal. I have,
indeed, known few persons more alive to the charms of simple music

;

and not unfrequently have seen the tears in his eyes while listening to
the Irish Melodies. Among those that thus affected him was one,
beginning " When first I met thee warm and young," the words of
which, besides the obvious feeling which they express, were intended
also to admit of a political application. He, however, discarded the
latter sense wholly from his mind, and gave himself up to the more
natural sentiment of the song with evident emotion.
On one or two of these evenings, his favourite actcr, Mr. Kean, was

of the party ; and on another occasion, we had at dinner his early
instructer in pugilism, Mr. Jackson, in conversing with whom, all his
boyish tastes seemed to revive ;— and it was not a little amusing to
observe how perfectly familiar with the annals of " the Ring,"* and
with all the most recondite phraseology of "the Fancy," was the
sublime poet of Childe Harold.
The following note is the only one, of those I received from liim at,

this time, worth transcribhig.

"December 14, 1814.
" Wy DEAREST TOM,

" I will send the pattern to-morrow, and since you don't go to ouv
friend (' of the keeping part of the town') this evening, I shall e'en sulk
at home over a solitary potation. My self-opinion rises much by your

)nay have drawn upon themselves such a fate, it might be expected that, at

least, the "gentle Shakspeare" would have stood exempt from the common
calamity of his brethren. But, among the very fevv facts of his life thai

have been transmitted to us, there is none more clearly proved than the un-
happiness of his marriage. The dates of the birth of liis children, compared
with that of liis removal from Stratford,—the total omission of his wife's

name in the first draft of his will, and the bitter sarcasm of the bequest by
which he remembers her afterward,— all prove beyond a doubt both his sepa-
ration from the lady early in life, and his unfriendly feehng towards her at

the close of it.

In endeavouring to argue against the conclusion naturally to be deduced
from this will, Boswell, with a strange ignorance of human nature, remarks :—" If he had taken offence at any part of his wife's conduct, I cannot be-

lieve that he would have taken this potty mode of expressing it."

* In a small book which I have in my possession, containing a sort of
clironological History of the Ring, I find the name of Lord Byron, more than
once, recorded among the " backers,"
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eulogy of my sociul qualities. As my friend Scrope is pleased to say,

I believe I am very well for a ' holyday drinker.' Where the devil arc

you ] with Woolridoe,* I conjecture—for whieli you deserve anotlier

abscess. Hoping that tiie American war will last for many years,

and that all the prizes may be registered at Bermoothes, believe me, &c.

"P.S. I liave just been composing an epistle to the archbishop for

an especial license. Oons ! it looks serious. Murray is impatient to

see you, and would call, if you will give him audience. Your nevir

coat !—I wonder you like the colour, and don't go about, like Dives,

in purple." .--,(
LETTER CCVII.

'TO MR. JIURRAV.

"Dec. 31st, 1814.
•• A tliousaud thanks for Gibbon : all the additions are very great

nnprovements.
" At last, I must be most peremptoiy with you about the print from

Phillips's picture : it is pronounced on all hands the most stupid and
disagreeable possible ; so do, pray, have a new engraving, and let me
see it first ; there really must be no more from the same plate. I don't

much care, myself; but every one I honour torments me to death

about it, and abuses it to a degree beyond repeating. Now, don't

answer with excuses ; but, for my sake, have it destroyed : I never
shall have peace till it is. I write in the greatest haste.

"P.S. I have written this most illegibly; but it is to beg you to

destroy the print, and have another ' by particular desire.' It must
be d—d bad, to be sure, since every body says so but the original

;

and he don't know what to say. But do do it : that is, burn the plate,

and employ a new etcher from the other picture. This is stupid and
sulky." ^

On his arrival in town, he had, upon inquiring into the state of his

affairs, found them in so utterly embarrassed a condition as to fill him
with some alarm, and even to suggest to his mind the prudence of
deferring his marriage. The die was, however, cast, and he had now
no alternative but to proceed. Accordingly, at the end of December,
accompanied by his friend Mr. Hobhouse, he set out for Seaham, the

seat of Sir Ralph Milbanke, the lady's father, in the county of Durham,
and on the 2d of January, 1815, was married.

" I saw him stand ,
'

Before an altar with a gentle bride;

Her face was fair, but was not that which made
The Starliglit of his Boyhood ;—as he stood
Even at the altar, o'er his brow there came
The self-same aspect, and the quivering shock
That in tlie antique Oratory shook

* Doctor Woolriche, an old and valued friend of mine, to whose skill, on
the occasion here alluded to, 1 was indebted for my hfe.
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His botiom in its solitude ; and then

—

As in that hour—a moment o'er his face

The tablet of unutterable thoughts
Was traced,—and then it faded as it came,
And he stood calm and quiet, and he spoke
The fitting vows, but heard not his own words.
And all things reel'd around him ; he could see

Not that which was, nor that which should have been

—

But the old mansion, and the accustom'd hall,

And the remember'd chambers, and the place,

The day, the hour, the runshine, and the shade,

All things pertaining to that place and hour,
'

' -

And her, who was his destiny, came back.
And thrust themselves between him and the light :

—

What business had they there at such a time ]"*

This touching picture agrees so closely, in many of its circumstances,
with his own prose account of the wedding in his Memoranda, that I

feel justified in intrcducingit, historically, here. In that Memoir, he
described himself as waking, on the morning of his marriage, with the
most melancholy reflections, on seeing his wedding-suit spread out
before him. In the same mood, he wandered about the grounds alone,

till he was summoned for the ceremony, and joined, for the first time
on that day, his bride and her family. He knelt down,—he repeated
the words after the clergyman ; but a mist was before his eyes,—his

thoughts were elsewhere ; and he was but awakened by the congratu-
lations of the bystanders, to find that he was—married.
The same morning the wedded pair left Seaham for Halnab}% ano-

ther seat of Sir Ralph Milbanke, in the same county. When about to

depart, Lord Byron said to the bride, " Miss Milbanke, are you ready?"
—a mistake which the lady's confidential attendant pronounced to be
a " bad omen."

It is right to add, that I quote these slight details from memory, and
am alone answerable for any inaccuracy there may be found in them.

LETTER CCVIII, :

' '
_ \^

' - TO MR. MURRAY. .
'

't
"'"',/

" Kirkby, .Tanuary 6th, 1815,
" The marriage took place on the 2d instant ; so pray make haste

and congratulate away.
" Thanks for the Edinburgh Review and the abolition of the print.

Let the next be from the other of Phillips—I mean (wo« the Albanian,

but) the original one in the exhibition ; the last was from the copy.

I should wish my sister and Lady Byron to decide upon the next, as

they found favdt with the last. I have no opinion of my own upon
the subject.

" Mr. Kinnaird will, I dare say, have the goodness to furnish copies

of the Melodies,! if you state my wish upon the subject. You may

* The Dream.
+ The Hebrew Melodies, which ho had employed himself in writing during

his recent stay in London.
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have them, if you think them worth inserting. Tlie volumes in theii

collected state must be inscribed to Mr. Hobhouse, but I have not yet
mustered the expressions of my inscription ; but will supply them
in time.

" With many thanks for your good wishes, which have all beerk

realized, I remain very truly,
" Yours,

" Byron."

LETTER CCIX.

TO MR. MOORE.

" Halnaby, Darlington, January luih, 1815.
" I was married this day week. The parson has pronounced it-

Perry has announced it—and the Morning Post, also, under the head
of ' Lord Byron's marriage'—as if it were a fabrication, or the puff-

direct of a new stay-maker.
" Now for thine affairs. I have redde thee upon the Fatliers, and it

is excellent well. Positively, you must not leave off reviewing.

You shine in it—you kill in it ; and this article has been taken for

Sydney Smith's (as I heard in town), which proves not only your
proficiency in parsonology, but that you have all the airs of a veteran
critic at your first onset. So, prithee, go on and prosper.

" Scott's ' Lord of the Isles' is out—' the mail-coach copy' I have,

by special license of Murray.
# * * '.^ *- *

" JS^ow is your time ;—you will come upon them newly and freshly.

It is impossible to read what you have lately done (verse or prose)
without seeing that you have trained on tenfold. * * has floundered;
* * has foundered, /have tired the rascals (i. e. the public) with my
Harrys and Larrys, Pilgrims and Pirates. Nobody but S * * * * y has
done any thing worth a slice of bookseller's pudding ; and he has not
luck enough to be found out in doing a good thing. Now, Tom, is thy
time—' Oh joyful day !—I would not take a knighthood for thy for-

tune.' Let me hear from you soon, and believe me ever, &c.

" P.S. Lady Byron is vastly well. How are Mrs. Moore and Joe
Atkinson's ' Graces V We must present our women to one another.'-'

LETTER CCX.

TO MR. MOORE.

" January 19th, 1815.
" Egad ! I don't think he is ' down ;' and my prophecy—like most

auguries, sacred and profane— is not annulled, but inverted. * *

" To your question about the ' dog'*—Umph !—my ' mother I

* I had just been reading Mr. Southey's fine Poem of " Roderick," and

%vith reference to an incident in it, had put the following question to Lord
Byron—" I should liks to know from 7/ou, Viho are one of the Philocynic

Vol. T.—E f-
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won't say iiiiy ihiiig- against—that is, about her ; but how long a ' mis-
tress' or friend may recollect paramours or competitors (lust and
thirst being the two great and only bonds between the amatory or
the amicable), I can't say,—or, rather, you know as well as I could
tell you. But as for canine recollections, as far as I could judge by
a cur of mine own (always bating Boatswain, the dearest, and, alas I

the maddest of dogs), I had one (half a wolf by the she side) that
doted on me at ten years old, and very nearly ate me at twenty.
When I thought he was going to enact Argus, he bit away the back-
side of my breeches, and never would consent to any kind of recog-
nition, in despite of all kinds of bones which I offered him. So, let

Southey blush, and Homer too, as far as I can decide upon quadruped
memories.

" I humbly take it, the mother knows the son that pays her jointure
—a mistress her mate, till he * * and refuses salary—a friend his fel-

low, till he loses cash and character, and a dog his master, till he
changes him.

" So, you want to know about Milady and me ? But let me not, as
Roderick Random says, ' profane the chaste mysteries of Hymen'*

—

damn the word, I had nearly spelled it with a small h. I like Bell as
well as you do (or did, you villain !) Bessy—and that is (or was)
saying a great deal.

" Address your next to Seaham, Stockton-on-Tees, where we are
going on Saturday (a bore, by-the-way) to see father-in-law, Sir
.facob, and my lady's lady-mother. Write—and write more at length
-both to the public and

" Yours ever most affectionately.

LETTER CCXL , .
-.

TO MR. MOORE. ., .

"Seaham, Stockton-on-Tees, February 2d, 1615.
" I have heard from London that you have left Chatsworth and all

the women full of ' entusymusy'f about you, personally and poeti-
cally; and, in particular, that 'When first I met thee' has been quite
overwhelming in its effect. I told you it was one of the best things
you ever wrote, though that dog Power wanted you to omit part of
it. They are all regretting your absence at Chatsworth, according
to my informant—' all the ladies quite, &c. &c. &c.' Stap my vitals

!

"Well, now you have got home again— which I dare say is as
agreeable as a ' draught of cool small beer to the scorched palate of
a waking sol'—now you have got home again, I say, probably I shall
hear from you. vSince I wrote last, I have been transferred to my

sect, whether it is at all probable, that any dog (out of a melodrame) could
recognise a master, whom neither his own mother or mistress was able to
find out I don't care about Ulysses's dog, &c.—all I want is to know from
j/ou (who are renown'd as ' friend of the dog, companion of the bear,')
whether such a thing is probable."

* The letter H. is blotted in the MS.
t It was thus that, according to his account, a certain celebrated singer

and actor used frequently to pronounce the word '' enthusiasm."
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father-in-law's, with my lady and my lady's maid, ik.c. &n'. &c. and

the treacle-moon is over, and I am awake, and find myself married.

My spouse and I agree to—and m—admiration. Swift says ' no wise

man ever married ;' but, for a fool, I think it the most ambrosial of all

possible future states. I still think one ought to marry upon lease;

but ajn very sure I should renew mine at the expiration, though next

term were for ninety and nine years.
" I wish you would respond, for I am here ' oblitusque meorum

obliviscendus et illis.' Pray tell me what is going on in the way of

intriguery, and how the w s and rogues of the upper Beggar's

Opera go on—or rather go off—in or after marriage ; or who are going

to break any particular commandment. Upon this dreaiy coast, we
have nothing but county meetings and shipwrecks ; and I have this

day dined upon fish, which probably dined upon the crews of several

colliers lost in the late gales. But I saw the sea once more in all the

glories of surf and foam,—almost equal to the Bay of Biscay, and the

mtnesting white squalls and short seas of Archipelago memory.
" My papa. Sir Ralpho, hath recently made a speech at a Durham

tax-meeting; and not only at Durham, but here, several times since,

after dinner. He is now, I believe, speaking it to himself (I left him
in the middle) over various decanters, which can neither interrupt

him nor fall asleep,—as might possibly have been the case with some
of his audience. ' Ever thine,

"B."

" I must go to tea—damn tea. 1 wish it was Kinnaird's brandy,

and with you to lecture me about it."

^
- ' LETTER CCXn.

• > V TO MR. IMURRAV.

" Seaham, Stockton-upon-Tees, February 2d, 1815.
•• You will oblige me very much by making an occasional inquiry at

Albany, at my chambers, whether my books, &c. are kept in tolerable

order, and how far my old woman* continues in healtli and industry

as keeper of my old den. Your parcels have been duly received and
perused ; but I had hoped to receive ' Guy Mannering' before this

time. 1 won't intrude further for the present on your avocations pro-

fessional or pleasurable, but am, as usual,
" Very truly, &c."

LETTER CCXin.

TO MR. MOORE.

"February 4th, 1815,
" I enclose you half a letter from * * which will explain itself—at

least the latter part—the former refers to private business of minu
own. If Jeffrey will take such an article, and you will undertake the
revision, or, indeed, any portion of the article itself (for unless yoit do,

* Mrs. Mule.

Ee2
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by Phoebus, 1 will have nothing to do with it), we can cook up,
between us three, as pretty a dish of sour-crout as ever tipped over
the tongue of a book-maker. * * * *

" You can, at any rate, try Jeffrey's inclination. Your late proposal
from him made me hint this to * *, who is a much better proser and
scholar than I am, and a very superior man indeed. Excuse haste

—

answer this. " Ever yours most,
"B.

"P.S. All is well at home. I wrote to you yesterday."

,v- - LETTER CCXIV. .

, TO MR. MOORE. '
-

" February 10th, 1815.
•• MY DEAR THOfil,

" Jeffrey has been so very kind about me and my damnable workSy
that I would not be indirect or equivocal with him, even for a friend.

So, it may be as well to tell him that it is not mine ; but that, if I did
not firmly and truly believe it to be much better than I could offer, I

would never have troubled him or you about it. You can judge
between you how far it is admissible, and reject it, if not of the right
sort. For my own part, I have no interest in the article one way or
the other, further than to oblige * *, and should the composition be a
good one, it can hurt neither party,—nor, indeed, any one, saving and
excepting Mr. * * * *,******

" Curse catch me if I know what H * * means or meaned about the
demonstrative pronoun,* but I admire your fear of being inoculated
with the same. Have you never found out that you have a particular
style of your own, which is as distinct from all other people, as Hafiz
of Shiraz from Hafiz of the Morning Post ?

" So you allowed B * * and such like to hum and haw you, or,

rather, Lady J * * out of her compliment, and me out of mine.f
Sunburn me but this was pitiful hearted. However, I will tell her all

about it when I see her.
" Bell desires me to say all kinds of civilities, and assure you of

her recognition and high consideration. I will tell you of our move-
ments south, which may be in about three weeks from this present
writing. By-the-way, don't engage yourself in any travelling expe-
dition, as I have a plan of travel into Italy, which we will discuss.
And then, think of the poesy wherewithal we should overflow, from
Venice to Vesuvius, to say nothing of Greece, through all M'hich

—

God willing—we might perambulate in one twelvemonth. If I take
my wife, you can take yours ; and if I leave mine, you may do the
same. ' JMind you stand by me, in either case. Brother Bruin.'

" And believe me inveterately yours,
"B."

'"*^ Some remark which he told me liad been made with respect to tJie fre-

quent use of the demonstrative pronoun both by himself and by Sir W. Scott.

t Verses to Lady J * * (containing an allusion to Lord Byron), which I

had written, while at Chatsworth, but consigned afterward to the flames.
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LETTER CCXV.

TO MR. MOORE.

" February 22d, 1815.
*' Yesterday, I sent off the packet and letter to Edinburgh. It con-

sisted of forty-one pages, so that I have not added a line ; but in my
letter, I mentioned what passed between you and me in autumn, as
my inducement for presuming to trouble him either with my own or
* *'s lucubrations. I am any thing but sure that it will do ; but I

have told J. that if there is any decent raw material in it, he may cut

it into what shape he pleases, and warp it to his liking.
" So you woji't go abroad, then, with me,—but alone. I fully purpose

starting much about the time you mention, and alone, too.******
" I hope J. won't think me very impudent in sending * * only

;

there was not room for a syllable. I have avowed * * as the author,

and said that you thought or said, when I met you last, that he (J.)

would not be angry at the coalition (though, alas ! we have not
coalesced), and so, if I have got into a scrape, I must get out of it

—

Heaven knows how.
" Your ^Vnacreon* is come, and with it I sealed (its first impression)

the packet and epistle to our patron.
" Curse the Melodies, and the Tribes to boot.f Braham is to assist

—or hath assisted—but will do no more good than a second physician.

I merely interfered to oblige a whim of K.'s, and all I have got by it

was ' a speech' aiird a receipt for stewed oysters.
"

' Not meet'—pray don't say so. We must meet somewhere or
somehow. Newstead is out of the question, being nearly sold again,
or, if not, it is uninhabitable for my spouse. Pray write again. I

will soon.

" P.S. Pi'ay when do you come out ? ever, or never 1 I hope I have
made no blunder ; but I certainly think you said to me (after W * *th,

whom I first pondered upon, was given up) that * * and I might attempt
* * *. His length alone prevented me from trying my part, though I

should have been less severe upon the Review^e.
" Your seal is the best and prettiest of my set, and I thank you very

much therefor. I have just been—or, rather, ought to be—very much
shocked by the death of the Duke of Dorset, We were at school
together, and there I was passionately attached to him. Since, we
have never met—but once, I think, since 1805—and it would be a
paltry affectation to pretend that I had any feeling for him worth the

name. But there was a time in my life when this event would have
broken my heart ; and all I can say for it now is, that—it is not worth
breaking.

" Adieu—it is aU a farce."

* A seal, with the head of Anacreon, which I had given him,
1 1 had taken the liberty of laughing a little at the manner in which some

of his Hebrew Melodies had been set to mnsic.
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LETTER CCXVI.

TO MR. MOORE.

March 2d, 1815.

" MY DEAR THOM,
"Jeffrey has sent me the most friendly of all possible letters, and

has accepted * *'s article. He says he has long liked not only, &c.
&c. but my ' character.' This must be your doing, you dog—ar'n't

you ashamed of yourself, knowing me so well ? This is what one
gets for having you for a father confessor.

" I feel mt rry enough to send you a sad song.* You once asked
me for some words which you would set. Now you may set or not,

as you like,—but there they are, in a legible hand,t and not in mine,
but of my own scribbling ; so you may say of them what you please.

Why don't you write to me? I shall make you ' a speech'! if you
don't respond quickly.

" I am in such a state of sameness and stagnation, and so totally

occupied in consuming the fruits—and sauntering—and playing dull

games at cards—and yawning—and trying to read old Annual Registers

and the daily papers—and gathering shells on the shore—and watching
the growth of stunted gooseberry bushes in the garden—that I have
neither time nor sense to say more than

" Yours ever,

"B.

" P.S. I open my letter again to put a question to you. What would
Lady C k, or any other fashionable Pidcock, give, to collect you
and Jeffrey and me to one party 1 I have been answering his letter,

which suggested this dainty query. I can't help laughing at the

thoughts of your face and mine ; and our anxiety to keep the Aristarch

in good humour during the early part of a compotation, till we got

drunk enough to make him ' a speech.' I think the critic would have
much the best of us—of one, at least—for I don't think diffidence (T

mean social) is a disease of yours."

«LETTER CCXVn. ...
.'' " TO IMR. MOORE. - ' -

"March 8th, 1815.
" An event—the death of poor Dorset—and the recollection of what

I once felt, and ought to have felt now, but could not—set me ponder-

ing, and finally into the train of thought which you have in your
hands. I am very glad you like them, for I flatter myself they will

* The verses enclosed were those melancholy ones, now printed in his

works, " There's not a joy the world can give like those it takes away."
t Tiie MS. was in the handwriting of Lady Byron.

X These allusions to " a speech" are connected with a little incident, not
worth mentioning, which had amused us both when I was in town. He Vf^<

rather fond (and had been always so, as may be seen in his early letters) of
thns harping on some conventional phrase or joke.
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pass as an imitation of yonr style. If I could imitate it well, I should
have no great amtiition of originality—I wish I conld make yon
exclaim with Deimis, ' That 's my thunder, by G—d !' I wrote them
with a view to yonr setting them, and as a present to Power, if he
would accept the words, and you did not think yourself degraded, for

once in a way, by mari-ying them to nmsic.
" Sunburn N * * ! why do you always twit me with his vile Ebrew

nasalities ? Have I not told you it was all K.'s doing, and my own
exquisite facility of temper? But thou wilt be a wag, Thomas; and
see what you get for it. Now for my revenge.

" Depend—and perpend—upon it that your opinion of * *'s Poem
Avill travel through one or other of the quintuple correspondents, till it

reaches the ear and the liver of the author.* Your adventure, how-
ever, is truly laughable ; but how could you be such a potato ? You,
'a brother' (of the quill) too, 'near the throne,' to confide to a man's
orvn publisher (who has ' bought,' or rather sold, ' golden opinions'
about him) such a damnatory parenthesis !

' Between you and me,'
(juotha, it reminds me of a passage in the Heir at Law—" Tete-a-t6te
with Lady Duberly, I suppose'—'No—tete-a-tete with^7;e hundred
people;'' and your confidential communication will doubtless be in cir-

culation to that amount, in a short time, with several additions, and in

several letters, all signed L. H. R. O. B., &c. &c. &c.
" We leave this place to-morrow, and shall stop on our way to town

(in the interval of taking a house there) at Col. Leigh's, near New-
market, where any epistle of yours will find its welcome way.

" I have been very comfortable here, listening to that d—d monologue,
which elderly gentlemen call conversation, and in wliich my pious
I'ather-in-law repeats himself every evening, save one, when he played
upon the fiddle. However, they have been very kind and hospitable,
and I like them and the place vastly, and I hope they will live many
liappy months. Bell is in health, and unvaried good-humour and
beliaviour. But we are all in the agonies of packing and parting; and
I suppose by this time to-morrow I shall be stuck in the chariot with
my chin upon a bandbox. I have prepared, however, another carriage
for the abigail, and all the trumpery which our wives drag along with
fhem. " Ever thine, most affectionately,

" B."

* He here alludes to a circumstance which I had communicated to him in

a preceding letter. In writing to one of tlie numerous partners of a well-

known publishing establishment (with which I have since been lucky enough
to form a more intimate connexion), I had said confidentially (as J thought),

in reference to a Poem that had just appeared,—" between you and me, I do
not much admire Mr. * *'s Poem." The letter being chiefly upon business,

was answered through the regular business channel, and, to my dismay, con-

cluded with the following words :
—" We are very sorry that you do not ap-

prove of Mr. * *''s new Poem, and are vour obedient. &c. Szc. L. H. R. O.,

X:c, &c."
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LETTER CCXVIII.

• TO MR. MOORE.

"March 27th, 1815.
" I meant to write to you before on the subject of your loss ;* but

the recollection of the uselessness and worthlessness of any obser-

vations on such events pi'evented me. I shall only now add, that I

rejoice to see you bear it so well, and that I trust time will enable

Mrs. M. to sustain it better. Every thing should be done to divert and
occupy her with other thoughts and cares, and I am sure all that can
be done will.

" Now to your letter. Napoleon—but the papers will have told you
all. I quite think with you upon the subject, and for my real thoughts
this time last year, I would refer you to the last pages of the Journal

I gave you. 1 can forgive the rogue for utterly falsifying every line

of mine Ode—which I take to be the last and uttermost stretch of

human magnanimity. Do you remember the story of a certain abbe,

wlio wrote a Treatise on the Swedish Constitution, and proved it

indissoluble and eternal'? Just as he had corrected the last sheet,

news came that Gustavus III. had destroyed this immortal government,
' Sir,' quoth the abbe, ' the king of Sweden may overthrow the consti-

tution, but not my book

!

.'' I think of the abbe, but not with him.
" Making every allowance for talent and most consummate daring,

there is, after all, a good deal in luck or destiny. He might have been
stopped by our frigates—or wrecked in the gulf of Lyons, which is

particularly tempestuous—or—a thousand things. But he is certainly

Fortune's favourite, and

Once fairly set out on his party of pleasure,

Taking towns at his liking and crowns at his leisure,

From Elba to Lyons and Paris he goes,

Making 6aWs yor the ladies, and 6otiys <o his foes.

You must have seen the account of his driving into the middle of the

royal army, and the immediate effect of nis pretty speeches. And
now, if he don't drub the allies, there is 'no purchase in money.' If

he can take France by himself, the devil 's in 't if he don't repulse the
invaders, when backed by those celebrated sworders—those boys
of the blade, the Imperial Guard, and the old and new army. It is

impossible not to be dazzled and overwhelmed by his character and
career. Nothing ever so disappointed me as his abdication, and nothing
could have reconciled me to him but some such revival as his recent
exploit ; though no one could anticipate such a complete and brilliant

renovation.
" To your question, I can only answer that there have been some

symptoms which look a little gestatory. It is a subject upon which I

am not particularly anxious, except that I think it would please her
uncle, Lord Wentworth, and her father and mother. The former
(Lord W.) is now in town, and in veiy indiflFerent health. You per-

naps know that his property, amounting to seven or eight thousand

* Thp doafli nf hi« infant eoddamrhter. Olivia Byron Moore.
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a year, will eventually devolve upon Bell. But the old gentleman has
been so very kind to her and me, that I hardly know how to wish him
in heaven, if he can be comfortable on earth. Her father is still in the

country.
" We mean to metropolize to-morrow, and you will address your

next to Piccadilly. We have got the Dutchess of Devon's house
tliere, she being in France.

*' I don't care what Power says to secure the property of the Song,
so that it is not complimentary to me, nor any thing about ' conde-
scending' or ' noble author'—both ' vile phrases,' as Polonius says.*****

" Pray, let me hear from you, and when you mean to be in town.
Your continental scheme is impracticable for the present. I have to

thank you for a longer letter than usual, which I hope will induce you
to tax my gratitude still farther in the same way.

" You never told me about ' Longman' and ' next winter,' and I am
noi a "mile-stone."'*

LETTER CCXIX.

TO MR. COLEMDGE.

"Piccadilly, March 31st, 1815,

DEAR SIR,

" It will give me great pleasure to comply with your request, though
I hope there is still taste enough left among us to render it almost un-
necessary, sordid and interested as, it must be admitted, many of ' the
trade' are, where circumstances give them an advantage. I trust

you do not permit yourself to be depressed by the temporary partiality

of what is called ' the public' for the favourites of the moment ; all

experience is against the permanency of such impressions. You must
have lived to see many of these pass away, and \\'\\\ survive many
more—I mean personally, for poetically, I would not insult you by a
comparison.
" If I may be permitted, I would suggest that there never was such

an opening for tragedy. In Kean, there is an actor worthy of ex-
pressing the thoughts of the characters which you have every power
of imbodying; and I cannot but regret that the part of Ordonio was
disposed of before his appearance at Drury-laiie. We have nothing to
be mentioned in the same breadth with ' Remorse' for very many years

;

and I should think that the reception of that play was sufficient to

encourage the highest hopes of author and audience. It is to be hoped
that you are proceeding in a career which could not but be successful.
With my best respects to Mr. Bowles, I have the honour to be

" Your obliged
" and very obedient servant,

"Byron.

* I had accused him of having entirely forgot that, in a preceding letter,

I had informed him of my intention to publish witii the Messrs. Longman
in the ensuing winter, and added that, in giving him this information, I found
I had been,—to use an elesjant Irish metaphor.—" whistling jig.s to a mile-

stone."
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"P.S. You mention my 'Satire,' lampoon, or whatever you or

others please to call it. I can only say, that it was written when I was
very young and very angry, and has been a thorn in my side ever
since ; more particularly as almost all the persons animadverted upon
became subsequently my acquaintances, and some of them my friends,

which is ' heaping fire upon an enemy's head,' and forgiving me too

readily to permit me to forgive myself. The part applied to you is pert,

and petulant, and shallow enough ; but, although 1 have long done
every thing in my power to suppress the circulation of the whole
thing, I shall always regret the wantonness or generality of many of
its attempted attacks."

It was in the course of this spring that Lord Byron and Sir Walter
Scott became, for the first time, personally acquainted with each
other. Mr. Murray, having been previously on a visit to the latter

gentleman, had been intrusted by him with a superb Turkish dagger,
as a present to Lord Byron ; and the noble poet, on their meeting this

year in London—the only time when these two great men had ever
an opportunity of enjoying each other's society,—presented to Sir

Walter in return, a vase, containing some human bones that had been
dug up from under a part of the old walls of Athens. The reader,
however, will be much better pleased to have these particulars in the
words of Sir Walter Scott himself, who, with that good-nature which
renders him no less amiable than he is admirable, has found time, in

the midst of all his marvellous labours for the world, to favour me
with the following interesting communication.*

" My first acquaintance with Byron began in a manner rather doubt-
ful. I was so far from having any thing to do with the oifensive cri-

ticism in the Edinburgh, that I remember remonstrating against it with
our friend, the editor, because I thought the 'Hours of Idleness' treated

*A few passages at the beginning of these recollections have been omitted,
as containing particulars relative to Lord Byron's mother, which have already
been mentioned m the early part of this work. Among these, however,
there is one anecdote, the repetition of which will be easily pardoned, on ac-
count of the infinitely greater interest and authenticity imparted to its details

by coming from such an eye-witness as Sir Walter Scott :—" I remember,"
lie says, " having seen Lord Byron's mother before she was married, and a
certain coincidence rendered the circumstance rather remarkable. It was
during Mrs. Siddon's first or second visit to Edinburgh, when the music of
that wonderful actress's voice, looks, manner, and person, produced the
strongest eflTect which could possibly be exerted by a human being upon her
fellow-creatures. Nothing of the kind that I ever witnessed approached it

by a hundred degrees. The high state of excitation was aided by the diffi-

culties of obtaining entrance, and the exhausting length of time that the
audience were contented to wait until the piece commenced. When the
curtain fell, a large proportion of the ladies were generally in hysterics.

" I remember Miss Gordon of Gight, in particular, harrowing the house
by the desperate and wild way in which she shrieked out Mrs. Siddon's excla-
mation, in the chatacter of Isabella, 'Oh, my Byron! Oh, my Byron !' A
well-known medical gentleman, the benevolent Dr. Alexander Wood, tendered
his assistance ; but the thick-pressed audience could not for a long time make
way for the doctor to approach his patient, or the patient the physician. The
icmarkable circumstance was, that the lady had not then seen Captain Byron,
w!io. !iUp Sir Tobv. madp her concludo with ' Oh !'as she had begun with it."
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Avith undue soveritj\ Tliey were written like all juvenile poetry',

rather from the recollection of what had pleased the author in others

than what had been suggested by his own imagination ; but, never-

theless, I thought they contained some passages of noble promise. I

was so much impressed with this, that I had thoughts of writing to

the author ; but some exaggerated reports concerning his peculiarities,

and a natural unwillingness to intrude an opinion which was uncalled

for, induced me to relinquish the idea.

" When Byron wrote his famous Satire, I had my share of flagella-

tion among my betters. My crime was having written a poem (Mar-
niion, 1 think) for a thousand pounds ; which was no otherwise true

than that I sold the copyright for that sum. Now, not to mention that

an author can hardly be censured for accepting such a sum as the

booksellers are willing to give him, especially as the gentlemen of the

trade made no complaints of their bargain, I thought the interference

with my private affairs was rather beyond the limits of literary satire.

On the other hand. Lord Byron paid me, in several passages, so much
more praise than I deserved, that I must have been more irritable than
I have ever felt upon such subjects, not to sit down contented and
think no more about the matter.

" I was very much struck.with all the rest of the world, at the vigour
and force of imagination displayed in the first Cantos of Childe Harold,
and the other splendid productions which Lord Byron flung from him
to the public with a promptitude that savoured of profusion. My own
popularity, as a poet, was then on the wane, and I was unaffectedly

pleased to see an author of sn much power and energy taking the

held. Mr. John Murray happened to be in Scotland that season, and
as I mentioned to him the pleasure 1 should have in making Lord By-
ron's acquaintance, he had the kindness to mention my wish to his
lordship, which led to some correspondence.

" It was in the spring of 1815 that, chancing to be in London, I had
the advantage of a personal introduction to Lord Byron. Report had
prepared me to meet a man of peculiar habits and a quick temper, and
I had some doubts whether we were likely to suit each other in society.

I was most agreeably disappointed in this respect. I found Lord
Byron in the highest degree courteous, and even kind. We met for

an hour or two almost daily, in Mr. Murray's drawing-room, and found
a great deal to say to each other. We also met frequently in parties

and evening society, so that for about two months I had the advantage
of considerable intimacy with this distinguished individual. Our
sentiments agreed a good deal, except upon the subjects of religion and
politics, upon neither of which 1 was inclined to believe that Lord
Byron entertained very fixed opinions. I remember saying to him,
that I really thought, that if he lived a few years he would alter his

sentiments. He answered, rather sharply, ' I suppose you are one of
those who prophesy I will turn Methodist.' I replied, ' No—I don't
expect your conversion to be of such an ordinary kind. I would
rather look to see you retreat upon the Catholic faith, and distinguish
yourself by the austerity of your penances. The species of religion

to which you must, or may, one day attach ytuirself must exercise a
strong power on the imagination.' He smiled gravely, and seemed to
allow I might be right.

" On politics, he used sometimes to express a high strain of what is

now called Liberalism ; but it appeared to me that the pleasure it

aftbrded him as a vehicle of displaying his wit and satire against indi-
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viduals in office was at the bottom of this habit of thinking, rather

than any real conviction of the political principles on which he talked.

He was certainly proud of his rank and ancient family, and, in that

respect as much an aristocrat as was consistent with good sense and
good breeding. Some disgusts, how adopted I know not, seemed to

me to have given this peculiar and, as it appeared to me, contradictory

cast of mind ; but, at heart, 1 would have termed Byron a patrician on
principle.

" liOrd Byron's reading did not seem to me to have been very ex-
tensive either in poetry or history. Havmg the advantage of him in

that respect, and possessing a good, competent share of such reading
as is little read, I was sometimes able to put under his eye objects

which had for him the interest of novelty. I remember particularly

repeating to him the fine poem of Hardyknute, an imitation of the old
Scottish Ballad, with which he was so nmcli affected, that some one
who was in the same apartment asked me what I could possibly have
been telling Byron by which he was so much agitated.

" 1 saw Byron, for the last time, in 1815, after i returned from France.
He dined, or lunched, with me at Long's, in Bond-street. I never saw
him so full of gayety and good-humour, to which the presence of Mi*.

Matthews, the comedian, added not a little. Poor Terry was also

present. After one of the gayest parties I ever was present at, my
fellow-traveller, Mr. Scott of Gala, and I, set off for Scotland, and I

never saw Lord Byron again. Several letters passed between us—one
perhaps every half year. Like the old heroes in Homer, we exchanged
gifts ;—I gave Byron a beautiful dagger mouiitfid with gold, which had
been the property of the redoubted Elfi Bey. But I was to play the

part of Diomed, in the Iliad ; for Byron sent me, some time after, a
large sepulchral vase of silver. It was full of dead men's bones, and
had inscriptions on two sides of the base. One ran thus—' The bones
contained in this urn were found in certain ancient sepulchres within

the land walls of Athens in the month of February, 1811.' The other

face bears the lines of Juvenal

:

' Expende—quot libras in duce summo invenies.

—Mors sola fatetur quantula hominum corpuscula.'—Juv. x.

" To these I have added a third inscription, in these words—' The
gift of Lord Byron to Walter Scott.'* There was a letter with this

vase more valuable to me than the gift itself, from the kindness with
which the donor expressed himself towards me. I left it naturally in

the urn with the bones,—but it is now missing. As the theft was not
of a nature to be practised by a mere domestic, I am compelled to

suspect the inhospitality of some individual of higher station,—most

* Mr. Murray had, at the time of giving the vase, suggested to Lord By-
ron, tliat it would increase the value of the gift to add some such inscription

;

but the feeling of the noble poet on this subject will be understood from the
following answer which he returned.

"April 9th, 1815.
" Thanks for the books. I have great objection to your proposition about

inscribing the vase,—which is, that it would appear ostentatious on my part

:

and of course I must send it as it is, without any alteration.
" Yours, &c."
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gratuitously exercised certainly, since, after what I have here said, no
one will probably choose to boast of possessing- this literary curiosity.

" We had a good deal of laughing, I remenil)er, on what the public

might be supposed to tliink, or say, concerning the gloomy and omi-
nous nature of our mutual gifts.

" I think I can add little more to my recollections of Byron. He
was often melancholy,—almost gloomy. When I observed him in tliis

humour, I used either to wait till it went off of its own accord, or till

some natural and easy mode occurred of leading him into conversa-

tion, when the shadows almost always left his countenance, like the

mist rising from a landscape. In conversation he was very animated.
" I met with him very frequently in society ; our mutual acquaint-

ances doing me the honour to think that he liked to meet with me.
Some very agreeable parties I can recollect,—particularly one at Sir

George Beaumont's, w^here the amiable landlord had assembled some
persons distinguished for talent. Of these I need only mention the

late Sir Humphry Davy, whose talents for literature were as remark-
able as his empire over science. Mr. Richard Sharpe and Mr. Rogers
were also present.

" I think I also remarked in Byron's temper starts of suspicion,

when he seemed to pause and consider wiiether there had not been
a secret, and perhaps offensive, meaning in something casually said
to him. In this case, I also judged it best to let his mind, like a
troubled spring, work itself clear, which it did in a minute or two. I

was considerably older, you will recollect, than my noble friend, and
had no reason to fear his misconstruing my senti-ments towards him,
nor had I ever the slightest reason to doubt that they were kindly
returned on his part. If I had occasion to be mortified by the display

of genius which threw into the shade such pretensions as I was then
supposed to possess, I might console myself that, in my own case,

the materials of mental happiness had been mingled in a greater pro-
portion.

" I rummage my brains in vain for what often rushes into my head
unbidden,—little traits and sayings which recall his looks, manner,
tone, and gestures ; and I have always continued to think that a crisis

of life was arrived, in which a new career of fame was opened to him,
and that had he been permitted to start upon it, he would have obli-

terated the memory of such parts of his life as friends would wish to

forget."

LETTER CCXX.

TO MR. MOORE. '
'

'•April 23, 1815.
" Lord Wentworth died last week. The bulk of his property (from

seven to eight thousand per ann.) is entailed on Lady Milbanke and
Lady Byron. The first is gone to take possession in Leicestershire,

and attend the funeral, &c. this day.*****
" I have mentioned the facts of the settlement of Lord W.'s property,

because the newspapers, with their usual accuracy, have been making
all kinds of blunders in their statement. His will is just as expected

—
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the principal pari settled on Lady Milbanke (now Noel) and Bell, and

a separate estate left for sale to pay debts (which are not great), and
legacies to his natural son and daughter.

" Mrs. * *'s tragedy was last niglit damned. They may bring it on
again, and probably will ; but damned it was,—not a word of the last

act audible. I went {malgre that 1 ought to have staid at home in

sackcloth for unc, but I could not resist the Jirst night of any thing)

to a private and quiet nook of my private box, and witnessed the

whole process. The first three acts, with transient gushes of applause,

oozed patiently but heavily on. I must say it was badly acted, par-

ticularly by * *, who was groaned upon in the third act,—something

about ' horror—such a horror' was the cause. Well, the fourth act

became as muddy and turbid as need be ; but the fifth—what Garrick

used to call (like a fool) the concoction of a play—the fifth act stuck

fast at the King's prayer. You know he says, ' he never went to bed

without saying them, and did not like to omit them now.' But he

was no sooner upon his knees, than the audience got upon their legs

—

the damnable pit—and roared, and groaned, and hissed, and whistled.

Well, that was choked a little ; but the ruffian scene—the penitent

peasantry—and killing the Bishop and the Princess—oh, it was all

over. The curtain fell upon unheard actors, and the announcement
attempted by Kean for Monday was equally ineflfectual. Mrs. Bartley

was so frightened, that, though the people were tolerably quiet, the

Epilogue was quite inaudible to half the house. In short,—you know
all. I clapped till my hands were skinless, and so did Sir James
Mackintosh, who was with me in the box. All the world were in the

house from the Jerseys, Greys, &c. &c. downwards. But it would not

do. It is, after all, not an acting play ; good language, but no power.********
Women (saving Joanna Baillie) cannot write tragedy ; they have not

seen enough nor felt enough of life for it. I think Semiramis or

Catherine II. might have written (could they have been unqueened) a

rare play.** * * * # *

" It is, however, a good warning not to risk or write tragedies. I

never had much bent that way ; but, if I had, this would have
cured me. '

" Ever, carissime Thom.,
" Thine, B."

LETTER CCXXI.

' TO MR. MURRAV.

"May 21st, 1815.

" You must have thought it very odd, not to say ungrateful, that I

made no mention of the drawings,* &c. when I had the pleasure of

seeing you this morning. The fact is, that till this moment I had not

seen them, nor heard of their arrival : they were carried up into the

library, where I have not been till just now, and no intimation given

me of their coming. The present is so veiy magnificent, that—in

'•" Mr. Murray had presented Lady Byron with twelve drawingrs- 'n'

Stnthard. from Lord Bvron's Poems.
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short, I leave Lady Byron to thank you for it herself, and merely send

this to apologize for a piece of apparent and unintentional neglect on
my own part.

" Yours, &c."

LETTER CCXXIL

TO MR. MOORE.*

" 13, Piccadilly Terrace, June 12th, 1815.

" I have notliing to offer in behalf of my late silence, except tlie

most inveterate and ineffable laziness ; but I am too supine to invent

a lie, or I certainly should, being ashamed of the truth. K * *, I hope,

has appeased your magnanimous indignation at his blunders. I wished
and wish you were in Committee, with all my heart.f It seems so

hopeless a business, that the company of a friend would be quite con-
soling,—but more of this when we meet. In tlie mean time, you are

entreated to prevail upon Mrs. Esterre to engage herself. I believe

she has been written to, but your influence, in person, or proxy, would
probably go farther than our proposals. What they are, 1 know not

;

all my new function consists in listening to the despair of Cavendish
Bradshaw, the hopes of Kinnaird, the wishes of Lord Essex, the com-
plaints of Whitbread, and the calculations of Peter Moore,—all of
which, and whom, seem totally at variance. C. Bradshaw wants to

light the theatre with gas, which may, perhaps (if the vulgar be
believed), poison half the audience, and all the Dramatis Personce.

Essex has endeavoured to persuade K * * not to get drunk, the conse-
quence of which is, that he has never been sober since. Kinnaird,
with equal success, would have convinced Raymond that he, the said
Raymond, had too much salary. Whitbread wants us to assess the
pit another sixpence,—a d—d insidious proposition,—which will end
in an O. P. combustion. To crown all, R * *, the auctioneer, has the
impudence to be displeased, because he has no dividend. The villain

is a proprietor of shares, and a long-lunged orator in the meetings.
I hear he has propliesied our incapacity,—' a foregone conclusion,'
\vhereof I hope to give him signal proofs before we are done-.

" Will you give us an Opera 1 no, I'U be sworn, but I wish you
would. ******

" To go on with the poetical world, Walter Scott has gone back to

Scotland. Murray, the bookseller, has been cruelly cudgelled of mis-
begotten knaves, ' in Kendal green,' at Newington Butts, in his way
home from a purlieu dinner—and robbed,—would you believe it ?—of
three or four bonds of forty pounds apiece, and a seal-ring of his grand-
father's worth a million ! This is his version,—but others opine that
D'Israeli, with whom he dined, knocked him down with his last pub-
lication, ' the Quarrels of Authors,'—in a dispute about copyright. Be

* This and the following letter were addressed to me in Ireland, whither I

had gone about the middle of the preceding month.
t He had lately become one of the members of the Sub-committee (con-

sisting, besides himself, of the persons mentioned in this letter), who had
taken upon themselves the management of Drury-lane Theatre ; and it had
been his wish, on the first construction of the Committee, that I should be
one of his colleagues. To some mistake in the mode of conveying this pro-
posal to me, he alludes in the preceding sentence.
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that as it may, the newspapers have teemed with his ' injuria formaB,'

and he has been embrocated and invisible to all but the apothecary
ever since.

" Lady B. is better than three months advanced in her progress
towards maternity, and, we hope, likely to go well through with it. We
have been very little out this season, as I wish to keep her quiet in

her present situation. Her father and mother have changed their

names to Noel, in compliance with Lord Wentworth's will, and in

complaisance to the property bequeathed by him.
" I hear that you have been gloriously received by the Irish,—and

.so you ought. But don't let them kill you with claret and kindness
at the national dinner m your honour, which, I hear and hope, is in

contemplation. If you will teU me the day, I'll get drunk myself on
this side of the water, and waft you an applauding hiccup over the

Channel.
" Of politics, we have nothing but the yell for war ; and C * * h is

preparing his head for the pike, on which we shall see it carried before
he has done. The loan has made every body sulky. I hear often
from Paris, but in direct contradiction to the home statements of our
liirelings. Of domestic doings, there has been nothing since Lady
D * *. Not a divorce stirring,—but a good many in embryo, m the

shape of marriages.
" I enclose you an epistle received this morning from I know not

whom ; but I think it will amuse you. The writer must be a rare

fellow.*

" P.S. A gentleman named D'Alton (not your Dalton) has sent me
a National Poem called ' Dermid.' The same cause which prevented
my writing to you operated against my wish to write to him an epistle

of thanks. If you see him, will j'ou make all kinds of fine speeches
for me, and tell him that I am the laziest and most ungrateful of

mortals ]

" A word more ;—don't let Sir John Stevenson (as an evidence on
trials for copyright, &c.) talk about the price of your next Poem, or
they will come upon you for the Property Tax for it. I am serious,

and have just heard a long story of the rascally tax-men making
Scott pay for his. So, take care. Three hundred is a devil of a

deduction out of three thousand.

LETTER CCXXIII.

TO MR. MOORE.

"July 7th, 1815.
"

' Grata superveniet,' &c. &c. I had written to you again, but

burnt the letter, because I began to think you seriously hurt at my

* The following is the enclosure here referred to.

" MY LORD, " Darlington, June 3, 1815.
" I have lately purchased a set of your works, and am quite vexed that

you have not cancelled the Ode to Buonaparte. It certainly was prema-
turely written, without thought or reflection. Providence has now brought
liim to reign over millions again, while the same Providence keeps as it were
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indolence, and did not know how the buffoonery it contained might be

taken. In the mean time, I have yours, and all is well.

" I had given over all hopes of yours. By-the-by, my ' grata super-

veniet' should be in the present tense ; for I perceive it looks now as

if it applied to this present scrawl reaching you, whereas it is to the

receipt of thy Kilkenny epistle that I have tacked that venerable sen-

timent.
" Poor Wliitbread died yesterday morning,—a sudden and severe

loss. His health had been wavering, but so fatal an attack was not

apprehended. He dropped down, and, I believe, never spoke after-

ward. I perceive Perry attributes his death to Drury-lane,—a con-

solatory encouragement to the new Committee. I have no doubt

that * *, who is of a plethoric habit, will be bled immediately ; and as

I have, since my marriage, lost much of my paleness, and,—' horresco

referens' (for I hate even moderate fat)—that happy slenderness, to

which, when 1 first knew you, I had attained, I by no means sit easy
under this dispensation of the Morning Chronicle. Every one must
regret the loss of Whitbread ; he was surely a great and very good man.

" Paris is taken for the second time. I presume it, for the future,

will have an anniversary capture. In the late battles, like all the

Avorld, I have lost a connexion,—poor Frederick Howard, the best of

his race. I had little intercourse, of late years, with his family, but I

never saw or heard but good of liim. Hobhouse's brother is killed.

In short, the havoc has not left a family out of its tender mercies.
" Every hope of a repul)lic is over, and we must go on under the

old system. But I am sick at heart of politics and slaughters ; and
the luck which Providence is pleased to lavish on Lord * *, is only a
proof of the little value the gods set upon prosperity, when they

permit such * * *s as he and that drunken corporal, old Blucher, to

bully their betters. From this, however, Wellington should be ex-

cepted. He is a man,—and the Scipio of our Hannibal. However, he
may thank the Russian frosts, which desti'oyed the real ilite of the

French army, for the successes of Waterloo.
" La ! IMoore—how you blasphemes about ' Parnassus' and ' Moses '.'

I am ashamed for you. Won't you do any thing for the drama 1 We
beseech an Opera. Kinnaird's blunder was partly mine. I wanted
you of all things in the Committee, and so did he. But we are now
glad you were wiser ; for it is, 1 doubt, a bitter business.

" When shall we see you in England 1 Sir Ralph Noel {late Mil-

banke—he don't promise to be late Noel in a hurry) finding that one
man can't inhabit two houses, has given his place in the north to me
for a habitation ; and there Lady B. threatens to be brought to bed in

November. Sir R. and my Lady Mother are to quarter at Kirby

—

Lord Wentworth's that was. Perhaps you and Mrs. Moore will pay
us a visit at Seaham in the course of the autumn. If so, you and I

{without our zvives) will take a lark to Edinburgh and embrace Jefl'rey.

in a garrison another potentate, who, in the langfuage of Mr. Burke, ' he
hurled from his throne.' See if you cannot make amends for your folly,

and consider that, in almost every respect, human nature is the same, in every
clime and in every period, and don't act the part of a foolish boy. Let not
Englishmen talk of the stretch of tyrants, while the torrents of blood shed
in the East Indies cry aloucf to Heaven for retaliation. Learn, good sir, not
to cast the first stone. I remain vour lordsliip's servant,

•' J. R * *."

Voi,. I.—Ff
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It is not much above one hundred miles from us. But all this, and
other high matters, we will discuss at meeting, which I hope will be
on your return. We don't leave town till August.

. . . . Ever, &c."

LETTER CCXXIV. , -...

-TO MR. SOTHEBY. ^' '

"

"

" Sept. 15, 1815. Piccadilly Terrace.
"dear sir,

" * Ivan' is accepted, and will be put in progress on Kean's arrival.
" The theatrical gentlemen have a confident hope of its success.

I know not that any alterations for the stage will be necessary : if

any, they will be trifling, and you shall be duly apprized. I would
suggest that you should not attend any except the latter rehearsals

—

the managers have requested me to state this to you. You can see
them, viz., Dibdin and Rae, whenever you please, and I will do any
thing you wish to be done, on your suggestion, in the mean time.

Mrs. Mardyn is not yet out, and nothing can be determined till she
has made her appearance—I mean as to her capacity for the part you
mention, which I take it for granted is not in Ivan—as I think Ivan
may be performed very well without her. But of that hereafter.

" Ever yours, very truly,
~-

- . "Byron.

" P.S. You will be glad to hear that the season has begun uncom-
monly well—great and constant houses—the performers in much har-

mony with the Committee and one another, and as much good-humour
as can be preserved in such complicated and extensive interests as
the Drury-lane proprietary." , -.

TO MB. SOTHEBY.

" September 25th, 1815.
"dear su?,

" I think it would be advisable for you to see the acting managers
when convenient, as these must be points on which you will want to
confer; the objection I stated was merely on the part of the perform-
ers, and is general and not particular to this instance. I thought it as
well to mention it at once—and some of the rehearsals you will
doubtless see, notwithstanding.

" Rae, I rather think, has his eye on Naritzen for- himself. He is a
more popular performer than Bartley, and certainly the cast will be
stronger with him in it ; besides, he is one of the managers, and will
feel doubly interested if he can act in both capacities. Mrs. Bartley
•will be Petrowna ;—as to the Empress, I know not what to say o»
think. The truth is, we are not amply furnished with tragic women;
but make the best of those we have, you can take your choice of
them. We have all great hopes of the success—on which, setting
aside other considerations, we arc particularly anxious, as being the
first tragedy to be brought out since the old Committee.
"By-the-way— I have a charge against you. As the great Mr.
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Dennis roared out on a similar occasion—' By G—d, that is my thun-

der !' so do I exclaim ' This is my lightning T I allude to a speech of

Ivan's, in the scene with Petrowna and the Empress, where the thought

and almost expression are similar to Conrad's in the 3d Canto of the

' Corsair.' I, however, do not say this to accuse you, but to exempt

myself from suspicion,* as there is a priority of six months' publica-

tion, on my part, between the appearance of that composition and of

your tragedies.
" George Lambe meant to have written to you. If you don't like

to confer with the managers at present, I will attend to your wishes

—so state them.
" Yours very truly,

"Byeon"

LETTER CCXXV.
r - ,

TO MR. TAYLOR.

" 13, Terrace, Piccadilly, September 25th, 1815.

" DEAR SIR,

" I am sorry you should feel uneasy at what has by no means
troubled me.f If your Editor, his correspondents, and readers, are

amused, I have no objection to be the theme of all the ballads he can

find room for,—provided his lucubrations are confined to me only.

" It is a long time since things of this kind have ceased to ' fright

me from my propriety;' nor do I know any similar attack which
would induce me to turn again,—unless it involved those connected

with me, whose qualities, I hope, are such as to exempt them in the

eyes of those who bear no good-will to myself. In such a case, sup-

posing it to occur—to reverse the saying of Dr. Johnson,—' what the

law could not do for me, I would do for myself,' be the consequences
what they might.

" I return you, with many thanks, Colman and the letters. The
Poems, I hope, you intended me to keep ;—at least, I shall do so, till

1 hear the contrary.
- " Very truly yours."

* Notwithstanding this precaution of the poet, the coincidence in question

was, but a few years after, triumphantly cited in support of the sweeping

charge of plagiarism brought against him by some scribblers. The follow-

ing are Mr. Sotheby's Unes.

" And I have leap'd

In transport from my flinty couch, to welcome
The thunder as it burst upon my roof.

And beckon'd to the lightning, as it flash'd

And sparkled on these fetters."

t Mr. Taylor having inserted in the Sun newspaper (of which he was
then chief proprietor) a sonnet to Lord Byron, in return for a present which

his lordship had sent him of a handsomely bound copy of all his works, there

appeared in the same journal, on the following day (from the pen of some
person who had acquired a control over the paper), a parody upon this son-

net, containing some disrespectful allusion to Lady Byron ; and it is to this

circumstance, which Mr. Taylor had written to explain, that the above letter,

so creditable to the feelings of the noble husband, r^fpr*.

Ff !3
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'.; TO MR. MURRAY. • '^

" Sept. 25, 1815.

"Will you publish the Drury-lane 'Magpye?' or, what is more,
ivill you give fifty, or even forty, pounds for the copyright of the said ?

I have undertaken to ask you this question on behalf of the translator,

and wish you would. We can't get so much for him by ten pounds
from any body else, and I, knowing your magnificence, would be

glad of an answer. " Ever, &c."

LETTER CCXXVI.

TO MR. MURRAY.

" September 27th, 1815.
" That 's right, and splendid, and becoming a publisher of high

degree. Mr. Concanen (the translator) will be delighted, and pay his

Avasherwoman ; and in reward for your bountiful behaviour in this

instance, I won't ask you to publish any more for Drury-lane, or any
lane wliatever again. You will have no tragedy or any thing else

from me, I assure you, and may think yourself lucky in having got

rid of me, for good and all, without more damage. But I '11 tell you
what we will do for you,—act Sotheby's Ivan, which will succeed

;

and then your present and next impression of the dramas of that

dramatic gentleman will be expedited to your heart's content ; and if

there is anything very good, you shall have the refusal; but you
sha'n't have any, more requests.

" Sotheby has got a thought, and almost the words, from the Third
Canto of the Corsair, which, you know, was published six months
before his tragedy. It is from the storm in Conrad's cell. I have
written to Mr. Sotheby to claim it ; and, as Dennis roared out of the
pit, ' By G—d, that 's my thunder !' so do I, and will I, exclaim, ' Bj'

G—d, that 's my lightning /' that electrical fluid being, in fact, the sub-
ject of the said passage.
"You will have a print of Fanny Kelly, in the Maid, to prefix,

which is honestly worth twice the money you have given for the MS.
Pray what did you do with the note I gave you about Mungo Park 1

" Ever, &c."

LETTER CCXXVII.

TO MR. BIOORE.

" 13, Terrace, Piccadilly, October 28, 1815.
" You are, it seems, in England again, as I am to hear from every

body but yourself ; and I suppose you punctilious, because I did not
answer your last Irish letter. When did you leave the ' swate
country V Never mind, I forgive you ;—a strong proof of—I know
not what—to give the lie to

—

* He never pardons who hath done tlie wrong.'

" You have written to * *. You have also written to Pei-ry, who
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intimates hope of an Opera from you. Coleridge has promised a
Tragedy. Now, if you keep Perry's word, and Coleridge keeps his

own, Drury-lanc will be set up;—and, sooth to say, it is in grievous

want of such a lift. We began at speed, and are blown already.

When I say ' we,' I mean Kinnaird, who is the ' all in all sufficient,'

and can count, which none of the rest of the Committee can.
" It is really very good fun, as far as the daily and nightly stir of"

these strutters and fretters go ; and, if the concern could be brought
to pay a shilling in the pound, would do much credit to the manage-
ment. Mr. has an accepted tragedy, *****, whose first scene
is in his sleep (I don't mean the author's). It was forwarded to us as

a prodigious favourite of Kean's ; but the said Kean, upon interrogation,

denies his eulogy, and protests against his part. How it will end, I

know not.
" I say so much about the theati-e, because there is nothing else alive

in London at this season. All the world are out of it, except us, who
remain to lie in,—in December, or perhaps earlier. Lady B. is very
ponderous and prosperous, apparently, and I wish it well over.

" There is a play before me from a personage who signs himself
' Hibernicus.' The hero is Malachi, the Irishman and king ; and the
villain and usurper, Tiu-gesius the Dane. The conclusion is fine.

Turgesius is chained by the leg {vide stage direction) to a pillar on the
stage ; and King Malachi makes him a speech, not unlike Lord Castle-

reagh's about the balance of power and the lawfiUness of legitimacy,
Avhich puts Turgesius into a phrensy—as Castlereagh's would, if his

audience was chained by the leg. He draws a dagger and rushes at

the orator ; but, finding himself at the end of his tether, he sticks it

into his own carcass, and dies, saying, he has fulfilled a prophecy.
" Now, this is serious, downright matter offact, and the gravest part

of a tragedy which is not intended for burlesque, I tell it you for the
honour of Ireland. The waiter hopes it will be represented:—but
what is Hope ] nothing but the paint on the face of Existence ; the
least touch of Truth rubs it off, and then we see what a hollow-cheeked
harlot we have got hold of. I am not sure that I have not said this

last superfine reflection before. But never mind ;—it will do for the

tragedy of Turgesius, to which I can append it.

" Well, but how dost thou do 1 thou bard, not of a thousand, but
three thousand ! I wish your friend. Sir John Piano-forte, had kept
that to himself, and not made it public at the trial of the song-seller

in Dublin. I tell you why ; it is a liberal thing for Longman to do,

and honourable for you to obtain ; but it will set all the ' hungry and
dinnerless lank-jawed judges' upon the fortunate author. But they
be d—d !—the ' .leffrey and the Moore together are confident against

the world in ink !' By-the-way, if poor C * * e—who is a man of won-
derful talent, and in distress,* arid about to publish two vols, of Poesy
and Biography, and who has been worse used by the critics than ever
we were—will you, if he comes out, promise me to review him
favourably in the E. R. ? Praise him, I think you must, but you will

also praise him a:f//,—of all things the most difficult. It will be the

making of him.

* It is but justice both to " him that gave and him that took'' to mention
that the noble poet, at this time, with a delicacy which enhanced the kind-

ness, advanced to the eminent person hero spoken of, on the credit of isooie

work he was about to produce, one hundred pounds.
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" This must be a secret between you and me, as Jeffrey might not

like such a project ;—nor, indeed, might C. himself like it. But I do
think he only wants a pioneer and a sparkle or two to explode most
gloriously.

" Ever yours most affectionately,

"B.

"P.S. This is a sad scribbler's letter; but the next shall be 'more
of this world.'

"

As, after this letter, there occur but few allusions to his connexion
with the Drury-lane management, I shall here avail myself of the

opportunity to give some extracts from his " Detached Thoughts,"
containing recollections of his short acquaintance with the interior of

the theatre.

" When I belonged to the Drury-lane Committee, and was one of

the Sub-committee of Management, the number of plays upon the
skelves were about Jive hundred. Conceiving that among these there

must be some of merit, in person and by proxy I caused an investiga-

tion. I do not think that of those which I saw, there was one which
could be conscientiously tolerated. There never were such things as
most of them ! Mathurin was very kindly recommended to me by
Walter Scott, to whom I had recourse, firstly, in the hope that he
would do something for us himself, and secondly, in my despair, that

lie would point out to us any young (or old) writer of promise. Ma-
tlmrin sent his Bertram and a letter without his address, so that at first

I could give him no answer. When I at last hit upon his residence, I

sent him a favourable answer and sometliing more substantial. His
play succeeded ; but I was at that time absent from England.
"I tried Coleridge too; but he had nothing feasible in hand at the

time. Mr. Sotheby obligingly offered all his tragedies, and I pledged
myself, and notwithstanding many squabbles with my Committed
Brethren, did get ' Ivan' accepted, read, and the parts (hstributed. But,
lo ! in the very heart of the matter, upon some tepidness on the part
of Kean, or warmth on that of the author, Sotheby withdrew his play.
Sir J. B. Burgess did also present four tragedies and a farce, and I

moved green-room and Sub-committee, but they would not.
" Then the scenes I had to go through !—the authors, and the

authoresses, and the milliners, and the wild Irishmen,—the people from
Brighton, from Blackwall, from Chatham, from Cheltenham, from
Dublin, from Dundee,—-who came in upon me ! to all of whom it was
proper to give a civil answer, and a liearing, and a reading. Mrs.
* * * *'s father, an Irish dancing-master of sixty years, called upon
me to request to play Archer, dressed in silk stockings, on a frosty
morning, to sliow liis legs (which were certainly good and Irish for
his age, and had been still better),—Miss Emma Somebody with a
play entitled ' The Bandit of Bohemia,' or some such title or produc-
tion,—Mr. O'Higgins, then resident at Richmond, with an Irish tragedy,
in whicli the unities could not fail to be observed, for the protagonist
was chained by the leg to a pillar during the chief part of the per-
formance. He was a wild man of a salvage appearance-, and the diffi-

culty of not laughing at him was only to be got over by reflecting upon
the probable consequences of such cachinnation.

" As 1 am really a civil a;id polite person, and do hate giving pain.
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when it can be avoided, I sent them up to Douglas Kinnaird,—who is

a man of business, and sufficiently ready witli a negative,—and left

them to settle with him ; and as the beginning of next year I went
abroad, T have since been little aware of the progress of the theatres.

" Players are said to be an impracticable people. They are so ; but
I managed to steer clear of any disputes with them, and excepting
one debate* with the elder Byrne about Miss Smith's pas de—(some-
thing—I forget the technicals),—I do not remember any litigation of
my own. I used to protect Miss Smith, because she was like Lady
Jane Harley in the face, and likenesses go a great way with me. In-

deed, in general, I left such things to my more bustling colleagues,

who used to reprove me seriously for not being able to take such
things in hand without buffooning with the histrions, or throwing
things into confusion by treating light matters with levity.

"Then the Committee!—then the Sub-committee!—we were but
few, but never agreed. There was Peter Moore who contradicted
Kinnaird, and Kinnaird who contradicted every body : then our two
managers, Rae and Dibdin ; and our Secretary, Ward ! and yet we
were all very zealous and in earnest to do good and so forth. * * * *

furnished us with prologues to our revived old English plays ; but was
not pleased with me for complimenting him as ' the Upton' of our
theatre (Mr. Upton is or was the poet who writes the songs for Ast-
ley's), and almost gave up prologuing in consequence.******
"In the pantomime of 1815-16, there was a representation of the

masquerade of 1814 given by ' us youth' of Watier's Club to Wellington
and Co. Douglas Kinnaird and one or two others, with myself, put
on masques, and went on the stage with the it TrohKoi, to see the effect

of a theatre from the stage :—it is very grand. Douglas danced
among the figuranti too, and they were puzzled to find out who we
were, as being more than their number. It was odd enough that

Douglas Kinnaird and I should have been both at the real masquerade,
and afterward in the mimic one of the same, on the stage of the
Drury-lane theatre."

* A correspondent of one of the monthly Miscellanies gives the following

account of this incident.

" During Lord Byron's administration, a ballet was invented by the elder

Byrne, in which Miss Smith (since Mrs. Oscar Byrne) had a pas seul. This
the lady wished to remove to a later period in the ballet. The ballet-master

refused, and the lady swore she would not dance it at all. The music inci-

dental to the dance began to play, and the lady walked off the stage. Both
parties flounced into the green-room to lay the case before Lord Byron, who
happened to be the only person in that apartment. The noble committee-man
made an award in favour of Miss Smith, and both complainants rushed
angrily out of the room at the instant of my entering it. ' If you had come
a minute sooner,' said Lord Byron, ' you would have heard a curious matter
decided on by me : a question of dancing !—by me,' added he, looking down
at the lame limb, ' whom Nature from my birth has prohibited from taking

a single step.' His countenance fell after he had uttered this, as if he had
said too much ; and for a moment there was an embarrassing silence on both
sides."
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LETTER CCXXVIII. '

TO MR. MOORE.

"Terrace, Piccadilly, October 31, 1815.
" I have not been able to ascertain precisely the time of duration of

the stock market ; but I believe it is a good time for selling out, and I

hope so. First, because I shall see you ; and, next, because I shall

receive certain moneys on behalf of Lady B., the which will materially

conduce to my comfort,—I wanting (as the duns say) 'to make up a
sum.'

" Yesterday, I dined out with a largeish party, where were Sheridan
and Colraan, Harry Harris of C. G. and his brother. Sir Gilbert Heath-
cote, D°. Kinnaird, and others of note and notoriety. Like other
parties of the kind, it was first silent, then talky, then argumentative,
then disputatious, then unintelligible, then altogethery, then inarticu-

late, and then drunk. When we had reached the last step of this

glorious ladder, it was difficult to get down again without stumbling;
—and, to crown all, Kinnaird and I had to conduct Sheridan down a
d—d corkscrew staircase, which had certainly been constructed before

the discovery of fermented liquors, and to which no legs, however
crooked, could possibly accommodate themselves. We deposited

him safe at home, where his man, evidently used to the business,

waited to receive him in the hall.

" Both he and Colman were, as usual, very good ; but I carried away
much wine, and the wine had previously carried away my memory;
so that all was hiccup and happiness for the last hour or so, and I am
not impregnated with any of the conversation. Perhaps you heard
of a late answer of Sheridan to the watchman who found him bereft

of that ' divine particle of air,' called reason, * * * *
* * *. He, the watchman, found Sherry in the street, fuddled

and bewildered, and almost insensible. 'Who are you, sirl'—no an-

swer. ' What 's your name V—a hiccup. ' W'hat 's your name V—
Answer, in a slow, deliberate, and impassive tone,—' Wilberforce !

! '.'

Is not that Sheny all over ]—and to my mind excellent. Poor fellow,

his very dregs are better than the ' first sprightly runnings' of others.
" My paper is full, and I have a grievous headache.

" P.S. Lady B. is in full progress. Next month will bring to light

(with the aid of ' Juno Lucina,j^r opem,^ or Xcdhev opes, for the last are

most wanted,) the tenth wonder of the world; Gil Bias being the
eighth, and he (my son's father) the ninth."

LETTER CCXXIX. ,

' TO MR. MOORE.

" November 4th, 1815.
" Had you not bewildered my head with the ' stocks,' your letter

would have been answered directly. Had n't I to go to the city ? and
had n't 1 to remember what to ask when I got there ? and had n't I
forgotten it ?
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•' I should be undoubtedly delighted to see you ; but don't I like to

urge against your i-easons my own im-linations. Come you must
soon, for stay you won^t. I know you of old ;—you have been too
much leavened with London to keep long out of it.

" Lewis is going to Jamaica to suck his sugar-canes. He sails m
two days; I enclose you his farewell note. 1 saw liim last night at

D. L. T. for the last time previous to his voyage. Poor fellow ! he is

really a good man ; an excellent man ; he left me his walking stick

and a pot of preserved ginger. I shall never eat the last without tears

in my eyes, it is so hot. We have had a devil of a row among our
ballerinas : Miss Smith has been wronged about a hornpipe. The
Committee have interfered ; but Byrne, the d—d ballet-master, won't
budge a step. / am furious, so is George Lambe. Kinnaird is very
glad, because—he don't know why ; and I am very sorry, for the

same reason. To-day 1 dine with Kd.—we are to have Sheridan and
Colman again ; and to-monow, once more, at Sir Gilbert Heathcote's.******

" Leigh Hunt has written a real good and very original Poem, which
I think will be a great hit. You can have no notion how very well it

is written, nor should \, had I not redde it. As to us, Tom—eh, when
art thou out ? If you think the verses worth it, I would rather they
were embalmed in the Irish Melodies, than scattered abroad in a
separate song; much rather. But when are thy great things out? I

mean the Po of Pos ; thy Shah Nanieh. It is very kind in Jeffrey to

like the Hebrew Melodies. Some of the fellows here preferred

Stemhold and Hopkins, and said so ;
—

' the fiend receive their souls

therefor !'

" I must go and dress for dinner. Poor, dear Murat, what an end !

Y'ou know, I suppose, that his white plume used to be a rallying point

in battle, like Henry the Fourth's. He refused a confessor and a
bandage ; so would neither suffer his soul or body to be bandaged.
You shall have more to-morrow or next day.

" Ever, &e."

LETTER CCXXX.

, TO MR. MURRAY.

" November 4th, 1815.
'• When you have been enabled to form an opinion on Mr. Cole-

ridge's MS.* you will oblige me by returning it, as, in fact, I have no

authority to let it out of my hands. I think most highly of it, and feel

anxious that you should be the publisher ; but if you are not, I do not

despair of finding those who will.

" I have written to Mr. Leigh Hunt, stating your willingness to treat

with hira, which, when I saw you, I understood you to be. Terms
and time I leave to his pleasure and your discernment ; but this I will

say, that I think it the safest thing you ever engaged in. I speak to

you as a man of business : were I to talk to you as a reader or a critic,

I should say, it was a very wonderful and beautiful performance, with

just enough of fault to make its beauties more remarked and re-

markable.

* A Unigedy, entitled, I think, Zopolia,
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" And noAv to the last ; my own, which I feel ashamed of after the

others :—publish or not as you like, I don't care one damn. If you
don't, no one else shall, and I never thought or dreamed of it, except

as one in the collection. If it is worth being in the fourth volume,

put it there and nowhere else ; and if not, put it in the fire.

"Yours,
«N.»

Those embarrassments which, from a review of his affairs previous

to the marriage, he had clearly foreseen would, before long, overtake

him, were not slow in realizing his worst omens. The increased

expenses induced by his new mode of life, with but very little increase

of means to meet them,—the long arrears of early pecuniary obliga-

tions, as well as the claims which had been, gradually, since then,

accumulating, all pressed upon him now with collected force, and
reduced him to some of the worst humiliations of poverty. He had
been even driven, by the necessity of encountering such demands, to

the tiying expedient of parting with his books ; which circumstance
coming to Mr. Murray's ears, that gentleman instantly forwarded to

him £1500, with an assurance that another sum of the same amount
should be at his service in a few weeks, and that if such assistance

should not be sufficient, Mr. Murray was most ready to dispose of the

copyrights of all his past works for his use.

This very liberal offer Lord Byron acknowledged in the following

letter.

. LETTER CCXXXL

y TO MR. MURRAY.

"November 14, 1815.
" I return you your bills not accepted, but certainly not unhonoured.

Your present offer is a favour which 1 would accept from you, if I

accepted such from any man. Had such been my intention, I can
assure you I would have asked you fairly, and as freely as you would
give ; and I cannot say more of my confidence or your conduct.

" The circumstances which induce me to part with my books,
though sufllciently, are not immediately, pressing. I have made up
my mind to them, and there 's an end.

" Had I been disposed to trespass on your kindness in this way, it

would have been before now ; but I am not sorry to have an oppor-
tunity of declining it, as it sets my opinion of you, and indeed of
human nature, in a different light from that in which I have been
accustomed to consider it.

" Believe me very truly, &c."

TO MR. MURRAY.

"December 25th, 1815.
" 1 send some lines, written some time ago, and intended as an

opening to the ' Siege of Corinth.' I had forgotten them, and am not
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sure that they had not better be left out now : on that, you and your
Synod can determine.

« Yours, &c.''

The following are the lines alluded to in this note. They are
written in the loosest form of tlrat rambling style of metre which his

admiration of Mr. Coleridge's " Cliristubel" led him, at this time, to

adopt ; and he judged rightlj^ perhaps, in omitting them as the opening
of his Poem. They are, liowever, too full of spirit and character to

be lost. Though breathing the thick atmosphere of Piccadilly when
he wrote them, it is plain that his fancy was far away, among the

sunny hills and vales of Greece ; and their contrast with the tame life

he was leading at the moment but gave to his recollections a fresher

spring and force.

" In the year since Jesus died for men,
Eighteen hundred years and ten,

> .

- We were a gallant company.
Riding o'er land, and sailmg o'er sea.

Oh ! but we went merrily

!

We forded the river, and clomb the high hill,

Never our steeds for a day stood still

;

;

Whether we lay in the cave or the shed,

Our sleep fell soft on the hardest bed ;

Whether we couch'd in our rough capote.

On the rougher plank of our gliding boat,

- Or stretch'd on the beach, or our saddles spread
. As a pillow beneath the resting head.

Fresh we woke upon the morrow :

All our thoughts and words had scope,
We had health, and we had hope,

' Toil and travel, but no sorrow.
We were of all tongues and creeds ;

—

-

Some were those who counted beads,

Some of mosque, and some of church.
And some, or I mis-say, of neither

;

Yet through the wide world might ye search
Nor find a motlier crew nor blither.

But some are dead, and some are gone,
And some are scattered and alone.

And some are rebels on the hills*

That look along Epirus' valleys

Where Freedom still at moments rallies,

And pays in blood Oppression's ills ;

And some are in a far comitree,

And some are restlessly at home ;

But never more, oh ! never, we
Shall meet to revel and to roam.

* " The last tidings recently heard of Dervish (one of the Arnaouts who
followed me) state him to be in revolt upon the mountains, at the head of
some of the bands common in that country in times of trouble."
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But tliose hardy days flew cheerily,

And when they now fall drearily,

My thoughts, like swallows skim the main, '
'

And bear my spirit back again
Over the earth, and through the air, . ,.

A wild bird, and a wanderer. '

. \,

'T is this that ever wakes my strain,

And oft, too oft, implores again >

The few who may endure my lay,

- To follow me so far away.

.. Stranger—wilt thou follow now, ~ v '

V ^ And sit with me on Acro-Corinth's brow ?"

_
^ LETTER CCXXXII. ,

-

TO MR. MOORE.

" January 5th, 1816.
" I hope Mrs. M. is quite re-established. The little girl was born

on the lOtli of December last : her name is Augusta Jida (the second
a very antique family name,— I believe not used since the reign of
King John). She was, and is, very flourishing and fat, and reckoned
very large for her days— squalls and sucks incessantly. Are you an-
swered ? Her mother is doing very well, and up again.

" I have now been married a year on the second of this month

—

heigh-ho ! I have seen nobody lately much worth noting, except S * *

and another general of the Gauls, once or twice at dinners out of doors.
S * * is a fine, foreign, villanous-looking, intelligent, and very agree-
able man ; his compatriot is more of the petit-maitre, and younger,
but I should think not at all of the same intellectual calibre with the
Corsican—which S * *, you know, is, and a cousin of Napoleon's.

" Are you never to be expected in town again ? To be sure, there is

no one here of the 1500 fillers of hot rooms, called the fashionable
world. My approaching papa-ship detained us for advice, &c. &c.

—

though I would as soon be here as any where else on this side of the
straits of Gibraltar.

" I would gladly—or, rather, sorrowfully—comply with your request
of a dirge for the poor girl you mention.* But how can I write on one
I have never seen or known ? Besides, you will do it much better
yourself. I could not write upon any thing, without some personal
experience and foundation ; far less on a theme so peculiar. Now,
you have both in this case ; and, if you had neither, you have more
imagination, and would never fail.

" This is but a dull scrawl, and I am but a dull fellow. Just at pre-
sent, I am absorbed in 500 contradictory contemplations, though with
but one object in view—which will probably end in nothing, as most
thuigs we wish do. But never mind—as somebody says, ' for the blue
sky bends over all.' I only could be glad, if it bent over me where
it is a little bluer ; like the ' skyish top of blue Olympus,' which, by-
the-way, looked very white when I last saw it. Ever, &c."

* I had mentioned to him, as a subject worthy of his best powers of patlios,
a melancholy event which had just occurred in my neighbourhood, and to
which 1 have myself made allusion in one of the Sacred Melodies—" Weep
not for her."
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On reading over the foregoing letter, I was much struck by the tone
of melanchoi)' that pervaded it ; and well knowing it to be the habit
of the writer's mind to seek reUef, when unde? the pressure of any-
disquiet or disgust, in that sense of freedom wliich told liim that there
were liomes for him elsewhere, I could perceive, I thought, in his
recollections of the " blue Olympus," some return of this restless
and roving spirit, which unhappiness or impatience always called up
in his mind. I had, indeed, at the time when he sent me those me-
lancholy verses, " There 's not a joy this world can give," &c. felt
some vague apprehensions as to the mood into which his spirits were
then sinking, and, in acknowledging the receipt of the verses, thus
tried to banter him out of it :—" But why thus on your stool of melan-
choly again. Master Stephen 1—This will never do—it plays the dense
Avith all the matter-of-fact duties of life, and you must bid adieu to it.

Youth is the only time when one can be melancholy with impunity.
As life itself grows sad and serious, we have nothing for it but—to
be, as much as possible, the contrary."
My absence from London durnig the whole of this year had de-

prived me of all opportunities of judging for myself how far the
appearances of his domestic state gave promise of happiness ; nor had
any rumours reached me which at all inclined me to think that the
course of his married life hitherto exhibited less smoothness than such
unions,—on the surface, at least,—generally wear. The strong and
affectionate terms in which, soon after the marriage, he had, in some
of the letters I have given, declared his own happiness—a declaration
which his known frankness left me no room to question—had. in no
small degrep, tended to still those apprehensions which my first view
of the lot he had chosen for himself awakened. I could not, however,
but observe that these indications of a contented heart soon ceased.
His mention of the partner of his home became more rare and formal,
and there was observable, I thought, through some of his letters, a
feeling of unquiet and weariness that brought back all those gloomy
anticipations with which I had, from the first, regarded his fate. This
last letter of his, in particular, struck me as full of sad omen, and in
the course of my answer, I thus noticed to him the impression it had
made on rae :

—" And so, you are a whole year married !

—

' It was last year I vow'd to thee
That fond impossibility.'

Do you know, my dear B., there was a something in your last letter—a sort of unquiet mysteiy, as well as a want of your usual elasticitv
of spirits—which has hung upon my mind unpleasantly ever since?
I long to be near you, that I might know how you really look and feel

;

for these letters tell nothing, and one word, a quattr'occhi, is worth
whole reams of correspondence. But only do tell me you are happier
than that letter has led me to fear, and I shall be satisfied."

It was in a few weeks after this latter communication between us.
that Lady Byron adopted the resolution of parting from him. She had
left London at the latter end of January, on a visit to her father's
house, in Leicestershire, and Lord Byron was, in a short time after, to
follow her. They had parted in the utmost kindness,—she wrote him
a letter, full of playfulness and affection, on the road ; and, immcdiatelv
on her arrival at Kirkby Mallory, her father wrote to acquaint Lord
Byron that she would return to him no more. At the time when h<^-
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had to stand this unexpected shock, his pecuniary embarrassments,
which had been fast gathering around liim during the whole of the last

year (there having been no less than eight or nine executions in his

liouse within that period), had arrived at their utmost ; and at a moment
when, to use his own strong expressions, he was " standing alone on
his hearth, with his household gods shivered around him," he was also

doomed to receive the startling intelligence, that the wife who had just

parted with him in kindness had parted with him—for ever.

About this time the following note was written.

TO MR. ROGERS. '

" Feb. 8, 1816.
"Do not mistake me—I really returned your book for the reason

assigned, and no other. It is too good for so careless a fellow. I have
parted with all my own books, and positively won't deprive you of so
valuable ' a drop of that immortal man.'

" I shall be very glad to see you, if you like to call, though I am at

present contending with ' the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,'

some of which have struck at me from a quarter whence I did not
indeed expect them. But, no matter, ' there is a world eisewnere,'
and I will cut my way through this as I can.

" If you write to Moore, will you tell him that I shall answer his
letter the moment I can muster time and spirits 1

" Ever 3'^ours,

" Bn." :

The rumours of the separation did not reach me till more than a
week afterward, w-hen I immediately wrote to him thus :—"I am most
anxious to hear from you, though I doubt whether I ought to mention
the subject on which I am so anxious. If, however, what I heard last
night, in a letter from town, be true, you will know immediately what
I allude to, and just communicate as much or as little upon the subject
as you think proper; only something I should like to know, as soon as
possible, from yourself, in order to set my mind at rest with respect
to the truth or falsehood of the report." The following is his answer.

. LETTER CCXXXIII.

' -'" TO MR. MOORE. . "

"Feb. 29th, 181C.
" I have not answered your letter for a time ; and, at present, the

reply to part of it might extend to such a length, that I shall delay it

till it can be made in person, and then I will shorten it as much as
I can.

" In the mean time, I am at war ' with all the world and his wife ;'

or rather, * all the world and my wife' are at war with me, and have
not yet crushed me, whatever they may do. I do n't know that in the
course of a hair-breadth existence I was ever, at home or abroad, in a
situation so completely uprooting of present pleasure, or rational hope
»or the future, as this same. I say this, because I think so, and feel
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it. But I shall not sink under it the more for that mode of consideriny^

the question. I have made up my mind.
" By-the-way, however, you must not believe all you hear on the

subject ; and do n't attempt to defend me. If you succeeded in that,

it would be a mortal, or an immortal ofl'ence—who can bear refutation?

I have but a very short answer for those whom it concerns ; and all

the activity of myself and some vip^orous friends have not yet fixed

on any tangible ground or personage, on which or with whom I can
discuss matters, in a summary way, with a fair pretext; though I

nearly had nailed one yesterday, but he evaded by—what was judged
by others—a satisfactory explanation. I speak of circulators—against
whom I have no enmity, though 1 must act according to the common
code of usage, when I hit upon those of the serious order.

" Now for other matters—Poesy, for instance. Leigh Hunt's poem
is a devilish good one—quaint, here and there, but with the substratum
of originality, and with poetry about it that will stand the test. I do
not say this because he has inscribed it to me, which I am sorry for,

as I should otherwise have begged you to review it in the Edinburgh.*
It is really deserving of much praise, and a favourable critique in the
E. R. would but do it justice, and set it up before the public eye where
it ought to be.

" How are you ? and where % I have not the most distant idea what
I am going to do myself, or with myself—or where—or what. I had,
a few weeks ago, some things to say, that would have made you
laugh ; but they tell me now that I must not laugh, and so I have been
very serious—and am.

" 1 have not been very well—with a liver complaint—^but am much
better within the last fortnight, though still under latrical advice. I

have latterly seen a littleof********
" I roust go and dress to dine. My little girl is in the country, and,

they tell me, is a very fine child, and now nearly three months old.

Lady Noel (my mother-in-law, or rather, at law) is at present over-
looking it. Her daughter (Miss Milbanke that was) is, I believe, in

London with her father. A Mrs. C. (now a kind of housekeeper and
spy of Lady N.'s) who, in her better days, was a washerwoman, is

supposed to be—by the learned—very much the occult cause of our
late domestic discrepancies.

" In all this business, I am the sorriest for Sir Ralph. He and I

are equally punished, though magis pares quern similes in our affliction.

Yet it is hard for both to suffer for the fault of one, and so it is—

I

shall be separated from my wife ; he will retain his.

" Ever, &c."

In my reply to this letter, written a few days after, there is a passage
which (though containing an opinion it might have been more prudent,
perhaps, to conceal) I feel myself called upon to extract, on account
of the singularly generous avowal,—honourable alike to both the
parties in this imhappy affair,—which it was the means of drawing

* My reply to this part of his letter was, I find, as follows : " With respect

to Hunt's Poem, though it is, I own, full of beauties, and though I like him-
self sincerely, I really could not undertake to praise it seriously. There is so

much of the quizzible in all he writes, that I never can put on the proper

pathetic face in reading' him."''
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from Lord Byron. The following are my words :
—" I am much in

the same state as yourself with respect to the subject of your letter;

my mind being so full of things which I do n't know how to write
about, that / too must defer the greater part of them till we meet in
May, when I shall put you fairly on your trial for all crimes and mis-
demeanors. In the mean time, you will not be at a loss for judges,

—

nor executioners either, if they could have their will. The world, in

their generous ardour to take what they call the weaker side, soon
contrive to make it most formidably the strongest. Most sincerely do
I grieve at what has happened. It has upset all my wishes and theories
as to the influence of marriage on your life ; for, instead of bringing
you, as I expected, into something like a regular orbit, it has only cast
you off again into infinite space, and left you, I fear, in a far worse
state than it found you. As for defending you, the only person with
\yhom I have yet attempted this task is myself; and, considering the
little I know upon the subject (or rather, perhaps, owing to this cause),
I have hitherto done it with very tolerable success. After all, your
choice was the misfortune. I never liked,—but I 'm here wandering
into the asri^^iiTa, and so must change the subject for a far pleasanter
one, your last new Poems, vvliich, &c. &c."
The return of post brought me the following answer, which, while

it raises our admiration of the generous candour of the writer, but
adds to the sadness and strangeness of the whole transaction.

LETTER CCXXXIV.
. ;

; ^ ,' ' TO MR. MOORE. '. ^-^ -.-, :
.•.>,;'.^

"March 8th, 1816.
" I rejoice in your promotion as Chairman and Charitable Steward,

&c. &c. These be dignities which await only the virtuous. But
then, recollect, you are six-and-thirty (I speak this enviously—not of
your age, but the ' honour—love—obedience—troops of friends,' which
accompany it), and I have eight years good to run before I arrive at

such hoary perfection ; by which time,—if I am at all,*—it will pro-
bably be in a state of grace or progressing merits.

" I must set you right in one point, however. The fault was not—
no, nor even the misfortune,—in my ' choice' (unless in choosing at all)—for I do not believe, and I must say it, in the very dregs of all this

bitter business, that there ever was a better, or even a brighter, a
kinder, or a more amiable and agreeable being than Lady B. I

never had, nor can have, any reproach to make her, while with me.
"Where there is blame, it belongs to myself; and, if I cannot redeem,
I must bear it.

" Her nearest relatives are a * * * *—my circumstances have been
and are in a state of great confusion—my health has been a good deal
disordered, and my mind ill at ease for a considerable period. Such
are the causes (I do not name them as excuses) which have frequently

* This sad doubt,—" if I am at all,"—becomes no less singular than sad,
when we recollect that six-and-thirty was actually the age when he ceased to
"be," and at a moment, too, when (as even the least friendly to him allow)
he was in that state of " progressino- merits" which he her© jestin^le
anticipatea.
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driven me into excess, and disqualified my temper for comfort.
Something also may be attributed to the strange and desultoiy habits

which, becoming my own master at an early age, and scrambling about,

over and through the world, may have induced. I still, however,
think that, if I had had a fair chance, by being placed in even a tole-

rable situation, I might have gone on fairly, but that seems hopeless,

and there is nothing more to be said. At present—except my health,

which is better (it is odd, but agitation or contest of any kind gives a
rebound to my spirits and sets me up for the time)— 1 have to battle

with all kinds of unpleasantnesses, including private and pecuniary
difficulties, &c. &c.

" I believe I may have said this before to you,—but I risk repeating

it. It is nothing to bear the privations of adversity, or, more properly,

ill fortune; but my pride recoils from its indignities. However, I

have no quarrel with that same pride, which will, 1 think, buckler me
through eveiy thing. If my heart could have been broken, it would
have been so years ago, and by events more afflicting than tliese.

" I agree with you (to turn from this topic to our shop) that I have
written too much. The last things were, however, published very
reluctantly by me, and for reasons I will explain when we meet. I

know not why I have d\velt so much on the same scenes, except that

I find them fading, or confusing (if such a word may be) in my memory,
in the midst of present turbulence and pressure, and I felt anxious to

stamp before the die was Morn out. I now break it. With those
countries, and events connected with them, all my really poetical feel-

ings begin and end. Were I to try, I could make nothing of any
other subject, and that I have apparently exhausted. ' Wo to him,'

says Voltaire, ' who saj's all he could say on any subject.' There are

some on which, perhaps, I could have said still more : but I leave them
all, and not too soon.

" Do you remember the lines I sent you early last year, which you
still have ? I do n't wish (like Mr. Fitzgerald, in the Morning Post)
to claim the character of ' Vates' in all its translations ; but were they
not a little prophetic 1 I mean those beginning ' There 's not a joy the

world can,' &c. &c. on which I rather pique myself as being the

truest, though the most melancholy, I ever wrote.
" What a scrawl have I sent you ! You say nothing of yourself,

except that you are a Lancasterian churchwarden, and an encourager
of mendicants. V^Hien are you out ? and how is your family 1 My
child is very well and flourishing, I hear ; but I must see also. I feel

no disposition to resign it to the contagion of its grandmother's society,

though I am unwilling to take it from the mother. It is weaned, how-
ever, and something about it must be decided.

" Ever, &c."

Having already gone so far in laying open to my readers some of

the sentiments winch I entertained, respecting Lord Byron's marriage,

at a time w^hen, little foreseeing that I should ever become his biogra-

pher, I was, of course, uninfluenced by the peculiar bias supposed to

belong to that task ; it may still farther, perhaps, be permitted me to

extract from my reply to the foregoing letter some sentences of expla-

nation which its contents seemed to me to require.
" I had certainly no right to say any thing about the unluckiness of

your choice, though I rejoice that now I did, as it has drawn from you
a tribute which, however unaccountable and mysterious it renders the

YoL. I.—G s .

'
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whole affair, is highly honourable to both parties. What I meant in

hinting a doubt with respect to the object of your selection, did not

imply the least impeachment of that perfect amiableness which the

world, I find, by common consent, allows to her. I only feared that

she might have been too perfect—too precisely excellent—too matter-

of-fact a paragon for you to coalesce with comfortably ; and that a

person, whose perfection hung in more easy folds about her, whose
brightness was softened down by some of 'those fair defects which
best conciliate love,' would, by appealing more dependently to your

protection, have stood a much better chance with your good-nature.

All these suppositions, however, I have been led into by my intense

anxiety to acquit you of any thing like a capricious abandonment of

such a woman ;* and, totally in the dark as I am with respect to all

but the fact of your separation, you cannot conceive the solicitude,

the fearful solicitude, with which I look forward to a history of the

transaction from your own lips when we meet,—a history in which I

am sure of, at least, one virtue—manly candour."

With respect to the causes that may be supposed to have led to

this separation, it seems needless, with the characters of both parties

before our eyes, to go in quest of any very remote or mysterious

reasons to account for it. 1 have already, in some observations on
the general character of men of genius, endeavoured to point out those

peculiarities, both in disposition and habitudes, by which, in the far

greater number of instances, they have been found unfitted for

domestic happiness. Of these defects (which are, as it were, the

shadow that genius casts, and too generally, it is to be feared, in pro-

portion to its stature) Lord Byron could not, of course, fail to have
inherited his share, in co.nmon with all the painfully-gifted class to

which he belonged. How thoroughly, with respect to one attribute

of this temperament which he possessed, one that " sicklies o'er" the

face of happiness itself, he was understood by the person most
interested in observing him, will appear from the following anecdote,

as related by himself.f

"People have wondered at the melancholy which runs through my
writings. Others have wondered at my personal gayety. But I

recollect once, after an hour in which 1 had been sincerely and parti-

cularly gay and rather brilliant, in company, my wife replying to me,
when I said (upon her remarking my high spirits), 'And yet. Bell,

I have been called and miscalled melancholy—you must have seen
how falsely, frequently ]' ' No, Byron,' she answered, ' it is not so

:

at heart, you are the most melancholy of mankind ; and often when
apparently gayest.'

"

To these faults and sources of faults, inherent in his own sensitive
nature, he added also many of those which a long indftlgcnce of self-

will generates, the least compatible, of all others (if not softened
down, as they were in him, by good-nature), with that system of
mutual concession and sacrifice by which the balance of domestic
peace is maintained. When we look back, indeed, to the unbridled
career of which this marriage was meant to be the goal; to the rapid

* It will be perceived from this, that I was as yot unacquainted with the
true circumstances of the transaction.

'I MS.—"Detached Thoughts."
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and restless course in wliich his life had run along, like a burning
train, through a series of wanderings, adventures, successes, and
passions, the fever of all which was still upon him ; when, with the
same headlong recklessness, he rushed into tliis marriage, it can but
little surprise us that, in the space of one short year, he should not
liave been able to recover all at once from his bewilderment, or to

settle down into that tame level of conduct which the officious spies
of his privacy required. As well might it be expected that a steed
like his own Mazeppa's,

"Wild as the wild deer and untaught
With spur and bridle undefil'd

—

'T was but a day he had been caught,"

should stand still, when reined, without chafing or champing the bit.

Even had the new condition of life into which he passed been one
of prosperity and smoothness, some time, as well as tolerance, must
still have been allowed for the subsiding of so excited a spirit into
rest. But, on the contrary, his marriage (from the reputation, no
doubt, of the lady, as an heiress) was, at once, a signal for all the
arrears and claims of a long-accumulating state of embarrassment to
explode upon him ; his door was almost daily beset by duns, and his

house nine times during that year in possession of bailiffs ;* while, in

addition to tliese anxieties and, what lie felt still more, indignities of
poverty, he had also the pain of fancying, whether rightly or wrongly,
that the e^es of enemies and spies were upon him, even under his own
roof, and that his eveiy hasty word and look were interpreted in the
most perverting light.

As, from the state of their means, his lady and he saw but little

society, his only relief from the thoughts which a life of such embar-
rassment brought with it was in those avocations which his duty, as a
member of the Drury-lane Committee, imposed upon him. And here,
in this most unlucky connexion with the theatre, one of the fatalities

of his short year of trial, as husband, lay. From the reputation which
he had previously acquired for gallantries, and the sort of reckless and
boyish levity to which—often in very " bitterness of soul"—he gave
Avay, it was not difficult to bring suspicion upon some of those
acquaintances which his frequent intercourse with tiie green-room
induced him to form, or even (as, in one instance, was the case) to

* All anecdote connected with one of these occasions is thus related in

! he Journal just referred to.

" When the bailiff (for I have seen most kinds of life) came upon me in

1815 to seize my chattels (being a peer of parhanient, my person was beyond
him), being curious (as is my habit), I first as<ked him, ' What extents else-

where he had for government?' upon which he showed me one upon owe
hoitse only for seventy Ihonnand pounds ! Next 1 asked him, if he had notiiing

for Sheridan ? ' Oh—S)ieridan !' said he ;
' ay, I have this' (pulling out a

pocket-book, &:c.) ;
' but, my lord, I have been in Sheridan's house a twelve-

month at a time—a civil gentleman—knows how to deal with t«,' &c. &c. &o.
Our own business was then discusaed, which was none of the easiest for me
at that time. But the man was f^ivil, and (what I valued more) communica-
tive. I had met many of his brethren, years before, in affairs of my friends

(commoners, that is), but this was the first (or second) on my own account.
A civil man : feed accordingly : probably he anticipated as much,"
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connect with las name injuriously that of a person to whom he had
scarcely ever addressed a single word.

Notwithstanding, however, this ill-starred concurrence of circum-

stances, which might have palliated any excesses either of temper or

conduct into which they drove him, it was, after all, I am persuaded,

to no such serious causes that the unfortunate alienation, which so

soon ended in disunion, is to be traced. " In all the marriages I have
ever seen," says Steele, " most of which have been unhappy ones, the

great cause of evil has proceeded from slight occasions ;" and to this

remark the marriage at present under our consideration would not be
found, I think, on inquiry, to furnish much exception. Lord Byron
himself, indeed, when at Cephalonia, a short time before his death,

seems to have expressed, in a few words, the whole pith of the mys-
tery. An English gentleman, with whom he was conversing on the
subject of Lady Byron, having ventured to enumerate to him the
various causes he had heard alleged for their separation, the noble
poet, who had seemed much amused with their absurdity and falsehood,

said, after listening to them all,
—" the causes, my dear sir, were too

simple to be easily found out."

In truth, the circumstances, so unexampled, that attended their

separation,—the last words of the parting wife to the husband being
those of the most playful affection, while the language of the deserted

husband towards the wife was in a strain, as the world knows, of the

tenderest eulogy,—are in themselves a sufficient proof that, at the time
of their parting, there could have been no very deep sense of injury on
either side. It was not till afterward that, in both bosoms, the repulsive

force came into operation,—when, to the party which had taken the first

decisive step in the strife, it became naturally a point of pride to perse-

vere in it with dignity ; and this unbendingness provoked, as naturally,

in the haughty spirit of the other, a strong feeling of resentment which
overflowed, at last, in acrimony and scorn. If there be any truth,

however, in the principle, that they " never pardon who have done the

wrong," Lord Byron, who was to the last disposed to reconciliation,

proved so far, at least, his conscience to have been unhaunted by any
very disturbing consciousness of aggression.
But though it woidd have been difficult, perhaps, for the victims of

this strife, themselves, to have pointed out any single or definite cause
for their disunion,—beyond that general incompatibility which is the

canker of all such marriages,—the public, which seldom allows itself

to be at fault on these occasions, was, as usual, ready with an
ample supply of reasons for the breach,—all tending to blacken the

already darkly painted character of the poet, and representing him, in

short, as a finished monster of cruelty and depravity. The reputation

of the object of his choice, for every possible virtue (a reputation
which had been, T doubt not, one of his own chief incentives to the

marriage, from the vanity, reprobate as he knew he was deemed, of
being able to win such a paragon), was now turned against him by his

assailants, not only in the way of contrast with his own character,
but as if the excellences of the wife were proof positive of every
enormity they chose to charge upon the husband.

Meanwhile, the unmoved silence of the lady herself (from motives,
it is but fair to suppose, of generosity and delicacy), under the re-

peated demands made for a specification of her charges against him,
left to malice and imagination the fullest range for their combined
industry. It was accordingly stated, and almost universally believed,
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that the noble lord's second proposal to Miss Milbanke had been but

with a view to revenue himself for tlie slight inflicted by her refusal

of the first, and that he himself had confessed so much to her, on their

way from church. At the time when, as the reader lias seen from his

own honey-moon letters, he was, with all the good-will in the world,

hnagining himself into happiness, and even boasting, in the pride of
his fancy, that if marriage were to be upon lease, he would gladly

renew his own for a term of ninety-nine years,—at this very time,

according to these veracious chroniclers, he was employed in darkly
following up the aforesaid scheme of revenge, and tormenting his lady
by all sorts of unmanly cruelties,—such as firing off pistols, to

frighten her as she lay in bed,* and other such freaks.

To the falsehoods concerning his green-room intimacies, and par-

ticularly with respect to one beautiful actress, with whom, in reality,

he had hardly ever exchanged a single word, I have already adverted

;

and the extreme confidence with which tliis tale was circulated and
believed affords no unfair specimen of the sort of evidence with which
the public, in all such fits of moral wrath, is satisfied. It is, at the

same time, very far from my intention to allege that, in the course of
the noble poet's intercourse with the theatre, he was not sometimes
led into a line of acquaintance and converse, unbefitting, if not dan-
gerous to, the steadiness of married life. But the imputations against

liim on this head were (as far as affected his conjugal character) not
the less unfounded,—as the sole case, in which he afforded any thing

like real grounds for such an accusation, did not take place till after

the period of the separation.

Not content with such ordinary and tangible charges, the tongue of
rumour was imboldened to proceed still further; and, presuming upon
the mysterious silence maintained by one of the parties, ventured to

throw out dark hints and vague insinuations, of which the fancy of
every hearer was left to fill up tlie outline as he pleased. In conse-
quence of all this exaggeration, such an outciy was now raised against
Lord Byron, as in no case of private life, perhaps, was ever before

witnessed ; nor had the whole amount of fame which he had gathered,

in the course of the last four years, much exceeded in proportion the
reproach and obloquy that were now, within the space of a few weeks,
showered upon him. In addition to the many who conscientiously

believed and reprobated what they had but too much right to consider
credible excesses, whether viewing him as poet or man of fashion,

there were also actively on the alert that large class of persons who
seem to hold violence against the vices of others to be equivalent to

* For this story, however, there was so far a foundation, that the practice

to which he had accustomed himself from boyhood, of having loaded pistols

always near him at night, was considered so strange a propensity as to be
in that list of symptoms (sixteen, I believe, in number) which were submitted

to medical opinion, in proof of his insanit}'. Another symptom was the

emotion, almost to hysterics, which he had exhibited on seeing Kean act Sir

Giles Overreacli. But tlie most plausible of all the grounds, as he himself
used to allow, on which these articles of impeachment against his sanity were
drawn up, was an act of violence committed by him on a favourite old watch,
that had been his companion from boyhood, and had gone with him to

Greece. In a fit of vexation and rage, brought on by some of those hu-
miliating embarrassments to which lie was now almost daily a prey, he furi-

ously dashed this watch upon the hoartb. and ground it to pieces among the
ashes with the pokpr.
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virtue in themselves, together with all those natural haters of success
who, having- long sickened under the splendour of the poet, were now
able, in the disguise of champions for innocence, to wreak their spite on
the man. In every various form of paragraph, pamphlet, and caricature,

both his character and person were held up to odium;* hardly a
voice was raised, or at least listened to in his behalf; and though a
few faithful friends remained unshaken by his side, the utter hopeless-

ness of stemming the torrent was felt as well by them as by himself,

and, after an effort or two to gain a fair hearing, they submitted in

silence. Among the few attempts made by himself towards confuting

his calumniators was an appeal (such as the following short letter

contains) to some of those persons with whom he had been in the

habit of living familiarly.

LETTER CCXXXY.

TO MR. ROGERS.

"March 25th, 1816.
" You are one of the few persons with whom I have lived in what

is called intimacy, and have heard me at times conversing on the

untoward topic of my recent family disquietudes. Will you have the

goodness to say to me at once, whether you ever heard me speak of

her with disrespect, with unkindness, or defending myself at her ex-

pense by any serious imputation of any description against her ? Did
you never hear me say, ' that when there was a right or a wrong, she

had the right ?'—The reason I put these questions to you or others of

my friends is, because I am said, by her and hers, to have resorted to

such means of exculpation. "Ever very truly yours,

"B."

* Of the abuse lavished upon hhu, the following extract from a Poem
published at this time, will give some idea.

" From native England, that endured too long
The ceaseless burden of his impious song

;
.

His mad career of crimes and follies run,
And gray in vice, when life was scarce begun ;

He goes, in foreign lands prepared to find

A life mofe suited to his guilty mind
;

Where other climes new pleasures may supply
For that pall'd taste, and that unhallow'd eye

;

Wisely he seeks some yet untrodden shore, • ,

For those who know him less may prize him more."

In a rhyming pamphlet, too, entitled " A Poetical Epistle from Delia,
addressed to Lord Byron," the writer thus charitably expresses herself.

"Hopeless of peace belong and, shuddering thought I

Far from that Heav'n, deniod, if never sought,
Thy light a beacon—a reproach thy name

—

.•

Thy memory ' damned to everlasting fame,'
Shunn'd by the wise, admired by fools alone

—

The good shall mourn thee—and the Muse disown."
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111 those Memoirs (or, more properly, Memoranda) of tlie noble poet,
Avhich it was thought expedient, for various reasons, to sacrifice, he
gave a detailed account of all the circumstances connected with his
marriage, from the first proposal to the lady till his own departure,
after the breach, from England. In truth, though the title of
"Memoirs," which he himself sometimes gave to that manuscript,
conveys the idea of a complete and regular piece of biography, it was
to this particular portion of his life that the work was principally
devoted ; while the anecdotes, having reference to other parts of his
career, not only occupied a very disproportionate space in its pages,
but were most of them such as are found repeated in the various
.Tournals and other MSS. he left behind. The chief charm, indeed, of
that narrative, was the melancholy playfulness— melancholy, from the
wounded feeling so visible through its pleasantry—with which events
unimportant and persons uninteresting, in almost every respect but
their connexion with such a man's destiny, were detailed and described
in it. Frank, as usual, throughout, in his avowal of his own errors,
and generously just towards her who was his fellow-sufferer in the
strife, the impression his recital left on the minds of all who perused
it was, to say the least, favourable to him ;—thougii, upon the whole,
leading to a persuasion, which I have already intimated to be my own,
that, neither in kind or degree, did the causes of disunion between
the parties much differ from those that loosen the links of most such
marriages.
With respect to the details themselves, though all-important in his

own eyes at the time, as being comiecf^d with the subject that super-
seded most others in his thoughts, the interest they would possess for
others, now that their first zest as a subject of scandal is gone by, and
the greater number of the persons to whom they relate forgotten,
would be too slight to justify me in entering upon tliem more particu-
larly, or running the risk of any offence that might be inflicted by
their disclosure. As far as the character of the illustrious subject of
these pages is concerned, I feel that Time and .Justice are doing far
more in its favour than could be effected by any such gossiping defails.
During the lifetime of a man of genius, the world is but too much
inclined to judge of him rather by what he wants than by what he pos-
sesses, and even where conscious, as in the present case, that his
defects are among the sources of his greatness, to require of him un-
reasonably the one without the other. If Pope had not been splenetic
and irritable, we should have wanted his Satires ; and an impetuous
temperament, and passions untamed, were indispensable to the con-
formation of a poet like Byron. It is by posterity only that full justice

• is rendered to those who have paid such hard penalties lO reach it.

The dross that had once hung about the ore drops away, and the
infirmities, and even miseries, of genius are forgotten in its greatness.
Who now asks whether Dante was riglit or wrong in his matrimonial
differences ? or by how many of those whose fancies dwell fondly
on his Beatrice is even the name of his Gemma Donati remem-
bered ?

Already, short as has beer- the interval since Lord Byron's death,
the charitable influence of t me in softening, if not rescinding, the
harsh judgments of the world against genius is visible. The utter un-
reasonableness of trying such a • haracter by ordinary standards, or
of expecting to find the materials ».f order and happiness in a bosom
constantly heaving forth from its deplii.s sucli "lava floods," is—now.
that his spirit has passed from among us

—

fph and acknowledged. In
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reviewing the circumstances of his marriage, a more even scale of
justice is held ; and while every tribute of sympathy and commisera-
tion is accorded to her, who, unluckily for her own peace, became in-

volved in such a destiny,—who, with virtues and attainments that

would have made the home of a more ordinary man happy, undertook,
in evil hour, to " turn and wind a fiery Pegasus," and but failed where
it may be doubted whether even the fittest for such a task would have
succeeded,—full allowance is, at the same time, made for the great
martyr of genius hhnself, whom so many other causes, besides that

restless fire within him, concurred to unsettle in mind and (as he him-
self feelingly expresses it) " disqualify for comfort ;"—whose doom
it was to be either thus or less great, and whom to have tamed might
have been to extinguish ; there never, perhaps, having existed an
individual to whom, whether as author or man, the following line was
more applicable,

—

" Si non errasset, fccerat ille minus."*

While these events were going on,—events of which his memory
and heart bore painfully the traces through the remainder of his short
life,—some occurrences took place, connected with his literary history,

to which it is a relief to divert the attention of the reader from the
distressing subject that has now so long detained us.

The letter that follows was in answer to one received from Mr.
Murray, in which that gentleman had enclosed him a draft for a thou-
sand guineas for the copyright of his two Poems, the Siege of Corinth
and Parisina.

LETTER CCXXXVI.

TO MR. MURRAY.
" January 2d, 1816.

" Your offer is liberal in the extreme (you see I use the word to you
and ofyou, though I would not consent to your using it of yourself to

Mr. ****), and much more than the two poems can possibly be worth

;

but I cannot accept it, nor will not. You are most welcome to them
as additions to the collected volumes, without any demand or expecta-
tion on my pai't whatever. But I cannot consent to their separate
publication. I do not like to risk any fame (whether merited or not),

which I have been favoured with, upon compositions which I do not
feel to be at all equal to my own notions of what they should be (and
as I flatter myself some have been, here and there), though they may
do very well as things without pretension, to add to the publication
with the lighter pieces.

" I am veiy glad that the handwriting was a favourable omen of the

morale of the piece : but you must not trust to that, for my copyist
would write out any thing I desired in all the ignorance of innocence
—I hope, however, in this instance, with no great peril to either.

" P.S. I have enclosed your draft torn, for fear of accidents by the
way—I wish you would not throw temptation in mine. It is not from
a disdain of the universal idol, not from a present superfluity of his
treasures, I can assure you, that I refuse to worship him ; but what is

right is right, and must not yield to circumstances."

* Had he not erred, he had far less achieved.
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Notwithstanding the ruinous state of his pecuniary aflfairs, the
resolution which tlie poet had formed not to avail himself of the profits

of his works still continued to be held sacred by him, and the sum thus
offered for the copyright of the Siege of Corinth and Parisina was, as
we see, refused and left untouched in the publisher's hands. It hap-
pened that, at this time, a well-known and eminent writer on political

science had been, by some misfortune, reduced to pecuniary embar-
rassment ; and the circumstance having become known to Mr. Rogers
and Sir James Mackintosh, it occurred to them that a part of the sum
thus unappropriated by Lord Byron could not be better bestowed than
in relieving the necessities of this gentleman. The suggestion was no
sooner conveyed to the noble poet than he proceeded to act upon it.,

and the following letter to Mr. Rogers refers to his intentions.

LETTER CCXXXVII.

TO MR. ROGERS.

"Februaiy 20th, 1816.
*' I wrote to you hastily this morning by Murray, to say that I was

glad to do as Mackintosh and you suggested about Mr. * *. It occurs
to me now, that as I have never seen Mr. * * but once, and conse-
quently have no claim to his acquaintance, that you or Sir J. had
better arrange it with him in such a manner as may be least offensive
to his feelings, and so as not to have the appearance of officiousness
nor obtrusion on my part. I hope you will be able to do this, as I

should be very sorry to do any thing by him that may be deemed
indelicate. Tlie sum Murray offered and offers was and is one thousand
and fifty pounds : this I refused before, because I thought it more than
the two things were worth to Murray, and from other objections,
which are of no consequence. I have, however, closed with M. in
consequence of Sir J.'s and your suggestion, and propose the sum of
six hundred pounds to be transferred to Mr. * * in such manner as
may seem best to your friend,—the remainder I think of for other
purposes.

" As Murray has offered the money down for the copyrights, it ipay
be done directly. I am ready to sign and seal immediately, and per-
haps it had better not be delayed. I shall feel very glad if it can be
of any use to * * ; only do n't let him be plagued, nor think himself
obliged and all that, which makes people hate one another, &c.

" Yours, very truly,
" B."

In his mention here of other " purposes," he refers to an intention
which he had of dividing the residue of the sum between two other
gentlemen of literary celebrity, equally in want of such aid, Mr. Matu-
rin and Mr. * *. The whole design, however, though entered into
with the utmost sincerity on the part of the noble poet, ultimately
failed. Mr. Murray, who was well acquainted witli the straits to which
Lord Byron himself had been reduced, and foresaw that a time might
come when even money thus gained would be welcome to him, on
learning the uses to which the sum was to be applied, demurred in
advancing it,—alleging that, though bound not only by his word but
his will to pay the amount to Lord Byron, he did not conceive himself
called upon to part with it to others. How earnestly the noble poet'
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himself, though with executions, at the time, impending over his head,

endeavoured to urge the point, will appear from the following letter.

' LETTER CCXXXVIII.

TO MR. MURRAY. ':
.

"February 22d, 1816.

"When the sum oifered by you, and even pressed by you, was
declined, it was with reference to a separate publication, as you know
and I know. That it was large, I admitted and admit ; and that made
part of my consideration in refusing it, till I knew better what you
were likely to make of it. With regard to what is past, or is to pass,

about Mr. * *, the case is in no respect different from the transfer of

former copyrights to Mr. Dallas. Had I taken you at your word, that

is, taken your money, I might have used it as I pleased ; and it could
be in no respect different to you whether I paid it to a w—, or a hospi-

tal, or assisted a man of talent in distress. The truth of the matter

seems this : you offered more than the poems are worth. I said so,

and I think so ; but yf^n know, or at least ought to k:^ow, your own
business best; and when you recollect what passed betiveen you and
me upon pecuniary subjects before this occurred, you will acquit me
of any wish to take advantage of your imprudence.

" The things in question shall not be published at all, and there is an
end of the matter. . "Yours, &c."

The letter that follows will give some idea of those embarrassments
in his own affairs, under the pressure of which he could be thus con-=

siderate of the wants of others.

LETTER CCXXXIX,

TO MR. MURRAY.

"March 6th, 1816.

"I sent to you to-day for this reason—the books you purchased are

again seized, and, as matters stand, had much better be sold at once
by public auction.* I wish to see you, to return your bill for them

;

which, thank God, is neither due nor paid. That part, as far as you
are concerned, being settled (whicn it can be, and shall be, when I see

you to-morrow), I have no further delicacy about the matter. This
is about the tenth execution in as many months ; so I am pretty well
hardened ; but it is fit I should pay the forfeit of my forefather's ex-
travagance and'my own ; and whatever my faults may be, I suppose
they will be pretty well expiated in time—or eternity.

" Ever, &c.

* The sale of these books took place the following month, and they were
described in the catalogue as the property of " a nobleman about to leave
England on a tour."

From a note to Mr. Murray, it would appear that he had been first an-
nounced as going to the Morea.

" I hope that the catalogue of the books, &c. has not been published
without my seeing it. I must reserve several, and many ousrht rot to be
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" P.S. I need hardly say that I knew nothing till this day of the new
seizure. I had released them from former ones, and thought, when
you took them, that they were yours.

" You shall have your bill again to-morrow."

During the month of January and part of Februaiy, his Poems of
the Siege of Corinth and Parisina were in the hands o( the printers

;

and about the end of the latter month made their appearance. The
following letters are the only ones I find connected with their publi-

cation.

LETTER CCXL.

• TO MR. MURRAY.

" February 3d, 1816.
" I sent for ' Marmion,' which I return, because it occurred to me,

there might be a resemblance between part of ' Parisma' and a similar

scene in Canto 2d of ' Marmion.' I fear there is, though I never
thought of it before, and could hardly wish to imitate that which is

inimitable. I wish you would ask Mr. Gifford whether I ought to say
any thing upon it ;—I had completed the story on the passage from
Gibbon, which indeed leads to a like scene naturally, without a thought
of the kind : but it comes upon me not very comfortably.

" There are a few words and phrases I want to alter in the MS.,
and should like to do it before you print, and will return it in an hour.

" Yours ever."

LETTER CCXLL

TO MR. MURRAV.

" February 20th, 1816.
* ******

" To return to our business—your epistles are vastly agreeable.

With regard to the observations on carelessness, &c. I think, with all

humility, that the gentle reader has considered a rather uncommon,
and designedly irregular, versification for haste and negligence. The
measure is not that of any of the other poems, which (I believe) were
allowed to be tolerably correct, according to Byshe aud the fingers

—

or ears—by which bards write, and readers reckon. Great part of the
' Siege' is in (I think) what the leanied called Anapests (though I am
not sure, being heinously forgetful of my metres and my ' Gradus'),

and many of the lines intentionally longer or shorter than its rhyming
companion ; and rhyme also occurring at greater or less inteiTals of
caprice or convenience.

" I mean not to say that this is right or good, but merely that I

could have been smoother, had it appeared to me of advantage ; and
that 1 was not otherwise without being aware of the deviation, though

printed. The advertisement is a very bad one. I am not yolng to the Mo-
rea , and if I was, you might as well advertise a man in Russia as going to

Yorkshire. Ever, &c."
Together witli the books was sold an article of furniture, which is now in

the possession of Mr. Murray, namely, " a large screen covered with portraitp

of actors, pugilists, representations of boxing-matches," Sic.
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I now feel sorry for it, as I would undoubtedly rather please than not.

My wish has been to try at something different from my former efforts

;

as I endeavoured to make them differ from each other. The versifi-

cation of the ' Corsair' is not that of ' Lara ;' nor the ' Giaour' that

of the 'Bride:' 'Childe Harold' is again varied from these; and I

strove to vary the last somewhat from all of the others.
" Excuse all this d—d nonsense and egotism. The fact is, that I

am rather trying to think on the subject of this note, than really

thinking on it.—I did not know you had called : you are always
admitted and welcome when you choose. " Yours, &c. &c.

" P.S. You need not be in any apprehension or grief on my account

:

were I to be beaten down by the world and its inheritors, I should
have succumbed to many things years ago. You must not mistake
my not bullying for dejection ; nor imagine that because I feel, I am
to faint :—but enough for the present.

" I am sorry for Sotheby's row. What the devil is it about ? I

thought it all settled ; and if I can do any thing about him or Ivan
still, I am ready and willing. I do not think it proper for me just now
to be much behind the scenes, but I will see the committee and move
upon it, if Sotheby likes.

"If you see Mr. Sotheby, will you tell him that I wrote to Mr.
Coleridge, on getting Mr. Sotheby's note, and have, I hope, done what
Mr. S. wished on that subject 1"

It was about the middle of April that his two celebrated copies of
verses, " Fare thee well," and " a Sketch," made their appearance in

the newspapers :—and while the latter poem was generally and, it

must be owned, justly condemned, as a sort of literary assault on an
obscure female, whose situation ought to have placed her as much
beneath his satire as the undignified mode of his attack certainly raised

her above it, with regard to the other poem, opinions were a good deal

more divided. To many it appeared a strain of true conjugal ten-

derness, a kind of appeal, which no woman with a heart could resist

;

while by others, on the contrary, it was considered to be a mere showy
effusion of sentiment, as difficult for real feeling to have produced as
it was easy for fancy and art, and altogether unworthy of the deep
interests involved in the subject. To this latter opinion, I confess my
own to have, at first, strongly inclined ; and suspicious as I could not
help thinking the sentiment that could, at such a moment, indulge in

such verses, the taste that prompted or sanctioned their publication

appeared to me even still more questionable. On reading, however,
his own account of all the circumstances in the Memoranda, I found
that on both points 1 had, in common with a large portion of the

public, done him injustice. He there described, and in a manner
whose sincerity there was no doubting, the swell of tender recol-

lections under the influence of which, as he sat one night musing in

his study, these stanzas were produced,—the tears, as he said, falling

fast over the paper as he wrote them. Neither did it appear, from that

account, to have been from any wish or intention of his own, but
through the injudicious zeal of a friend whom he had suffered to take
a copy, that the verses met the public eye.

The appearance of these poems gave additional violence to the
angry and inquisitorial feeling now abroad against him ; and the title

under which both pieces were immediately announced by various
publishers, as " Poems by Lord Byron on his domestic circumstances,"
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carried with it a sufficient exposure of the utter unfitness of such
themes for rhyme. It is, indeed, only in tliose emotions and passions,

of which imagination forms a predominant ingredient,—such as love,

in its first dreams, before reahty has come to inibody or dispel them,
or sorrow, in its wane, when beginning to pass away from the heart

into the fancy,—that poetry ought ever to be employed as an inter-

preter of feeling. For the expression of all those immediate affections

and disquietudes that have their root in the actual realities of life, the

art of the poet, from the very circumstance t)f its being an art, as

well as from the coloured form in which it is accustomed to trans-

mit impressions, cannot be otherwise than a medium as false as it is

feeble.

To so very low an ebb had the industry of his assailants now suc-

ceeded in reducing his private character, that it required no small
degree of courage, even among that class who are supposed to be the

most tolerant of domestic irregularities, to invite him into their society.

One distinguished lady of fashion, however, ventured so far as, on the

eve of his departure froin England, to make a party for him expressly

;

and nothing short, perhaps, of that high station in society which a life

as blameless as it is brilliant has secured to her, could have placed
beyond all reach of misrepresentation, at that moment, sucli a com-
pliment to one marked with the world's censure so deeply. At this

assembly of Lady J * * 's he made his last appearance, publicly, in

England, and the amusing account given of some of the company in

his Memoranda,—of the various and characteristic ways in which the

temperature of their manner towards him was affected by the cloud
under which he now appeared,—was one of the passages of that

Memoir it would have been most desirable, perhaps, to have pre-

served ; though, from being a gallery of sketches, all personal and
many satirical, but a small portion of it, if any, could have been pre-
sented to the public till the originals had long left the scene, and any
interest they might once have excited was gone with themselves.
Besides the noble hostess herself, whose kindness to him, on this occa-
sion, he never forgot, there was also one other person (then Miss
M * *, now Lady K * *) whose frank and fearless cordiality to him on
that evening he most gratefully commemorated,—adding, in acknow-
ledgment of a still more generous service, " She is a high-minded
woman, and showed me more friendship than I deserved from her.

I heard also of her having defended me in a large company, which
at that time required more courage and firmness than most women
possess."
As we are now approaching so near the close of his London life, I

shall here throw together the few remaining recollections of that

period with which the gleanings of his Memorandum-book, so often
referred to, furnish me.

" I liked the Dandies ; they were always very civil to me, though in

general they disliked literary people, and persecuted and mystified
Madame de Stael, Lewis, * * * *, and the like, damnably. They per-

suaded Madame de Stael that A * * had a hundred thousand a year,
&c. &c. till she praised him to his /ace for his beauty ! and made a set

at him for **, and a hundred fooleries besides. The truth is, that,

though I gave up the business early, I had a tinge of dandyism* in my

* Petrarch was, it appears, also, in his youth, a Dandy. " Recollect," he
says, in a letter to his brother, " the time, when wo wore white habits, on
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minority, and probably retained enough of it to conciliate the great

ones at five-and-twenty. I had gained, and drank, and taken my
degrees in most dissipations, and having no pedantry, and not being
overbearing, we ran quietly together. I knew them all more or less,

and they made me a member of Watier's (a superb club at that time),

being, I take it, the only literary man (except two others, both men of

the world, Moore and Spenser) in it. Our masquerade* was a grand
one ; so was the dandy ball too, at the Argyle, but that (the latter) was
given by the four chiefs, B., M., A., and P., if I err not.

" I was a member of the Alfred, too, being elected while in Greece.
It was pleasant ; a little too sober and literary, and bored with * * and
Sir Francis D'lvernois; but one met Peel, and Ward, and Valentia,

and many other pleasant or known people ; and it was, upon the

whole, a decent resource in a rainy day, in a dearth of parties, or par-

liament, or in an empty season.
" I belonged, or belong, to the following clubs or societies :—to the

Alfred ; to the Cocoa Tree ; to Watier's ; to the Union ; to Racket's
(at Brighton); to the Pugilistic; to the Owls, or ' Fly-by-night;' to

the Cambridge Whig Club ; to the Harrow Club, Cambridge ; and to

one or two private clui)s ; to the Hampden (political) Club ; and to the

Italian Carbonari, &c. &c. &c. 'though last, not least.'' I got into all

these, and never stood for any other—at least to my own knowledge.
I declined being proposed to several others, though pressed to stand

candidate.

" When I met H * * L * *, the jailer, at Lord Holland's, before he
sailed for St. Helena, the discourse turned on the battle of Waterloo.
I asked him whether the dispositions of Napoleon were those of a
great general ] He auswei-ed, disparagingly, ' that they were very sim-

ple.^ I had always thought that a degree of simplicity was an ingre-

dient of greatness.

" I was much struck with the simplicity of Grattan's manners in

private life : they were odd, but they were natural. Curran used to

take him off, bowing to the very ground, and ' thanking God that he
had no peculiarities of gesture or appearance,' in a way irresistibly

ludicrous ; and * * used to call him a ' sentimental harlequin.'

" Curran ! Curran's the man who struck me most.f Such imagina-
tion ! there never was any thing like it that ever I saw or heard of.

which the least spot, or a plait ilJ-pIaced, would have been a subject of grief

;

wlien our shoes were so tight we suffered martyrdom, &c."
* To this masquerade he went in the habit of a Caloyer, or Eastern monk,

—a dress particularly well calculated to set off the beauty of his fine coun-
tenance, which was accordingly, that night, the subject of general admiration.

t In his Memoranda there were equally enthusiastic praises of Curran.
" The riches," said he, " of his Irish imagination were exhauslless. I have
Jieard that man speak more poetry than I have ever seen written,—though I

saw him seldom and but occasionally. I saw him presented to Madame de
Stael at Mackintosh's ;—it was the grand confluence between the Rhone and
the Saone, and they wore both so d—d ugly, that I could not help wondering
how the best intellects of France and Ireland could have taken up respect-

ively such residences." * * * *

In another part, however, he was somewhat more fair to Madame de Stael's

personal appearance :
—" Her figure was not bad : her legs tolerable ; lier

arms good. Altogether, I can conceive her having been a desirable woman.
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His published life—his published speeches, give you no idea of the

man—none at all. He was a machine of imagination, as some one
said that Piron was an epigrammatic machine.
" I did not see a great deal of Ciirran—only in 1813 ; but I met him

at home (for he used to call on me), and in society, at Mackintosli's,

Holland House, &c. &c. and he was wonderful even to me, who had
seen many remarkable men of the time.

" * * * (commonly called long * * *, a very clever man, but odd)

complained to our friend Scrope B. Davies, in riding, that he had a

stitch in his side. ' I do n't wonder at it,' said Scrope, ' for you ride like

a tailor.^ Whoever had seen * * * on horseback, with his very tall

figure on a small nag, would not deny the justness of the repartee.

" When B * * was obliged (by that affair of poor M * *, who thence
acquired the name of ' Dick the Dandy-killer'—it was about money,
and debt, and all that) to retire to France, he knew no French, and
having obtained a grammar for the purpose of study, our friend Scrope
Davies was asked what progress Brummell had made in French, he
responded, ' that Brummell had been stopped, like Buonaparte in Rus-
sia, by the Elements.^
" I have put this pun into Beppo, which is ' a fair exchange and no

obbery,' for Scrope made his fortune at several dinners (as he owned
nimself) by repeating occasionally, as his own, some of the buffoon-

eries with which I had encountered him in the morning.

" * * * is a good man, rhymes well (if not wisely), but is a l)Ore.

He seizes you by the button. One night of a rout, at Mrs. Hope's, he
had fastened upon me, notwithstanding my symptoms of manifest
distress (for I was in love, and had just nicked a minute when neither
mothers, nor husbands, nor rivals, nor gossips, were near my then
idol, who was beautiful as the statues of the gallery where we stood
at the time)—* * *, I say, had seized upon me by the button and the
neart-strings, and spared neither. W. Spencer, who likes fun, and
do n't dislike mischief, saw my case, and coming up to us both, took
me by the hand, and pathetically bade me farewell ;

' for,' said he, ' I see
it is all over with you.' * * * then went away. Sic me servavit JipoUo.

" I remember seeing Blucher in the London assemblies, and never
saw any thing of his age less venerable. With the voice and manners
of a recruiting sergeant, he pretended to the honours of a hero,—just

as if a stone coidd be worshipped because a man had stumbled
over it."

We now approach the close of this eventful period of his histoiy.

In a note to Mr. Rogers, written a short time before his departure for

Ostend,* he says :
—" My sister is now with me, and leaves town to-

morrow ; we shall not meet again for some time, at all events—if

ever ; and, under these circumstances, I trust to stand excused to you
and Mr. Sheridan for being unable to wait upon him this evening."

This was his last interview with his sister,—almost the only person
from whom he now parted with regret ; it being, as he said, doubtful

which had given him most pain, the enemies who attacked or the friends

allowing a little imagination for her soul, and so forth. Slie would have
made a great man."

* Dated April 16th.
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who condoled with him. Those beautiful and most tender verses,
" Though the day of my destiny 's over," were now his parting tribute

to her* who, through all his bitter trial, had been his sole consolation

;

and, though known to most readers, so expressive are they of his

wounded feelings at this crisis, that there are few, I think, who will

object to seeing some stanzas of them here.

" Though the rock of my last hope is shiver'd,
"

^

And its fragments are sunk in the wave,
Though I feel that my soul is deliver'd

To pain—it shall not be its slave.

There is many a pang to pursue me :

They may crush, but they shall not contemn

—

They may torture, but shall not subdue me—
'T is of £/jee that I think—not of them.

" Though human, thou didst not deceive me,
Though woman, thou didst not forsake,

Though loved, thou forborest to grieve me,
Though slander'd, thou never couldst shake.

, Though trusted, thou didst not disclaim me,
'

'

Though parted, it was not to fly,

Though watcliful, 't was not to defame me,

^ Nor mute, that the world might belie.

" From the wreck of the past, which hath perish'd,

Thus much I at least may recall.

It hath taught me that what I most cherish'd.

Deserved to be dearest of all

:

'

,
. In the desert a fountain is springing.

In the wide waste there still is a tree,

' And a bird in the solitude singing.

Which speaks to my spirit of iAee."

On a scrap of paper, in his handwriting, dated April 14th, 1816,

1

find the following list of his attendants, with an annexed outline of his
projected tour:

—

''Servants, Berger, a Swiss, William Fletcher,
and Robert Rusliton.

—

:

—John William Polidori, M.D. Svvisser-

land, Flanders, Italy, and (perhaps) France." The two English ser-
vants, it will be observed, were the same " yeoman" and " page" who
had set out with him on liis youthful travels in 1809; and now,

—

for
the second and last time taking leave of his country,—on the 25th of
April he sailed for Ostend.

* It will be seen, from a subsequent letter, that the first stanza of tliat

most cordial of farewells, " My boat is on the shore," was also written at

this time.

^ END OF VOL. I.
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